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APPENDIX A 
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT 
    

 
No. 09-1322                         September Term, 2011 
                                               Filed On: June 26, 2012 

 
COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE REGULATION, INC., 

ET AL., 
PETITIONERS 

V. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 
RESPONDENT 

    
 

STATE OF MICHIGAN, ET AL., 
INTERVENORS 

    
 

Consolidated with 10-1024, 10-1025, 10-1026, 10-
1030, 10-1035, 10-1036, 10-1037, 10-1038, 10-1039, 
10-1040, 10-1041, 10-1042, 10-1044, 10-1045, 10-
1046, 10-1234, 10-1235, 10-1239, 10-1245, 10-1281, 
10-1310, 10-1318, 10-1319, 10-1320, 10-1321 
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No. 10-1073 
 

COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE REGULATION, INC., 
ET AL., 

PETITIONERS 

V. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 
RESPONDENT 

    
 

AMERICAN FROZEN FOOD INSTITUTE, ET AL., 
INTERVENORS 

    
 

Consolidated with 10-1083, 10-1099, 10-1109, 10-
1110, 10-1114, 10-1118, 10-1119, 10-1120, 10-1122, 
10-1123, 10-124, 10-1125, 10-1126, 10-1127, 10-1128, 
10-1129, 10-1131, 10-1132, 10-1145, 10-1147, 10-
1148, 10-1199, 10-1200, 10-1201, 10-1202, 10-1203, 
10-1206, 10-1207, 10-1208, 10-1210, 10-1211, 10-
1212, 10-1213, 10-1216, 10-1218, 10-1219, 10-1220, 
10-1221, 10-1222 
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No. 10-1092  
 
 

COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE REGULATION, INC., 
ET AL.,   

PETITIONERS 

V. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 
RESPONDENT 

    
 

LANGBOARD, INC. – MDF, ET AL., 
INTERVENORS 

    
 

Consolidated with 10-1094, 10-1134, 10-1143, 10-
1144, 10-1152, 10-1156, 10-1158, 10-1159, 10-1160, 
10-1161, 10-1162, 10-1163, 10-1164, 10-1166, 10-
1182 
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No. 10-1167  
 

AMERICAN CHEMISTRY COUNCIL, 
PETITIONER 

V. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY AND 
LISA PEREZ JACKSON , ADMINISTRATOR, 

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 
RESPONDENTS 

    
 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA, ET AL., 

INTERVENORS 
    

 
Consolidated with 10-1168, 10-1169, 10-1170, 10-
1173, 10-1174, 10-1175, 10-1176, 10-1177, 10-1178, 
10-1179, 10-1180 

    

On Petitions for Review of Final Actions of the 
Environmental Protection Agency 

    
 

BEFORE:  Sentelle, Chief Judge, Rogers and Tatel, 
Circuit Judges 
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JUDGMENT 
 

 These causes came on to be heard on the petitions 
for review of final actions of the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency and were argued by counsel. On con-
sideration thereof, it is 
 
 ORDERED and ADJUDGED that the Timing 
and Tailoring petitions for review be dismissed, and 
the remainder of the petitions be denied, in accord-
ance with the opinion of the court filed herein this 
date. 
 

Per Curiam 
 
 FOR THE COURT: 
 Mark J. Langer, Clerk 
 
 BY: 
 /s/ 
 Jennifer M. Clark 
 Deputy Clerk 
 
Date: June 26, 2012 
 
Opinion Per Curiam 
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APPENDIX B 
 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT 

  
Argued February 28 and 29, 2012 
Decided June 26, 2012 

 
No. 09-1322 

 
COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE REGULATION, INC., 

ET AL.,   
PETITIONERS 

V. 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 

RESPONDENT 
STATE OF MICHIGAN, ET AL., 

INTERVENORS 
  

 
Consolidated with 10-1024, 10-1025, 10-1026, 10-
1030, 10-1035, 10-1036, 10-1037, 10-1038, 10-1039, 
10-1040, 10-1041, 10-1042, 10-1044, 10-1045, 10-
1046, 10-1234, 10-1235, 10-1239, 10-1245, 10-1281, 
10-1310, 10-1318, 10-1319, 10-1320, 10-1321 

  
 

On Petitions for Review of Final Actions 
of the Environmental Protection Agency 
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Patrick R. Day, Harry W. MacDougald, and Jef-
frey Bossert Clark argued the causes for Non-State 
Petitioners and Supporting Intervenors.  With them 
on the briefs were John J. Burns, Attorney General, 
Office of the Attorney General of the State of Alaska, 
Steven E. Mulder, Chief Assistant Attorney General, 
Peter Glaser, Mark E. Nagle, Matthew Dukes, Paul 
D. Phillips, John A. Bryson, Ellen Steen, Eric Groten, 
John P. Elwood, James A. Holtkamp, Chet M. 
Thompson, Robin S. Conrad, Rachel L. Brand, Shel-
don Gilbert, Quentin Riegel, Jeffrey A. Rosen, Robert 
R. Gasaway, William H. Burgess, Sam Kazman, 
Hans Bader, Matthew G. Paulson, Harry Moy Ng, 
Michele Marie Schoeppe, Michael R. Barr, Alexandra 
M. Walsh, Adam J. White, Jeffrey A. Lamken, Timo-
thy K. Webster, Roger R. Martella, Neal J. Cabral, 
Theodore Hadzi-Antich, Ashley C. Parrish, Cynthia 
A. M. Stroman, Scott C. Oostdyk, Gordon R. Alphon-
so, Shannon L. Goessling, Edward A. Kazmarek, F. 
William Brownell, Norman W. Fichthorn, Henry V. 
Nickel, and Allison D. Wood.  Paul D. Clement, Mark 
W. DeLaquil, Andrew M. Grossman, and David B. 
Rivin, Jr. entered appearances. 

E. Duncan Getchell, Jr., Solicitor General, Office 
of the Attorney General for the Commonwealth of 
Virginia, argued the cause for State Petitioners Tex-
as and Virginia on Denial of Reconsideration of the 
Endangerment Finding and State Petitioners and 
Supporting Intervenors on Endangerment Finding 
Delegation Issues.  With him on the briefs were Ken-
neth T. Cuccinelli, II, Attorney General, Stephen R. 
McCullough, Senior Appellate Counsel, Charles E. 
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James Jr., Chief Deputy Attorney General, and Wes-
ley G. Russell, Jr., Deputy Attorney General. 

Greg Abbott, Attorney General, Office of the At-
torney General for the State of Texas, Bill Cobb, 
Deputy Attorney General for Civil Litigation, J. Reed 
Clay, Jr., Special Assistant and Senior Counsel to 
the Attorney General, Jonathan F. Mitchell, Solicitor 
General, Michael P. Murphy, Assistant Solicitor 
General, Luther Strange III, Attorney General, Office 
of the Attorney General for the State of Alabama, 
Pamela Jo Bondi, Attorney General, Office of the At-
torney General for the State of Florida, Gregory F. 
Zoeller, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney 
General for the State of Indiana, Jack Conway, At-
torney General, Office of the Attorney General for 
the Commonwealth of Kentucky, James D. “Buddy” 
Caldwell, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney 
General for the State of Louisiana, Bill Schuette, At-
torney General, Office of the Attorney General for 
the State of Michigan, John J. Bursch, Solicitor Gen-
eral, Neil D. Gordon, Assistant Attorney General, 
Gary C. Rikard, Jon Bruning, Attorney General, Of-
fice of the Attorney General for the State of Nebras-
ka, Katherine J. Spohn, Special Counsel to the At-
torney General, Wayne Stenehjem, Attorney General, 
Office of the Attorney General for the State of North 
Dakota, Margaret Olson, Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral, Scott Pruitt, Attorney General, Office of the At-
torney General for the State of Oklahoma, Alan Wil-
son, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General 
for the State of South Carolina, Marty Jackley, At-
torney General, Office of the Attorney General for 
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the States of South Dakota, Roxanne Giedd, Chief, 
Civil Litigation Division, Mark L. Shurtleff, Attorney 
General, Office of the Attorney General for the State 
of Utah, and Kenneth T. Cuccinelli, II, Attorney Gen-
eral, Office of the Attorney General for the Com-
monwealth of Virginia were on the briefs for State 
Petitioners and Supporting Intervenors.  Robert D. 
Tambling, Assistant Attorney General, Office of the 
Attorney General for the State of Alabama, entered 
an appearance. 

Christian J. Ward, Scott A. Keller, and April L. 
Farris were on the brief for amici curiae Scientists in 
support of Petitioners. 

Derek Schmidt, Attorney General, Office of the 
Attorney General for the State of Kansas, and John 
Campbell, Chief Deputy Attorney General, were on 
the brief for amicus curiae State of Kansas in sup-
port of Petitioners. 

Martin R. Levin, Michael J. O’Neill, Donald M. 
Falk, Mark S. Kaufman, Steven J. Lechner, and 
Richard P. Hutchison were on the brief for amici cu-
riae Landmark Legal Foundation, et al. in support of 
Petitioners. 

Jon M. Lipshultz and Angeline Purdy, Attorneys, 
U.S. Department of Justice, argued the causes for 
respondent. With them on the brief were John Han-
non, Carol Holmes, and Steven Silverman, U.S. En-
vironmental Protection Agency, Attorneys. Thomas 
A. Lorenzen, Attorney, U.S. Department of Justice, 
entered an appearance. 
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Carol Iancu, Assistant Attorney General, Office of 
the Attorney General for the Commonwealth of Mas-
sachusetts, argued the cause for State and Environ-
mental Intervenors in support of respondents.  With 
her on the briefs were Martha Coakley, Attorney 
General, William L. Pardee, Attorney Assistant Gen-
eral, Sean H. Donahue, Howard I. Fox, David S. 
Baron, Megan Ceronsky, Vickie L. Patton, Peter Zal-
zal, Kamala D. Harris, Attorney General, Office of 
the Attorney General for the State of California, 
Kathleen A. Kenealy, Senior Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral, Marc N. Melnick and Nicholas Stern, Deputy 
Attorneys General, Joseph R. Biden, III, Attorney 
General, Office of the Attorney General for the State 
of Delaware, Valerie M. Satterfield, Deputy Attorney 
General, George Jepsen, Attorney General, Office of 
the Attorney General for the State of Connecticut, 
Kimberly P. Massicotte, Matthew I. Levine, Scott N. 
Koschwitz, Assistant Attorneys General, Lisa Madi-
gan, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney Gen-
eral for the State of Illinois, Gerald T. Karr, Assis-
tant Attorney General, Thomas J. Miller, Attorney 
General, Office of the Attorney General for the State 
of Iowa, David R. Sheridan, Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral, Douglas F. Gansler, Attorney General, Office of 
the Attorney General for the State of Maryland, 
Mary E. Raivel, Assistant Attorney General, Michael 
A. Delaney, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney 
General for the State of New Hampshire, K. Allen 
Brooks, Senior Assistant Attorney General, William 
J. Schneider, Attorney General, Office of the Attor-
ney General for the State of Maine, Gerald D. Reid, 
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Assistant Attorney General, Lori Swanson, Attorney 
General, Office of the Attorney General for the State 
of Minnesota, Jocelyn F. Olson, Assistant Attorney 
General, Gary K. King, Attorney General, Office of 
the Attorney General for the State of New Mexico, 
Stephen R. Farris, Assistant Attorney General, Eric 
T. Schneiderman, Attorney General, Office of the At-
torney General for the State of New York, Michael J. 
Myers and Yueh-Ru Chu, Assistant Attorneys Gen-
eral, John Kroger, Attorney General, Office of the At-
torney General for the State of Oregon, Paul Logan, 
Assistant Attorney-in-Charge, Robert M. McKenna, 
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for 
the State of Washington, Leslie R. Seffern, Assistant 
Attorney General, Peter F. Kilmartin, Attorney Gen-
eral, Office of the Attorney General for the State of 
Rhode Island, Gregory S. Schultz, Special Assistant 
Attorney General, William H. Sorrell, Attorney Gen-
eral, Office of the Attorney General for the State of 
Vermont, Thea J. Schwartz, Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral, Christopher King, Assistant Corporation Coun-
sel, Corporation Counsel for the City Of New York, 
Ann B. Weeks, Helen D. Silver, David Doniger, Mele-
ah Geertsma, Morgan Butler, Frank W. Rambo, Jo-
seph Mendelson III, Craig Holt Segall, and Joanne 
Spalding. 

Deborah Sivas, Douglas A. Ruley, Edward Lloyd, 
and Susan J. Kraham were on the brief for amici cu-
riae America’s Great Waters Coalition, et al. in sup-
port of respondent.  James K. Thornton entered an 
appearance. 
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No. 10-1073 
 

COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE REGULATION, INC., 
ET AL., 

PETITIONERS 
 

V. 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 
RESPONDENT 

 
AMERICAN FROZEN FOOD INSTITUTE, ET AL., 

INTERVENORS 
  

 
Consolidated with 10-1083, 10-1099, 10-1109, 10-
1110, 10-1114, 10-1118, 10-1119, 10-1120, 10-1122, 
10-1123, 10-1124, 10-1125, 10-1126, 10-1127, 10-
1128, 10-1129, 10-1131, 10-1132, 10-1145, 10-1147, 
10-1148, 10-1199, 10-1200, 10-1201, 10-1202, 10-
1203, 10-1206, 10-1207, 10-1208, 10-1210, 10-1211, 
10-1212, 10-1213, 10-1216, 10-1218, 10-1219, 10-
1220, 10-1221, 10-1222 

  
 

On Petitions for Review of Final Agency Action 
of the Environmental Protection Agency 
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 Jonathan F. Mitchell, Solicitor General, Office of 
the Attorney General for the State of Texas, argued 
the cause for State Petitioners and Supporting Inter-
venor.  With him on the briefs were Gregg Abbott, At-
torney General, Bill Cobb, Deputy Attorney General, 
J. Reed Clay, Jr., Special Assistant and Senior Coun-
sel to the Attorney General, Michael P. Murphy and 
James P. Sullivan, Assistant Solicitors General, Lu-
ther Strange, Attorney General, Office of the Attor-
ney General for the State of Alabama, Herman Rob-
inson, Donald Trahan, Kathy M. Wright, Gary C. Ri-
kard, John Bruning, Attorney General, Office of the 
Attorney General for the State of Nebraska, Kathe-
rine J. Spohn, Special Counsel, Wayne Stenehjem, 
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for 
the State of North Dakota, Margaret Olson, Assis-
tant Attorney General, Alan Wilson, Attorney Gen-
eral, Office of the Attorney General for the State of 
South Carolina, J. Emory Smith, Jr., Assistant Dep-
uty Attorney General, Marty Jackley, Attorney Gen-
eral, Office of the Attorney General for the State of 
South Dakota, Roxanne Giedd, Chief, and Kenneth T. 
Cuccinelli, II, Attorney General, Office of the Attor-
ney General for the Commonwealth of Virginia.  
Mark W. DeLaquil, Earle D. Getchell, Jr., Assistant 
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for 
the Commonwealth of Virginia, Andrew M. Gross-
man, David B. Rivkin, Jr., and Robert D. Tambling, 
Assistant Attorney General, Office of the Attorney 
General for the State of Alabama, entered appear-
ances. 
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 F. William Brownell and Peter Keisler argued the 
causes for Non-State Petitioners and Supporting In-
tervenors.  With them on the briefs were Norman W. 
Fichthorn, Henry V. Nickel, Allison D. Wood, Charles 
H. Knauss, Shannon S. Broome, Timothy K. Webster, 
Roger R. Martella, Eric Groten, Patrick R. Day, John 
A. Bryson, Matthew G. Paulson, John P. Elwood, 
Paul D. Phillips, James A. Holtkamp, Shannon L. 
Goessling, Harry W. MacDougald, William H. Lewis, 
Jr., Ronald J. Tenpas, Gordon R. Alphonso, Edward 
A. Kazmarek, Chet M. Thompson, Neal J. Cabral, 
Scott C. Oostdyk, Richard P. Hutchison, John J. 
McMackin, Jr., Robin S. Conrad, Sheldon Gilbert, 
Michael W. Steinberg, Levi McAllister, Jeffrey A. 
Rosen, Robert R. Gasaway, Jeffrey Bossert Clark, 
William H. Burgess, Ashley C. Parrish, Cynthia A.M. 
Stroman, Ellen Steen, Leslie Sue Ritts, Peter Glaser, 
Mark E. Nagle, Terry J. Satterlee, Thomas J. Grever, 
Margaret Claiborne Campbell, Bryon W. Kirkpatrick, 
Quentin Riegel, Elizabeth Gaudio, Elizabeth Henry 
Warner, Harry Moy Ng, Michele Marie Schoeppe, 
Thomas J. Ward, and Peter H. Wyckoff.  Mark A. 
Behrens, Paul D. Clement, Matthew Dukes, Virginia 
L. Hudson, and David B. Salmons entered appear-
ances. 
 Jonathan S. Massey was on the brief for amicus 
curiae Municipal Gas Commission of Missouri. 
 John G. Horne, II, Samuel B. Boxerman and 
Leslie A. Hulse were on the brief for amici curiae the 
Commonwealth of Kentucky and the American 
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Chemistry Council in support of petitioners.  Angus 
Macbeth entered an appearance. 
 Amanda Shafer Berman and Perry M Rosen, At-
torneys, U.S. Department of Justice, argued the 
causes for respondents. With them on the briefs were 
Howard Hoffman, Elliott Zenick, Brian Doster, and 
David Orlin, Counsel, U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency. Thomas A. Lorenzen and Kim N. Smaczniak, 
Attorneys, U.S. Department of Justice, and John D. 
Gunter, II and Michele L. Walter, Counsel, U.S. En-
vironmental Protection Agency, entered appearances. 
 Sean H. Donahue and Michael J. Myers argued 
the causes for State and Environmental Intervenors 
in support of respondents.  With them on the briefs 
were Vickie L. Patton, Pamela A. Campos, Megan Ce-
ronsky, Petere Zalzal, Eric T. Schneiderman, Attor-
ney General, Office of the Attorney General for the 
State of New York, Barbara D. Underwood, Solicitor 
General, Morgan A. Costello, Assistant Attorney 
General, Monica Wagner, Howard I. Fox, David S. 
Baron, Lisa Madigan, Attorney General, Office of the 
Attorney General for the State of Illinois, Gerald T. 
Karr, Assistant Attorney General, Joanne Spalding, 
Nathan Matthews, Craig Holt Segall, Kamala D. 
Harris, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney 
General for the State of California, Kathleen A. Ke-
nealy, Senior Assistant Attorney General, Susan 
Durbin, Raissa Lerner, Marc N. Melnick, and Nicho-
las Stern, Deputy Attorneys General, Martha Coak-
ley, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General 
for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, William L. 
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Pardee and Carol Iancu, Assistant Attorneys Gen-
eral, David Doniger, Meleah Geertsma, William J. 
Schneider, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney 
General for the State of Maine, Gerald D. Ried, As-
sistant Attorney General, Ann B. Weeks, Helen D. 
Silver, Thomas J. Miller, Attorney General, Office of 
the Attorney General for the State of Iowa, David R. 
Sheridan, Assistant Attorney General, Douglas F. 
Gansler, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney 
General for the State of Maryland, Mary Raivel, 
Deputy Attorney General, Michael A. Delaney, At-
torney General, Office of the Attorney General for 
the State of New Hampshire, K. Allen Brooks, Senior 
Assistant Attorney General, Barbara Baird, William 
B.Wong, Peter F. Kilmartin, Attorney General, Office 
of the Attorney General for the State of Rhode Is-
land, Gregory S. Schultz, Special Assistant Attorney 
General, Frank Rambo, Morgan Butler, Gary K. 
King, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney Gen-
eral for the State of New Mexico, Stephen Farris, As-
sistant Attorney General, John Kroger, Attorney 
General, Office of the Attorney General for the State 
of Oregon, Paul Logan, Assistant Attorney-in- 
Charge, Roy Cooper, Attorney General, Office of the 
Attorney General for the State of North Carolina, 
and J. Allen Jernigan and Marc Bernstein, Special 
Deputy Attorneys General. Kenneth P. Alex and 
Gavin G. McCabe, Deputy Assistant Attorneys Gen-
eral, Office of the Attorney General for the State of 
California, entered appearances. 
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No. 10-1092 
 

COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE REGULATION, INC., 
ET AL., 

PETITIONERS 
 

V. 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 
RESPONDENT 

 
LANGBOARD, INC. - MDF, ET AL., 

INTERVENORS 
  

 
Consolidated with 10-1094, 10-1134, 10-1143, 10-
1144, 10-1152, 10-1156, 10-1158, 10-1159, 10-1160, 
10-1161, 10-1162, 10-1163, 10-1164, 10-1166, 10-
1182 

  
 

On Petitions for Review of Final Actions  
of the Environmental Protection Agency 

  
 
 Peter Glaser argued the cause for petitioners. 
With him on the briefs were John P. Elwood, Eric 
Groten, Patrick R. Day, John A. Bryson, Shannon L. 
Goessling, Harry W. MacDougald, Paul D. Phillips, 
James A. Holtkamp, Edward A. Kazmarek, Chet M. 
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Thompson, Sam Kazman, Hans Bader, Gordon R. 
Alphonso, Richard P. Hutchison, Neal J. Cabral, 
Scott C. Oostdyk, Ronald J. Tenpas, Michael W. 
Steinberg, Levi McAllister, John J. McMackin Jr., 
Robin S. Conrad, Rachel L. Brand, Sheldon Gilbert, 
F. William Brownell, Norman W. Fichthorn, Henry 
V. Nickel, Allison D. Wood, Ashley C. Parrish, Cyn-
thia A.M. Stroman, Mark E. Nagle, Michael Higgins, 
Ellen Steen, Timothy K. Webster, Roger R. Martella, 
Matthew G. Paulson, Charles H. Knauss, Shannon S. 
Broome, Quentin Riegel, Elizabeth Gaudio, Thomas 
J. Ward, Harry Moy Ng, and Michele Marie 
Schoeppe. 
 Greg Abbott, Attorney General, Office of the At-
torney General for the State of Texas, Bill Cobb, 
Deputy Attorney General for Civil Litigation, Jona-
than F. Mitchell, Solicitor General, J. Reed Clay Jr., 
Special Assistant and Senior Counsel to the Attorney 
General, Michael P. Murphy, Assistant Solicitor 
General, Luther Strange, Attorney General, Office of 
the Attorney General for the State of Alabama, 
Samuel S. Olens, Attorney General, Office of the At-
torney General for the State of Georgia, John E. 
Hennelly, Senior Assistant Attorney General, Gary 
C. Rikard, Jon C. Bruning, Attorney General, Office 
of the Attorney General for the State of Nebraska, 
Katherine J. Spohn, Special Counsel to the Attorney 
General, Wayne K. Stenehjem, Attorney General, Of-
fice of the Attorney General for the State of North 
Dakota, Margaret Olson, Assistant Attorney General, 
Alan Wilson, Attorney General, Office of the Attor-
ney General for the State of South Carolina, J. 
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Emory Smith, Jr., Assistant Deputy Attorney Gen-
eral, Marty Jackley, Attorney General, Office of the 
Attorney General for the State of North Dakota, 
Roxanne Giedd, Chief, Civil Litigation Division, and 
Kenneth T. Cuccinelli, II, Attorney General, Office of 
the Attorney General for the Commonwealth of Vir-
ginia, were on the briefs for State Petitioners and 
Supporting Intervenor.  Paul D. Clement, James W. 
Coleman, Wayne J. D’Angelo, Mark W. DeLaquil, E. 
Duncan Getchell Jr., Solicitor General, Office of the 
Attorney General for the Commonwealth of Virginia, 
Andrew M. Grossman, Virginia L. Hudson, David B. 
Rivkin Jr., and Robert D. Tambling, Assistant Attor-
ney General, Office of the Attorney General for the 
State of Alabama, entered appearances. 
 Samuel B. Boxerman and Leslie A. Hulse were on 
the brief for amicus curiae American Chemistry 
Council in support of petitioners.  Angus Macbeth en-
tered an appearance. 
 Eric G. Hostetler, Attorney, U.S. Department of 
Justice, argued the cause for respondents.  With him 
on the brief were John Hannon and Steven Silver-
man, Attorneys, U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency. 
 Raymond B. Ludwiszewski argued the cause for 
intervenors Association of Global Automakers, et al. 
With him on the brief were Kathleen M. Sullivan, 
Sanford I. Weisburst, and William B. Adams. 
 Gavin G. McCabe, Deputy Attorney General, Of-
fice of the Attorney General for the State of Califor-
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nia, argued the cause for intervenor State of Califor-
nia. On the brief were Kamala D. Harris, Attorney 
General, Kathleen A. Kenealy, Senior Assistant At-
torney General, Marc N. Melnick and Nicholas Stern, 
Deputy Attorneys General, Sean H. Donahue, How-
ard I. Fox, David S. Baron, Pamela Campos, Megan 
Ceronsky, Vickie L. Patton, Peter Zalzal, Joseph R. 
Biden, III, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney 
General for the State of Delaware, Valerie M. Satter-
field, Deputy Attorney General, Thomas J. Miller, 
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for 
the State of Iowa, David R. Sheridan, Assistant At-
torney General, Douglas F. Gansler, Attorney Gen-
eral, Office of the Attorney General for the State of 
Maryland, Roberta R. James, Assistant Attorney 
General, Lisa Madigan, Attorney General, Office of 
the Attorney General for the State of Illinois, Gerald 
T. Karr, Assistant Attorney General, William T. 
Schneider, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney 
General for the State of Maine, Gerald D. Reid, As-
sistant Attorney General, Martha Coakley, Attorney 
General, Office of the Attorney General for the 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Carol Iancu, Tra-
cy Triplett, and William L. Pardee, Assistant Attor-
neys General, Gary K. King, Attorney General, Office 
of the Attorney General for the State of New Mexico, 
Stephen R. Farris, Assistant Attorney General, John 
Kroger, Attorney General, Office of the Attorney 
General for the State of Oregon, Paul Logan, Assis-
tant Attorney-in-Charge, William H. Sorrell, Attor-
ney General, Office of the Attorney General for the 
State of Vermont, Thea J. Schwartz, Assistant At-
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torney General, Eric T. Schneiderman, Attorney 
General, Office of the Attorney General for the State 
of New York, Michael J. Myers and Yueh-Ru Chu, 
Assistant Attorneys General, Peter F. Kilmartin, At-
torney General, Office of the Attorney General for 
the State of Rhode Island, Gregory S. Schultz, Spe-
cial Assistant Attorney General, Robert M. McKenna, 
Attorney General, Office of the Attorney General for 
the State of Washington, Leslie R. Seffern, Assistant 
Attorney General, Christopher King, Assistant Cor-
poration Counsel, Corporation Counsel for the City of 
New York, Joanne Spalding, Craig Holt Segall, Da-
vid Doniger and Meleah Geertsma.  Judith A. Stahl 
Moore, Assistant Attorney General, Office of the At-
torney General for the State of New Mexico, and 
John D. Walke entered appearances. 
 Richard E. Ayres, Jessica L. Olson, and Kristin L. 
Hines were on the brief for amicus curiae Honeywell 
International, Inc. in support of respondents. 
 Richard L. Revesz, Michael A. Livermore, and 
Jennifer S. Rosenberg were on the brief for amicus 
curiae Institute for Policy Integrity at New York 
University School of Law in support of respondents. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY AND 
LISA PEREZ JACKSON, ADMINISTRATOR, 

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 
RESPONDENTS 

 
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES OF 

AMERICA, ET AL.,  
INTERVENORS 

  
 

Consolidated with 10-1168, 10-1169, 10-1170, 10-
1173, 10-1174, 10-1175, 10-1176, 10-1177, 10-1178, 
10-1179, 10-1180 

  
 

On Petitions for Review of a Final Action  
of the Environmental Protection Agency 

  
 

 Timothy K. Webster, Roger R. Martella, Jr., 
James W. Coleman, William H. Lewis, Jr., Ronald J. 
Tenpas, Charles H. Knauss, Shannon S. Broome, 
Bryan M. Killian, and Matthew G. Paulson were on 
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the briefs for petitioners.  Peter D. Keisler, Leslie A. 
Hulse, and Quentin Riegel entered appearances. 
 Amanda Shafer Berman and Perry M. Rosen, At-
torneys, U.S. Department of Justice, and Elliott Zen-
ick and Howard J. Hoffman, Counsel, U.S. Environ-
mental Protection Agency, were on the brief for re-
spondents. Jon M. Lipshultz, Senior Counsel, U.S. 
Department of Justice, entered and appearance. 
 Ann Brewster Weeks, Sean H. Donahue, Vickie 
Patton, Peter Zalzal, Joanne Spalding, Craig Segall, 
David Doniger, and Meleah Geertsma were on the 
brief of intervenors in support of respondents.  David 
S. Baron, Pamela A. Campos, Colin C. O’Brien, and 
John D. Walke entered appearances. 
 Vera P. Pardee, Brendan R. Cummings, and Kev-
in P. Bundy were on the brief for amicus curiae Cen-
ter for Biological Diversity in support of respondents. 
 Before:  SENTELLE, Chief Judge; ROGERS and 
TATEL, Circuit Judges. 
 Opinion for the Court filed PER CURIAM. 
 PER CURIAM:  Following the Supreme Court’s de-
cision in Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497 
(2007)—which clarified that greenhouse gases are an 
“air pollutant” subject to regulation under the Clean 
Air Act (CAA)—the Environmental Protection Agen-
cy promulgated a series of greenhouse gas-related 
rules. First, EPA issued an Endangerment Finding, 
in which it determined that greenhouse gases may 
“reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health 
or welfare.” See 42 U.S.C. § 7521(a)(1). Next, it is-
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sued the Tailpipe Rule, which set emission standards 
for cars and light trucks. Finally, EPA determined 
that the CAA requires major stationary sources of 
greenhouse gases to obtain construction and operat-
ing permits. But because immediate regulation of all 
such sources would result in overwhelming permit-
ting burdens on permitting authorities and sources, 
EPA issued the Timing and Tailoring Rules, in which 
it determined that only the largest stationary sources 
would initially be subject to permitting require-
ments. 
 Petitioners, various states and industry groups, 
challenge all these rules, arguing that they are based 
on improper constructions of the CAA and are other-
wise arbitrary and capricious. But for the reasons set 
forth below, we conclude: 1) the Endangerment Find-
ing and Tailpipe Rule are neither arbitrary nor ca-
pricious; 2) EPA’s interpretation of the governing 
CAA provisions is unambiguously correct; and 3) no 
petitioner has standing to challenge the Timing and 
Tailoring Rules. We thus dismiss for lack of jurisdic-
tion all petitions for review of the Timing and Tailor-
ing Rules, and deny the remainder of the petitions. 

I. 
 We begin with a brief primer on greenhouse gas-
es. As their name suggests, when released into the 
atmosphere, these gases act “like the ceiling of a 
greenhouse, trapping solar energy and retarding the 
escape of reflected heat.” Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 
U.S. at 505. A wide variety of modern human activi-
ties result in greenhouse gas emissions; cars, power 
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plants, and industrial sites all release significant 
amounts of these heat- trapping gases. In recent dec-
ades “[a] well-documented rise in global tempera-
tures has coincided with a significant increase in the 
concentration of [greenhouse gases] in the atmos-
phere.” Id. at 504-05. Many scientists believe that 
mankind’s greenhouse gas emissions are driving this 
climate change. These scientists predict that global 
climate change will cause a host of deleterious conse-
quences, including drought, increasingly severe 
weather events, and rising sea levels. 
 The genesis of this litigation came in 2007, when 
the Supreme Court held in Massachusetts v. EPA 
that greenhouse gases “unambiguous[ly]” may be 
regulated as an “air pollutant” under the Clean Air 
Act (“CAA”). Id. at 529. Squarely rejecting the con-
tention—then advanced by EPA—that “greenhouse 
gases cannot be ‘air pollutants’ within the meaning of 
the Act,” id. at 513, the Court held that the CAA’s 
definition of “air pollutant” “embraces all airborne 
compounds of whatever stripe.” Id. at 529 (emphasis 
added). Moreover, because the CAA requires EPA to 
establish motor-vehicle emission standards for “any 
air pollutant . . . which may reasonably be anticipat-
ed to endanger public health or welfare,” 42 U.S.C. 
§ 7521(a)(1) (emphasis added), the Court held that 
EPA had a “statutory obligation” to regulate harmful 
greenhouse gases. Id. at 534. “Under the clear terms 
of the Clean Air Act,” the Court concluded, “EPA can 
avoid taking further action only if it determines that 
greenhouse gases do not contribute to climate change 
or if it provides some reasonable explanation as to 
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why it cannot or will not exercise its discretion to de-
termine whether they do.” Id. at 533. The Court thus 
directed EPA to determine “whether sufficient in-
formation exists to make an endangerment finding” 
for greenhouse gases. Id. at 534. 

Massachusetts v. EPA spurred a cascading series of 
greenhouse gas-related rules and regulations. First, 
in direct response to the Supreme Court’s directive, 
EPA issued an Endangerment Finding for green-
house gases. Endangerment and Cause or Contribute 
Findings for Greenhouse Gases Under Section 202(a) 
of the Clean Air Act (“Endangerment Finding”), 74 
Fed. Reg. 66,496 (Dec. 15, 2009). The Endangerment 
Finding defined as a single “air pollutant” an “aggre-
gate group of six long-lived and directly-emitted 
greenhouse gases” that are “well mixed” together in 
the atmosphere and cause global climate change: 
carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, hydroflouro-
carbons, perflourocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride. 
Id. at 66,536-37. Following “common practice,” EPA 
measured the impact of these gases on a “carbon di-
oxide equivalent basis,” (CO2e) which is based on the 
gases’ “warming effect relative to carbon diox-
ide . . . over a specified timeframe.” Id. at 66,519. 
(Using the carbon dioxide equivalent equation, for 
example, a mixture of X amount of nitrous oxide and 
Y amount of sulfur hexafluoride is expressed as Z 
amount of CO2e). After compiling and considering a 
considerable body of scientific evidence, EPA con-
cluded that motor-vehicle emissions of these six well-
mixed gases “contribute to the total greenhouse gas 
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air pollution, and thus to the climate change prob-
lem, which is reasonably anticipated to endanger 
public health and welfare.” Id. at 66,499. 

Next, and pursuant to the CAA’s requirement that 
EPA establish motor-vehicle emission standards for 
“any air pollutant . . . which may reasonably be an-
ticipated to endanger public health or welfare,” 42 
U.S.C. § 7521(a)(1), the agency promulgated its Tail-
pipe Rule for greenhouse gases. Light-Duty Vehicle 
Greenhouse Gas Emission Standards and Corporate 
Average Fuel Economy Standards; Final Rule (“Tail-
pipe Rule”), 75 Fed. Reg. 25,324 (May 7, 2010). Effec-
tive January 2, 2011, the Tailpipe Rule set green-
house gas emission standards for cars and light 
trucks as part of a joint rulemaking with fuel econo-
my standards issued by the National Highway Traf-
fic Safety Administration (NHTSA). Id. at 25,326. 

Under EPA’s longstanding interpretation of the 
CAA, the Tailpipe Rule automatically triggered regu-
lation of stationary greenhouse gas emitters under 
two separate sections of the Act. The first, the Pre-
vention of Significant Deterioration of Air Quality 
(PSD) program, requires state-issued construction 
permits for certain types of stationary sources—for 
example, iron and steel mill plants—if they have the 
potential to emit over 100 tons per year (tpy) of “any 
air pollutant.” See 42 U.S.C. § 7475; 7479(1). All oth-
er stationary sources are subject to PSD permitting if 
they have the potential to emit over 250 tpy of “any 
air pollutant.” Id. § 7479(1). The second provision, 
Title V, requires state-issued operating permits for 
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stationary sources that have the potential to emit at 
least 100 tpy of “any air pollutant.” Id. § 7602(j). EPA 
has long interpreted the phrase “any air pollutant” in 
both these provisions to mean any air pollutant that 
is regulated under the CAA. See Requirements for 
Preparation, Adoption, and Submittal of Implemen-
tation Plans; Approval and Promulgation of Imple-
mentation Plans (“1980 Implementation Plan Re-
quirements”), 45 Fed. Reg. 52,676, 52,711 (Aug. 7, 
1980) (PSD program); Prevention of Significant Dete-
rioration and Title V Greenhouse Gas Tailoring Rule 
(“Tailoring Rule”), 75 Fed. Reg. 31,514, 31,553-54 
(June 3, 2010) (discussing history of Title V regula-
tion and applicability). And once the Tailpipe Rule 
set motor-vehicle emission standards for greenhouse 
gases, they became a regulated pollutant under the 
Act, requiring PSD and Title V greenhouse permit-
ting. 

Acting pursuant to this longstanding interpreta-
tion of the PSD and Title V programs, EPA issued 
two rules phasing in stationary source greenhouse 
gas regulation. First, in the Timing Rule, EPA con-
cluded that an air pollutant becomes “subject to reg-
ulation” under the Clean Air Act—and thus subject 
to PSD and Title V permitting—only once a regula-
tion requiring control of that pollutant takes effect. 
Reconsideration of Interpretation of Regulations That 
Determine Pollutants Covered by Clean Air Act Per-
mitting Programs (“Timing Rule”), 75 Fed. Reg. 
17,004 (Apr. 2, 2010). Therefore, EPA concluded, ma-
jor stationary emitters of greenhouse gases would be 
subject to PSD and Title V permitting regulations on 
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January 2, 2011—the date on which the Tailpipe 
Rule became effective, and thus, the date when 
greenhouse gases first became regulated under the 
CAA. Id. at 17,019. 

Next, EPA promulgated the Tailoring Rule.  In the 
Tailoring Rule, EPA noted that greenhouse gases are 
emitted in far greater volumes than other pollutants. 
Indeed, millions of industrial, residential, and com-
mercial sources exceed the 100/250 tpy statutory 
emissions threshold for CO2e. Tailoring Rule, 75 
Fed. Reg. at 31,534-36. Immediately adding these 
sources to the PSD and Title V programs would, EPA 
predicted, result in tremendous costs to industry and 
state permitting authorities. See id. As a result, EPA 
announced that it was “relieving overwhelming per-
mitting burdens that would, in the absence of this 
rule, fall on permitting authorities and sources.” Id. 
at 31,516. Departing from the CAA’s 100/250 tpy 
emissions threshold, the Tailoring Rule provided 
that only the largest sources—those exceeding 
75,000 or 100,000 tpy CO2e, depending on the pro-
gram and project—would initially be subject to 
greenhouse gas permitting. Id. at 31,523. (The Tai-
loring Rule further provided that regulated sources 
must also emit greenhouse gases at levels that ex-
ceed the 100/250 tpy emissions threshold on a mass 
basis. That is, they must emit over 100/250 tpy of ac-
tual pollutants, in addition to exceeding the 
75,000/100,000 tpy carbon dioxide equivalent.  Id. at 
31,523.) 
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A number of groups—including states and regulat-
ed industries—filed petitions for review of EPA’s 
greenhouse gas regulations, contending that the 
agency misconstrued the CAA and otherwise acted 
arbitrarily and capriciously. This appeal consolidates 
the petitions for review of the four aforementioned 
rules: the Endangerment Finding, the Tailpipe Rule, 
the Timing Rule, and the Tailoring Rule. 

“The Clean Air Act empowers us to reverse the 
Administrator’s action in rulemaking if it is ‘arbi-
trary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise 
not in accordance with the law.’” Med. Waste Inst. & 
Energy Recovery Council v. EPA, 645 F.3d 420, 424 
(D.C. Cir. 2011) (quoting 42 U.S.C. § 7607(d)(9)(A)). 
Questions of statutory interpretation are governed 
by the familiar Chevron two-step: “First . . . if the in-
tent of Congress is clear, that is the end of the mat-
ter; for the court, as well as the agency, must give 
effect to the unambiguously expressed intent of Con-
gress.” Chevron, U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Resources De-
fense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 842-43 (1984). But 
“if the statute is silent or ambiguous with respect to 
the specific issue, the question for the court is 
whether the agency’s answer is based on a permissi-
ble construction of the statute.” Id. at 843. 

This opinion proceeds in several steps. Part II ex-
plains why the Endangerment Finding was neither 
arbitrary nor capricious, while Part III does the same 
for the Tailpipe Rule. Turning to stationary source 
regulation, Part IV examines whether any petition-
ers may timely challenge EPA’s longstanding inter-
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pretation of the PSD statute. Because we conclude 
that they may, Part V addresses the merits of their 
statutory arguments, and explains why EPA’s inter-
pretation of the CAA was compelled by the statute. 
Next, Part VI explains why petitioners lack standing 
to challenge the Timing and Tailoring Rules them-
selves. Finally, Part VII disposes of several argu-
ments that have nothing to do with the rules under 
review, and thus are not properly before us. 

II. 
We turn first to State and Industry Petitioners’ 

challenges to the Endangerment Finding, the first of 
the series of rules EPA issued after the Supreme 
Court remanded Massachusetts v. EPA. In the deci-
sion ordering the remand, the Supreme Court held 
that EPA had failed in its statutory obligations when 
it “offered no reasoned explanation for its refusal to 
decide whether greenhouse gases cause or contribute 
to climate change.”  Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 
at 534. On remand, EPA compiled a substantial sci-
entific record, which is before us in the present re-
view, and determined that “greenhouse gases in the 
atmosphere may reasonably be anticipated both to 
endanger public health and to endanger public wel-
fare.” Endangerment Finding, 74 Fed. Reg. at 
66,497. EPA went on to find that motor-vehicle emis-
sions of greenhouse gases “contribute to the total 
greenhouse gas air pollution, and thus to the climate 
change problem, which is reasonably anticipated to 
endanger public health and welfare.” Id. at 66,499. 
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State and Industry Petitioners challenge several 
aspects of EPA’s decision, including (1) EPA’s inter-
pretation of CAA § 202(a)(1), which sets out the en-
dangerment-finding standard; (2) the adequacy of 
the scientific record supporting the Endangerment 
Finding; (3) EPA’s decision not to “quantify” the risk 
of endangerment to public health or welfare created 
by climate change; (4) EPA’s choice to define the “air 
pollutant” at issue as an aggregate of six greenhouse 
gases; (5) EPA’s failure to consult its Science Adviso-
ry Board before issuing the Endangerment Finding; 
and (6) EPA’s denial of all petitions for reconsidera-
tion of the Endangerment Finding. We ultimately 
conclude that the Endangerment Finding is con-
sistent with Massachusetts v. EPA and the text and 
structure of the CAA, and is adequately supported by 
the administrative record. 

A. 
Industry Petitioners contend that EPA improper-

ly interpreted CAA § 202(a)(1) as restricting the En-
dangerment Finding to a science-based judgment de-
void of considerations of policy concerns and regula-
tory consequences. They assert that CAA § 202(a)(1) 
requires EPA to consider, e.g., the benefits of activi-
ties that require greenhouse gas emissions, the effec-
tiveness of emissions regulation triggered by the En-
dangerment Finding, and the potential for societal 
adaptation to or mitigation of climate change. They 
maintain that eschewing those considerations also 
made the Endangerment Finding arbitrary and ca-
pricious. 
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These contentions are foreclosed by the language 
of the statute and the Supreme Court’s decision in 
Massachusetts v. EPA. Section 202(a) of the CAA 
states in relevant part that EPA’s Administrator 

shall by regulation prescribe (and from time to 
time revise) in accordance with the provisions 
of this section, standards applicable to the 
emission of any air pollutant from any class or 
classes of new motor vehicles or new motor 
vehicle engines, which in his judgment cause, 
or contribute to, air pollution which may rea-
sonably be anticipated to endanger public 
health or welfare. 

42 U.S.C. § 7521(a)(1). This language requires that 
the endangerment evaluation “relate to whether an 
air pollutant ‘cause[s], or contribute[s] to, air pollu-
tion which may reasonably be anticipated to endan-
ger public health or welfare.’” Massachusetts v. EPA, 
549 U.S. at 532–33.  At bottom, § 202(a)(1) requires 
EPA to answer only two questions: whether particu-
lar “air pollution”—here, greenhouse gases—”may 
reasonably be anticipated to endanger public health 
or welfare,” and whether motor-vehicle emissions 
“cause, or contribute to” that endangerment. 

These questions require a “scientific judgment” 
about the potential risks greenhouse gas emissions 
pose to public health or welfare—not policy discus-
sions. Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 534. In 
Massachusetts v. EPA, the Supreme Court rebuffed 
an attempt by EPA itself to inject considerations of 
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policy into its decision. At the time, EPA had “offered 
a laundry list of reasons not to regulate” greenhouse 
gases, including 

that a number of voluntary Executive Branch 
programs already provide an effective re-
sponse to the threat of global warming, that 
regulating greenhouse gases might impair the 
President’s ability to negotiate with “key de-
veloping nations” to reduce emissions, and 
that curtailing motor-vehicle emissions would 
reflect “an inefficient, piecemeal approach to 
address the climate change issue.” 

Id. at 533 (citations omitted). The Court noted that 
“these policy judgments . . . have nothing to do with 
whether greenhouse gas emissions contribute to cli-
mate change. Still less do they amount to a reasoned 
justification for declining to form a scientific judg-
ment.” Id. at 533–34. In the Court’s view, EPA’s poli-
cy- based explanations contained “no reasoned ex-
planation for [EPA’s] refusal to decide” the key part 
of the endangerment inquiry: “whether greenhouse 
gases cause or contribute to climate change.” Id. at 
534. 

As in Massachusetts v. EPA, a “laundry list of 
reasons not to regulate” simply has “nothing to do 
with whether greenhouse gas emissions contribute to 
climate change.” Id. at 533–34. The additional exer-
cises State and Industry Petitioners would have EPA 
undertake—e.g., performing a cost-benefit analysis 
for greenhouse gases, gauging the effectiveness of 
whatever emission standards EPA would enact to 
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limit greenhouse gases, and predicting society’s 
adaptive response to the dangers or harms caused by 
climate change—do not inform the “scientific judg-
ment” that § 202(a)(1) requires of EPA. Instead of 
focusing on the question whether greenhouse gas 
emissions may reasonably be anticipated to endanger 
public health or welfare, the factors State and Indus-
try Petitioners put forth only address what might 
happen were EPA to answer that question in the af-
firmative. As EPA stated in the Endangerment Find-
ing, such inquiries “muddle the rather straightfor-
ward scientific judgment about whether there may 
be endangerment by throwing the potential impact of 
responding to the danger into the initial question.” 
74 Fed. Reg. at 66,515. To be sure, the subsection fol-
lowing § 202(a)(1), § 202(a)(2), requires that EPA ad-
dress limited questions about the cost of compliance 
with new emission standards and the availability of 
technology for meeting those standards, see infra 
Part III, but these judgments are not part of the 
§ 202(a)(1) endangerment inquiry. The Supreme 
Court made clear in Massachusetts v. EPA that it 
was not addressing the question “whether policy con-
cerns can inform EPA’s actions in the event that it 
makes such a finding,” 549 U.S. at 534–35, but that 
policy concerns were not part of the calculus for the 
determination of the endangerment finding in the 
first instance. The Supreme Court emphasized that 
it was holding “that EPA must ground its reasons for 
action or inaction in the statute.” Id. at 535. The 
statute speaks in terms of endangerment, not in 
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terms of policy, and EPA has complied with the stat-
ute. 

State and Industry Petitioners insist that because 
statutes should be interpreted to avoid absurd re-
sults, EPA should have considered at least the “ab-
surd” consequences that would follow from an en-
dangerment finding for greenhouse gases. Specifical-
ly: having made an endangerment finding, EPA will 
proceed to promulgate emission standards under 
§ 202(a)(1). Issuing those standards triggers regula-
tion—under EPA’s PSD and Title V programs—of 
stationary sources that emit greenhouse gases at 
levels above longstanding statutory thresholds. Be-
cause greenhouse gases are emitted in much higher 
volumes than other air pollutants, hundreds of thou-
sands of small stationary sources would exceed those 
thresholds. This would subject those sources to PSD 
and Title V permitting requirements despite what 
Petitioners claim was Congress’s clear intent that 
the requirements apply only to large industrial 
sources. Petitioners assert that even EPA believed 
such overbroad regulation to be an absurd result, 
which it attempted to rectify by adopting the Tailor-
ing Rule to raise the statutory thresholds, see infra 
Part VI. 

However “absurd” Petitioners consider this con-
sequence, though, it is still irrelevant to the endan-
germent inquiry. That EPA adjusted the statutory 
thresholds to accommodate regulation of greenhouse 
gases emitted by stationary sources may indicate 
that the CAA is a regulatory scheme less-than- per-
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fectly tailored to dealing with greenhouse gases. But 
the Supreme Court has already held that EPA in-
deed wields the authority to regulate greenhouse 
gases under the CAA.  See Massachusetts v. EPA. 
The plain language of § 202(a)(1) of that Act does not 
leave room for EPA to consider as part of the endan-
germent inquiry the stationary-source regulation 
triggered by an endangerment finding, even if the 
degree of regulation triggered might at a later stage 
be characterized as “absurd.” 

B. 
State and Industry Petitioners next challenge the 

adequacy of the scientific record underlying the En-
dangerment Finding, objecting to both the type of ev-
idence upon which EPA relied and EPA’s decision to 
make an Endangerment Finding in light of what In-
dustry Petitioners view as significant scientific un-
certainty. Neither objection has merit. 

1. 
As an initial matter, State and Industry Petition-

ers question EPA’s reliance on “major assessments” 
addressing greenhouse gases and climate change is-
sued by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC), the U.S. Global Climate Research 
Program (USGCRP), and the National Research 
Council (NRC). Endangerment Finding, 74 Fed. Reg. 
at 66,510–11. These peer- reviewed assessments syn-
thesized thousands of individual studies on various 
aspects of greenhouse gases and climate change and 
drew “overarching conclusions” about the state of the 
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science in this field. Id. at 66,511. The assessments 
provide data and information on, inter alia, “the 
amount of greenhouse gases being emitted by human 
activities”; their continued accumulation in the at-
mosphere; the resulting observed changes to Earth’s 
energy balance, temperature and climate at global 
and regional levels, and other “climate-sensitive sec-
tors and systems of the human and natural environ-
ment”; the extent to which these changes “can be at-
tributed to human-induced buildup of atmospheric 
greenhouse gases”; “future projected climate change”; 
and “projected risks and impacts to human health, 
society and the environment.”Id. at 66,510–11. 

State and Industry Petitioners assert that EPA 
improperly “delegated” its judgment to the IPCC, 
USGCRP, and NRC by relying on these assessments 
of climate-change science. See U.S. Telecom Ass’n v. 
FCC, 359 F.3d 554, 566 (D.C. Cir. 2004). This argu-
ment is little more than a semantic trick. EPA did 
not delegate, explicitly or otherwise, any decision-
making to any of those entities. EPA simply did here 
what it and other decision- makers often must do to 
make a science-based judgment: it sought out and 
reviewed existing scientific evidence to determine 
whether a particular finding was warranted. It 
makes no difference that much of the scientific evi-
dence in large part consisted of “syntheses” of indi-
vidual studies and research. Even individual studies 
and research papers often synthesize past work in an 
area and then build upon it. This is how science 
works. EPA is not required to re-prove the existence 
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of the atom every time it approaches a scientific 
question. 

Moreover, it appears from the record that EPA 
used the assessment reports not as substitutes for its 
own judgment but as evidence upon which it relied to 
make that judgment. EPA evaluated the processes 
used to develop the various assessment reports, re-
viewed their contents, and considered the depth of 
the scientific consensus the reports represented. 
Based on these evaluations, EPA determined the as-
sessments represented the best source material to 
use in deciding whether greenhouse gas emissions 
may be reasonably anticipated to endanger public 
health or welfare.  Endangerment Finding, 74 Fed. 
Reg. at 66,510–11. It then reviewed those reports 
along with comments relevant to the scientific con-
siderations involved to determine whether the evi-
dence warranted an endangerment finding for 
greenhouse gases as it was required to do under the 
Supreme Court’s mandate in Massachusetts v. EPA. 

2. 
Industry Petitioners also assert that the scientific 

evidence does not adequately support the Endan-
germent Finding. As we have stated before in review-
ing the science-based decisions of agencies such as 
EPA, “[a]lthough we perform a searching and careful 
inquiry into the facts underlying the agency’s deci-
sions, we will presume the validity of agency action 
as long as a rational basis for it is presented.” Am. 
Farm Bureau Fed’n v. EPA, 559 F.3d 512, 519 (D.C. 
Cir. 2009) (internal quotation marks omitted). In so 
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doing, “we give an extreme degree of deference to the 
agency when it is evaluating scientific data within its 
technical expertise.” Id. (internal quotation marks 
omitted). 

The body of scientific evidence marshaled by EPA 
in support of the Endangerment Finding is substan-
tial. EPA’s scientific evidence of record included sup-
port for the proposition that greenhouse gases trap 
heat on earth that would otherwise dissipate into 
space; that this “greenhouse effect” warms the cli-
mate; that human activity is contributing to in-
creased atmospheric levels of greenhouse gases; and 
that the climate system is warming. 

Based on this scientific record, EPA made the 
linchpin finding: in its judgment, the “root cause” of 
the recently observed climate change is “very likely” 
the observed increase in anthropogenic greenhouse 
gas emissions. Endangerment Finding, 74 Fed. Reg. 
at 66,518. EPA found support for this finding in 
three lines of evidence. First, it drew upon our “basic 
physical understanding” of the impacts of various 
natural and manmade changes on the climate sys-
tem. For instance, EPA relied on evidence that the 
past half-century of warming has occurred at a time 
when natural forces such as solar and volcanic activ-
ity likely would have produced cooling. Endanger-
ment Finding, Response to Comments (RTC) Vol. 3, 
at 20. Other evidence supports EPA’s conclusion that 
the observed warming pattern—warming of the bot-
tommost layer of the atmosphere and cooling imme-
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diately above it—is consistent with greenhouse-gas 
causation. Id. 

EPA further relied upon evidence of historical es-
timates of past climate change, supporting EPA’s 
conclusion that global temperatures over the last 
half-century are unusual. Endangerment Finding, 74 
Fed. Reg. at 66,518. Scientific studies upon which 
EPA relied place high confidence in the assertion 
that global mean surface temperatures over the last 
few decades are higher than at any time in the last 
four centuries. Technical Support Document for the 
Endangerment Finding (TSD), at 31. These studies 
also show, albeit with significant uncertainty, that 
temperatures at many individual locations were 
higher over the last twenty-five years than during 
any period of comparable length since 900 A.D. Id. 

For its third line of evidence that anthropogenic 
emissions of greenhouse gases spurred the perceived 
warming trend, EPA turned to computer-based cli-
mate-model simulations. Scientists have used global 
climate models built on basic principles of physics 
and scientific knowledge about the climate to try to 
simulate the recent climate change. These models 
have only been able to replicate the observed warm-
ing by including anthropogenic emissions of green-
house gases in the simulations. Endangerment Find-
ing, 74 Fed. Reg. at 66,523. 

To recap, EPA had before it substantial record ev-
idence that anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse 
gases “very likely” caused warming of the climate 
over the last several decades. EPA further had evi-
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dence of current and future effects of this warming 
on public health and welfare. Relying again upon 
substantial scientific evidence, EPA determined that 
anthropogenically induced climate change threatens 
both public health and public welfare. It found that 
extreme weather events, changes in air quality, in-
creases in food- and water-borne pathogens, and in-
creases in temperatures are likely to have adverse 
health effects. Id. at 66,497–98. The record also sup-
ports EPA’s conclusion that climate change endan-
gers human welfare by creating risk to food produc-
tion and agriculture, forestry, energy, infrastructure, 
ecosystems, and wildlife. Substantial evidence fur-
ther supported EPA’s conclusion that the warming 
resulting from the greenhouse gas emissions could be 
expected to create risks to water resources and in 
general to coastal areas as a result of expected in-
crease in sea level. Id. at 66,498. Finally, EPA de-
termined from substantial evidence that motor-
vehicle emissions of greenhouse gases contribute to 
climate change and thus to the endangerment of 
public health and welfare. 

Industry Petitioners do not find fault with much 
of the substantial record EPA amassed in support of 
the Endangerment Finding. Rather, they contend 
that the record evidences too much uncertainty to 
support that judgment. But the existence of some 
uncertainty does not, without more, warrant invali-
dation of an endangerment finding. If a statute is 
“precautionary in nature” and “designed to protect 
the public health,” and the relevant evidence is “dif-
ficult to come by, uncertain, or conflicting because it 
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is on the frontiers of scientific knowledge,” EPA need 
not provide “rigorous step-by-step proof of cause and 
effect” to support an endangerment finding. Ethyl 
Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d 1, 28 (D.C. Cir. 1976). As we 
have stated before, “Awaiting certainty will often al-
low for only reactive, not preventive, regulation.” Id. 
at 25. 

Congress did not restrict EPA to remedial regula-
tion when it enacted CAA § 202(a). That section 
mandates that EPA promulgate new emission stand-
ards if it determines that the air pollution at issue 
“may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public 
health or welfare.” 42 U.S.C. § 7521(a)(1). This lan-
guage requires a precautionary, forward-looking sci-
entific judgment about the risks of a particular air 
pollutant, consistent with the CAA’s “precautionary 
and preventive orientation.” Lead Indus. Ass’n, Inc. 
v. EPA, 647 F.2d 1130, 1155 (D.C. Cir. 1980). Requir-
ing that EPA find “certain” endangerment of public 
health or welfare before regulating greenhouse gases 
would effectively prevent EPA from doing the job 
Congress gave it in § 202(a)—utilizing emission 
standards to prevent reasonably anticipated endan-
germent from maturing into concrete harm. Cf. id. 
(“[R]equiring EPA to wait until it can conclusively 
demonstrate that a particular effect is adverse to 
health before it acts is inconsistent with both the 
[CAA]’s precautionary and preventive orientation 
and the nature of the Administrator’s statutory re-
sponsibilities. Congress provided that the Adminis-
trator is to use his judgment in setting air quality 
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standards precisely to permit him to act in the face of 
uncertainty.”). 

In Massachusetts v. EPA the Supreme Court con-
firmed that EPA may make an endangerment find-
ing despite lingering scientific uncertainty. Indeed, 
the Court held that the existence of “some residual 
uncertainty” did not excuse EPA’s decision to decline 
to regulate greenhouse gases. Massachusetts v. EPA, 
549 U.S. at 534. To avoid regulating emissions of 
greenhouse gases, EPA would need to show “scien-
tific uncertainty . . . so profound that it precludes 
EPA from making a reasoned judgment as to wheth-
er greenhouse gases contribute to global warming.” 
Id. Clearly, then, EPA may issue an endangerment 
finding even while the scientific record still contains 
at least “some residual uncertainty.” Industry Peti-
tioners have shown no more than that. 

In the end, Petitioners are asking us to re-weigh 
the scientific evidence before EPA and reach our own 
conclusion. This is not our role. As with other re-
views of administrative proceedings, we do not de-
termine the convincing force of evidence, nor the con-
clusion it should support, but only whether the con-
clusion reached by EPA is supported by substantial 
evidence when considered on the record as a whole. 
See, e.g., New York v. EPA, 413 F.3d 3, 30 (D.C. Cir. 
2005). When EPA evaluates scientific evidence in its 
bailiwick, we ask only that it take the scientific rec-
ord into account “in a rational manner.” Am. Petrole-
um Inst. v. Costle, 665 F.2d 1176, 1187 (D.C. Cir. 
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1981). Industry Petitioners have not shown that EPA 
failed to do so here. 

C. 
State Petitioners, here led by Texas, contend that 

the Endangerment Finding is arbitrary and capri-
cious because EPA did not “define,” “measure,” or 
“quantify” either the atmospheric concentration at 
which greenhouse gases endanger public health or 
welfare, the rate or type of climate change that it an-
ticipates will endanger public health or welfare, or 
the risks or impacts of climate change. According to 
Texas, without defining these thresholds and distin-
guishing “safe” climate change from climate change 
that endangers, EPA’s Endangerment Finding is just 
a “subjective conviction.” 

It is true that EPA did not provide a quantitative 
threshold at which greenhouse gases or climate 
change will endanger or cause certain impacts to 
public health or welfare. The text of CAA § 202(a)(1) 
does not require that EPA set a precise numerical 
value as part of an endangerment finding. Quite the 
opposite; the § 202(a)(1) inquiry necessarily entails a 
case-by- case, sliding-scale approach to endanger-
ment because “[d]anger . . . is not set by a fixed prob-
ability of harm, but rather is composed of reciprocal 
elements of risk and harm, or probability and severi-
ty.” Ethyl, 541 F.2d at 18. EPA need not establish a 
minimum threshold of risk or harm before determin-
ing whether an air pollutant endangers. It may base 
an endangerment finding on “a lesser risk of greater 
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harm . . . or a greater risk of lesser harm” or any 
combination in between. Id. 

Ethyl is instructive. There, EPA made an endan-
germent finding for airborne lead. During its endan-
germent inquiry, EPA initially tried to do what Tex-
as asks of it here: find a specific concentration of the 
air pollutant below which it would be considered 
“safe” and above which it would endanger public 
health. Id. at 56. However, EPA abandoned that ap-
proach because it failed to account for “the wide var-
iability of dietary lead intake” and lacked predictive 
value. EPA substituted a “more qualitative” ap-
proach, which relied on “predictions based on uncer-
tain data” along with clinical studies. Id. at 56–57. 
This court upheld the endangerment finding that 
used that qualitative approach despite the lack of a 
specific endangerment “threshold.” 

In its essence, Texas’s call for quantification of 
the endangerment is no more than a specialized ver-
sion of Industry Petitioners’ claim that the scientific 
record contains too much uncertainty to find endan-
germent. EPA relied on a substantial record of em-
pirical data and scientific evidence, making many 
specific and often quantitative findings regarding the 
impacts of greenhouse gases on climate change and 
the effects of climate change on public health and 
welfare. Its failure to distill this ocean of evidence 
into a specific number at which greenhouse gases 
cause “dangerous” climate change is a function of the 
precautionary thrust of the CAA and the multivari-
ate and sometimes uncertain nature of climate sci-
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ence, not a sign of arbitrary or capricious decision-
making. 

D. 
EPA defined both the “air pollution” and the “air 

pollutant” that are the subject of the Endangerment 
Finding as an aggregate of six greenhouse gases, 
which EPA called “well mixed greenhouse gases”: 
carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4), nitrous oxide 
(N2 O), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons 
(PFCs), and sulfur hexafluoride (SF6). Industry Peti-
tioners argue that EPA’s decision to include PFCs 
and SF6 in this group of greenhouse gases was arbi-
trary and capricious primarily because motor vehi-
cles generally do not emit these two gases. 

No petitioner for review of the Endangerment 
Finding has established standing to make this ar-
gument. Industry Petitioners concede that EPA’s de-
cision to regulate PFCs and SF6 along with the other 
four greenhouse gases does not injure any motor- ve-
hicle-related petitioner. Nor has any non-motor-
vehicle- related petitioner shown an injury-in-fact 
resulting from EPA’s inclusion of these two gases in 
the six-gas amalgam of “well- mixed greenhouse gas-
es.” At oral argument, Industry Petitioners asserted 
for the first time that certain utility companies—
members of associations that petitioned for review of 
the Endangerment Finding—own utility transform-
ers that emit SF6. However, they never demonstrat-
ed or even definitively asserted that any of these 
companies would not be subject to regulation or per-
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mitting requirements but for EPA’s decision to in-
clude SF6 as part of the “well-mixed greenhouse gas-
es” that are the subject of the Endangerment Find-
ing. See Sierra Club v. EPA, 292 F.3d 895, 898–900 
(D.C. Cir. 2002) (requiring that a petitioner seeking 
review of agency action demonstrate standing by af-
fidavit or other evidence if standing is not “self-
evident” from the administrative record). Absent a 
petitioner with standing to challenge EPA’s inclusion 
of PFCs and SF6 in the “air pollution” at issue, this 
court lacks jurisdiction to address the merits of In-
dustry Petitioners’ contention. 

E. 
EPA did not submit the Endangerment Finding 

for review by its Science Advisory Board (SAB). In-
dustry Petitioners claim that EPA’s failure to do so 
violates its mandate to “make available” to the SAB 
“any proposed criteria document, standard, limita-
tion, or regulation under the Clean Air Act” at the 
time it provides the same “to any other Federal 
agency for formal review and comment.” 42 U.S.C. 
§ 4365(c)(1); see Am. Petroleum Inst., 665 F.2d at 
1188. 

To begin with, it is not clear that EPA provided 
the Endangerment Finding “to any other Federal 
agency for formal review and comment,” which trig-
gers this duty to submit a regulation to the SAB. 
EPA only submitted a draft of the Endangerment 
Finding to the Office of Information and Regulatory 
Affairs pursuant to Executive Order 12,866. EPA 
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contends that this was merely an informal review 
process, not “formal review and comment”—at least 
when compared with a statutory review-and-
comment requirement in which other agencies are 
given the opportunity to provide written comments 
about the impacts of a proposed regulation on the re-
viewing agency’s universe of responsibility.  See, e.g., 
49 U.S.C. § 32902(j). Industry Petitioners failed to 
respond to this contention. 

In any event, even if EPA violated its mandate by 
failing to submit the Endangerment Finding to the 
SAB, Industry Petitioners have not shown that this 
error was “of such central relevance to the rule that 
there is a substantial likelihood that the rule would 
have been significantly changed if such errors had 
not been made.” 42 U.S.C. § 7607(d)(8); see Am. Pe-
troleum Inst., 665 F.2d at 1188–89 (applying this 
standard to EPA’s failure to submit an ozone stand-
ard to the SAB). 

F. 
Lastly, State Petitioners maintain that EPA erred 

by denying all ten petitions for reconsideration of the 
Endangerment Finding. Those petitions asserted 
that internal e- mails and documents released from 
the University of East Anglia’s Climate Research 
Unit (CRU)—a contributor to one of the global tem-
perature records and to the IPCC’s assessment re-
port—undermined the scientific evidence supporting 
the Endangerment Finding by calling into question 
whether the IPCC scientists adhered to “best science 
practices.” EPA’s Denial of the Petitions To Reconsid-
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er the Endangerment and Cause or Contribute Find-
ings for Greenhouse Gases Under Section 202(a) of 
the Clean Air Act (“Reconsideration Denial”), 75 Fed. 
Reg. 49,556, 49,556–57 (Aug. 13, 2010). The petitions 
pointed to factual mistakes in the IPCC’s assessment 
report resulting from the use of non-peer-reviewed 
studies and several scientific studies postdating the 
Endangerment Finding as evidence that the Endan-
germent Finding was flawed. Id. 

On August 13, 2010, EPA issued a denial of the 
petitions for reconsideration accompanied by a 360-
page response to petitions (RTP). Id. at 49,556. It de-
termined that the petitions did not provide substan-
tial support for the argument that the Endanger-
ment Finding should be revised. According to EPA, 
the petitioners’ claims based on the CRU documents 
were exaggerated, contradicted by other evidence, 
and not a material or reliable basis for questioning 
the credibility of the body of science at issue; two of 
the factual inaccuracies alleged in the petitions were 
in fact mistakes, but both were “tangential and mi-
nor” and did not change the key IPCC conclusions; 
and the new scientific studies raised by some peti-
tions were either already considered by EPA, misin-
terpreted or misrepresented by petitioners, or put 
forth without acknowledging other new studies. Id. 
at 49,557–58. 

1. 
EPA is required to convene a proceeding for re-

consideration of a rule if a party raising an objection 
to the rule 
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can demonstrate to the Administrator that it 
was impracticable to raise such objection with-
in such time or if the grounds for such objec-
tion arose after the period for public comment 
(but within the time specified for judicial re-
view) and if such objection is of central rele-
vance to the outcome of the rule. 

42 U.S.C. § 7607(d)(7)(B). For the purpose of deter-
mining whether to commence reconsideration of a 
rule, EPA considers an objection to be of “central rel-
evance to the outcome” of that rule “if it provides 
substantial support for the argument that the regu-
lation should be revised.” Reconsideration Denial, 75 
Fed. Reg. at 49,561. 

State Petitioners have not provided substantial 
support for their argument that the Endangerment 
Finding should be revised. State Petitioners point 
out that some studies the IPCC referenced in its as-
sessment were not peer-reviewed, but they ignore 
the fact that (1) the IPCC assessment relied on 
around 18,000 studies that were peer-reviewed, and 
(2) the IPCC’s report development procedures ex-
pressly permitted the inclusion in the assessment of 
some non-peer-reviewed studies (“gray” literature). 

Moreover, as EPA determined, the limited inac-
curate information developed from the gray litera-
ture does not appear sufficient to undermine the 
substantial overall evidentiary support for the En-
dangerment Finding. State Petitioners have not, as 
they assert, uncovered a “pattern” of flawed science. 
Only two of the errors they point out seem to be er-
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rors at all, and EPA relied on neither in making the 
Endangerment Finding. First, as State Petitioners 
assert, the IPCC misstated the percentage of the 
Netherlands that is below sea level, a statistic that 
was used for background information. However, the 
IPCC corrected the error, and EPA concluded that 
the error was “minor and had no impact,” and the 
Endangerment Finding did not refer to the statistic 
in any way. Id. at 49,576–77. Second, the IPCC 
acknowledged misstating the rate at which Himala-
yan glaciers are receding. EPA also did not rely on 
that projection in the Endangerment Finding. Id. at 
49,577. 

State Petitioners also contend that a new study 
contradicts EPA’s reliance on a projection of more 
violent storms in the future as a result of climate 
change, but the study they cite only concerns past 
trends, not projected future storms. The record 
shows that EPA considered the new studies on storm 
trends and concluded that the studies were con-
sistent with the Endangerment Finding. In sum, 
State Petitioners have failed to show that these iso-
lated “errors” provide substantial support for their 
argument to overturn the Endangerment Finding. 

2. 
State Petitioners’ further argument that EPA 

erred in denying reconsideration fails as well. These 
Petitioners claim EPA erred by failing to provide no-
tice and comment before denying the petitions for re-
consideration because EPA’s inclusion of a 360-page 
RTP amounted to a revision of the Endangerment 
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Finding, and revision of a rule requires notice and 
comment. The RTP, however, appears to be exactly 
what EPA called it—a response to the petitions for 
reconsideration, not a revision of the Endangerment 
Finding itself. EPA certainly may deny petitions for 
reconsideration of a rule and provide an explanation 
for that denial, including by providing support for 
that decision, without triggering a new round of no-
tice and comment for the rule. 

III. 
State and Industry Petitioners contend that in 

promulgating the Tailpipe Rule, EPA relied on an 
improper interpretation of CAA § 202(a)(1), and was 
arbitrary and capricious in failing to justify and con-
sider the cost impacts of its conclusion that the Rule 
triggers stationary-source regulation under the PSD 
and Title V provisions. They do not challenge the 
substantive standards of the Rule and focus princi-
pally on EPA’s failure to consider the cost of station-
ary-source permitting requirements triggered by the 
Rule. Positing an absurd-consequences scenario, Pe-
titioners maintain that if EPA had considered these 
costs it “would have been forced” to exclude carbon 
dioxide from the scope of the emission standards, to 
decline to issue greenhouse gas emission standards 
at all, or “to interpret the statute so as not to auto-
matically trigger stationary source regulation.” In-
dustry Tailpipe Br. 17; see also Industry Tailpipe 
Reply Br. 8–9. Both the plain text of Section 202(a) 
and precedent refute Petitioners’ contentions. 
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A. 
Section 202(a)(1) provides: 

The Administrator shall by regulation pre-
scribe . . . standards applicable to the emission 
of any air pollutant from any class or classes of 
new motor vehicles or new motor vehicle en-
gines, which in his judgment cause, or con-
tribute to, air pollution which may reasonably 
be anticipated to endanger public health or 
welfare. 

42 U.S.C. § 7521(a)(1). By employing the verb “shall,” 
Congress vested a non-discretionary duty in EPA. 
See Sierra Club v. Jackson, 648 F.3d 848, 856 (D.C. 
Cir. 2011). The plain text of Section 202(a)(1) thus 
refutes Industry Petitioners’ contention that EPA 
had discretion to defer issuance of motor- vehicle 
emission standards on the basis of stationary-source 
costs. Neither the adjacent text nor the statutory 
context otherwise condition this clear “language of 
command,” id. (citation omitted). Having made the 
Endangerment Finding pursuant to CAA § 202(a), 42 
U.S.C. § 7521(a), EPA lacked discretion to defer 
promulgation of the Tailpipe Rule on the basis of its 
trigger of stationary-source permitting requirements 
under the PSD program and Title V. 

The Supreme Court’s decision in Massachusetts v. 
EPA compels this interpretation of Section 202(a)(1). 
“If EPA makes a finding of endangerment, the Clean 
Air Act requires the [a]gency to regulate emissions of 
the deleterious pollutant from new motor vehicles.”  
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549 U.S. at 533. “Under the clear terms of the Clean 
Air Act, EPA can avoid taking further action only if 
it determines that greenhouse gases do not contrib-
ute to climate change or if it provides some reasona-
ble explanation as to why it cannot or will not exer-
cise its discretion to determine whether they do.” Id. 
(emphasis added). In the Endangerment Finding, 
EPA determined that motor-vehicle emissions con-
tribute to greenhouse gas emissions that, in turn, 
endanger the public health and welfare; the agency 
therefore was in no position to “avoid taking further 
action,” id., by deferring promulgation of the Tailpipe 
Rule. Given the non-discretionary duty in Section 
202(a)(1) and the limited flexibility available under 
Section 202(a)(2), which this court has held relates 
only to the motor-vehicle industry, see infra Part 
III.C, EPA had no statutory basis on which it could 
“ground [any] reasons for” further inaction, Massa-
chusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 535. 

The plain text of Section 202(a)(1) also negates 
Industry Petitioners’ contention that EPA had dis-
cretion to defer the Tailpipe Rule on the basis of 
NHTSA’s authority to regulate fuel economy. The 
Supreme Court dismissed a near-identical argument 
in Massachusetts v. EPA, rejecting the suggestion 
that EPA could decline to regulate carbon-dioxide 
emissions because the Department of Transportation 
(DOT) had independent authority to set fuel-
efficiency standards. Id. at 531–32. “[T]hat DOT sets 
mileage standards in no way licenses EPA to shirk 
its environmental responsibilities,” because EPA’s 
duty to promulgate emission standards derives from 
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“a statutory obligation wholly independent of DOT’s 
mandate to promote energy efficiency.” Id. at 532. 
Just as EPA lacks authority to refuse to regulate on 
the grounds of NHTSA’s regulatory authority, EPA 
cannot defer regulation on that basis.  A comparison 
of the relevant statutes bolsters this conclusion. 
Compare 49 U.S.C. § 32902(f) (“When deciding max-
imum feasible average fuel economy . . . , the Secre-
tary of Transportation shall consider . . . the effect of 
other motor vehicle standards of the Government on 
fuel economy . . . ”), with 42 U.S.C. § 7521(a) (includ-
ing no such direction). Nor, applying the same rea-
soning, was EPA required to treat NHTSA’s pro-
posed regulations as establishing the baseline for the 
Tailpipe Rule. Furthermore, the Tailpipe Rule pro-
vides benefits above and beyond those resulting from 
NHTSA’s fuel- economy standards. See, e.g., Tailpipe 
Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at 25,490 (Table III.F.1-2), 25,636 
(Table IV.G.1-4). Petitioners’ related contentions re-
garding the PSD permitting triggers are addressed 
in Part V. 

B. 
Turning to the APA, Industry Petitioners con-

tend, relying on Small Refiner Lead Phase-Down 
Task Force v. EPA, 705 F.2d 506, 525 (D.C. Cir. 
1983), and Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d 1 (D.C. Cir. 
1976), that EPA failed both to justify the Tailpipe 
Rule in terms of the risk identified in the Endanger-
ment Finding and to show that the proposed stand-
ards “would meaningfully mitigate the alleged en-
dangerment,” Industry Tailpipe Br. 35. Instead, they 
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maintain that EPA “separated these two integral 
steps,” id. at 11, and “concluded that it had no obli-
gation to show . . .  ‘the resulting emissions control 
strategy or strategies will have some significant de-
gree of harm reduction or effectiveness in addressing 
the endangerment,’” id. at 11–12 (quoting Endan-
germent Finding, 74 Fed. Reg. at 66,508). These con-
tentions fail. 

Petitioners’ reliance on Small Refiner, 705 F.2d at 
525, is misplaced; the court there laid out guidelines 
for assessing EPA’s discretion to set numerical 
standards and Petitioners do not challenge the sub-
stance of the emission standards. In Ethyl, 541 F.2d 
at 7, the court assessed the scope of EPA’s authority, 
under CAA § 211(c)(1), 42 U.S.C. § 1857f-6c(c)(1) 
(1970) (currently codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. 
§ 7545(c)(1)), to regulate lead particulate in motor-
vehicle emissions. The court rejected the argument 
that the regulations had to “be premised upon factu-
al proof of actual harm,” Ethyl, 541 F.2d at 12, and 
instead deferred to EPA’s reasonable interpretation 
that regulations could be based on a “significant risk 
of harm,” id. at 13. Nothing in Ethyl implied that 
EPA’s authority to regulate was conditioned on evi-
dence of a particular level of mitigation; only a show-
ing of significant contribution was required. EPA 
made such a determination in the Endangerment 
Finding, concluding that vehicle emissions are a sig-
nificant contributor to domestic greenhouse gas 
emissions. See, e.g., Endangerment Finding, 74 Fed. 
Reg. at 66,499. Further, in the preamble to the Tail-
pipe Rule itself, EPA found that the emission stand-
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ards would result in meaningful mitigation of green-
house gas emissions. For example, EPA estimated 
that the Rule would result in a reduction of about 
960 million metric tons of CO2e emissions over the 
lifetime of the model year 2012–2016 vehicles affect-
ed by the new standards. See Tailpipe Rule, 75 Fed. 
Reg. at 25,488–90. Other precedent is likewise un-
helpful to Petitioners: in Chemical Manufacturers 
Association v. EPA, 217 F.3d 861, 866 (D.C. Cir. 
2000), “nothing in the record” indicated that the 
challenged regulatory program would “directly or in-
directly, further the Clean Air Act’s environmental 
goals,” whereas here the record is fulsome, see supra 
Part II. 

C. 
Petitioners also invoke Section 202(a)(2) as sup-

port for their contention that EPA must consider sta-
tionary-source costs in the Tailpipe Rule. Section 
202(a)(2) provides: 

Any regulation prescribed under paragraph (1) 
of this subsection . . . shall take effect after 
such period as the Administrator finds neces-
sary to permit the development and applica-
tion of the requisite technology, giving appro-
priate consideration to the cost of compliance 
within such period. 

42 U.S.C. § 7521(a)(2). State Petitioners maintain 
the reference to compliance costs encompasses those 
experienced by stationary sources under the PSD 
program, while Industry Petitioners maintain sta-
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tionary-source costs are a relevant factor in EPA’s 
Section 202(a)(1) rulemaking. This court, however, 
has held that the Section 202(a)(2) reference to com-
pliance costs encompasses only the cost to the motor-
vehicle industry to come into compliance with the 
new emission standards, and does not mandate con-
sideration of costs to other entities not directly sub-
ject to the proposed standards. See Motor & Equip. 
Mfrs. Ass’n, Inc. v. EPA, 627 F.2d 1095, 1118 (D.C. 
Cir. 1979). 

D. 
Petitioners’ remaining challenges to the Tailpipe 

Rule fail as well. In Part II, the court rejects the con-
tention that the Tailpipe Rule fails due to flaws in 
the underlying Endangerment Finding. The record 
also refutes Industry Petitioners’ suggestion that 
EPA “employed a shell game to avoid,” Industry 
Tailpipe Reply Br. 9 (capitalization removed), re-
sponding to comments regarding stationary-source 
costs. Industry Tailpipe Br. 19–20; see also Industry 
Tailpipe Reply Br. 14–15. EPA adequately responded 
to “significant comments,” 42 U.S.C. § 7607(d)(6)(B).  
See, e.g., Tailpipe Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at 25,401–02; 
Tailpipe Rule, Response to Comments at 7-65 to 7-
69. And, assuming other statutory mandates provide 
a basis for judicial review, see Industry Tailpipe Br. 
21–22 (listing mandates); see, e.g., Small Refiner, 705 
F.2d at 537–39, the record shows EPA’s compliance, 
see Tailpipe Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at 25,539–42, and 
that EPA was not arbitrary and capricious by not 
considering stationary-source costs in its analyses. 
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See, e.g., Michigan v. EPA, 213 F.3d 663, 689 (D.C. 
Cir. 2000); Mid-Tex Elec. Coop., Inc. v. FERC, 773 
F.2d 327, 341–42 (D.C. Cir. 1985). EPA’s economic 
impact assessment conducted pursuant to CAA 
§ 317, 42 U.S.C. § 7617, does not provide grounds for 
granting the petitions because Petitioners’ conten-
tions that EPA, “[i]n defiance of these requirements, 
 . . . refused to estimate or even consider the costs of 
the [Tailpipe Rule] for stationary sources,” Industry 
Tailpipe Br. 22, are no more than another attempt to 
avoid the plain text of Section 202(a). See also 42 
U.S.C. § 7617(e). 

IV. 
We turn next to the stationary source regulations. 

As noted supra in Part I, EPA’s interpretation of the 
CAA requires PSD and Title V permits for stationary 
sources whose potential emissions exceed statutory 
thresholds for any regulated pollutant—including 
greenhouse gases. Industry Petitioners now chal-
lenge EPA’s longstanding interpretation of the scope 
of the permitting requirements for construction and 
modification of major emitting facilities under CAA 
Sections 165(a) and 169(1), 42 U.S.C. §§ 7475(a) & 
7479(1) (“the PSD permitting triggers”). EPA main-
tains that this challenge is untimely because its in-
terpretation of the PSD permitting triggers was set 
forth in its 1978, 1980, and 2002 Rules. 

In 1978, EPA defined “major stationary source” as 
a source that emits major amounts of “any air pollu-
tant regulated under the [CAA].” Part 51–
Requirements for Preparation, Adoption, and Sub-
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mittal of Implementation Plans; Prevention of Signif-
icant Air Quality Deterioration (“1978 Implementa-
tion Plan Requirements”), 43 Fed. Reg. 26,380, 
26,382 (June 19, 1978). Industry petitioners’ chal-
lenge to the 1978 Rule in Alabama Power Co. v. 
Costle, 636 F.2d 323 (D.C. Cir. 1980) reflected their 
understanding that EPA would apply the PSD per-
mitting program to both pollutants regulated pursu-
ant to National Ambient Air Quality Standards 
(NAAQS) and other regulated pollutants. See Br. for 
Industry Pet’rs on Regulation of Pollutants other 
than Sulfur Dioxide and Particulates, No. 78-1006 
(and consolidated cases) (Dec. 19, 1978) at 10, 12. In 
the 1980 Rule, EPA highlighted that to be subject to 
PSD review, a “source need only emit any pollutant 
in major amounts (i.e., the amounts specified in 
[CAA § 169(1)]) and be located in an area designated 
attainment or unclassifiable for that or any other 
pollutant.” 1980 Implementation Plan Requirements, 
45 Fed. Reg. at 52,711 (emphasis in original). EPA 
explained that “any pollutant” meant “both criteria 
pollutants, for which national ambient air quality 
standards have been promulgated, and non- criteria 
pollutants subject to regulation under the Act.” Id. 
The same explanation of EPA’s interpretation ap-
peared in the 2002 Rule.  Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration and Nonattainment New Source Re-
view, 67 Fed. Reg. 80,186, 80,239-40, 80,264 (Dec. 31, 
2002). 

CAA Section 307(b)(1) provides that a petition for 
review of any promulgated nationally applicable reg-
ulations: 
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“shall be filed within sixty days from the date 
notice of such promulgation . . . appears in the 
Federal Register, except that if such petition is 
based solely on grounds arising after such six-
tieth day, then any petition for re-
view . . . shall be filed within sixty days after 
such grounds arise.” 

42 U.S.C. § 7607(b)(1). The exception encompasses 
the occurrence of an event that ripens a claim. See 
Chamber of Commerce v. EPA, 642 F.3d 192, 208 
n.14 (D.C. Cir. 2011); Am. Rd. & Transp. Builders 
Ass’n v. EPA, 588 F.3d 1109, 1113 (D.C. Cir. 2009). 
EPA acknowledges this precedent, but maintains 
that the “new grounds” exception is narrow and in-
applicable because Industry Petitioners’ challenge to 
EPA’s interpretation of the PSD permitting triggers 
is based on legal arguments that were available dur-
ing the normal judicial review periods for the 1978, 
1980, and 2002 Rules, and the “new ground” on 
which they now rely is a factual development, name-
ly the regulation of greenhouse gases by the Tailpipe 
Rule. This is correct so far as it goes, but fails to 
demonstrate that Industry Petitioners’ challenge is 
untimely. 

Industry Petitioners point out that two petition-
ers—the National Association of Home Builders ( 
NAHB ) and National Oilseed Processors Association 
( NOPA ) – have newly ripened claims as a result of 
the Tailpipe Rule, which had the effect of expanding 
the PSD program to never-regulated sources: 
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• NAHB’s members construct single family 
homes, apartment buildings, and commercial 
buildings. According to the Vice President of Le-
gal Affairs, prior to the Tailpipe Rule, no member 
of NAHB was a major source of any regulated pol-
lutant, and thus no member was ever required to 
obtain a PSD permit. Decl. of Thomas J. Ward, 
Vice President of Legal Affairs for NAHB, ¶ 6 
(May 10, 2011). Since the Tailpipe Rule rendered 
greenhouse gases a regulated pollutant, it is now 
certain that NAHB members that engage in con-
struction projects that emit greenhouse gases in 
major amounts will have to obtain PSD permits 
sometime in the future. Id. at ¶¶ 7, 8. Indeed, 
EPA estimated that 6,397 multifamily buildings 
and 515 single family homes would trigger PSD 
review annually absent the Tailoring Rule. See 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration and Title 
V Greenhouse Gas Tailoring Rule; Proposed Rule 
(“Proposed Tailoring Rule”), 74 Fed. Reg. 55,292, 
55,338 (Oct. 27, 2009). 

• NOPA’s members are large companies that 
monthly produce millions of tons of vegetable 
meals and over a billion pounds of oils from 
oilseeds, such as soybeans. See, e.g., NOPA, Jan-
uary 2012 Statistical Report (Feb. 14, 2012) 
available at www.nopa.org; NOPA, February 
2012 Statistical Report (Mar. 14, 2012), available 
at www.nopa.org. According to the Executive Vice 
President of Regulatory Affairs, NOPA members 
operate facilities that are major sources of criteria 

http://www.nopa.org/
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pollutants and, for this reason, are subject to PSD 
review. Decl. of David C. Ailor, Executive Vice 
President of Regulatory Affairs of NOPA, ¶ 8 
(May 10, 2011). Prior to promulgation of the Tail-
pipe Rule, no member’s facility had triggered PSD 
review by virtue of emissions of a non-criteria pol-
lutant. Id. Now that greenhouse gases are a regu-
lated non-criteria pollutant, many NOPA mem-
bers will have to obtain PSD permits as result of 
their facilities’ emissions of a non-criteria pollu-
tant. Id. at ¶¶ 9,10. For some NOPA members 
this time is not far off because renovations to 
their facilities will result in greenhouse gas emis-
sions above the significance thresholds set by the 
Tailoring Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at 31,567. Id. at ¶ 9. 

Industry Petitioners thus maintain that because 
NAHB and NOPA filed their petitions on July 6, 
2010, within 60 days of the promulgation of the Tail-
pipe Rule in the Federal Register on May 7, 2010, 
their challenges are timely. 

“Ripeness, while often spoken of as a justiciability 
doctrine distinct from standing, in fact shares the 
constitutional requirement of standing that an injury 
in fact be certainly impending.” Nat’l Treasury Emp. 
Union v. United States, 101 F.3d 1423, 1427 (D.C. 
Cir. 1996). During an initial review period, although 
purely legal claims may be justiciable and, thus, 
prudentially ripe, a party without an immediate or 
threatened injury lacks a constitutionally ripe claim. 
See Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co. v. ICC, 672 F.2d 146, 
149 (D.C. Cir. 1982). EPA’s position would conflate 
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the constitutional and prudential considerations. 
Constitutional ripeness exists where a challenge “in-
volve[s], at least in part, the existence of a live ‘Case 
or Controversy.’” Duke Power Co. v. Carolina Envtl. 
Study Group, 438 U.S. 59, 81 (1978). Prudential con-
siderations embodied in the ripeness doctrine relate 
to “the fitness of the issues for judicial decision and 
the hardship to the parties of withholding court con-
sideration.” Abbott Labs. v. Gardner, 387 U.S. 136, 
149 (1967); see Duke Power, 438 U.S. at 81. Standing 
to challenge agency action exists where a petitioner 
can demonstrate an “injury in fact” that is fairly 
traceable to the challenged action and is likely to be 
redressed by a favorable judicial decision. Reytblatt 
v. NRC, 105 F.3d 715, 721 (D.C. Cir. 1997) (citing 
Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560–61 
(1992)). 

Had NAHB and NOPA challenged EPA’s inter-
pretation of the PSD permitting triggers in 1978, 
1980, or 2002, as EPA suggests, the court would have 
lacked jurisdiction under Article III of the Constitu-
tion because their alleged injuries were only specula-
tive. See, e.g., Occidental Permian Ltd. v. FERC, 673 
F.3d 1024, 1026 (D.C. Cir. 2012); Baltimore Gas & 
Elec. Co., 672 F.2d at 149. At that time, NAHB and 
NOPA could have shown only the possibility that 
their members would be injured if EPA were some-
day to determine that greenhouse gases were a pol-
lutant that endangers human health and welfare 
and to adopt a rule regulating the greenhouse gas 
emissions of stationary sources. EPA does not chal-
lenge the assertions in the NAHB and NOPA decla-
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rations, which establish no such rule was promulgat-
ed prior to the Tailpipe Rule. 

The NAHB and NOPA challenges ceased to be 
speculative when EPA promulgated the Tailpipe 
Rule regulating greenhouse gases and their chal-
lenges ripened because of the “substantial probabil-
ity” of injury to them. See Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co., 
672 F.2d at 149. Although, as EPA notes, other In-
dustry Petitioners’ challenges to EPA’s interpreta-
tion of the PSD permitting triggers ripened decades 
earlier, this court has assured petitioners with un-
ripe claims that “they will not be foreclosed from ju-
dicial review when the appropriate time comes,” 
Grand Canyon Air Tour Coalition v. FAA, 154 F.3d 
455, 473 (D.C. Cir. 1998), and that they “need not 
fear preclusion by reason of the 60-day stipulation 
[barring judicial review],” Baltimore Gas & Elec. Co., 
672 F.2d at 149–50. EPA expresses concern that al-
lowing NAHB and NOPA to litigate their newly rip-
ened claims will have far-reaching implications for 
finality of agency actions, but “the ripeness doctrine 
reflects a judgment that the disadvantages of a 
premature review that may prove too abstract or un-
necessary ordinarily outweigh the additional costs of 
– even repetitive – . . . litigation.” Ohio Forestry 
Ass’n, Inc. v. Sierra Club, 523 U.S. 726, 735 (1998). 
Some limitations inhere in doctrines such as stare 
decisis or the law-of-the-circuit doctrine, see 
LaShawn A. v. Barry, 87 F.3d 1389, 1395 (D.C. Cir. 
1996) (en banc). 
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Because petitioners NAHB and NOPA’s challeng-
es to EPA’s PSD permitting triggers are newly rip-
ened upon promulgation of the Tailpipe Rule and 
they filed petitions for review within sixty days 
thereof, their challenge to EPA’s interpretation of the 
PSD permitting triggers is timely. 

V. 
Having established that Industry Petitioners’ 

challenges to the PSD permitting triggers are both 
timely and ripe, we turn to the merits of their claims. 

A. 
CAA Title I, Part C—entitled “Prevention of Sig-

nificant Deterioration of Air Quality” (PSD)—largely 
focuses on the maintenance of national ambient air 
quality standards (NAAQS). Under the PSD pro-
gram, EPA designates specific pollutants as “NAAQS 
pollutants” and sets national ambient air quality 
standards for those pollutants—requiring, for exam-
ple, that the concentration of a given NAAQS pollu-
tant may not exceed more than a certain number of 
parts per billion in the ambient air. See generally 42 
U.S.C. § 7407. Thus far, EPA has designated six 
NAAQS pollutants: carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen 
dioxide, ozone, particle pollution, and sulfur dioxide. 
None of these NAAQS pollutants is one of the six 
well-mixed greenhouse gases defined as an “air pol-
lutant” in the Endangerment Finding. See Environ-
mental Protection Agency, National Ambient Air 
Quality Standards, available at http://www.epa.gov/ 
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air/criteria.html (last visited May 3, 2012); Endan-
germent Finding, 74 Fed. Reg. 66,536-37. 

Acting upon information submitted by states, 
EPA then determines whether each region of the 
country is in “attainment” or “nonattainment” with 
the promulgated air quality standard for each 
NAAQS pollutant, or, alternatively, whether a region 
is “unclassifiable” for that pollutant. 42 U.S.C. 
§ 7407(d)(1)(A). An area in attainment for a NAAQS 
pollutant is “any area . . . that meets the . . . ambient 
air quality standard for the pollutant.” Id. 
§ 7407(d)(1)(A)(ii). By contrast, an area in nonat-
tainment for a NAAQS pollutant is “any area that 
does not meet (or that contributes to ambient air 
quality in a nearby area that does not meet) the na-
tional . . . ambient air quality standard for the pollu-
tant.” Id. § 7407(d)(1)(A)(i). Finally, an unclassifiable 
area is any area that “cannot be classified on the ba-
sis of available information as meeting or not meet-
ing the . . . ambient air quality standard for the pol-
lutant.” Id. § 7407(d)(1)(A)(iii). 

The PSD program applies to those areas of the 
United States designated as in “attainment” or “un-
classifiable” for any NAAQS pollutant, see id. § 7471, 
and requires permits for major emitting facilities 
embarking on construction or modification projects 
in those regions. Id. § 7475(a). A separate part of Ti-
tle I of the CAA, Part D, governs the construction 
and modification of sources in nonattainment re-
gions. See id. §§ 7501, 7502. It bears emphasis that 
attainment classifications are pollutant- specific: de-
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pending on the levels of each NAAQS pollutant in an 
area, a region can be designated as in attainment for 
NAAQS pollutant A, but in nonattainment for 
NAAQS pollutant B. If a major emitting facility in 
such a region wishes to undertake a construction or 
modification project, both Part C and Part D’s sub-
stantive requirements apply—that is, the source 
must obtain a general PSD permit and must also 
abide by Part D’s more stringent, pollutant-specific 
requirements for any NAAQS pollutants for which 
the area is in nonattainment. See 1980 Implementa-
tion Plan Requirements, 45 Fed. Reg. at 52,711-12 
(“where a source emits in major amounts a pollutant 
for which the area in which the source would locate 
is designated nonattainment, Part D NSR rather 
than Part C PSD review should apply to those pollu-
tants.”) (emphasis added). 

The key substantive provision in the PSD pro-
gram is CAA Section 165(a), which establishes per-
mitting requirements for “major emitting facilities” 
located in attainment or unclassifiable regions. In 
relevant part, section 165(a) provides that “[n]o ma-
jor emitting facility . . . may be constructed in any 
area to which this part applies unless” the facility 
obtains a PSD permit. 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a). To obtain 
a PSD permit, a covered source must, among other 
things, install the “best available control technology 
[BACT] for each pollutant subject to regulation un-
der [the CAA]”—regardless of whether that pollutant 
is a NAAQS pollutant. Id. § 7475(a)(4). Since the 
Tailpipe Rule became effective, EPA has regulated 
automotive greenhouse gas emissions under Title II 
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of the Act. Thus, greenhouse gases are now a “pollu-
tant subject to regulation under” the Act, and, as re-
quired by the statute itself, any “major emitting fa-
cility” covered by the PSD program must install 
BACT for greenhouse gases. See id. 

The dispute in this case centers largely on the 
scope of the PSD program—specifically, which sta-
tionary sources count as “major emitting facilities” 
subject to regulation. CAA Section 169(1) defines 
“major emitting facility,” for the purposes of the PSD 
program, as a stationary source “which emit[s], or 
[has] the potential to emit” either 100 tons per year 
(tpy) or 250 tpy of “any air pollutant.” 42 U.S.C. 
§ 7479(1) (emphasis added). As discussed supra in 
Part I, whether the 100 or 250 tpy threshold applies 
depends on the type of source. Certain listed catego-
ries of sources—for example, iron and steel mill 
plants—qualify as “major emitting facilities” if they 
have the potential to emit over 100 tons per year of 
“any air pollutant.” Id. All other stationary sources 
are “major emitting facilities” if they have the poten-
tial to emit over 250 tons per year of “any air pollu-
tant.” Id. 

As mentioned above, since 1978 EPA has inter-
preted the phrase “any air pollutant” in the defini-
tion of “major emitting facility” as “any air pollutant 
regulated under the CAA.” See 1978 Implementation 
Plan Requirements, 43 Fed. Reg. at 26,388, 26,403; 
supra Part IV. Thus, because the PSD program co-
vers “major emitting facilities” in “any area to which 
this part applies,” 42 U.S.C. § 7475, EPA requires 
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PSD permits for stationary sources that 1) are locat-
ed in an area designated as attainment or unclassifi-
able for any NAAQS pollutant, and 2) emit 100/250 
tpy of any regulated air pollutant, regardless of 
whether that pollutant is itself a NAAQS pollutant. 
See 1980 Implementation Plan Requirements, 45 
Fed. Reg. at 52,710-11. Consequently, once the Tail-
pipe Rule took effect and made greenhouse gases a 
regulated pollutant under Title II of the Act, the PSD 
program automatically applied to facilities emitting 
over 100/250 tpy of greenhouse gases. But because 
immediate regulation of greenhouse gas-emitting 
sources exceeding the 100/250 tpy benchmark would 
result in “overwhelming permitting burdens that 
would . . . fall on permitting authorities and sources,” 
Tailoring Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at 31,516, EPA’s Tailor-
ing Rule provided that, for now, sources are subject 
to PSD permitting requirements only if they have 
the potential to emit over 100,000 tpy of greenhouse 
gases (for a construction project) or 75,000 tpy (for a 
modification project). Id. at 31,523; see also infra, 
Part VI. 

According to EPA, its longstanding interpretation 
of the phrase “any air pollutant”—”any air pollutant 
regulated under the CAA”—is compelled by the stat-
ute. See id. at 31,517. Disputing this point, Industry 
Petitioners argue that the phrase is capable of a far 
more circumscribed meaning and that EPA could 
have—and should have—avoided extending the PSD 
permitting program to major greenhouse gas emit-
ters. For the reasons discussed below, we agree with 
EPA that its longstanding interpretation of the PSD 
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permitting trigger is statutorily compelled. Thus, as 
EPA argues, it “must give effect to the unambiguous-
ly expressed intent of Congress,” Chevron, 467 U.S. 
at 843, which here requires PSD coverage for major 
emitters of any regulated air pollutant. 

We begin our analysis, as we must, with the stat-
ute’s plain language. See Chevron, 467 U.S. at 842 
(“First, always, is the question whether Congress has 
directly spoken to the precise question at issue.”). 
CAA Section 169(1) requires PSD permits for sta-
tionary sources emitting major amounts of “any air 
pollutant.” 42 U.S.C. § 7479(1) (emphasis added). On 
its face, “the word ‘any’ has an expansive meaning, 
that is, ‘one or some indiscriminately of whatever 
kind,’ “ United States v. Gonzales, 520 U.S. 1, 5 
(1997) (quoting WEBSTER’S THIRD NEW INTER-
NATIONAL DICTIONARY 97 (1976)). Greenhouse 
gases are indisputably an “air pollutant.” See Massa-
chusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 528–29. Congress’s use 
of the broad, indiscriminate modifier “any” thus 
strongly suggests that the phrase “any air pollutant” 
encompasses greenhouse gases. 

This plain-language reading of the statute is but-
tressed by the Supreme Court’s decision in Massa-
chusetts v. EPA. There the Court determined that 
CAA’s overarching definition of “air pollutant” in 
Section 302(g)—which applies to all provisions of the 
Act, including the PSD program—unambiguously in-
cludes greenhouse gases. Noting that “[t]he Clean 
Air Act’s sweeping definition of ‘air pollutant’ in-
cludes ‘any air pollution agent or combination of such 
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agents . . . which is emitted into or otherwise enters 
the ambient air,” the Court held that “the definition 
embraces all airborne compounds of whatever stripe, 
and underscores that intent through repeated use of 
the word ‘any.’” Id. at 529 (quoting 42 U.S.C. 
§ 7602(g)) (second and third emphases added). Cru-
cially for purposes of the issue before us, the Court 
concluded that “[t]he statute is unambiguous.” Id. 

Thus, we are faced with a statutory term—”air 
pollutant”—that the Supreme Court has determined 
unambiguously encompasses greenhouse gases. This 
phrase is preceded by the expansive term “any,” a 
word the Court held “underscores” Congress’s intent 
to include “all” air pollutants “of whatever stripe.” 
See id. Absent some compelling reason to think oth-
erwise, “ ‘any’ . . . means any,” Ford v. Mabus, 629 
F.3d 198, 206 (D.C. Cir. 2010), and Petitioners have 
given us no reason to construe that word narrowly 
here. To the contrary: given both the statute’s plain 
language and the Supreme Court’s decision in Mas-
sachusetts v. EPA, we have little trouble concluding 
that the phrase “any air pollutant” includes all regu-
lated air pollutants, including greenhouse gases. 

In reaching this conclusion, we recognize that 
EPA’s definition of “any air pollutant” slightly nar-
rows the literal statutory definition, which nowhere 
requires that “any air pollutant” be a regulated pol-
lutant. See 42 U.S.C. § 7479(1). But this does not 
make the statutory language ambiguous. Indeed, 
“any regulated air pollutant” is the only logical read-
ing of the statute. The CAA’s universal definition of 
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“air pollutant”—the one at issue in Massachusetts v. 
EPA—provides that the term includes “any physical, 
chemical, biological [or] radioactive . . . substance or 
matter which is emitted into or otherwise enters the 
ambient air.” Id. § 7602(g). Of course, nothing in the 
CAA requires regulation of a substance simply be-
cause it qualifies as an “air pollutant” under this 
broad definition. As discussed supra in Parts II and 
III, for example, the Act requires EPA to prescribe 
motor vehicle “standards applicable to the emission 
of any air pollutant” only if that pollutant “cause[s], 
or contribute[s] to, air pollution which may reasona-
bly be anticipated to endanger public health or wel-
fare.”  Id. § 7521(a)(1). But if “any air pollutant” in 
the definition of “major emitting facility” was read to 
encompass both regulated and nonregulated air pol-
lutants, sources could qualify as major emitting facil-
ities—and thus be subjected to PSD permitting re-
quirements—if they emitted 100/250 tpy of a “physi-
cal, chemical, [or] biological” substance EPA had de-
termined was harmless. It is absurd to think that 
Congress intended to subject stationary sources to 
the PSD permitting requirements due to emissions of 
substances that do not “endanger public health or 
welfare.” Id. § 7521(a)(1). Thus, “any regulated air 
pollutant” is, in this context, the only plausible read-
ing of “any air pollutant.” 

We find further support for this definition 
throughout the CAA. First, as previously mentioned, 
the PSD program provides that all major emitting 
facilities must install BACT for “each pollutant sub-
ject to regulation under [the CAA].” Id. § 7475(a)(4). 
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“Each pollutant subject to regulation under” the Act 
is, of course, synonymous with “any air pollutant 
regulated under the Act.” Thus, EPA’s interpretation 
of “any air pollutant” in the definition of “major emit-
ting facilities” harmonizes the PSD program’s scope 
(i.e., which pollutants trigger PSD coverage) with its 
substantive requirements (i.e., which pollutants 
must be controlled to obtain a permit). In other 
words, because a covered source must control green-
house gas emissions, it makes sense that major 
emissions of greenhouse gases would subject that 
source to the PSD program. 

Second, a PSD permittee is required to establish 
that it 

will not cause, or contribute to, air pollution in 
excess of any (A) maximum allowable increase 
or maximum allowable concentration for any 
pollutant in any area to which this part ap-
plies more than one time per year, (B) national 
ambient air quality standard in any air quali-
ty control region, or (C) any other applicable 
emission standard or standard of performance 
under [the CAA]. 

Id. § 7475(a)(3). Subsections (A) and (B) prohibit a 
permitted source from contributing to a concentra-
tion of NAAQS pollutants that exceeds EPA’s stand-
ards. By contrast, subsection (C) has an entirely dif-
ferent focus: it prohibits a permitted source from 
causing or contributing to air pollution in excess of 
any CAA emission standard. Thus, as EPA notes, 
“what this provision establishes is that while the 
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PSD program was certainly directed towards 
NAAQS-criteria pollutants, it also was directed at 
maintaining air quality for other pollutants regulat-
ed under other provisions.” EPA Timing & Tailoring 
Br. 101. EPA’s determination that “any air pollutant” 
means “any air pollutant regulated under the Act”—
encompassing the greenhouse gases regulated under 
Title II—is entirely consistent with this focus. 

Finally, Congress made perfectly clear that the 
PSD program was meant to protect against precisely 
the types of harms caused by greenhouse gases. The 
PSD provision contains a section entitled “Congres-
sional declaration of purpose,” which provides, in rel-
evant part, that “[t]he purposes of this part are . . . to 
protect public health and welfare from any actual or 
potential adverse effect which in the Administrator’s 
judgment may reasonably be anticipated to occur 
from air pollution.” 42 U.S.C. § 7470(1). The CAA 
further provides that “[a]ll language referring to ef-
fects on welfare includes, but is not limited to, effects 
on . . . weather . . . and climate.” Id. § 7602(h). As 
previously noted, EPA in the Endangerment Finding 
“marshaled . . . substantial . . . scientific evi-
dence . . . for the proposition that greenhouse gases 
trap heat on earth that would otherwise dissipate 
into space [and] that this ‘greenhouse effect’ warms 
the climate.” Part II, supra at 28–29. It further con-
cluded that this “anthropogenically induced climate 
change” was likely to threaten the public welfare 
through, among other things, “extreme weather 
events.” Id. at 15–16. Thus, one express purpose of 
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the program is to protect against the harms caused 
by greenhouse gases. 

In sum, we are faced with a statutory term—”any 
air pollutant”—that the Supreme Court has deter-
mined is “expansive,” and “unambiguous[ly]” in-
cludes greenhouse gases. Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 
U.S. at 529. Moreover, the PSD program requires 
covered sources to install control technology for “each 
pollutant” regulated under the CAA, 42 U.S.C. 
§ 7475(a)(4), and to establish that they “will not 
cause, or contribute to, air pollution in excess of 
any . . . emission standard . . . under [the CAA].” Id. 
§ 7475(a)(3) (emphasis added). These provisions 
demonstrate that the PSD program was intended to 
control pollutants regulated under every section of 
the Act. Finally, Congress’s “Declaration of Purpose” 
expressly states that the PSD program was meant, 
in part, to protect against adverse effects on “weath-
er” and “climate”—precisely the types of harm 
caused by greenhouse gases. See id. § 7470(1). Given 
all this, we have little trouble concluding that “any 
air pollutant” in the definition of “major emitting fa-
cility” unambiguously means “any air pollutant regu-
lated under the CAA.” 

B. 
Industry Petitioners offer three alternative inter-

pretations of the PSD permitting triggers, none of 
which cast doubt on the unambiguous nature of the 
statute. 
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As a preliminary matter, we note that none of Peti-
tioners’ alternative interpretations applies to Title V. 
To the contrary, all of the proposed alternative inter-
pretations are based on the structure of—and pur-
ported Congressional intent behind—the PSD pro-
gram. Indeed, Industry Petitioners never argue that 
their proposed alternative interpretations are rele-
vant to Title V. Petitioners have thus forfeited any 
challenges to EPA’s greenhouse gas-inclusive inter-
pretation of Title V. See, e.g., Nat’l Steel & Ship-
building Co. v. NLRB, 156 F.3d 1268, 1273 (D.C. Cir. 
1998) (petitioners forfeit an argument by failing to 
raise it in their opening brief). 

Industry Petitioners’ first alternative is simple 
enough. Because the PSD program focuses on “the 
air people breathe in certain geographically de-
fined . . . areas,” Coalition for Responsible Reg. Tim-
ing & Tailoring Br. 38, Industry Petitioners contend 
that the term “pollutant” in the PSD statute encom-
passes only air pollutants that, unlike greenhouse 
gases, “pollute locally.” Id. at 35. Industry Petition-
ers would thus apply a greenhouse gas-exclusive in-
terpretation of “pollutant” throughout the statute’s 
PSD provision. Under this reading, a source would 
qualify as a “major emitting facility” only if it emits 
100/250 tpy of “any air pollutant” except greenhouse 
gases. See 42 U.S.C. § 7479(1). Moreover, sources 
that are subject to PSD permitting requirements 
would be required to install BACT for “each pollu-
tant subject to regulation under [the CAA]”—except 
greenhouse gases. Id. § 7475(a)(4). 
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We can easily dispose of Industry Petitioners’ ar-
gument that the PSD program’s “concerns with local 
emissions,” Coalition for Responsible Reg. Timing & 
Tailoring Br. 36, somehow limit the BACT provision. 
The statutory text provides, without qualification, 
that covered sources must install the “best available 
control technology for each pollutant subject to regu-
lation under [the CAA].” 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a)(4) (em-
phasis added). Because greenhouse gases are indis-
putably a pollutant subject to regulation under the 
Act, it is crystal clear that PSD permittees must in-
stall BACT for greenhouse gases. “When the words of 
a statute are unambiguous . . . judicial inquiry is 
complete.” Connecticut Nat’l Bank v. Germain, 503 
U.S. 249, 254 (1992) (internal quotation marks omit-
ted). 

Equally without merit is Industry Petitioners’ ar-
gument that the PSD program’s regional focus re-
quires a greenhouse gas- exclusive interpretation of 
“any air pollutant” in the definition of “major emit-
ting facility.” In support of this contention, Industry 
Petitioners note that CAA Section 161 provides that 
states’ implementation plans for the PSD program 
“shall contain emission limitations and such other 
measures as may be necessary . . . to prevent signifi-
cant deterioration of air quality in each region.” 42 
U.S.C. § 7471 (emphasis added). The term “air quali-
ty,” Industry Petitioners contend, implies a focus on 
“the air people breathe,” and the term “in each re-
gion” suggests that Congress was concerned about 
local, not global, effects. See Coalition for Responsi-
ble Reg. Timing & Tailoring Br. 36. Moreover, Indus-
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try Petitioners note that when Congress enacted the 
PSD program in 1977, it did so “against the backdrop 
of a known universe of CAA-regulated pollutants.” 
Id. All these pollutants, Industry Petitioners argue, 
“were regulated because they could cause elevated 
ground-level concentrations in ambient air people 
breathe.” Id. And as Industry Petitioners point out, 
EPA itself has concluded that greenhouse gases are 
problematic for reasons other than local health and 
environmental concerns. In EPA’s Advance Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking for the regulations at issue 
here, for example, the agency noted that “[a] signifi-
cant difference between the major [greenhouse gases] 
and most air pollutants regulated under the CAA is 
that [greenhouse gases] have much longer atmos-
pheric lifetimes [and]  . . . can remain in the atmos-
phere for decades to centuries.” Regulating Green-
house Gas Emissions Under the Clean Air Act 
(“Greenhouse Gas Advance Notice”), 73 Fed. Reg. 
44,354, 44,400–01 (July 30, 2008). Moreover, “unlike 
traditional air pollutants,” greenhouse gases “become 
well mixed throughout the global atmosphere so that 
the long-term distribution of [greenhouse gas] con-
centrations is not dependant on local emission 
sources.” Id. Thus, Industry Petitioners conclude, 
greenhouse gases are problematic for reasons entire-
ly distinct from the local concerns that provided the 
basis for the PSD program. Given this, the phrase 
“any air pollutant” cannot be applied to greenhouse 
gases in the context of the regionally- focused PSD 
program. 
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As an initial matter, we note that the Supreme 
Court rejected a very similar argument in Massachu-
setts v. EPA. There, EPA attempted to distinguish 
between greenhouse gases and other air pollution 
agents “because greenhouse gases permeate the 
world’s atmosphere rather than a limited area near 
the earth’s surface.” Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 
at 529 n.26. The Court held that this was “a plainly 
unreasonable reading of a sweeping statutory provi-
sion designed to capture ‘any physical, chemi-
cal . . . substance or matter which is emitted into or 
otherwise enters the ambient air,” id. (quoting 42 
U.S.C. § 7602(g)), thus rejecting the dissent’s view 
that “EPA’s exclusion of greenhouse gases . . . is enti-
tled to deference.” Id. As the Court noted, the pur-
ported distinction between greenhouse gases and 
“traditional” air pollutants “finds no support in the 
text of the statute, which uses the phrase ‘the ambi-
ent air’ without distinguishing between atmospheric 
layers.” Id. Massachusetts v. EPA thus forecloses In-
dustry Petitioners’ argument that because green-
house gases do not “cause elevated ground-level con-
centrations in ambient air people breathe,” Coalition 
for Responsible Reg. Timing & Tailoring Br. 36, EPA 
should have adopted a greenhouse gas- exclusive in-
terpretation of “any air pollutant.” 

We also have little trouble disposing of Industry 
Petitioners’ argument that the PSD program is spe-
cifically focused solely on localized air pollution. 
True, as Industry Petitioners note, one part of the 
PSD program requires states to “prevent significant 
deterioration of air quality in each region.” 42 U.S.C. 
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§ 7471 (emphasis added). But while localized air 
quality is obviously one concern of the PSD program, 
a comprehensive reading of the statute shows it was 
also meant to address a much broader range of 
harms. As an initial matter, the PSD provision’s 
“Congressional declaration of purpose” section ex-
pansively provides that the program is intended “to 
protect public health and welfare from any actual or 
potential adverse effect . . . from air pollution.” Id. 
§ 7470(1) (emphasis added). Nothing in this section 
limits the PSD program to adverse effects on local air 
quality; to the contrary, the word “any” here gives 
this clause an “expansive meaning” which we see “no 
reason to contravene.” New York, 443 F.3d at 885 
(internal quotation marks omitted). Indeed, the CAA 
expressly provides that effects on “welfare” means 
“effects on . . . weather . . . and climate.” 42 U.S.C. 
§ 7602(h). It seems quite clear to us, then, that the 
PSD program was intended to protect against pre-
cisely the types of harms caused by greenhouse gas-
es. This broad understanding of the PSD program’s 
scope is buttressed by the fact that the program re-
quires covered sources to control “each pollutant sub-
ject to regulation under [the CAA],” and further re-
quires sources to comply with “any . . . emission 
standard” under the CAA. Id. §§ 7475(a)(3); (a)(4) 
(emphasis added). These substantive requirements 
amount to further evidence that Congress wanted 
the PSD program to cover all regulated pollutants, 
regardless of the type of harm those pollutants 
cause. 
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In light of the PSD program’s broad scope of regu-
lation and the express purposes of the program, we 
conclude—consistent with the Supreme Court in 
Massachusetts v. EPA—that Industry Petitioners’ 
greenhouse gas-exclusive interpretation of “pollu-
tant” is “a plainly unreasonable reading” of the stat-
ute. Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 529 n.26. 

2. 
For their second alternative interpretation, In-

dustry Petitioners argue that the PSD program’s def-
inition of “major emitting facility” establishes a “pol-
lutant-specific situs requirement.” Am. Chemistry 
Council Br. 33. Under this reading of the statute, a 
stationary source is subject to PSD permitting re-
quirements only if “(1) a source has major emissions 
of a NAAQS criteria pollutant and (2) the source is 
located in an area attaining that pollutant’s” air 
quality standard. Coalition for Responsible Reg. Tim-
ing & Tailoring Br. 23. Thus, for example, a source 
would be subject to the PSD permitting requirements 
if it 1) emits over 100/250 tpy of sulfur dioxide (a 
NAAQS criteria pollutant), and 2) is located in an 
area that is in “attainment,” or is “unclassifiable,” for 
sulfur dioxide. But under this approach, a stationary 
source could never be subject to the PSD program 
solely because of its greenhouse gas emissions. After 
all, Industry Petitioners observe, EPA declined to 
make greenhouse gases a NAAQS criteria pollutant. 
Instead, EPA regulated greenhouse gases only under 
Title II of the Act, dealing with motor vehicle emis-
sions. Because “no major source of [greenhouse gas-
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es] can be located in an area attaining the nonexist-
ent [air quality standard] for [greenhouse gases],” id. 
at 24, Industry Petitioners point out that their read-
ing of the statute would bring no new stationary 
sources under the PSD program’s ambit—alleviating 
any “absurd results” caused by excessive permitting 
requirements, id. at 25. 

Industry Petitioners emphasize that, unlike their 
first proposed alternative, nothing in this approach 
would “wholly exempt [greenhouse gases] from PSD.” 
Coalition for Responsible Reg. Timing & Tailoring 
Reply Br. 20. Although a pollutant-specific situs re-
quirement would limit the number of sources subject 
to the PSD program, nothing in this proposed read-
ing of the statute would alter the substantive re-
quirements for PSD permits, including the require-
ment that all regulated sources install BACT “for 
each pollutant subject to regulation under [the 
CAA].” 42 U.S.C. § 7475(a)(4). So, for example, under 
this interpretation, a hypothetical stationary source 
emitting more than 100/250 tpy of sulfur dioxide and 
located in an area designated as “in attainment” for 
sulfur dioxide, must still install BACT for “each pol-
lutant subject to regulation” under the Act, including 
greenhouse gases. Their key point, though, is that 
sources emitting only major amounts of greenhouse 
gases—but not major amounts of a NAAQS criteria 
pollutant—would escape PSD permitting require-
ments. 

Industry Petitioners’ argument in support of this 
interpretation proceeds in several steps. First, they 
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argue that the term “any air pollutant,” though “ca-
pacious and flexible by itself,” “is a chameleon term” 
when placed in certain contexts. Am. Chemistry 
Council Br. 38. Indeed, Industry Petitioners note 
that EPA has already narrowed the literal meaning 
of the term “any air pollutant” here. After all, and as 
discussed supra, although the statutory term “air 
pollutant” includes “any physical [or] chemi-
cal . . . substance or matter,” 42 U.S.C. § 7602(g), 
EPA has long maintained that the term “any air pol-
lutant” in the definition of “major emitting facility” 
encompasses only air pollutants regulated under the 
Act. Moreover, Industry Petitioners point out that 
when interpreting CAA Part C, Subpart 2, entitled 
“Visibility Protection,” EPA determined that the 
term “any pollutant” in the definition of “major sta-
tionary source” meant “any visibility-impairing pol-
lutant.” See Coalition for Responsible Reg. Timing & 
Tailoring Br. 34 (emphasis added). The statute’s def-
inition of “major stationary source” in the visibility-
protection subpart is quite similar to the definition of 
“major emitting facility” in the PSD subpart: for the 
purposes of the visibility program, a “major station-
ary source” is defined as a “stationary source[ ] with 
the potential to emit 250 tons or more of any pollu-
tant.” 42 U.S.C. § 7491(g)(7)); compare 42 U.S.C. 
§ 7479(1) (“major emitting facility” for the purposes 
of the PSD program is a source which “emit[s], or 
[has] the potential to emit,” either 100 or 250 tons 
per year “of any air pollutant”). These narrowed in-
terpretations, Industry Petitioners argue, prove that 
the seemingly capacious term “any air pollutant” is, 
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notwithstanding that the Supreme Court called this 
term “expansive” and “sweeping,” Massachusetts v. 
EPA, 549 U.S. at 529 nn.25–26, capable of a far more 
circumscribed meaning. 

According to Industry Petitioners, EPA should 
have adopted that more circumscribed meaning by 
interpreting “any air pollutant” as establishing a pol-
lutant-specific situs requirement. As Industry Peti-
tioners point out, the PSD program requires permits 
for “major emitting facilit[ies]  . . . in any area to 
which this part applies,” 42 U.S.C. § 7479(1), and de-
fines “major emitting facilities” as stationary sources 
emitting 100/250 tpy of “any air pollutant.” Id. 
§ 7475(a). In this context, Industry Petitioners con-
tend, the phrases “any air pollutant” and “in any ar-
ea to which this part applies” must be read in con-
cert. And, Industry Petitioners argue, these phrases 
“together mean” that a source is subject to PSD per-
mitting requirements only if it emits major amounts 
of “any [NAAQS] air pollutant whose NAAQS an ar-
ea is attaining.” Am. Chemistry Council Br. 33. 

In support of this supposedly holistic interpreta-
tion of the statute, Industry Petitioners cite CAA 
§ 163(b), a different section of the PSD provision in 
which the phrase “any air pollutant” and “any area 
to which this part applies” are used in conjunction 
with one another. Unlike § 165(a), which sets permit-
ting requirements for sources covered by the PSD 
program, § 163 provides guidelines for areas desig-
nated as “in attainment” under the program. Specifi-
cally, § 163(b) limits the “maximum allowable in-
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crease in concentrations of” airborne NAAQS pollu-
tants that may occur in an attainment area before 
that area’s “attainment” status is jeopardized. See 42 
U.S.C. § 7473(b)(1). Subsections (1) through (3) of 
§ 163(b)—not directly relevant here—set limits on 
the maximum allowable increases for two specific 
NAAQS pollutants, sulfur dioxide and particulate 
matter. Subsection (4) is a catchall provision, which 
limits the maximum allowable increases for all other 
NAAQS pollutants. It is in subsection (4) that Indus-
try Petitioners find what they believe is their payoff: 
the terms “any air pollutant” and “any area to which 
this part applies” in conjunction with one another. 
Section 163(b)(4) provides: 

The maximum allowable concentration of any 
air pollutant in any area to which this part 
applies shall not exceed a concentration for 
such pollutant for each period of exposure 
equal to— 

(A) the concentration permitted under 
the national secondary ambient air 
quality standard, or 
(B) the concentration permitted under 
the national primary ambient air quali-
ty standard, 

whichever concentration is lowest for such pol-
lutant for such period of exposure. 

42 U.S.C. § 7473(b)(4) (emphasis added). As Industry 
Petitioners correctly point out, in this context the 
phrase “any air pollutant” must mean “any NAAQS 
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pollutant,” and “in any area to which this part ap-
plies” must mean “any area that is in attainment for 
that NAAQS pollutant.” After all, the statute states 
that the “maximum allowable concentration of any 
air pollutant . . . shall not exceed” either the primary 
or secondary national ambient air quality standards. 
But, as Industry Petitioners observe, national ambi-
ent air standards exist only for NAAQS pollutants, 
so even if “any air pollutant” in CAA § 163(b)(4) was 
read to include non-NAAQS pollutants, the phrase, 
in context, would have no practical effect for those 
pollutants. Moreover, “any area to which this part 
applies” must mean “any area that is in attainment 
for that NAAQS pollutant,” because if an area was in 
nonattainment for a particular pollutant, Part D—
rather than the PSD program—would govern emis-
sions limits for that specific pollutant. See id. 
§ 7501(2) (“[t]he term ‘nonattainment area’ means, 
for any air pollutant, an area which is designated 
‘nonattainment’ with respect to that pollutant”); 
§ 7502(c) (setting out required “Nonattainment plan 
provisions”). Finally, Industry Petitioners correctly 
note that a pollutant-specific reading of the phrase 
“air pollutant” must also apply to CAA § 165(a)(3)(A), 
which prohibits PSD permittees from “caus[ing], or 
contribut[ing] to, air pollution in excess of 
any . . . maximum allowable concentration for any 
air pollutant in any area to which this part applies 
more than one time per year.” Id. § 7475(a)(3)(A) 
(emphasis added). This clause, as Industry Petition-
ers point out, piggybacks off the NAAQS pollutant-
specific definition of “maximum allowable concentra-
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tion” in § 163(b)(4), prophylactically restricting PSD 
permittees from endangering an area’s attainment 
status. See Am. Chemistry Council Br. 32 (describing 
the interplay between the two provisions as “Section 
163(b)(4) (and Section 165(a)(3)(A), which imple-
ments it)  . . .”). 

Based on all of this, Industry Petitioners conclude 
that because the phrase “any air pollutant in any ar-
ea to which this part applies” in § 163(b)(4) means 
“any NAAQS pollutant in any area in attainment for 
that NAAQS pollutant,” an identical reading must 
apply to the definition of “major emitting facility.” As 
a result, a stationary source may be subject to the 
PSD program only if it emits 100/250 tpy of any 
NAAQS pollutant and is located in an area designat-
ed as in attainment for that NAAQS pollutant. We 
are unpersuaded. 

Although we agree that the term “any air pollu-
tant” is, in some contexts, capable of narrower inter-
pretations, we see nothing in the definition of “major 
emitting facility” that would allow EPA to adopt a 
NAAQS pollutant-specific reading of that phrase. 
The contrast with the visibility program is instruc-
tive. There, EPA determined that “any pollutant” in 
the definition of “major stationary source” meant 
“any visibility-impairing pollutant.” See 40 C.F.R. pt. 
51, App. Y, § II.A. But as EPA notes, the entire visi-
bility program, codified in CAA Part C, Subpart 2, 
deals with visibility-impairing pollutants, as reflect-
ed in that subpart’s title: “Visibility Protection.” See 
42 U.S.C. prec. § 7491. From this, “it naturally fol-
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lows that EPA’s regulations under that section 
should address ‘visibility- impairing pollutants.’ “ 
EPA Timing & Tailoring Br. 99 n.19. No similar 
guidance can be garnered from Part C, Subpart 1, 
which contains the phrase “any air pollutant” at is-
sue here. Dealing with far more than NAAQS pollu-
tants, Part C, Subpart 1 requires, for example, cov-
ered sources to install BACT for “each pollutant sub-
ject to regulation under [the CAA].” 42 U.S.C. 
§ 7475(a)(4). Indeed, Subpart 1 is simply—and ex-
pansively—entitled “Clean Air.” Id. prec. § 7470. 
Moreover, Congress designed the PSD program 
broadly to protect against “adverse effect[s]” on “pub-
lic health and welfare,” Id. § 7470(1), including ef-
fects on global problems like weather and climate. Id. 
§ 7602(h). 

Furthermore, the phrases “any air pollutant” and 
“in any area to which this part applies” are used dif-
ferently in Section 163(b)(4) and in the PSD pro-
gram’s definition of “major emitting facility.” The 
presumption that “[a] term appearing in several 
places in a statutory text is generally read the same 
way each time it appears,” Ratzlaf v. United States, 
510 U.S. 135, 143 (1994), “readily yields whenever 
there is such variation in the connection in which the 
words are used as reasonably to warrant the conclu-
sion that they were employed in different parts of the 
act with different intent,” Atl. Cleans & Dryers, Inc. 
v. United States, 286 U.S. 427, 433 (1933). Here, the 
focus and structure of § 163(b)(4) is entirely distinct 
from the PSD permitting trigger. Section 163(b)(4) 
provides that “[t]he maximum allowable concentra-
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tion of any air pollutant in any area to which this 
part applies shall not exceed a [particular] concen-
tration.” 42 U.S.C. § 7473(b)(4). By contrast, § 165(a) 
provides that “[n]o major emitting facility . . . may be 
constructed in any area to which this part applies” 
unless certain conditions are met, id. § 7475(a), and 
§ 169(1) defines “major emitting facility” as any sta-
tionary source that emits or has the potential to emit 
threshold amounts of “any air pollutant,” id. 
§ 7479(1). The differences between these two provi-
sions are manifest. In § 163(b)(4), the phrases “any 
air pollutant” and “in any area to which this part ap-
plies” appear next to one another, and it is the con-
centration of the pollutant in an area that matters. 
In the PSD permitting trigger, the phrases appear in 
different subsections and it is the location of the fa-
cility that matters. Section 163(b)(4) thus does noth-
ing to undermine the unambiguous meaning of “any 
air pollutant” in the definition of “major emitting fa-
cility.” 

Industry Petitioners’ pollutant-specific reading of 
“any air pollutant” is further undermined by con-
trasting Part C of the Act (the PSD program) with 
Part D (which regulates areas in nonattainment). 
Unlike Part C, Part D is expressly pollutant- specific, 
providing that “[t]he term ‘nonattainment area’ 
means, for any air pollutant, an area which is desig-
nated ‘nonattainment’ with respect to that pollutant.” 
Id. § 7501(2) (emphasis added). Congress thus clearly 
knew how to promulgate a narrow, pollutant-specific 
definition of “any air pollutant.” That it did so in 
Part D but not in Part C strongly suggests that the 
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phrase “any air pollutant” in Part C was meant to be 
construed broadly. Keene Corp. v. United States, 508 
U.S. 200, 208 (1993) (“[W]here Congress includes 
particular language in one section of a statute but 
omits it in another . . . , it is generally presumed that 
Congress acts intentionally and purposely in the dis-
parate inclusion or exclusion.”) (quoting Russello v. 
United States, 464 U.S. 16, 23 (1983)). 

A final point: Industry Petitioners observe that 
every area in the country has always been in attain-
ment for at least one NAAQS criteria pollutant. See 
Tailoring Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at 31,561. Thus, pursu-
ant to EPA’s pollutant-indifferent reading of 
§ 165(a), under which a major emitting facility must 
abide by PSD requirements so long as it is located in 
an attainment area for any NAAQS pollutant, every 
facility in the United States has always been in an 
“area to which this part applies.” Consequently, In-
dustry Petitioners argue, “[i]f EPA’s interpretation 
were right, Congress simply could have left out the 
phrase ‘in any area to which this part applies’” in the 
PSD permitting trigger.  Am. Chemistry Council Br. 
36.  But “Congress does not enact ‘stillborn’ laws,” id. 
(quoting Sosa v. Alvarez-Machain, 542 U.S. 692, 714 
(2004)), and interpretations that render statutory 
language superfluous are disfavored. Am. Chemistry 
Council Reply Br. 19. The fact that the PSD program 
has applied nationwide since its inception, Industry 
Petitioners conclude, thus militates against EPA’s 
pollutant-indifferent approach. 
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This argument fails at its premise, for Industry 
Petitioners confuse a lack of practical import with a 
lack of meaning. To say that the phrase “in any area 
to which this part applies” is currently without prac-
tical import is quite different than showing that the 
phrase means nothing. Indeed, under different cir-
cumstances, the phrase would have a significant ef-
fect. If, hypothetically, one area of the country was 
designated as “nonattainment” for every NAAQS pol-
lutant, the phrase “in any area to which this part 
applies” would limit PSD coverage, as covered 
sources in that area would be subject only to Part D 
requirements. In fact, Environmental Intervenors 
point out that when Congress drafted the PSD per-
mitting triggers “the prospect that some areas could 
be in nonattainment for all NAAQS was not far-
fetched.” Sierra Club Historic Reg. Br. 23. “In the 
years leading up to 1977, EPA air quality data iden-
tified a number of areas that failed to meet all five of 
the then-current [air quality standards] for which 
EPA had gathered data.” Id. Accordingly, “in any ar-
ea to which this part applies” is a meaningful phrase 
under EPA’s pollutant-indifferent interpretation of 
the PSD permitting triggers: it provides that sources 
need not obtain PSD permits if they are located in 
areas designated “nonattainment” for all six NAAQS 
pollutants. 

In short, although we agree with Industry Peti-
tioners that phrases like “any air pollutant” are, in 
certain contexts, capable of a more limited meaning, 
they have failed to identify any reasons that the 
phrase should be read narrowly here. Nor do we 
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know of one. We thus conclude that EPA’s 34-year-
old interpretation of the PSD permitting triggers is 
statutorily compelled: a source must obtain a permit 
if it emits major amounts of any regulated pollutant 
and is located in an area that is in attainment or un-
classifiable for any NAAQS pollutant. 

3. 
We can quickly dispose of Industry Petitioners’ 

third alternative interpretation, namely, that in or-
der to regulate new pollutants through the PSD pro-
gram, EPA was required to go through the process 
prescribed by CAA § 166. Section 166 provides specif-
ic steps that EPA must take when designating new 
“pollutants for which national ambient air quality 
standards” apply. 42 U.S.C. § 7476(a). Here, Indus-
try Petitioners argue, EPA unlawfully failed to follow 
the steps laid out in Section 166, including a re-
quired study of the pollutant and a one-year delay 
before the effective date of regulations, before adding 
greenhouse gases “to the PSD [c]onstellation.” Coali-
tion for Responsible Reg. Timing & Tailoring Br. 41. 

This argument fails on its face. By its terms, 
§ 166 applies only to new “pollutants for which na-
tional ambient air quality standards” apply, 42 
U.S.C. § 7476(a) (emphasis added), i.e., NAAQS cri-
teria pollutants for which regions may be classified 
as in “attainment,” “non-attainment,” or “unclassifi-
able.” And EPA never classified greenhouse gases as 
a NAAQS criteria pollutant. Instead, it simply de-
termined that under § 165, major emitters of green-
house gases are subject to the PSD program and all 
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covered sources must install BACT for greenhouse 
gases. Contrary to Industry Petitioners’ arguments, 
then, § 166 has no bearing on this addition of green-
house gases into “the PSD [c]onstellation.” Coalition 
for Responsible Reg. Timing & Tailoring Br. 41. In-
deed, we rejected a nearly identical argument in Al-
abama Power, holding that there is “no implied or 
apparent conflict between sections 165 and 166; 
nor . . . must the requirements of section 165 be ‘sub-
sumed’ with those of section 166.” Alabama Power, 
636 F.2d at 406. Stating what should have been ob-
vious from the text of the statute, we concluded: 
“[S]ection 166 has a different focus from section 165.” 
Id. 

Thus, because EPA has never classified green-
house gases as a NAAQS criteria pollutant, the § 166 
requirements are entirely inapplicable here. This 
section of the CAA has absolutely no bearing on our 
conclusion that EPA’s interpretation of the PSD 
permitting trigger is compelled by the statute itself. 

VI. 
Having concluded that the CAA requires PSD and 

Title V permits for major emitters of greenhouse 
gases, we turn to Petitioners’ challenges to the Tai-
loring and Timing Rules themselves. 

As an initial matter, we note that Petitioners fail 
to make any real arguments against the Timing 
Rule. To be sure, at one point State Petitioners con-
tend that the Timing Rule constitutes an attempt “to 
extend the PSD and Title V permitting requirements 
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to greenhouse-gas emissions,” State Pet’rs’ Timing & 
Tailoring Br. 67. This is plainly incorrect. As dis-
cussed in the previous section, greenhouse gases are 
regulated under PSD and Title V pursuant to auto-
matic operation of the CAA. All the Timing Rule did 
was delay the applicability of these programs, 
providing that major emitters of greenhouse gases 
would be subject to PSD and Title V permitting re-
quirements only once the Tailpipe Rule actually took 
effect on January 2, 2011. See Timing Rule, 75 Fed. 
Reg. at 17,017-19. Despite this, Petitioners confus-
ingly urge us to vacate “[t]he Tailoring and Timing 
Rules,” e.g. State Pet’rs’ Timing & Tailoring Br. 24 
(emphasis added), although it is unclear what practi-
cal effect vacature of the Timing Rule would have. 
Nonetheless, given this phrasing of their argument, 
and given our conclusion that Petitioners lack Article 
III standing to challenge both rules, we shall, where 
appropriate, discuss the Timing Rule in conjunction 
with the Tailoring Rule. 

In the Tailoring Rule, EPA announced that it was 
“relieving overwhelming permitting burdens that 
would, in the absence of this rule, fall on permitting 
authorities and sources.” Tailoring Rule, 75 Fed. 
Reg. at 31,516. Although the PSD statute requires 
permits for sources with the potential to emit 
100/250 tpy of “any air pollutant,” 42 U.S.C. 
§ 7479(1), EPA noted that immediate application of 
that threshold to greenhouse gas- emitting sources 
would cause permit applications to jump from 280 
per year to over 81,000 per year. Tailoring Rule, 75 
Fed. Reg. at 31,554. Many of these applications 
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would come from commercial and residential sources, 
which would “each incur, on average, almost $60,000 
in PSD permitting expenses.” Id. at 31,556. Similar-
ly, if the Title V 100 tpy threshold applied immedi-
ately to greenhouse gases, sources needing operating 
permits would jump from 14,700 per year to 6.1 mil-
lion per year. Id. at 31,562. “The great majority of 
these sources would be small commercial and resi-
dential sources” which “would incur, on average, ex-
penses of $23,175.” Id. And were permitting authori-
ties required to hire the 230,000 full-time employees 
necessary to address these permit applications, “au-
thorities would face over $21 billion in additional 
permitting costs each year due to [greenhouse gases], 
compared to the current program cost of $62 million 
each year.” Id. at 31,563. 

Thus, instead of immediately requiring permits 
for all sources exceeding the 100/250 tpy emissions 
threshold, EPA decided to “phas[e] in the applicabil-
ity of these programs to [greenhouse gas] sources, 
starting with the largest [greenhouse gas] emitters.” 
Id. at 31,514. The Tailoring Rule established the first 
two steps in this phased-in process. During Step 
One, only sources that were “subject to PSD re-
quirements for their conventional pollutants any-
way” (i.e., those sources that exceeded the statutory 
emissions threshold for non-greenhouse gas pollu-
tants) were required to install BACT for their green-
house gas emissions. Id. at 31,567. Step Two, which 
took effect on July 1, 2011, also requires PSD per-
mits for sources with the potential to emit over 
100,000 tpy CO2e after a proposed construction pro-
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ject, or 75,000 tpy CO2e after a proposed modifica-
tion project. Id. at 31,523. Step Two further requires 
Title V permits for sources which have the potential 
to emit over 100,000 tpy CO2e. Id. at 31,516. EPA 
has since proposed—but has yet to finalize—a “Step 
Three,” which would maintain the current thresholds 
while the agency evaluates the possibility of regulat-
ing smaller sources. See EPA’s 28(j) Letter 1-2, Feb-
ruary 27, 2012. 

In the Tailoring Rule, EPA justified its phased-in 
approach on three interrelated grounds, each of 
which rests on a distinct doctrine of administrative 
law. First, EPA concluded “the costs to sources and 
administrative burdens . . . that would result from 
[immediate] application of the PSD and title V pro-
grams . . . at the statutory levels . . . should be con-
sidered ‘absurd results,’” which Congress never in-
tended. Id. at 31,517; see Am. Water Works Ass’n v. 
EPA, 40 F.3d 1266, 1271 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (“[W]here a 
literal reading of a statutory term would lead to ab-
surd results, the term simply has no meaning . . and 
is the proper subject of construction by EPA and the 
courts.”). Thus, under the “absurd results” doctrine, 
EPA concluded that the PSD and Title V programs 
“should not [immediately] be read to apply to all 
[greenhouse gas] sources at or above the 100/250 tpy 
threshold.” Tailoring Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at 31,554. 
Second, emphasizing that immediate regulation at 
the 100/250 tpy threshold would cause tremendous 
administrative burden, EPA justified its deviation 
from this threshold on the basis of the “administra-
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tive necessity” doctrine. Id. at 31,576; see Envtl. Def. 
Fund, Inc. v. EPA, 636 F.2d 1267, 1283 (D.C. Cir. 
1980) (“[A]n agency may depart from the require-
ments of a regulatory statute . . . to cope with the 
administrative impossibility of applying the com-
mands of the substantive statute.”). Finally, assert-
ing that there exists a judicial doctrine that allows 
agencies to implement regulatory programs in a 
piecemeal fashion, EPA stated that the Tailoring 
Rule was justified pursuant to this “one-step-at-a- 
time” doctrine. Tailoring Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. at 
31,578; see Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 524 
(“Agencies, like legislatures, do not generally resolve 
massive problems in one fell regulatory swoop.”). 

Petitioners—particularly State Petitioners—
argue that none of these doctrines permit EPA to 
“depart unilaterally from the [CAA’s] permitting 
thresholds and replace them with numbers of its own 
choosing.” State Pet’rs’ Timing & Tailoring Br. 29. 
Admitting the “lamentable policy consequences of 
adhering to the unambiguous numerical thresholds 
in the Clean Air Act,” State Petitioners rather color-
fully argue that EPA’s attempts to alleviate those 
burdens “establish only that EPA is acting as a be-
nevolent dictator rather than a tyrant.” Id. at 26. 
And because EPA exceeded the boundaries of its law-
ful authority, Petitioners urge us to vacate the Tai-
loring Rule. 

Before we may address the merits of these claims, 
however, we must determine whether we have juris-
diction. “No principle,” the Supreme Court has re-
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peatedly explained, “is more fundamental to the ju-
diciary’s proper role in our system of government 
than the constitutional limitation of federal-court ju-
risdiction to actual cases or controversies.” Raines v. 
Byrd, 521 U.S. 811, 818 (1997) (internal quotation 
marks omitted). The doctrine of standing “is an es-
sential and unchanging part of the case-or-
controversy requirement.” Lujan v. Defenders of 
Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560 (1992). To establish 
standing, a petitioner must have suffered an “injury 
in fact” that is 1) “concrete and particularized . . .  
[and] actual or imminent, not conjectural or hypo-
thetical,” 2) was caused by the conduct complained 
of, and 3) is “likely, as opposed to merely speculative 
[to] be redressed by a favorable decision.” Id. at 560–
61 (internal quotation marks and citations omitted). 

Petitioners fall far short of these “irreducible con-
stitutional . . . elements” of standing, id. at 560. 
Simply put, Petitioners have failed to establish that 
the Timing and Tailoring Rules caused them “injury 
in fact,” much less injury that could be redressed by 
the Rules’ vacatur. Industry Petitioners contend that 
they are injured because they are subject to regula-
tion of greenhouse gases, Coalition for Responsible 
Reg. Timing & Tailoring Br. 14. State Petitioners 
claim injury because they own some regulated 
sources and because they now carry a heavier admin-
istrative burden. State Pet’rs’ Timing & Tailoring Br. 
22–23. But as discussed above, see supra Part V, the 
CAA mandates PSD and Title V coverage for major 
emitters of greenhouse gases. Thus, Industry Peti-
tioners were regulated and State Petitioners re-
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quired to issue permits not because of anything EPA 
did in the Timing and Tailoring Rules, but by auto-
matic operation of the statute. Given this, neither 
the Timing nor Tailoring Rules caused the injury Pe-
titioners allege: having to comply with PSD and Title 
V for greenhouse gases. 

Indeed, the Timing and Tailoring Rules actually 
mitigate Petitioners’ purported injuries. Without the 
Timing Rule, Petitioners may well have been subject 
to PSD and Title V for greenhouse gases before Jan-
uary 2, 2011. Without the Tailoring Rule, an even 
greater number of industry and state-owned sources 
would be subject to PSD and Title V, and state au-
thorities would be overwhelmed with millions of ad-
ditional permit applications. Thus, Petitioners have 
failed to “show that, absent the government’s alleg-
edly unlawful actions, there is a substantial probabil-
ity that they would not be injured and that, if the 
court affords the relief requested, the injury will be 
removed.” Chamber of Commerce v. EPA, 642 F.3d 
192, 201 (D.C. Cir. 2011) (quotations and alterations 
omitted). Far from it. If anything, vacature of the 
Tailoring Rule would significantly exacerbate Peti-
tioners’ injuries. 

Attempting to remedy this obvious jurisdictional 
defect, State Petitioners present two alternative the-
ories, neither of which comes close to meeting the “ir-
reducible constitutional . . . elements” of standing. 
Lujan, 504 U.S. at 560. First, State Petitioners coun-
terintuitively suggest that they actually want EPA to 
immediately “appl[y] the 100/250 tpy permitting 
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thresholds to greenhouse-gas emissions.” State 
Pet’rs’ Timing & Tailoring Reply Br. 15. Admitting 
that vacature of the Tailoring Rule would result in 
astronomical costs and unleash chaos on permitting 
authorities, State Petitioners predict that Congress 
will be forced to enact “corrective legislation” to re-
lieve the overwhelming permitting burdens on per-
mitting authorities and sources, thus mitigating 
their purported injuries. Id. 

This theory fails. To establish standing, plaintiffs 
must demonstrate that it is “likely, as opposed to 
merely speculative, that the injury will be redressed 
by a favorable decision,” Lujan, 504 U.S. at 561 (in-
ternal quotation marks omitted), but here, State Pe-
titioners simply hypothesize that Congress will enact 
“corrective legislation.” State Pet’rs’ Timing & Tailor-
ing Reply Br. 15. We have serious doubts as to 
whether, for standing purposes, it is ever “likely” 
that Congress will enact legislation at all. After all, a 
proposed bill must make it through committees in 
both the House of Representatives and the Senate 
and garner a majority of votes in both chambers—
overcoming, perhaps, a filibuster in the Senate. If 
passed, the bill must then be signed into law by the 
President, or go back to Congress so that it may at-
tempt to override his veto. As a generation of school-
children knows, “by that time, it’s very unlikely that 
[a bill will] become a law. It’s not easy to become a 
law.” Schoolhouse Rock, I’m Just a Bill, at 2:41, 
available at http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid= 
7266360872513258185# (last visited June 1, 2012). 
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And even if the astronomical costs associated 
with a 100/250 tpy permitting threshold make some 
Congressional action likely, State Petitioners are 
still unable to show that it is “likely, as opposed to 
merely speculative,” Lujan, 504 U.S. at 561, that 
Congress will redress their injury. State Petitioners 
apparently assume that if the 100/250 tpy permitting 
threshold was immediately applied to greenhouse 
gases, Congress would exempt those pollutants from 
the PSD and Title V programs entirely. But this is 
just one of many forms “corrective legislation” could 
take. For example, were we to vacate the Tailoring 
Rule, Congress could decide to readopt its key provi-
sions in the PSD and Title V statutes. Or it could set 
PSD and Title V permitting thresholds at 25,000 tpy 
for greenhouse gases—higher than the 100/250 tpy 
threshold, but lower (and thus more costly to Peti-
tioners) than the thresholds promulgated in the Tai-
loring Rule. Or it could do something else entirely. 
All of this is guesswork, which is precisely the point: 
State Petitioners’ faith that Congress will alleviate 
their injury is inherently speculative. 

State Petitioners’ second alternative theory of 
standing fares no better. In their reply brief, they 
contend that even if vacating the Timing or Tailoring 
Rules would indeed exacerbate their costs and ad-
ministrative burdens (the purported injuries they 
claimed in their opening brief), “then State Petition-
ers can establish Article III standing under Massa-
chusetts by asserting injuries caused by EPA’s failure 
to regulate sooner.” State Pet’rs’ Timing & Tailoring 
Reply Br. 5. Essentially, State Petitioners’ reply brief 
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contends that, contrary to the position taken in the 
opening brief, they want more regulation, not less, 
and that they wanted regulation sooner rather than 
later. And because the Commonwealth of Massachu-
setts had standing to seek regulation of greenhouse 
gases in Massachusetts v. EPA, State Petitioners ar-
gue that they now have standing to seek more regu-
lation of greenhouse gases as well. 

This argument is completely without merit. As an 
initial matter, we are aware of no authority which 
permits a party to assert an entirely new injury (and 
thus, an entirely new theory of standing) in its reply 
brief. Quite to the contrary, we have held that, where 
standing is not self-evident, “[i]n its opening brief, 
the petitioner should . . . include . . . a concise recita-
tion of the basis upon which it claims standing.” Si-
erra Club v. EPA, 292 F.3d 895, 901 (D.C. Cir. 2002) 
(emphasis added); see also D.C. Cir. R. 28(a)(7) (“[i]n 
cases involving direct review in this court of adminis-
trative actions, the brief of the appellant or petition-
er must set forth the basis for the claim of stand-
ing.”); American Library Ass’n v. FCC, 401 F.3d 489, 
493–94 (D.C. Cir. 2005) (discussing limitations on 
this principle). After all, “it is often the case . . . that 
some of the relevant facts are known only to the peti-
tioner, to the exclusion of both the respondent and 
the court.” Sierra Club, 292 F.3d at 901. If “the peti-
tioner does not submit evidence of those facts with 
its opening brief,” the respondent is “left to flail at 
the unknown in an attempt to prove the negative.” 
Id. This principle is particularly important here, for 
State Petitioners’ asserted fear of global warming 
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stands in stark contrast to the position they took 
throughout this litigation. In an earlier brief, for ex-
ample, they characterized the Endangerment Find-
ing as “a subjective conviction” State Pet’rs’ Endan-
germent Br. 19, “supported by highly uncertain cli-
mate forecasts,” id. at 18, and “offer[ing] no criteria 
for determining a harmful, as opposed to a safe, cli-
mate,” id. at 17. Given this, EPA could not possibly 
have anticipated that State Petitioners, abruptly 
donning what they themselves call “an environmen-
talist hat,” State Pet’rs’ Timing & Tailoring Reply Br. 
4, would assert that global warming causes them 
concrete and particularized harm. 

In any event, State Petitioners fail to cite any 
record evidence to suggest that they are adversely 
affected by global climate change. This is in stark 
contrast to the evidence put forward in Massachu-
setts v. EPA, where the Commonwealth submitted 
unchallenged affidavits and declarations showing 
that 1) rising sea tides due to global warming had 
“already begun to swallow Massachusetts’ coastal 
land,” and 2) “[t]he severity of that injury will only 
increase over the course of the next century.” Massa-
chusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 522–23. These specific, 
factual submissions were key to the standing analy-
sis in Massachusetts v. EPA: the Court held that “pe-
titioners’ submissions as they pertain to Massachu-
setts have satisfied the most demanding standards of 
the adversarial process.” Id. at 521 (emphasis add-
ed). It is true, as State Petitioners emphasize, that 
the Supreme Court held that states are “entitled to 
special solicitude in our standing analysis.” Id. at 
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522. But nothing in the Court’s opinion remotely 
suggests that states are somehow exempt from the 
burden of establishing a concrete and particularized 
injury in fact. State Petitioners, like Industry Peti-
tioners, failed to do so here. We shall thus dismiss all 
challenges to the Timing and Tailoring Rules for lack 
of jurisdiction. 

VII. 
Following promulgation of the Timing and Tailor-

ing Rules, EPA issued a series of rules ordering 
states to revise their PSD State Implementation 
Plans (SIPs) to accommodate greenhouse gas regula-
tion. See Action to Ensure Authority to Issue Permits 
Under the Prevention of Significant Deterioration 
Program to Sources of Greenhouse Gas Emissions: 
Finding of Substantial Inadequacy and SIP Call, 75 
Fed. Reg. 53,892 (Sept. 2, 2010), 75 Fed. Reg. 77,698 
(Dec. 13, 2010); Action to Ensure Authority to Issue 
Permits Under the Prevention of Significant Deterio-
ration Program to Sources of Greenhouse Gas Emis-
sions: Finding of Failure to Submit State Implemen-
tation Plan Revisions Required for Greenhouse Gases, 
75 Fed. Reg. 81,874 (Dec. 29, 2010). Industry Peti-
tioners present several challenges to these SIP-
related rules. But our review in this case is limited to 
four EPA decisions: the Endangerment Finding, the 
Tailpipe Rule, and the Timing and Tailoring Rules. 
We thus lack jurisdiction over the SIP-related rules. 
Moreover, challenges to these rules are currently 
pending in at least two separate cases before this 
court. See Utility Air Regulatory Group v. EPA, No. 
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11-1037 (consolidating various challenges); Texas v. 
EPA, No. 10-1425 (challenge brought by Texas). We 
decline Industry Petitioners’ invitation to rule on the 
merits of cases which are properly before different 
panels. 

VIII. 
For the foregoing reasons, we dismiss all petitions 

for review of the Timing and Tailoring Rules, and 
deny the remainder of the petitions. 

So ordered. 
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APPENDIX C 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
 

40 CFR Parts 50, 51, 70, and 71 
[EPA–HQ–OAR–2009–0597; FRL-9133-6] 
RIN 2060–AP87 
Reconsideration of Interpretation of Regula-
tions That Determine Pollutants Covered by 
Clean Air Act Permitting Programs 
AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency. 
ACTION: Final Action on Reconsideration of Inter-
pretation. 
________________________________________________ 

SUMMARY: EPA has made a final decision to con-
tinue applying the Agency’s existing interpretation of 
a regulation that determines the scope of pollutants 
subject to the Federal Prevention of Significant De-
terioration (PSD) program under the Clean Air Act 
(CAA or Act). In a December 18, 2008 memorandum, 
EPA established an interpretation clarifying the 
scope of the phrase “subject to regulation” found 
within the definition of the term “regulated NSR pol-
lutant.” After considering comments on alternate in-
terpretations of this term, EPA decided to continue 
to interpret it to include each pollutant subject to ei-
ther a provision in the CAA or regulation adopted by 
EPA under the CAA that requires actual control of 
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emissions of that pollutant. Thus, this action ex-
plains that EPA will continue following the interpre-
tation in the December 18, 2008 memorandum with 
one exception. EPA is refining its interpretation to 
establish that the PSD permitting requirements will 
not apply to a newly regulated pollutant until a regu-
latory requirement to control emissions of that pollu-
tant “takes effect.” In addition, this notice addresses 
several questions regarding the applicability of the 
PSD and Title V permitting programs to greenhouse 
gases (GHGs) upon the anticipated promulgation of 
EPA regulations establishing limitations on emis-
sions of GHGs from vehicles under Title II of the 
CAA. Collectively, these conclusions result in an 
EPA determination that PSD and Title V permitting 
requirements will not apply to GHGs until at least 
January 2, 2011. 
DATES: This final action is applicable as of March 
29, 2010. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Mr. 
David Svendsgaard, Air Quality Policy Division 
(C504-03), U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27711, telephone num-
ber: (919) 541-2380; fax number: (919) 541-5509, e-
mail address: svendsgaard.dave@epa.gov. 
I. General Information 
A. Does this action apply to me? 
 Entities potentially affected by this action include 
sources in various industry groups and State, local, 
and tribal governments. 
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B. How is this document organized? 
 This document is organized as follows: 
I. General Information 
II. Background 
III. This Action 

A. Overview 
B. Analysis of Proposed and Alternative Interpre-

tations for  Subject to Regulation 
1. Actual Control Interpretation 
2. Monitoring and Reporting Interpretation 
3. State Implementation Plan (SIP) Interpretation 
4. Endangerment Finding Interpretation 
5. Section 209 Waiver Interpretation 
C. Other Issues on Which EPA Solicited Comment 
1. Prospective Codification of Interpretation 
2. Section 821 of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 

1990 
3. Timing of When a Pollutant becomes Subject to 

Regulation 
IV. Application of PSD Interpretive Memo to Permit-

ting for GHGs 
A. Date by Which GHGs Will Be “Subject to Regu-

lation” 
B. Implementation Concerns 
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C. Interim EPA Policy To Mitigate Concerns Re-
garding GHG Emissions from Construction or 
Modification of Large Stationary Sources 

D. Transition for Pending Permit Applications 
V. PSD Program Implementation by EPA and States 
VI. Application of the Title V Program to Sources of 

GHGs 
VII. Statutory Authority 
VIII. Judicial Review 
II. Background 
 On December 18, 2008, then-EPA Administrator 
Stephen Johnson issued a memorandum settling 
forth EPA’s interpretation regarding which pollu-
tants were “subject to regulation” for the purposes of 
the Federal PSD permitting program.  See Memo-
randum from Stephen Johnson, EPA Administrator, 
to EPA Regional Administrators, RE: EPA’s Inter-
pretation of Regulations that Determine Pollutants 
Covered by Federal Prevention of Significant Deteri-
oration (PSD) Permit Program (Dec. 18, 2008) (“PSD 
Interpretive Memo” or “Memo”); see also 73 FR 80300 
(Dec. 31, 2008) (public notice of Dec. 18, 2008 memo). 
The Memo interprets the phrase “subject to regula-
tion” to include pollutants “subject to either a provi-
sion in the CAA or regulation adopted by EPA under 
the CAA that requires actual control of emissions of 
that pollutant,” while excluding pollutants “for which 
EPA regulations only require monitoring or report-
ing.” See Memo at 1. The Memo was necessary after 
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issues were raised regarding the scope of pollutants 
that should be addressed in PSD permitting actions 
following the Supreme Court’s April 2, 2007 decision 
in Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497 (2007). 
 In Massachusetts v. EPA, the supreme court held 
that GHGs, including carbon dioxide (CO2), fit within 
the definition of air pollutant in the CAA. The case 
arose from EPA’s denial of a petition for rulemaking 
filed by more than a dozen environmental, renewable 
energy, and other organizations requesting that EPA 
control emissions of GHGs form new motor vehicles 
under  section 202(a) of the CAA. The Court found 
that, in accordance with CAA section 202(a), EPA 
was required to determine whether or not emissions 
of GHG’s from new motor vehicles cause or contrib-
ute to air pollution which may reasonably be antici-
pated to endanger public health or welfare, or 
whether the science is too uncertain to make a rea-
soned decision.1 
 On November 13, 2008, the Environmental Ap-
peals Board (EAB) issued a decision in a challenge to 
a PSD permit to construct a new electric generating 
unit in Bonanza, Utah.  In re Deseret Power Electric 
Cooperative, PSD Appeal No. 07-03 (EAB Nov. 13, 
2008) (“Deseret”). The permit was issued by EPA Re-
gion 8 in August 2007 and did not include best avail-
able control technology (BACT) limits for CO2. At the 

                                                 
1 On December 15, 2009, EPA published the final endanger-
ment and cause or contribute findings for GHG’s under section 
202(a) of the CAA. See 74 FR 66495. 
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time, the Region acknowledged Massachusetts but 
found that decision alone did not require PSD per-
mits to include limits on CO2 emissions. In briefs 
filed in the EAB case, EPA maintained the position 
that the Agency had a binding, historic interpreta-
tion of the phrase “subject to regulation” in the Fed-
eral PSD regulations that required PSD permit lim-
its to apply only to those pollutants already subject 
to actual control of emissions under other provisions 
of the CAA. Response of EPA Office of Air and Radia-
tion and Region 8 to Briefs of Petitioner and support-
ing Amici (filed March 21, 2008). Accordingly, EPA 
argued that the regulations contained in 40 CFR 
part 75, which require monitoring of CO2 at some 
sources, did not make CO2 subject to PSD regulation. 
The order and opinion issued by the EAB remanded 
the permit after finding that prior EPA actions were 
insufficient to establish a historic, binding interpre-
tation that “subject to regulation” for PSD purposes 
included only those pollutants subject to regulations 
that require actual control of emissions. However, 
the EAB also rejected arguments that the CAA com-
pelled only one interpretation of the phrase “subject 
to regulation” and found “no evidence of a Congres-
sional intent to compel EPA to apply BACT to pollu-
tants that are subject only to monitoring and report-
ing requirements.” Thus, the Board remanded the 
permit to the Region to “reconsider whether or not to 
impose a CO2 BACT limit in light of the ‘subject to 
regulation’ definition under the CAA.” The Board en-
couraged EPA to consider “addressing the interpre-
tation of the phrase ‘subject to regulation under this 
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Act’ in the context of an action of nationwide scope, 
rather than through this specific permitting proceed-
ing.” See Deseret at 63-64. 
 EPA issued the PSD Interpretive Memo shortly 
after the Deseret decision with the stated purpose to 
“establish[ ] an interpretation clarifying the scope of 
the EPA regulation that determines the pollutants 
subject to the Federal Prevention of Significant De-
terioration (PSD) program under the Clean Air Act 
(CAA or Act)” by providing EPA’s “definitive inter-
pretation” of the definition of the term “regulated 
NSR pollutants” found at 40 CFR 52.21(b)(50) and 
resolving “any ambiguity in subpart ([iv]) of that 
paragraph, which includes ‘any pollutant that oth-
erwise is subject to regulation under the Act.’” See 
Memo at 1. As the Memo explains, the statute and 
regulation use similar language—the regulation de-
fines a regulated NSR pollutant to include “[a]ny pol-
lutant that otherwise is subject to regulation under 
the Act” and requires BACT for “each regulated NSR 
pollutant,” per 40 CFR 52.21(b)(50) and (j), while the 
Act requires BACT for “each pollutant subject to 
regulation under this [Act],” per CAA sections 
165(a)(4) and 169. The EAB had determined that 
“the meaning of the term ‘subject to regulation under 
this Act’ as used in [CAA] sections 165 and 169 is not 
so clear and unequivocal as to preclude the Agency 
from exercising discretion in interpreting the statu-
tory phrase” in implementing the PSD program. See 
Deseret at 63. 
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 The PSD Interpretive Memo seeks to resolve the 
ambiguity in implementation of the PSD program by 
stating that “EPA will interpret this definition of 
‘regulated NSR pollutant’ to exclude pollutants for 
which EPA regulations only require monitoring or 
reporting but to include each pollutant subject to ei-
ther a provision in the Clean Air Act or regulation 
adopted by EPA under the Clean Air Act that re-
quires actual control of emissions of that pollutant.” 
The Memo states that “EPA has not previously is-
sued a definitive interpretation of the definition of 
‘regulated NSR pollutant’ in section 52.21(b)(50) or 
an interpretation of the phrase ‘subject to regulation 
under the Act’ that addressed whether monitoring 
and reporting requirements constitute ‘regulation’ 
within the meaning of this phrase.” The Memo, how-
ever, explains that the interpretation reflects the 
“considered judgment” of then-Administrator John-
son regarding the PSD regulatory requirements and 
is consistent with both historic Agency practice and 
prior statements by Agency officials.  See Memo at 1-
2. 
 The PSD Interpretive Memo is not a substantive 
rule promulgated under section 307(d) of the CAA, 
but rather an interpretation of the terms of a regula-
tion at 40 CFR 52.21(b)(50).2  An interpretive docu-
                                                 
2 The PSD Interpretive Memo also reflects EPA’s interpretation  
of sections 165(a)(4) and 169(3) of the CAA, which use language 
similar to the EPA regulations that are based on these provi-
sions of the statute. The Memo discusses the Agency’s interpre-
tation of the CAA and concludes that the Agency’s interpreta-
tion of its regulations is not precluded by the terms of the CAA. 
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ment is one that explains or clarifies, and is con-
sistent with, existing statutes or regulation. See Na-
tional Family Planning and Reproductive Health 
Ass’n v. Sullivan, 979 F.2d 227, 236-37 (D.C. Cir. 
1992). The PSD Interpretive Memo explains and 
clarifies the meaning of the definition of “regulated 
NSR pollutant” in section 52.21(b)(50) of the existing 
NSR regulations, and does not alter the meaning of 
the definition in any way that is inconsistent with 
the terms of the regulation. As a result, EPA con-
cluded that the PSD Interpretive Memo was an in-
terpretive rule that could be issued without a notice 
and comment rulemaking process. 
 However, the PSD Interpretive Memo observed 
that the adoption of an interpretation of a rule with-
out a notice and comment process does not preclude 
subsequent action by the Agency to solicit public in-
put on the interpretation. Indeed, given the signifi-
cant public interest in the issue addressed in the De-
cember 18, 2008 memorandum, EPA subsequently 
elected to seek public input on the memorandum and 
alternative readings of the regulations. 
 On December 31, 2008, EPA received a petition for 
reconsideration of the position taken in the PSD In-
terpretive Memo from Sierra Club and 14 other envi-
ronmental, renewable energy, and citizen organiza-
tions. See Petition for Reconsideration, in the Matter 
of: EPA Final Action Published at 73 FR 80300 (Dec. 
31, 2008),, entitled “Clean Air Act Prevention of Sig-
nificant Deterioration (PSD) Construction Permit 
Program; Interpretation of Regulations That Deter-
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mine Pollutants Covered by the Federal PSD Permit 
Program.” Petitioners argued that the PSD Interpre-
tive Memo “was impremissible as a matter of law, 
because it was issued in violation of the procedural 
requirements of the Administrative Procedures [sic] 
Act * * * and the Clean Air Act * * *, it directly con-
flicts with prior agency actions and interpretations, 
and it purports to establish an interpretation of the 
Act that conflicts with the plain language of the 
statue.” See Petition at 2. Accordingly, Petitioners 
requested that EPA reconsider and retract the PSD 
Interpretive Memo. Petitioners later amended their 
Petition for Reconsideration to include a request to 
stay the effect of the Memo pending the outcome of 
the reconsideration request. Amended Petition for 
Reconsideration (filed Jan. 6, 2009).3 
 On February 17, 2009, EPA granted the Petition 
for Reconsideration, on the basis of the authority 
conferred by section 553(e) of the Administrative 
Procedure Act (APA), and announced its intent to 
conduct a rulemaking to allow for public comment on 
the issues raised in the Memo and on any issues 
raised by the EAB’s Deseret opinion, to the extent 
                                                 
3 On January 15, 2009, a number of environmental organiza-
tions that filed this Petition for Reconsideration also filed a pe-
tition challenging the PSD Interpretive Memo in U.S. Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit, Sierra Club v. 
E.P.A., No. 09-1018 (D.C. Cir., filed Jan. 15, 2009). Thereafter, 
various parties moved to intervene in that action or filed simi-
lar petitions challenging the Memo.  The consolidated D.C. Cir-
cuit cases have been held in abeyance pending this reconsidera-
tion process. Id., Order (filed March 9, 2009). 
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they do not overlap with the issues raised in the 
Memo.4 Because the Memo was not a substantive 
rule promulgated under section 307(d) of the APA, 
the reconsideration action was not a reconsideration 
under the authority of section 307(d)(7)(B) of the 
CAA. See Letter from Lisa P. Jackson, EPA Adminis-
trator, to David Bookbinder, Chief Climate Counsel 
at Sierra Club (Feb. 17, 2009). EPA did not stay the 
effectiveness of the PSD Interpretive Memo pending 
reconsideration, but the Agency did reiterate that 
the Memo “does not bind States issuing [PSD] per-
mits under their own State Implementation Plans.” 
Id. at 1. 
 On October 7, 2009 (74 FR 51535), EPA proposed a 
reconsideration of the PSD Interpretive Memo that 
solicited comment on five possible interpretations of 
the regulatory phrase “subject to regulation”—the 
“actual control” interpretation (adopted by the 
Memo); the “monitoring and reporting” interpreta-
tion (advocated by Petitioners); the inclusion of regu-
latory requirements for specific pollutants in SIPs 
(discussed in both theh Memo and the petition for 
Reconsideration); and EPA finding of endangerment 
(discussed in the Memo); and the grant of a section 
209 waiver interpretation (raised by commenters in 
another EPA action). EPA also addressed, and re-
quested public comment on, other issues raised in 
                                                 
4 Because the grant of reconsideration directed the Agency to 
conduct this reconsideration using a notice and comment pro-
cess, the proposal did not address the procedural challenge pre-
sented in the Petition for Reconsideration. 
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the PSD Interpretive Memo and related actions that 
may influence this reconsideration. 
 Of the five interpretations described in the  pro-
posed reconsideration notice, EPA expressly favored 
the actual control interpretation, which has re-
mained in effect since issuing the memorandum, 
notwithstanding the EPA’s grant of reconsideration. 
The proposal explained that the actual control inter-
pretation best reflects EPA’s past policy and practice, 
is in keeping with the structure and language of the 
statute and regulations, and best allows for the nec-
essary coordination of approaches to controlling 
emissions of newly identified pollutants. While the 
other interpretations may represent reasoned ap-
proaches for interpreting “subject to regulation,” no 
particular one is compelled by the statute, nor did 
the EAB determine that any one of them was so 
compelled. Because EPA had overarching concerns 
over the policy and practical application of each of 
the alternative interpretations, the Agency proposed 
to retain the actual control interpretation. Neverthe-
less, EPA requested comment on all five of the inter-
pretations. 
III. This Action 
A. Overview 
 EPA has made a final decision to continue apply-
ing (with one limited refinement) the Agency’s exist-
ing interpretation of 40 CFR 52.21(b)(50) that is ar-
ticulated in the PSD Interpretive Memo. For reasons 
explained below, and addressed in further detail in 
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the document “Reconsideration of Interpretation of 
Regulations that Determine Pollutants Covered by 
Clean Air Act Permitting Programs: EPA’s Response 
to Public Comments”, after reviewing the comments, 
EPA has concluded that the “actual control interpre-
tation” is a permissible interpretation of the CAA 
and is the most appropriate interpretation to apply 
given the policy implications. However, EPA is refin-
ing its interpretation in one respect to establish that 
PSD permitting requirements apply to a newly regu-
lated pollutant at the time a regulatory requirement 
to control emissions of that pollutant “takes effect” 
(rather than upon promulgation or the legal effective 
date of the regulation containing such a require-
ment). In addition, this notice addresses several out-
standing questions regarding the applicability of the 
PSD and Title V permitting programs to GHGs upon 
the anticipated promulgation of EPA regulations es-
tablishing limitations on emissions of GHGs from 
vehicles under Title II of the CAA.5 
 EPA received 71 comments on the proposed recon-
sideration notice published on October 7, 2009 (74 

                                                 
5 On September 28, 2009, EPA proposed a rule establishing 
emissions standards for new motor vehicles, starting with Mod-
el Year 2012, that would reduce GHGs and improve fuel econo-
my from motor vehicles.  This proposal was a joint proposal by 
EPA and the U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT), with 
DOT proposing to adopt corporate average fuel economy 
(CAFE) standards for model years 2012 and after. See 74 FR 
49453. 
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FR 51535).6  Commenters represented a range of in-
terests, including State regulatory agencies, corpora-
tions that may need to obtain PSD permits, trade as-
sociations representing various industrial sectors, 
and environmental and public interest groups. 
Commenters representing States and regulated enti-
ties generally expressed support for eh actual control 
interpretation, while environmental and public in-
terest groups generally favored the alternative inter-
pretations. State and regulated entities also support-
ed EPA’s proposed action to apply PSD requirements 
at the point in time when an actual control require-
ment becomes effective, with many entities specifi-
cally requesting that EPA interpret “effective” to 
mean the compliance date of a rule. Environmental 
stakeholders supported retaining the position in the 
existing PSD Interpretive Memo that PSD require-
ments apply to a pollutant upon the promulgation of 
the relevant requirement for that pollutant. 
 EPA has not been persuaded that the Agency is 
compelled by the CAA, the terms of EPA regulations 
or prior EPA action to apply any of the four alterna-
tives to its preferred interpretation described in the 
October 7, 2009 notice—monitoring and reporting 
requirement, EPA-approved SIP, endangerment 
finding, or CAA section 209 waiver. EPA has like-

                                                 
6 In some cases, a commenter on the proposed reconsideration 
of the PSD Interpretive Memo addressed an issue or topic that 
is under consideration in the forthcoming PSD and Title V GHG 
Tailoring Rule. Accordingly, EPA refers the reader to that 
rulemaking for EPA responses to those comments. 
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wise not been persuaded that all of the alternative 
interpretations are precluded by the CAA.  However, 
since congress has not precisely spoken to this issue, 
EPA has the discretion to choose among the range of 
permissible interpretations of the statutory lan-
guage. Since EPA’s interpretation of the regulations 
is not precluded by the statutory language, EPA is 
electing to maintain that interpretation on policy 
grounds. EPA has concluded that the “actual control” 
interpretation is not only consistent with decades of 
past practice, but provides the most reasonable and 
workable approach to developing an appropriate reg-
ulatory scheme to address newly identified pollu-
tants of concern. Thus, except as to the one element 
that EPA proposed to modify, EPA is reaffirming the 
PSD Interpretive Memo and its establishment of  the 
actual control interpretation of the phrase “subject to 
regulation” under the PSD provisions in the CAA 
and EPA regulations. 
 EPA has been persuaded by public comments on 
the proposed reconsideration to modify the portion of 
its interpretation regarding the timing of when a pol-
lutant becomes subject to regulations under the CAA 
and thus covered by the requirements of the PSD 
permitting program. Specifically, EPA is modifying 
its interpretation of 40 CFR 52.21(b)(50) of its regu-
lations, and the parallel provision in 40 CFR 
51.166(b)(49), to establish that the PSD require-
ments will not apply to a newly regulated pollutant 
until a regulatory requirement to control emissions 
of that pollutant “takes effect.” EPA has concluded 
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that this approach is consistent with the CAA and a 
reasonable reading of the regulatory text. 
 Based on these final determinations, EPA will con-
tinue to apply the interpretation reflected in the PSD 
Interpretive Memo with one refinement. For the rea-
sons discussed in more detail below, EPA has not 
generally found cause to change the discussion or 
reasoning reflected in the Memo. As a result, EPA 
does not see a need to either withdraw or re-issue the 
Memo. However, this notice refines one paragraph of 
that memorandum to reflect EPA’s current view that 
a pollutant becomes subject to regulation at the time 
the first control requirements applicable to a pollu-
tant take effect. Public comments raised several 
questions regarding the application of the PSD pro-
gram and Title V permits to GHGs that EPA did not 
specifically raise in the October 7, 2009 proposed no-
tice of reconsideration. Some of these comments 
raised significant issues that the Agency recognizes 
the need to address at this time to ensure the orderly 
transition to the regulation of GHGs under these 
permitting programs. Thus, this notice reflects addi-
tional interpretations and EPA statements of policy 
on topics not discussed in the October 7, 1009 notice. 
These interpretations and polices have been devel-
oped after careful consideration of the public com-
ments submitted to EPA on this action and related 
matters. In subsequent actions, EPA may address 
additional topics raised in public comments on this 
action that the Agency did not consider necessary to 
address at this time. 
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 Regarding GHGs, EPA has concluded that PSD 
program requirements will apply to GHGs upon the 
date that the anticipated tailpipe standards for light-
duty vehicles (known as the “DLV Rule”) take effect. 
Based on the proposed LDV Rule, those standards 
will take effect when the 2012 model year begins, 
which is no earlier than January 2, 2011. While the 
LDV Rule will become “effective” for the purposes of 
planning for the upcoming model years as of 60 days 
following publication of the rule, the emissions con-
trol requirements in the rule do not “take effect”—
i.e., requiring compliance through vehicular certifica-
tion before introducing any Model Year 2012 into 
commerce—until Jan. 2, 2011, or approximately 9 
months after the planned promulgation of the LDV 
Rule. Furthermore, as EPA intends to explain soon 
in detail in the final action on the PSD and Title V 
GHG Tailoring Rule (known as the “Tailoring 
Rule”),7 in light of the significant administrative 
challenges presented by the application of the PSD 
and Title V requirements for GHGs (and considering 
the legislative intent of the PSD and Title V statuto-
ry provisions), it is necessary to defer applying the 
PSD and title V provisions for sources that are major 
based only on emissions of GHGs until a date that 
extends beyond January 2, 2011. 
 

[CONTENT OMITTED] 

                                                 
7 The proposed “Tailoring Rule” can be found at 74 FR 55291 
(Oct. 27, 2009). 
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IV. Application of PSD Interpretive Memo to 
PSD Permitting for GHGs  
A. Date by Which GHGs Will be “Subject to Regula-
tion”  
 Although the PSD Interpretive Memo and this re-
consideration reflect a broad consideration of the 
most appropriate legal interpretation and policy for 
all pollutants regulated under the CAA, the  need to 
clarify this issue as a general matter has been driven 
by concerns over the effects of GHG emissions on 
global climate and the contention made by some par-
ties in permit proceedings that EPA began regulat-
ing CO2 as early as the promulgation of monitoring 
and reporting requirements in EPA’s Part 75 rules to 
implement section 821 of the CAA Amendments of 
1990. The vast majority of public comments on the 
October 7, 2009 notice focused on the regulation of 
GHGs under the PSD program. As a result, EPA rec-
ognizes that it is critically important at this time for 
the Agency to make clear when the requirements of 
the PSD permitting program for stationary sources 
will apply to GHGs. For the reasons discussed below, 
GHGs will initially become “subject to regulation” 
under the CAA on January 2, 2011, assuming that 
EPA issues final GHG emissions standards under 
section 202(a) applicable to model year 2012 new mo-
tor vehicles as proposed. As a result, with that as-
sumption, the PSD permitting program would apply 
to GHGs on that date. However, the Tailoring Rule, 
noted above, proposed various options for phasing in 
PSD requirements for sources emitting GHGs in var-
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ious amounts above 100 or 250 tons per year. Since 
EPA has not yet completed that rulemaking, today’s 
action concludes only that, under the approach envi-
sioned for the vehicle standards, GHGs would not be 
considered “subject to regulation” (and no source 
would be subject to PSD permitting requirements for 
GHGs) earlier than January 2, 2011. The final Tai-
loring Rule will address the applicability of PSD re-
quirements for GHG-emitting sources that are not 
presently subject to PSD permitting. 
 EPA’s determination that PSD will begin to apply 
to GHGs on January 2, 2011 is based on the follow-
ing considerations: (1) The overall interpretation re-
flected in the PSD Interpretive Memo; (2) EPA’s con-
clusion in this notice that a pollutant becomes sub-
ject to regulation when controls “take effect,” and (3) 
the assumption that the agency will establish emis-
sions standards for model year 2012 vehicles when it 
completes the proposed LDV Rule. 
 As proposed, the LDV Rule consists of two  kinds 
of standards—fleet average standards determined by 
the emissions performance of a manufacturer’s fleet 
of various models, and separate vehicle standards 
that apply for the useful life of a vehicle to the vari-
ous models that make up the manufacturer’s fleet. 
CAA section 203(a)(1) prohibits manufacturers from 
introducing a new motor vehicle into commerce un-
less the vehicle is covered by an EPA-issued certifi-
cate of conformity for the appropriate model year. 
Section 206(a)(1) of the CAA describes the require-
ments for EPA issuance of a certificate of conformity, 
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based on a demonstration of compliance with the 
emission standards established by EPA under sec-
tion 202 of the Act. A certification demonstration re-
quires emission testing, and must be done for each 
model year. 
 The certificate covers both fleet average and vehi-
cle standards, and the manufacturer has to demon-
strate compliance with both of these standards for 
purposes of receiving a certificate of conformity. The 
demonstration for the fleet average is based on a pro-
jection of sales for the model year, and the demon-
stration for the vehicle standard is based on emis-
sions testing and other information. 
 Both the fleet average and vehicle standards in 
the LDV Rule will require that automakers control 
or limit GHG emissions from the tailpipes of these 
vehicles. As such, they clearly constitute “regulation” 
of GHGs under the interpretation in the PSD Inter-
pretive Memo. This view is consistent with the posi-
tion originally expressed by EPA in 1978 that a pol-
lutant regulated in a  Title II regulation is a pollu-
tant subject to regulations. See 42 FR at 57481. 
However, the regulation of GHGs will not actually 
take effect upon promulgation of the LDV Rule or on 
the effective date of the LDV Rule when the provi-
sions of the rule are incorporated into the Code of 
Federal Regulations. 
 Under the LDV Rule, the standards for GHG 
emissions are not operative until the 2012 model 
year, which may begin as early as January 2, 2011. 
In accordance with the requirements of Title II of the 
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CAA and associated regulations, vehicle manufac-
turers may not introduce a model year 2012 vehicle 
into commerce without a model year 2012 certificate 
of conformity. See CAA section 203(a)(1). A model 
year 2012 certificate only applies to vehicles pro-
duced during that model year, and the model year 
production period may begin no earlier than January 
2, 2011. See CAA section 202(b)(3)(A) and imple-
menting regulations at 40 CFR 85.2302 through 
85.2305. Thus, a vehicle manufacturer may not in-
troduce a model year 2012 vehicle into commerce 
prior to January 2, 2011. 
 There will be no controls or limitations on GHG 
emissions from model year 2011 vehicles. The obliga-
tion on an automaker for a model year 2012 vehicle 
would be to have a certificate of conformity showing 
compliance with the emissions standards for GHGs 
when the vehicle is introduced into commerce, which 
can occur on or after January 2, 2011. Therefore, the 
controls on GHG emissions in the Light Duty Rule 
will not take effect until the first date when a 2012 
model year vehicle may be introduced into commerce. 
In other words, the compliance obligation under the 
LDV Rule does not occur until a manufacturer may 
introduce into commerce vehicles that are required 
to comply with GHG standards, which will begin 
with MY 2012 and will not occur before January 2, 
2011. Since CAA section 203(a)(1) prohibits manu-
facturers from introducing a new motor vehicle into 
commerce unless the vehicles is covered by an EPA-
issued certificate of conformity for the appropriate 
model year, as of January 2, 2011, manufacturers 
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will be precluded from introducing into commerce 
any model year 2012 vehicle that has not been certi-
fied to meet the applicable standards for GHGs. 
 This interpretation of when the GHG controls in 
the LDV Rule take effect, and therefore, make GHGs 
subject to regulation under the Act for PSD purposes, 
is consistent with the statutory language in section 
202(a)(2) of the CAA. This section provides that “any 
regulation prescribed under paragraph (1) of this 
subsection (and any revision thereof) shall take effect 
after such period as the Administrator finds neces-
sary to permit the development and application of 
the requisite technology, giving appropriate consid-
eration to the cost of compliance with such period.” 
See 42 U.S.C. 7521(a)(2) (emphasis added). The final 
LDV Rule will apply to model years 2012 through 
2016. The time leading up to the introduction of 
model year 2012 is the time that EPA “finds neces-
sary to permit the development and application of 
the requisite technology, giving appropriate consid-
eration to the cost of compliance within such period.” 
Model year 2012 is therefore when the GHG stand-
ards in the rule “take effect.” 
 EPA does not agree with several commenters who 
have suggested that the GHG standards in the pro-
posed LDV Rule would not take effect until October 
1, 2011. The latter date appears to be based on how 
the National Highway  Traffic Safety Administration 
(NHTSA) determines the beginning of the 2012 mod-
el year under the Energy Policy and Conservation 
Act (EPCA). Under EPCA, a more stringent CAFE 
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standard must be prescribed by NHTSA at least 18 
months before the beginning of the model year. For 
purposes of this EPCA provision, NHTSA has histor-
ically construed the beginning of the model year to be 
October 1 of the preceding calendar year. See 49 
U.S.C. 32902(g)(2); 74 FR 49454, 49644 n.447 (Sep. 
28, 2009). Although EPA has endeavored to harmo-
nize its section 202(a) standards with the NHTSA 
CAFE standards, EPA’s standards are promulgated 
under distinct legal authority in the CAA. Thus, the 
section 202(a) standards promulgated I the LDV 
Rule are not subject to EPCA or NHTSA’s interpre-
tation of when a model year begins for purposes of 
EPCA. Under EPA’s planned LDV Rule, model year 
2012 vehicles may be introduced into commerce as 
early as January 2, 2011. Although as a practical 
matter, some U.S. automakers may not begin intro-
ducing model year 2012 vehicles into commerce until 
later in 2011, they may nevertheless do so as early as 
January 2, 2011 under EPA’s regulations. Consistent 
with the discussion above, EPA construes the phrase 
“subject to regulation” in section 165(a)(4) and 169(3) 
of the Act to mean that the BACT requirement ap-
plies when controls on a pollutant first apply to a 
regulated activity, and not the point at which an en-
tity first engages in the regulated activity. In this in-
stance, the regulated activity is the introduction of 
model year 2012 vehicles into commerce. As of Janu-
ary 2, 2011, a manufacturer may not engage in this 
activity without complying with the applicable GHG 
standards. 
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 Likewise, EPA does not agree with commenters 
who argued that EPA should not consider the GHG 
controls in the LDV Rule to take effect until au-
tomakers have to demonstrate compliance with the 
fleet average standards at the end of the model year, 
based on actual vehicle model production. As dis-
cussed above, the LDV Rule includes both fleet aver-
age standards and vehicle standards that apply to 
individual vehicles throughout their useful lives. As 
discussed above, both of these standards for GHG 
emissions are operative o model year 2012 vehicles 
introduced into commerce on or after January 2, 
2011.  Thus, controls on GHG emissions from auto-
mobiles will take effect prior to the date that a man-
ufacturer must demonstrate compliance with the 
fleet average standards. The fact that the manufac-
turer demonstrates final compliance with the fleet 
average at a later date, based on production for the 
entire year, does not change the fact that their con-
duct was controlled by both the fleet average and the 
vehicle standards, and subject to regulation, prior to 
that date. 
B. Implementation Concerns 
 A substantial number of commenters requested 
that EPA defer application of the PSD program re-
quirements to GHGs based on various practical im-
plementation considerations, and several of these 
comments argued that the CAA affords EPA the dis-
cretion to set an implementation date based on such 
concerns. EPA agrees that application of PSD pro-
gram requirements to GHGs presents several signifi-
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cant implementation challenges for EPA, States and 
other entities that issue permits, and the sources 
that must obtain permits. Indeed, many of the public 
comments have illustrated the magnitude of the 
challenge beyond what is described in the proposed 
notice on reconsideration of the PSD Interpretive 
Memo and the proposed Tailoring Rule. 
 In recognition of the substantial challenges associ-
ated with incorporation GHGs into the PSD pro-
gram, EPA’s preference would be to establish a spe-
cific date when the PSD permitting requirements ini-
tially apply to GHGs based solely on these practical 
implementation considerations. However, EPA has 
not been persuaded that it has the authority to pro-
ceed in this manner. While EPA may have discretion 
as to the manner and time for regulating GHG emis-
sions under the CAA, once EPA has determined to 
regulate a pollutant in some form under the act and 
such regulation is operative on the regulated activi-
ty, the terms of the Act make clear that the PSD pro-
gram is automatically applicable. 
 Nonetheless, given the substantial magnitude of 
the PSD implementation challenges presented by the 
regulation of GHGs, EPA proposed in the Tailoring 
Rule to at least temporarily limit the scope of GHG 
sources covered by the PSD program to ensure that 
permitting authorities can effectively implement it. 
EPA based the proposal primarily on two legal doc-
trines: The “absurd results” doctrine, which EPA 
proposed to apply on the basis that congress did not 
envision that the PSD program would apply to the 
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many small sources that emit GHGs; and the “ad-
ministrative necessity” doctrine, which EPA pro-
posed to apply because of the extremely large admin-
istrative burdens that permitting authorities would 
confront in permitting the GHG sources. In comment 
on that action, as well as in comments on the PSD 
Interpretive Memo reconsideration proposal, EPA 
received numerous suggestions that it is necessary to 
limit the scope of sources covered at the time GHGs 
become subject to regulations. Commenters further 
stated that it is necessary to select a “trigger date” 
for GHG permitting that takes into account the time 
needed for permitting authorities to adopt any scope-
limiting measures (including the need to amend 
State law), to secure the necessary additional finan-
cial and other resources, and to hire and train the 
staff needed to respond to the increase in permitting 
workload. These comments make clear that more 
time will be needed beyond January 2, 2011 before 
permitting of many GHG stationary sources can 
begin. Thus, EPA will be taking additional action in 
the near future in the context of the Tailoring Rule to 
address GHG-specific circumstances that will exist 
beyond January 2, 2011. 
C. Interim EPA policy To Mitigate Concerns Regard-
ing GHG Emissions From Construction or Modifica-
tion of Large Stationary Sources 
 While EPA has concluded that GHGs will not be-
come subject to regulation (and hence the PSD BACT 
requirement will not apply to them) earlier than 
January 2, 2011, permitting authorities that issue 
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permits before January 2, 2011 are already in a posi-
tion to, and should, use the discretion currently 
available under the BACT provisions of the PSD pro-
gram to promote technology choices for control of cri-
teria pollutants that will also facilitate the reduction 
of GHG emissions. More specifically, the CAA BACT 
definition requires permitting authorities selecting 
BACT to consider the reductions available through 
application of not only control methods, systems, and 
techniques, but also through production processes, 
and requires them to take into account energy, envi-
ronmental, and economic impacts. Thus, the statute 
expresses the need for a comprehensive review of 
available pollution control methods when evaluating 
BACT that clearly requires consideration of energy 
efficiency. The consideration of energy efficiency is 
important because it contributes to reduction of pol-
lutants to which the PSD requirements currently 
apply and have historically been applied. Further, 
although BACT does not now apply to GHG, BACT 
for other pollutants can, through application of more 
efficient production processes, indirectly result in 
lower GHG emissions. 
 Neither the statute nor EPA regulations specify 
precisely how to address energy efficiency in BACT 
determinations no has EPA fully articulated how to 
take climate considerations into account under the 
“energy, environmental, and economic impacts” con-
siderations of BACT. Further, while EPA’s BACT 
guidance for currently regulated pollutants has ad-
dressed some facets of these issues, EPA believes 
that, given the potential importance of the indirect 
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GHG benefits, it will be useful for EPA to summarize 
this guidance and further clarify it as necessary in 
order to further illustrate where PSD permitting au-
thorities should be using existing BACT authority for 
pollutants that are presently regulated in ways that 
can indirectly address concerns about GHG emis-
sions from large stationary sources. EPA is develop-
ing such guidance and plans to issue it in the near 
future. 
D. Transition for Pending Permit Applications 
 Some commenters requested that EPA address the 
question of how the application of PSD requirements 
to GHGs will affect applications for PSD permits 
that are pending on the date GHGs initially become 
“subject to regulation.” These commenters generally 
asked that EPA establish an exclusion for PSD per-
mit application that was submitted in complete form 
before the date on which PSD begins to apply to 
GHGs. 
 In light of EPA’s conclusion that pollutants be-
come subject to regulation for PSD purposes when 
control requirements on that pollutant take effect 
and that such requirements will not take effect for 
GHGs until January 2, 2011 if EPA finalizes the 
proposed LDV Rule as anticipated, EPA does not see 
any grounds to establish a transition period for per-
mit applications that are pending before GHGs be-
come subject to regulation. As a general matter, 
permitting and licensing decisions of regulatory 
agencies must reflect the law in effect at the time the 
agency makes a final determination on a pending 
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application. See Ziffrin v. United States, 318 U.S. 73, 
78 (1943); State of Alabama v. EPA, 557 F.2d 1101, 
1110 (5th Cir. 1977); In re: Dominion Energy Brayton 
Point, LLC, 12 E.A.D. 490, 614-616 (EAB 2006); In re 
Phelps Dodge Corp., 10 E.A.D. 460, 478 n.10 (EAB 
2002). Thus, in the absence of an explicit transition 
or grandfathering provision in the applicable regula-
tions (and assuming EPA finalizes the LDV Rule as 
planned), each PSD permit issued on or after Janu-
ary 2, 2011 would need to contain provisions that 
satisfy the PSD requirements that will apply to 
GHGs as of that date. 
 Under certain circumstances, EPA has previously 
allowed proposed new major sources and major modi-
fications that have submitted a complete PSD permit 
application before a new requirement becomes appli-
cable under PSD regulations, but have not yet re-
ceived a final and effective PSD permit, to continue 
relying on information alrady in the application ra-
ther than immediately having to amend applications 
to demonstrate compliance with the new PSD re-
quirements. In such a way, these proposed sources 
and modifications were “grandfathered” or exempted 
from the new PSD requirements that would other-
wise have applied to them. 
 For example, EPA adopted a grandfathering pro-
vision when it changed the indicator for the particu-
late matter NAAQS from total suspended particulate 
matter (TSP) to particulate matter less than 10 mi-
crons (PM10).  The Federal PSD regulations at 40 
CFR 52.21(i)(1)(x) provide that the owners or opera-
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tors of proposed sources or modifications that sub-
mitted a complete permit application before July 31, 
1987, but did not yet receive the PSD permit, are not 
required to meet the requirements for PM10, but 
could instead satisfy the requirements for TSP that 
were previously in effect. 
 In addition, EPA has allowed some grandfathering 
for permit applications submitted before the effective 
date of an amendment to the PSD regulations estab-
lishing new maximum allowable increases in pollu-
tant concentrations (also known as PSD “incre-
ments”). The Federal PSD regulations at 40 CFR 
52.21(i)(10) provide that proposed sources or modifi-
cations that submitted a complete permit application 
before the effective date of the increment in the ap-
plicable implementation plan are not required to 
meet the increment requirements for PM10, but 
could instead satisfy the increment requirements for 
TSP that were previously in effect. Also, 40 CFR 
52.21(i)(9) provides that sources or modifications 
that submitted a complete permit application before 
the provisions embodying the maximum allowable 
increase for nitrogen oxides (NOx)14 took effect, but 
did not yet receive a final and effective PSD permit, 
are not required to demonstrate compliance with the 
new increment requirements to be eligible to receive 
the permit. 

                                                 
14 The increments for emissions of the various oxides of nitrogen 
are expressed as concentrations of nitrogen dioxide (NO2). 
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 Under the particular circumstances presented by 
the forthcoming application of PSD requirements to 
GHGs, EPA does not see a justification for adopting 
an explicit grandfathering provision of the nature 
described above. Permit applications submitted prior 
to the publication of this notice should in most cases 
be issued prior to January 2, 2011 and, thus, effec-
tively have a transition period of nine months to 
complete processing before PSD requirements be-
come applicable. Additional time for completion of 
action on applications submitted prior to the onset of 
PSD requirements for GHGs therefore does not ap-
pear warranted to ensure a smooth transition and 
avoid delays for pending applications. To the extent 
any pending permit review cannot otherwise be com-
pleted within the next nine months based on the re-
quirements for pollutants other than GHGs, it 
should be feasible for  permitting authorities to begin 
incorporation GHG considerations into permit re-
views in parallel with the completion of work on oth-
er pollutants without adding any additional delay to 
permit processing. 
 Furthermore, the circumstances surrounding the 
onset of requirements for GHGs are distinguishable 
from prior situations where EPA has allowed grand-
fathering of applications that were deemed complete 
prior to the applicability new PSD permitting re-
quirements. First, this action and the PSD Interpre-
tive Memo do not involve a revision of the PSD per-
mitting regulations but rather involves clarifications 
of how EPA interprets the existing regulatory text. 
This action articulates what has, in most respects, 
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been EPA’s longstanding practice. It has been EPA’s 
consistent position since 1978 that regulation of a 
pollutant under Title II triggers PSD requirements 
for such a pollutant. See 42 FR 57481. Thus, permit-
ting authorities and permit applicants could reason-
ably anticipate that completion of the LDV Rule 
would trigger PSD and prepare for this action. Many 
commenters interpreted EPA’s October 7, 2009 no-
tice as proposing to trigger PSD requirements within 
60 days of the promulgation of the LDV Rule rather 
than the January 2, 2011 date that EPA has deter-
mined to be the date the controls in that rule take 
effect. Second, there are presently no regulatory re-
quirements in effect for GHGs. On the other hand, at 
the time EPA moved from using TSP to using PM10 
as the indicator for the particulate matter NAAQS, 
grandfathered sources were still required to satisfy 
PSD requirements for particulate matter based on 
the TSP indicator. Likewise, when EPA later updat-
ed the PSD increment for particulate matter to use 
the PM10 indicator, the grandfathered sources were 
still required to demonstrate that they would not 
cause or contribute to a violation of the NO2 NAAQS. 
In contrast, for GHGs, there are no measures cur-
rently in effect that serve to limit emission of GHGs 
from stationary sources. 
 For these reasons, EPA does not intend to promul-
gate a transition or grandfathering provision that 
exempts pending permit applications from the onset 
of GHG requirements in the PSD program. As dis-
cussed above, in the absence of such a provision, PSD 
permits that are issued on or after January 2, 2011 
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(in accordance with limitations promulgated in the 
upcoming Tailoring Rule) will be required to contain 
provisions that fulfill the applicable program re-
quirements for GHGs. 
V. PSD Program Implementation by EPA and 
States 
 Consistent with the PSD Interpretive Memo, the 
refined interpretation reflected in this notice (that a 
pollutant subject to actual control becomes subject to 
regulation at the time such controls take effect) is an 
interpretation of the language in 40 CFR 52.21(b)(50) 
of EPA’s regulations. EPA will apply the PSD Inter-
pretive Memo, with the refinement described above, 
when implementing the Federal permitting  program 
under 40 CFR 52.21. Furthermore, EPA will expect 
States that implement the Federal PSD permit pro-
gram under delegation from an EPA Regional Office 
will do the same. 
 In addition, EPA will apply the interpretation re-
flected in this notice and the PSD Interpretive Memo 
in its oversight of existing State programs and re-
view and approval of new program submissions. 
Many States implement the PSD program pursuant 
to State laws that have been approved by EPA as 
part of the SIP, pursuant to a determination by EPA 
that such laws meet the PSD program criteria set 
forth in 40 CFR 51.166. The EPA regulation setting 
forth PSD program requirements for SIPs also in-
cludes the same definition of the term “regulated 
NSR pollutant” as the Federal program regulation. 
See 40 CFR 51.166(b)(49). Because this regulation 
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uses the same language as contained in 40 CFR 
52.21 and the same considerations apply to imple-
mentation of the PSD program under State laws, 
EPA will interpret section 51.166(b)(49) in the same 
manner as section 52.21(b)(50).  However, in doing 
so, EPA will be mindful that permitting authorities 
in SIP-approved States have some independent dis-
cretion to interpret State laws, provided those inter-
pretations are consistent with  minimum require-
ments under the Federal law. 
 To the extent approved SIPs contain the same 
language as used in 40 CFR 52.21(b)(50) or 40 CFR 
51.166(b)(49), SIP-approved State permitting author-
ities may interpret that language in State regula-
tions in the same manner reflected in the PSD Inter-
pretive Memo and this notice. However, EPA will not 
seek to preclude actions to address GHGs in PSD 
permitting actions prior to January 2, 2011 where a 
State permitting authority feels it has the necessary 
legal foundation and resources to do. 
 EPA has not called on any States to make a SIP 
submission that addresses the interpretive issues 
addressed in this notice and the PSD Interpretive 
Memo. As long as States are applying their approved 
program regulations consistent with the hminimum 
program elements established in 40 CFR 51.166, 
EPA does not believe it will be necessary to issue a 
SIP call for all States to address this issue. However, 
permitting authorities in SIP-approved States do not 
have the discretion to apply State laws in a manner 
that does not meet the minimum Federal standards 
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in 40 CFR 51.166, as interpreted and applied by 
EPA. Thus, if a State is not applying the PSD re-
quirements to GHGs for the required sources after 
January 2, 2011, or lacks the legal authority to do so, 
EPA will exercise its oversight authority as appro-
priate to call for revisions to SIPs and to otherwise 
ensure sources do not commence construction with-
out permits that satisfy the minimum requirements 
of the Federal PSD program. 
 To enable EPA to assess the consistency of a 
State’s action with any PSD program requirements 
for GHGs, States should ensure that the record for 
each PSD-permitting decision addresses whether the 
State has elected to follow EPA’s interpretation or 
believes it is appropriate to apply a different inter-
pretation of State laws that is nonetheless consistent 
with the requirements of EPA’s PSD program regu-
lations. In light of additional actions to be taken by 
EPA in the Tailoring Rule, States that issue permits 
in the near term may want to preserve the discretion 
to modify their approach after other EPA actions are 
finalized. In light of this contingency, one option 
States may consider is to establish that the State 
will not interpret its laws to require PSD permits for 
sources that are not required to obtain PSD permits 
under EPA regulations. 
VI. Application of the Title V Program to 
Sources of GHGs 
 Although the PSD Interpretive Memo and the Oc-
tober 7, 2009 proposed reconsideration notice ad-
dressed only PSD permitting issues, EPA received 
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several comments on the proposed reconsideration 
that also addressed the application of Title V permit-
ting requirements to GHGs. Most of these comments 
urged EPA to apply the same approach for determin-
ing major source applicability for Title V permitting 
that EPA applies to PSD. EPA has in fact been fol-
lowing the PSD approach in many respects. As with 
the PSD program, currently GHGs are not consid-
ered to be subject to regulation and have not been 
considered to trigger applicability under Title V. 
EPA discussed this in the preamble to the proposed 
Tailoring Rule as described below. See 74 FR at 
55300 n.8. 
 Title V requires, among other things, that any  
“major source”—defined, as relevant here, under 
CAA sections 302(j) and 501(2(b), as “any stationary 
facility or source of air pollutants which directly 
emits, or has the potential to emit, one hundred tons 
per year or more of any air pollutant * * *”—apply 
for a Title V permit. EPA interprets this requirement 
to apply to sources of pollutants “subject to regula-
tion” under the Act. EPA previously articulated its 
interpretation that this Title V permitting require-
ment applies to “pollutants subject to regulation” in a 
1993 memorandum from EPA’s air program. Memo-
randum from Lydia N. Wegman, Deputy Director, 
Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, U.S. 
EPA, “Definition of Regulated Air Pollutant for Pur-
poses of Title V” (Apr. 26, 1993) (“Wegman Memo”). 
EPA continues to maintain this interpretation. The 
interpretation in this memorandum was based on: (1) 
EPA’s reading of the definitional chain for  “major 
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source” under Title V, including the definition of “air 
pollutant” under section 302(g) and the definition of 
“major source” under 302(j); (2) the view that Con-
gress did not intend to require a variety of sources to 
obtain Title V permits if they are not otherwise regu-
lated under the Act (see also CAA section 504(a), 
providing that Title V permits are to include and as-
sure compliance with applicable requirements under 
the Act); and (3) consistency with the approach un-
der the PSD program. While the specific narrow in-
terpretation in the Wegman Memo of the definition 
of “air pollutant” in CAA section 302(g) is in question 
in light of Massachusetts (finding this definition to be 
“sweeping”), EPA believes the core rationale for its 
interpretation of the applicability of Title V remains 
sound. EPA continues to  maintain its interpretation, 
consistent with CAA sections 302(j), 501, 502 and 
504(a), that the provisions governing Title V applica-
bility for “a major stationary source” can only be 
triggered by emissions of pollutants subject to regu-
lation. This interpretation is based primarily on the 
purpose of Title V to collect all regulatory require-
ments applicable to a source and to assure compli-
ance with such requirements—see, e.g., CAA section 
504(a)—and on the desire to promote consistency 
with the approach under the PSD program. 
 In applying this interpretation under Title V, the 
Wegman Memo also explains that EPA does not con-
sider CO2 to be a pollutant subject to regulation 
based on the monitoring and reporting requirements 
of section 821 of the Clean Air Act Amendments of 
1990. As articulated in numerous orders issued by 
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EPA in response to petitions to object to Title V  
permits EPA views the Title V operating permits 
program as a vehicle for ensuring that air quality 
control requirements are appropriately applied to fa-
cility emission units and that compliance with these 
requirements is assured. See, e.g., In the Matter of 
Fort James Camas Mill, Petition No. X-1999-1 at 3-4 
(Dec. 22, 2000); In the Matter of Cash Creek Genera-
tion, LLC, Petition Nos. IV-2008-1 & IV-2008-2 at 2 
(Dec. 15, 2009). The Wegman Memo points out that 
section 821 involves reporting and study of emis-
sions, but is not related to actual control of emis-
sions. Since the reporting requirements of section 
821 have no connection to existing air quality control 
requirements, it is appropriate not to treat them as 
making CO2 “subject to regulation” for purposes of 
Title V. Cf. Section 504(b) (providing EPA authority 
to specify requirements for “monitoring and analysis 
of pollutants regulated under this Act.”). 
 EPA has not previously explicitly considered the 
question of when a pollutant becomes ‘subject to reg-
ulation” under this established interpretation of the 
Title V requirements.15 EPA received comments in 
                                                 
15 The preamble to the proposed Tailoring Rule implicitly as-
sumed that a pollutant will become “subject to regulation” for 
PSD and Title V at the same time (and, in one case, suggests 
that time will be on promulgation of the LDV Rule). The latter 
statement was based on the interpretation in the current PSD 
Interpretive Memo, but failed to note that EPA had proposed to 
change that interpretation in the October 7, 2009 notice (signed 
the same day as the proposed Tailoring Rule). See 74 FR at 
55300 and 55340-41. 
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this reconsideration proceeding specifically on the 
question of when a pollutant becomes subject to reg-
ulation for purposes of Title V. In light of these com-
ments, and the decision to adopt a “takes effect” ap-
proach for PSD, EPA believes it is appropriate to ad-
dress this issue for Title V with respect to GHG. 
 EPA is mindful of the different purposes for the 
PSD and Title V programs under the statute. While 
PSD results in substantive control requirements as 
necessary to meet air quality goals, Title V is focused 
on identifying, collecting, and assuring compliance 
with other Act requirements (including PSD), and 
generally does not itself result in new control re-
quirements. Nevertheless, as reflected in the 
Wegman Memo, the two programs have historically 
followed the same approach for determining when a 
pollutant is “subject to regulation.”16 EPA believes 
that a “takes effect” approach to the triggering of 
new pollutants is desirable and appropriate for Title 
V, for many of the reasons described above for PSD. 
EPA is therefore generally inclined to follow the ap-
proach adopted today for PSD, and concludes that 
GHGs are “subject to regulation,” for purposes of de-
termining whether a source of GHGs is a “major 
source” for Title V, no earlier than the date on which 
a control requirement for GHGs “takes effect.” EPA 
currently anticipates that the LDV Rule will be the 
first control requirement for GHGs to take effect. 
Under this approach, as with PSD, if the LDV Rule 

                                                 
16 Wegman Memo at 5. 
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takes effect as of January 2, 2011, a source that is 
not currently subject to Title V for its GHG emissions 
could become so no earlier than January 2, 2011.17 
 Finally, as with PSD, EPA expects that, beyond 
January 2, 2011, there will remain significant ad-
ministrative and programmatic considerations asso-
ciated with permitting of GHGs under Title V. In 
light of this, as discussed above with regard to  PSD 
permitting, EPA will be further addressing in the fi-
nal Tailoring Rule (to be promulgated in the near fu-
ture) the manner in which sources can become sub-
ject to Title V as a result of their GHG emissions. 
VII. Statutory Authority 
 The statutory authority for this action is provided 
by section 553 of the Administrative Procedure Act (5 
U.S.C. 553) and the Clean Air Act (CAA), as amend-
ed (42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq.). Relevant portions of the 
CAA include, but are not necessarily limited to, sec-
tions 101, 165, 169, 301, 302, 307, 501, 502, and 504 
(42 U.S.C. 7402, 7475, 7479, 7601, 7602, 7607, 7661, 
7661a, 7661d). 
VIII. Judicial Review 
 This action is a nationally applicable final action 
under section 307(b) of the Act. As a result, any  le-
gal challenges to this action must be brought to the 

                                                 
17 This date is also when EPA expects the first CAA control pro-
gram addressing GHGs at stationary sources (i.e., the PSD pro-
gram) to be in place. 
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United States Court of Appeals for the District of Co-
lumbia Circuit by June 1, 2010. 
 Dated: March 29, 2010. 
Lisa P. Jackson, 
Administrator. 
[FR Doc. 2010-7536 Filed 4-1-10; 8:45 a.m.] 
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APPENDIX D 
 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
40 CFR Parts 51, 52, 70, and 71 
[EPA–HQ–OAR–2009–0517; FRL–9152–8] 
RIN 2060–AP86 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration 
and Title V Greenhouse Gas Tailoring Rule 
AGENCY: Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). 
ACTION: Final rule. 
_________________________________________________ 

SUMMARY: EPA is tailoring the applicability crite-
ria that determine which stationary sources and 
modification projects become subject to permitting 
requirements for greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions 
under the Prevention of Significant Deterioration 
(PSD) and title V programs of the Clean Air Act 
(CAA or Act). This rulemaking is necessary because 
without it PSD and title V requirements would ap-
ply, as of January 2, 2011, at the 100 or 250 tons per 
year (tpy) levels provided under the CAA, greatly in-
creasing the number of required permits, imposing 
undue costs on small sources, overwhelming the re-
sources of permitting authorities, and severely im-
pairing the functioning of the programs. EPA is re-
lieving these resource burdens by phasing in the ap-
plicability of these programs to GHG sources, start-
ing with the largest GHG emitters. This rule estab-
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lishes two initial steps of the phase-in. The rule also 
commits the agency to take certain actions on future 
steps addressing smaller sources, but excludes cer-
tain smaller sources from PSD and title V permitting 
for GHG emissions until at least April 30, 2016. 
DATES: This action is effective on August 2, 2010. 

[Content Omitted] 
II. Overview of the Final Rule 

EPA is relieving overwhelming permitting bur-
dens that would, in the absence of this rule, fall on 
permitting authorities and sources. We accomplish 
this by tailoring the applicability criteria that deter-
mine which GHG emission sources become subject to 
the PSD and title V programs1 of the CAA. In partic-
ular, EPA is establishing with this rulemaking a 
phase-in approach for PSD and title V applicability, 
and is establishing the first two steps of the phase-in 
for the largest emitters of GHGs. We also commit to 
certain follow-up actions regarding future steps be-
yond the first two, discussed in more detail later. 
Our legal basis for this rule is our interpretation of 
the PSD and title V applicability provisions under 
the familiar Chevron2 two-step framework for inter-
                                                 
1 Unless otherwise indicated, references in this preamble to “ti-
tle V,” “title V requirements,” the “title V program,” and similar 
references are to the operating permit provisions in CAA sec-
tions 501–506, and not the “small business stationary source 
technical and environmental compliance assistance program” 
under CAA section 507. 
2 Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. NRDC, 467 U.S. 837 (1984). 
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preting administrative statutes, taking account of 
three legal doctrines, both separately and interde-
pendently: They are what we will call (1) The “ab-
surd results” doctrine, which authorizes agencies to 
apply statutory requirements differently than a lit-
eral reading would indicate, as necessary to effectu-
ate congressional intent and avoid absurd results, (2) 
the “administrative necessity” doctrine, which au-
thorizes agencies to apply statutory requirements in 
a way that avoids impossible administrative bur-
dens; and (3) the “one-step-at-a-time” doctrine, which 
authorizes agencies to implement statutory require-
ments a step at a time. This legal basis justifies each 
of the actions we take with this rule—e.g., each of the 
first two steps of the phase-in approach—both (1) as 
part of the overall tailoring approach, and (2) inde-
pendently of each other action we take with this rule. 
EPA also has authority for this Tailoring Rule under 
CAA section 301(a)(1), which authorizes the Admin-
istrator “to prescribe such regulations as are neces-
sary to carry out his functions under [the CAA].” 

For the first step of this Tailoring Rule, which will 
begin on January 2, 2011, PSD or title V require-
ments will apply to sources’ GHG emissions only if 
the sources are subject to PSD or title V anyway due 
to their non-GHG pollutants. Therefore, EPA will not 
require sources or modifications to evaluate whether 
they are subject to PSD or title V requirements solely 
on account of their GHG emissions. Specifically, for 
PSD, Step 1 requires that as of January 2, 2011, the 
applicable requirements of PSD, most notably, the 
best available control technology (BACT) require-
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ment, will apply to projects that increase net GHG 
emissions by at least 75,000 tpy carbon dioxide 
equivalent (CO2e), but only if the project also signifi-
cantly increases emissions of at least one non-GHG 
pollutant. For the title V program, only existing 
sources with, or new sources obtaining, title V per-
mits for non-GHG pollutants will be required to ad-
dress GHGs during this first step. 

The second step of the Tailoring Rule, beginning 
on July 1, 2011, will phase in additional large 
sources of GHG emissions. New sources as well as 
existing sources not already subject to title V that 
emit, or have the potential to emit, at least 100,000 
tpy CO2e will become subject to the PSD and title V 
requirements. In addition, sources that emit or have 
the potential to emit at least 100,000 tpy CO2e and 
that undertake a modification that increases net 
emissions of GHGs by at least 75,000 tpy CO2e will 
also be subject to PSD requirements. For both steps, 
we also note that if sources or modifications exceed 
these CO2e-adjusted GHG triggers, they are not cov-
ered by permitting requirements unless their GHG 
emissions also exceed the corresponding mass-based 
triggers (i.e., unadjusted for CO2e.) 

EPA believes that the costs to the sources and the 
administrative burdens to the permitting authorities 
of PSD and title V permitting will be manageable at 
the levels in these initial two steps, and that it would 
be administratively infeasible to subject additional 
sources to PSD and title V requirements at those 
times. However, we also intend to issue a supple-
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mental notice of proposed rulemaking (SNPR) in 
2011, in which we will propose or solicit comment on 
a third step of the phase-in that would include more 
sources, beginning by July 1, 2013. In the same 
rulemaking, we may propose or solicit comment on a 
permanent exclusion from permitting for some cate-
gory of sources, based on the doctrine of “absurd re-
sults,” within the Chevron framework. We are estab-
lishing an enforceable commitment that we will com-
plete this rulemaking by July 1, 2012, which will al-
low for 1 year’s notice before Step 3 would take ef-
fect. 

In addition, we commit to explore streamlining 
techniques that may well make the permitting pro-
grams much more efficient to administer for GHGs, 
and that therefore may allow their expansion to 
smaller sources. We expect that the initial streamlin-
ing techniques will take several years to develop and 
implement. 

We are also including in this action a rule that no 
source with emissions below 50,000 tpy CO2e, and no 
modification resulting in net GHG increases of less 
than 50,000 tpy CO2e, will be subject to PSD or title 
V permitting before at least 6 years from now, April 
30, 2016. This is because we are able to conclude at 
the present time that the administrative burdens 
that would accompany permitting sources below this 
level will be so great that even the streamlining ac-
tions that EPA may be able to develop and imple-
ment in the next several years, and even with the in-
creases in permitting resources that we can reasona-
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bly expect the permitting authorities to acquire, it 
will be impossible to administer the permit programs 
for these sources until at least 2016. 

Further, we are establishing an enforceable com-
mitment that we will (1) Complete a study by April 
30, 2015, to evaluate the status of PSD and title V 
permitting for GHG-emitting sources, including pro-
gress in developing streamlining techniques; and (2) 
complete further rulemaking based on that study by 
April 30, 2016, to address the permitting of smaller 
sources. That rulemaking may also consider addi-
tional permanent exclusions based on the “absurd 
results” doctrine, where applicable. 

This Tailoring Rulemaking is necessary because 
without it, PSD and title V would apply to all sta-
tionary sources that emit or have the potential to 
emit more than 100 or 250 tons of GHGs per year 
beginning on January 2, 2011. This is the date when 
EPA’s recently promulgated Light-Duty Vehicle Rule 
(LDVR) takes effect, imposing control requirements 
for the first time on carbon dioxide (CO2) and other 
GHGs. If this January 2, 2011 date were to pass 
without this Tailoring Rule being in effect, PSD and 
title V requirements would apply at the 100/250 tpy 
applicability levels provided under a literal reading 
of the CAA as of that date. From that point forward, 
a source owner proposing to construct any new major 
source that emits at or higher than the applicability 
levels (and which therefore may be referred to as a 
“major” source) or modify any existing major source 
in a way that would increase GHG emissions would 
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need to obtain a permit under the PSD program that 
addresses these emissions before construction or 
modification could begin. Similarly, title V would ap-
ply to a new or existing source exceeding the 100 tpy 
applicability level in the Act, if the source did not al-
ready have a title V permit. 

Under these circumstances, many small sources 
would be burdened by the costs of the individualized 
PSD control technology requirements and permit ap-
plications that the PSD provisions, absent streamlin-
ing, require. Additionally, state and local permitting 
authorities would be burdened by the extraordinary 
number of these permit applications, which are or-
ders of magnitude greater than the current inventory 
of permits and would vastly exceed the current ad-
ministrative resources of the permitting authorities. 
Permit gridlock would result with the permitting au-
thorities able to issue only a tiny fraction of the per-
mits requested. 

These impacts—the costs to sources and adminis-
trative burdens to permitting authorities—that 
would result from application of the PSD and title V 
programs for GHG emissions at the statutory levels 
as of January 2, 2011, are so severe that they bring 
the judicial doctrines of “absurd results,” “adminis-
trative necessity,” and “one-step-at-a-time” into the 
Chevron two-step analytical framework for statutes 
administered by agencies. Under the U.S. Supreme 
Court’s decision in Chevron, the agency must, at Step 
1, determine whether Congress’s intent as to the 
specific matter at issue is clear, and, if so, the agency 
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must give effect to that intent.3 If congressional in-
tent is not clear, then, at Step 2, the agency has dis-
cretion to fashion an interpretation that is a reason-
able construction of the statute. 

To determine congressional intent, the agency 
must first consider the words of the statutory re-
quirements, and if their literal meaning answers the 
question at hand, then, in most cases, the agency 
must implement those requirements by their terms. 
However, under the “absurd results” doctrine, the 
literal meaning of statutory requirements should not 
be considered to indicate congressional intent if that 
literal meaning would produce a result that is sense-
less or that is otherwise inconsistent with—and es-
pecially one that undermines—underlying congres-
sional purpose. In these cases, if congressional intent 
for how the requirements apply to the question at 
hand is clear, the agency should implement the stat-
utory requirements not in accordance with their lit-
eral meaning, but rather in a manner that most 
closely effectuates congressional intent. If congres-
sional intent is not clear, then an agency may select 
an interpretation that is reasonable under the stat-
ute. 

Under the “administrative necessity” doctrine, 
Congress is presumed, at Chevron Step 1, to intend 
that its statutory directives to agencies be admin-
istrable, and not to have intended to have written 
statutory requirements that are impossible to admin-

                                                 
3 Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. NRDC, 467 U.S. 837, 842–43 (1984). 
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ister. Therefore, under this doctrine, an agency may 
depart from statutory requirements that, by their 
terms, are impossible to administer, but the agency 
may depart no more than necessary to render the re-
quirements administrable. Under the “one-step-at-a-
time” doctrine, Congress is presumed at Chevron 
Step 1 to have intended to allow the agency to ad-
minister the statutory requirements on a step-by-
step basis, as appropriate, when the agency remains 
on track to implement the requirements as a whole. 
Each of these doctrines supports our action separate-
ly, but the three also are intertwined and support 
our action in a comprehensive manner. 

Here, we have determined, through analysis of 
burden and emissions data as well as consideration 
of extensive public comment, that the costs to 
sources and administrative burdens to permitting 
authorities that would result from application of the 
PSD and title V programs for GHG emissions at the 
statutory levels as of January 2, 2011 should be con-
sidered “absurd results.” Therefore, we conclude that 
under the “absurd results” doctrine, Congress could 
not have intended that the PSD or title V applicabil-
ity provisions—in particular, the threshold levels 
and timing requirements—apply literally to GHG 
sources as of that date. 

Even so, the PSD and title V provisions and their 
legislative history do indicate a clear congressional 
intent, under Chevron Step 1, as to whether the two 
permitting programs applied to GHG sources, and 
that the intent was in the affirmative, that the per-
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mitting programs do apply to GHG sources. Our pre-
vious regulatory action defining the applicability 
provisions made this clear, and we do not reopen this 
issue in this rulemaking. Moreover, even if this long-
established regulatory position were not justifiable 
based on Chevron Step 1—on the grounds that in 
fact, congressional intent on this point is not clear—
then we believe that this position, that the statutory 
provisions to apply PSD and title V generally to GHG 
sources, was justified under Chevron step 2.4 

As to how to apply the PSD program to GHG 
sources, congressional intent, as expressed in the 
various statutory provisions and statements in the 
legislative history, is clear that PSD should apply at 
least to the largest sources initially, at least to as 
many more sources as possible and as promptly as 
possible over time—consistent with streamlining ac-
tions that we intend to consider coupled with in-
creases in permitting authority resources—and at 
least to a certain point. This is the approach we take 
in this Tailoring Rule, and because it is consistent 
with congressional intent, we believe it is required 
under Chevron Step 1. Even if congressional intent 
were not clear as to how to apply the PSD require-
ments to GHG sources, we would have authority un-
der Chevron Step 2 to establish a reasonable inter-

                                                 
4 In this preamble and the response to comments document we 
fully address arguments that commenters and others have pre-
sented about congressional intent and coverage of GHGs. We do 
so to be fully responsive, even though we believe that this is a 
settled matter for which the time for judicial review has passed. 
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pretation that is consistent with the PSD provisions, 
and we believe that the tailoring approach so quali-
fies. 

As for title V, the statutory provisions and legisla-
tive history, which of course are different than those 
concerning the PSD program, do not express a clear 
intent as to how title V applies to GHG sources, 
which leads our analysis to Chevron Step 2, and 
here, again, we believe that the tailoring approach is 
a reasonable interpretation that is consistent with 
the title V provisions. 

For both PSD and title V, we intend to use the tai-
loring approach to address smaller GHG sources over 
time, consistent with Congress’s expectations that 
the programs would not impose undue costs to 
sources or undue administrative burdens to permit-
ting authorities. However, we cannot say at this 
point how close to the statutory thresholds we will 
eventually reach. Because this rule establishes only 
the first two phases of the tailoring approach, we do 
not find it necessary to answer these questions in 
this rule, and instead we expect to resolve them 
through future rulemaking. We will remain mindful 
of the concerns that Congress expressed about in-
cluding small sources in either program. We intend 
to consider the issue of the applicability of title V to 
GHG sources without applicable requirements (i.e., 
“empty permits”) in future steps of our tailoring ap-
proach. When we do so, we will further assess the 
potential for the approach of excluding empty per-
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mits from title V to relieve burden consistent with 
statutory requirements. 

In addition, because Congress can be said to have 
intended the PSD and title V programs to apply to 
GHG sources, the Tailoring Rule is also justifiable 
under the “administrative necessity” and “one-step-
at-a-time” doctrines. 

The legal analysis just described justifies each of 
the actions in this rule. The first two steps that we 
promulgate in this rule, which take effect on January 
2, 2011 and July 1, 2011, constitute the most that 
permitting authorities can reasonably be expected to 
do by those times. Similarly, the 50,000 tpy floor that 
we promulgate through at least April 30, 2016 is rea-
sonable because the information we have available 
now shows that it constitutes the most that permit-
ting authorities can reasonably be expected to do by 
that date. Finally, the study and two additional 
rulemakings—to take effect by July 1, 2013 and 
April 30, 2016—to which we commit in this rule es-
tablish a track for acquiring additional information 
and for taking further steps to address the applica-
tion of PSD and title V more closely to the literal 
statutory levels. We intend to apply them as closely 
to those levels as is consistent with congressional in-
tent and administrative imperatives, in light of the 
“absurd results,” “administrative necessity,” and 
“one-step-at-a-time” doctrines, although, as noted 
previously, we will consider in future rulemaking 
how closely to the statutory thresholds we will be 
able to implement the PSD and title V programs as 
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well as what to require with respect to a potentially 
large number of sources with empty title V permits. 

In this rule, we are adopting regulatory language 
codifying our phase-in approach. As we will explain, 
many state, local and tribal area programs will likely 
be able to immediately implement our approach 
without rule or statutory changes by, for example, 
interpreting the term “subject to regulation” that is 
part of the applicability provisions for PSD and title 
V. We ask permitting authorities to confirm that 
they will follow this implementation approach for 
their programs, and if they cannot, then we ask them 
to notify us so that we can take appropriate follow-up 
action to narrow our federal approval of their pro-
grams before GHGs become subject to regulation for 
PSD and title V programs on January 2, 2011. Nar-
rowing our approval will ensure that for federal pur-
poses, GHG sources below the size thresholds we es-
tablish in this Tailoring Rule are not obligated to 
hold PSD or title V permits until the states develop 
and submit revised PSD and title V programs that 
EPA approves, either because they adopt our tailor-
ing approach or because, if they continue to cover 
smaller GHG sources, the states have demonstrated 
that they have adequate resources to administer 
those programs. 

The thresholds we are establishing are based on 
CO2e for the aggregate sum of six greenhouse gases 
that constitute the pollutant that will be subject to 
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regulation, which we refer to as GHGs.5 These gases 
are: CO2, methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), hydro-
fluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons (PFCs), and 
sulfur hexafluoride (SF6). Thus, in this rule, we pro-
vide that PSD and title V applicability is based on 
the quantity that results when the mass emissions of 
each of these gases is multiplied by the Global 
Warming Potential (GWP) of that gas, and then 
summed for all six gases. However, we further pro-
vide that in order for a source’s GHG emissions to 
trigger PSD or title V requirements, the quantity of 
the GHGs must equal or exceed both the applicabil-
ity thresholds established in this rulemaking on a 
CO2e basis and the statutory thresholds of 100 or 
250 tpy on a mass basis.6 Similarly, in order for a 
source to be subject to the PSD modification re-
quirements, the source’s net GHG emissions increase 
must exceed the applicable significance level on a 
CO2e basis and must also result in a net mass in-
crease of the constituent gases combined. 

We are adopting this rule after careful considera-
tion of numerous public comments. On October 27, 
2009 (74 FR 55292), EPA proposed the GHG Tailor-
ing Rule. EPA held two public hearings on the pro-

                                                 
5 The term “greenhouse gases” is commonly used to refer gener-
ally to gases that have heat-trapping properties. However, in 
this notice, unless noted otherwise, we use it to refer to specifi-
cally to the pollutant regulated in the LDVR. 
6 The relevant thresholds are 100 tpy for title V, and 250 tpy for 
PSD, except for 28 categories listed in EPA regulations for 
which the PSD threshold is 100 tpy. 
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posed rule, and received over 400,000 written public 
comments. The public comment period ended on De-
cember 28, 2009. The comments have provided de-
tailed information that has helped EPA understand 
better the issues and potential impacts of this rule, 
and the final rule described in this preamble incorpo-
rates many of the suggestions we received. We re-
spond to many of these comments in explaining our 
rationale for the final rule, which is described in sec-
tion V. The final rule adopts many elements of the 
proposal but differs from the proposal in several im-
portant respects. We proposed to apply PSD and title 
V to GHG sources that emit or have the potential to 
emit at least 25,000 tpy CO2e, and we proposed a 
PSD significance level in a range between 10,000 and 
25,000 tpy CO2e, but based on consideration of the 
additional information we received and our further 
analysis, we are finalizing the threshold levels in the 
amounts and on the schedule described previously. 
In addition, the mechanism for state, local, and tribal 
program implementation has been significantly 
changed to reflect the comments received that we 
needed to develop an implementation approach that 
states could adopt under state law more expeditious-
ly. 

The remainder of this notice describes our ap-
proach and rationale in more detail. Following this 
overview, section III of this preamble provides back-
ground information on the nature of GHG emissions, 
recent regulatory developments that affect when and 
how GHG emissions are subject to stationary source 
permitting, and the general requirements of the PSD 
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and title V programs. Section IV describes in detail 
the summary of the key actions being taken in this 
rule, including the determination of emissions, the 
thresholds and timing for the phase-in, our approach 
to implementing the phase-in, and the additional fu-
ture actions we will take. Section V provides a more 
detailed description of each action, explaining the 
policy and legal rationale and responding to com-
ments received. Section V begins with our decisions 
on how to calculate the mass-based and CO2e-based 
emissions used in the phase-in. Section V then turns 
to our legal and policy rationale for the first two 
steps of the phase-in, the 50,000 tpy floor, and the 
subsequent study and rulemakings to determine 
whether and how smaller sources should be subject 
to permitting. This section then describes key im-
plementation issues including the approach to state 
adoption. After describing our plans for follow-up on 
title V fee programs, the section concludes by de-
scribing permit streamlining techniques; guidance on 
BACT for the GHG sources that are affected under 
the first two steps of the Tailoring Rule phase-in; re-
quests for exemptions; and transitional issues, in-
cluding grandfathering. Finally, section VI describes 
the expected impacts that will result from the phase-
in approach (i.e., the narrower application of PSD 
and title V requirements during the phase-in period) 
and sections VII and VIII address administrative re-
quirements. 
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III. Background 
A. What are GHGs and their sources? 

Greenhouse gases trap the Earth’s heat that 
would otherwise escape from the atmosphere into 
space, and form the greenhouse effect that helps 
keep the Earth warm enough for life. Greenhouse 
gases are naturally present in the atmosphere and 
are also emitted by human activities. Human activi-
ties are intensifying the naturally occurring green-
house effect by increasing the amount of GHGs in 
the atmosphere, which is changing the climate in a 
way that endangers human health, society, and the 
natural environment. 

Some GHGs, such as CO2, are emitted to the at-
mosphere through natural processes as well as hu-
man activities. Other gases, such as fluorinated gas-
es, are created and emitted solely through human 
activities. As previously noted, the well-mixed GHGs 
of concern directly emitted by human activities in-
clude CO2, CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFCs, and SF6. These 
six GHGs will, for the purposes of this final rule, be 
referred to collectively as “the six well-mixed GHGs,” 
or, simply, GHGs, and together constitute the “air 
pollutant” upon which the GHG thresholds in this 
action are based. These six gases remain in the at-
mosphere for decades to centuries where they be-
come well-mixed globally in the atmosphere. When 
they are emitted more quickly than natural process-
es can remove them from the atmosphere, their con-
centrations increase, thus increasing the greenhouse 
effect. The heating effect caused by the human-
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induced buildup of GHGs in the atmosphere is very 
likely the cause of most of the observed global warm-
ing over the last 50 years. A detailed explanation of 
greenhouse gases, climate change and its impact on 
health, society, and the environment is included in 
EPA’s technical support document (TSD) for the en-
dangerment finding final rule (Docket ID No. EPA– 
HQ–OAR–2009–0472–11292). 

In the United States, the combustion of fossil fuels 
(e.g., coal, oil, gas) is the largest source of CO2 emis-
sions and accounts for 80 percent of the total GHG 
emissions. Anthropogenic CO2 emissions released 
from a variety of sources, including through the use 
of fossil fuel combustion and cement production from 
geologically stored carbon (e.g., coal, oil, and natural 
gas) that is hundreds of millions of years old, as well 
as anthropogenic CO2 emissions from land-use 
changes such as deforestation, perturb the atmos-
pheric concentration of CO2 and the distribution of 
carbon within different reservoirs readjusts. More 
than half of the energy related emissions come from 
large stationary sources such as power plants, while 
about a third comes from transportation. Of the six 
well-mixed GHGs, four (CO2, CH4, N2O, and HFCs) 
are emitted by motor vehicles. In the United States 
industrial processes (such as the production of ce-
ment, steel, and aluminum), agriculture, forestry, 
other land use, and waste management are also im-
portant sources of GHGs. 

Different GHGs have different heat-trapping ca-
pacities. The concept of GWP was developed to com-
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pare the heat-trapping capacity and atmospheric 
lifetime of one GHG to another. The definition of a 
GWP for a particular GHG is the ratio of heat 
trapped by one unit mass of the GHG to that of one 
unit mass of CO2 over a specified time period. When 
quantities of the different GHGs are multiplied by 
their GWPs, the different GHGs can be summed and 
compared on a CO2e basis. For example, CH4 has a 
GWP of 21, meaning each ton of CH4 emissions 
would have 21 times as much impact on global 
warming over a 100-year time horizon as 1 ton of 
CO2 emissions. Thus, on the basis of heat-trapping 
capability, 1 ton of CH4 would equal 21 tons of CO2e. 
The GWPs of the non-CO2 GHGs range from 21 (for 
CH4) up to 23,900 (for SF6). Aggregating all GHGs on 
a CO2e basis at the source level allows a facility to 
evaluate its total GHG emissions contribution based 
on a single metric. 
B. Endangerment Finding and the LDVR 
1. Endangerment Finding 

On April 2, 2007, the U.S. Supreme Court found 
that GHGs are air pollutants under CAA section 
302(g). Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497 (2007). 
As a result, the Supreme Court found that EPA was 
required to determine, under CAA section 202(a), 
whether (1) GHGs from new motor vehicles cause or 
contribute to air pollution which may reasonably be 
anticipated to endanger public health or welfare, or 
(2) the science is too uncertain to make a reasoned 
decision. After issuing a proposal and receiving 
comment, on December 7, 2009, the Administrator 
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signed two distinct findings regarding GHGs under 
CAA section 202(a): 

• Endangerment Finding: The Administrator 
found that the current and projected atmospheric 
concentrations of the mix of six long-lived and direct-
ly emitted GHGs—CO2, CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFCs, and 
SF6 (referred to as “well-mixed greenhouse gases” in 
the endangerment finding)—are reasonably antici-
pated to endanger the public health and welfare of 
current and future generations. 

• Cause or Contribute Finding: The Administrator 
found that the emissions of the single air pollutant 
defined as the aggregate group of six well-mixed 
greenhouses gases from new motor vehicles and new 
motor vehicle engines contributes to the GHG air 
pollution that threatens public health and welfare. 
These findings, which were published December 15, 
2009 (74 FR 66496), do not themselves impose any 
requirements on industry or other entities. However, 
they were a prerequisite to finalizing the GHG 
standards for light-duty vehicles, described next. 
2. Light-Duty Vehicle Rule 

The LDVR, 75 FR 25324 (May 7, 2010), is a joint 
rule between EPA and the Department of Transpor-
tation’s National Highway Traffic Safety Admin-
istration (NHTSA) that establishes a national pro-
gram consisting of new standards for light-duty vehi-
cles that will reduce GHG emissions and improve 
fuel economy. EPA finalized the national GHG emis-
sions standards under the Act, and NHTSA finalized 
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Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards 
under the Energy Policy and Conservation Act, as 
amended. The new standards apply to new passenger 
cars, light-duty trucks, and medium-duty passenger 
vehicles, starting with model year 2012. The EPA 
GHG standards are projected to result in an estimat-
ed combined average emissions level of 250 grams of 
CO2 per mile for model year 2016 vehicles. The 
standards begin with the 2012 model year, with 
standards increasing in stringency through model 
year 2016. The standards are a fleet average for each 
manufacturer, based on a footprint attribute curve, 
meaning that the actual target for a vehicle will vary 
depending on the size of the vehicle. Under the foot-
print-based standards, each manufacturer will have 
a GHG standard unique to its fleet, depending on the 
footprints of the vehicle models produced by that 
manufacturer. A manufacturer will have separate 
footprint-based standards for cars and for trucks. 

The endangerment and contribution findings de-
scribed previously require EPA to issue standards 
under section 202(a) “applicable to emission” of the 
air pollutant that EPA found causes or contributes to 
the air pollution that endangers public health and 
welfare. The final emissions standards satisfy this 
requirement for GHGs from light-duty vehicles. Un-
der section 202(a), the Administrator has significant 
discretion in how to structure the standards that ap-
ply to the emission of the air pollutant at issue here, 
the aggregate group of six GHGs. EPA has the dis-
cretion under section 202(a) to adopt separate stand-
ards for each gas, a single composite standard cover-
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ing various gases, or any combination of these. In the 
LDVR, EPA finalized separate standards for N2O 
and CH4, and a CO2 standard that provides for cred-
its based on reductions of HFCs, as the appropriate 
way to issue standards applicable to emission of the 
single air pollutant, the aggregate group of six 
GHGs. EPA did not set any standards for PFCs or 
SF6, as they are not emitted by motor vehicles. 
C. What are the general requirements of the PSD pro-
gram? 
1. Overview of the PSD Program 

The PSD program is a preconstruction review and 
permitting program applicable to new major station-
ary sources and major modifications at existing ma-
jor stationary sources. The PSD program applies in 
areas that are designated “attainment” or “unclassi-
fiable” for a National Ambient Air Quality Standard 
(NAAQS). The PSD program is contained in part C of 
title I of the CAA. The “nonattainment new source 
review (NSR)” program applies in areas not in at-
tainment of a NAAQS or in the Ozone Transport Re-
gion and is implemented under the requirements of 
part D of title I of the CAA. Collectively, we common-
ly refer to these two programs as the major NSR pro-
gram. The governing EPA rules are contained in 40 
CFR 51.165, 51.166, 52.21, 52.24, and part 51, Ap-
pendices S and W. There is no NAAQS for CO2 or 
any of the other well-mixed GHGs, nor has EPA pro-
posed any such NAAQS; therefore, unless and until 
we take further such action, we do not anticipate 
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that the nonattainment NSR program will apply to 
GHGs. 

The applicability of PSD to a particular source 
must be determined in advance of construction or 
modification and is pollutant-specific. The primary 
criterion in determining PSD applicability for a pro-
posed source is whether the source is a “major emit-
ting facility,” based on its predicted potential emis-
sions of regulated pollutants, within the meaning of 
CAA section 169(1) and either constructs or under-
takes a modification. EPA has implemented these 
requirements in its regulations, which use somewhat 
different terminology for determining PSD applica-
bility, which is whether the source is a “major sta-
tionary source” or whether the proposed project is a 
“major modification.” 
a. Major Stationary Source 

Under PSD, a “major stationary source” is any 
source belonging to a specified list of 28 source cate-
gories which emits or has the potential to emit 100 
tpy or more of any pollutant subject to regulation 
under the CAA, or any other source type which emits 
or has the potential to emit such pollutants in 
amounts equal to or greater than 250 tpy. We refer 
to these levels as the 100/250-tpy thresholds. A new 
source with a potential to emit (PTE) at or above the 
applicable “major stationary source threshold” is sub-
ject to major source NSR. These limits originate from 
section 169 of the CAA, which applies PSD to any 
“major emitting facility” and defines the term to in-
clude any source that emits or has a PTE of 100 or 
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250 tpy, depending on the source category. Note that 
the major source definition incorporates the phrase 
“subject to regulation,” which, as described later, will 
begin to include GHGs on January 2, 2011, under 
our interpretation of that phrase discussed in the re-
cent Interpretive Memo notice. 75 FR 17004, April 2, 
2010. 
b. Major Modifications 

PSD also applies to existing sources that under-
take a “major modification,” which occurs: (1) When 
there is a physical change in, or change in the meth-
od of operation of, a “major stationary source;” (2) the 
change results in a “significant” emission increase of 
a pollutant subject to regulation (equal to or above 
the significance level that EPA has set for the pollu-
tant in 40 CFR 52.21(b)(23)); and (3) there is a “sig-
nificant net emissions increase” of a pollutant subject 
to regulation that is equal to or above the signifi-
cance level (defined in 40 CFR 52.21(b)(23)). Signifi-
cance levels, which EPA has promulgated for criteria 
pollutants and certain other pollutants, represent a 
de minimis contribution to air quality problems. 
When EPA has not set a significance level for a regu-
lated NSR pollutant, PSD applies to an increase of 
the pollutant in any amount (that is, in effect, the 
significance level is treated as zero). 
2. General Requirements for PSD 

This section provides a very brief summary of the 
main requirements of the PSD program. One princi-
pal requirement is that a new major source or major 
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modification must apply BACT, which is determined 
on a case-by-case basis taking into account, among 
other factors, the cost effectiveness of the control and 
energy and environmental impacts. EPA has devel-
oped a “top-down” approach for BACT review, which 
involves a decision process that includes identifica-
tion of all available control technologies, elimination 
of technically infeasible options, ranking of remain-
ing options by control and cost effectiveness, and 
then selection of BACT. Under PSD, once a source is 
determined to be major for any regulated NSR pollu-
tant, a BACT review is performed for each attain-
ment pollutant that exceeds its PSD significance lev-
el as part of new construction or for modification pro-
jects at the source, where there is a significant in-
crease and a significant net emissions increase of 
such pollutant.7 

In addition to performing BACT, the source must 
analyze impacts on ambient air quality to assure 
that no violation of any NAAQS or PSD increments 
will result, and must analyze impacts on soil, vegeta-
tion, and visibility. In addition, sources or modifica-
tions that would impact Class I areas (e.g., national 
parks) may be subject to additional requirements to 
protect air quality related values (AQRVs) that have 

                                                 
7 We note that the PSD program has historically operated in 
this fashion for all pollutants—when new sources or modifica-
tions are “major,” PSD applies to all pollutants that are emitted 
in significant quantities from the source or project. This rule 
does not alter that for sources or modifications that are major 
due to their GHG emissions. 
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been identified for such areas. Under PSD, if a 
source’s proposed project may impact a Class I area, 
the Federal Land Manager is notified and is respon-
sible for evaluating a source’s projected impact on 
the AQRVs and recommending either approval or 
disapproval of the source’s permit application based 
on anticipated impacts. There are currently no 
NAAQS or PSD increments established for GHGs, 
and therefore these PSD requirements would not ap-
ply for GHGs, even when PSD is triggered for GHGs. 
However, if PSD is triggered for a GHG emissions 
source, all regulated NSR pollutants which the new 
source emits in significant amounts would be subject 
to PSD requirements. Therefore, if a facility triggers 
review for regulated NSR pollutants that are non-
GHG pollutants for which there are established 
NAAQS or increments, the air quality, additional 
impacts, and Class I requirements would apply to 
those pollutants. 

The permitting authority must provide notice of 
its preliminary decision on a source’s application for 
a PSD permit, and must provide an opportunity for 
comment by the public, industry, and other interest-
ed persons. After considering and responding to 
comments, the permitting authority must issue a fi-
nal determination on the construction permit. Usual-
ly NSR permits are issued by state or local air pollu-
tion control agencies, which have their own permit 
programs approved by EPA in their State Implemen-
tation Plans (SIPs). In some cases, EPA has delegat-
ed its authority to issue PSD permits to the state or 
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local agency. In other areas, EPA issues the permits 
under its own authority. 
D. What are the general requirements of the title V 
operating permits program? 
1. Overview of Title V 

The operating permit requirements under title V 
are intended to improve sources’ compliance with 
other CAA requirements. The title V program is im-
plemented through regulations promulgated by EPA, 
40 CFR part 70, for programs implemented by state 
and local agencies and tribes, and 40 CFR part 71, 
for programs generally implemented by EPA. 

In summary, the title V program requires major 
sources (defined and interpreted by EPA to include 
sources that emit or have a PTE of 100 tpy of any 
pollutant subject to regulation) and certain other 
sources to apply for operating permits. Under EPA’s 
long-standing interpretation, a pollutant, such as a 
GHG, is “subject to regulation” when it is subject to a 
CAA requirement establishing actual control of 
emissions. Title V generally does not add new pollu-
tion control requirements, but it does require that 
each permit contain all pollution control require-
ments or “applicable requirements” required by the 
CAA (e.g., New Source Performance Standard 
(NSPS), and SIP requirements, including PSD), and 
it requires that certain procedural requirements be 
followed, especially with respect to compliance with 
these requirements. “Applicable requirements” for 
title V purposes include stationary source require-
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ments, but do not include mobile source require-
ments. Other procedural requirements include 
providing review of permits by EPA, states, and the 
public, and requiring permit holders to track, report, 
and annually certify their compliance status with re-
spect to their permit requirements. 
2. Title V Permit Requirements 

This section provides a brief summary of the re-
quirements of the title V program that are most rele-
vant to this action. A source generally must apply for 
a title V permit within 1 year of first becoming sub-
ject to permitting—for new sources, this is usually 
within 1 year of commencing operation. The applica-
tion must include, among other things, identifying 
information, a description of emissions and other in-
formation necessary to determine applicability of re-
quirements and information concerning compliance 
with those requirements. The permitting authority 
uses this information to develop the source’s operat-
ing permit. 

Title V permits generally contain the following el-
ements: (1) Emissions limitations and standards to 
assure compliance with all applicable requirements; 
(2) monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting re-
quirements, including submittal of a semiannual 
monitoring report and prompt reporting of deviations 
from permit terms; (3) fee payment; and (4) an annu-
al certification of certification by a responsible offi-
cial. The detailed requirements are set forth at 40 
CFR 70.6. 
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In addition to the permit content requirements, 
there are procedural requirements that must be fol-
lowed in issuing title V permits, including (1) Appli-
cation completeness determination; (2) public notice 
and a 30-day public comment period, including an 
opportunity for a public hearing, on draft permits; (3) 
EPA and affected state review; and (4) a statement of 
the legal and factual basis of the draft permit. The 
permitting authority must take final action (issue or 
deny) on the permit applications within 18 months of 
receipt. EPA also has 45 days from receipt of a pro-
posed permit to object to its issuance, and citizens 
have 60 days after that to petition EPA to object to a 
permit. Permits may also need to be revised or reo-
pened if new requirements come into effect during 
the permit terms or if the source makes changes that 
conflict with, or necessitate changes to, the current 
permit. Permit revisions and re-openings follow pro-
cedural requirements which vary depending on the 
nature of the necessary change to the permit. 
E. The Interpretive Memo 

On December 18, 2008, EPA issued a memoran-
dum, “EPA’s Interpretation of Regulations that De-
termine Pollutants Covered by Federal Prevention of 
Significant Deterioration (PSD) Permit Program” 
(known as the “Johnson Memo” or the “PSD Inter-
pretive Memo,” and referred to in this preamble as 
the “Interpretive Memo”) that set forth EPA’s inter-
pretation regarding which EPA and state actions, 
with respect to a previously unregulated pollutant, 
cause that pollutant to become “subject to regulation” 
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under the Act. Whether a pollutant is “subject to 
regulation” is important for the purposes of deter-
mining whether it is covered under the federal PSD 
and title V permitting programs. The Interpretive 
Memo established that a pollutant is “subject to reg-
ulation” only if it is subject to either a provision in 
the CAA or regulation adopted by EPA under the 
CAA that requires actual control of emissions of that 
pollutant (referred to as the “actual control interpre-
tation”). On February 17, 2009, EPA granted a peti-
tion for reconsideration on the Interpretive Memo, 
and announced its intent to conduct a rulemaking to 
allow for public comment on the issues raised in the 
memorandum and on related issues. EPA also clari-
fied that the Interpretive Memo would remain in ef-
fect pending reconsideration. 

On March 29, 2010, EPA signed a notice conveying 
its decision to continue applying (with one limited 
refinement) the Interpretive Memo’s interpretation 
of “subject to regulation” (“Interpretation of Regula-
tions that Determine Pollutants Covered by Clean 
Air Act Permitting Programs”). See 75 FR 17004. 
EPA concluded that the “actual control interpreta-
tion” is the most appropriate interpretation to apply 
given the policy implications. However, we refined 
our interpretation in one respect: we established that 
PSD permitting requirements apply to a newly regu-
lated pollutant at the time a regulatory requirement 
to control emissions of that pollutant “takes effect” 
(rather than upon promulgation or the legal effective 
date of the regulation containing such a require-
ment). In addition, based on the anticipated promul-
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gation of the LDVR, we stated that the GHG re-
quirements of the vehicle rule would take effect on 
January 2, 2011, because that is the earliest date 
that a 2012 model year vehicle may be introduced 
into commerce. In other words, the compliance obli-
gation under the LDVR does not occur until a manu-
facturer may introduce into commerce vehicles that 
are required to comply with GHG standards, which 
will begin with model year 2012 and will not occur 
before January 2, 2011. We also reiterated EPA’s in-
terpretation that the 100 tpy major source threshold 
for title V is triggered only by pollutants “subject to 
regulation” under the Act, and we defined and ap-
plied that term for title V purposes in the same way 
that we did for PSD purposes. That is, we stated that 
a pollutant is “subject to regulation” if it is subject to 
a CAA requirement establishing “actual control of 
emissions;” that a pollutant is considered “subject to 
regulation” for title V purposes when such a re-
quirement “takes effect”; and, based on the antici-
pated promulgation of the LDVR, that the GHG re-
quirements of the vehicle rule would take effect on 
January 2, 2011. 

On April 1, 2010, we finalized the LDVR as antici-
pated, confirming that manufacturer certification 
can occur no earlier than January 2, 2011. Thus, un-
der the terms of the final notice for the Interpretive 
Memo, GHGs become subject to regulation on that 
date, and PSD and title V program requirements will 
also begin to apply upon that date. 
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IV. Summary of Final Actions 
This section describes the specific actions we are 

taking in this final rule. It describes the overall tai-
loring approach for NSR and title V applicability, the 
steps we are taking to put it into place, and future 
actions that we commit to take. The next section, V, 
provides the legal and policy rationale for these ac-
tions. In that section, we provide a description of our 
rationale and response to comments for each action, 
presented in the same order as we describe the ac-
tions here. 
A. How do you define the GHG pollutant for PSD and 
title V purposes? 
1. GHG Pollutant Defined as the Sum-of-Six Well-
Mixed GHGs 

We are identifying the air pollutant for purposes of 
PSD and title V applicability to be the pollutant sub-
ject to regulation, which is the air pollutant for 
GHGs identified in EPA’s LDVR, as well as EPA’s 
endangerment and contribution findings.8 In the 
LDVR, EPA set emissions standards under section 
202(a) that were “applicable to emission” of a single 
air pollutant defined as the aggregate sum of six 
GHGs. The six GHGs, which are well-mixed gases in 
the atmosphere, are CO2, CH4, N2O, HFCs, PFCs, 
and SF6. Earlier, EPA made the contribution finding 
for this single air pollutant. 

                                                 
8 See 74 FR 66496, 66499, 66536–7. December 15, 2009. 
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Furthermore, as proposed, we are using an emis-
sions threshold that allows all six constituent gases 
to be evaluated using a common metric—CO2e. Thus, 
to determine applicability, a source’s GHG emissions 
are calculated on a CO2e basis by multiplying the 
mass emissions of any of the six GHGs that the 
source emits by that gas’s GWP and then summing 
the CO2e for each GHG emitted by the source. This 
sum, expressed in terms of tpy CO2e, is then com-
pared to the applicable CO2e-based permitting 
threshold to determine whether the source is subject 
to PSD and title V requirements. 

In addition, because we are implementing this 
phase-in through the term “subject to regulation,” 
the regulatory language is structured such that the 
statutory mass-based thresholds (i.e., for PSD, 
100/250 tpy for new construction and zero tpy for 
modifications at a major stationary source, and for 
title V, 100 tpy) continue to apply. As a result, sta-
tionary source apply and stationary sources or modi-
fications that do not meet these thresholds are not 
subject to permitting requirements. While technical-
ly evaluation of the mass-based thresholds is the sec-
ond step in the applicability analysis, from a practi-
cal standpoint most sources are likely to treat this as 
an initial screen, so that if they would not trigger 
PSD or title V on a mass basis, they would not pro-
ceed to evaluate emissions on a CO2e basis. We have 
treated evaluation of mass-based thresholds as the 
initial step in our descriptions. As applicable, a 
source would evaluate these mass-based thresholds 
by summing each of the six GHGs it emits on a mass 
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basis (i.e., before applying GWP). We expect that it 
will be very rare for a new stationary source or modi-
fication to trigger permitting based on CO2e and not 
also trigger based on mass alone. 

Determining permit program applicability for the 
GHG “air pollutant” by using the sum-of-six GHGs is 
based on EPA’s interpretation that the PSD and title 
V requirements apply to each “air pollutant” that is 
“subject to regulation” under another provision of the 
CAA. As discussed previously, the final LDVR for 
GHGs makes it clear that the emissions standards 
EPA adopted are standards applicable to emission of 
the single air pollutant defined as the aggregate mix 
of these six well-mixed GHGs. See LDVR, May 7, 
2010, 75 FR 25398–99, section III.A.2.c, and 40 CFR 
86.1818–12.9 For reasons explained in more detail in 
section V, we have determined it is legally required, 
and preferable from a policy standpoint, for EPA to 
use the same definition of the air pollutant for per-
mitting purposes as that used in the rule that estab-
lishes the control requirements for the pollutant. We 
also believe there are implementation advantages for 
applying PSD and title V in this way. Thus, this rule 
establishes that a stationary source will use the 
group of six constituent gases for permitting applica-
bility, rather than treating each gas individually. 
Similarly, you will include all six constituent gases 
because that is how the air pollutant is defined, even 
though motor vehicles only emit four of the six. 

                                                 
9 40 CFR 86.1818–12(a). 
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2. What GWP values should be used for calculating 
CO2e? 

We are requiring that wherever you perform an 
emissions calculations involving CO2e for the pur-
poses of determining the applicability of PSD or title 
V requirements, you use the GWP values codified in 
the EPA’s mandatory GHG reporting rule.10 This ap-
proach will assure consistency between the values 
required for calculations under the reporting rule 
and for PSD or title V. In addition, because any 
changes to Table A–1 of the mandatory GHG report-
ing rule regulatory text must go through a rulemak-
ing, this approach will assure that the values used 
for the permitting programs will reflect the latest 
values adopted for usage by EPA after notice and 
comment. 
B. When will PSD and title V applicability begin for 
GHGs and emission sources? 
Overview 

In this action, we establish the first two phases of 
our phase-in approach, which we refer to as Steps 1 
and 2. We also commit to a subsequent rulemaking 
in which we will propose or solicit comment on estab-
lishing a further phase-in, that is, a Step 3, that 
would apply PSD and title V to additional sources, 
effective July 1, 2013, and on which we commit to 

                                                 
10 Table A–1 to subpart A of 40 CFR part 98—Global Warming 
Potentials, 74 FR 56395. 
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take final action, as supported by the record,11 by no 
later than July 1, 2012. 

We also commit to undertaking an assessment of 
sources’ and permitting authorities’ progress in im-
plementing PSD and title V for GHG sources, and to 
complete this assessment by 2015. We further com-
mit to completing another round of rulemaking ad-
dressing smaller sources by April 30, 2016. Our ac-
tion in that rulemaking would address permitting 
requirements for smaller sources, taking into ac-
count the remaining problems concerning costs to 
sources and burdens to permitting authorities. Final-
ly, we determine in this action that we will apply 
PSD or title V requirements to sources that emit 
GHGs, or that conduct modifications that result in 
increases in emissions of GHGs, in amounts of less 
than 50,000 tpy CO2e any earlier than when we take 
the required further action to address smaller 
sources by April 30, 2016. 

Through this process, we will implement the 
phase-in approach by applying PSD and title V at 
threshold levels that are as close to the statutory 
levels as possible, and do so as quickly as possible, at 
least to a certain point. The level and timing of the 

                                                 
11 Although we commit to propose or solicit comment on lower 
thresholds and to take final action on that proposal by July 1, 
2012, we cannot, at present, commit to promulgate lower 
thresholds. It will not be until the Step 3 rulemaking itself that 
we will gather and analyze data and receive comments that de-
termine whether we have basis for promulgating lower thresh-
olds. 
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thresholds that we promulgate in future actions will 
be based on our assessment of the resulting costs to 
sources and burdens to permitting authorities, and 
that, in turn, will depend on such variables as our 
progress in developing streamlining approaches and 
on permitting authorities’ progress in developing 
permitting expertise and acquiring more resources. 
At this time, we cannot foresee exactly when or in 
what manner those developments will occur. There-
fore, we cannot promulgate more components of the 
tailoring approach beyond what we promulgate in 
this action. We can say only that we may continue 
the phase-in process with further rulemaking after 
2016. Alternatively, we may make a definitive de-
termination in one of the future rulemaking actions 
that, under the “absurd results” doctrine, PSD or ti-
tle V applies only to certain GHG sources, and does 
not apply to the remaining GHG sources, and with 
that rulemaking, bring this tailoring process to a 
close. 
1. What are the Step 1 thresholds, timing, and calcu-
lation methodology? 
a. PSD Permitting 

Step 1 of the Tailoring Rule phase-in will begin on 
January 2, 2011. With respect to the PSD program, 
GHG sources will become subject to PSD for their 
GHG emissions if they undergo PSD permitting an-
yway, either for new construction or for modification 
projects, based on emissions of non-GHG pollutants, 
in which case they will be subject to the PSD re-
quirements for GHG if they increase GHG emissions 
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by 75,000 tpy CO2e or more. Under this step, only 
these sources, which we refer to as “anyway” PSD 
sources, will become subject to PSD; no sources will 
become major sources for PSD purposes or be treated 
as undertaking modifications that trigger PSD based 
solely on their GHG emissions. As a result, no addi-
tional PSD permitting actions will be necessary sole-
ly due to GHG emissions. However, existing or new-
ly-constructed sources that are determined to be ma-
jor sources based on non-GHG emissions are re-
quired to conduct a BACT review for their GHG 
emissions (from new construction) or emissions in-
creases (from modifications), if they are subject to 
PSD due to their non-GHG emissions from construc-
tion or modification actions and each of the following 
conditions is met: 

(1) The GHG emissions (or net emissions increase) 
due to the new construction (or modification) project, 
calculated as the sum of the six well-mixed GHGs on 
a mass basis (no GWPs applied) exceed a value of 0 
tpy; and 

(2) The GHG emissions (or net emissions increase) 
due to the new construction (or modification) project, 
calculated as the sum of the six well-mixed GHGs on 
a CO2e basis (GWPs applied) equal or exceed a value 
of 75,000 tpy CO2e. 

The purpose of the first condition is to determine 
whether the GHG emissions or net emissions in-
crease has resulted in an “increase in the amount” of 
an air pollutant as required by the Act. Because EPA 
has not defined a mass-based regulatory significance 
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level for GHGs, that level, in effect, is treated as ze-
ro. See 40 CFR 52.21(b)(23)(ii) and 51.166(b)(23)(ii). 
In practice, this means any amount of new emissions 
or an emission increase will exceed the mass-based 
limit. We are not, at this time, establishing a signifi-
cance level based on mass emissions, and instead we 
are establishing one based on CO2e that addresses 
permitting burdens. The zero mass-based amount 
applies, but only as an initial screen to exclude 
sources or changes that have no mass increase of 
GHGs. 
b. Title V Permitting 

Under Step 1, only sources required to have title V 
permits for non-GHG pollutants (i.e., “anyway” title 
V sources) will be required to address GHGs as part 
of their title V permitting. That is, no sources will 
become major for title V based solely on their GHG 
emissions. Note further, however, that the 75,000 tpy 
CO2e limit does not apply to title V, so that anyway 
title V sources must apply any title V requirements 
to their GHG emissions. Sources with title V permits 
must address GHG requirements when they apply 
for, renew, or revise their permits. These require-
ments will include any GHG applicable requirements 
(e.g., GHG BACT requirements from a PSD process) 
and associated monitoring, record-keeping and re-
porting. When a permit application is otherwise re-
quired, they will also need to identify GHG emissions 
and other information in that application to the ex-
tent required under 40 CFR 70.5(c) and 71.5(c), in-
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cluding information necessary to determine applica-
ble requirements.12 
2. What are the Step 2 thresholds, timing, and calcu-
lation methodology? 
a. PSD Permitting 

Step 2 will begin July 1, 2011. Under Step 2, any-
way PSD sources—that is, sources already subject to 
PSD based on non-GHGs and covered under Step 1 
previously—will remain subject to PSD. In addition, 
sources with the potential to emit 100,000 tpy CO2e 
or more of GHG will be considered major sources for 
PSD permitting purposes (provided that they also 
emit GHGs or some other regulated NSR pollutant 
above the 100/ 250 tpy (mass based) statutory 
thresholds. Additionally, any physical change or 
change in the method of operation at a major source 
(including one that is only major due to GHGs) re-
sulting in a net GHG emissions increase of 75,000 
tpy CO2e or more will be subject to PSD review and 
requirements with respect to GHGs (provided that it 
also results in an increase of GHG emissions on a 
mass basis). 

Specifically, for purposes of determining whether a 
GHG emission source, resulting from either new con-
struction or a physical or operational change at an 
                                                 
12 EPA notes, however, that many sources subject to title V un-
der Steps 1 and 2 will also be subject to the GHG mandatory 
reporting rule. For these sources, the emissions description re-
quirements in the title V regulations will generally be satisfied 
by referencing information provided under the reporting rule. 
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existing source, is considered a major source under 
PSD, both of the following conditions must be met: 

(1) The GHG emission source, which is not major 
for another pollutant, emits or has the potential to 
emit GHG in amounts that equal or exceed the fol-
lowing, calculated as the sum-of-six well-mixed 
GHGs on a mass basis (no GWPs applied): 

• 100 tpy for sources in any of the 28 major emit-
ting facility source categories listed under PSD, or 

• 250 tpy for any other stationary source. 
(2) The GHG emission source emits or has the po-

tential to emit GHGs in amounts that equal or ex-
ceed 100,000 tpy CO2e basis. 

For determining whether a modification project at 
a major stationary source is subject to PSD review, 
both of the following conditions must be met: 

(1) The net GHG emissions increase resulting from 
the project, calculated as the sum-of-six well-mixed 
GHGs on a mass basis (no GWPs applied) equals or 
exceeds 0 tpy. 

(2) The net GHG emissions increase resulting from 
the project, calculated as the sum-of-six well-mixed 
GHGs on a CO2e basis (GWPs applied) equals or ex-
ceeds 75,000 tpy CO2e. 

The purpose of the first condition in both of these 
determinations is to confirm whether the GHG emis-
sions or emissions increase have exceeded, on a 
mass-basis, the statutory major source thresholds 
(where the source is not otherwise major) and mass-
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based statutory significance level for GHGs, which, 
as noted previously, is 0 tpy. See 40 CFR 
52.21(b)(23)(ii) and 51.166(b)(23)(ii). 

As an example of how the mass-based test would 
apply, consider a modification project that results in 
a 5 tpy increase of GHG emissions on a mass basis, 
associated with a high-GWP GHG gas (for example, 
SF6, with a GWP value of 23,900), but also results in 
a 100 tpy reduction in CO2 emissions (assume no 
other contemporaneous increases or decreases of 
GHG). In this example, there would be a net de-
crease of GHG emissions on a mass basis (5 tpy — 
100 tpy = — 95 tpy). Because there is no mass-based 
increase of GHG, this project does not trigger PSD, 
despite the fact that the net GWP-adjusted emissions 
increase of SF6 in this example would equal 119,500 
tpy of CO2e and the project would thus exceed 75,000 
tpy CO2e. 
b. Title V Permitting 

Under Step 2, “anyway” title V sources—that is, 
sources already subject to title V based on non-GHGs 
and that are covered under Step 1 previously—will 
continue to be subject to title V. In addition, GHG 
emission sources that equal or exceed the 100,000 
tpy CO2e threshold will be required to obtain a title 
V permit if they do not already have one. It is im-
portant to note that the requirement to obtain a title 
V permit will not, by itself, result in the triggering of 
additional substantive requirements for control of 
GHG. Rather, these new title V permits will simply 
incorporate whatever applicable CAA requirements, 
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if any, apply to the source being permitted. Both of 
the following conditions need to be met in order for 
title V to apply under Step 2 to a GHG emission 
source: 

(1) An existing or newly constructed source emits 
or has the potential to emit GHGs in amounts that 
equal or exceed 100 tpy calculated as the sum of the 
six well-mixed GHGs on a mass basis (no GWPs ap-
plied). 

(2) An existing or newly constructed source emits 
or has the potential to emit GHGs in amounts that 
equal or exceed 100,000 tpy calculated as the sum of 
the six well-mixed GHGs on a CO2e basis (GWPs ap-
plied). 
3. What about Step 3? 

In this rule, EPA establishes an enforceable com-
mitment to complete another rulemaking no later 
than July 1, 2012, in which we will propose or solicit 
comment on a Step 3 of the phase-in and may also 
consider other approaches that may result in the 
permanent exclusion of a category of sources from 
PSD or title V requirements, under the Chevron 
framework, taking account of the “absurd results” 
doctrine. 

Consistent with our phase-in approach, it is im-
portant for us to consider whether, at some point 
during the implementation of Step 2, it will become 
possible to administer GHG permitting programs for 
additional sources. For example, if EPA is able to 
promulgate measures that streamline programs to at 
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least some extent, if permitting authorities increase 
their resources, or if implementation experience and 
more seasoned staff results in more effective use of 
scarce permitting resources, then we expect that we 
will be able to phase in the application of PSD and 
title V to more sources by establishing Step 3. We do 
not have enough information now to establish a final 
Step 3, particularly because there will be significant 
transition occurring in the GHG permitting pro-
grams during Steps 1 and 2. However, we believe 
that it will be possible to develop a record on which 
to base Step 3 sometime soon after we begin to im-
plement Step 2. 

Therefore, we plan to propose a rule in which we 
solicit comment on or propose lower thresholds for 
PSD and title V applicability, and we establish an 
enforceable commitment to finalize a rule in which 
we address those matters by July 1, 2012. In order to 
provide a year for permitting authorities and sources 
to prepare for any additional GHG permitting action 
in Step 3, we will establish that Step 3 would take 
effect on July 1, 2013. We also commit to explore, be-
tween now and the Step 3 proposal, a wide range of 
streamlining options. In the proposal, we will take 
comment on streamlining approaches we think may 
be viable (except to the extent we will have already 
issued guidance documents concerning streamlining 
approaches), and we will address those options in the 
final rule. 

In addition, as part of the Step 3 action, we may 
solicit comment on a permanent exclusion of certain 
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sources from PSD, title V or both, based on an “ab-
surd results” rationale. For example, we may make a 
final determination that under the “absurd results” 
doctrine, PSD and/or title V do not apply to a set of 
GHG sources that, although above the statutory 
thresholds for those programs, are too small and rel-
atively inconsequential in terms of GHG contribu-
tion. Another type of such exclusion for the title V 
program could be for sources that would otherwise be 
required to obtain an “empty permit,” that is, for ex-
ample, one that would not contain any applicable re-
quirements because there are none that apply to the 
source. If we promulgate a permanent exclusion, we 
may conclude that by that time, we will have brought 
into the PSD and title V programs the full set of 
sources that would be consistent with congressional 
intent (or, if congressional intent on that point is un-
clear, with a reasonable policy consistent with statu-
tory requirements) and, under those circumstances, 
we would find that such a rule brings the tailoring 
process to a close. The application of the “absurd re-
sults” rationale for a permanent exclusion is dis-
cussed in more detail in section V.B, later in this 
preamble. 
4. What about the proposed 6-year exclusion for 
smaller sources? 

The tailoring proposal contemplated at least a 6-
year exclusion from permitting for small sources. 
This proposed exclusion was based on the over-
whelming numbers of permitting actions at small 
sources and the need for time for permitting authori-
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ties to secure resources, hire and train staff, and gain 
experience with GHG permitting for new types of 
sources and technologies. It was also based on the 
time needed for EPA to develop, and for states to 
adopt, streamlining measures to reduce the permit-
ting burden (e.g., concerning PTE, presumptive 
BACT, or general permits). We therefore proposed 
such an exclusion, and proposed that it would last 6 
years—5 years to complete a required study evaluat-
ing permitting burden and assessing the effect of 
streamlining measures or techniques in reducing 
this burden, plus an additional year to complete a 
final rulemaking that would phase in additional 
sources as appropriate based on the study. 

We are finalizing the 6-year exclusion, and for rea-
sons described later, are establishing that in no 
event will sources below 50,000 tpy CO2e be subject 
to PSD or title V permitting during the 6-year period, 
nor will modifications be subject to PSD unless they 
increase emissions by 50,000 tpy CO2e or more. The 
exclusion will last until we take the action described 
later to address smaller sources, which is required by 
April 30, 2016. The exclusion provides certainty that, 
before this date, EPA will not act to cover sources 
and modifications below these thresholds, including 
during the required Step 3 rulemaking that will oc-
cur in 2012. In effect, this means that Step 3 will es-
tablish a major source threshold and significance 
level no lower than 50,000 tpy CO2e. This does not 
necessarily mean we will cover sources below this 
level on April 30, 2016. It simply means that the 
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provision we are adopting would assure that EPA 
does not cover such sources any sooner than that. 
5. When and how will EPA take further action on 
smaller sources? 

As we proposed, we are establishing an enforcea-
ble commitment to act within 5 years to complete a 
study projecting the administrative burdens that 
remain for small sources after permitting authorities 
have had time to secure resources, hire and train 
staff, and gain experience with GHG permitting for 
new types of sources and technologies, and after EPA 
has had time to develop (and states have had time to 
adopt) streamlining measures to reduce the permit-
ting burden for such sources. We will use the results 
of this study to serve as the basis for an additional 
rulemaking that would take further action to address 
small sources. Similar to the enforceable commit-
ment to act on Step 3, we are making an enforceable 
commitment to complete this rulemaking by April 
30, 2016. 

We cannot predict at this time what form that fi-
nal action will take. It could function as a Step 4, 
bringing in additional sources based on, for example, 
streamlining actions, increased permitting authority 
resources, and experienced and more efficient per-
mitting staff; and it could further indicate that we 
intend to follow-up with a Step 5 to bring in more 
sources. Alternatively, it could also function as a fi-
nal step excluding certain sources permanently 
based on our application of the Chevron framework, 
taking account of the “absurd results” doctrine, and 
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subjecting the remaining sources to permitting. 
However, whatever final action we take would ex-
plain any necessary changes to the Step 3 thresholds 
and would supersede the 6-year exclusion for sources 
and modifications below 50,000 tpy CO2e. 
C. How do state, local and tribal area programs 
adopt the final GHG applicability thresholds? 

We are finalizing our proposed approach to change 
the definition of “major stationary source” in the PSD 
implementing regulations, and the “major source” 
definition in the title V implementing regulations to 
tailor the application of these permitting programs to 
GHG emissions. We are also finalizing a significance 
level for GHG emissions for purposes of defining a 
major modification under the PSD program, and add 
an exclusion from PSD and title V permitting for 
GHG emissions, until we complete a rulemaking re-
quired by April 30, 2016, for any sources that are not 
already subject to PSD and title V permitting and 
that emit less than 50,000 tpy of CO2e. 

As explained earlier, we are adopting thresholds 
that phase in the applicability of GHG permitting 
over a specified time period. In adopting regulatory 
changes to implement these thresholds, we follow an 
approach that is substantively the same as the ap-
proach proposed, but takes a different form for pur-
poses of revisions to our PSD and title V regulations. 
Specifically, in this final rule, for our regulations, in 
conjunction with the definitions of “major stationary 
source” and “major modification” (for PSD) and “ma-
jor source” (for title V), we are adopting a definition 
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of the term “subject to regulation.” Moreover, we are 
defining this term so that GHG emissions from 
sources above the threshold are treated as subject to 
regulation, and therefore the sources that emit them 
are subject to PSD and title V. We are not finalizing 
the approach we proposed, which was to revise the 
numerical thresholds in the definitions so that GHG 
sources would have a higher threshold. Although we 
are defining the term “subject to regulation,” we rec-
ognize that from a substantive standpoint, our tailor-
ing approach entails interpreting the definitions of 
“major emitting facility,” “major modification,” and 
“major source” to phase in the applicability of PSD 
and title V, as applicable, to GHG sources, and it 
makes no difference whether we interpret those defi-
nitions through a definition of the term “subject to 
regulation,” revising the numerical thresholds, or re-
vising other terms in those definitions. 

We are adopting definitions of the term “subject to 
regulation” to implement the tailoring approach be-
cause that will facilitate rapid implementation of the 
final rules by states. Under this approach, states 
may not need to undertake a regulatory or legislative 
action before implementing the final rule. These 
states would be able to establish their interpreta-
tions of the term “subject to regulation” used in exist-
ing state rules before January 2, 2011, which is the 
date that the LDVR and permitting requirements 
would take effect, and thereby exempt sources below 
the threshold from PSD and title V as a matter of 
both federal and state law. We are also codifying in 
this definition EPA interpretations discussed in our 
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recent action “Reconsideration of Interpretation of 
Regulations that Determine Pollutants Covered by 
Clean Air Act Permitting Programs” (75 FR 17704) 
to provide a complete picture of the meaning of this 
phrase as it applies to all air pollutants. 

Because we are finalizing the rule in a manner 
that will allow most states to rapidly implement the 
final rule, and because our recent action on the In-
terpretive Memo allowed for a longer transition time 
than we anticipated at proposal, we are delaying fi-
nal action on our proposal to issue limited approvals 
for SIP-approved PSD programs and part 70 operat-
ing permit programs.13 Instead, we are requesting 
that states submit information to the appropriate 
EPA Regional Administrator by August 2, 2010 so 
that we may determine whether it is still necessary 
to finalize any of our proposed limited approvals for 
any SIP-approved PSD and part 70 title V state pro-
grams. In that letter, states should explain whether 
they will apply the meaning of the term “subject to 
regulation” established by EPA in this action in im-
plementing both their PSD and part 70 title V per-
mitting programs, and if so, whether the state in-
tends to do so without undertaking a regulatory or 
legislative process. If a state must revise its statutes 
or regulations to implement this rule, we ask that it 
provide an estimate of the time to adopt final rules in 
its letter to the Regional Administrator. If a state 
chooses not to apply the approach reflected in this 
                                                 
13 In the alternative, we also proposed to use our 110(k)(6) error 
correction authority to revise SIP-approved PSD programs. 
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rule, the letter should address whether the state has 
alternative authority to implement the final rule’s 
tailoring approach or some other approach that is at 
least as stringent, but which also addresses the ex-
pected shortfalls in personnel and funding that 
would exist if the state carried out permitting at 
thresholds lower than those in the final rules. For 
any state that is unable or unwilling to apply the 
permitting thresholds in the final rules, and other-
wise is unable to demonstrate adequate personnel 
and funding, or alternate authority to permit GHG 
emissions sources consistent with the final rules, 
EPA will move forward with finalizing a limited ap-
proval of the state’s permitting program. By the 
same token, if we do not receive a letter from a state 
in response to this request by August 2, 2010, we will 
be obliged to move forward with finalizing a narrow-
ing of our approval of the existing SIP or title V pro-
gram. 

We also ask any state that currently lacks authori-
ty to issue PSD or title V permits to any GHG emis-
sions sources to notify the EPA Regional Administra-
tor by letter as to whether the state intends to un-
dertake rulemaking to revise its rules consistent 
with these applicability thresholds. For any state 
that lacks the ability to issue PSD or title V permits 
for GHG emissions sources consistent with the final 
rule, we intend to undertake a separate action to call 
for revisions to these programs. We also intend to 
move quickly to impose a Federal Implementation 
Plan (FIP) for PSD through 40 CFR 52.21, and use 
our federal title V authority to ensure that GHG 
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sources will be permitted consistent with the final 
rules. Our request for information from states is dis-
cussed further in section V.C. 
D. How do you treat GHGs for purposes of title V 
permit fees? 

We are not amending the title V regulations for 
fees at this time, including any of the provisions 
specifying the presumptive minimum fee. We are al-
so not, at this time, calling for each state, local or 
tribal program to submit new fee adequacy demon-
strations as a result of increased GHG permitting 
workload during Steps 1 and 2. However, as de-
scribed in section VI.D the statutory and regulatory 
requirement to collect fees sufficient to cover all rea-
sonable (direct and indirect) costs required to develop 
and administer title V programs still applies. There-
fore, we are recommending that each program review 
its resource needs for GHG-emitting sources and de-
termine if the existing fee approaches will be ade-
quate. If those approaches will not be adequate, we 
suggest that state, local and tribal agencies should 
be proactive in raising fees to cover the direct and 
indirect costs of the program or develop other alter-
native approaches to meet the shortfall. We will 
closely monitor approved title V programs during 
implementation of the first two steps of the Tailoring 
Rule to ensure that the added workload from incor-
porating GHGs into the permit program does not re-
sult in fee shortfalls that imperil operating permit 
program implementation and enforcement. In devel-
oping alternative approaches, we note the value of 
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approaches that do not require a per-ton fee for GHG 
and therefore do not require a GHG inventory to de-
velop. Finally, we offer to work with permitting au-
thorities that request our assistance with developing 
fee approaches. 
E. Other Actions and Issues 

This section describes other actions we intend to 
take in the future related to GHG permitting in addi-
tion to the actions that we are promulgating with 
this final rule. This section also responds to com-
menters’ suggestions that we undertake certain ad-
ditional actions in this rule, which we decline to do. 
1. Timing for Permit Streamlining Techniques 

As described at proposal, we intend to develop a 
series of streamlining approaches as an integral part 
of our phase-in approach. The approaches we de-
scribed at proposal included: (1) Defining PTE for 
various source categories, (2) establishing emission 
limits for various source categories that constitute 
presumptive BACT, (3) establishing procedures for 
use of general permits and permits-by-rule, (4) estab-
lishing procedures for electronic permitting, and (5) 
applying lean techniques to establish more efficient 
permitting processes. Taken as a whole, these tech-
niques have the potential to obviate the applicability 
of PSD and title V requirements for some GHG-
emitting sources; promote more efficient treatment of 
GHG-emitting sources that will already be subject to 
PSD and title V; and allow the expeditious expansion 
of PSD and title V applicability to more GHG-
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emitting sources while protecting those sources and 
the permitting authorities from undue expenses. 

As a result, we fully intend to move forward expe-
ditiously with developing streamlining approaches. 
However, for reasons discussed in section V.E, we do 
not expect to develop and implement any of these 
approaches before Step 2 begins. Moreover, we gen-
erally expect that each of the first three—which are 
the most far-reaching—will take several years to im-
plement because we will need to undertake notice 
and comment rulemaking to develop them, and then 
the permitting authorities will need to adopt them 
through the appropriate state or local processes. We 
commit to explore a wide range of possible approach-
es before the Step 3 rulemaking, and, in that rule-
making, to propose those that we think may be via-
ble once we have had time to gather and review key 
supporting data, and once the states and we have 
key implementation experience that can inform our 
thinking. Because the streamlining approaches gen-
erally carry uncertainty—as demonstrated by com-
ments we received raising legal and policy concerns, 
as discussed later, that we will have to address—we 
cannot commit with this action to adopt any stream-
lining actions in particular, nor to adopting them on 
any particular schedule. However, we intend to pur-
sue streamlining options as expeditiously as possible, 
beginning immediately and proceeding throughout 
the phase-in period, and we encourage permitting 
authorities to do the same. 
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2. Guidance for BACT Determinations 
Through this final rule we are not amending our 

regulations or issuing guidance on BACT for GHGs. 
As described in our proposal, we recognize the need 
to develop and issue technical and policy guidance 
for permitting of GHGs, and we plan to accomplish it 
through a separate effort that will involve stakehold-
er input. This effort is already underway; in addition 
to comments EPA received on the proposed Tailoring 
Rule related to GHG BACT guidance and infor-
mation needs, EPA received a suite of recommenda-
tions from the Clean Air Act Advisory Committee 
(CAAAC) to which EPA is actively responding. This 
includes technical guidance and database tools that 
EPA anticipates issuing by June 2010, and policy 
guidance that will be issued by the end of 2010. 
Thus, this important information will be available to 
support permitting agencies in their BACT determi-
nations at the time that the GHGs become a regulat-
ed NSR pollutant, once the LDVR takes effect in 
January 2011. EPA is confident that these measures 
will help support a smooth transition to permitting 
emissions of GHGs. 
3. Requests for Higher Category-Specific Thresholds 
and Exemptions From Applicability 

EPA has decided not to provide exemptions from 
applicability determinations (major source and major 
modification) under title V and PSD for certain GHG 
emission sources, emission activities, or types of 
emissions at this time. Commenters requested sev-
eral applicability exemptions with respect to GHGs 
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from, for example, agricultural sources, residential 
sources, small businesses, energy-intensive industri-
al processes (e.g., aluminum, steel, cement, glass, 
and pulp and paper manufacturers), lime production, 
semiconductor production, poultry production, solid 
waste landfills, biomass combustion/biogenic emis-
sions, fugitive emissions, and pollution control pro-
jects. For reasons explained in section V.E, we have 
decided to address the need for tailoring through a 
uniform threshold-based approach, rather than 
through a collection of various specific exclusions. 
4. Transitional Issues Including Requests for Grand-
fathering 

For reasons explained in section V.E, EPA has de-
termined that transitional issues for pending appli-
cations and permitted sources are adequately ad-
dressed by existing requirements and the amount of 
lead time provided before permitting requirements 
apply to GHGs under this rule and the March 29, 
2010 final action regarding the Interpretive memo. 
This rule does not contain any additional exemptions 
or grandfathering provisions addressing the transi-
tion to PSD and title V permitting for GHGs. 

We are not promulgating an exemption for PSD 
permit applications that are pending when Step 1 of 
the permitting phase-in begins for those sources that 
would otherwise need to obtain a PSD permit based 
on emissions of pollutants other than GHGs. Any 
PSD permits issued to such Step 1 sources on or af-
ter January 2, 2011 will need to address GHGs. This 
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action makes no change to the position we expressed 
on this issue on April 2, 2010. 

Final PSD permits issued before January 2, 2011 
need not be reopened or amended to incorporate re-
quirements for GHGs that take effect after the per-
mit is issued. A source that is authorized to construct 
under a PSD permit but has not yet begun actual 
construction on January 2, 2011 may begin actual 
construction after that date without having to amend 
the previously-issued PSD permit to incorporate 
GHG requirements, provided the permit has not ex-
pired. 

Sources that are not subject to PSD permitting re-
quirements until Step 2 need not obtain a PSD per-
mit addressing GHGs in order to continue any actual 
construction that begins before July 1, 2011, when 
such a source was not a major stationary source re-
quired to obtain a PSD permit. However, Step 2 
sources that begin actual construction in Step 2 may 
do so only after obtaining a PSD permit. 

The title V permitting regulations already include 
a robust set of provisions to address the incorpora-
tion of new applicable requirements and other tran-
sitional considerations. A title V source applying for 
the first time must submit its permit application 
within 12 months after the source becomes subject to 
the operating permit program or an earlier time at 
the discretion of the permitting authority. Where a 
source is required to obtain a PSD permit, the source 
must apply for a title V permit or permit revision 
within 12 months of commencing operation or on or 
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before such earlier date as the permitting authority 
may establish. Where additional applicable require-
ments become applicable to a source after it submits 
its permit application, but prior to release of a draft 
permit, the source is obligated to supplement its ap-
plication. Permitting authorities may also ask for 
additional information during the processing of an 
application. In addition, where a source that already 
has a title V permit becomes subject to additional 
applicable requirements, the permitting authority is 
required to reopen the permit to add those applicable 
requirements if the permit term has 3 or more years 
remaining and the applicable requirements will be in 
effect prior to the date the permit is due to expire. 
V. What Is the Legal and Policy Rationale for 
the Final Actions? 

In this section, we describe the legal and policy ra-
tionale for our action, including our rationale for the 
following: (1) Our approach to calculating GHG 
emissions for PSD and title V applicability purposes, 
(2) our approach to establishing the thresholds and 
timing of PSD and title V applicability to GHG emis-
sions sources; (3) how state, local, and tribal area 
programs adopt the final GHG applicability thresh-
olds; (4) treatment of GHGs for title V permit fees; 
(5) future activities, including streamlining actions. 
We present the rationale description in the following 
five subsections, corresponding to the basic presenta-
tion of the approach in section IV. 
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A. Rationale for Our Approach to Calculating GHG 
Emissions for PSD and Title V Applicability Purpos-
es 
1. Grouping of GHGs Into a Single Pollutant 

In this section, we explain our treatment of the air 
pollutant at issue for purposes of PSD and title V, 
such that sources that emit that pollutant in the 
requisite quantities become subject to PSD and/or 
title V requirements. We explain our rationale for 
treating the GHG air pollutant as a combined group 
of six GHGs instead of six separate air pollutants de-
fined by each individual GHG, and our rationale for 
including all six of the GHGs in that group. We also 
define the GHG metric to use for comparison to the 
applicability thresholds. 

We proposed to identify the air pollutant as the 
aggregate group of the six GHGs that comprise the 
GHG pollutant, and to use a GHG metric for the ap-
plicability thresholds based on CO2e. The summed 
CO2e emissions would then be compared to the appli-
cable permitting threshold to determine whether the 
source is subject to PSD and title V requirements. 
Historically, the PSD and title V regulatory provi-
sions do not, in the first instance, define the “air pol-
lutant” to which they apply, but rather rely for the 
definition of the pollutant on a cross-reference to the 
regulatory provision under another part of the Act 
that establishes the emission standards or limits for 
that pollutant that in turn causes the pollutant to be 
subject to regulation under PSD and title V permit-
ting. As an example, the pollutant “total reduced sul-
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fur” (TRS) is a pollutant comprised of the sum of 
multiple compounds that was originally defined un-
der the NSPS, subpart BB, Standards of Perfor-
mance for Kraft Pulp Mills, which then caused it to 
be subject to regulation under the PSD program. The 
actual compounds that define the pollutant TRS are 
identified in the NSPS. The PSD program regula-
tions did not introduce its own independent defini-
tion of TRS, but instead relied on the definition as 
contained in the Kraft Pulp Mills NSPS. 

However, at the time of our proposal, the endan-
germent and cause or contribute findings had not 
been completed and the LDVR for GHGs had not 
been finalized. Thus, there was no final agency ac-
tion defining the “air pollutant” consisting of GHGs 
to be considered “subject to regulation.” Absent a def-
inition of “greenhouse gases” under another regula-
tory provision that we could cross-reference, we pro-
posed to define “greenhouse gases” for permitting 
purposes as “the single air pollutant that is com-
prised of the group of six GHGs, as proposed in the 
[CAA] section 202(a) endangerment and contribution 
findings.” 74 FR 55329, col. 1. The six well-mixed 
GHGs identified in the proposed contribution finding 
were: CO2, CH4, N2O, SF6, HFCs, and PFCs. 

In the proposal, we further recognized that the 
LDVR for GHGs, as it was proposed, would result in 
reductions of only four of the gases, not all six, be-
cause only four are emitted by vehicles. However, we 
concluded that if the LDVR were finalized as pro-
posed, then the air pollutant for purposes of PSD and 
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title V applicability would be a single air pollutant 
that is the aggregate mix of the group of six GHGs 
because— 
[t]hese six GHGs as a class comprise the air pollu-
tant that is the subject of the endangerment finding 
and companion contribution finding and constitute 
the air pollutant that is regulated by the light-duty 
vehicle rule through measures that address the com-
ponents of that air pollutant that are emitted from 
the mobile sources. Thus, although the CAA section 
202(a) proposal establishes controls only with respect 
to four GHGs, as a legal matter, the proposal covers 
the entire set of GHGs that as a class are the single 
“air pollutant” in the proposed endangerment and 
contribution findings. 
74 FR 55329 col. 1. 

We also solicited comment on whether we should 
identify the GHG metric in a different way, such as 
addressing each GHG constituent compound individ-
ually or including (whether individually or as a 
group) only those four GHG constituent compounds 
for which reductions would occur through the emis-
sion standards or limits proposed in the LDVR. 

A minority of the comments on our proposal ad-
dressed this issue. Some commenters supported 
combining the individual GHGs as one pollutant for 
purposes of determining permitting applicability, 
and stated that it is not uncommon for EPA to recog-
nize “collective” air pollutants comprised of many in-
dividual compounds based upon shared threats to 
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health and welfare, including such EPA-created 
group pollutants as sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, 
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), and particulate 
matter (PM). 

On the other hand, a significant number of com-
menters also raised concerns about grouping the in-
dividual GHGs into one metric. Some of these com-
menters argued that grouping GHGs is not appropri-
ate because GHGs are not like other air pollutants 
that are comprised of numerous substances of con-
cern (e.g., VOCs and PM), individual GHGs do not 
interact or combine to create a pollutant of concern, 
and EPA has not established a “GHG” NAAQS that 
supports the definition of the pollutant as a group. 
Some were concerned that regulating the GHGs as a 
group would increase the likelihood that a source 
will trigger permitting requirements, adding that 
this is unnecessary and would conflict with the “ab-
surd results” and “administrative necessity” doc-
trines because it would lead to larger numbers of 
sources becoming subject to permitting. Some com-
menters opposing grouping suggested that we should 
explore regulating each of the GHG pollutants on an 
individual mass basis rather than collectively be-
cause in their view, it is reasonable and feasible to 
regulate and control emissions of each of the listed 
pollutants, other than CO2, at the 100/250 tpy 
thresholds, or less if deemed necessary, in accord-
ance with the established mechanisms of the Act and 
doing so would lead to a better environmental result. 
Finally, some commenters argued that disaggregat-
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ing the pollutants would also allow for more appro-
priate technology review. 

After considering these comments, and taking into 
account other related actions that have occurred 
since proposal, we have determined that PSD and 
title V permitting program requirements will apply, 
as proposed, to the “single air pollutant that is com-
prised of the group of six GHGs.” 74 FR 55329, col. 1. 
We believe that this approach is both compelled by 
the statute and reflects the preferable policy ap-
proach. 

As more fully discussed elsewhere in this rulemak-
ing, the PSD requirements apply to a “major emit-
ting facility” that undertakes construction or “modi-
fication.” CAA sections 165(a), 169 (2)(C). The term 
“major emitting facility” is defined as, in general, a 
source that emits 100 or 250 tons of “any air pollu-
tant,” CAA section 169(1), and, similarly, the term 
“modification” is defined as a physical or operational 
change that results in the increased or new emis-
sions of “any air pollutant.” CAA sections 169(2)(C), 
111(a)(4). Through regulation, we have interpreted 
the term “any air pollutant,” as found in both the 
terms “major emitting facility” and “modification,” 
more narrowly to mean any “regulated NSR pollu-
tant,” and we further define this term to include any 
pollutant that is “subject to regulation under the 
Act.” 40 CFR 52.21(b)(50)(iv), 52.21.(b)(2).14 

                                                 
14 By the same token, CAA section 165(a)(4) requires that a 
source subject to PSD impose best available control technology 
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Similarly, as discussed elsewhere, the title V re-
quirements apply to a “major source,” which is de-
fined, in general, as any source that emits at least 
100 tpy of “any air pollutant.” CAA sections 502(a), 
501(2)(B), 302(j). EPA has interpreted the term “any 
air pollutant” narrowly so that applies only with re-
spect to air pollutants that are subject to regulation 
under the CAA. Memorandum from Lydia N. 
Wegman, Deputy Director, Office of Air Quality 
Planning and Standards, U.S. EPA, “Definition of 
Regulated Air Pollutant for Purposes of Title V” 
(Apr. 26, 1993). 

Based on these provisions, the key issue for pre-
sent purposes in determining whether a source is 
subject to PSD (because it qualifies as a major emit-
ting facility that undertakes construction or modifi-
cation) or title V is whether the pollutant or pollu-
tants that the source emits comprise the “air pollu-
tant” that is “subject to regulation” under the Act. 

The phrase “subject to regulation under the Act,” 
by its terms, identifies the air pollutant that is sub-
ject to PSD and title V as the same air pollutant that 
is identified in the regulatory action under another 
provision of the Act. The term is a simple cross-
reference. It carries no implication that EPA, in 
identifying the pollutant to which PSD or title V ap-
ply, may redefine the pollutant that is regulated 
elsewhere in the Act. Whatever the pollutant is that 

                                                                                                    
for “each pollutant subject to regulation under this chapter” 
that the source emits. 
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is regulated elsewhere, it is that pollutant to which 
PSD and title V apply. 

Since the time of our proposal, we have finalized 
both the contribution finding and the LDVR for 
GHGs. The final LDVR for GHGs specifies, in the 
rule’s applicability provisions, the air pollutant sub-
ject to control as the aggregate group of the six 
GHGs, including CO2, CH4, N2O, SF6, HFCs, and 
PFCs.15 Because it is this pollutant that is regulated 
under the LDVR, it is this pollutant to which PSD 
and title V apply. Specifically, the applicability pro-
vision in the LDVR provides a clear reference to the 
definition of the single pollutant comprised of the ag-
gregate group of the six well-mixed GHGs, which 
makes clear PSD and title V applicability depends on 
the same sum-of-six GHG construct. We must follow 
this construct of the aggregate group of the six gases 
and do not have discretion to interpret the GHG “air 
pollutant” differently for the purposes of PSD or title 
V. 

This construct of the pollutant as the aggregate 
group of the six gases is also consistent with the def-
inition of the air pollutant in the final contribution 
finding for GHGs [see 74 FR 66496, 66499, 66536–7 
(December 15, 2009)]. There, the Administrator de-
fined the air pollutant as the “aggregate group of the 
same six * * * greenhouse gases,” (74 FR 66536), and 

                                                 
15 The applicability provision of the LDVR is found in 40 CFR 
86.1818–12(a). 
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these well-mixed GHGs are defined to include CO2, 
CH4, N2O, SF6, HFCs, and PFCs. 

Moreover, even if we had discretion to identify the 
GHGs air pollutant differently in the permitting pro-
grams than in the LDVR, we believe it is reasonable 
to identify the GHGs air pollutant through the sum-
of-six construct for the same reasons why we adopted 
that definition in the contribution finding and for 
additional reasons noted below specific to the permit 
programs. The term “air pollutant” is defined under 
CAA section 302(g) as “any air pollution agent or 
combination of such agents, including any physical, 
chemical, biological, radioactive * * * substance or 
matter which is emitted into or otherwise enters the 
ambient air.” Under this definition, EPA has broad 
discretion to identify an air pollutant, including, as 
appropriate, treating a combination of air pollutant 
agents as a single air pollutant. Here, we think that 
the six well-mixed gases are appropriately combined 
into a single air pollutant because, as noted in the 
contribution findings, they share several important 
attributes: Each of the six gases: 

• Is directly emitted (and is not formed by second-
ary processes in the atmosphere); 

• Is long-lived in the atmosphere after it is emit-
ted; 

• Is sufficiently long-lived that it becomes “well-
mixed,” which means that its concentration is essen-
tially uniform in the atmosphere (as opposed to hav-
ing significant local/regional variation); and 
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• Has well understood atmospheric properties 
(e.g., radiative forcing). 
See 74 FR 66516–66518. 

In addition, treating the six GHGs as a single air 
pollutant is consistent with the actions of interna-
tional scientific bodies. For example, the Intergov-
ernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) consid-
ers in various reports how the six gases drive hu-
man-induced climate change and how that affects 
health, society, and the environment. Similarly, the 
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change (UNFCCC) requires reporting of these six 
gases and the commitments under the UNFCCC and 
Kyoto Protocol are based on the combined emissions 
of these six gases. Finally, as discussed later, it is 
standard practice to compute the “CO2 equivalency” 
of aggregate emissions using GWP. 

We disagree with commenters who argued that 
grouping all six GHGs is not appropriate because 
GHGs are not like other air pollutants that are com-
prised of numerous substances of concern (e.g., VOCs 
and PM). First, as noted previously, we are following 
the approach to a single air pollutant comprised of 
the aggregate of the six GHGs initially adopted in 
the contribution finding and followed in the LDVR. 
Many of these same comments have already been 
addressed in the contribution finding and Response 
to Comment (RTC) document for that action, and 
those responses apply equally here. 
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In addition to the reasons described in the endan-
germent and contribution findings, there are CAA 
permitting programmatic and policy advantages to 
using the sum-of-six construct for the GHG air pollu-
tant for PSD and title V applicability purposes. We 
believe now, as we did at proposal, that the benefits 
in using the cumulative group of GHGs outweigh any 
implementation advantages to using an individual-
GHG-based metric. The advantages to sum-of-six 
definition include that it may: (1) Allow significantly 
more flexibility to sources for designing and imple-
menting control strategies that maximize reductions 
across multiple GHGs and would also likely align 
better with possible future regulations that allow for 
such flexibility; (2) more effectively support possible 
future offsets or trading mechanisms that involve 
different source categories and different compositions 
of GHG emissions; and (3) could better accommodate 
and harmonize with future regulations because it es-
tablishes one class of pollutants that includes indi-
vidual components that may, in turn, become subject 
to specific emission standards under future regulato-
ry efforts. 

We disagree with commenters who believe that 
aggregating the GHGs under one GHG metric for 
permitting applicability purposes would lead to an 
excessive amount of source permitting activity. This 
is because the phase-in approach addresses over-
whelming permitting burdens associated with per-
mitting of GHGs. It does so by designing our applica-
bility thresholds to allow for a manageable amount of 
new permitting actions based on the emissions from 
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sources using the sum-of-six metric. If we based ap-
plicability on individual gases, (assuming, again, 
that we had authority to deviate from the definition 
of “air pollutant” as used in the LDVR), we would 
still need to determine what level of permitting is 
manageable and appropriate based on thresholds on 
an individual gas basis and would expect that the fi-
nal rule would result in the same levels of remaining 
burden. Accordingly, unless the permitting program 
were being implemented at the statutory thresholds, 
the effect of a decision to aggregate or not aggregate 
would not reduce workload; rather, it would simply 
shift work from permitting facilities that trigger 
based on combined GHGs to those that trigger based 
on individual GHGs. Although we acknowledge that 
this may affect applicability for a particular source, 
we disagree with the comment that doing so would 
conflict with our conclusions based on the “absurd 
results” or “administrative necessity” doctrines. By 
using a consolidated and weighted measurement, we 
are able to direct the limited administrative re-
sources to those new sources and modifications with 
the greatest impact on GHG emissions. 

We also believe that the additional flexibility re-
sulting from the sum-of-six GHG metric will provide 
substantially more opportunities for sources to ad-
dress emission increases of GHGs than they would 
have had under an individual gas based metric, and, 
thereby, possibly reduce their permitting burden 
through multi-gas mitigation strategies. We disagree 
with the comment that isolating BACT review on 
sources that emit a single GHG necessarily leads to 
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better environmental results than it would for 
sources that undergo a combined review for all six 
gases. To the contrary, given that Congress built in 
considerations of energy, environmental, and eco-
nomic impacts into the BACT requirement, we think 
that allowing consideration of those factors across six 
gases will likely result in decisions that more appro-
priately account for those impacts at the source. 
2. Identifying Which GHGs Are Included in the 
Group 

As discussed previously, we proposed to include 
the combination of six well-mixed GHGs as the air 
pollutant that triggers PSD and title V applicability: 
CO2, CH4, N2O, SF6, HFCs, and PFCs. Some com-
menters supported including all six. They cite the 
proposed contribution findings that identify the pol-
lutant through the sum-of-six construct, and they 
emphasize that EPA, in order to protect the public, 
has to control all the GHGs it has regulated and re-
duce the overall impact of the mix of six GHGs. 

However, a substantial number of commenters, 
mainly from industry sectors who also disagree with 
grouping the GHGs together, contend that only the 
constituent gases that are actually subject to controls 
under the LDVR should be included in determining 
applicability under the Tailoring Rule. Some of these 
commenters believe that only the three compounds 
(CO2, CH4, N2O) for which the LDVR contains emis-
sions standards or caps should be considered in the 
GHG metric for permitting, while others would also 
add HFCs (which are included in a credit flexibility 
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arrangement under the LDVR) for a total of four 
GHGs. These commenters argued that PSD is not 
triggered for all six GHGs by the LDVR because un-
der the proposed PSD interpretation in the Interpre-
tive Memo, actual emission controls under the Act 
are required to trigger PSD obligations for a given 
pollutant. They also argue that including all six 
would conflict with EPA’s rationale for the Tailoring 
Rule by leading to larger numbers of sources subject 
to permitting, thereby increasing the harm that EPA 
says it wants to avoid. They further assert that the 
EPA cannot exercise its discretion to widen the scope 
of PSD and title V applicability to six GHGs when it 
is relying on the judicial doctrines of “absurd results” 
and “administrative necessity” to narrow PSD and 
title V applicability. They explain that in their view, 
those doctrines apply only when EPA has taken all 
steps possible to narrow the scope of PSD and title V 
and thereby avoid the administrative problems that 
force it to rely on those doctrines. 

There were a few comments on whether to include 
specific gases as part of the sum-of-six grouping. 
Several commenters representing sectors that have 
significant SF6 usage specifically argue that SF6 
should not be included as a GHG, at least at this 
time, because there are no known SF6 controls, it is 
not clear how PTE would be calculated from such fa-
cilities, and EPA has not addressed the economic 
burden that regulation of these facilities would cre-
ate. A solid waste industry commenter asserts that 
the Tailoring Rule should confirm that CH4 and N2O 
will not be regulated under PSD or title V because 
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these pollutants are only emitted in miniscule 
amounts from automobiles. 

We disagree with commenters who suggest that 
because the LDVR actually reduces only four of the 
six GHGs, EPA may apply PSD and title V to only 
those four GHGs. It is true that the LDVR standard 
for the single air pollutant that is comprised of the 
aggregate of six GHGs consists of individual stand-
ards for only four particular constituents of the sin-
gle air pollutant—which are emissions limits or caps 
for three GHGs (CO2, CH4, and N2O) and an emis-
sion crediting option for one GHG (HFCs)—but this 
does not dictate that only those four compounds are 
subject to regulation for permitting purposes. Alt-
hough the LDVR results in reductions only with re-
spect to four specific GHGs, as a legal matter the 
LDVR standard covers the entire set of GHGs that as 
a class are the single “air pollutant” in the contribu-
tion finding. Similar to our rationale for addressing 
the group of six GHGs as one pollutant for PSD and 
title V applicability purposes, we must adhere to the 
definition of applicability, cited previously, in the fi-
nal LDVR for GHGs and include CO2, CH4, N2O, SF6, 
HFCs, and PFCs. We do not have discretion to select 
only a subset of these gases in defining our GHG 
threshold metric for the permitting applicability 
purposes. See LDVR, May 7, 2010, 75 FR 25398–99, 
section III.A.2.c. (discussing EPA’s exercise of discre-
tion under section 202(a) in setting emissions stand-
ards applicable to emission of the single air pollu-
tant). 
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For the same reasons, we disagree that this ap-
proach is inconsistent with the Agency’s final action 
in “EPA’s Interpretation of Regulations that Deter-
mine Pollutants Covered by Federal Prevention of 
Significant Deterioration (PSD) Permit Program.” 
While it is the case that only four constituent gases 
are reduced by the LDVR, the “air pollutant” that is 
controlled, and thus “subject to regulation,” is the 
group of six, and it is this “air pollutant” to which 
PSD and title V apply. 

We also disagree with commenters who suggested 
that including all six GHGs in determining permit-
ting applicability would conflict with our “absurd re-
sults” and “administrative necessity” rationale for 
the phase-in periods and applicability thresholds for 
GHGs. Even if we did have discretion to identify the 
air pollutant for PSD and title V purposes as consist-
ing of only four of the six well-mixed GHGs, we do 
not believe that doing so would have any meaningful 
impact on the administrative burdens that are at the 
heart of our reliance on the “absurd results” and 
“administrative necessity” doctrines. The number of 
additional permitting actions and amount of addi-
tional permitting burden resulting from including all 
six GHGs, rather than four, is minimal. This is be-
cause the administrative burden of GHG permitting 
is dominated by CO2 and CH4 emission sources. For 
example, with a major source threshold set at 
100,000 tpy CO2e, the combined population of 
sources that would be major for N2O, HFCs, PFCs, 
and SF6 accounts for fewer than two percent of the 
GHG sources that would remain covered. 
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For similar reasons, we disagree with commenters 
who specifically suggest SF6 emissions should not be 
included in the applicability metric for GHGs. As we 
have stated earlier in this section, our selection of 
the GHG metric is driven by the definition of the “air 
pollutant” as defined in the LDVR, and in considera-
tion of the final GHG endangerment finding. SF6 is 
specifically included as one of the “well-mixed green-
house gases” in the definition of air pollutant in the 
contribution finding, and is included in the definition 
of the air pollutant in the LDVR for which that rule 
is applicable. We do not believe we have the discre-
tion to define the “air pollutant” differently for PSD 
and title V applicability purposes than the definition 
of the “air pollutant” that is regulated elsewhere. In 
any event, including SF6 emissions based on the 
thresholds finalized in this rulemaking does not add 
an excessive administrative burden for permitting 
authorities. Based on our threshold evaluation study, 
we estimate that less than 40 sources of SF6 nation-
wide would exceed the 100,000 tpy CO2e threshold. 
Furthermore, SF6 is a high GWP gas and, as dis-
cussed elsewhere, we have included a mass-based 
trigger for high GWP gases that will likely have the 
effect of further reducing this count. 

For the same reasons, we disagree with the com-
menters who suggest we include black carbon and 
other short-lived climate forcers to the list of GHGs, 
as well as commenters asking for an exclusion of CH4 
and N2O. The definition of the air pollutant, as cited 
in the LDVR, includes CH4 and N2O and does not in-
clude black carbon or other short-lived gases. 
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3. Use of GWP vs. Mass-Based GHG Thresholds 
For the reasons discussed previously, we are de-

termining permit program applicability based on the 
sum-of-six well-mixed gases that comprise the GHG 
air pollutant. This section discusses our use of both 
the CO2e metric and mass emissions of the GHGs for 
applicability purposes. 

Under our proposal, a source’s emissions of all six 
GHGs would be combined into a single metric by 
multiplying the mass of each individual GHG (in tpy) 
by its GWP value, and summing these products to 
determine the total emissions of the GHG pollutant 
in tpy CO2e. We received comments on this aspect of 
the proposed metric. Several commenters explicitly 
support the use of GWP and the CO2e metric for 
GHG emissions. These commenters believe EPA has 
the authority to select an appropriate metric to 
measure GHGs in the PSD program, and policy con-
siderations support the choice of GWP. Some of them 
note that GWP is a widely-used metric which em-
ploys internationally-recognized conversion factors to 
compare GHGs based upon their climate properties, 
and some add that states and local areas that have 
climate action plans for GHG reductions use CO2e. 
Some of these commenters believe this metric will 
ensure a standard measure across all permitting 
agencies and will lead to a more effective system for 
permitting authorities and create more opportunities 
to reduce emissions over the full class of GHGs, ra-
ther than focusing on reducing individual GHGs. 
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On the other hand, some commenters oppose the 
use of GWP and CO2e, believing that thresholds 
should be based on individual mass-based emissions 
for each GHG. Some of these commenters felt that 
EPA has no discretion to ignore the metric for regu-
lation established by Congress for PSD in section 169 
of the Act. Some commenters were also concerned 
that the use of CO2e will complicate the implementa-
tion of BACT because sources that trigger PSD will 
be required to install BACT for each regulated pollu-
tant, not for CO2e. As a result, a source that exceeds 
the threshold primarily due to its CO2 emissions 
would be forced to install BACT for all other individ-
ual GHGs, regardless of how minor those other emis-
sions may be. Finally, a commenter was concerned 
that use of GWP would complicate implementation 
because GWP values can sometimes change. 

In our proposal preamble discussion of GHG met-
ric, EPA also raised the possibility of including a lim-
itation in the metric to address the prospect (ex-
pected to occur only rarely) that high-GWP gases 
could be emitted in quantities less than statutory 
thresholds for PSD and title V but nevertheless ex-
ceed the proposed thresholds in terms of CO2e. Most 
commenters on this subject support a dual threshold 
under which a source would be subject to title V or 
PSD only if its GHG emissions exceeded both the 
statutory thresholds on an actual tonnage basis and 
the tailored thresholds on a CO2e basis. Commenters 
supporting this approach felt that it would be unlaw-
ful to apply PSD when GHGs are below the statutory 
thresholds, or when there is not a net emissions in-
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crease. Others added that the complexity of account-
ing for emissions according to both mass and GWP 
should be manageable and is not a reason to ignore 
the role of mass-based emission rates in determining 
the applicability of PSD requirements. Additionally, 
one commenter observed that a dual threshold is 
consistent with phasing in the Tailoring Rule and is 
an effective way to address the current uncertainty 
surrounding how to measure high-GWP gases such 
as SF6. In contrast, a few commenters stated they do 
not support a dual threshold, primarily on the 
grounds that there is no benefit to the added com-
plexity. 

After considering these comments, we have decid-
ed to adopt applicability thresholds in the final rule 
based on a CO2e metric for the sum-of-six well-mixed 
gases, and also to adopt an additional mass-based 
threshold for the sum-of-six gases as discussed in the 
proposal. First, as discussed in the previous section, 
we have explained why the appropriate pollutant for 
PSD purposes is the single pollutant GHG, which is 
composed of the six well-mixed gases. Regarding the 
CO2e metric, we continue to believe there are a num-
ber of advantages, as laid out in the proposal, to a 
CO2e measure that would not be available if we used 
only a mass-based metric. These include: (1) A CO2e 
metric, by incorporating the GWP values, best ad-
dresses the relevant environmental endpoint, which 
is radiative forcing of the GHGs emitted; (2) when 
combined with a sum-of-six gases approach, the CO2e 
metric best allows for consideration of their com-
bined effects when sources emit any one or combina-
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tion of the six well-mixed GHGs; (3) a cumulative 
CO2e metric is consistent with the metric used in the 
mandatory GHG reporting rule and other related 
rules and guidelines; and (4) a CO2e metric allows 
more flexibility for designing and implementing con-
trol strategies that maximize reductions across mul-
tiple GHGs. We recognize the tension between the 
mass-based metric in the statute and the CO2e-based 
metric we are adopting in this rule, but as discussed 
later, we will address this by also retaining the 
mass-based metric. Moreover, given our need to tai-
lor our approach to covering sources of GHGs, we be-
lieve that the considerations driving our choice to al-
so use a CO2e-based metric are appropriate for defin-
ing the phase-in and allow for permitting resources 
to be directed at those sources and modifications that 
have the greatest impact on radiative forcing of the 
GHGs emitted. 

We recognize the concern of commenters who stat-
ed that we cannot ignore the statutory thresholds 
based on the mass-based emissions of an air pollu-
tant as described under CAA section 169(1). As we 
mentioned in the proposal, because both the PSD 
and title V statutory thresholds are expressed on a 
mass basis (i.e., tons of a pollutant with no weighting 
values applied) we were concerned from a legal 
standpoint that the metric proposed (CO2e) could 
have the effect of subjecting to PSD or title V re-
quirements a source whose emissions fall below the 
statutory threshold limits on a strictly mass basis, 
but whose CO2e-based emissions exceed the CO2e 
thresholds we establish under the Tailoring Rule. As 
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an example, in rare instances it is possible that a 
source may emit only a non-CO2 GHG in very small 
amounts, on a mass basis, but one that carries a very 
large GWP. In this case, it is possible that the source 
may emit the GHG in amounts that fall below the 
PSD and/or title V statutory applicability threshold 
(100 or 250 tpy, as applicable) on a mass basis, but 
exceed the 100,000 CO2e PSD and title V applicabil-
ity thresholds for Step 2 finalized in this action. Un-
der these circumstances, without a mass-based 
threshold, the source would trigger PSD and title V 
for its CO2e emissions even though its GHG mass 
emissions would not, in fact, exceed the statutory 
triggers. 

Upon review of the comments pertaining to this is-
sue and further analysis of the legal and program-
matic implications, we are adopting a two-part ap-
plicability process, for both major source applicability 
determinations for GHGs under PSD and title V and 
for determining if a net increase has occurred in PSD 
applicability determinations for modifications. As 
explained in the RTC document, we accomplish this 
two-step applicability approach by continuing to rely 
on the existing mass-based applicability provisions in 
the current regulations, and by including new regu-
latory provisions that add a definition of “subject to 
regulation” that in turn includes the phase-in 
thresholds. Similarly, for PSD modification reviews 
and associated netting analyses, the same two-step 
process must be used. Our summary in section IV.A 
described how we expect this provision to be imple-
mented in practice. 
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We acknowledge that the possibility of changing 
GWP values is a downside to the use of CO2e for the 
GHG metric, and we address this comment in the 
next section, where we discuss our plan to codify 
GWP values. By codifying GWP, any changes will be 
manageable, and, in our judgment, will not outweigh 
the benefits of a CO2e-based approach. We also 
acknowledge that a CO2e-based approach may ap-
pear to complicate the BACT review and implemen-
tation process. However, we disagree with the com-
menter’s ultimate conclusion that BACT will be re-
quired for each constituent gas rather than for the 
regulated pollutant, which is defined as the combina-
tion of the six well-mixed GHGs. To the contrary, we 
believe that, in combination with the sum-of-six gas-
es approach described above, the use of the CO2e 
metric will enable the implementation of flexible ap-
proaches to design and implement mitigation and 
control strategies that look across all six of the con-
stituent gases comprising the air pollutant (e.g., flex-
ibility to account for the benefits of certain CH4 con-
trol options, even though those options may increase 
CO2). Moreover, we believe that the CO2e metric is 
the best way to achieve this goal because it allows for 
tradeoffs among the constituent gases to be evaluat-
ed using a common currency. 
4. Determining What GWP Values Are To Be Used 

At proposal, we proposed to link the calculation of 
CO2e for GHGs to GWP values in EPA’s “Inventory 
of U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks” (GHG 
Inventory). See, e.g., proposed 40 CFR 51.166(b)(58). 
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Numerous commenters expressed concerns about 
this proposal on various grounds, including the fol-
lowing: 

• The EPA should follow the proper notice-and-
comment procedures and the requirements of the In-
formation Quality Act for the relevant technical un-
derpinnings of the proposal. The EPA relies upon the 
GWPs of the IPCC without providing the supporting 
data for review, and it is inappropriate to use this as 
a basis for this rule without first making all the raw 
data available for public inspection and comment. 

• The EPA cannot tie the definition of GWP to the 
GHG Inventory because it is a non-regulatory docu-
ment that may be changed without notice-and-
comment rulemaking. Before EPA uses a new GWP, 
that GWP must be subject to notice and comment to 
comply with the requirements of CAA section 307 
and the Administrative Procedure Act (APA). 

• An annual update of GWP would create a mov-
ing target for sources conducting applicability de-
terminations and assessing compliance with minor 
NSR and PSD emission limits. The EPA needs to en-
sure that applicability and compliance with limits 
continue to be based on the GWP that existed when 
the determination was made or the limit was estab-
lished. 

• The EPA should freeze the GWP at the current 
values by incorporating those values into the regula-
tion. The EPA could still revise the “NSR” GWP, but 
would have to revise the regulation to do so. 
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Commenters added that it is important to ensure 
that all permitting agencies are using the same cal-
culations for the determination of CO2e for GHGs. 

We agree with commenters who suggested we 
should codify, either in the Tailoring Rule or through 
reference to codified values in another rulemaking, 
the GWP values to be used in permitting analyses. 
We agree that this approach provides certainty as to 
which GWP values need to be used by permitting au-
thorities and allows sources to plan appropriately for 
possible changes in the GWP values. As mentioned 
in the comments, recommended GWP values from 
IPCC can change over time. While this is infre-
quent—the last such changes were in 2007—when it 
occurs, there are generally significant lag times in 
universal adoption of new values because of incon-
sistencies that could be created in national invento-
ries and emission reporting mechanisms. In a regu-
latory setting, such as in the permitting programs, 
this could potentially create significant implementa-
tion issues, such as when a GWP change occurs 
while a permit action is in progress.16 EPA also rec-
ognized similar potential implementation issues in 
developing its final mandatory GHG reporting rule, 
and codified in the regulatory text for that rule the 

                                                 
16 We note that our approach does not entirely avoid the possi-
bility that a GWP change can occur while a permit is in pro-
gress although it will ensure advance notice of such a change. 
In the event that we plan to propose a change to GWP values, 
we will work with permitting authorities as necessary to pro-
vide guidance to sources on transitional issues. 
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GWP values to be used in reporting GHGs as part of 
that final rulemaking. 

For these reasons, we have decided to follow the 
approach in the mandatory GHG reporting rule and 
require that for PSD and title V permitting require-
ments, wherever emissions calculations are per-
formed, that permitting authorities and sources use 
GWP values that are codified in EPA rules. We will 
establish the GWP values for PSD and title V rules 
based on a cross-reference to the values that are cod-
ified in the EPA’s mandatory GHG reporting rule. 74 
FR 56395, Table A–1 to subpart A of 40 CFR part 
98—Global Warming Potentials. Any changes to Ta-
ble A–1 of the mandatory GHG reporting rule regu-
latory text must go through an appropriate regulato-
ry process. In this manner, the values used for the 
permitting programs will reflect the latest values 
adopted for usage by EPA after a regulatory process 
and will be consistent with those values used in the 
EPA’s mandatory GHG reporting rule. Furthermore, 
the lead time for adopting changes to that rule will 
provide a transition time to address implementation 
concerns raised by commenters. 
5. Use of Short Tons vs. Metric Tons 

We proposed that the GHG metric would be ex-
pressed in terms of English (or short) tons, rather 
than metric (or long) tons. A few commenters support 
using short tons for this purpose. Others prefer the 
use of metric tons, and most of them note that the 
mandatory GHG reporting rule is based on metric 
tons and believe that the Tailoring Rule should be 
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consistent with that rule. These commenters believe 
that using different units in the two rules would be 
confusing and could result in sources that are not 
subject to the mandatory GHG reporting rule becom-
ing subject to PSD. Some of the commenters add that 
various “cap and trade” legislative proposals also 
quantify GHGs in metric tons. A few other comment-
ers recommend that EPA harmonize the applicability 
thresholds established under the Tailoring Rule and 
the mandatory GHG reporting rule without express-
ing a preference for short or metric tons. 

We are finalizing our proposal to use short tons 
because short tons are the standard unit of measure 
for both the PSD and title V permitting programs 
and the basis for the threshold evaluation to support 
this rulemaking. Calculation inputs for PSD are typ-
ically prepared in English units (e.g., pounds of fuel, 
British thermal units (Btu), etc.) which is the com-
mon convention for all PSD analyses and the units of 
the statutory thresholds under the Act. 

It is true that the GHG reporting rule uses metric 
tons, but this does not create an inconsistency be-
tween permitting programs and the reporting rule 
because the two rules already use different applica-
bility approaches. Although we originally proposed 
25,000 tpy as the major source level for permitting 
programs, which was similar to the threshold in the 
reporting rule, we decided to adopt substantially 
higher thresholds in the final rule. Furthermore, 
even if the numbers were similar, the thresholds 
used for the reporting rule are based on actual emis-
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sions, while the PSD and title V programs thresholds 
are based on PTE. Therefore, we are less persuaded 
by arguments for consistency, and believe it is more 
important for ease of permit program implementa-
tion to ensure that GHG emissions calculations for 
PSD and title V will build on the same set of input 
variables used to develop short-ton based estimates 
for non-GHG pollutants. Thus, the use of short tons 
should actually facilitate the development of the 
GHG emission estimate. It would likely be more con-
fusing to require a multi-pollutant PSD applicability 
analysis to present emissions information using dif-
ferent units for different pollutants, as would be the 
case if we required metric tons for GHG but continue 
to use short tons for every other pollutant. Finally, 
we do not expect this choice to introduce additional 
complexity because the conversion between short 
tons and metric tons is a very simple calculation. 
Therefore, based on these considerations we are re-
quiring that short tons be used as the basis for emis-
sion calculations used to meet PSD and title V per-
mitting requirements. 
B. Rationale for Thresholds and Timing for PSD and 
Title V Applicability to GHG Emissions Sources 

In this subsection, we describe our legal and policy 
rationale for our determinations concerning PSD and 
title V applicability to GHG emissions sources. This 
subsection includes: (1) An overview of our rationale; 
(2) data concerning costs to sources and administra-
tive burdens to permitting authorities; (3) a review of 
the Chevron legal framework and the “absurd re-
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sults,” “administrative necessity,” and “one-step-at-a-
time” doctrines, as well as a review of how those doc-
trines fit into the Chevron framework; (4) an over-
view of the relevant PSD and title V requirements 
and their legislative history; (5) our application of 
the “absurd results” doctrine for tailoring the PSD 
requirements; (6) our application of the “absurd re-
sults” doctrine for tailoring the title V requirements; 
(7) our plans to issue further rulemaking that will 
address the “absurd results” basis for both PSD and 
title V requirements; (8) our rationale for the phase-
in schedule for applying PSD and title V to GHG 
sources; (9) our application of the “administrative ne-
cessity” basis for tailoring the PSD and title V re-
quirements; and (10) our application of the “one-step-
at-a-time” basis for tailoring the PSD and title V re-
quirements. 
1. Overview 

Under the familiar Chevron two-step approach to 
construction of agency-administered statutes, the 
agency must first, at Chevron Step 1, determine 
whether Congress’s intent in a particular provision 
on a specific question is clear; and if so, then the 
agency must follow that intent. If the intent of the 
provision is not clear, then the agency may, under 
Chevron Step 2, fashion a reasonable interpretation 
of the provision. The best indicator of congressional 
intent is the literal meaning of the provision and 
generally, according to the case law, if the literal 
meaning addresses the specific question, then the 
agency should follow the literal meaning. 
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However, the courts have developed three doc-
trines relevant here that authorize departure from a 
literal application of statutory provisions. The first is 
the “absurd results” doctrine, which authorizes such 
a departure if the literal application would produce a 
result that is inconsistent with congressional intent, 
and particularly if it would undermine congressional 
intent. The judicial doctrine of “administrative ne-
cessity” authorizes an agency to depart from statuto-
ry requirements if the agency can demonstrate that 
the statutory requirements, as written, are impossi-
ble to administer. The “one-step-at-a-time” doctrine 
authorizes an agency, under certain circumstances, 
to implement a statutory requirement through a 
phased approach. Each of the three doctrines fits into 
the Chevron framework for statutory construction 
because each of the three is designed to effectuate 
congressional intent. 

To apply the statutory PSD and title V applicabil-
ity thresholds literally to sources of GHG emissions 
would bring tens of thousands of small sources and 
modifications into the PSD program each year, and 
millions of small sources into the title V program. 
These extraordinary increases in the scope of the 
permitting programs would mean that the programs 
would become several hundred-fold larger than what 
Congress appeared to contemplate. Moreover, the 
great majority of additional sources brought into the 
PSD and title V programs would be small sources 
that Congress did not expect would need to undergo 
permitting and that, at the present time, in the ab-
sence of streamlined permit procedures, would face 
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unduly high permitting costs. Further, again at the 
present time, in the absence of streamlined permit 
procedures the administrative strains would lead to 
multi-year backlogs in the issuance of PSD and title 
V permits, which would undermine the purposes of 
those programs. Sources of all types—whether they 
emit GHGs or not—would face long delays in receiv-
ing PSD permits, which Congress intended to allow 
construction or expansion. Similarly, sources would 
face long delays in receiving title V permits, which 
Congress intended to promote enforceability. For 
both programs, the addition of enormous numbers of 
additional sources would provide relatively little 
benefit compared to the costs to sources and the bur-
dens to permitting authorities. In the case of PSD, 
the large number of small sources that would be sub-
ject to control constitute a relatively small part of the 
environmental problem. In the case of title V, a great 
many of the sources that would be newly subject to 
permit requirements would have “empty” permits, 
that is, permits that do not include any applicable 
requirements, and that therefore serve relatively lit-
tle purpose. For these reasons, the “absurd results” 
doctrine applies to avoid a literal application of the 
thresholds at this time. By the same token, the im-
possibility of administering the permit programs 
brings into play the “administrative necessity” doc-
trine. This doctrine also justifies not applying the 
PSD or title V applicability threshold provisions lit-
erally to GHG sources at this time. 

The situation presented here is exactly the kind 
that the “absurd results,” “administrative necessity,” 
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and “one-step-at-a-time” doctrines have been devel-
oped to address. Separately and interdependently, 
they authorize EPA and the permitting authorities to 
tailor the PSD and title V applicability provisions 
through a phased program as set forth in this rule, 
and to use the initial period of phase-in to develop 
streamlining measures, acquire expertise, and in-
crease resources, all of which would facilitate apply-
ing PSD and title V on a broader scale without over-
burdening sources and permitting authorities. In 
this manner, the phased approach reconciles the lan-
guage of the statutory provisions with the results of 
their application and with congressional intent. 
2. Data Concerning Costs to Sources and Adminis-
trative Burdens to Permitting Authorities 

This final action concerning applicability of PSD 
and title V to GHG-emitting sources, including the 
decisions on timing for the selected permitting 
thresholds, is based on our assessments of both the 
costs to the regulated sources to comply with PSD 
and title V permitting requirements and the admin-
istrative burdens to the permitting authorities to 
process PSD and title V permit actions for GHG-
emitting sources. This section provides a summary of 
our cost and administrative burden assessments of 
permitting that would be required in the absence of 
any tailoring as well as under various tailoring op-
tions. 

Our estimates of costs to the sources and adminis-
trative burdens to the permitting authorities from 
PSD and title V applicability for GHG emissions are 
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based on labor and cost information from the existing 
Information Collection Requests (ICRs) for PSD and 
title V programs.17 We apply the same basic method-
ology used for the proposal, which incorporates in-
formation on numbers and types of affected sources 
and estimated permitting actions. We evaluate ad-
ministrative burdens in terms of staffing needs, time 
for processing permits, and monetary costs, and we 
make some judgments about how those burdens 
would affect the permitting authorities’ ability to ef-
fectively manage and administer their programs 
with the addition of GHG emission sources. We pre-
sent the administrative burden data for applying 
PSD and title V requirements at the literal statutory 
thresholds—that is, the 100/250 tpy levels for PSD 
(and 0 tpy for modifications) and the 100 tpy level for 
title V—as well as at other thresholds, which range 
from 25,000 tpy CO2e to 100,000 tpy CO2e. We have 
significantly revised upwards our assessments of 
costs to sources and administrative burdens since 
proposal, and we summarize later our reasons for do-
ing so. We also present significant comments con-
cerning administrative burdens, and our responses 
to those comments. 

In the next section, concerning legal and policy ra-
tionale for our actions, we discuss how these data on 
costs to the sources and administrative burdens to 
                                                 
17 “Summary of Methodology and Data Used to Estimate Bur-
den Relief and Evaluate Resource Requirements at Alternative 
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Permitting Thresholds;” Prepared by 
EPA Staff; March 2010. 
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the permitting authorities informed our decisions 
that PSD and title V requirements should not, at 
present, be applied to GHG-emitting sources under 
the literal terms of the statutory thresholds as well 
as our decisions concerning what thresholds to apply 
for Steps 1 and 2 of the applicability phase-in ap-
proach and the applicability floor of 50,000 tpy CO2e. 
a. Costs to Sources 

As we did at proposal, we have estimated costs to 
the sources of complying with PSD and title V start-
ing from the data in the ICRs. We recognize that the 
sizes of the sources, as measured by their emissions, 
that would be swept into the PSD and title V pro-
grams would vary greatly, and that their permitting 
costs would vary as well. For example, their PSD 
permitting costs would depend on the amount and 
types of their emissions and their control require-
ments. Accordingly, we have determined average 
costs, as described later. 

For PSD, at proposal, we estimated that on aver-
age, an industrial source would incur costs of 
$84,500 to prepare the PSD application and receive 
the permit, and on average, a commercial or residen-
tial source would incur costs of 20 percent that 
amount, or $16,900. 74 FR 55337 col. 3 to 55339 col. 
3. For this action, we retain the same burden esti-
mates for an average industrial source. This type of 
source would need 866 hours, which would cost 
$84,500, to prepare the application and the PSD 
permit. However, based on comments received, we 
have determined that a more accurate estimate for 
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an average commercial or residential source is 70 
percent of that amount of time that an industrial 
source would need, up from our proposal of 20 per-
cent. Thus, an average commercial or residential 
source would need 606 hours, which would cost 
$59,000, to prepare the PSD application and receive 
the permit. We are increasing this time over what we 
proposed because we now recognize that virtually all 
commercial and residential sources will have no ex-
perience with the PSD permitting process, and there-
fore will face a significant learning curve that will 
entail more time to complete the application, develop 
control recommendations, and take the other re-
quired steps. We believe this learning period could 
extend from 2 to possibly 4 years or more from the 
date that the sources become subject to PSD re-
quirements, depending on the type and actual num-
ber of new sources that come in for permitting. In 
addition, we expect that in many cases, draft PSD 
permits for GHGs will receive comments from vari-
ous stakeholders, from citizens groups to equipment 
vendors, who will seek to participate in the permit 
process, and that all this could add to the hours that 
the permittee will need to invest in the process.18 
The actual costs to sources to install BACT controls, 
while still uncertain at this point, would likely add 
additional costs across a variety of sources in a sector 

                                                 
18 “Summary of Methodology and Data Used to Estimate Bur-
den Relief and Evaluate Resource Requirements at Alternative 
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Permitting Thresholds”; Prepared by 
EPA Staff; March 2010. 
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not traditionally subject to such permitting require-
ments. 

For title V, at proposal, we estimated that on av-
erage, an industrial source would incur costs of ap-
proximately $46,400 to prepare the title V applica-
tion and receive the permit, and on average, a com-
mercial or residential source would incur costs of 10 
percent that amount, or almost $5,000. 74 FR 55338 
col. 1 to 55339 col. 3. For this action, we retain the 
same burden estimates for an average industrial 
source. This type of source would need 350 hours, 
which would cost $46,400, to prepare the application 
and the title V permit. However, we have determined 
that a more accurate estimate for an average com-
mercial or residential source is 50 percent of that 
amount of time that an industrial source would need, 
up from our proposal of 10 percent. Thus, an average 
commercial or residential source would need about 
175 hours, which would cost $23,200, to prepare the 
title V application and receive the permit. This in-
crease is due to the same reasons as with the PSD 
program just discussed. We now recognize that vir-
tually all commercial and residential sources will 
have no experience with the title V permitting pro-
cess and, therefore, will face a significant learning 
curve that will entail more time to assess, for the 
first time, their GHG emissions (because such 
sources are not covered by EPA’s mandatory GHG 
reporting rule), complete the application, respond to 
permitting authority comments, meet other title V 
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administrative requirements, and respond to inter-
ested stakeholders.19 
b. Administrative Burdens to Permitting Authorities 
(1) Estimated Permitting Authority Burden at Pro-
posal 

As at proposal, we estimated the administrative 
burdens to the permitting authorities at the various 
threshold levels for PSD or title V applicability as 
follows. First, for a particular threshold level, we es-
timated the number of GHG-emitting sources that 
would be subject to PSD requirements because they 
would undertake new construction or modification, 
and the number of existing sources that would be 
subject to title V requirements. Second, we estimated 
the average additional administrative burden and 
cost of each PSD permitting action and each title V 
permitting action for the GHG-emitting sources. 
Third, we multiplied those two estimates, and the 
product is the additional administrative burden at 
the particular threshold level. We employed the 
same methodology for this final rule, but, as dis-
cussed later, and described in more detail in our final 
burden analysis,20 we have updated several key as-
                                                 
19 “Summary of Methodology and Data Used to Estimate Bur-
den Relief and Evaluate Resource Requirements at Alternative 
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Permitting Thresholds”; Prepared by 
EPA Staff; March 2010. 
20 “Summary of Methodology and Data Used to Estimate Bur-
den Relief and Evaluate Resource Requirements at Alternative 
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Permitting Thresholds”; Prepared by 
EPA Staff; March 2010. 
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sumptions since the proposal as a result of our con-
sideration of comments received. 

First, we present the administrative burdens at 
the statutory levels for PSD and title V applicability. 
At proposal, for the PSD program, we estimated the 
administrative burdens that would result from ap-
plying PSD at the 100/250 tpy major emitting facility 
threshold levels in two ways, as described in this sec-
tion. We stated that at present, 280 sources are sub-
ject to PSD each year, both for new construction and 
modifications. This figure served as the baseline 
from which to calculate increases in administrative 
burdens due to permitting GHG-emitting sources. 

The first method that we used to calculate the 
administrative burdens to the permitting authorities 
was in terms of workload hours, which we then con-
verted to monetary costs. To make the workload cal-
culation, we first estimated the number of GHG-
emitting sources that would become subject to PSD 
through new construction and modification. Based on 
our GHG threshold data analysis, we estimated that 
almost 41,000 new and modified sources per year 
would become subject to PSD review. We first calcu-
lated the number of new sources that would become 
subject to PSD. To do this, we estimated growth 
rates for the various sectors, and then applied those 
growth rates to the numbers of sources in those sec-
tors. We then calculated the number of modifica-
tions. To do this, we first assumed that each year, 
two percent of sources that meet or exceed the 
threshold levels for PSD applicability due to their 
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conventional pollutants undertake modifications. We 
then calculated the number of sources that would 
meet or exceed the threshold levels for PSD applica-
bility due to their GHG emissions, and applied the 
same assumption that two percent of them would 
undertake modifications. In this manner, we esti-
mated the number of modifications of GHG-emitting 
sources that would become subject to PSD. 

We noted that currently, 280 PSD permits are is-
sued each year, but that applying PSD to GHG-
emitting sources at the 100/250 tpy statutory thresh-
old levels would cause an increase in permits of more 
than 140-fold. The reason for the extraordinary in-
crease in PSD applicability lies simply in the fact 
that it takes a relatively large source to generate 
emissions of conventional pollutants in the amounts 
of 100/250 tpy or more, but many sources combust 
fossil fuels for heat or electricity, and the combustion 
process for even small quantities of fossil fuel pro-
duces quantities of CO2 that are far in excess of the 
sources’ quantities of conventional pollutants and 
that, for even small sources, equal or exceed the 
100/250 tpy levels. 

Based on the 140-fold increase in permits, we then 
estimated the per-permit burden on permitting au-
thorities. As we stated in the proposal: 

We estimated the number of workload hours and 
cost a permitting authority would expend on each 
new source and each modification. We based these 
estimates on the workload hours and cost for pro-
cessing permits for new sources of non-GHG emis-
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sions, which we derived from labor and cost infor-
mation from the existing ICRs for PSD programs. 
The ICRs show that permitting authorities expend 
301 hours to permit a new or modified industrial 
source * * *. 

We then made assumptions for number of work-
load hours and costs for new sources of GHG emis-
sions. We assumed that permitting new industrial 
GHG sources that emit in excess of the 250-tpy 
threshold would be of comparable complexity to per-
mitting non-GHG emitting industrial sources that 
are subject to PSD. Thus, for these sources, we as-
sumed that permitting authorities would expend the 
same number of workload hours and costs, on a per-
permit basis, as they do for non-GHG emitting in-
dustrial sources. On the other hand, for commercial 
and residential GHG sources that emit GHGs above 
the 250-tpy threshold (and as a result would be sub-
ject to the requirements of the PSD permitting pro-
gram at this threshold level), we assumed that the 
workload hours and cost for permitting these sources 
would be significantly less than—only 20 percent 
of—the hours and cost necessary to prepare and is-
sue initial PSD permits or permit modifications for 
industrial GHG sources. This 20-percent estimate 
amounts to 60 hours of permitting authority time per 
residential or commercial permit. 

Based on these assumptions, the additional annu-
al permitting burden for permitting authorities, on a 
national basis, is estimated to be 3.3 million hours at 
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a cost of $257 million to include all GHG emitters 
above the 250-tpy threshold. 
74 FR 55301 col. 2. 

Note that at the proposal, in calculating the PSD 
administrative burdens that would occur each year 
due to GHG emissions, we did not undertake sepa-
rate calculations for the administrative burdens as-
sociated with permitting obligations stemming from 
the GHG emissions of the 280 sources already sub-
ject to PSD permitting requirements due to their 
conventional pollutants. In effect, we treated these 
280 sources are part of the over 40,000 sources that 
would become subject to PSD due to their GHG 
emissions. 

The second way that we evaluated the burden on 
permitting authorities was by reviewing a study con-
ducted by state and local air permitting agencies. As 
we said in the preamble: 

In addition to conducting our burden analysis, we 
also reviewed summary information from state and 
local air permitting agencies regarding additional 
resources and burden considerations if GHG sources 
that emit above the 100/250-tpy thresholds were sub-
jected to the PSD and title V programs. This infor-
mation covered 43 state and local permitting agen-
cies, representing programs from different regions of 
the country and various permitting program sizes (in 
terms of geographic and source population coverage) 
* * *. This information showed significant burdens 
projected by permitting agencies with adding sources 
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of GHG emissions in terms of staffing, budget, and 
other associated resource needs. Importantly, the 
agencies based their analysis on the assumption 
that, for purposes of determining whether a source is 
major, its emissions would be calculated on an actual 
emissions (“actuals”) basis, and not on a PTE basis. 
On an actuals basis, the agencies estimated a 10-fold 
increase in the number of permits. 

Specifically, the agencies estimated that: 
• Assuming, again, that number of permits was to 

increase by 10-fold (based on actual emissions), the 
resulting workload would require an average of 12 
more [full-time equivalents (FTEs)] per permitting 
authority at an estimated cost of $1 million/year; 

• Without the additional FTEs, the average pro-
cessing time for a permit would increase to 3 years, 
which is three times the current average processing 
time; 

• Permitting authorities would need 2 years on 
average to add the necessary staff; 

• Permitting authorities would also need, on aver-
age, eight additional enforcement and judicial FTEs; 

• Ninety percent of permitting agencies would 
need to train their staff in all aspects of permitting 
for sources of GHG emissions. 

• A quarter of permitting agencies were currently 
under a hiring freeze. 
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We went on to explain that this state survey sig-
nificantly underestimated the administrative bur-
dens: 

It is important to reiterate that the state and local 
permitting information on burden was based on the 
number of additional facilities subject to PSD be-
cause their emissions of GHGs exceed the 100/250-
tpy thresholds at actual emissions rates, not PTE-
based emissions rates. However, the PSD applicabil-
ity requirements are based on PTE. By adjusting the 
increase in number of permits to account for GHG 
sources that exceed the 100/250-tpy applicability 
thresholds based on their PTE emissions, EPA esti-
mated a 140-fold increase in numbers of PSD per-
mits, much more than the 10-fold increase estimated 
by the states based on actual emissions. 
74 FR 55301 col. 2–3. 

In addition to PSD, we also estimated title V bur-
dens at the statutory threshold. At proposal, for the 
title V program, we estimated the administrative 
burdens that would result from applying title V re-
quirements at the 100 tpy major source threshold 
level in the same two ways as for PSD, as follows. 
The first method was to calculate the administrative 
burdens in terms of workload hours, which we then 
converted to monetary costs. To make the workload 
calculation, we first estimated the number of existing 
GHG-emitting sources that would become subject to 
title V. Based on our GHG threshold data analysis, 
we estimated that approximately 6 million sources 
would become subject to title V. Compared to the 
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14,700 title V permits currently issued, this would be 
an increase in permits of more than 400-fold. We 
noted, in addition, that most of the 14,700 sources 
already subject to title V also emit GHGs and may be 
affected as well. 

We then described the type of work that the per-
mitting authorities would need to do for these GHG-
emitting sources—the six million that would become 
newly subject to title V and most of the 14,700 that 
are already subject to title V—as follows. Note at the 
outset that the permitting authorities’ workload is 
greater for sources newly subject to title V than for 
existing sources that seek a revised or renewed per-
mit. As EPA noted in the preamble: 

[T]he [ ] permits [for the 6 million new sources] 
would need to include any requirements for non-
GHGs that may apply to the source, such as provi-
sions of an applicable SIP. For any such require-
ments, permitting authorities would also need to de-
velop terms addressing the various compliance as-
surance requirements of title V, including monitor-
ing, deviation reporting, six-month monitoring re-
ports, and annual compliance certifications. 

Adding to the burden described above would be 
the burden to add GHG terms to the 14,700 existing 
title V permits. While, in general, existing title V 
permits would not immediately need to be revised or 
reopened to incorporate GHG (because as noted 
above, there are generally not applicable require-
ments for GHGs that apply to such sources), permit-
ting authorities may face burdens to update existing 
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title V permits for GHG under two possible scenari-
os: (1) EPA promulgates or approves any applicable 
requirements for GHGs that would apply to such a 
source, which would generally require a permit reo-
pening or renewal application, or (2) the source 
makes a change that would result in an applicable 
requirement for GHGs to newly apply to the source, 
such as PSD review, which would generally require 
an application for a permit revision. Permitting au-
thorities will also need to process permit renewal ap-
plications, generally on a five-year cycle, and such 
renewals would need to assure that the permit 
properly addresses GHG. Finally they would have to 
process title V applications for new sources (includ-
ing all the PSD sources previously discussed). 
74 FR 55302 cols. 2–3. 

In light of those demands, we estimated the per-
permit burden on permitting authorities as follows. 
Note, at the outset, that as with PSD, we based the 
workload hours on information in ICRs for industrial 
sources, and we then assumed that the workload for 
commercial and residential sources would be the in-
dicated percentage of the workload for industrial 
sources: 

As with PSD, we have quantified the extent of the 
administrative problem that would result in work-
load hours and cost on the basis of information con-
cerning hours and costs for processing existing title 
V permits that is indicated on ICRs. However, we 
recognize that more than 97 percent of these new 
sources would be commercial and residential sources. 
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We estimate that for permitting authorities, the av-
erage new commercial or residential permit would 
require 43 hours to process, which is 10 percent of 
the time needed for the average new industrial per-
mit. For an average existing permit, which permit-
ting authorities would need to process through pro-
cedures for significant revisions and permit renew-
als, adding GHG emissions to the permit would re-
sult in, we estimate, 9 additional hours of processing 
time, which is 10 percent of the amount of time cur-
rently necessary for processing existing permits. We 
estimate that the total nationwide additional burden 
for permitting authorities for title V permits from 
adding GHG emissions at the 100-tpy threshold 
would be 340 million hours, which would cost over 
$15 billion. 
74 FR 55302 col. 3. 

As with PSD, the second way that we evaluated 
the burden on permitting authorities at the statutory 
threshold was by reviewing a study conducted by 
state and local air permitting agencies of the burden 
of applying title V to existing GHG-emitting sources 
at the 100 tpy statutory threshold level. As we said 
in the preamble to the proposed rule: 

[W]e also reviewed summary information from 
state and local permitting agencies, which showed 
significant burdens associated with adding GHGs in 
their title V programs in terms of staffing, budget, 
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and other associated resource needs.21 Again, note 
that the permitting agencies based their estimates 
on numbers of permits that would be required from 
sources subject to the 100-tpy title V applicability 
threshold on an actuals—not PTE—basis. Based on 
that level, the agencies assumed a 40-fold increase in 
numbers of permits, and estimated that: 

• The resulting workload would require an aver-
age of 57 more FTEs per permitting agency at an es-
timated cost of $4.6 million/ year; 

• Without the additional FTEs, the average pro-
cessing time for a permit would increase to almost 10 
years, which is 20 times the current average permit 
processing time; 

• Permitting authorities would need 2 years on 
average to add the necessary staff; 

• On average, permitting authorities would need 
29 additional enforcement and judicial staff; 

• Eighty percent of permitting authorities would 
need to train their staff in all aspects of permitting 
for sources of GHG emission. 

• A quarter of permitting agencies were currently 
under a hiring freeze. 

                                                 
21 “NACAA Summary on Permitting GHGs Under the Clean Air 
Act”; Memorandum from Mary Stewart Douglas, National As-
sociation of Clean Air Agencies to Juan Santiago, EPA/OAQPS, 
September 3, 2009. 
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As with PSD, we added that this state survey sig-
nificantly underestimated the administrative bur-
dens: 

It is important to reiterate that, as with PSD, the 
state and local information on projected permitting 
burden is based on the number of additional facilities 
subject to title V because their emissions of GHGs 
exceed the 100-tpy thresholds at actual emissions 
rates, not the PTE-based emissions rates. However, 
the title V applicability requirements are based on 
PTE. As noted elsewhere in this preamble, the state 
and local agencies estimated a 40-fold increase in 
numbers of title V permits based on the amount of 
GHG sources’ actual emissions. By adjusting the 
summary estimates provided by the state and local 
agencies to account for GHG sources that exceed the 
100-tpy threshold based on their PTE emissions, 
EPA estimated that the average permitting authori-
ty would need 570 more FTEs to support its title V 
permitting program. 
74 FR 55302 col. 3—55303 col. 1. 
(2) Revisions to Proposal Estimates of Permitting 
Authority Burden 

We received numerous comments from state and 
local authorities stating that EPA had underestimat-
ed the administrative burden on the permitting au-
thorities in the proposal. State and local authorities 
stated that in particular, EPA underestimated the 
number of modifications and the amount of time it 
would take permitting authorities to process permits, 
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particularly for commercial and residential sources. 
Based on the comments and additional analysis that 
we have conducted in response, we are revising in 
several respects our estimates of the administrative 
burdens for applying PSD and title V at the statuto-
ry threshold levels. 

First we present revisions to our analysis regard-
ing the burdens at the statutory levels. Before we 
present those changes, we want to note a revision to 
our methodology that affected our estimate of the 
number of permits currently issued under existing 
programs. We are revising upwards the number of 
sources that are already subject to PSD permitting 
requirements anyway for their conventional pollu-
tants, which, as discussed previously, we refer to as 
“anyway” sources. This revision has implications 
both for (1) the number of sources that would become 
subject to PSD due to their GHG emissions; and also 
(2) the baseline number of sources already subject to 
PSD, which we use to compare the amount of in-
creases in administrative burden due to permitting 
GHG sources. At proposal, we stated that 280 
sources each year are subject to PSD due to their 
new construction or modifications. However, upon 
further analysis, we have realized that this figure is 
too low because it includes only sources that have 
emissions of one or more NAAQS pollutants at the 
100/ 250 tpy thresholds and that are located in areas 
of the country that are designated attainment or un-
classifiable for all of those pollutants, and thus are 
not designated nonattainment for any of those 
NAAQS pollutants. We estimate that another 520 
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sources have emissions of one or more NAAQS pollu-
tants at the 100/250 tpy thresholds and are located 
in areas of the country that are nonattainment for at 
least one of those NAAQS pollutants. Some of these 
520 sources may also emit one or more pollutants at 
the 100/250 tpy level for which their area is desig-
nated attainment or unclassifiable, and therefore 
may be subject to PSD for those pollutants. Accord-
ingly, the correct number of “anyway” sources subject 
to PSD each year is the 280 sources that are located 
in areas that are attainment or unclassifiable for 
each pollutant that the sources emit at the 100/250 
tpy level, plus at least some of the 520 sources that 
are located in areas that are nonattainment for at 
least one of the NAAQS pollutants that the sources 
emit at or above the 100/250 tpy threshold. In the 
absence of data on the number of nonattainment 
NSR permits that do not have a PSD component, and 
because we expect this to be a small number, we 
have assumed for purposes of this action, that each 
of the 520 sources is subject to PSD for at least one 
pollutant, so that we will consider all 800 sources as 
subject to PSD. Of this number, we estimate that 70 
percent, or 560 sources will undergo a modification, 
while the remaining 240 permitting actions will in-
volve new construction. Of the modifications, we as-
sume that 80 percent, or 448, would become subject 
to additional requirements due to their GHG emis-
sions because those projects have combustion-related 
activities that would likely emit GHGs in the requi-
site quantities. Our estimate of 80 percent of modifi-
cation activities significantly involving combustion 
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activities is based on a review of a random sample of 
PSD permits. In total we estimate that 688 sources, 
either upon new construction or modification, would 
need to add GHG requirements to their otherwise 
required PSD permitting action. 

We should also note that in this rulemaking we 
are justifying our conclusions about permitting au-
thority administrative burdens on the basis of their 
PSD and title V cost as calculated on both a separate 
basis and a combined basis. That is, we believe that 
the administrative burdens of the PSD program jus-
tify our tailoring approach for the PSD requirements, 
and the administrative burdens of the title V pro-
gram justify our tailoring approach for the title V re-
quirements, but in addition, the administrative bur-
dens of both programs on a combined basis justify 
the tailoring approaches. Viewing the administrative 
burdens on a combined basis provides a useful per-
spective because most permitting authorities have a 
single organizational unit that is responsible for both 
the PSD program and the title V program, and in 
many cases, the same employees work on both pro-
grams. In addition, in some jurisdictions, permitting 
authorities issue a single, merged permit that in-
cludes both PSD and title V requirements. For these 
reasons, considering administrative burdens on a 
combined PSD and title V basis, offers a more accu-
rate picture of the issues these agencies will face in 
transitioning to GHG permitting. 

Turning to the revisions to our burden estimates 
that we made as a result of public comment, we 
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begin by noting that many commenters believed that 
we significantly underestimated the administrative 
burdens associated with the proposed thresholds or 
that the administrative burden under the proposed 
thresholds would still overwhelm the states and re-
sult in significant permitting delays and uncertainty 
for sources. Many of these commenters indicate that 
our estimate of the number of sources that would be 
subject to permitting is too low, and some add that 
we have underestimated the per-permit effort re-
quired. (More detail on these comments is given 
elsewhere on the methodology used in the analysis.) 
Several state and local agencies provided estimates 
of the increased number of permits and/or staff that 
would be required under the thresholds we proposed 
that were higher than our original estimates. Specif-
ically, commenters recommended that we increase 
the estimated administrative burdens for PSD per-
mits by anywhere from 100 percent to over 2,000 
percent; and that we increase the burdens for title V 
permits by anywhere from 29 percent to 240 percent. 
Many commenters indicated that EPA has not ade-
quately accounted for “synthetic minor” sources or 
modification projects, stating that many such sources 
and projects will not be able to keep GHGs below the 
proposed thresholds, and those who could do so may 
not be able to establish enforceable synthetic minor 
limits. Numerous commenters also stated that the 
EPA has underestimated the rate of major modifica-
tions for GHGs under PSD. Some commenters assert 
that we underestimated the number of permits re-
quired for specific industry sectors, including the oil 
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and gas production industry, the natural gas trans-
mission industry, the semiconductor industry, the 
wood products industry, the brick industry, and 
landfills. Some of the state and local commenters al-
so believe that we have overestimated their ability to 
hire and train sufficient staff to administer GHG 
permitting. 

We are persuaded by the data and arguments pro-
vided by the many commenters who believe EPA un-
derestimated the number of permitting actions and 
the burdens of each action, and thus the overall ad-
ministrative burdens associated with permitting 
GHG sources. Accordingly, we have reevaluated our 
assessment of these administrative burdens, for both 
the PSD and title V programs. In conducting this 
reevaluation, we considered arguments made by the 
commenters, as well as any actual data they provid-
ed, and then we determined whether and how to 
modify various aspects of our detailed assessment of 
the burdens. Based on this consideration we have 
substantially revised upwards our estimate of ad-
ministrative burdens, based on the analysis included 
in the final docket for this rulemaking.22 The revi-
sions affect two elements of our analysis by showing: 
(1) A substantial increase in the number of PSD and 
title V permits that will occur at a given threshold, 

                                                 
22 “Summary of Methodology and Data Used to Estimate Bur-
den Relief and Evaluate Resource Requirements at Alternative 
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Permitting Thresholds”; Prepared by 
EPA Staff; March 2010. 
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and (2) an increase in the average burden estimate 
for each such permit. 

Regarding the increase in our estimate of the 
number of projects that will occur, we estimated an 
increase in both PSD and title V permit actions, 
though the greatest changes were for PSD. At pro-
posal, we estimated that, if PSD requirements were 
to apply to GHG sources at the 100/250 tpy statutory 
levels, 40,496 projects—consisting of 3,299 projects 
at industrial sources and 37,197 projects at commer-
cial or residential sources—would need PSD permits 
each year. Some of these projects involve the con-
struction of an entirely new source, but the majority 
of these are modifications. We now estimate that at 
the 100/250 tpy levels, 81,598 projects would become 
subject to PSD each year. These projects include 
26,089 actions at industrial sources and 55,509 at 
commercial and residential sources. We describe our 
calculation of this 81,598 amount in a TSD.23 The 
great majority of these 81,598 projects that would 
become subject to PSD are modifications. We base 
these estimates on the assumption that the signifi-
cance levels would be 100 tpy regardless of category. 

Our estimate of the number of PSD modifications 
is where we made our most significant upward revi-
sions from our proposal, based on comments. Our 
doubling of the estimated PSD permitting actions—
                                                 
23 “Summary of Methodology and Data Used to Estimate Bur-
den Relief and Evaluate Resource Requirements at Alternative 
Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Permitting Thresholds”; Prepared by 
EPA Staff; March 2010. 
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from 40,496 at proposal to 81,598—results from 
three separate adjustments we made to our esti-
mates at proposal of the number of permit actions 
that would result from applying PSD to GHG 
sources. Two of these increased the number of major 
modifications, and one of these increased the number 
of major sources and modifications. The most signifi-
cant adjustment, and one that was raised by multi-
ple commenters, was that we undercounted the 
number of major modification projects at existing 
major sources because we did not include the exist-
ing projects that avoid major PSD review by either 
taking “synthetic minor” limits or by netting out for 
conventional pollutants, but that would not be able 
to avoid PSD through those mechanisms for GHGs. 

We agree that the ability and procedures for 
sources to achieve reductions, or minimize increases, 
due to GHGs through adoption of enforceable limits 
or through netting out are not well established at 
this point. We believe that there will be numerous 
instances, particularly for combustion-related pro-
jects, where it will not be possible for sources to 
achieve the same level of reductions for CO2 emis-
sions as they do for emissions of nitrogen oxides 
(NOX), for example, simply because there are not as 
many proven control techniques that can reduce CO2 
emissions to the same degree as NOX. Also, more re-
search will be necessary in the type of emission units 
and processes resulting in GHG emissions, and how 
they operate over a wide range of utilization patterns 
at a variety of source categories, before permitting 
authorities will be able to establish procedures and 
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rules for developing minor source permit limitations. 
Therefore, we adjusted our count of major modifica-
tion permits under PSD upward to account for this. 

The second change to the number of permits con-
cerns the general modification rate of 2 percent that 
we applied at proposal, based on historical experi-
ence across all pollutant types. Commenters provided 
information that suggest that this 2 percent figure is 
an underestimate for GHG sources because their 
emissions of CO2 are high and accumulate quickly 
from various changes involving combustion units. 
Therefore, a greater percentage of their physical or 
operational changes will result in GHG emissions in 
excess of the significance levels that we identified at 
proposal. In light of these comments, we reviewed 
the source populations and pollutant mix within the 
various populations, and determined that we should 
revise our general modification rate to 4 percent for 
GHG sources. This 4 percent rate was obtained by 
dividing the current annual major NSR permit ac-
tions involving modifications by the 14,700 existing 
sources. We have revised our burden analysis accord-
ingly. Again, the burden analysis in the docket de-
scribes our basis for these calculations in more de-
tail. 

The third adjustment to the number of permits in-
volves our estimate of the number of sources with 
PTE that is greater than the various thresholds con-
sidered. This affects the number of major sources at 
the statutory thresholds, which we used to estimate 
the number of PSD and title V major sources, but al-
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so has an effect on the number of major modifications 
because the number of modifications depends on the 
size of the population of major sources. Commenters 
provided evidence that our estimates of capacity uti-
lization (which, as described previously, we use for 
estimating potential-to-emit based on data for actual 
emissions) for the general manufacturing source cat-
egory (referred to as “unspecified stationary combus-
tion” in our analysis) and for the oil and gas industry 
were not accurate. In our proposal, our estimated 
range for capacity utilization for “unspecified sta-
tionary combustion” varied from 70 to 90 percent de-
pending on manufacturing category. For the oil and 
gas industry, our estimate was 90 percent. We re-
ceived comments indicating that these utilization 
rates are higher than what is normally achieved in 
real-world conditions, particularly for smaller manu-
facturing type facilities. Accordingly, in this action, 
we are using a 50 percent capacity utilization rate 
for both of these source categories, which better re-
flects what can be deemed reasonable operation un-
der normal conditions for facilities in these source 
categories. This adjustment increased the overall 
number of affected facilities at various threshold lev-
els and we have revised our burden analysis accord-
ingly. 

A few commenters asserted that we underestimat-
ed the number of residential homes, commercial 
buildings, and retail stores that would be subject to 
permitting requirements because these commenters 
believed the estimate in EPA’s TSD was based on ac-
tual emissions from space heating equipment rather 
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than PTE. We wish to clarify that our threshold 
analysis estimates for the number of residential and 
commercial sources (as well as all other sources) did 
use a PTE basis. To calculate the PTE amount for 
these sources, we extrapolated from the actual emis-
sions data for the residential and commercial 
sources. Specifically, we assumed that a typical resi-
dential facility operates its fuel combustion sources 
at only 10 percent of its capacity and a typical com-
mercial facility operates at only 15 percent of its ca-
pacity. Based on these assumptions, we multiplied 
residential actual emissions by a factor of 10, and 
commercial actual emissions by a factor of 6.6 to ob-
tain PTE-based estimates. There is very little infor-
mation available on the capacity utilization rates of 
fuel combustion equipment at different types of resi-
dential and commercial facilities, but we believe our 
methodology was reasonable for these types of 
sources and we did not adjust it in response to this 
comment. Information on the development of these 
estimates is provided in our Technical Support Doc-
ument for Greenhouse Gas Emissions Thresholds 
Evaluation. 

The second source of upward revisions to our ad-
ministrative burden estimate is that we are increas-
ing the estimated average cost to permitting authori-
ties of issuing each PSD and title V permit at the 
statutory thresholds. At proposal, we estimated that 
for PSD permits, permitting authorities would ex-
pend, on average, 301 hours to permit an industrial 
source of GHG emissions, and 20 percent of that 
time, or 60 hours to permit a commercial or residen-
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tial source. After estimating that amount of work-
load, we went on to estimate the monetary cost to 
permitting authorities of that workload. Similarly, 
for title V permits, we estimated at proposal that 
permitting authorities would expend 10 percent of 
the number of hours needed to process an industrial 
permit in order to process a commercial or residen-
tial permit for GHG sources. 

We received comments from both permitting au-
thorities and sources asserting that our methodology 
underestimated the administrative burden on 
grounds that (1) Our methodology fails to recognize 
that when a source triggers PSD for conventional 
pollutants, additional labor hours would be required 
to issue BACT for GHGs; (2) our estimate of 60 hours 
(versus 301 hours) to issue PSD permits to commer-
cial and residential sources of GHGs is unrealistical-
ly low; (3) our estimate failed to account for the in-
crease in the complexity of permits for criteria pollu-
tants due to (i) increases in criteria pollutant emis-
sions becoming newly subject to BACT at sources 
that are major only for GHGs, which will result in 
increased permitting and (ii) BACT controls for crite-
ria pollutants (e.g., an oxidizer for VOCs) may result 
in significant GHG emissions, triggering an addi-
tional BACT determination; and (4) our methodology 
failed to account for the significant additional PSD 
and title V burdens due to sources that obtain feder-
ally enforceable permit limits on GHGs in order to 
become “synthetic minors” and thereby avoid PSD 
(and possibly also title V). 
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Based on these comments and our own reassess-
ment of permitting actions created by the addition of 
GHGs, we have revised upwards in several ways our 
estimate of the additional per-permit costs of apply-
ing PSD and title V to GHG sources, including the 
following: First we have added an estimate of the 
additional permitting cost for adding a GHG compo-
nent to “anyway” PSD and title V permitting actions 
for conventional pollutants. We estimated this bur-
den based on information in the comments together 
with our own judgment about how to adjust the bur-
den numbers contained in the current supporting 
statements for our approved permitting ICRs. These 
adjustments are found in our revised burden esti-
mate document. 

Second, we have raised the per-permit burden 
hours for commercial and residential sources for PSD 
and title V. At proposal, our estimates were based on 
the fact that many of these permits will be technical-
ly simpler due to such factors as a lower number of 
emissions points, simpler processes, and less re-
quired modeling. However, commenters pointed out 
that, until EPA streamlines its permitting proce-
dures, there are many permitting activities that rep-
resent a fixed cost, such as public notice, hearing, 
and response to comment activities. In addition, we 
agree, as commenters pointed out, that many of 
these sources will need significantly more permitting 
authority staff time to assist them in the permit ap-
plication and preparation process because of their 
lack of experience with these requirements. In addi-
tion, permitting authorities will have little, if any, 
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experience in permitting commercial and residential 
sources, and therefore will face a learning curve that 
will entail more time to take permitting action. In 
addition, we expect that in many cases PSD and title 
V permit applications for GHGs will receive com-
ments from various stakeholders, from citizens 
groups to equipment vendors, who will seek to partic-
ipate in the permit process, and responding and re-
vising permits accordingly will add to the hours that 
the permitting authority will spend. 

As a result, we raised the PSD per-permit hours 
for various steps in the permitting process, as de-
scribed in the burden estimate document. While we 
continue to estimate that permitting authorities will 
expend, on average, 301 hours to issue a PSD permit 
to an industrial source, and that this would cost 
$23,243, we now recognize that a permitting authori-
ty would expend 70 percent of that time or 210 
hours, to permit a commercial or residential source, 
which would cost $16,216. Similarly, for title V, 
while we continue to estimate that permitting au-
thorities will expend, on average, 428 hours to issue 
a title V permit to an industrial source, and that this 
would cost $19,688, we now recognize that a permit-
ting authority would expend 50 percent of the time, 
or 214 hours, to permit a commercial or residential 
source, which would cost $9,844. 

We disagree with commenters who suggested that 
by basing our estimates on the numbers of newly 
constructing and modifying sources with high 
enough emissions to qualify as major emitting facili-
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ties, we failed to account for the costs of sources that 
seek “synthetic minor” permits to avoid PSD, and 
possibly title V, requirements. In fact, our methodol-
ogy includes sources that might take such limits as 
newly-major sources for their GHG emissions; and 
therefore we count the full administrative burden 
associated with a PSD permit and a title V permit for 
those sources. In effect, we assume that such sources 
would go through PSD or title V permitting, rather 
than take “synthetic minor” limits. We take this ap-
proach because although we suspect that there may, 
in fact, be significant synthetic minor activity, we do 
not have data that would allow us to determine 
whether, and how many of, these sources will be able 
to adopt “synthetic minor” limits or restrict their op-
erations to obtain minor source permitting status. 
Nor do we have data on the amount of the adminis-
trative burden that would fall on any particular 
permitting authority to establish a “synthetic minor” 
limit, except that we understand that the amount 
varies widely across states. As a result, we opted to 
include these sources in our analysis as sources re-
ceiving a PSD or title V permit. Therefore, to the ex-
tent that synthetic minor activity occurs, our esti-
mate would already have included the burden for 
that activity. In fact, our estimate would have over-
estimated the burden to the extent that a permitting 
authority would have less administrative costs to is-
suing a “synthetic minor” permit, as compared to a 
PSD or title V permit. 

(3) Revised Burden Estimates at Statutory 
Thresholds Based on the revisions just described, we 
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estimate that in all, if sources that emit GHGs be-
come subject to PSD at the 100/250 tpy levels, per-
mitting authorities across the country would face 
over $1.5 billion in additional PSD permitting costs 
each year. This would represent an increase of 130 
times the current annual burden hours under the 
NSR major source program for permitting authori-
ties. The permitting authorities would need a total of 
almost 10,000 new FTEs to process PSD permits for 
GHG emissions. 

In addition, we estimate that in all, if sources that 
emit GHGs become subject to title V at the 100 tpy 
level, permitting authorities across the country 
would incur about 1.4 billion additional work hours, 
which would cost $63 billion. We estimate that most 
of this work would be done over a 3 year period, 
which would amount to 458 million in additional 
work hours, and $21 billion in additional costs, on an 
annual basis over that 3-year period. 

We also note that the survey of state and local 
permitting authorities described in the proposed 
rulemaking continues to shed light on the extent of 
the administrative burdens, including staffing, budg-
et, and other associated resource needs, as projected 
by the permitting authorities. As noted previously, 
that survey concluded that application of the PSD 
requirements to GHG-emitting sources at the level of 
100/250 tpy or more of actual emissions would, with-
out additional FTEs, increase the average processing 
time for a PSD permit from one to 3 years. The sur-
vey further concluded that application of the title V 
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requirements to GHG-emitting sources at the level of 
100 tpy or more of actual emissions would, without 
additional FTEs, increase the average processing 
time for a title V permit from 6 months to 10 years. 
As we noted at proposal, this survey assumed a ten-
fold increase in the number of PSD permits and a 40-
fold increase in the number of title V permits due to 
GHG-emitting sources, but those assumptions were 
severely underestimated because they were based on 
actual emissions. At proposal, our calculations, 
which were based on potential emissions, indicated a 
140-fold increase in PSD permits and a more than 
400-fold increase in title V permits. In this rulemak-
ing, we recognize that even our estimates at proposal 
were severely underestimated. We now recognize 
that the number of PSD permits will be about twice 
what we estimated at proposal, and the average pro-
cessing time for both PSD and title V permits will be 
two or three times greater than what we estimated 
at proposal. The survey of state and local permitting 
authorities provided other useful information as 
well, including the fact that it would take the permit-
ting authorities 2 years, on average, to hire the staff 
necessary to handle a ten-fold increase in PSD per-
mits and a 40-fold increase in title V permits, and 
that 90 percent of their staff would need additional 
training in all aspects of permitting for GHG sources. 
(4) Revised Estimates of Administrative Burdens at 
Various Threshold Levels 

In order to determine the appropriate PSD and ti-
tle V applicability level for GHG sources, we not only 
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estimated the burden at the statutory thresholds, as 
described previously, but we also estimated the 
number of sources, number of permitting actions, 
and amount of administrative burden at various ap-
plicability levels for both PSD and title V, based on 
the revised methodology described previously, that 
we used to estimate the administrative burdens of 
applying PSD and title V at the statutory levels. This 
information is summarized in Table V–1. Note that 
Table V–1 also includes, in the last column, the ad-
ministrative burdens, described previously, associat-
ed with the 100/250 tpy thresholds. 

[Content Omitted] 
As described in the TSD, we considered several 

different major source/major modification threshold 
combinations. We chose the combinations to reflect 
representative, incremental steps along the possible 
range. Because it is time-and resource-intensive to 
develop estimates for a given step, we chose intervals 
that best reflect representative points within the 
range, given those time and resource constraints. 
Here, we discuss key observations about some of the 
combinations that we assessed. As the table indi-
cates, under the current PSD and title V programs, 
approximately 15,000 sources qualify as major PSD 
sources for at least one pollutant and therefore meet 
the applicability thresholds. Of these, approximately 
668 sources are subject to PSD requirements each 
year for at least one pollutant—240 because they un-
dertake new construction, and 448 because they un-
dertake modifications. The permitting authorities’ 
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administrative burdens for the NSR program are 
153,795 work hours, and $12 million. For the title V 
program, the 15,000 sources are, for the most part 
already permitted, and therefore need revised per-
mits as required and renewal permits on a 5-year 
schedule. The permitting authorities’ title V admin-
istrative burdens on an annual basis are 1,349,659 
work hours and $62 million. 

The first threshold Table 1 describes—and which, 
as discussed later, we are adopting for Step 1—is the 
“anyway” source approach. Under this approach, (i) 
PSD applies to the GHG emissions from projects that 
are subject to PSD anyway as new sources or major 
modifications due to their emissions of non-GHG pol-
lutants and that result in an increase (or, in the case 
of modifications, a net increase) of at least 75,000 tpy 
CO2e; and (ii) title V applies to what we will call “an-
yway” title V sources, that is, sources that are sub-
ject to title V anyway due to their emissions of non-
GHG pollutants. Under this approach, the number of 
sources subject to PSD each year—including new 
construction and modifications—is the same as un-
der the current program, but the permitting authori-
ties will need to address GHG emissions as part of 
those permitting actions each year and, to do so, will 
require, each year, 34,400 additional workload hours 
costing an additional $3 million. For title V, we esti-
mate that the number of title V sources that require 
permitting actions will, on average, be the same each 
year, but permitting authorities will need to address 
GHG requirements for some of them; as a result, 
permitting authorities will need, each year, 27,468 
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additional work hours costing $1 million in addition-
al funding. 

Another threshold described in Table V–1 is the 
one we are adopting under Step 2, as described later, 
under which (i) sources will be subject to PSD on ac-
count of their GHG emissions if they newly construct 
and emit at least 100,000 tpy CO2e, or if they are ex-
isting sources that emit at least 100,000 tpy CO2e of 
GHGs and make a modification that results in a net 
emissions increase of at least 75,000 tpy CO2e; and 
(ii) existing sources will be subject to title V due to 
their GHG emissions if they emit 100,000 tpy CO2e 
in GHG emissions. Under this approach, which we 
will call the 100,000/75,000 approach, we estimate 
that each year, compared to current levels, the per-
mitting authorities will need to issue GHG permits 
to two additional sources that newly construct and to 
915 additional sources that undertake modifications. 
Doing so will require 310,655 additional workload 
hours costing an additional $24 million, compared to 
the current program. For title V, an additional 190 
sources will require new title V permits each of the 
first 3 years, and the permitting authorities’ associ-
ated costs will be 141,322 work hours and $7 million 
more than the current program. 

The last approach we will describe here may be 
called the 50,000/50,000 approach, which, as dis-
cussed later, we adopt as the floor for thresholds dur-
ing the first 6 years after promulgation. Under this 
approach, (i) sources will be subject to PSD on ac-
count of their GHG emissions if they newly construct 
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and emit at least 50,000 tpy CO2e, or if they are ex-
isting sources that emit at least 50,000 tpy CO2e of 
GHGs and make a modification that results in a net 
emissions increase of at least 50,000 tpy CO2e; and 
(ii) existing sources will be subject to title V on ac-
count of their GHG emissions if they emit 50,000 tpy 
CO2e in GHG emissions. Under this approach, each 
year, the permitting authorities will need to issue 
GHG permits to 3 additional sources that newly con-
struct and 1,900 that undertake modifications above 
current permitting levels. Doing so will require 
613,986 additional workload hours costing $47 mil-
lion, compared to the current program. For title V, 
an additional 1,189 sources will require new title V 
permits each of the first 3 years and the permitting 
authorities’ associated costs will be 568,017 work 
hours and $26 million more than the current pro-
gram. 

We present the remaining entries in the table to il-
lustrate how the cost and burden estimates vary 
with increasing or decreasing thresholds relative to 
those selected in this rule. These variations are im-
portant in understanding how alternative thresholds 
would compare to the ones selected. We also include 
entries reflecting the baseline (current program 
without GHG permitting) and the burdens if we im-
mediately implemented the full statutory thresholds 
on January 2, 2011, without tailoring or streamlin-
ing. 
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3. “Absurd Results,” “Administrative Necessity,” and 
“One-Step-at-a-Time” Legal Doctrines 
a. Introduction and Summary 

Having described the factual underpinnings of our 
action, which are the costs to sources and adminis-
trative burdens to permitting authorities, we now 
describe the legal underpinnings. They involve the 
framework for analyzing agency-administered stat-
utes, as established by the U.S. Supreme Court in 
Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. NRDC, 467 U.S. 837, 842–43 
(1984). In this case, Chevron framework must take 
into account the “absurd results,” “administrative 
necessity,” and “one-step-at-a-time” legal doctrines. 
We believe that each of these doctrines provides in-
dependent support for our action, but in addition, the 
three doctrines are directly intertwined and can be 
considered in a comprehensive and interconnected 
manner. Moreover, although each of the three doc-
trines pre-date the 1984 Chevron decision, in which 
the U.S. Supreme Court established the framework 
for construing agency-administered statutes, each 
fits appropriately into the Chevron framework.24 

To reiterate, for convenience, the statutory provi-
sions at issue: Congress, through the definition of 
“major emitting facility,” applied the PSD program to 
include “any * * * source [that] emit[s], or ha[s] the 

                                                 
24 Although we set out an analysis of how the three doctrines fit 
into the Chevron framework, we note that even if the doctrines 
are viewed independently of the Chevron framework, they sup-
port this action. 
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potential to emit, one hundred [or, depending on the 
source category two hundred fifty] tons per year or 
more of any air pollutant.” CAA sections 165(a), 
169(1). In addition, Congress, through the definition 
of “modification,” applied the PSD program to in-
clude “any physical change in, or change in the 
method of operation of, a stationary source which in-
creases the amount of any air pollutant emitted by 
such source or which results in the emission of any 
air pollutant not previously emitted.” CAA sections 
165(a), 169(2)(C), 111(a)(4). Similarly, Congress, 
through the definition of “major source,” specified 
that the title V program includes “any stationary fa-
cility or source of air pollutants which directly emits, 
or has the potential to emit, one hundred tons per 
year or more of any air pollutant.” CAA sections 
502(a), 501(2)(B), 302(j). EPA, through long-
established regulatory action, in the case of PSD, and 
long-established guidance, in the case of title V, has 
interpreted these definitions narrowly so that they 
apply only with respect to air pollutants that are 
subject to regulation under the CAA. 

Applying these definitions by their terms, as in-
terpreted narrowly by EPA, to GHG sources at the 
present time would mean that the PSD and title V 
programs would apply to an extraordinarily large 
number of small sources, the sources would incur 
unduly high compliance costs, and permitting au-
thorities would face overwhelming administrative 
burdens. As a result, we believe Congress did not in-
tend for us to follow this literal reading, and instead, 
with this action, we chart a course for tailoring the 
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applicability provisions of the PSD program and the 
title V program by phasing them in over time to the 
prescribed extent. 

For our authority to take this action, we rely in 
part on the “absurd results” doctrine, because apply-
ing the PSD and title V requirements literally (as 
previously interpreted narrowly by EPA) would not 
only be inconsistent with congressional intent con-
cerning the applicability of the PSD and title V pro-
grams, but in fact would severely undermine con-
gressional purpose for those programs. We also rely 
on the “administrative necessity” doctrine, which ap-
plies because construing the PSD and title V re-
quirements literally (as previously interpreted nar-
rowly by EPA) would render it impossible for permit-
ting authorities to administer the PSD provisions. 
The tailoring approach we promulgate in this action 
is consistent with both doctrines. It is also consistent 
with a third doctrine, the “one-step-at-a-time” doc-
trine, which authorizes administrative agencies un-
der certain circumstances to address mandates 
through phased action. 

Our discussion of the legal bases for this rule is 
organized as follows: In this section V.B.3, we pro-
vide an overview of the three doctrines and describe 
how they fit into the Chevron framework for statuto-
ry construction. In section V.B.4, we discuss the PSD 
and title V programs, including each program’s rele-
vant statutory provisions, legislative history, and 
regulatory history. In sections V.B.5 and V.B.6 we 
discuss the “absurd results” approach for PSD and 
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title V, respectively, that we are finalizing in our ac-
tion. In section V.B.7., we discuss additional rule-
making in which we may consider exempting certain 
categories of sources from PSD and title V under the 
“absurd results” doctrine. In section V.B.8, we dis-
cuss the legal and policy rationale for the phase-in 
schedule that we are adopting for applying PSD and 
title V to GHG sources. In section V.B.9 we discuss 
the “administrative necessity” approach for PSD and 
title V, respectively. In section V.B.10, we discuss the 
third legal basis for our action, the “one-step-at-a-
time” doctrine. 
b. The “Absurd Results” Doctrine 

Turning first to the “absurd results” doctrine, we 
note at the outset that we discussed the doctrine at 
length in the notice of proposed rulemaking, and we 
incorporate by reference that discussion, although we 
make some refinements to that discussion in this 
preamble. The starting point for EPA’s interpreta-
tion of the PSD and title V applicability provisions 
and reliance on the “absurd results” doctrine is the 
familiar Chevron two-step analysis. We discuss this 
analysis in greater detail later, but in brief, in inter-
preting a statutory provision, an agency must, under 
Chevron Step 1, determine whether Congress’s in-
tent on a particular question is clear; if so, then the 
agency must follow that intent. If the intent of the 
provision is not clear, then the agency may, under 
Step 2, fashion a reasonable interpretation of the 
provision. Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. NRDC, 467 U.S. 
837, 842–43 (1984). 
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The courts consider the best indicator of congres-
sional intent to be the plain meaning of the statute. 
However, the U.S. Supreme Court has held that the 
literal meaning of a statutory provision is not conclu-
sive “in the ‘rare cases [in which] the literal applica-
tion of a statute will produce a result demonstrably 
at odds with the intentions of the drafters’ * * * [in 
which case] the intention of the drafters, rather than 
the strict language, controls.” United States v. Ron 
Pair Enterprises, 489 U.S. 235, 242 (1989). This doc-
trine of statutory interpretation may be termed the 
“absurd results” doctrine. 

Although, as just noted, the U.S. Supreme Court 
has described the “absurd results” cases as “rare,” in 
that case the Court seemed to be referring to the 
small percentage of statutory-construction cases that 
are decided on the basis of the doctrine. The DC Cir-
cuit, in surveying the doctrine over more than a cen-
tury of jurisprudence, characterized the body of law 
in absolute numbers as comprising “legions of court 
decisions.” In re Franklyn C. Nofziger, 925 F.2d 428, 
434 (DC Cir. 1991). Indeed, there are dozens of cases, 
dating from within the past several years to well into 
the 19th century,25 in which the U.S. Supreme Court 

                                                 
25 For early cases in which the U.S. Supreme Court applied the 
“absurd results” doctrine, see Holy Trinity Church v. U.S., 143 
U.S. 457, 516–17 (1892) (“any alien” does not include a foreign 
pastor; Court stated, “It is a familiar rule, that a thing may be 
within the letter of the statute and yet not within the statute, 
because not within its spirit, nor within the intention of its 
makers * * *. If a literal construction of the words be absurd, 
the Act must be construed as to avoid the absurdity”); Chew 
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has applied the “absurd results” doctrine to avoid the 
literal application of a statute, or if not so holding, 
has nevertheless clearly acknowledged the validity of 
the doctrine. Some of the more recent of these cases 
include: Logan v. United States, 552 U.S. 23, 36–37 
(2007) (“[s]tatutory terms, we have held, may be in-
terpreted against their literal meaning where the 
words ‘could not conceivably have been intended to 
apply’ to the case at hand [citation omitted]”); Nixon 
v. Missouri Municipal League, 541 U.S. 125, 132–33 
(2004) (“any entity” includes private but not public 
entities); Raygor v. Regents of Univ. of Minn., 534 
U.S. 533, 542–45 (2002) (“implying a narrow inter-
pretation of * * * ‘any claim asserted’ so as to exclude 
certain claims dismissed on Eleventh Amendment 
grounds”); United States v. X-Citement Video, Inc., 
513 U.S. 64, 69 (1994) (rejecting a literal interpreta-
tion of the statutory term “knowingly” on grounds 
that Congress could not have intended the “positively 
absurd” results that some applications of such an in-
terpretation would produce, “[f]or instance, a retail 
                                                                                                    
Heong v. United States, 112 U.S. 536, 555 (1884) (rejecting a 
literal interpretation of treaty that would have prevented the 
re-entry of a person into the U.S. upon the ground that he did 
not possess a certificate which did not exist prior to his depar-
ture, and which could not possibly have been issued); Heyen-
feldt v. Daney Gold Mining Co., 93 U.S. 634, 638 (1877) (statu-
tory language expressly referred to past land sales and disposi-
tions, “but evidently they were not employed in this sense, for 
no lands in Nevada had been sold or disposed of by any act of 
Congress,” and the language of the statute “could not * * * ap-
ply to past sales or dispositions, and, to have any effect at all, 
must be held to apply to the future”). 
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druggist who returns an uninspected roll of devel-
oped film to a customer “knowingly distributes” a 
visual depiction and would be criminally liable if it 
were later discovered that the visual depiction con-
tained images of children engaged in sexually explic-
it conduct”); Rowland v. Cal. Men’s Colony, 506 U.S. 
194, 200 (1993) (finding that an artificial entity such 
as an association is not a “person” under the statute, 
and describing the absurdity doctrine as a “common 
mandate of statutory construction”); United States v. 
Ron Pair Enterprises, 489 U.S. 235, 242 (1989) (the 
plain meaning of a statutory provision is not conclu-
sive “in the ‘rare cases [in which] the literal applica-
tion of a statute will produce a result demonstrably 
at odds with the intentions of the drafters’ * * * [in 
which case] the intention of the drafters, rather than 
the strict language, controls”); Green v. Bock Laun-
dry Machine Company, 490 U.S. 504 (1989) (provi-
sion in Federal Rule of Evidence that protects “the 
defendant” against potentially prejudicial evidence, 
but not the plaintiff, refers to only criminal, and not 
civil, defendants); Public Citizen v. United States 
Dep’t of Justice, 491 U.S. 440, 453–54 (1989) (reject-
ing a broad, straightforward reading of the term “uti-
lize,” on grounds that a literal reading would appear 
to require the absurd result that all of FACA’s re-
strictions apply if a President consults with his own 
political party before picking his Cabinet, and such a 
reading “was unmistakably not Congress’ intention”); 
Watt v. Alaska, 451 U.S. 259, 266 (1981) (rejecting 
reliance on plain statutory language and concluding 
that the term “minerals” in section 401(a) of the 
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Wildlife Refuge Revenue Sharing Act applies only to 
minerals on acquired refuge lands; stating “[t]he cir-
cumstances of the enactment of particular legislation 
may persuade a court that Congress did not intend 
words of common meaning to have their literal ef-
fect”); Train v. Colorado Public Interest Research 
Group, Inc., 426 U.S. 1, 23–24 (1976) (prohibition in 
Federal Water Pollution Control Act against dis-
charging into navigable waters “pollutants,” which 
are defined to include “radioactive materials,” does 
not apply to three specific types of radioactive mate-
rials); Jackson v. Lykes Bros. S.S. Co., 386 U.S. 731, 
735 (1967) (refusing to distinguish between a long-
shoreman hired by “an independent stevedore com-
pany” and one hired by “the shipowner * * * to do ex-
actly the same kind of work,” despite the clear terms 
of the Act, and stating: “[w]e cannot hold that Con-
gress intended any such incongruous, absurd, and 
unjust result in passing this Act,” when the Act was 
“designed to provide equal justice to every long-
shoreman similarly situated”); Lynch v. Overholser, 
369 U.S. 705, 710, (1962) (statutory construction is 
not confined to the “bare words of a statute”); United 
States v. Bryan, 339 U.S. 323, 338 (1950) (“Despite 
the fact that the literal language would encompass 
testimony elicited by the House Committee in its 
questioning of respondent relative to the production 
of the records of the association, the Court will not 
reach that result if it is contrary to the congressional 
intent and leads to absurd conclusions. And we are 
clearly of the opinion that the congressional purpose 
would be frustrated if the words, “in any criminal 
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proceeding,” were read to include a prosecution for 
willful default under R.S. § 102.”).26 

The DC Circuit has also handed down numerous 
decisions that applied the absurd results doctrine to 
avoid a literal interpretation or application of statu-
tory provisions or that have acknowledged the doc-
trine. Some of the most recent ones include: Arkan-
sas Dairy Cooperative Ass’n, Inc., v. U.S. Dep’t of Ag-
riculture, 573 F.3d 815 (DC Cir. 2009) (rejecting the 
canon of construction that presumes that Congress is 
aware of existing law pertinent to the legislation that 
it enacts, when in this case, the presumption that 
                                                 
26 For other U.S. Supreme Court cases, see Utah Junk Co. v. 
Porter, 328 U.S. 39, 44 (1946) (“literalness may strangle mean-
ing”); Markham v. Cabell, 326 U.S. 404, 409 (1945) (“The policy 
as well as the letter of the law is a guide to decision.”); United 
States v. American Trucking Associations, Inc. 310 U.S. 534 
(1940) (the term “employees” in the Federal Motor Carrier Act, 
is limited to employees whose activities affect safety); C.V. Sor-
rels v. U.S., 287 U.S. 435, 446–49 (1932) (provisions of National 
Prohibition Act that criminalize possessing and selling liquor do 
not apply if defendant is entrapped; Court declines to apply the 
“letter of the statute” because doing so “in the circumstances 
under consideration is foreign to its purpose”); United States v. 
Katz, 271 U.S. 354, 362 (1926) (holding that the statutory words 
“no person” refer only to persons authorized under other provi-
sions of the Act to traffic alcohol, thus rejecting a literal appli-
cation of general terms descriptive of a class of persons made 
subject to a criminal statute); Hawaii v. Mankichi, 190 U.S. 
197, 212–14 (1903) (refusing to adopt a literal application of the 
“Newlands resolution” which would have entitled every crimi-
nal in the State of Hawaii convicted of an offense between 
1898–1900 to be set at large, as “surely such a result could not 
have been within the contemplation of Congress”). 
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Congress was aware of the Departments definition of 
“hearing” would lead to “the absurd result that Con-
gress intended to impose a requirement with which 
the Secretary could not comply;” stating: “Courts, ‘in 
interpreting the words of a statute, [have] some 
scope for adopting a restricted rather than a literal 
or usual meaning of its words where acceptance of 
that meaning would lead to absurd results * * * or 
would thwart the obvious purpose of the statute * * 
*.’” (quoting In re Trans Alaska Pipeline Rate Cases, 
436 U.S. 631, (1978)); Buffalo Crushed Stone, Inc. v. 
Surface Transportation Board, 194 F.3d 125, 129–30 
(DC Cir. 1999) (regulation of Surface Transportation 
Board providing that if a notice of exemption “con-
tains false or misleading information, the use of the 
exemption is void ab initio” does not apply to a notice 
containing false information when declaring the no-
tice void ab initio would undermine the goals of the 
governing statute; a conflict between the “literal ap-
plication of statutory language” and maintaining the 
integrity of the regulatory scheme should be resolved 
by construing the text in accordance with its pur-
pose); Mova Pharm. Corp. v. Shalala, 140 F.3d 1060, 
1068–69 (DC Cir. 1998) (as discussed later, describes 
the “absurd results” doctrine in the context of the 
Chevron framework for statutory construction; inval-
idates a Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA) regu-
lation designed to remedy what the FDA described as 
the absurd result of a literal application of the statu-
tory provisions governing FDA approval of successive 
generic drug applications, on grounds that “[i]n ef-
fect, the FDA has embarked upon an adventurous 
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transplant operation in response to blemishes in the 
statute that could have been alleviated with more 
modest corrective surgery;” states that “[t]he rule 
that statutes are to be read to avoid absurd results 
allows an agency to establish that seemingly clear 
statutory language does not reflect the “unambigu-
ously expressed intent of Congress,” Chevron, 467 
U.S. at 842, and thus to overcome the first step of the 
Chevron analysis”); Environmental Defense Fund v. 
EPA, 82 F.3d 451, 468–69 (DC Cir. 1996) (although 
Act requires that a federal action conform to the SIP 
that is currently in place, EPA may instead require 
conformity to a revised implementation plan that 
state commits to develop; “[t]his is one of those rare 
cases * * * [that] requires a more flexible, purpose-
oriented interpretation if we are to avoid ‘absurd or 
futile results.’”); American Water Works Ass’n v. 
EPA, 40 F.3d 1266, 1271 (DC Cir. 1994) (holding that 
EPA’s interpretation of the term “feasible” so as to 
require a treatment technique instead of a maximum 
contaminant level (MCL) for lead is reasonable; the 
court stated: “Indeed, where a literal reading of a 
statutory term would lead to absurd results, the 
term simply ‘has no plain meaning * * * and is the 
proper subject of construction by the EPA and the 
courts.’ If the meaning of ‘feasible’ suggested by the 
NRDC is indeed its plain meaning, then this is such 
a case; for it could lead to a result squarely at odds 
with the purpose of the Safe Drinking Water Act.” 
(quoting Chem. Mfrs. Ass’n v. Natural Res. Def. 
Council, Inc., 470 U.S. 116, 126 (1985)) (citation 
omitted); In re Nofziger, 925 F.2d 428, 434–35 (DC 
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Cir. 1991) (provision authorizing payment of attor-
ney fees to the subject of an investigation conducted 
by an independent counsel of the Department of Jus-
tice only if “no indictment is brought” against such 
individual does not preclude payment of attorney 
fees when an indictment is brought but is deter-
mined to be invalid). 
c. The “Administrative Necessity” Doctrine 

In the proposed rulemaking, we also described in 
detail the “administrative necessity” doctrine, 74 FR 
55311 col. 3 to 55318 col. 3, and we incorporate that 
discussion by reference into this notice. Under this 
doctrine, if a statutory provision, however clear on its 
face, is impossible for the agency to administer, then 
the agency is not required to follow the literal re-
quirements, and instead, the agency may adjust the 
requirements in as refined a manner as possible to 
assure that the requirements are administrable, 
while still achieving Congress’s overall intent. The 
DC Circuit set out the doctrine of “administrative 
necessity” in a line of cases that most prominently 
includes Alabama Power v. Costle, 636 F.2d 323 (DC 
Cir. 1980). The Court cited the doctrine most recent-
ly in New York v. EPA, 443 F.3d 880, 884, 888 (DC 
Cir. 2006). 

As we stated in the proposed rulemaking, “We be-
lieve that the “administrative necessity” case law es-
tablishes a three-step process under which an admin-
istrative agency may, under the appropriate circum-
stances, in effect revise statutory requirements that 
the agency demonstrates are impossible to adminis-
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ter so that they are administrable.” 74 FR 55315 col. 
1. Specifically: 

[T]he three steps are as follows: When an agency 
has identified what it believes may be insurmounta-
ble burdens in administering a statutory require-
ment, the first step the agency must take is to evalu-
ate how it could streamline administration as much 
as possible, while remaining within the confines of 
the statutory requirements. The second step is that 
the agency must determine whether it can justifiably 
conclude that even after whatever streamlining of 
administration of statutory requirements (consistent 
with those statutory requirements) it conducts, the 
remaining administrative tasks are impossible for 
the agency because they are beyond its resources, 
e.g., beyond the capacities of its personnel and fund-
ing. If the agency concludes with justification that it 
would be impossible to administer the statutory re-
quirements, as streamlined, then the agency may 
take the third step, which is to phase in or otherwise 
adjust the requirements so that they are administra-
ble. However, the agency must do so in a manner 
that is as refined as possible so that the agency may 
continue to implement as fully as possible Congres-
sional intent. 
74 FR 55315 cols. 1–2. 

It should also be noted that we believe the admin-
istrative burdens encountered by the state and local 
permitting authorities are fully relevant under the 
“administrative necessity” doctrine. Although the 
case law that discusses the doctrine focuses on feder-
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al agencies (see 74 FR 55312–14), under the CAA, 
state and local agencies are EPA’s partners in im-
plementing provisions of the CAA, and have primary 
responsibility for implementing the PSD program. 
They generally adopt EPA’s PSD requirements in 
their SIPs, as required under CAA section 
110(a)(2)(C); and they generally adopt EPA’s title V 
requirements in their title V programs, as required 
under CAA section 502(d). They issue the PSD and 
title V permits and are responsible in the first in-
stance for enforcing the terms of the permits. In all 
these respects, the law that the state and local per-
mitting authorities administer is both federal and 
state law. Under certain circumstances, EPA may 
become responsible for permit issuance and enforce-
ment in the first instance, but even then, EPA may, 
and frequently has, delegated those duties to a state, 
in which case, the state implements federal law di-
rectly. Thus, although the PSD and title V programs 
are federal requirements, for the most part, it is the 
states that implement those programs. For this rea-
son, the administrative burdens that the states face 
in implementing the programs are relevant in de-
termining the applicability of the “administrative ne-
cessity” doctrine. 
d. “One-Step-at-a-Time” Doctrine 

In addition to the “absurd results” and “adminis-
trative necessity” doctrines, another judicial doctrine 
supports at least part of EPA’s Tailoring Rule, and 
that is the doctrine that agencies may implement 
statutory mandates one step at a time, which we will 
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call the “one-step-at-a-time” doctrine. In the notice of 
proposed rulemaking, we also described this doctrine 
and recent case law applying it. 74 FR 55319 col. 1–
3. As we noted, that the U.S. Supreme Court recently 
described the doctrine in Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 
U.S. 497, 524 (2007), as follows: “Agencies, like legis-
latures, do not generally resolve massive problems in 
one fell regulatory swoop;” and instead they may 
permissibly implement such regulatory programs 
over time, “refining their preferred approach as cir-
cumstances change and as they develop a more nu-
anced understanding of how best to proceed.” We as-
sume familiarity with our discussion in the proposal, 
but we expand upon it here to review the case law in 
greater detail and to highlight certain components of 
the doctrine that are particularly relevant to the Tai-
loring Rule. The roots of the doctrine go back at least 
to the DC Circuit’s 1979 decision in United States 
Brewers Association, Inc. v. EPA, 600 F.2d 974 (DC 
Cir. 1979). There, the Court considered a challenge 
to EPA’s guidelines for managing beverage contain-
ers, which EPA was required to promulgate under 
the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 
(RCRA). RCRA gave EPA one year to promulgate the 
guidelines. EPA promulgated a partial set of guide-
lines, started two others, and was challenged before 
the year was out by petitioners who objected to the 
initial guideline, saying it fell short of the statutory 
mandate. The Court upheld the initial guideline, 
stating: “Under these circumstances we think the 
question of whether the Agency has fully satisfied 
the mandate of the statute is not fit for judicial re-
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view at this time, when the Agency, still well within 
the one-year period granted by statute, is deeply in-
volved in the process of formulating rules designed to 
carry out the congressional mandate. The Agency 
might properly take one step at a time.” States Brew-
ers Association, Inc. v. EPA, 600 F.2d at 982. 

The Court addressed the doctrine at greater 
length in National Association of Broadcasters v. 
FCC, 740 F.2d 1190, 1209–14 (DC Cir. 1984). There, 
the Court noted that under certain statutory 
schemes, step-by-step agency action might not be au-
thorized; but the Court emphasized that when it is 
authorized, it may offer significant benefits; and the 
Court went on to delineate some of the circumstances 
under which its use is justified. In that case, the 
Court held that Federal Communications Commis-
sion (FCC) acted reasonably in making a spectrum 
allocation decision that granted direct broadcast sat-
ellite service priority use of a gigahertz (GHz) band 
in 5-years time, and—although acknowledging that 
fixed service users that were, at that time, using that 
band, would have to relocate to other bands—in 
postponing the details of the fixed service relocation 
to future proceedings. The Court described in some 
detail “[t]he circumstances under which * * * [an] 
agency may defer resolution of problems raised in a 
rulemaking,” as follows: 

The requisite judgment is in essence a pragmatic 
one. In an ideal world, of course, agencies would act 
only after comprehensive consideration of how all 
available alternatives comported with a well-defined 
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policymaking objective, and in some circumstances, 
statutes indeed mandate that agencies proceed by 
only such a course * * *. But administrative action 
generally occurs against a shifting background in 
which facts, predictions, and policies are in flux and 
in which an agency would be paralyzed if all the nec-
essary answers had to be in before any action at all 
could be taken * * *. We have therefore recognized 
the reasonableness of [an agency’s] decision to en-
gage in incremental rulemaking and to defer resolu-
tion of issues raised in a rulemaking even when 
those issues are “related” to the main ones being con-
sidered * * *. At the same time, [an agency] cannot 
‘restructure [an] entire industry on a piecemeal ba-
sis’ through a rule that utterly fails to consider how 
the likely future resolution of crucial issues will af-
fect the rule’s rationale * * *. 

Drawing a line between the permissible and the 
impermissible in this area will generally raise two 
questions. First the agency will likely have made 
some estimation, based upon evolving economic and 
technological conditions, as to the nature and magni-
tude of the problem it will have to confront when it 
comes to resolve the postponed issue. With regard to 
this aspect of the agency’s decision, as long as the 
agency’s predictions about the course of future 
events are plausible and flow from the factual record 
compiled, a reviewing court should accept the agen-
cy’s estimation * * *. Second, once the nature and 
magnitude of the unresolved issue is determined, the 
relevant question is whether it was reasonable, in 
the context of the decisions made in the proceeding 
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under review, for the agency to have deferred the is-
sue to the future. With respect to that question, 
postponement will be most easily justified when an 
agency acts against a background of rapid technical 
and social change and when the agency’s initial deci-
sion as a practical matter is reversible should the fu-
ture proceedings yield drastically unexpected results. 
In contrast, an incremental approach to agency deci-
sion making is least justified when small errors in 
predictive judgments can have catastrophic effects on 
the public welfare or when future proceedings are 
likely to be systematically defective in taking into 
account certain relevant interests * * *. 
740 F.2d at 1210–11 (citations omitted). 

In City of Las Vegas v. Lujan, 891 F.2d 927 (DC 
Cir. 1989), the Court suggested that one component 
of upholding partial agency compliance with a statu-
tory directive is evidence that the agency was on 
track for full compliance. There, the Court upheld 
the Department of Interior’s decision to list the popu-
lation of desert tortoises living north and west of the 
Colorado River (the “Mojave” population) as endan-
gered species, but not the nearby population living 
south and east of the river (the “Sonoran” popula-
tion). The agency explained that the Mojave popula-
tion faced certain threats that the Sonoran popula-
tion did not, and the Court found nothing to fault in 
that reasoning. The Court added: “Since agencies 
have great discretion to treat a problem partially, we 
would not strike down the listing if it were a first 
step toward a complete solution, even if we thought 
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it ‘should’ have covered both the Mojave and Sonoran 
populations.” City of Las Vegas v. Lujan, 891 F.2d 
927, 935 (DC Cir. 1989) (footnote omitted). 

In Grand Canyon Air Tour Coalition v. F.A.A., 154 
F.3d 455 (DC Cir. 1998), the DC Circuit added an-
other component to the “one-step-at-a-time” doctrine: 
While reiterating that “ordinarily, agencies have 
wide latitude to attack a regulatory problem in phas-
es and that a phased attack often has substantial 
benefits,” id. at 471, the Court went on to uphold 
partial agency action even when that action was 
long-delayed. There, the relevant statute was the 
Overflights Act, which required the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA) to reduce aircraft noise from 
sightseeing tours in Grand Canyon National Park, 
and established the goal of “substantial restoration 
of natural quiet and experience of the park.” The 
statute required the agency to develop a plan to im-
plement the statutory requirements within 120 days 
after enactment, and report to Congress within 2 
years after the date of the plan as to the plan’s suc-
cess. In fact, the FAA did not develop, through rule-
making, a plan until ten years after enactment, and 
when it did, it acknowledged that the plan was only 
a partial one, and that it would need two more rules 
and another ten years to meet the statutory goal of 
substantial restoration. Although recognizing that 
the Overflights Act did not establish an explicit time-
table for meeting the statutory goal, the Court stated 
that “[t]he language of the Overflights Act does man-
ifest a congressional concern with expeditious agency 
action,” and described the agency’s action variously 
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as “tardy,” “undeniably slow,” and “slow and falter-
ing.” Id. at 476–77. Even so, the Court upheld the 
FAA’s action against different challenges from appel-
lants and intervenors that (i) the agency acted un-
reasonably in not promulgating a complete plan to 
meet the statutory goal, instead of promulgating just 
the first step; and (ii) the agency acted unreasonably 
in not waiting until it had a complete plan before 
promulgating the first step. The Court stated: “We 
agree that it would be arbitrary and capricious for an 
agency simply to thumb its nose at Congress and 
say—without any explanation—that it simply does 
not intend to achieve a congressional goal on any 
timetable at all * * *,” but went on to emphasize that 
the FAA’s rule was the first of three that the agency 
assured would achieve the statutory goal. The Court 
cited City of Las Vegas v. Lujan, discussed previous-
ly, for the proposition that “a court will not strike 
down agency action ‘if it were a first step toward a 
complete solution.’” Grand Canyon Air Tour Coali-
tion v. F.A.A., 154 F.3d 455, 477–78 (DC Cir. 1998).27 
e. Consistency of Doctrines With Chevron Frame-
work 

Although the formation of the “absurd results,” 
“administrative necessity,” and “one-step-at-a-time” 
                                                 
27 For other cases, see Arizona Public Service Co. v. EPA, 562 
F.3d 1116, 1125–26 (10th Cir. 2009); General American Transp. 
Corp. v. ICC, 872 F.2d 1048, 1058 (DC Cir. 1989); Hazardous 
Waste Treatment Council v. EPA, 861 F.2d 277, 287 (DC Cir. 
1988); Western Union International, Inc. v. FCC, 725 Fl2d 732, 
754 (DC Cir. 1984). 
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doctrines pre-date the Chevron two-step analysis for 
construing statutes that Congress has authorized an 
agency to administer, we believe that the doctrines 
can be considered very much a part of that analysis, 
and courts have continued to apply them post-
Chevron. Under Chevron Step 1, an agency must de-
termine whether “Congress has directly spoken to 
the precise question at issue.” If so, “the court, as 
well as the agency, must give effect to the unambigu-
ously expressed intent of Congress.” However, if “the 
statute is silent or ambiguous with respect to the 
specific issue, the question for the court is whether 
the agency’s answer is based on a permissible con-
struction of the statute.” 

Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. NRDC, 467 U.S. 837, 842–
42 (1984). 

Thus, Step 1 under Chevron calls for determining 
congressional intent for the relevant statutory di-
rective on the specific issue presented. To determine 
Congress’s intent, the agency must look first to the 
statutory terms in question, and generally interpret 
them according to their literal meaning, within the 
overall statutory context, and perhaps with reference 
to the legislative history. If the literal meaning of the 
statutory requirements is clear then, absent indica-
tions to the contrary, the agency must take it to indi-
cate congressional intent and must implement it. 
Even if the literal meaning of the statutory require-
ments is not clear, if the agency can otherwise find 
indications of clear congressional intent, such as in 
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the legislative history, then the agency must imple-
ment that congressional intent. 

The DC Circuit has indicated that the “absurd re-
sults” doctrine fits into the Chevron Step 1 analysis 
in the following way: Recall that in the cases in 
which the courts have invoked this doctrine, the lit-
eral meaning of the statutory requirements has been 
clear, but has led to absurd results. This can occur 
when the literal meaning, when applied to the specif-
ic question, conflicts with other statutory provisions, 
contradicts congressional purpose as found in the 
legislative history—and, in particular, undermines 
congressional purpose—or otherwise produces re-
sults so illogical or otherwise contrary to sensible 
public policy as to be beyond anything Congress 
would reasonably have intended. See United States v. 
Ron Pair Enterprises, 489 U.S. 235, 242–43 (1989); 
Griffin v. Oceanic Contractors, Inc., 458 U.S. 564, 
571 (1982). 

Under these circumstances, the agency must not 
take the literal meaning to indicate congressional in-
tent. As the DC Circuit has explained, “where a lit-
eral reading of a statutory term would lead to absurd 
results, the term ‘simply has no plain meaning * * * 
and is the proper subject of construction by the EPA 
and the court.’” American Water Works Assn v. EPA, 
40 F.3d 1266, 1271 (DC Cir. 1994) (quoting Chemical 
Manufacturers’ Association v. NRDC, 470 U.S. 116, 
126 (1985)). Under these circumstances, if the agency 
can find other indications of clear congressional in-
tent, then the agency must implement that intent. 
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See United States v. Ron Pair Enterprises, 489 U.S. 
235, 242–43 (1989). This may mean implementing 
the statutory terms, albeit not in accordance with 
their literal meaning, but in a way that achieves a 
result that is as close as possible to congressional in-
tent. As the DC Circuit said in Mova Pharm. Corp. v. 
Shalala, 140 F.3d 1060 (DC Cir. 1998): 

The rule that statutes are to be read to avoid ab-
surd results allows an agency to establish that seem-
ingly clear statutory language does not reflect the 
“unambiguously expressed intent of Congress,” * * * 
and thus to overcome the first step of the Chevron 
analysis. But the agency does not thereby obtain a 
license to rewrite the statute. When the agency con-
cludes that a literal reading of a statute would 
thwart the purposes of Congress, it may deviate no 
further from the statute than is needed to protect 
congressional intent * * *. [T]he agency might be able 
to show that there are multiple ways of avoiding a 
statutory anomaly, all equally consistent with the 
intentions of the statute’s drafters * * *. In such a 
case, we would move to the second stage of the Chev-
ron analysis, and ask whether the agency’s choice 
between these options was “based on a permissible 
construction of the statute.” Otherwise, however, our 
review of the agency’s deviation from the statutory 
text will occur under the first step of the Chevron 
analysis, in which we do not defer to the agency’s in-
terpretation of the statute. 
Id. at 1068 (quoting Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. NRDC, 
467 U.S. 837, 842, 843 (1984) (citations omitted)). 
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The “administrative necessity” doctrine is not as 
well developed as the “absurd results” doctrine, so 
that the courts have not had occasion to explicitly 
describe how the doctrine fits into the Chevron ana-
lytical framework. However, we think that a reason-
able approach, in line with the DC Circuit’s approach 
to the “absurd results” doctrine as just described, is 
as follows: Recall that under the “administrative ne-
cessity” doctrine, an agency is not required to im-
plement a statutory provision in accordance with the 
literal requirements when doing so would be impos-
sible, but the agency must nevertheless implement 
the provision as fully as possible. Placed in the con-
text of the Chevron framework, we think that that 
the “administrative necessity” doctrine is based on 
the premise that inherent in the statutory design is 
the presumption that Congress does not intend to 
impose an impossible burden on an administrative 
agency. See Alabama Power v. Costle, 636 F.2d 323, 
357 (DC Cir. 1980) (describing the “administrative 
necessity” approach as one of the “limited grounds 
for the creation of exemptions [that] are inherent in 
the administrative process, and their unavailability 
under a statutory scheme should not be presumed, 
save in the face of the most unambiguous demonstra-
tion of congressional intent to foreclose them”). 

Therefore, if the literal meaning of a statutory di-
rective would impose on an agency an impossible 
administrative burden, then that literal meaning 
should not be considered to be indicative of congres-
sional intent. Rather, congressional intent should be 
considered to achieve as much of the statutory di-
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rective as possible. As a result, the agency must 
adopt an approach that implements the statutory di-
rective as fully as possible. This is consistent with 
the DC Circuit’s holding in Mova Pharm. Corp that if 
congressional intent is clear, but the plain meaning 
of a statute does not express that intent, then the 
agency must, under Chevron Step 1, select an inter-
pretation that most closely approximates congres-
sional intent. Mova Pharm. Corp, 140 F.3d at 1068.28 

The “one-step-at-a-time” doctrine fits into the 
Chevron framework in much the same manner that 
the “administrative necessity” doctrine does. That is, 
inherent in the statutory design is the presumption 
that Congress intended an agency, under certain cir-
cumstances, to implement the statutory require-
ments in a one-step-at-a-time fashion, as long as the 
agency stays on a path towards full implementation. 

Under all of the circumstances described previous-
ly, congressional intent is clear—whether it is indi-
cated by the plain language or otherwise—and as a 
result, the agency must follow that intent under 
Chevron Step 1. On the other hand, the agency may 
determine that congressional intent on the specific 
issue is not clear. In these cases, the agencies should 
proceed to Chevron Step 2 and select an interpreta-
tion or an application that is a permissible construc-
                                                 
28 We recognize that we described the relationship between the 
Chevron framework and the “administrative necessity” doctrine 
somewhat differently in the proposal, 74 FR 55312, and that, 
after further analysis, we are refining our view of that relation-
ship as described previously. 
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tion of the statute. This situation generally occurs 
when the statutory provisions are ambiguous or si-
lent as to the specific issue, and there are no other 
indications of clear congressional intent. In addition, 
in some cases in which the literal meaning of the 
statutory provision, when applied to the specific 
question, leads to an absurd result—and, therefore, 
the statutory provision should be considered not to 
have a plain meaning—there may be no other indica-
tions of clear congressional intent. Under all these 
circumstances, the agency is authorized, under 
Chevron Step 2, to develop and implement a con-
struction of the statute that the courts will uphold as 
long as it is reasonable. 

As noted previously, the DC Circuit, has pointed 
out that this situation may also occur when the lit-
eral language leads to an absurd result, and, in at-
tempting to implement congressional intent, the 
agency is “able to show that there are multiple ways 
of avoiding a statutory anomaly, all equally con-
sistent with the intentions of the statute’s drafters * 
* *. In such a case, we would move to the second 
stage of the Chevron analysis, and ask whether the 
agency’s choice between these options was ‘based on 
a permissible construction of the statute.’” Mova 
Pharm. Corp, 140 F.3d at 1068. As the U.S. Supreme 
Court has recently said, although in a context differ-
ent than “absurd results,” “In the end, the interpre-
tation applied by EPA “governs if it is a reasonable 
interpretation of the statute—not necessarily the on-
ly possible * * * interpretation, nor even the inter-
pretation deemed most reasonable by the courts.” 
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Entergy Corp. v. Riverkeeper, Inc., 129 S.Ct. 1498. 
1505 (2009). 

As a related matter, although the courts have de-
scribed Chevron Step 2 as requiring that the agency’s 
policy be “a permissible construction of the statute,” 
see Mova Pharm. Corp, 140 F.3d at 1068 (quoting 
Chevron, 467 U.S. at 842–43), if the statutory re-
quirements cannot be read literally because doing so 
would produce “absurd results,” then the agency’s 
policy need not be completely consistent with those 
particular requirements. The policy must still, in or-
der to be upheld, be consistent with Congress’s ac-
tions, but those actions should be considered to af-
ford the agency broad discretion considering that 
both the statutory terms cannot be considered dis-
positive and underlying congressional intent is not 
clear. As the U.S. Supreme Court has recently said, 
although in a context different than “absurd results,” 
In the end, the interpretation applied by the agency 
governs if it is a reasonable interpretation of the 
statute—not necessarily the only possible * * * inter-
pretation, nor even the interpretation deemed most 
reasonable by the courts.” Entergy Corp. v. River-
keeper, Inc., 129 S.Ct. 1498. 1505 (2009). 

There is another aspect of the “administrative ne-
cessity” doctrine worth noting in this context: The 
doctrine applies when (i) a literal application of the 
statutory directive to the case at hand is impossible 
for the agency to administer; and (ii) even so, either 
Congress clearly intended the statutory directive to 
apply to the case at hand or, if Congress did not 
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clearly intend that, then the agency reasonably con-
strues the statute to apply the statutory directive to 
the case at hand. In contrast, if Congress did not in-
tend the statutory directive to apply to the case at 
hand, or if congressional intent is uncertain and the 
agency considers another approach to be reasonable, 
then the “administrative necessity” doctrine would 
not apply. As a result, the agency would not be re-
quired to implement the statutory directive to the 
case at hand at all, much less in a more administra-
ble fashion. 
f. Interconnectedness of the Legal Doctrines 

Although we believe that each of the “absurd re-
sults,” “administrative necessity,” and “one-step-at-a-
time” doctrines provide independent support for our 
action, we also believe that in this case, the three 
doctrines are intertwined and form a comprehensive 
basis for EPA’s tailoring approach. As just discussed, 
each of the three doctrines is tied into the Chevron 
analytical framework because each is designed to 
give effect to underlying intent. As discussed previ-
ously, each of the three doctrines comes into play in 
this case because a literal reading of the PSD and 
title V applicability provisions results in insur-
mountable administrative burdens. Those insur-
mountable administrative burdens—along with the 
undue costs to sources—must be considered “absurd 
results” that would undermine congressional purpose 
for the PSD and title V programs. Under the “absurd 
results” doctrine, EPA is authorized not to imple-
ment the applicability provisions literally—that is, 
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not to implement them as applying on the January 2, 
2011 date that PSD and title V are triggered to all 
GHG sources at or above the statutory thresholds—
but instead to tailor them in a manner consistent 
with congressional intent. That means applying the 
PSD and title V requirements through a phase-in 
approach to as many sources as possible and as 
quickly as possible, starting with the largest sources, 
as EPA does with this Tailoring Rule,29 at least to a 
certain point. By the same token, the insurmounta-
ble administrative burdens bring into play the “ad-
ministrative necessity” doctrine, under which EPA 
is, again, authorized not to implement the applicabil-
ity provisions literally, but instead to apply them in a 
manner consistent with administrative resources. 
This also means phasing them in through the ap-
proach in the Tailoring Rule. Finally, the “one-step-
at-a-time” doctrine, which authorizes incremental 
action by agencies to implement statutory require-
ments under certain circumstances, provides further 
support for the phased tailoring approach in the Tai-
loring Rule. 
g. Application of Chevron Approach 

The Chevron analytical approach, and the three 
legal doctrines at issue here, apply to this action in 
the following manner: To reiterate, for convenience, 
                                                 
29 As discussed later, EPA may, in future rulemaking, make a 
final determination that under the “absurd results” doctrine, 
Congress did not intend for EPA to apply PSD to very small 
sources, that is, those, with emissions at or near the 100/250 
tpy statutory levels. 
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the statutory provisions at issue: Congress, through 
the definition of “major emitting facility,” applied the 
PSD program to include (i) “any * * * stationary 
sources of air pollutants which emit or have the po-
tential to emit, one hundred [or, depending on the 
source category, two hundred fifty] tons per year or 
more of any air pollutant,” CAA sections 165(a), 
169(1); and (ii) and such sources that undertake a 
physical or operational change that “increases the 
amount of any air pollutant emitted” by such 
sources, CAA sections 165(a), 169(2)(C), 111(a)(4).30 
Similarly, Congress, through the definition of “major 
source,” specified that the title V program includes 
“any stationary facility or source of air pollutants 
which directly emits, or has the potential to emit, one 
hundred tons per year or more of any air pollutant.” 
CAA sections 502(a), 501(2)(B), 302(j). EPA, through 
long-established regulatory action, in the case of 
PSD, and long-established interpretation, in the case 
of title V, has interpreted these definitions so that 
they apply only with respect to air pollutants that 
are subject to regulation under the CAA. 

For each of these applicability provisions, the ap-
proach under Chevron is as follows: Under Chevron 
                                                 
30 A physical or operational change is treated as a “modifica-
tion” that is subject to PSD if it either “increases the amount of 
any air pollutant emitted” by the source or “results in the emis-
sion of any air pollutant not previously emitted.” For conven-
ience, unless otherwise indicated, when we refer to changes 
that “increase[ ] the amount of any air pollutant emitted,” we 
mean both to those types of changes and changes that “result[ ] 
in the emission of any air pollutant not previously emitted.” 
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Step 1, we must determine whether Congress ex-
pressed an intention on the specific question, which 
is whether the PSD or title V applicability provisions 
apply to GHG sources. Said differently, the specific 
question is whether, in the case of PSD, Congress in-
tended that the definitions of “major emitting facili-
ty” and “modification” apply, respectively, to all GHG 
sources that emit at least 100 or 250 tpy or GHGs 
and to all physical or operational changes by major 
emitting facilities that “increase[ ] the amount” of 
GHGs; and, in the case of title V, whether the defini-
tion of “major source” applies to all GHG sources that 
emit at least 100 tpy GHGs. 

To determine intent, we must first examine the 
terms of the statute in light of their literal meaning. 
Here, the literal reading of each provision covers 
GHG sources. For PSD, a GHG source that emits at 
least 100 or 250 tpy GHGs literally qualifies as “sta-
tionary source [ ] of air pollutants which emit[s] or 
ha[s] the potential to emit, one hundred [or two hun-
dred fifty] tons per year or more of any air pollutant 
[subject to regulation under the CAA].” CAA section 
169(1). For modifications, a physical or operational 
change that increases the amount of GHG emissions 
qualifies as a “modification” because it “increases the 
amount of any air pollutant emitted” by the source. 
Similarly, for title V, a GHG source that emits at 
least 100 tpy GHGs literally qualifies as “any sta-
tionary facility or source of air pollutants which di-
rectly emits, or has the potential to emit, one hun-
dred tons per year or more of any air pollutant [sub-
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ject to regulation under the CAA].” CAA sections 
502(a), 501(2)(B), 302(j). 

Although each definition is clear that it applies to 
GHG sources as a general matter, applying each def-
inition in accordance with its literal meaning to all 
GHG sources at the specified levels of emissions and 
at the present time—in advance of the development 
of streamlining methods and greater permitting au-
thority expertise and resources—would create undue 
costs for sources and impossible administrative bur-
dens for permitting authorities. These results are not 
consistent with other provisions of the PSD and title 
V requirements, and are inconsistent with—and, in-
deed, undermine—congressional purposes for the 
PSD and title V provisions. Accordingly, under the 
“absurd results” doctrine, neither the PSD definition 
of “major emitting facility” or “modification” nor the 
title V definition of “major source,” should be applied 
literally to all GHG sources, and therefore none 
should be considered to have a literal meaning with 
respect to its application to all GHG sources. 

In analyzing the provisions of each definition more 
closely, we believe that each has four terms, any one 
of which could be considered not to have its literal 
meaning, in this respect. Specifically, each provision 
includes (i) The term “any * * * source,” or “a sta-
tionary source,” and that term could be considered 
not to refer literally to all of the GHG sources; (ii) ei-
ther the term “two hundred fifty tons per year” or 
“100 tons per year,” or the term “increases the 
amount,” and those terms could be considered not to 
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refer literally to the tonnage amount of emissions 
from all of the GHG sources; (iii) the term “any air 
pollutant,” 31 and that term could be considered not 
to refer literally to the emissions from all of the GHG 
sources; and (iv) the term “subject to regulation un-
der the CAA” (which we have interpreted “any air 
pollutant” to include), and that term could be consid-
ered not to refer literally to the emissions from all of 
the GHG sources. As long as any one of those four 
terms may be considered not to have its literal mean-
ing as applied to GHG sources, then the definition as 
a whole—again, for PSD, the terms “major emitting 
facility” or “modifications,” and for title V, the term 
“major source”—cannot be considered to apply liter-
ally to GHG sources. Because we read the terms to-
gether, as integral parts of each definition as a 
whole, we do not think that the choice of which of 
those four terms within each definition cannot be 
considered to apply literally to GHG sources has sub-
stantive legal effect. In other words, we believe that 
any one of these terms, or all of them together as 
part of each definition as a whole, should be consid-
ered not to apply literally in the case of GHG 
sources. 

Having determined that each definition does not 
have a literal meaning with respect to the applicabil-
ity of PSD or title V applies to all GHG sources, we 
                                                 
31 We do not believe that this term is ambiguous with respect to 
the need to cover GHG sources under either the PSD or title V 
program, only with respect to what sources of GHG should be 
covered under the circumstances presented here. 
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must next inquire as to whether Congress has never-
theless expressed an intent on that question through 
other means. We discuss the statutory terms and leg-
islative history of the PSD and title V provisions in 
more detail later, but for now it suffices to say that 
on the issue of whether PSD and title V apply to 
GHG sources, we believe that congressional intent is 
clear, and that is to apply PSD and title V to GHG 
sources generally. We believe that this intent is clear 
from the broad phrasing of the applicability provi-
sions—as noted earlier, the definitions apply by their 
terms to GHG source generally, even though the def-
initions should not be applied literally to all GHG 
sources—the fact that the various components of the 
PSD and title V programs can be readily applied to 
GHG sources, and the fact that the two programs can 
readily accommodate at least some GHG sources. As 
a result, we believe that as a matter of Chevron Step 
1, PSD and title V generally apply to GHG sources. 
Our previous regulatory action defining the applica-
bility provisions made this clear, and we do not reo-
pen this issue in this rulemaking. Moreover, even if 
this long-established regulatory position were not 
justifiable based on Chevron step 1—on the grounds 
that in fact, congressional intent on this point is not 
clear—then we believe that this position, that the 
statutory provisions to apply PSD and title V gener-
ally to GHG sources, was justified under Chevron 
step 2.32 

                                                 
32 In this preamble and the response to comments document we 
fully address arguments that commenters and others have pre-
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On the issue of how to apply PSD to GHG sources, 
including the specific threshold levels and the tim-
ing, we believe that Congress could be considered to 
have expressed a clear intent that GHG sources be 
included in the PSD program at as close to the statu-
tory thresholds as possible, and as quickly as possi-
ble, and at least to a certain point, all as consistent 
with the need to assure that the PSD program does 
not impose undue costs on sources or undue adminis-
trative burdens on the permitting authorities. Under 
this view, EPA would be required at Chevron Step 1 
to adopt the Tailoring Rule because, by phasing in 
PSD applicability, it most closely gives effect to Con-
gress’s intent. Under these circumstances, EPA is 
authorized to exercise its expert judgment as to the 
best approach for phasing in the application of PSD 
to GHG sources. 

Even so, we recognize that it could be concluded 
that on the issue of how to apply PSD to GHG 
sources, congressional intent is unclear. Under these 
circumstances, EPA has the discretion at Chevron 
Step 2 to adopt the Tailoring Rule because it is a 
reasonable interpretation of the statutory require-
ments (remaining mindful that the applicability re-
quirements cannot be applied literally). Under the 
Tailoring Rule, EPA seeks to include as many GHG 
sources in the permitting programs at as close to the 
statutory thresholds as possible, and as quickly as 
                                                                                                    
sented about congressional intent and coverage of GHGs. We do 
so to be fully responsive, even though we believe that this is a 
settled matter for which the time for judicial review has past. 
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possible, although we recognize that we ultimately 
may stop the phase-in process short of the statutory 
threshold levels. 

As for title V, we believe that taken together, the 
various statutory requirements and statements in 
the legislative history do not evidence a clear con-
gressional intent for how title V is to be applied to 
GHG sources. As discussed later, the relevant title V 
requirements and statements in legislative history 
differ from PSD, not least because they include pro-
visions that concern empty permits that point in dif-
ferent directions. As a result, here, too, EPA has the 
discretion at Chevron Step 2 to adopt the Tailoring 
Rule as a reasonable interpretation of the statutory 
requirements. Alternatively, even if the statute does 
express a clear intent as to title V that, similar to 
PSD, title V requirements must be phased in as 
closely to the statutory threshold as possible and as 
quickly as possible, this Tailoring Rule is consistent 
with that intent. 

It should also be noted that although EPA has 
concluded that applying the PSD and title V applica-
bility provisions literally in the case of GHG sources 
would produce “absurd results” and therefore is not 
required, this conclusion has no relevance for apply-
ing other CAA requirements—such as the require-
ments concerning endangerment and contribution 
findings under CAA section 202(a)(1) or emission 
standards for new motor vehicles or new motor vehi-
cle engines under CAA section 202—to GHGs or 
GHG sources. EPA’s conclusions with respect to the 
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PSD and title V applicability requirements are based 
on the specific terms of those requirements, other 
relevant PSD and title V provisions, and the legisla-
tive history of the PSD and title V programs. 

Within the context of the Chevron framework, the 
“administrative necessity” doctrine applies as fol-
lows: Under the doctrine, Congress is presumed to 
intend that the PSD and title V applicability re-
quirements be administrable. Here, those applicabil-
ity requirements, if applied to GHG sources in ac-
cordance with their literal meaning, would be impos-
sible to administer. Accordingly, under Chevron Step 
1, it is consistent with congressional intent that EPA 
and the permitting authorities be authorized to im-
plement the applicability requirements in a manner 
that is administrable, that is, through the tailoring 
approach. 

As for the “one-step-at-a-time” doctrine, we believe 
it applies within the Chevron framework in conjunc-
tion with the “absurd results” and “administrative 
necessity” doctrines. As we discuss elsewhere, the 
PSD and title V applicability provisions by their 
terms require that sources at or above the 100/ 250 
tpy thresholds comply with PSD and title V require-
ments at the time those requirements are triggered, 
which is when GHGs become subject to regulation. 
Therefore, if the literal meaning of the applicability 
provisions as applied to GHG sources were control-
ling—that is, if it reflected congressional intent—it 
would foreclose use of the one-step-at-a-time doctrine 
to implement a phase-in approach. However, the lit-
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eral meaning is not controlling because—in light of 
the absurd results, including the insurmountable 
administrative burdens, that would result from the 
literal meaning—congressional intent is not to re-
quire the application of the PSD and title V require-
ments to all GHG sources at or above the statutory 
thresholds at the time that GHGs become subject to 
regulation. Instead, as described previously, we con-
sider congressional intent for the applicability provi-
sions, as applied to GHG sources, either (i) to be 
clear that PSD and title V should be phased in for 
GHG sources as quickly as possible, or (ii) to be un-
clear, so that EPA may reasonably choose to phase 
PSD and title V in for those sources in that manner. 
Under either view, congressional intent for PSD and 
title V applicability to GHG sources accommodates 
the “one-step-at-a-time” approach. 
4. The PSD and Title V Programs 

Having discussed both the factual underpinnings 
and, immediately above, the legal underpinnings for 
our tailoring approach, we now discuss the PSD and 
title V programs themselves, including, for each pro-
gram, the key statutory provisions, their legislative 
history, and the relevant regulations and guidance 
documents through which EPA has implemented the 
provisions. We start with the PSD program. 
a. The PSD program 
(1) PSD Provisions 

Several PSD provisions are relevant for present 
purposes because of the specific requirements that 
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they establish and the window that they provide into 
congressional intent. These provisions start with the 
applicability provisions, found in CAA sections 
165(a) and 169(1), which identify the new sources 
subject to PSD, and CAA section 111(a)(4), which de-
scribes the modifications of existing sources that are 
subject to PSD. CAA section 165(a) provides: 

No major emitting facility on which construction is 
commenced after August 7, 1977, may be constructed 
in any area to which this part applies unless— 

(1) A permit has been issued for such proposed fa-
cility in accordance with this part setting forth emis-
sion limitations for such facility which conform to the 
requirements of this part; 

(2) The proposed permit has been subject to a re-
view in accordance with this section * * *, and a pub-
lic hearing has been held with opportunity for inter-
ested persons including representatives of the Ad-
ministrator to appear and submit written or oral 
presentations on the air quality impact of such 
source, alternatives thereto, control technology re-
quirements, and other appropriate considerations; 
*  *  *  *  * 

(4) The proposed facility is subject to the best 
available control technology for each pollutant sub-
ject to regulation under this chapter emitted from, or 
which results from, such facility * * *. 

The term “major emitting facility” is defined, un-
der CAA section 169(1) to include: 
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* * * stationary sources of air pollutants which 
emit, or have the potential to emit, one hundred tons 
per year or more of any air pollutant from [28 listed] 
types of stationary sources. * * * Such term also in-
cludes any other source with the potential to emit 
two hundred and fifty tons per year or more of any 
air pollutant. This term shall not include new or 
modified facilities which are nonprofit health or edu-
cation institutions which have been exempted by the 
State. 

As for modification of existing sources, CAA sec-
tion 169(1)(C) provides that the term “construction,” 
as used in CAA section 165(a) (the PSD applicability 
section) “includes the modification (as defined in sec-
tion 111(a)(4)) of any source or facility.” Section 
111(a)(4), in turn, provides: 

The term “modification” means any physical 
change in, or change in the method of operation of, a 
stationary source which increases the amount of any 
air pollutant emitted by such source or which results 
in the emission of any air pollutant not previously 
emitted. 

As interpreted by EPA regulations, these provi-
sions, taken together, provide that new stationary 
sources are subject to PSD if they emit at the 
100/250–tpy thresholds air pollutants that are sub-
ject to EPA regulation, and that existing stationary 
sources that emit such air pollutants at the 100/250–
tpy thresholds are subject to PSD if they undertake a 
physical or operational change that increases their 
emissions of such air pollutants by any amount. 
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Other provisions of particular relevance are the 
requirements for timely issuance of permits. The 
permitting authority must “grant[ ] or den[y] [any 
completed permit application] not later than one 
year after the date of filing of such completed appli-
cation.” CAA section 165(c). 

In addition, the PSD provisions articulate “the 
purposes of [the PSD program],” which are to bal-
ance environmental protection and growth. CAA sec-
tion 160. One of the purposes, in subsection (1), is 
specifically “to protect public health and welfare,” 
and another, in subsection (3), is “to insure that eco-
nomic growth will occur in a manner consistent with 
the preservations of existing clean air resources.” 

The PSD provisions also include detailed proce-
dures for implementation. Most relevant for sources 
of GHG are the provisions that the proposed permit 
for each source must be the subject of a public hear-
ing with opportunity for interested persons to com-
ment, CAA section 165(a)(2), and each source must 
be subject to BACT, as determined by the permitting 
authority on a source-by-source basis, CAA section 
165(a)(4), 169(3). 
(2) PSD Legislative History 

The legislative history of the PSD provisions, en-
acted in the 1977 CAA Amendments, makes clear 
that Congress was largely focused on sources of cri-
teria pollutants: primarily sulfur dioxide, PM, NOX, 
and carbon monoxide (CO). This focus is evident in 
the basic purpose of the PSD program, which is to 
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safeguard maintenance of the NAAQS. See S 95–127 
(95th Cong., 1st Sess.), at 27. 

Congress designed the PSD provisions to impose 
significant regulatory requirements, on a source-by-
source basis, to identify and implement BACT and, 
for criteria pollutant, to also undertake certain stud-
ies. Congress was well aware that because these re-
quirements are individualized to the source, they are 
expensive. Accordingly, Congress designed the ap-
plicability provisions (i) to apply these requirements 
to industrial sources of a certain type and a certain 
size—sources within 28 specified source categories 
and that emit at least 100 tpy—as well as all other 
sources that emit at least 250 tpy, and, by the same 
token, (ii) to exempt other sources from these re-
quirements.33 

Although Congress required that CAA require-
ments generally apply to “major emitting facilities,” 
defined as any source that emits or has the potential 
to emit 100 tpy of any pollutant, Congress applied 
PSD to only sources at 100 tpy or higher in 28 speci-
fied industrial source categories, and at 250 tpy or 
more in all other source categories. This distinction 
was deliberate: According to Sen. McClure, Congress 
selected the 28 source categories after reviewing an 
                                                 
33 Coverage of modifications by the PSD program was addressed 
by a technical amendment which added a cross reference in sec-
tion 169 to section 111. The legislative history of this provision 
is scant and there is no suggestion that Congress would have 
contemplated sweeping in large number of changes from small-
er sources through the addition of this provision. 
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EPA study describing 190 industrial source catego-
ries. 122 Cong. Rec. 24521 (July 29, 1976) (statement 
by Sen. McClure).  

Congress also relied on an EPA memorandum that 
identified the range of industrial categories that EPA 
regulated under its regulations that constituted the 
precursor to the statutory PSD program,34 and listed 
both the estimated number of new sources construct-
ing each year and the amount of pollution emitted by 
the “typical plant” in the category. The memorandum 
was prepared by B.J. Steigerwald, Director of the Of-
fice of Air Quality Planning and Standards and Rog-
er Strelow, EPA’s Assistant Administrator for Air 
and Waste Management (“Steigerwald-Strelow 
memorandum”). The Steigerwald-Strelow memoran-
dum makes clear that the 100 tpy cut-off for the 28 
listed sources categories, and the 250 tpy cut-off for 
all other sources, was meaningful; that is, there were 
a large number of sources below those cut-offs that 
Congress explicitly contemplated would not be in-
cluded in the PSD program. Id. at 24548–50. 

Consistent with this, the legislative history on the 
Senate side also specifically identified certain source 
categories that Senators believed should not be cov-
ered by PSD. The Senate bill language limited PSD 
                                                 
34 Beginning in 1974, EPA implemented a program that re-
quired sources of certain NAAQS pollutants seeking to con-
struct in attainment or unclassifiable areas to implement emis-
sion controls for the purpose of preventing deterioration in the 
ambient air quality in those areas. This program was the pre-
cursor to the PSD program Congress enacted in 1977. 
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to sources of 100 tpy or more in 28 listed source cate-
gories, and to any other categories that the Adminis-
trator might add. Sen. Muskie stated that the Senate 
bill excluded “houses, dairies, farms, highways, hos-
pitals, schools, grocery stores, and other such 
sources.” 123 Cong. Rec. 18021 (June 8, 1977) 
(statement of Sen. Muskie). Sen. McLure’s list of ex-
cluded source categories were “[a] small gasoline job-
ber, or a heating plant at a community college, 
[which] could have the potential to emit 100 tons of 
pollution annually.” 122 Cong. Rec. 24548–49 (July 
29, 1976) (statement of Sen. McClure). The Senate 
Committee Report included a comparable list, and in 
describing it, concisely articulated the cost-conscious 
basis for the line-drawing: “[the PSD] procedure * * * 
must include an effective review-and-permit process. 
Such a process is reasonable and necessary for very 
large sources, such as new electrical generating 
plants or new steel mills. But the procedure would 
prove costly and potentially unreasonable if imposed 
on construction of storage facilities for a small gaso-
line jobber or on the construction of a new heating 
plant at a junior college, each of which may have the 
potential to emit 100 tons of pollution annually.” S. 
Rpt. 95–127 at 96–97. 

The enacted legislation differs from the Senate bill 
by replacing the authorization to EPA to include by 
regulation source categories in addition to the listed 
28 source categories with an inclusion of all other 
sources if they exceed 250 tpy, and with an authori-
zation for the states to exempt hospitals and educa-
tional institutions. But Congress’s overall intention 
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remains clear, as the DC Circuit described in Ala-
bama Power: “Congress’s intention was to identify 
facilities which, due to their size, are financially able 
to bear the substantial regulatory costs imposed by 
the PSD provisions and which, as a group, are pri-
marily responsible for emissions of the deleterious 
pollutants that befoul our nation’s air * * *. [With re-
spect to] the heating plant operating in a large high 
school or in a small community college * * * [w]e 
have no reason to believe that Congress intended to 
define such obviously minor sources as ‘major’ for the 
purposes of the PSD provision.” 35 636 F.2d at 353–
54. 

A particularly important indication of congres-
sional intent to limit the PSD program it was design-
ing to larger sources comes in considering the emis-
sions profile of the small-sized boilers. Congress fo-
cused closely on identifying which sources with emis-
sions in excess of 100 tpy should not be subject to 
PSD even though they are subject to CAA require-
ments generally. But Congress viewed a large set of 
sources as emitting below 100 tpy and therefore not 
included in the PSD program. Chief among these 
sources, in terms of absolute numbers of sources, 
were small boilers. The Steigerwald-Strelow memo-

                                                 
35 Note that although Congress specifically authorized the 
states to exempt “nonprofit health or education institutions” 
from the definition of “major emitting facility,” this statement 
by the DC Circuit should be taken as the Court’s view that 
Congress did not design PSD to cover sources of the small size 
described. 
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randum identified two categories of these boilers, dif-
ferentiated by size. The first ranges in size from 10 to 
250 x 10 6 Btu per hour (Btu/hr), and has a “typical 
plant” size of 10 7 Btu/hr, with “BACT emissions 
from typical plant” of 53 tpy, and a total of 1,446 
sources in the category. The second category ranges 
in size from 0.3 to 10 x 10 6 Btu/hr, and has a “typical 
plant” size of 1.3 x 10 6 Btu/hr, with “BACT emis-
sions from typical plant” of 2 tpy, and a total of 
11,215 sources in the category. The memorandum 
discusses these two categories in the context of ex-
plaining which source categories exceed a size of 100 
tpy—and therefore would be subject to PSD if a 100 
tpy threshold were set—by stating, “Fortunately, 
most truly small boilers and typical space heating 
operations would not be covered.” 122 Cong. Rec. 
24549 (July 29, 1976). 

The legislative history also provides a window into 
the scope of the program that Congress anticipated 
and related administrability concerns. According to 
the Steigerwald-Strelow memorandum, the number 
of new sources each year whose “BACT emissions 
from typical plant” exceed 100 for the 28 listed 
source categories and 250 for all other source catego-
ries is less than 100 per year. Although the Stei-
gerwald-Strelow memorandum does not attempt to 
estimate the number of modifications, it appears that 
based on this information, Congress had reason to 
expect the total size of the PSD program to be meas-
ured in the hundreds or perhaps thousands of per-
mits each year. A program of this size would be 
manageable by EPA and the permitting authorities. 
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(3) PSD Regulatory History: Regulations Concerning 
the Definition of “Major Stationary Source” 

For present purposes, the regulatory history of the 
PSD program is most noteworthy because it shows 
that since the inception of the program following the 
1977 CAA Amendments, EPA has interpreted the 
statutory PSD applicability provisions to apply more 
narrowly—to any air pollutant subject to regula-
tion—than their literal meaning (“any air pollu-
tant”). EPA’s initial rulemaking implementing the 
PSD program, which was proposed and finalized in 
1977–1978, made explicit that the entire PSD pro-
gram applied to only pollutants regulated under the 
Act. 43 FR 26380, 26403, 26406 (June 19, 1978) 
(promulgating 40 CFR 51.21(b)(1)(i)). In 1979–1980, 
EPA revised the PSD program to conform to Ala-
bama Power v. Costle, 636 F.2d 323 (DC Cir. 1980). 
44 FR 51924 (September 5, 1979) (proposed rule); 45 
FR 52676 (August 7, 1980) (final rule). In this rule-
making, EPA did not disturb the pre-existing provi-
sions that limited the applicability of the PSD pro-
gram to regulated air pollutants.36 In 1996 EPA pro-
                                                 
36 As noted elsewhere in this notice, in Alabama Power, the DC 
Circuit noted that the definition of “major emitting facility” un-
der CAA section 169(1) could apply to air pollutants not regu-
lated under other provisions of the Act, and discussed the con-
trast of this broad definition to the narrower application of the 
BACT provisions. 636 F.2d at 352–53 & n. 60. In its rulemaking 
notices responding to Alabama Power, EPA discussed at length 
certain issues, such as the applicability of NSR to pollutants 
emitted below the “major” thresholds, that are based on the ref-
erence in “major emitting facility” to “any air pollutant.” How-
ever, throughout its discussion, EPA interpreted that reference 
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posed, and in 2002 finalized, a set of amendments to 
the PSD provisions that included revisions to con-
form with the 1990 CAA Amendments, which, in rel-
evant part, exempted hazardous air pollutants 
(HAPs) from PSD, under CAA section 112(b)(6). See 
61 FR 38250 (July 23, 1996), 67 FR 80186 (December 
31, 2002). In the preamble to the final rule, EPA not-
ed that based on a request from a commenter, EPA 
was amending the regulations to “clarify which pol-
lutants are covered under the PSD program.” EPA 
accomplished this by promulgating a definition for 
“regulated NSR pollutant,” which listed categories of 
pollutants regulated under the Act, and by substitut-
ing that defined term for the phrase “pollutants 
regulated under the Act” that was previously used in 
various parts of the PSD regulations. 67 FR 80240. 
The definition of “regulated NSR pollutant” includes 
several categories of pollutants (including, in gen-
eral, NAAQS pollutants and precursors, pollutants 
regulated under CAA section 111 NSPS, Class I or II 
substances regulated under CAA title VI) and a 
catch-all category, “[a]ny pollutant that otherwise is 
subject to regulation under the Act.” E.g., 40 CFR 
52.21(b)(50). As in the previous rulemakings, EPA 
did not address the difference between the definition 
of “major emitting facility” and its regulatory ap-
proach or indicate that it had received comments on 
                                                                                                    
as “any regulated air pollutant,” again without specifically ac-
knowledging the difference or without acknowledging the 
above-noted statements in Alabama Power. See 45 FR 52710–
52711. EPA did not indicate that it had received comments on 
this issue. 
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this issue. While the definition of “major modifica-
tion” in the PSD regulations has changed over time 
with respect to how emission increases are calculat-
ed, the regulatory history with respect to pollutant 
coverage parallels that of major emitting facility. 

We recount this regulatory history as background 
information. We are not reconsidering or reopening 
these regulations to the extent they interpret the def-
inition of “major emitting facility” and “modification” 
narrowly to be limited to pollutants subject to regu-
lation under the Act. 
b. Title V Program 

Having reviewed the key statutory provisions, 
their legislative history, and the relevant adminis-
trative interpretations for the PSD program, we now 
do the same for the title V program. 
(1) Title V Provisions 

The key title V provisions for present purposes 
start with the applicability provisions, which are 
found in CAA sections 502(a), 501(2)(B), and 302(j). 
These provisions provide that it is unlawful for any 
person to operate a “major source” without a title V 
permit, section 502(a), and define a “major source” to 
include “any major stationary facility or source of air 
pollutants which directly emits, or has the potential 
to emit, one hundred tons per year or more of any air 
pollutant.” CAA sections 501(2)(B) and 302(j). As 
noted elsewhere, these provisions, taken together 
and as interpreted by EPA, provide that stationary 
sources are subject to title V if they emit at the 100-
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tpy threshold air pollutants that are subject to EPA 
regulation. 

In addition, although title V does not have a set of 
provisions describing its purpose, it is clear from its 
provisions and its legislative history, discussed later, 
that its key goal is to gather into one permitting 
mechanism the CAA requirements applicable to a 
source and impose conditions necessary to assure 
compliance with such requirements, and thereby 
promote the enforceability of CAA requirements ap-
plicable to the covered sources. Section 503(b)(1) re-
quires that the source’s permit application contain a 
compliance plan describing how the source will 
“comply with all applicable requirements” of the 
CAA, and section 504(a) requires that “[e]ach permit 
issued under [title V] shall include * * * such * * * 
conditions as are necessary to assure compliance 
with applicable requirements of [the Act].” See H.R. 
Rep. No. 101–490, at 351 (1990) (“It should be em-
phasized that the operating permit to be issued un-
der this title is intended by the Administration to be 
the single document or source of all of the require-
ments under the Act applicable to the source.”). 

Importantly, title V is replete with provisions de-
signed to make the permitting process as efficient 
and smooth-running as possible, including the expe-
ditious processing of permit applications and the 
timely issuance of permits. Section 503(c) requires 
that “the permitting authority shall approve or dis-
approve a completed application * * * and shall issue 
or deny the permit, within 18 months after the date 
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of receipt thereof * * *.” Section 502(b)(6) requires 
the permitting authority to develop “adequate, 
streamlined, and reasonable procedures for expedi-
tiously determining when applications are complete, 
for processing such applications, for public notice * * 
* and for expeditious review of permit actions, in-
cluding * * * judicial review in State court of the final 
permit action by [specified persons].” Section 
502(b)(7) includes a “hammer” provision designed to 
reinforce timely permit issuance, which is that the 
permitting authority’s program must include: 

To ensure against unreasonable delay by the per-
mitting authority, adequate authority and proce-
dures to provide that a failure of such permitting au-
thority to act on a permit application or permit re-
newal application (in accordance with the time peri-
ods specified in [CAA] section 503 * * *) shall be 
treated as a final permit action solely for purposes of 
obtaining judicial review in State court of an action 
brought by any person referred to in paragraph (6) to 
require that action be taken by the permitting au-
thority on such application without additional delay. 
Section 502(b)(8) requires the permit program to in-
clude “[a]uthority and reasonable procedures con-
sistent with the need for expeditious action by the 
permitting authority on permit applications and re-
lated matters, to make available to the public [cer-
tain permit-related documents]”. Section 502(b)(9) 
requires a permit revision to incorporate require-
ments promulgated after issuance of the permit, but 
only if the permit is for a major source and has a 
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term of 3 or more years remaining. In addition, the 
revision must occur “as expeditiously as practicable.” 
Section 502(b)(10) requires the permit program to 
include operational flexibility provisions that “allow 
changes within a permitted facility * * * without re-
quiring a permit revision, if the changes are not mod-
ifications * * * and * * * do not exceed the emissions 
allowable under the permit * * *.” 

In addition, title V includes a comprehensive and 
finely detailed implementation schedule that man-
dates timely issuance of permits while building in 
EPA and affected state review, public participation, 
and timely compliance by the source with reporting 
requirements. Following the date that sources be-
come subject to title V, they have 1 year to submit 
their permit applications. CAA section 503(c). As 
noted previously, the permitting authority then has 
18 months to issue or deny the permit. CAA section 
503(c). Permitting authorities must provide an op-
portunity for public comment and a hearing. CAA 
section 502(b)(6). If the permitting authority propos-
es to issue the permit, the permitting authority must 
submit the permit to EPA, and notify affected states, 
for review. CAA section 505(a)(1). EPA then has 45 
days to review the permit and, if EPA deems it ap-
propriate, to object to the permit. CAA section 
505(b)(1). If EPA does object, then the permitting au-
thority must, within 90 days, revise it to meet the 
objections, or else EPA becomes required to issue or 
deny the permit. CAA section 505(c). If EPA does not 
object, then, within 60 days of the close of the 45-day 
review period, any person may petition EPA to ob-
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ject, and EPA must grant or deny the petition within 
60 days. CAA section 505(b)(2). If a permit is issued, 
it must include a permit compliance plan, under 
which the permittee must “submit progress reports 
to the permitting authority no less frequently than 
every 6 months,” and must “periodically (but no less 
frequently than annually) certify that the facility is 
in compliance with any applicable requirements of 
the permit, and [ ] promptly report any deviations 
from permit requirements to the permitting authori-
ty.” CAA section 503(b). 
(2) Title V Legislative History 

The legislative history of title V, enacted by Con-
gress in the 1990 CAA Amendments, indicates the 
scope of the program that Congress expected: Con-
gress expected the program to cover some tens of 
thousands of sources, which would approximate the 
scope of the permit program under the Clean Water 
Act. The Senate Committee on Environment and 
Public Works stated: 

EPA estimates that the new permit requirements 
will cover about 8,200 major sources that emit 100 
tons per year or more of criteria pollutants (which 
are regulated under SIPs). In addition, many smaller 
sources are (or, as EPA promulgates additional regu-
lations, will be) covered by new source performance 
standards under section 111 of the Act, hazardous 
air pollutant standards under section 112 of the Act, 
and nonattainment provisions of this legislation. By 
comparison, under the Clean Water Act, some 70,000 
sources receive permits, including more than 16,000 
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major sources. Although many air pollution sources 
have more emission points than water pollution 
sources, the additional workload in managing the air 
pollution permit system is estimated to be roughly 
comparable to the burden that States and EPA have 
successfully managed under the Clean Water Act. 
S. Rep. 101–228, at 353 (1990).37 Sen. Mitchell, the 
Senate Majority Leader, stated that he expected 
“over 10,000 permits [to] * * * be issued under this 
program.” 136 Cong. Rec. S3239–03 (March 27, 
1990). Others in Congress had similar estimates. 
See, e.g., 136 Cong. Rec. S3166 (“thousands and 
thousands of permit applications * * * will be re-
quired to be submitted”) (statement of Sen. Nickles). 

Furthermore, the legislative history indicates that 
Congress did not contemplate that large numbers of 
very small sources would be subject to title V’s re-
quirements.38 This becomes clear by reviewing the 

                                                 
37 The House Committee on Energy and Commerce acknowl-
edged that it was “uncertain about the magnitude of permit ap-
plications likely to be submitted under the bill initially and 
thereafter in each State or to EPA,” H. Rep. 101–490 p. 346. 
38 Title V can apply to certain small businesses in some circum-
stances. Under CAA sections 502(a) and 501(2)(A), title V ap-
plies to major sources of HAPs, which includes sources that 
may emit as little as 10 tpy of a single HAP, and which may 
include some dry cleaners and other small businesses. In addi-
tion, under CAA section 502(a), title V applies to area sources 
subject to standards under CAA sections 111 or 112 (or required 
to have a PSD or nonattainment NSR permit), unless the Ad-
ministrator exempts those sources from title V because compli-
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legislative history of a companion piece of legislation 
to the operating permits provisions that Congress 
enacted into CAA section 507, which is the “Small 
business stationary source technical and environ-
mental compliance assistance program.” CAA section 
507. Under this provision, sources that, among other 
things, “are not major stationary source[s]” and that 
emit less than 50 tpy of any regulated pollutant, as 
well as less than 75 tpy or all regulated pollutants, 
are eligible for assistance under CAA section 507. 
CAA section 507(c)(1). The House Committee Report 
described this provision—including what types of 
sources it expected this provision to benefit—as fol-
lows: 

New section [507] is a small source/small business 
provision added by the Committee. It seeks to help 
small businesses to comply with the problems that 
are likely to occur under the Act as amended by this 
bill. For purposes of this section, small businesses or 
small emitters are defined as sources that are emit-
ting 100 tons or less per year and that have a num-
ber of employees that would qualify them for assis-
tance from the Small Business Administration 
(SBA). As we look to the future of environmental pro-
tection under the Act, we take special steps here to 
ensure that it is possible for these small businesses 
to comply with minimum hassle and in recognition of 
the problems that are unique to them. Such small 
businesses include printers, furniture makers, dry 
                                                                                                    
ance would be impracticable, infeasible, or unnecessarily bur-
densome. 
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cleaners, and millions of other small businesses in 
this country. 
House Committee Report, H.R. 101–590, at 354. In 
this manner, the House Committee Report made 
clear that it expected “millions of * * * small busi-
nesses”—including “printers, furniture makers, dry 
cleaners” and many others—to benefit from the CAA 
section 507 small source/small business program, but 
Congress did not expect them to become subject to 
the operating permit requirements of title V because 
their emissions fell below 100 tpy, which is, in gen-
eral, the threshold for title V applicability as a “ma-
jor source.” 

The legislative history of title V confirms that 
Congress viewed a principal purpose of title V as 
providing a vehicle to compile the requirements ap-
plicable to the source. As the report of the House 
Committee on Energy and Commerce (“House Com-
mittee Report”) stated, “It should be emphasized that 
the operating permit to be issued under this title is 
intended by the Administration to be the single doc-
ument or source of all of the requirements under the 
Act applicable to the source.” H.R. Rep. No. 101–490, 
at 351 (1990). Combined with the source’s reporting 
requirements, this compilation of applicable re-
quirements would facilitate public awareness of a 
source’s obligations and compliance and would facili-
tate compliance and enforcement. 

On the Senate side, Sen. Chafee, one of the floor 
managers of the bill, made a similar point: 
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The permits will serve the very useful function of 
gathering and reciting in one place—the permit doc-
ument itself—all of the duties imposed by the Clean 
Air Act upon the source that holds the permit. This 
would clearly be an improvement over the present 
system, where both the source and EPA must search 
through numerous provisions of state implementa-
tion plans and regulations to assemble a complete 
list of requirements that apply to any particular 
plant * * *. 

Once these permits are in place, plant managers 
will be better able to understand and to follow the 
requirements of the Clean Air Act. At the same time, 
EPA will be better able to monitor how well each 
plant is complying with those requirements. This is a 
highly sensible approach for all concerned. 

136 Cong. Rec. S213 (January 24, 1990) (state-
ment of Sen. Chafee). Sen. Lieberman made a simi-
lar statement. 136 Cong. Rec. 3172–73 (March 26, 
1990) (statement of Sen. Lieberman). Thus, a central 
purpose of the title V permit program is to compile 
all the requirements applicable to the source into a 
single place, the permit. Implicit in this purpose is 
that the sources subject to title V will have applica-
ble requirements to be compiled. As Sen. Chafee di-
rectly stated, “[T]he vast majority of these permit 
applications will * * *, in all likelihood, only codify 
the existing requirements of the applicable State im-
plementation plan.” 136 Cong. Rec. S2720 (March 20, 
1990) (statement of Sen. Chafee).  
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More broadly, the legislative history also indicates 
congressional concern about the costs of permitting 
for small businesses, and a determination to mini-
mize those costs to the extent possible. This concern 
is reflected in several provisions of title V. For exam-
ple, section 502(a) authorizes EPA to exempt all or 
part of a source category—except for any major 
source from the title V permit program if EPA “finds 
that compliance with [title V] requirements is im-
practicable, infeasible, or unnecessarily burdensome 
on such categories.” Similarly, the permit fee provi-
sions include a presumptive minimum fee amount, 
but authorize an exemption from that presumptive 
amount upon a showing that a lesser amount will 
meet overall fee requirements, CAA section 
502(b)(3)(B)(iv). One of the drafters of this provision, 
Rep. Wyden, explained that its purpose was to pre-
serve the flexibility of states to impose lower fees of 
small businesses: 

I note that the provision on fees allows reductions 
for small sources where appropriate. The state has 
some flexibility, under the general permit fee provi-
sions, to adjust fee levels for any source so long as 
the average fee charged meets the statutory mini-
mum. 
136 Cong. Rec. H12884 (Oct. 26, 1990) (statement of 
Rep. Wyden). See, e.g., 136 Cong. Rec. H2559 (May 
21, 1990) (statement of Rep. Wyden) (discussing need 
to “help small businesses through the air permit lab-
yrinth”). 
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The legislative history also indicates that Con-
gress was deeply concerned both about the need not 
to burden sources generally with undue costs and to 
assure the administrability of the title V program, 
and as a result, was determined to make the pro-
gram as smooth-running as possible. These goals are 
reflected in many of the title V requirements, as dis-
cussed previously. See, e.g., CAA section 502(b)(6) 
(requiring “adequate, streamlined, and reasonable 
procedures for expeditiously determining when ap-
plications are complete, for processing such applica-
tions, for public notice * * * and for expeditious re-
view of permit actions); CAA section 502(b)(7) (in-
cludes a “hammer” provision designed to reinforce 
timely permit issuance); CAA section 502(b)(9)–(10) 
(limiting circumstances under which permit revision 
is required; requiring revision to occur “as expedi-
tiously as practicable;” including operational flexibil-
ity provisions). 

The legislative history confirms that these provi-
sions were designed to reduce costs to sources and 
promote administrability. The “Chafee-Baucus 
Statement of Senate Managers” for the bill explained 
the purpose of the CAA section 502(b)(6) requirement 
for “[a]dequate, streamlined, and reasonable proce-
dures for expeditious[ ]” permit actions as follows: 

[M]uch concern has been expressed that this new 
permitting process will unduly delay the proper func-
tioning of many sources, and we intend to mitigate 
any delay by directing that the process be expedi-
tious. 
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In addition to this general directive for expeditious 
processing, we mandate in new section 503 that 
permitting authorities approve or reject permit ap-
plications within certain specified time periods fol-
lowing filing. In this fashion, we have taken explicit 
steps to protect against undue delays. 
136 Cong. Rec. S16941 (statement of Sen. Chafee). 
The same statement explained that the permit revi-
sion procedures of CAA section 502(b)(9) reflect a— 
careful effort to ensure that the permit program 
works effectively and efficiently. Succinctly, this pro-
vision accommodates two competing concerns. On 
the one hand, it is important to ensure that permit 
requirements remain up-to-date as the provisions of 
the Clean Air Act are developed and new require-
ments are imposed. On the other hand, it also is im-
portant to be sure that we do not reduce the permit 
program to a shambles by requiring sources to en-
gage in a continuous process of revising their permits 
as these new requirements are imposed. 
136 Cong. Rec. 16942 (Oct. 27, 1990) (Chafee-Baucus 
statement of Senate Managers) (statement of Sen. 
Chafee). 

In addition, these concerns were at the bottom of 
the following statement by Sen. Chafee, in which he 
described how the bill’s drafters had revised it in re-
sponse to a concern by industry that an earlier ver-
sion of the bill would have put undue costs on indus-
try: 
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We have also heard concerns from industry that S. 
1630 would burden sources unduly by requiring 
them to submit—along with their permit applica-
tions—plans explaining how they intend to comply 
with all requirements of the Clean Air Act that apply 
to them. 

But, Mr. President, we emphatically do not intend 
to burden industry with preparation and submission 
of unnecessary compliance plans. The substitute 
clarifies that any compliance plans would address 
only those matters by which the sources would com-
ply with new requirements imposed by this act as it 
is finally signed into law. These plans would not 
need to address compliance with any existing Clean 
Air Act requirements, unless the source is in viola-
tion of those requirements. 
136 Cong. Rec. S2107 (March 5, 1990) (statement of 
Sen. Chafee). 

As another indication of congressional concern 
over administrability, Congress recognized that at 
the beginning of the program, large numbers of per-
mit applications might overwhelm the permitting au-
thorities. To protect against this, Congress included 
in CAA section 503(c) a phase-in schedule for permit-
ting authorities to act on the initial set of permit ap-
plications. Under 503(c), permitting authorities were 
not required to act on the initial set of permit appli-
cations within 18 months after it received the appli-
cation, but rather could act on one-third of them on 
an annual basis over a 3-year period. Sen. Chafee, in 
describing an early version of this provision—which 
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would have allowed permitting authorities to phase 
in the submission of permit applications—explained 
that its purpose was “to avoid a logjam of permit ap-
plications[,] * * * ensure that [regulatory] gridlock 
can be avoided, and [ensure] that the permitting pro-
cess will work with a minimum of disruption and de-
lay.” 136 Cong. Rec., S2106 (March 5, 1990) (state-
ment of Sen. Chafee). 
(3) Title V Regulatory History 

As with PSD, for present purposes, the regulatory 
history of the title V program is most noteworthy be-
cause it shows that beginning shortly after the incep-
tion of the program following the 1990 CAA Amend-
ments, EPA has interpreted the statutory title V ap-
plicability provisions to apply more narrowly—to any 
air pollutant subject to regulation—than their literal 
meaning (“any air pollutant”). As discussed previous-
ly, title V applies to any “major source,” defined, as 
relevant here, under CAA sections 501(2)(B) and 
302(j), as “any stationary facility or source of air pol-
lutants which directly emits, or has the potential to 
emit, one hundred tons per year or more of any air 
pollutant * * *.” EPA’s regulations mirror the CAA 
definitional provisions. 40 CFR 70.2. 

However, since 1993, EPA has interpreted the ap-
plicability provisions more narrowly. At that time, 
which was shortly after title V was enacted, EPA is-
sued a guidance document making clear that it in-
terprets this requirement to apply to sources of pol-
lutants “subject to regulation” under the Act. Memo-
randum from Lydia N. Wegman, Deputy Director, 
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Office of Air Quality Planning and Standards, U.S. 
EPA, “Definition of Regulated Air Pollutant for Pur-
poses of Title V” (Apr. 26, 1993) (Wegman Memoran-
dum). The interpretation in this memorandum was 
based on: (1) EPA’s reading of the definitional chain 
for “major source” under title V, including the defini-
tion of “air pollutant” under section 302(g) and the 
definition of “major source” under 302(j); (2) the view 
that Congress did not intend to require a variety of 
sources to obtain title V permits if they are not oth-
erwise regulated under the Act (see also CAA section 
504(a), providing that title V permits are to include 
and assure compliance with applicable requirements 
under the Act); and (3) consistency with the ap-
proach under the PSD program. 

While the specific narrow interpretation in the 
Wegman Memorandum of the definition of “air pollu-
tant” in CAA section 302(g) is in question in light of 
the holding in Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 
533 (2007) (finding this definition to be “capacious”), 
we believe that the overall rationale for our interpre-
tation of the applicability of title V remains sound. 
EPA continues to maintain its interpretation, con-
sistent with CAA sections 302(j), 501, 502 and 
504(a), that the provisions governing title V applica-
bility for “a major stationary source” can only be 
triggered by emissions of pollutants subject to regu-
lation. This interpretation is based primarily on the 
purpose of title V to collect all regulatory require-
ments applicable to a source and to assure compli-
ance with such requirements, see, e.g., CAA section 
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504(a), and on the desire to promote consistency with 
the approach under the PSD program. 

In the Tailoring Rule notice of proposed rulemak-
ing, EPA acknowledged the Wegman Memorandum 
and affirmed the memorandum’s continued viability, 
stating that “EPA continues to maintain this inter-
pretation.” 74 FR 55300, col. 3, fn. 8; see also 75 FR 
17022–23 (Interpretive Memo reconsideration). 

As with PSD, we recount this regulatory history as 
background information, and we are not reconsider-
ing or re-opening this interpretation of the definition 
of “major source” narrowly to be limited to pollutants 
subject to regulation under the Act. 
5. Application of the “Absurd Results” Doctrine for 
the PSD Program 

Having reviewed the factual background, legal 
doctrines, and the key components of the PSD and 
title V programs, we now turn towards interpreting 
the PSD and title V requirements in accordance with 
the Chevron framework, accounting for the applica-
ble legal doctrines. We begin with the “absurd re-
sults” doctrine, and apply it first to the PSD re-
quirements. 

In this action, we finalize, with some refinements, 
the “absurd results” basis we proposed. Specifically, 
we are revising our regulations to limit PSD applica-
bility to GHG emitting sources by revising the regu-
latory term, “regulated NSR pollutant,” and although 
our revised regulations do not accord with a literal 
reading of the statutory provisions for PSD applica-
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bility, which are incorporated into the definition of 
“major emitting facility” and “major modification,” 
we have concluded that based on the “absurd results” 
doctrine, a literal adherence to the terms of these 
definitions is not required. Even so, we believe Con-
gress did intend that PSD apply to GHG sources as a 
general matter. Further, we may apply PSD to GHG 
sources in a phased-in manner, as we do through the 
tailoring approach, because either congressional in-
tent is clear on that issue and the tailoring approach 
best reflects it, or congressional intent is unclear and 
the tailoring approach is a reasonable interpretation 
of the statute. 
a. Congressional Purpose for the PSD Program 

To reiterate, for convenience, CAA section 169(1) 
defines a “major emitting facility” to include “any * * 
* source[] [that] emit[s], or ha[s] the potential to 
emit, [depending on the source category], one hun-
dred [or two hundred fifty] tons per year or more or 
more of any air pollutant.” CAA section 169(1); and a 
“modification” as any physical or operational change 
in “a stationary source which increases the amount 
of any air pollutant emitted by such source,” CAA 
section 169(2)(C), 111(a)(4). We also reiterate that, as 
discussed above, beginning with our initial rulemak-
ing in 1977–1978 to implement the PSD program, we 
have interpreted these definitions more narrowly by 
reading into them the limitation that a source is sub-
ject to PSD only if the air pollutants in question are 
“subject to regulation under the Act.” 40 CFR 
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51.166(b)(49)(iv). EPA is not re-opening this inter-
pretation in this regulation in this action. 

Under the current interpretation of the PSD ap-
plicability provision, EPA’s recent promulgation of 
the LDVR will trigger the applicability of PSD for 
GHG sources at the 100/250 tpy threshold levels as 
of January 2, 2011. This is because PSD applicability 
hinges on the definition of “major emitting facility,” 
which, under EPA’s long-standing narrowing inter-
pretation, but absent further tailoring, applies PSD 
to sources of any air pollutant subject that is subject 
to regulation under another provision of the CAA. 
EPA’s promulgation of the LDVR means that GHGs 
will become subject to regulation on the date that the 
rule takes effect, which will be January 2, 2011. 

But absent tailoring, the January 2, 2011 trigger 
date for GHG PSD applicability will subject an ex-
traordinarily large number of sources, more than 
81,000, to PSD each year, an increase of almost 300-
fold. And the great majority of these new sources will 
be small commercial or residential sources. We be-
lieve that for many reasons, this result is contrary to 
congressional intent for the PSD program, and in 
fact would severely undermine what Congress sought 
to accomplish with the program. As a result, under 
our Chevron analysis, accounting for the “absurd re-
sults” doctrine, the statutory definition for “major 
emitting facility” (as interpreted narrowly to include 
“subject to regulation”) should not be read to apply to 
all GHG sources at or above the 100/250 tpy thresh-
old as of the January 2, 2011 date. Rather, the defi-
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nitions of “major emitting facility” and “modification” 
should be tailored so that they apply to GHG sources 
on a phased-in basis, with the largest sources first, 
as we describe in this rule. 

As explained previously, Chevron Step 1 calls for a 
determination of congressional intent, and the courts 
consider the best indicator of congressional intent to 
be the plain meaning of the statute. However, the 
U.S. Supreme Court has held that the literal mean-
ing of a statutory provision is not conclusive “in the 
‘rare cases [in which] the literal application of a stat-
ute will produce a result demonstrably at odds with 
the intentions of the drafters’ * * * [in which case] 
the intention of the drafters, rather than the strict 
language, controls.” United States v. Ron Pair Enter-
prises, 489 U.S. 235, 242 (1989). To determine 
whether “the intentions of the * * * drafters” differ 
from the result produced from “literal application” of 
the statutory provisions in question, the courts may 
examine the overall context of the statutory provi-
sions, including whether there are related statutory 
provisions that either conflict or are consistent with 
that interpretation; and the legislative history to see 
if it exposes what the legislature meant by the terms 
in question. In addition, the courts may examine 
whether a literal application of the provisions pro-
duces a result that the courts characterize variously 
as absurd, futile, strange, or indeterminate, and 
therefore so illogical or otherwise contrary to sensi-
ble public policy as to be beyond anything Congress 
would reasonably have intended. In such cases, the 
literal language cannot be said to reflect the inten-
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tion of the drafters, and therefore does not control. 
See United States v. Ron Pair Enterprises, 489 U.S. 
235, 242–43 (1989); Griffin v. Oceanic Contractors, 
Inc., 458 U.S. 564, 571 (1982). 

Here, applying the definitions of “major emitting 
facility” and “modification” literally (as EPA has in-
terpreted them more narrowly) at the present time—
in the absence of streamlining measures or addition-
al permitting authority resources, and without tailor-
ing—would be contrary to congressional purpose for 
the PSD provisions, as found in the statutory provi-
sions and legislative history, especially in light of the 
impact from applying those definitions literally. 
Congress established the PSD program in large 
measure because it was concerned that around the 
country, industrial development, which was confront-
ing barriers to locating in nonattainment areas (that 
is, areas that do not meet the NAAQS), would at-
tempt to locate in clean air areas (that is, attainment 
areas or unclassifiable areas), but that as a conse-
quence, the clean air areas would see their air quali-
ty deteriorate to the point where they, too, would no 
longer meet the NAAQS. The end result would be the 
spread of environmental and health problems to 
those formerly clean air areas, as well as more barri-
ers to further industrial development. With these 
concerns in mind, Congress designed the PSD pro-
gram to require newly constructing or modifying 
sources in areas with air quality that meets the 
NAAQS (or that is unclassifiable) to analyze their 
emissions of NAAQS pollutants and to implement 
controls as needed to assure that those emissions do 
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not significantly deteriorate air quality. Many of the 
PSD requirements, and much of the discussion in the 
legislative history, reflect these aspects of the PSD 
program. E.g., CAA sections 162, 163, 164, 165(a)(3), 
165(d)(2), 165(e), 166; see generally H. Rep. 95–294, 
95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977) 103–78. 

Congress also designed the PSD program to im-
pose controls on non-NAAQS pollutants, through the 
requirement under CAA section 165(a)(4) that the 
source be “subject to the best available control tech-
nology for each pollutant subject to regulation under 
this chapter emitted from, or which results from, 
such facility.” For example, when Congress enacted 
the PSD provisions in 1977, sources emitting HAPs 
were required to implement BACT for those pollu-
tants, although in the 1990 CAA Amendments, Con-
gress redesigned CAA section 112, which includes 
the requirements for HAPs, and excluded HAPs from 
PSD. CAA section 112(b)(6).  

Congress was keenly aware that the PSD program 
needed to serve two purposes: Protect the environ-
ment and promote economic growth. Congress explic-
itly identified these two goals in the “purposes” sec-
tion of the PSD provision, CAA section 160, and vari-
ous PSD requirements clearly reflect them. For ex-
ample, to protect economic growth, the PSD program 
expedites the permit process to include a 1-year limi-
tation on the time that the permitting authority has 
act on permit applications. To protect the environ-
ment, in addition to including many provisions that 
focus on NAAQS pollutants, the PSD program re-
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quires that the preconstruction permit impose emis-
sion limits that reflect BACT for each pollutant sub-
ject to regulation under another CAA provision. CAA 
section 165(a)(4). This BACT provision also makes 
clear, by its terms, that although Congress designed 
the PSD program largely with NAAQS pollutants in 
mind, Congress also intended that sources subject to 
PSD control the emissions of their other pollutants 
as well. The DC Circuit has recognized the twin 
goals of environmental protection and economic de-
velopment that underlie PSD, and has upheld EPA 
interpretations of the PSD program that reflect a 
balancing of those goals. See, e.g., New York v. EPA, 
413 F.3d 3, 27 (DC Cir.), rehearing en banc den. 431 
F.3d 801 (2005). 

Congress was also keenly aware that the PSD 
analyses and controls that it was mandating had to 
be implemented on a source-by-source basis, and 
that this process would be expensive for sources. As a 
result, Congress intended to limit the PSD program 
to large industrial sources because it was those 
sources that were the primary cause of the pollution 
problems in question and because those sources 
would have the resources to comply with the PSD re-
quirements. Congress’s mechanism for limiting PSD 
was the 100/250 tpy threshold limitations. Focused 
as it was primarily on NAAQS pollutants, Congress 
considered sources that emit NAAQS pollutants in 
those quantities generally to be the large industrial 
sources to which it intended PSD to be limited. 
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That Congress paid careful attention to the types 
and sizes of sources that would be subject to the PSD 
program and designed the thresholds deliberately to 
limit the program’s scope is evident from the legisla-
tive history. Several Senate floor statements and the 
Committee Report made clear that PSD should not 
apply to small sources. As discussed later, Congress 
scrutinized information that EPA provided as to 
types and sizes of sources, found largely in the Stei-
gerwald-Strelow memorandum. Sen. Muskie stated 
that the Senate bill excluded “houses, dairies, farms, 
highways, hospitals, schools, grocery stores, and oth-
er such sources.” 123 Cong. Rec. 18021 (June 8, 1977) 
(statement of Sen. Muskie). Sen. McClure stated that 
PSD should be limited to “industrial plants of signifi-
cant impact,” and should exclude “[a] small gasoline 
jobber, or a heating plant at a community college, 
[which] could have the potential to emit 100 tons of 
pollution annually.” 122 Cong. Rec. 24548–49 (July 
29, 1976) (statement of Sen. McClure). The Senate 
Committee Report mirrored Sen. McClure’s state-
ment, and concisely articulated the cost-related basis 
for the line-drawing: “[The PSD] procedure * * * 
must include an effective review-and-permit process. 
Such a process is reasonable and necessary for very 
large sources, such as new electrical generating 
plants or new steel mills. But the procedure would 
prove costly and potentially unreasonable if imposed 
on construction of storage facilities for a small gaso-
line jobber or on the construction of a new heating 
plant at a junior college, each of which may have the 
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potential to emit 100 tons of pollution annually.” S. 
Rpt. 95–127 at 96–97. 

The DC Circuit had occasion, in Alabama Power, 
to acknowledge this legislative history. “Congress’s 
intention was to identify facilities which, due to their 
size, are financially able to bear the substantial regu-
latory costs imposed by the PSD provisions and 
which, as a group, are primarily responsible for 
emissions of the deleterious pollutants that befoul 
our nation’s air.” Alabama Power, 636 F.2d at 353. 
The Court added, “Though the costs of compliance 
with [the PSD] requirements are substantial, they 
can reasonably be borne by facilities that actually 
emit, or would actually emit when operating at full 
capacity, the large tonnage thresholds specified in 
section 169(1).”. Id. at 354. 

It is not too much to say that applying PSD re-
quirements literally to GHG sources at the present 
time—in the absence of streamlining or increasing 
permitting authority resources and without tailoring 
the definition of “major emitting facility” or “modifi-
cation”—would result in a program that would have 
been unrecognizable to the Congress that designed 
PSD. Congress intended that PSD be limited to a 
relatively small number of large industrial sources. 
Without phasing in PSD and title V applicability to 
GHG sources so as to allow the development of 
streamlining methods and increases in permitting 
authority resources, the PSD program would expand 
by January 2, 2011, from the current 280 sources per 
year to almost 82,000 sources, virtually all of which 
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would be smaller than the sources currently in the 
PSD program and most of which would be small 
commercial and residential sources. Until EPA could 
develop streamlining methods, all of the sources that 
would become newly subject to PSD—whether they 
be larger or smaller sources, whether industrial or 
commercial/ residential sources—would have to un-
dergo source-specific BACT determinations for their 
GHG emissions, as well as their emissions of conven-
tional pollutants in amounts in excess of the signifi-
cance levels. We estimate that the commercial and 
residential sources—the great majority of which are 
small business—would each incur, on average, al-
most $60,000 in PSD permitting expenses. This re-
sult would be contrary to Congress’s careful efforts to 
confine PSD to large industrial sources that could 
afford these costs. 

A closer look at the legislative history confirms the 
view that Congress did not expect PSD to apply to 
large numbers of small sources, including commer-
cial and residential sources, and instead expected the 
100/250 tpy thresholds to limit PSD’s applicability to 
larger sources. As noted previously, Congress relied 
on an EPA memorandum—the Steigerwald-Strelow 
memorandum—that identified the range of industri-
al categories that EPA regulated under its program 
that constituted the precursor to the statutory PSD 
program, and listed both the estimated number of 
new sources constructing each year and the amount 
of pollution emitted by the “typical plant” in the cat-
egory. The Steigerwald-Strelow memorandum makes 
clear that the 100 tpy cut-off for the 28 listed sources 
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categories, and the 250 tpy cut-off for all other 
sources, would exclude from PSD a large number of 
sources. 122 Cong. Rec. 24548–50 (July 29, 1976). 
However, virtually all, if not all, of the sources in 
half the 28 source categories emit CO2 in quantities 
that equal or exceed the 100 tpy threshold, and al-
most all of the sources in the remaining categories 
emit CO2 in quantities that equal or exceed the 100 
tpy threshold. Therefore, applying the “major emit-
ting facility” definition to GHG sources, in the ab-
sence of streamlining methods and without tailoring, 
would, as a practical matter, vitiate much of the pur-
pose of the 100 tpy cut-off for industrial sources.39 

                                                 
39 Specifically, of the 28 source categories under CAA section 
169(1), information available to EPA indicates that all of the 
sources in the following categories emit at least 100 tpy of CO2 
annually: fossil-fuel fired steam electric plants of more than 250 
million Btu per hour heat input, Portland Cement plants, pri-
mary zinc smelters, iron and steel mill plants, primary alumi-
num ore reduction plants, municipal incinerators capable of 
charging more than 50 tons of refuse per day, nitric acid plants, 
petroleum refineries, lime plants, primary lead smelters, fossil-
fuel boilers of more than 250 Btus per hour heat input. In addi-
tion, all but a few kraft pulp mills and glass fiber processing 
plants emit at least 100 tpy CO2 annually. Our information is 
incomplete with respect to the remaining source categories, but 
with the possible exception of petroleum storage and transfer 
facilities with a capacity exceeding three hundred thousand 
barrels, we suspect that virtually all sources emit at least 100 
tpy CO2 annually. See “Technical Support Document for 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Thresholds Evaluation”; Office of 
Air Quality Planning and Standards; March 29, 2010. 
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Most telling, in this regard, is the small-sized boil-
ers, which the Steigerwald-Strelow memorandum 
describes, in terms of size, pollutants emitted, and 
numbers of sources, as follows: The memorandum 
identified two categories of these boilers, differenti-
ated by size. The first ranges in size from 10 to 250 x 
106 Btu/hr, and has a “typical plant” size of 107 
Btu/hr, with “BACT emissions from typical plant” of 
53 tpy, and a total of 1,446 sources in that category. 
The second category ranges in size from 0.3 to 10 x 
106 Btu/hr, and has a “typical plant” size of 1.3 x 106 
Btu/hr, with “BACT emissions from typical plant” of 
2 tpy, and a total of 11,215 sources in the category. 
That memorandum makes clear that EPA did not be-
lieve that sources in these two categories—and espe-
cially the smallest one—would be subject to PSD un-
der a 100 tpy threshold, by stating, “Fortunately, 
most truly small boilers and typical space heating 
operations would not be covered.” 122 Cong. Rec. 
24549 (July 29, 1976). However, these data and con-
clusions were all based on emissions of NAAQS pol-
lutants, the amounts of which placed these boilers 
well below the PSD threshold limitations. In general, 
most boilers of these small sizes are fired with natu-
ral gas, and a natural gas boiler greater than 0.5 x 
106 Btu/hr emits at least 250 tpy CO2. Therefore, if 
the CO2 emissions of these small boilers are consid-
ered—as would occur by applying the definition of 
“major emitting facility” to GHG sources without tai-
loring—then most of them would in fact be subject to 
PSD. Again, this result would directly contravene 
Congress’s intention to limit PSD to “industrial 
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plants of significant impact.” 122 Cong. Rec. 24548–
49 (statement of Sen. McClure). 

Perhaps the most compelling reason why applying 
the PSD program to GHG sources without tailoring, 
and before the development of streamlining methods, 
would be inconsistent with congressional intent, is 
that the resulting program would prove unadmin-
istrable. Although the legislative history of the PSD 
program does not reveal much explicit congressional 
focus on administrability issues, the Steigerwald-
Strelow Memorandum, which identifies the source 
categories and numbers of sources that were before 
Congress as it considered PSD, suggests that the 
program that Congress fashioned could be expected 
to cover at most a few thousand sources each year. 
This appears to be approximately the size of the pro-
gram that EPA administered before the 1977 CAA 
Amendments, so that it seems reasonable to assume 
that Congress expected the PSD program it enacted 
to be within EPA’s and the states’ administrative ca-
pacities. 

Moreover, the Alabama Power court stressed the 
importance of administrability concerns: Most im-
portantly, the Court held that EPA, in interpreting 
the “modification” provisions that apply PSD to phys-
ical or operational changes by major emitting facili-
ties that “increase the amount of any air pollutant 
emitted,” CAA section 111(a)(4), may “exempt from 
PSD review some emission increases on grounds of 
de minimis or administrative necessity,” and went on 
to state that in establishing the exemption thresh-
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olds, “[t]he Agency should look at the degree of ad-
ministrative burden posed by enforcement at various 
de minimis threshold levels.” 636 F.2d at 400,405. In 
addition, the Court based its holding that potential-
to-emit for purposes of the applicability thresholds 
should be defined as emissions at full capacity with 
implementation of control equipment, in part on its 
view that with this definition, the number of sources 
subject to PSD would be manageable: 

Though the costs of compliance with section 165 
requirements are substantial, they can reasonably be 
borne by facilities that actually emit, or would actu-
ally emit when operating at full capacity, the large 
tonnage thresholds specified in section 169(1). The 
numbers of sources that meet these criteria, as we 
delineate them, are reasonably in line with EPA’s 
administrative capability. 
Alabama Power, 636 F.2d at 354. However, applying 
PSD to GHG sources before streamlining and with-
out tailoring would increase the size of the PSD pro-
gram at least an order of magnitude beyond what 
Congress seems to have expected, which would have 
been far beyond the “administrative capability” that 
Alabama Power described EPA as having. 

Beyond this disconnect with congressional expec-
tations, what is most important is that the extraor-
dinarily large number of permit applications would 
overwhelm permitting authorities and slow their 
ability to process permit applications to a crawl. Our 
best estimate at present is that permitting authori-
ties would need to process almost 82,000 permit ap-
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plications per year, compared to, at most, 800 in the 
current PSD program. The total additional workload, 
in work hours, for PSD permits would be more than 
19.5 million more work hours, compared to 150,795 
work hours for the current PSD program, and the to-
tal additional costs would be over $1.5 billion, com-
pared with $12 million for the current PSD program. 

At proposal, we noted that the states had estimat-
ed that the influx of permit applications that would 
result from applying the 250 tpy threshold at actual 
emissions would, without additional resources, result 
in permitting delays of 3 years. In fact, as we noted 
at proposal, a literal reading of the PSD require-
ments would require their application at the 250 tpy 
PTE level, which would result in ten times more 
permit applications than were assumed when the 
states made the 3-year estimate. Further, our cur-
rent estimates of the numbers of sources that would 
be subject to PSD requirements are about twice what 
we estimated at proposal, as described elsewhere. 
Moreover, our estimate of the number of hours that 
permitting authorities would need to process a per-
mit application from a source in the commercial or 
residential sector—which is, by far, the largest single 
sector—is three and one-half times as long as we es-
timated at proposal. And under a literal reading of 
the PSD applicability provisions as applied to GHG 
sources, the permitting authorities would be required 
to implement a program of this size beginning on 
January 2, 2011, less than 9 months from now. We 
received many comments from states and industry 
raising concerns about the cost to sources and ad-
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ministrative burdens of PSD permitting if the statu-
tory threshold were to apply for GHG emissions. One 
commenter estimated a cost of over $5 billion and the 
dedication of over 17,000 FTEs to this effort. 

We consider it difficult to overstate the impact 
that applying PSD requirements literally to GHG 
sources as of January 2, 2011—before streamlining 
or increasing permitting resources and without tai-
loring—would have on permitting authorities and on 
the PSD program, and we are concerned that this 
impact could adversely affect national economic de-
velopment. The number of PSD permits that would 
be required from such an approach is far beyond 
what the PSD program has seen to date. It is clear 
throughout the country, PSD permit issuance would 
be unable to keep up with the flood of incoming ap-
plications, resulting in delays, at the outset, that 
would be at least a decade or longer, and that would 
only grow worse over time as each year, the number 
of new permit applications would exceed permitting 
authority resources for that year. Because PSD is a 
preconstruction program, during this time, tens of 
thousands of sources each year would be prevented 
from constructing or modifying. In fact, it is reasona-
ble to assume that many of those sources will be 
forced to abandon altogether plans to construct or 
modify. As a result, a literal application of the PSD 
applicability provisions to GHG sources would slow 
construction nationwide for years, with all of the ad-
verse effects that this would have on economic devel-
opment. 
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The remedies for this scenario would be for per-
mitting authorities to increase their PSD funding by 
over 100-fold, from $12 million to over $1.5 billion, or 
the development by EPA and the permitting authori-
ties of streamlining techniques. But it is not possible 
for permitting authorities to increase their funding 
to those levels in the foreseeable future, partly be-
cause of the sheer magnitude of those levels and 
partly because of the financial challenges that states 
currently face. And, for the reasons discussed later, 
although streamlining offers genuine promise to im-
prove the manageability of the PSD workload, 
streamlining cannot do so in the very near term and, 
in any event, the extent to which it can do so has not 
yet come into focus. 

So clear are at least the broad outlines of this pic-
ture that EPA did not receive any substantive com-
ments arguing that permitting authorities could in 
fact administer the PSD program with the applicabil-
ity requirements applied literally to GHG sources 
beginning in the very near future.40 Every permit-
ting authority that addressed this issue in their 
comments on the proposed Tailoring Rule stated un-
equivocally that it could not administer the PSD pro-
gram at the statutory levels. To cite a few examples 
(each of which considered both the PSD and title V 
programs together): NACAA, which represents air 
pollution control agencies in 53 states and territo-
                                                 
40 EPA did receive a smaller number of comments that asserted 
in conclusory fashion that permitting authorities could admin-
ister the 100/250 tpy levels. 
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ries, stated it “* * * agrees with the EPA that imme-
diately attempting to implement the PSD and title V 
programs using the statutory thresholds meets the 
test for invoking the administrative necessity and 
absurd results doctrines.” Similarly, the California 
Air Resources Board stated that it “* * * concurs 
with the United States, EPA that if more appropriate 
applicability thresholds [as opposed to the statutory 
thresholds] are not set for GHG it will not be admin-
istratively possible to implement these [the PSD and 
tile V] permitting programs.” All other state and lo-
cal permitting agencies that commented on the pro-
posed tailoring provided similar comments that they 
would not have the adequate staff capacity or re-
sources to be able to successfully administer their 
permitting programs with the addition of GHG emis-
sion sources at the statutory thresholds for PSD and 
title V. 

It is the many-year delays in permit issuance and 
the consequent chilling of economic development that 
provide perhaps the clearest indication that applying 
the PSD applicability provisions to GHG sources 
without tailoring produces absurd results. These ef-
fects would undermine one of Congress’s central 
purposes in establishing the PSD program, which 
was to promote development in clean air areas by 
large industrial sources (as long as they included en-
vironmental safeguards). As discussed previously, 
this goal is manifest in the structure of the PSD pro-
visions, and Congress even went so far as to make 
this goal explicit in the purposes section of the PSD 
provisions. 
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Moreover, at the present time, there is relatively 
little environmental benefit in subjecting large num-
bers of small GHG sources to the expensive, source-
by-source PSD permitting requirements. They repre-
sent a relatively small share of the GHG inventory 
and the control options available to them, at present, 
are limited. As a result, approaches other than 
source-by-source permitting presently offer more 
promise for generating emissions reductions in an 
efficient manner. These approaches, which may be 
developed through both federal and state efforts, in-
clude requirements, incentives, and educational out-
reach to promote efficiency improvements to boilers 
and furnaces and energy efficient operations, includ-
ing, for example, weatherization programs. 

For all these reasons, interpreting the definition of 
“major emitting facility” and “modification” literal-
ly—that is, as EPA has interpreted them more nar-
rowly, but without tailoring and before the program 
requirements can be streamlined or permitting au-
thority resources can be increased—would produce 
results that are not consonant with, and, in fact, 
would severely undermine, Congress’s purpose for 
the PSD program. These results may fairly be char-
acterized as the type of absurd results that support 
our view that the literal terms of the PSD applicabil-
ity provisions do not indicate congressional intent for 
how those provisions should applied to GHG sources. 
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b. Congressional Intent for the Applicability Provi-
sions 
(1) Congressional Intent for Whether and How PSD 
Applies to GHG Sources 

Several of the PSD provisions and statements in 
the legislative history are particularly important in 
determining whether and how the PSD program 
should apply to GHG sources, as discussed else-
where: 

(1) The applicability provisions, under CAA section 
165(a) and 169(1). These provisions are written 
broadly, and although, as we explain above, they 
cannot be read literally to apply to GHG sources at 
or above the 100/250 tpy, they nevertheless can be 
read to indicate that directionally, Congress intended 
that PSD be applied inclusively. 

(2) The various PSD provisions that identify the 
pollutants subject to PSD. Compare, e.g., CAA sec-
tions 162, 163, 164, 165(a)(3), 165(d)(2), 165(e), and 
166 (NAAQS pollutants) with CAA sections 
165(a)(3)(C), 165(a)(4) (other pollutants). These pro-
visions indicate that a major purpose of the PSD 
program is to control NAAQS pollutants, but that the 
program also covers non-NAAQS pollutants. 

(3) The requirement that permitting authorities 
act on PSD applications within 1 year. CAA section 
165(c). This provision indicates that Congress antici-
pated the PSD program would be of a size that would 
allow permitting authorities to meet this deadline. 
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(4) The purpose provision. CAA section 160. This 
provision makes clear that PSD is designed both to 
protect public health and welfare and to promote 
economic growth. 

(5) In addition, we consider important the legisla-
tive history indicating the Congress intended PSD to 
apply to large industrial sources because they were 
the primary source of the air pollution problems and 
they have the resources to manage the demands of 
the PSD permitting process; and that, by the same 
token, Congress expected that small sources would 
not be subject to PSD. The legislative history does 
not specifically mention GHG sources. Looking at 
these provisions and the legislative history together, 
we think Congress can be said to have intended that 
the PSD program apply to GHG sources as a general 
matter. The most important indication of congres-
sional intent in this regard is the applicability provi-
sions, which provide, in part, that PSD applies to (i) 
“any * * * source[ that] emit[s], or ha[s] the potential 
to emit [the specified quantity] of any air pollutant,” 
CAA section 169(1); and (ii) to any such source that 
undertakes a physical or operational change that 
“increases the amount of any air pollutant emitted.” 
CAA section 169(2)(C), 111(a)(4). These terms are 
quite broad, and should be read to include GHG 
sources and GHGs. See Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 
U.S. 497, 533 (2007) (“Because greenhouse gases fit 
well within the Clean Air Act’s capacious definition 
of ‘air pollutant,’ we hold that EPA has the statutory 
authority to regulate the emission of such gases from 
new motor vehicles.”). Moreover, including GHG 
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sources—under certain circumstances—is consistent 
with the PSD provisions that refer to other pollu-
tants, establish the time-frame for acting on PSD 
applications, and establish the overall purpose of the 
program. In addition, including GHG sources—
again, under certain circumstances—is consistent 
with the legislative history that PSD be limited to 
sources that cause a meaningful part of the air pollu-
tion problem and have the resources to manage the 
PSD requirements. No PSD provision explicitly im-
poses any limitation of PSD to large industrial 
sources, and Congress’s reasoning for focusing on 
large industrial sources—which was that these 
sources are best suited to handle the resource-
intensive analyses required by the PSD program—
could extend to GHG sources under certain circum-
stances (that is, large sources first, and smaller 
sources after streamlining methods are developed). 
Similarly, as discussed previously, it is reasonable to 
read into Congress’s intent that the PSD program be 
limited to a size that permitting authorities would be 
able to administer, but it is consistent with that 
reading to recognize that the permitting authorities 
could take certain steps—including adoption of 
streamlining measures and ramping up resources—
that would allow them to handle a higher volume of 
permitting. Finally, we find nothing in the PSD pro-
visions or legislative history that would indicate con-
gressional intent to exclude GHG sources. According-
ly, we believe that Congress must be said to have in-
tended an affirmative response for whether PSD ap-
plies to sources of GHGs as a general matter. Our 
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previous regulatory action defining the PSD applica-
bility provisions made this clear, and we do not reo-
pen this issue in this rulemaking. Moreover, even if 
this long-established regulatory position were not 
justifiable based on Chevron Step 1—on the grounds 
that in fact, congressional intent on this point is not 
clear—then we believe that this position, that the 
statutory provisions to apply PSD to GHG sources in 
general, was justified under Chevron Step 2. 

As to how PSD applies to GHG sources, although, 
for reasons discussed previously, the 100/250 tpy 
threshold provision, which establishes the scope of 
PSD applicability, should not be read as applying lit-
erally to GHG sources—and as a result, the applica-
bility provision as a whole cannot be said to have a 
plain meaning as to the scope of coverage of GHG 
sources—we believe that the applicability provisions 
and legislative history nevertheless indicate a con-
gressional intent for how PSD should apply to GHG 
sources. That is to apply PSD to as many sources as 
possible as quickly as possible, at least to a certain 
point. We believe that this intent can be inferred 
from the inclusiveness of the applicability provision, 
combined with the legislative history that focuses on 
Congress’s desire to include in the PSD program 
sources that have the resources to comply with the 
requirements and, as the Court in Alabama Power 
recognized, Congress’s concern about administrabil-
ity. That is, at first, PSD may apply to the largest 
GHG sources because they may be expected to have 
the resources to comply with PSD’s requirements 
and permitting authorities may be expected to ac-
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commodate those sources; and over time, with 
streamlining and increases in permitting authority 
resources, PSD may apply to more GHG sources. As 
discussed later, the tailoring approach is consistent 
with congressional intent in this regard. 

We recognize the tension between the applicability 
provisions, which are inclusive, and the statements 
in the legislative history that express Congress’s ex-
pectation that PSD be limited to large industrial 
sources. At least to a point, the applicability provi-
sions and these statements can be reconciled by rec-
ognizing that the reason why Congress expected that 
PSD would be limited to large industrial sources was 
that Congress recognized that PSD applied on a 
source-by-source basis, that this would be costly to 
sources, and that only the large industrial sources 
could afford those costs. Taking certain actions—
including streamlining PSD requirements—can ren-
der PSD more affordable and thereby allow its appli-
cation to smaller sources in a more cost-effective 
manner. In this way, PSD’s inclusive applicability 
provisions can be reconciled with the narrower scope 
Congress expected, and this is part of the reason why 
we characterize congressional intent as being con-
sistent with phasing in the applicability of PSD to 
GHG sources through the tailoring approach.41 

                                                 
41 Reconciling the applicability provisions with the statements 
in the legislative history in this manner is also consistent with 
the U.S. Supreme Court’s view that the Clean Air Act has in-
herent flexibility, as it stated in Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 
497, 532 (2007): 
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On the other hand, if Congress cannot be said to 
have expressed an intent as to the manner and scope 
of PSD applicability to GHG sources, then, under 
Chevron Step 2, EPA may apply a reasonable inter-
pretation of the applicability provisions to determine 
the scope of coverage of GHG sources that is con-
sistent with the statutory requirements. The Tailor-
ing Rule is a reasonable interpretation under Chev-
ron Step 2. It is consistent with (1) The applicability 
provisions, recognizing that as we have seen, those 
provisions cannot be applied literally under these 
circumstances,42 (2) the provisions described above 
concerning which pollutants the PSD provisions cov-
er and the timetable for permitting authority action 

                                                                                                    
While the Congresses that drafted § 202(a)(1) might not have 
appreciated the possibility that burning fossil fuels could lead 
to global warming, they did understand that without regulatory 
flexibility, changing circumstances and scientific developments 
would soon render the Clean Air Act obsolete. The broad lan-
guage of § 202(a)(1) reflects an intentional effort to confer the 
flexibility necessary to forestall such obsolescence. See Pennsyl-
vania Dept. of Corrections v. Yeskey, 524 U. S. 206, 212 (1998) 
(“[T]he fact that a statute can be applied in situations not ex-
pressly anticipated by Congress does not demonstrate ambigui-
ty. It demonstrates breadth” (internal quotation marks omit-
ted)). 
42 For the reasons discussed above, we believe that Step 2 of the 
Chevron framework, which authorizes the exercise of agency 
discretion as long as the agency remains consistent with a rea-
sonable construction of the statute, does not require a literal 
construction of the statute in a case such as this one, in which 
the “absurd results” doctrine applies so that the statutory re-
quirements cannot be read literally. 
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on PSD applications; (3) the purpose provisions of 
PSD, and the accompanying legislative history, be-
cause it protects public health and welfare without 
inhibiting economic development; and (4) the legisla-
tive history indicating Congress intended that PSD 
be limited to sources that cause a meaningful part of 
the problem and can manage its requirements, be-
cause it will expand PSD’s applicability only after 
streamlining methods and greater permitting au-
thority resources will allow for such an expansion in 
an orderly manner. 
(2) Criteria for Establishing Phase-in Schedule 

The specific phase-in schedule under the tailoring 
approach will depend on several things. The first is 
our progress in developing streamlining methods 
that will render the permitting authority workload 
more manageable by taking some sources off the ta-
ble (through regulations or guidance interpreting 
PTE), and by allowing for more efficient permit pro-
cessing (through general permits and presumptive 
BACT). At the same time, streamlining techniques 
will lower permitting costs to sources or even elimi-
nate some sources’ obligations to obtain permits al-
together. The second is the time that permitting au-
thorities need to ramp up their resources in an order-
ly and efficient manner to manage the additional 
workload. The third is information we have as to the 
sources’ abilities to meet the requirements of the 
PSD program and the permitting authorities’ ability 
to process permits in a timely fashion. That infor-
mation will be based on the real-world experience the 
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permitting authorities will accumulate as they pro-
ceed to process permit application for the larger 
GHG sources. 

Thus, under our present approach, we will develop 
streamlining techniques, we expect the permitting 
authorities to ramp up resources in response to the 
additional demands placed upon them in the first 
two steps, and we will gather real-world information 
about the GHG permitting process; and based on all 
that, we will address expanding the PSD program in 
a step-by-step fashion to include more sources over 
time. We intend to follow this process to establish 
both the PSD applicability thresholds and, as we de-
scribe next, the significance levels. 
(3) Criteria for Establishing Significance Levels 43 

The criteria for establishing the significance levels 
are the same as for establishing the “major emitting 
facility” thresholds. As noted previously, under the 
applicable CAA sections, any physical or operational 
change at a stationary source that “increases the 
amount of any air pollutant emitted by such source” 
or that results in the emission of a new pollutant is 
                                                 
43 It should be noted that strictly speaking, we do not, in our 
drafting of the regulatory revisions that are part of this rule-
making, establish a significance level for GHG emissions based 
on CO2e. Rather, we establish an applicability criteria for de-
termining whether GHGs are subject to regulation with respect 
to the particular source. We explain our approach in more de-
tail in the Response to Comments document. Throughout this 
preamble, we refer to this action, for convenience, as a signifi-
cance level. 
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treated as a “modification” that is subject to PSD re-
quirements. Although the CAA, by its terms, treats 
as an “increase” any amount of emissions that is 
greater than zero, the DC Circuit held in Alabama 
Power v. Costle that EPA may establish a thresh-
old—called the significance level—on de minimis 
grounds for the amount of any particular pollutant 
that may be increased. 636 F.2d at 400. 

Of particular importance, the Court in Alabama 
Power indicated that EPA may rely on administra-
tive considerations to establish significance levels. 
Id. To reiterate, the Court held that “EPA does have 
discretion, in administering the statute’s ‘modifica-
tion’ provision, to exempt from PSD review some 
emission increases on grounds of de minimis or ad-
ministrative necessity.” 636 F.2d at 400. The Court 
added a more detailed exposition of its views in a 
subsequent part of its opinion, where it discussed the 
BACT provision, under CAA section 165(a)(4), and 
the Court made clear that those views applied as 
well to the “modification” provision. There, the Court 
invalidated an EPA regulation that established a 
100-and 250-tpy exemption from the BACT require-
ment. Both the BACT provision and the modification 
provision apply by their terms to all emissions from a 
source, but the Court stated that each provision 
must be read to incorporate an exemption based on 
de minimis or administrative considerations, and ex-
plained: 

We understand that the application of BACT re-
quirements to the emission of all pollutants from a 
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new facility, no matter how miniscule some may be, 
could impose severe administrative burdens on EPA, 
as well as severe economic burdens on the construc-
tion of new facilities. But the proper way to resolve 
this difficulty is to define a de minimis standard ra-
tionally designed to alleviate severe administrative 
burdens, not to extend the statutory 100 or 250-ton 
threshold to a context where Congress clearly did not 
apply it. Just as for the applicability of PSD to modi-
fications, the de minimis exemption must be de-
signed with the specific administrative burdens and 
specific regulatory context in mind. This the Agency 
has failed to do. We do not hold that 100 tons per 
year necessarily exceeds a permissible de minimis 
level; only that the Agency must follow a rational 
approach to determine what level of emission is a de 
minimis amount. 

A rational approach would consider the adminis-
trative burden with respect to each statutory context: 
what level of emission is de minimis for modification, 
what level de minimis for application of BACT. Con-
cerning the application of BACT, a rational approach 
would consider whether the de minimis threshold 
should vary depending on the specific pollutant and 
the danger posed by increases in its emission. The 
Agency should look at the degree of administrative 
burden posed by enforcement at various de minimis 
threshold levels. It is relevant that our decision re-
quires the Agency, in its evaluation of emissions of 
facilities, to take into account the facility’s air pollu-
tion controls. It may also be relevant, though it is 
certainly not controlling, that Congress made a 
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judgment in the Act that new facilities emitting less 
than 100 or 250 tons per year are not sizeable 
enough to warrant PSD review. 
Id. at 405. As just quoted, the Court acknowledged 
the 100 and 250 tpy thresholds for a major emitting 
facility, and did not indicate whether the modifica-
tion exemption level could exceed those statutory 
levels, but nevertheless, the Court made clear that 
EPA may “consider the administrative burden” asso-
ciated with modifications to establish an exemption 
level for modifications. 

EPA has established significance levels for various 
pollutants, generally relying on a de minimis basis. 
See, e.g., 45 FR 52676, 52705–52710 (August 7, 
1980). In these actions, EPA generally established 
the level based on the triviality of the amount of 
emissions excluded. To this point, we have not at-
tempted to determine de minimis—that is, trivial—
levels for GHGs. Instead, in this rulemaking, EPA is 
establishing a phase-in schedule for significance lev-
els based on the Chevron framework, accounting for 
the “absurd results,” “administrative necessity,” and 
“one-step-at-a-time” doctrines. It is not necessary to 
establish a permanent de minimis level in this rule-
making. For one thing, the Court in Alabama Power 
explicitly authorized an administrative basis for sig-
nificance levels. Moreover, were EPA to establish a 
de minimis level, that amount could be below—
perhaps even well below—the “major emitting facili-
ty” thresholds established in this rulemaking on 
grounds of “administrative necessity” and the other 
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doctrines. Accordingly, at present, if we were to es-
tablish a permanent significance level on a de mini-
mis basis, that level could result in too many small 
sources being required to submit permit applications 
while the phase-in is occurring. This would give rise 
to the same problems concerning undue costs to the 
sources and administrative burdens for the permit-
ting authorities for which we are fashioning a reme-
dy. Accordingly, the significance levels we establish 
with this action are the lowest levels that sources 
and permitting authorities can reasonably be ex-
pected to implement at the present time in light of 
the costs to the sources and the administrative bur-
dens to the permitting authorities. 
c. Other Possible Approaches to Reconciling a Literal 
Reading of PSD Applicability Provisions and Con-
gressional Intent 

Commenters have suggested another approach to 
reconciling the inconsistency between the definition 
of “major emitting facility” and congressional intent. 
They urge that the “major emitting facility” defini-
tion should be applied so that only sources that emit 
NAAQS pollutants, for which the area is designated 
attainment or unclassifiable, in the requisite quanti-
ties would be subject to PSD, and sources would not 
be subject to PSD based solely on their emissions of 
non-NAAQS pollutants or a NAAQS pollutant for 
which an area has been designated nonattainment. 
Some commenters argue that this approach is man-
dated by several of the PSD provisions, read together 
or at least that the relevant statutory provisions are 
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ambiguous and that this approach is a reasonable 
reading of them. Under this approach, we would not 
need to phase in the application of PSD by lowering 
the applicability threshold for GHG emitters. 

Specifically, many commenters have questioned 
whether EPA has the authority to regulate GHGs 
under the PSD provisions. Although the specific lines 
of reasoning vary somewhat from one commenter to 
another, in general, they based their arguments 
largely on CAA sections 161 and 165(a). Under CAA 
section 161: 

In accordance with the policy of section 101(b)(1), 
each applicable implementation plan shall contain 
emission limitations and such other measures as 
may be necessary, as determined under regulations 
promulgated under this part, to prevent significant 
deterioration of air quality in each region (or portion 
thereof) designated pursuant to section 107 as at-
tainment or unclassifiable. 
Commenters point out that section 107 applies only 
to NAAQS pollutants and directs that areas be des-
ignated as attainment, nonattainment, or unclassifi-
able on a pollutant-by-pollutant basis. Under CAA 
section 165(a), a “major emitting facility” cannot be 
constructed “in any area to which this part applies” 
unless it meets certain requirements. According to 
some commenters, these provisions, read together, 
limit PSD’s applications to only NAAQS pollutants 
that are emitted from sources in areas that are des-
ignated attainment or unclassifiable for those pollu-
tants. Other comments make a similar point, except 
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to state that PSD applies more broadly to pollutants 
with a local, ambient impact. 

Some commenters go on to take the position that 
NAAQS pollutants for which the area is designated 
attainment or unclassifiable are the only pollutants 
that can be regulated under any provision of the PSD 
requirements; while others take the position that 
once PSD is triggered for a source on the basis of its 
NAAQS pollutants, then other, non-NAAQS, pollu-
tants may be regulated under certain PSD provi-
sions, in particular, the BACT provision under CAA 
section 165(a)(4). These commenters agree, however, 
that emissions of GHGs, by themselves, cannot trig-
ger PSD applicability. Finally, some commenters 
state that even if the PSD provisions cannot be read 
by their terms to preclude GHGs from triggering 
PSD, then they can be read to authorize EPA to de-
termine that GHG emissions do not trigger PSD. 

We recognize, as we have said elsewhere, that a 
major purpose of the PSD provisions is to regulate 
emissions of NAAQS pollutants in an area that is 
designated attainment or unclassifiable for those pol-
lutants. However, we do not read CAA sections 161 
and the “in any area to which this part applies” 
clause in 165(a), in the context of the PSD applicabil-
ity provisions, as limiting PSD applicability to those 
pollutants. The key PSD applicability provisions are 
found in sections 165(a) and 169(1). Section 165(a) 
states, “No major emitting facility on which construc-
tion is commenced after August 7, 1977, may be con-
structed in any area to which this part applies unless 
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[certain requirements are met].” A “major emitting 
facility” is defined, under CAA section 169(1), as “any 
* * * stationary source[s] which emit[s], or ha[s] the 
potential to emit, one hundred [or, depending on the 
source category, two hundred fifty] tons per year or 
more of any air pollutant.” As discussed elsewhere, 
EPA has long interpreted the term “any air pollu-
tant” to refer to “any air pollutant subject to regula-
tion under the CAA,” and for present purposes, will 
continue to read the “subject to regulation” phrase 
into that term. 

Although section 165(a) makes clear that the PSD 
requirements apply only to sources located in areas 
designated attainment or unclassifiable, it does not, 
by its terms, state that the PSD requirements apply 
only to pollutants for which the area is designated 
attainment or unclassifiable. Rather, section 165(a) 
explicitly states that the PSD requirements apply 
more broadly to any pollutant that is subject to regu-
lation. Moreover, another requirement in CAA sec-
tion 165(a) also applies to air pollutants broadly. 
Under CAA section 165(a)(3), one of the require-
ments for securing a preconstruction permit is to 
demonstrate that the source’s emissions “will not 
cause, or contribute to, air pollution in excess of any 
(A) maximum allowable increase or maximum allow-
able concentration for any pollutant in any area [to 
which the PSD requirements apply], (B) [NAAQS] in 
any air quality control region, or (C) any other appli-
cable emission standard or standard of performance 
under this chapter.” As just quoted, subparagraph 
(C), by its terms clearly applies to non-NAAQS pollu-
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tants. This is because it refers to (1) “any other ap-
plicable emission standard,” which distinguishes it 
from subparagraph (B) and therefore from NAAQS 
pollutants; and (2) “any * * * standard of perfor-
mance under this chapter,” which refers to standards 
of performance under section 111, several of which 
are for non-NAAQS pollutants. See, e.g., 40 CFR 
60.33c(a) “municipal solid waste landfill emissions.” 
By the same token, CAA section 110(j) specifically 
contemplates that a source required to hold a permit 
under title I of the Act, which includes a PSD permit, 
demonstrate that the source complies with “stand-
ards of performance,” which may include require-
ments for pollutants other than NAAQS. 

In addition, CAA section 163(a)(4) includes as a 
PSD requirement that “the proposed facility is sub-
ject to the best available control technology for each 
pollutant subject to regulation under this chapter 
emitted from, or which results from, such facility.” 
Section 163(a)(4)’s broad reference to “each pollutant 
subject to regulation under this chapter” clearly indi-
cates that it applies to non-NAAQS pollutants, as 
long as they are regulated under other provisions of 
the Act.44 The DC Circuit, in Alabama Power v. 

                                                 
44 We find no support for the proposition raised by some com-
menters that this provision is limited to “NAAQS” pollutants. 
To the contrary, “under this chapter” unambiguously signals an 
intent to cover any pollutant regulated under the Act. Had 
Congress intended a narrower focus, they would have specified 
“any NAAQS pollutant” or any pollutant subject to regulation 
under this Part (PSD). 
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Costle, 636 F.2d 323, 361 n.90 (DC Cir. 1980) indi-
cated that, under the law applicable at the time the 
Court handed down the decision in 1980, PSD ap-
plies to HAPs.45 

In addition, PSD requirements are part of SIPs, 
and although SIPs generally are limited to provisions 
that implement the NAAQS, and therefore generally 
are limited to controlling NAAQS pollutants (or non-
NAAQS pollutants that affect ambient air quality), 
see generally CAA section 110, Congress explicitly 
required SIPs to include requirements to protect vis-
ibility, under CAA section 169A–B. See CAA sections 
110(a)(2)(D)(i)(II), 169A(b)(2)(A). Congress took much 
the same approach with the PSD program, which 
was to require that PSD requirements be included in 
the SIPs, but to explicitly require that PSD apply to 
non-NAAQS pollutants. 

These provisions—sections 165(a)(3), 165(a)(4), 
and 110(j)—all indicate by their terms that PSD re-
quirements apply to non-NAAQS pollutants. As such, 
they lend credence to our view that Congress intend-
ed the PSD applicability provisions to include GHG 
sources. At the very least, they demonstrate that 
Congress certainly knew how to specifically describe 
certain air pollutants—e.g., “air pollution in excess of 
* * * any other applicable emission standard or 
standard of performance under this chapter,” CAA 

                                                 
45 In the 1990 CAA Amendments, Congress added section 
112(b)(6), which provides that PSD “shall not apply to pollu-
tants listed under this section,” that is, HAPs. 
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section 165(a)(3)(C)—which indicates that its deci-
sion not to specifically describe air pollutants in the 
applicability provisions suggests an intent to cover 
air pollutants broadly. 

To return to sections 161 and the “in any area to 
which this part applies” phrase in 165(a), which 
commenters rely on as the cornerstone of their ar-
gument, commenters in effect take the position that 
Congress intended the geographic references in these 
provisions—that is, the references to areas designat-
ed as attainment or unclassifiable—to limit the scope 
of the permitting provisions. We think it unpersua-
sive that Congress would have taken such an indi-
rect, and silently implied, route to limit the scope of 
the permitting provisions. As noted previously, the 
permitting provisions apply broadly by their terms. 
Had Congress intended to limit PSD permitting in 
the manner urged by commenters, it certainly could 
have done so directly, such as by limiting PSD per-
mitting to “any pollutant for which an area is desig-
nated attainment or unclassifiable.” Indeed, Con-
gress did so in other PSD provisions, discussed pre-
viously. Similarly, in other sections of the CAA, Con-
gress also directly limited the scope of pollutant ap-
plicability by specifying which pollutants are or are 
not subject to the provision. See, e.g., section 111(d) 
(performance standards for existing sources apply 
only to pollutants other than NAAQS or HAPs), sec-
tion 112(a)(1) (applying air toxics requirements in 
section 112 to sources that emit above the specified 
tonnage thresholds of “hazardous air pollutants”). 
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In addition, although section 161 requires that 
SIPs contain emission limitations and other 
measures as necessary to prevent significant deterio-
ration in areas designated as attainment or unclassi-
fiable, it does not by its terms limit SIPs to only 
those measures. 

Most broadly, we read the PSD provisions and 
their legislative history to evidence Congress’s intent 
that PSD apply throughout the country to large 
sources that undertake new construction or modifica-
tions, and that Congress’s overall purpose was to as-
sure that, as the industrial stock of the nation turned 
over, it would become cleaner for all air pollutants 
emitted. Greenhouse gas sources, as a general mat-
ter, fit readily into this overall vision. At the time 
that Congress enacted the PSD provisions in 1977, 
every area of the nation was designated attainment 
or unclassifiable for at least one air pollutant, and 
that has remained the case to the present time. Ac-
cordingly, at all times, PSD has applied in every area 
of the country. The PSD requirements clearly cover 
all air pollutants emitted by the source, and provide 
a process for reviewing those emissions and deter-
mining BACT for them under CAA section 165(a)(4). 
It is true that at the time Congress adopted the PSD 
provisions, it was primarily concerned about the 
NAAQS pollutants—or, as some commenters assert, 
pollutants with local, ambient impact—because those 
pollutants represented a major component of the air 
pollution problems it was aware of and was address-
ing. But its overall purpose was broad enough to cov-
er additional pollutants; the process it enacted for 
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establishing BACT was broad enough to encompass 
additional pollutants; and the applicability provi-
sions it established were phrased broadly enough to 
encompass additional pollutants, see section 169(1). 
As a result, we believe that the PSD applicability 
provisions, which, again, refer to, as we have inter-
preted them, “any air pollutant [subject to regulation 
under the CAA],” should be seen as “capacious” and 
therefore encompass GHG sources, in much the same 
manner as the U.S. Supreme Court viewed the defi-
nition of “air pollutant” to be “capacious” and there-
fore encompass GHGs. Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 
U.S. 497, 533 (2007). 

In addition, it should not be overlooked that we 
have applied PSD to non-NAAQS pollutants since 
the inception of the program over 30 years ago. For 
example, prior to the 1990 CAA Amendments, PSD 
applied to HAPs regulated under CAA section 112; 
and over the years, EPA has established significance 
levels for fluorides, sulfuric acid mist, hydrogen sul-
fide, TRS, reduced sulfur compounds, municipal 
waste combustor organics, municipal waste combus-
tor metals, municipal waste combustor acid gases, 
and municipal solid waste landfill emissions, see 40 
CFR 51.166(b)(23)(i); and EPA has proposed a signif-
icance level for ozone depleting substances. See 61 
FR 38307 (July 23, 1996). Of course, the basis for all 
these actions is PSD’s applicability to these non-
NAAQS air pollutants. We are not aware that EPA’s 
actions in establishing significance levels for these 
pollutants gave rise to challenges on grounds that 
the PSD provisions do not apply to them. As the U.S. 
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Supreme Court recently stated in upholding an EPA 
approach in another context: “While not conclusive, 
it surely tends to show that the EPA’s current prac-
tice is a reasonable and hence legitimate exercise of 
its discretion * * * that the agency has been proceed-
ing in essentially this fashion for over 30 years.” En-
tergy Corp. v. Riverkeeper, Inc., 129 S.Ct. 1498, 1509 
(2009) (citations omitted). 

Finally, we note that excluding GHG sources from 
PSD applicability would create inequitable results. 
Consider the hypothetical case of two sources that 
construct in the same area, each of which emits the 
same amount of GHGs, and that amount is large 
enough to trigger PSD applicability. Assume that the 
first one, but not the second, also emits NAAQS pol-
lutants amounts large enough to trigger PSD ap-
plicability. If GHG sources are excluded from PSD 
applicability, then the first of those sources, but not 
the second, would be subject to PSD requirements for 
its GHG emissions. Similarly, consider the hypothet-
ical case of two sources that emit identical amounts 
of the same NAAQS pollutant and identical amounts 
of GHGs, all amounts of which are large enough to 
trigger PSD applicability requirements. Assume that 
the first source constructs in an area that is an at-
tainment or unclassifiable area for the NAAQS pollu-
tant that it emits, and that the second source con-
structs in an area that is not an attainment or un-
classifiable area for that NAAQS pollutant. Here 
again, if GHG sources are excluded from PSD ap-
plicability, then the first of those sources, but not the 
second, would be subject to PSD requirements for its 
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GHG emissions. These results are inequitable and 
would create an uneven playing field and for this 
reason, too, support our view that the PSD applica-
bility provisions apply to GHG sources. 

Accordingly, we reject the argument that section 
165 must be, or may reasonably be, limited in scope 
to pollutants for which an area has been designated 
as attainment or unclassifiable. Rather, the PSD ap-
plicability provision—the definition of “major emit-
ting facility” in CAA section 169(1)—applies by its 
terms (as we have interpreted them narrowly 
through regulation) to sources emitting any air pol-
lutant subject to regulation, and is not limited to any 
NAAQS air pollutant. Our research has not disclosed 
any explicit statements in the legislative history that 
Congress intended to limit PSD applicability to 
sources of NAAQS pollutants. 
6. Application of the “Absurd Results” Doctrine for 
the Title V Program 

Having discussed the application of the Chevron 
framework, taking account of the “absurd results” 
doctrine, for the PSD applicability requirements, we 
now turn towards applying the same approach to the 
title V applicability requirements. Because of the 
parallels between the PSD and title V applicability 
provisions, much of the discussion later parallels the 
previous discussion of PSD. As with PSD, we final-
ize, with some refinements, the “absurd results” ba-
sis we proposed. Specifically, we are revising our 
regulations to limit title V applicability to GHG 
emitting sources by revising the regulatory term, 
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“major source,” and although our revised regulations 
do not accord with a literal reading of the statutory 
provisions for title V applicability, which are incorpo-
rated into the statutory definition of “major source,” 
we have concluded that based on the “absurd results” 
doctrine, a literal adherence to the terms of this defi-
nition is not required. Rather, we may apply title V 
to GHG sources in a phased-in manner, as we do 
through the tailoring approach, because although 
congressional intent is clear that title V applies to 
GHG sources in general, congressional intent is un-
clear on the question of how title V applies, and the 
tailoring approach is a reasonable interpretation of 
the statute. 

To reiterate, for convenience, the title V applicabil-
ity provisions provide that after the effective date of 
a title V program, it is unlawful for any person to op-
erate a “major source” without a title V permit (CAA 
section 502(a), and define a “major source” to include 
“any major stationary facility or source of air pollu-
tants which directly emits, or has the potential to 
emit, one hundred tons per year or more of any air 
pollutant.” CAA sections 501(2)(B) and 302(j). 

Under the current interpretation of the title V ap-
plicability provisions, EPA’s recent promulgation of 
the LDVR will trigger the applicability of title V for 
GHG sources at the 100 tpy threshold levels as of 
January 2, 2011. This is because title V applicability 
hinges on the definition of “major source,” which, un-
der EPA’s long-standing narrowing interpretation, 
but absent further tailoring, applies title V to sources 
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of any air pollutant that is subject to regulation un-
der another provision of the CAA. EPA’s promulga-
tion of the LDVR means that GHGs will become sub-
ject to regulation on the date that the rule takes ef-
fect, which will be January 2, 2011. 

But absent tailoring, the January 2, 2011 trigger 
date for GHG PSD applicability will see an extraor-
dinarily large number of sources—some 6.1 million—
become subject to title V, an increase of over 400-fold 
over the 14,700 sources that currently are subject to 
title V. The great majority of these will be small 
commercial or residential sources. 

We believe that for many reasons, this result is 
contrary to congressional intent for the title V pro-
gram, and in fact would severely undermine what 
Congress sought to accomplish with the program. As 
a result, under Chevron, accounting for the “absurd 
results” doctrine, the statutory definition for “major 
source” (as EPA has already narrowed it to refer to 
any air pollutant “subject to regulation”) should not 
be read to apply to all GHG sources at or above the 
100 tpy threshold as of the January 2, 2011 date. Ra-
ther, the definition of “major source” should be tai-
lored so that it applies to GHG sources on a phased-
in basis, with the largest sources first, as we describe 
in this rule. 
a. Congressional Intent for the Title V Program 

As we said, previously, in a similar circumstance 
involving the PSD program, applying title V re-
quirements to GHG sources without tailoring the 
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definition of “major source”—and, as discussed later, 
without streamlining the title V requirements or al-
lowing for time for permitting authorities to ramp up 
resources—would result in a program unrecognizable 
to the Congress that enacted title V, and one that 
would be flatly unadministrable. Without tailoring, 
the PSD program would expand from the current 
14,700 sources to some 6.1 million, with the great 
majority of the sources being small commercial and 
residential sources that not only have never been 
permitted before, but that in many cases have no ap-
plicable requirements under the CAA to include in 
the permit. In the next several sections, we will de-
scribe some of the specific ways that this literal ap-
plication of title V would not only differ from, but 
would undermine, congressional intent. But the big 
picture is readily drawn: The influx of millions of 
permit applications would do nothing less than 
overwhelm the program Congress finely crafted for 
thousands of sources, with its multi-step deadlines 
measured in days and months, its multiple mandates 
for expeditious permit processing, its nuanced limita-
tions on the need for permit revisions, its efforts to 
save smaller sources permit fees. Regulatory grid-
lock, precisely what Congress strove to avoid, would 
result. 

Most visibly, interpreting the applicability provi-
sions literally to include GHG sources at the 100 tpy 
level immediately would revise the program from 
what Congress envisioned in three major ways, the 
legislative history of each of which was discussed 
previously: 
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• It would immediately expand the program to 
cover several-hundred-fold more sources than Con-
gress anticipated. 

• It would immediately expand the program to 
cover very small sources that Congress expected 
would not be included in the program. 

• It would immediately expand the program so 
that a large number of sources have empty permits, 
that is, permits without applicable requirement, and 
undermine the implementation of the program for 
sources with applicable requirements. 

Revising the program in this way through a literal 
interpretation of the applicability provisions—
without tailoring the applicability requirements and 
without streamlining the program requirements—is 
clearly inconsistent with Congress’s conception of the 
program’s scope, and these inconsistencies are foun-
dational. Most importantly, the program that would 
result would be unduly costly to sources and impos-
sible for permitting authorities to implement, and 
therefore would frustrate the purposes that Congress 
intended to achieve with the program that it did de-
sign. 

As discussed previously, Congress was fully aware 
that with the title V program, it was subjecting 
sources and permitting authorities to additional 
costs and administrative burdens, and it was fully 
aware of concerns that absent careful design, the 
program could become a formula for regulatory grid-
lock. Determined to make the program workable, 
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Congress crafted the provisions to be efficient and 
workable. 

However, if title V were to apply to GHG sources 
at the 100 tpy level, until EPA could develop stream-
lining methods, all of these sources newly subject to 
title V would need to apply for permits. We estimate 
that the commercial and residential sources would 
incur, on average, expenses of $23,175, while an in-
dustrial source would incur expenses of $46,350, to 
prepare a permit application and receive a permit. 
The great majority of these sources would be small 
commercial and residential sources of the type that 
Congress did not expect would be included in title V. 
For example, as discussed above, the legislative his-
tory of title V, including both the permit program 
under CAA sections 501–506 and the “small business 
stationary source technical and environmental com-
pliance assistance program” under CAA section 507, 
indicated that Congress did not expect that “printers, 
furniture makers, dry cleaners, and millions of other 
small businesses” would become subject to title V. 
House Committee Report, H.R. 101–590, at 354. 
These sources generally do not have the potential to 
emit conventional pollutants at or above the 100 tpy 
threshold.46 However, many do have the potential to 
                                                 
46 As noted previously, the fact that some small sources are sub-
ject to title V because they are “major sources” of HAPs or cer-
tain area sources and therefore are covered under CAA sections 
502(a) and 501(2)(A) does not alter the conclusion from the leg-
islative history that Congress did not expect large numbers of 
small sources to become subject to title V. The fact that Con-
gress authorized the Administrator to exempt area sources from 
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emit GHGs above that threshold. Many printers and 
furniture makers use a variety of combustion equip-
ment that has the potential to emit at least 100 tpy 
CO2, and many commercial dry cleaners have gas-
fired driers that have the potential to emit at least 
100 tpy of CO2. All told, there are in fact “millions of 
* * * small businesses” that would become subject to 
title V—of the 6.1 million sources that would become 
subject to title V, the great majority are small busi-
nesses—if the title V applicability provisions are ap-
plied literally to GHG sources. 

Moreover, the overall cost to all 6.1 million 
sources—before the development of streamlining 
methods—would be a staggering $49 billion per year 
over a 3 year period. Imposing burdens of this mag-
nitude on these sources—individually and in total—
would of course be contrary to Congress’s efforts to 
minimize the expenses of title V, especially to small 
sources. The magnitude of the costs is, in a sense, 
heightened because a great many of these sources 
will not have applicable requirements to include in 
their permits; therefore, much of the costs will pro-
duce relatively little benefit. 

Yet, the most important reason why applying the 
title V program to GHG sources without tailoring, 
and before the development of streamlining methods, 
                                                                                                    
the title V program where compliance with title V would be 
“impracticable, infeasible, or unnecessarily burdensome” rein-
forces the conclusion that Congress did not intend the program 
to be “impracticable, infeasible or unnecessarily burdensome” 
for small sources. 
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would be inconsistent with congressional intent, is 
that the resulting program would prove unadmin-
istrable. Adding some 6.1 million permit applications 
to the 14,700 that permitting authorities now handle 
would completely overwhelm permitting authorities, 
and for all practical purposes, bring the title V per-
mitting process to a standstill. 

The costs to permitting authorities of this multi-
million-source program would again be staggering. 
On average, and without streamlining, a permitting 
authority would expend 214 hours, which would cost 
$9,844, to issue a permit to a commercial or residen-
tial source; and 428 hours, which would cost $19,688, 
to issue a permit to an industrial source. In all, per-
mitting authorities would face over $21 billion in ad-
ditional permitting costs each year due to GHGs, 
compared to the current program cost of $62 million 
each year. 

Beyond this disconnect with congressional expec-
tations as to scope of the program, the extraordinari-
ly large number of permit applications would over-
whelm permitting authorities and slow their ability 
to process permit applications to a crawl. As de-
scribed at proposal, the survey of permitting authori-
ties conducted by NACAA found that a literal appli-
cation of the title V applicability provisions to all 
GHG sources would result in permitting delays of 
some 10 years. However, as we further noted at pro-
posal, this estimate was based on the assumption 
that the applicability threshold would be 100 tpy 
based on actual emissions; in fact, the applicability 
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threshold would be 100 tpy based on PTE, which 
would sweep in many more sources. Moreover, as 
stated elsewhere, we currently estimate the amount 
of per-permit work hours for permitting authorities 
in processing title V permit applications to be several 
times higher than what we estimated at proposal. As 
with PSD, such a program would be beyond anything 
within our experience, and it is difficult to give a 
meaningful estimate for how long the permitting 
process would take for each permit on average. But it 
is clear that the period would be many years longer 
than even the 10 years estimated by NACAA. 

In addition, applying title V to all GHG sources 
without tailoring would be in tension with a specific 
CAA requirement, that of CAA section 503(c), which 
imposes a time limit of 18 months from the date of 
receipt of the completed permit application for the 
permitting authority to issue or deny the permit. It 
would be impossible for permitting authorities to 
meet this statutory requirement if their workload in-
creases from some 14,700 permits to 6.1 million, and 
without streamlining. Instead, as just noted, permit 
applications would face multi-year delays in obtain-
ing their permits. 

Moreover, these delays would undermine the over-
all statutory design that promotes the smooth-
running of the permitting process, and the underly-
ing purpose of the title V program itself. As noted 
elsewhere, Congress intended through title V to facil-
itate sources’ compliance with their CAA obligations 
by establishing an operating permit program that 
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requires the source to combine all of its CAA re-
quirements, and explain how it will assure compli-
ance with such requirements. Congress established a 
comprehensive process to implement the operating 
permit program. Through this process, following the 
date that sources become subject to title V, they have 
1 year to submit their permit applications. CAA sec-
tion 503(c). As noted, the permitting authority then 
has 18 months to issue or deny the permit. CAA sec-
tion 503(c). Permitting authorities must provide an 
opportunity for public comment and a hearing. CAA 
section 502(b)(6). If the permitting authority propos-
es to issue the permit, the permitting authority must 
submit the permit to EPA for review, and notify af-
fected states. CAA section 505(a)(1). EPA then has 
45 days to review the permit and, if EPA deems it 
appropriate, to object to the permit. CAA section 
503(b)(1). If EPA does object, then the permitting au-
thority must, within 90 days, revise it to meet the 
objections, or else EPA becomes required to issue or 
deny the permit. CAA section 503(c). If EPA does not 
object, then, within 60 days of the close of the 45-day 
review period, any person may petition EPA to ob-
ject, and EPA must grant or deny the petition within 
60 days. CAA section 505(b)(2). This set of applicant, 
permitting authority, and EPA actions and deadlines 
establishes the process for the prompt and efficient 
issuance of operating permits for the appropriate 
universe of sources. 

But at least for an initial period, until resources 
could be ramped up and streamlining methods could 
be developed, the extraordinary numbers of these 
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permit applicants would sweep aside this carefully 
constructed program, and instead, backlog the per-
mit authorities. This initial period would last for 
many years. As discussed elsewhere, it would take 
several years to develop and apply streamlining 
measures—in particular, general permits—and dur-
ing that time, the permit backlog would grow so 
large that it would take many more years for permit-
ting authorities to catch up by raising the requisite 
funds and hiring and training the necessary employ-
ees. 

What’s more, only a fraction of these millions of 
sources newly covered by title V will be subject to 
any CAA requirements due to their GHG emissions, 
and we suspect that a larger number will not be sub-
ject to any CAA requirements at all. As a result, for 
most of these sources, although they would need to 
apply for and receive a permit, there would be no ap-
plicable requirements to include in the permit and 
thus the exercise would not improve compliance. 

The picture that emerges from a literal application 
of title V’s requirements to all GHG sources—at the 
100 tpy level, beginning on January 2, 2011—shows 
multi-year delays in issuance of all permits, for both 
the sources that have applicable requirements and 
that Congress clearly intended the program to cover, 
and for the millions of sources that may not be sub-
ject to any applicable requirements. In short, this lit-
eral interpretation would apply title V to millions of 
sources that Congress did not expect be covered, and 
the ensuing administrative burdens—at least initial-
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ly—would impede the issuance of permits to the 
thousands or perhaps tens of thousands of sources 
that Congress did expect be covered. This is the type 
of “absurd results” from a literal application of statu-
tory provisions that the courts have held should be 
avoided. And even beyond all that, the sheer magni-
tude of the numbers involved—millions of permits 
requiring thousands of FTEs at a cost to the permit-
ting authorities of billions of dollars, all this begin-
ning immediately at the time that GHGs become 
subject to regulation—makes clear that this result of 
a literal application of the title V provisions to GHG 
sources cannot be what Congress intended. 
b. EPA’s Reconciliation of Applicability Provisions 
With Congressional Intent 

For the reasons just described, we should not con-
sider the literal meaning of the applicability provi-
sions to be determinative of congressional intent as 
to the applicability of title V to all GHG sources; ra-
ther, we should examine other provisions of the stat-
ute and the legislative history to determine congres-
sional intent on that question. If congressional intent 
is clear, we must adopt and implement an applicabil-
ity approach that is as close as possible to congres-
sional intent; and if congressional intent is not clear, 
then we must select an interpretation that is reason-
able and consistent with the statutory requirements. 
This section explains EPA’s view of congressional in-
tent for the applicability of the title V program to 
GHG sources and the principles and approach EPA 
is using for tailoring. In addition, we also respond to 
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other approaches that were suggested by comment-
ers. 

To determine congressional intent, we consider the 
statutory provisions and legislative history, and this 
analysis is similar to that for PSD. The most im-
portant title V provisions and legislative history for 
this purpose are the following: 

(1) The applicability provisions themselves, which, 
as we have interpreted them, apply title V to all 
sources that emit at least 100 tpy of any air pollutant 
subject to regulation. CAA sections 502(a), 501(2)(B), 
302(j). Although we do not believe these provisions 
should be applied literally to GHG sources, their 
broad phrasing indicates, directionally, a congres-
sional intent towards inclusiveness of sources in title 
V, including GHG sources. 

(2) The provisions for general permits, CAA sec-
tion 504(d); and title V fees, CAA section 
502(b)(3)(A). These provisions give title V an im-
portant measure of flexibility as to its scope. The ex-
plicit authorization of general permits means that 
title V may be applied to more sources and more effi-
ciently, thereby saving costs to both source and per-
mitting authority. The requirements for permit fees 
provide a mechanism for permitting authorities to, 
over time, develop their programs to cover more 
sources. In this sense, these provisions could be con-
strued to indicate congressional intent to apply title 
V inclusively, to the extent that permitting authori-
ties can accommodate additional sources through 
general permits and permit fees. 
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(3) The detailed procedural requirements—
including time periods, such as the 18-month time 
period for action on permit applications—for title V 
permit processing. CAA sections 503, 505. Although 
these requirements are consistent with applying title 
V to GHG sources—in the sense that at least in theo-
ry, there is nothing intrinsic to GHG sources that 
would mean that permitting authorities could not 
comply with these requirements—these require-
ments cast doubt on whether Congress can be said to 
have intended that title V cover the many small 
GHG sources (at least immediately) in light of the 
risk that including all those sources in title V would 
strain the process. 

(4) The provisions and legislative history concern-
ing applicable requirements, which indicate that a 
purpose of title V is to include sources’ applicable re-
quirements in their permits. CAA sections 503(b)(2), 
504(a). These provisions, and the accompanying leg-
islative history, discussed previously, suggest an in-
tent to include within title V GHG sources that have 
applicable requirements, but may also suggest that 
Congress would not have intended to include in title 
V the large numbers of GHG sources that have “emp-
ty permits,” at least where their inclusion would un-
dermine implementation of the program for sources 
with applicable requirements. 

(5) The small-business-assistance provisions of 
section 507 and the legislative history of title V—
both the permitting program and the small-business-
assistance program—concerning the scope of the 
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permitting program and small businesses. These in-
dicate that Congress intended title V to cover some 
tens of thousands of sources, and did not intend that 
title V apply to small businesses. These provisions 
and legislative history suggest that Congress did not 
intend for title V to apply to include large numbers of 
small GHG sources. 
Finally, the legislative history of title V does not ex-
plicitly mention GHG sources, which could suggest 
that Congress did not have occasion to focus on 
whether and how title V would apply to GHG 
sources. 

With all this, we believe that Congress had a clear 
intent on the question of whether title V generally 
applies to GHG sources, and that was that it does. As 
with PSD, the most important indication of congres-
sional intent in this regard is the applicability provi-
sions, which provide, in part, that title V applies to 
“any stationary facility or source of air pollutants 
which directly emits, or has the potential to emit, 
[the requisite quantity] of any air pollutant.” CAA 
sections 502(a), 501(2)(B), 302(j). This term is quite 
broad, and should be read to include GHG sources. 
See Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 533 (2007) 
(“Because greenhouse gases fit well within the Clean 
Air Act’s capacious definition of ‘air pollutant,’ we 
hold that EPA has the statutory authority to regu-
late the emission of such gases from new motor vehi-
cles.”). Moreover, including GHG sources—under cer-
tain circumstances—is consistent with the various 
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statutory provisions and statements in the legisla-
tive history described previously. 

In the alternative, if it is concluded that Congress 
did not express a clear intent on that question, then, 
under Chevron Step 2, EPA exercises its discretion to 
conclude that title V applies to GHG sources as a 
general matter. This is a reasonable policy because 
applying the title V program to at least the larger 
GHG sources will assure promote accountability and 
enforceability for those sources, which is a key goal 
of the title V program, and will not impose obliga-
tions that are beyond the resources of those sources 
or insurmountable burdens on the permitting au-
thorities. This policy is a reasonable interpretation of 
the statutory provisions for the same reasons just 
discussed. 

As to the question of how title V applies to GHG 
sources, we believe that Congress cannot be said to 
have expressed a clear intent. A central aspect of 
how title V is to apply to GHG sources concerns 
“empty permits,” and on this aspect, some of the 
above-described provisions and statements in the 
legislative history point in different directions. This 
is particularly true of, on the one hand the title V 
applicability provisions, which apply by their terms 
inclusively and, on the other hand, the requirement 
that sources include applicable CAA requirements in 
their permits, and the statements in the legislative 
history indicating that Congress intended title V to 
cover sources subject to other CAA requirements. 
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Because Congress cannot be said to have ex-
pressed an intent as to the manner and scope of title 
V applicability to GHG sources, then, under Chevron 
Step 2, EPA may apply a reasonable interpretation 
of the applicability provision to determine the scope 
of coverage of GHG sources that is consistent with 
the statutory requirements. The Tailoring Rule qual-
ifies as such an interpretation. The Tailoring Rule in 
effect reads the applicability provisions not to apply 
title V to GHG sources at or above the 100 tpy level, 
but instead to apply title V to as many of the GHG 
sources at or above that level as possible and as 
quickly as possible, starting with the largest sources 
first, that is consistent with both the permitting au-
thorities’ ability to administer the program and with 
a sensible imposition of costs to sources. This tailor-
ing approach is consistent with the inclusive direc-
tion of the applicability provision, the flexibility in 
title V’s scope that is inherent in the provisions au-
thorizing general permits and requiring permit fees, 
the detailed process requirements, and the legisla-
tive history that focuses on Congress’s concern about 
costs to sources and administrability. With the tai-
loring approach, over time, more sources may be in-
cluded in title V, consistent with those provisions 
and legislative history. This reconciles the inclusive-
ness of the applicability provisions with Congress’s 
expectations of a more limited scope for the title V 
program.47 However, as part of the tailoring ap-
                                                 
47 As with PSD, this way of reconciling the PSD applicability 
provisions with Congress’s expectations for a narrower PSD 
program is consistent with the U.S. Supreme Court’s view that 
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proach, we recognize that we may at some point de-
termine that it is appropriate to exclude certain 
sources, such as the smallest of the GHG sources. In 
addition, we intend to address the issue of sources 
with “empty permits” in a later rulemaking, as dis-
cussed previously. 

The specific phase-in schedule will depend on the 
following: We will gather information about the per-
mitting authorities’ ability to process permits, and 
we will develop streamlining techniques. Based on 
that information, we will address expanding the title 
V program in a step-by-step fashion to include more 
sources over time. Each step will be based on our as-
sessment of the permitting authorities’ and sources’ 
ability to comply with their respective obligations 
under the title V program. 

We recognize that the availability of permit fees to 
support title V permit actions creates a potentially 
important source of resources, and that this has im-
plications for the permitting authorities’ ability to 
implement the title V program for sources of GHGs. 
At least in theory, permitting authorities could as-
sess and collect sufficient fees to support hiring and 
training sufficient personnel so that they could ex-
pand their programs to match the expansion in the 
number of sources covered by the program. 

                                                                                                    
the CAA should be read to include “regulatory flexibility, [with-
out which] changing circumstances and scientific developments 
would soon render the Clean Air Act obsolete.” Massachusetts v. 
EPA, 549 U.S. 532. 
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Even so, title V fees cannot be considered a pana-
cea that will resolve all resource problems that per-
mitting authorities will have, for several reasons. 
Permitting authorities will likely be constrained as 
to the rate in which they can increase fees in light of 
the costs to sources. As indicated elsewhere, at least 
at the outset of the program before streamlining 
techniques have been developed, a literal application 
of the title V applicability provisions to GHG sources 
would, on average, cost each industrial source 
$46,400 and each commercial or residential source 
$23,200 to complete the permit application and take 
other associated actions; and it would cost each per-
mitting authority, on average, $19,688 to process the 
industrial source permit and $9,844 to process the 
commercial or residential source permit. Particularly 
in light of the high costs to sources of applying for a 
permit, it is not likely that permitting authorities 
would be able to pass on to the sources in the form of 
fees, the entirety of the permitting authorities’ own 
high costs for processing those permits, at least not 
right away. Even to the extent it would be possible to 
raise permit fees, permitting authorities would have 
to undergo a process to assess, impose, and collect 
those fees, and then hire and train personnel. The 
survey from the state and local agencies described 
previously forecast a 2-year period for hiring and 
training, without counting time for the fee process. 
For these reasons, we do not believe that the author-
ization for fees will allow the permitting authorities 
either to accelerate Steps 1 or 2 of the tailoring 
schedule or to permit a larger number of sources at 
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those steps. Step 1 will take effect on January 2, 
2011, Step 2 will take effect on July 1, 2011, and the 
process for determining and collecting fees, and then 
hiring and training personnel will take at least sev-
eral years after July 1, 2011. 

Moreover, we do not believe that the authorization 
for fees means that permitting authorities can rea-
sonably be expected to permit title V sources at lev-
els below 50,000 tpy CO2e before 2016. The next level 
below 50,000 tpy CO2e for which we have data is 
25,000 tpy CO2e, and the costs to permitting authori-
ties to run their programs at that level ($126 million) 
is more than double their current costs ($62 million). 
We do not consider it reasonable to expect permitting 
authorities to more than double their program within 
the first 6 years of title V applicability to GHG 
sources. That it is not reasonable to expect that is 
made even clearer when the permitting authorities’ 
burdens in implementing their PSD programs are 
considered. The ability of permitting authorities to 
impose fees may have more important implications 
for subsequent steps, and as we address those subse-
quent steps in future rulemakings, we will consider 
the fees. EPA’s approach to fees in this rulemaking is 
discussed elsewhere. 
c. Other Possible Approaches to Reconciling Literal 
Reading of Title V Applicability Provisions and Con-
gressional Intent 

Having described how the Chevron framework, ac-
counting for the “absurd results” doctrine, applies to 
title V requirements in this case and why it supports 
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this Tailoring Rule—under which we expect to apply 
title V to more sources, in a step-by-step fashion, 
over time—we turn to the last part of our discussion 
of this doctrine. Here, we address another possible 
approach suggested by comments, which is that EPA 
should apply the title V program only to sources that 
are subject to applicable requirements, so that 
sources should not be required to hold “empty per-
mits” (e.g., permits issued to a source that is not sub-
ject to any applicable requirement for any pollutant). 
To the extent that commenters argue that the stat-
ute requires EPA to adopt a “no-empty-permits” the-
ory, we disagree. We believe that although various 
provisions of title V indicate that one of title V’s pur-
poses is to gather a source’s applicable requirements 
into a single permitting mechanism, see CAA sec-
tions 503(b)(1), 504(a), we do not read those provi-
sions as expressly limiting, as a matter of Chevron 
Step 1, title V to sources with applicable require-
ments. The applicability provisions, by their terms, 
include sources based on amount of emissions, and 
do not include any explicit limits to applicability 
based on whether the sources has applicable re-
quirements. As described previously, we believe that 
Congress, although clearly expressing an intent that 
title V apply to GHG sources generally, did not ex-
press a clear intent as to how title V applies to GHG 
sources. The tension between these two sets of provi-
sions, which we identified in the proposal and com-
menters further discussed, provides further support 
for that conclusion. Accordingly, we have discretion 
under Chevron Step 2 to determine a reasonable ap-
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proach, consistent with the statutory requirements, 
concerning the application of title V to GHG sources 
with empty permits. 

We note that to date, we have issued permits to 
sources without applicable requirements, albeit on 
rare occasions. We have little reason to believe that 
the “empty-permits” issue will arise in Steps 1 and 2 
of our tailoring approach because we believe there 
will be no “empty permits” in Step 1 or Step 2 or, if 
there are, that they will be very few in number. As 
stated elsewhere, we believe that the tailoring ap-
proach we adopt in this rulemaking for Steps 1 and 2 
is a reasonable approach that is consistent with 
statutory requirements. 

We need to gather more information concerning 
the potential number and utility of “empty permits” 
for GHG sources, in light of the fact that the need for 
requirements in title V permits will vary based on 
the requirements of each SIP, and the fact that some 
SIPs contain broadly applicable requirements. As 
stated elsewhere, we intend to consider the issue of 
the applicability of title V to GHG sources with 
“empty permits” in Step 3 of our tailoring approach. 
When we do so, we will further assess the potential 
for the approach of excluding empty permits from ti-
tle V to relieve burden consistent with statutory re-
quirements. 
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7. Additional Rulemaking for the PSD and Title V 
Programs 

The previous sections 5 and 6 discussed our appli-
cation of the Chevron framework, accounting for the 
“absurd results” doctrine, to the PSD and title V ap-
plicability requirements, respectively. As another 
point in this regard, which is relevant for both PSD 
and title V purposes, we also commit to subsequent 
rulemakings in which we may further address the 
“absurd results” doctrine. 

Specifically, we will propose or solicit comment on 
establishing a further phase-in, that is, a Step 3, that 
would apply PSD and title V to additional sources, 
effective July 1, 2013, and on which we commit to 
take final action, as supported by the record, by no 
later than July 1, 2012. We further commit to com-
pleting another round of rulemaking addressing 
smaller sources by April 30, 2016. Our action in that 
rulemaking would take into account the severity of 
the remaining problems associated with permitting 
authority burden and source costs. 

While committing to future action, we do not de-
cide in this rule when the phase-in process will ulti-
mately end, or at what threshold level, because all 
that depends on uncertain variables such as our pro-
gress in developing streamlining approaches and on 
permitting authorities’ progress in developing per-
mitting expertise and acquiring more resources. We 
may continue the phase-in process with further 
rulemaking(s) after 2016. Alternatively, we may 
make a final determination through future rulemak-
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ing that, under the “absurd results” doctrine, PSD 
and/or title V do not apply to GHG sources that, 
while small and relatively inconsequential in terms 
of GHG contribution, are above the statutory ton-
nage thresholds for these programs, and thereby end 
the phase-in process. In addition, we may consider 
whether to limit title V applicability to GHG sources 
in order to minimize the number of GHG sources 
with “empty” permits. 
8. Rationale for the Phase-In Schedule for Applying 
PSD and Title V to GHG Sources 

Having discussed in sections V.B.5, V.B.6, and 
V.B.7 the reasons for tailoring the PSD and title V 
programs, we now describe our rationale for selecting 
the specific phase-in schedule in this rule for apply-
ing PSD and title V to GHG-emitting sources. To re-
iterate for convenience, under Step 1 of this sched-
ule, which begins on January 2, 2011, (1) PSD ap-
plies to the GHG emissions of “anyway” PSD sources, 
that is, sources that are subject to PSD anyway due 
to their emissions of conventional pollutants and 
that undertake a modification that results in an in-
crease of at least 75,000 tpy CO2e; and (2) title V ap-
plies to “anyway” title V sources, that is, sources that 
are subject to title V anyway due to their emissions 
of conventional pollutants. Under Step 2, which be-
gins on July 1, 2011, (1) sources will be subject to 
PSD on account of their GHG emissions if they newly 
construct and emit at least 100,000 tpy CO2e, or if 
they are existing sources that emit at least 100,000 
tpy CO2e of GHGs and make a modification that re-
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sults in the emission of at least 75,000 tpy CO2e; and 
(2) existing and new sources will be subject to title V 
on account of their GHG emissions if they emit 
100,000 tpy CO2e in GHG emissions. In addition, 
EPA intends to begin another round of rulemaking—
Step 3—in 2011 and commits to complete it by July 
1, 2012. In that rulemaking, we will propose or solicit 
comment on a further phase-in of GHG sources for 
PSD and title V applicability, and we may propose or 
solicit comment on another application of the “absurd 
results” doctrine that excludes categories of sources 
from PSD or title V. However, under this rule, in no 
event will EPA apply PSD or title V to sources below 
the 50,000 tpy CO2e levels in Step 3, or any other 
step we might promulgate prior to April 2016. In ad-
dition, EPA commits to conduct a study, to be con-
cluded by April 30, 2015, evaluating the status of 
PSD and title V applicability to GHG sources, and, 
based on the study, complete a rulemaking by April 
30, 2016 that addresses another round of a phase-in. 
a. Rationale for Step 1 

In Step 1 of our tailoring approach, which begins 
on January 2, 2011, PSD and title V requirements 
will apply to only those sources that are subject to 
PSD or title V requirements anyway due to their 
conventional pollutants (“anyway” sources) and that, 
in the case of PSD, make modifications that result in 
an increase in GHG emissions of at least 75,000 tpy 
CO2e. No sources would become major for PSD or ti-
tle V under this step based on their GHG emissions 
alone. This section describes our proposal, comments 
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on the proposal and our response to those comments, 
and our rationale for Step 1. 
(1) Proposal 

In our proposal, we proposed (1) the application of 
PSD and title V requirements to sources that emit at 
least 25,000 tpy CO2e, (2) a PSD significance level of 
between 10,000 and 25,000 tpy CO2e, and (3) a com-
mitment to undertake a study to be followed by fur-
ther rulemaking after 6 years. In addition, we solic-
ited comment on the alternative of limiting PSD and 
title V applicability to “anyway” sources for at least 
the first 6 years. Under this approach, PSD and title 
V applicability would be determined based on non-
GHG pollutants, and without regard to GHGs, but 
those sources subject to PSD would also be subject to 
BACT requirements for GHGs if their GHG emis-
sions exceeded the significance level established in 
the final rule, and those sources subject to title V 
would be required to include any applicable require-
ments for GHGs in their permits. 
(2) Comments 

Many commenters supported this “anyway”-source 
approach, and offered a variety of reasons: According 
to the commenters, (1) This approach is a better 
reading of Congress’s intent in the Act and is con-
sistent with Alabama Power v. Costle, 636 F.2d 323 
(DC Cir. 1980); (2) this approach would reduce the 
permitting workload on sources currently considered 
minor and focus PSD and title V requirements on 
large sources of non-GHG pollutants, as intended by 
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Congress; (3) it is appropriate to base PSD and title 
V applicability on non-GHG emissions until data on 
GHG emissions are available from the mandatory 
GHG reporting rule; (4) in the initial phase, this ap-
proach would be more straightforward to administer, 
would provide a more predictable permitting work-
load, and would prevent a flood of newly regulated 
sources from overburdening state agencies; (5) this 
approach would provide permitting agencies time to 
develop experience handling GHG sources and re-
quirements under the PSD and title V programs; (6) 
this approach would provide EPA and the permitting 
agencies the time needed to develop streamlining 
techniques; (7) this approach is consistent with the 
“absurd results” and “administrative necessity” doc-
trines because the scope of the permitting programs 
would remain consistent with both congressional in-
tent and current administrative practice, but EPA 
and state agencies would still be allowed to begin 
regulating GHG emissions from existing PSD and 
title V sources; and (8) sources already required to 
obtain PSD permits are best equipped to work 
through BACT issues with permitting authorities. 

Commenters added that if BACT is applied for 
GHGs due to permit actions involving non-GHG pol-
lutants, EPA would need to set a significance thresh-
old for the application of BACT, without which BACT 
could apply to very small (e.g., 1 ton) GHG increases 
associated with projects that otherwise triggered 
PSD for increases of non-GHG. 
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(3) Determination as to Step 1, PSD and Title V Ap-
plicability and PSD Significance Level 

After considering the administrative burdens from 
increased permitting actions and the need for per-
mitting authorities to have sufficient time to develop 
necessary expertise and staffing resources to address 
that burden, we have decided in this final action to 
establish the “anyway” source approach as Step 1. 
Beginning on January 2, 2011, sources subject to 
PSD requirements for their conventional pollutants 
anyway will be required to apply BACT to their GHG 
emissions if they construct or modify and in so doing, 
emit at least 75,000 tpy CO2e in GHGs. Similarly, 
sources subject to title V requirements anyway due 
to their conventional pollutants will be required to 
meet certain requirements for their GHGs, as de-
scribed elsewhere. These requirements at Step 1 for 
PSD and title V will not expire. On July 1, 2011, a 
further phase-in of PSD and title V applicability—
Step 2—will kick in. 

At Step 1, by definition, all of the covered sources 
are already subject to PSD and title V permitting re-
quirements, and will simply be adding a GHG com-
ponent to what would be an otherwise occurring 
permitting action for conventional pollutants. These 
sources include fossil fuel-fired power plants, petro-
leum refineries, cement plants, iron and steel plants, 
pulp and paper plants, petroleum refineries, large 
landfills, and other large industrial sources. These 
sources will need to perform some additional analy-
sis that is unique to GHG emission units, particular-
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ly related to the BACT review and selection process, 
but they will likely be able to utilize information de-
veloped as part of other permitting requirements for 
conventional pollutants, such as equipment fuel us-
age and operational parameters. Also, because these 
facilities are familiar with the case-by-case permit-
ting processes, including all the steps from the appli-
cation to the final review process, they will not con-
front a high PSD or title V learning curve. 

The “anyway” source approach has particular ap-
peal during the first step of the phase-in approach 
because it begins to apply key PSD and title V pro-
gram requirements as soon as January 2, 2011 to 
large sources of emissions, but because it applies on-
ly to sources that are already subject to PSD for oth-
er pollutants, it can be implemented efficiently and 
with an administrative burden that is manageable in 
the next 8 months. We expect that under this ap-
proach, the sources and permitting authorities will 
still face substantial additional work to address the 
GHG emissions. In addition to the activities dis-
cussed elsewhere, there will be significant and com-
plex policy questions about how BACT will be im-
plemented for GHGs that must be resolved. These 
issues will include how to determine BACT for 
GHGs, how to do netting, and other similar issues. 
Even with EPA guidance, many case-specific policy 
issues will arise and will have to be resolved by the 
permitting authority in the context of a specific per-
mit application. Nevertheless, with the “anyway” 
source approach, this work will be manageable be-
cause the associated permitting burden will be lim-
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ited to adding a GHG component to each existing 
permit action for which it will be required, and will 
avoid the significantly greater burdens associated 
with large numbers of new permit actions that would 
be required for sources and modifications that would 
be subject to PSD for the first time. Instead, this 
“anyway” source approach allows permitting authori-
ties sufficient time to develop necessary expertise 
and staffing resources to address GHG BACT. 

We agree with commenters that the establishment 
of a significance level—which, in effect, is a BACT 
threshold—is appropriate, and we have decided to 
establish this level at 75,000 tpy CO2e because, for 
reasons discussed later, that is the level that will ap-
ply during Step 2. At this level, the administrative 
burdens, described later, will be manageable. Im-
portantly, we believe a consistent significance level 
between Steps 1 and 2, as opposed to a lower signifi-
cance level in Step 1, will provide for a smoother 
transition and avoid the problems that would arise if 
PSD applied to modifications during Step 1 that PSD 
would not apply to in Step 2. Otherwise, we would 
create a perverse incentive for companies to delay 
such projects until Step 2 to avoid BACT. 

We estimate that Step 1 will result in a 23 percent 
increase in permitting authority work hours and a $3 
million increase—which amounts to a 25 percent in-
crease from the current program cost of $12 mil-
lion—in their annual costs for running PSD pro-
grams. This is primarily due to the GHG BACT re-
view requirements. For title V programs, we esti-
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mate a 2 percent increase in permitting authority 
work hours and a $1 million increase in the title V 
annual program costs for permitting authorities un-
der Step 1 as compared to the current program cost 
of $62 million. These work hours and costs will be 
needed primarily to review GHG emissions infor-
mation, add any GHG-related requirements to title V 
revisions and renewal actions that would otherwise 
be occurring, respond to comments and petitions 
from the public, as well as develop fee requirements 
and make fee determinations associated with issuing 
new or revised title V permits that add GHG-related 
information. For both the PSD and title V programs 
on a combined basis, the additional costs for Step 1 
will be $4 million, which amounts to a 5 percent in-
crease in the current combined program cost of $74 
million. 

In addition to these workload and monetary costs, 
permitting authorities will confront additional bur-
dens before and during Step 1, which we have not 
attempted to quantify. One of the most significant of 
these is training staff in the PSD-related areas of 
GHG emissions calculations and BACT evaluations. 
In addition, permitting staff will need to build staff 
expertise and capacity for addressing GHG require-
ments in preparation for Step 2, which will begin on-
ly 6 months after Step 1; and in communicating and 
providing outreach to sources addressing GHG emis-
sions for the first time. Based on comments we re-
ceived on the proposal from permitting authorities, 
we believe these additional training and outreach re-
quirements—for both the PSD and title V pro-
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grams—will add significantly to the permitting au-
thorities’ burden during the initial 6-month period 
under Step 1. 

We believe that these administrative burdens are 
substantial but manageable. Following this action, 
permitting authorities will have only 8 months to 
prepare for Step 1, when they will need to increase 
their resources by 5 percent for both the PSD and ti-
tle V programs combined, and be able to implement 
BACT requirements for GHG sources. During Step 1, 
they will need to prepare for Step 2, when, as dis-
cussed later, they will need to process over 900 addi-
tional PSD permits each year and begin to process 
over 1,100 additional title V permit actions. 

We have decided to limit Step 1 to the “anyway” 
source approach, and not apply PSD or title V to 
sources based on their GHG emissions, for several 
reasons. First, we believe that the administrative 
burdens described previously are the most that the 
permitting authorities can reasonably be expected to 
manage before and during Step 1. Tighter PSD and 
title V applicability requirements would mean great-
er administrative burdens. 

Second, we believe that the costs of GHG permit-
ting to the sources, as described previously, are sub-
stantial and as a result, necessitate that we wait for 
the permitting authorities to develop the PSD and 
title V programs for GHG sources during the first 6 
months of 2011 before subjecting sources to PSD and 
title V requirements on account of their GHG emis-
sions. By July 1, 2011, when Step 2 takes effect, the 
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PSD and title V programs will be better developed. 
For example, the permitting authorities will have 
more experience making BACT determinations. In 
addition, by that time, sources will have had more 
time to prepare for the permitting processes. In addi-
tion, as suggested by one commenter, the additional 
time will allow sources and permitting authorities to 
address the current uncertainty surrounding how to 
measure high-GWP gases. 

Third, we estimate that “anyway” sources account 
for approximately 65 percent of total national sta-
tionary source GHG emissions. As a result, limiting 
Step 1 to these sources will still capture a large por-
tion of the GHG inventory. 

A large number of commenters urged us to leave 
this “anyway” source approach in place until such 
time as we complete an assessment and conduct fur-
ther rulemaking, which we proposed would be 6 
years from now. We are not taking this action; ra-
ther, for the reasons discussed next, we believe it is 
reasonable to use GHG thresholds to begin to phase 
in PSD and title V applicability to additional sources 
in Step 2. 
b. Rationale for Step 2  
(1) Proposal 

We proposed to establish the applicability level for 
PSD and title V to GHG sources at 25,000 tpy CO2e, 
and we proposed a PSD significance level in the 
range of 10,000 to 25,000 tpy CO2e. Our burden es-
timates at proposal led us to conclude that at those 
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threshold levels, for the PSD program, “approximate-
ly 400 additional new or modified facilities would be 
subject to PSD review in a given year. These include 
approximately 130 new facilities and approximately 
270 modifications * * *.” 74 FR 55331, col. 1. We es-
timated that processing these numbers of additional 
permits, along with doing the additional work asso-
ciated with GHG emissions from sources subject to 
PSD anyway due to their conventional emissions, 
would increase permitting authority burdens by “ap-
proximately 112,000 staff hours at an additional cost 
of approximately $8 million. This workload amount 
represents an increase of about 1.3 times, or 32 per-
cent, in the current burden for permitting authorities 
on a nationwide basis.” Id. col. 3. We concluded that 
“this additional burden is manageable,” but that 
“any threshold lower than 25,000 tpy CO2e, would 
create undue administrative burdens.” Id. 

For the title V program, we estimated that at a 
25,000-tpy CO2e permitting threshold, “about 13,600 
existing facilities” would become subject to title V, 
and that to manage the additional workload associ-
ated with permitting those sources and with the oth-
er permit revisions and modifications that would re-
sult from the 25,000 tpy CO2e threshold, permitting 
authorities would require an additional 492 FTEs, 
which would be an estimated 50 percent increase 
over current title V staffing levels. 74 FR 55335, cols. 
1–2. 
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(2) Comments 
We received a significant number of comments 

from both permitting authorities and industry repre-
sentatives that our proposed GHG threshold of 
25,000 tpy CO2e for major source applicability was 
too low and would result in an unmanageable 
amount of permitting actions in the near term. Many 
offered evidence that we severely underestimated 
both the number of permitting actions and the per-
permit administrative burden, for both PSD and title 
V programs. 

Commenters also asserted that the proposed 
25,000 tpy threshold is too low because it will subject 
small sources (including many small businesses) to 
PSD and title V, which is not in keeping with Con-
gress’s intent to limit PSD and title V to large 
sources when Congress set the 100/250 tpy thresh-
olds for the permitting programs. EPA, in collabora-
tion with the SBA, conducted an outreach meeting 
designed to exchange information with small entities 
that may be interested in these regulations. The EPA 
took this small business outreach effort into account 
when finalizing this rule. Many commenters from 
this outreach effort said that there were many more 
small businesses that would become subject to PSD 
and title V due to the proposed permitting thresholds 
than EPA estimated at proposal. 

Many commenters recommended specific major 
source thresholds for PSD and title V, including lev-
els of 25,000 (as proposed), 40,000, 50,000, 100,000, 
150,000, 250,000, and 1,000,000 tpy CO2e. A majori-
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ty of the commenters—including both industry and 
state agency commenters—recommended major 
source thresholds of 100,000 tpy CO2e. However, 
several state agency commenters recommended 
thresholds of 50,000 tpy CO2e. Other commenters 
recommended sector-specific thresholds. For exam-
ple, solid waste industry commenters suggested 
thresholds of 820,000 tpy CO2e for PSD [which they 
calculate to be equivalent to the existing PSD 
threshold for “municipal solid waste landfill emis-
sions,” i.e., 250 tpy nonmethane organic compounds 
(NMOC)] and 320,000 tpy CO2e for title V (calculated 
to be equivalent to the existing major source applica-
bility threshold of 100 tpy NMOC). Other comment-
ers urged EPA to set the GHG thresholds at levels 
that correspond to emissions of conventional pollu-
tants at the 100/250 tpy level. 

Many of the commenters that recommended in-
creasing the thresholds cited EPA’s estimates that a 
particular threshold would significantly reduce the 
number of sources subject to the rule while causing 
only a slight reduction in the percentage of GHGs 
captured. Several of these commenters noted that 
Table VIII–2 in the proposal preamble indicates that 
shifting the major source threshold for PSD from 
25,000 to 100,000 tpy CO2e would reduce the number 
of major sources from 13,661 to 4,850 while reducing 
the coverage of U.S. stationary source GHG emis-
sions by only about 4 percent. Other commenters re-
ferred to the regulatory impact analysis (RIA) for the 
mandatory GHG reporting rule to conclude that rais-
ing the threshold from 25,000 to 100,000 tpy CO2e 
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would exclude thousands of entities that, on a com-
bined basis, emit only one percent of the nation’s 
GHG emissions. See the RTC document for this final 
rulemaking for more detailed description of com-
ments received on our proposed burden assessment. 

Many commenters also recommended specific PSD 
GHG significance thresholds, including levels of 
10,000 (as proposed), 15,000 (within the proposed 
range), 25,000 (also as proposed), 40,000, 50,000, and 
100,000, and 150,000 tpy CO2e, as well as suggesting 
sector-specific thresholds. These recommendations 
were based on the view that we had underestimated 
the number of modifications and that the burden of 
permitting at the proposed levels would therefore be 
much worse than we projected. A number of the 
commenters argued that the significance threshold 
should be no less than the major source threshold, at 
whatever level that is set. The largest number of 
commenters recommended a PSD significance 
threshold of 100,000 tpy CO2e, although significant 
numbers also support 25,000 and 50,000 tpy CO2e. 
(3) Rationale for Step 2 

Based on these comments, we reassessed our orig-
inal burden estimates from our proposal. This reas-
sessment is discussed at the beginning of this sec-
tion. We decided that, once this adjustment is taken 
into account, the burdens at the proposed 25,000 
threshold and the proposed 10,000– 25,000 signifi-
cance levels would be unmanageable. We therefore 
evaluated higher thresholds ranging from a 25,000 
tpy CO2e major source applicability level for PSD 
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and title V to a 50,000, 75,000, or 100,000 tpy CO2e 
level, with associated PSD GHG significance levels of 
equal or lesser magnitude; and we selected the 
100,000/75,000 tpy CO2e level. Central to our deci-
sion to promulgate higher thresholds than what we 
proposed is our recognition, based on comments and 
further analysis, that applying PSD to GHG sources 
at the statutory or any other threshold level or sig-
nificance level that we have considered would result 
in (1) a greater number of sources, and significantly 
greater number of modifications than we first esti-
mated becoming subject to those programs; and (2) a 
greater per-permit cost than we first estimated to the 
permitting authority of processing those permit ac-
tions. We discussed our revised estimates and rea-
soning at the beginning of this section. 

We now estimate that the 25,000/ 25,000 tpy level 
would result in 250 additional PSD permit actions 
for new construction (either for GHG-only sources or 
additions to otherwise occurring permits) and an ad-
ditional 9,200 PSD permits for modifications each 
year (compared to our estimate at proposal of 130 for 
new construction and 270 for modifications). This 
level of permitting would require an additional 
2,815,927 work hours, or 1,400 FTEs (compared to 
our estimate at proposal of 112,000 additional work 
hours, or 57 FTEs); and would cost an additional 
$217 million each year (compared to our estimate at 
proposal of an additional $8 million). See 74 FR 
55331 (proposal). This $217 million amount repre-
sents approximately a 1,800 percent increase over 
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current permitting authority annual cost of $12 mil-
lion for the major NSR programs. 

For title V, under our final burden analysis at a 
25,000 tpy CO2e threshold, we estimate a $64 million 
annual increase in program costs to permitting au-
thorities to add GHG emission sources, which re-
flects a greater than 100 percent increase over cur-
rent program costs of $62 million. We estimate that 
this increased burden would result in the need for 
almost 700 new FTEs nationwide at permitting au-
thorities (compared to our estimate at proposal of 
492 additional FTEs, or about a 50 percent increase 
in existing program size). This increase in burden is 
due to an estimated annual increase of 2,500 new ti-
tle V permits, over 9,500 permit revisions, and over 
2,600 permit renewal actions due to GHG emission 
sources. These additional title V actions compare to 
current annual program actions of approximately 50 
new title V permits, 1,394 significant revisions, and 
3,267 permit renewals. 

Based on this information, we have decided not to 
finalize our proposal to apply a 25,000 tpy CO2e ap-
plicability threshold to GHG sources at the time that 
PSD and title V take effect. At that level, too many 
sources—many more than we thought at proposal—
would be subject to high permitting costs. In addi-
tion, permitting at that level and at that time would 
not be administratively feasible. The resulting in-
crease in the number of PSD and title V permitting 
actions and workload would create insurmountable 
resource demands for permitting agencies in the 
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near term, which would jeopardize the functioning of 
these permitting programs. We are mindful that not 
only would the permitting programs have to bear the 
costs that our estimates are able to monetize, but 
they would also incur burdens associated with hiring 
and training staff to make and implement GHG 
BACT determinations, GHG emissions evaluations, 
and other evaluations required under the PSD pro-
gram for a wide variety of formerly unpermitted 
sources, including significant numbers and types of 
small manufacturing and commercial or residential 
establishments. They would also incur burdens asso-
ciated with reviewing applications, citizen comment 
and petitions, and the need to communicate and pro-
vide outreach to new categories of sources, including, 
again, significant numbers and types of small manu-
facturing and commercial or residential sources. 
Thus, the increased administrative burdens at the 
25,000/ 25,000 tpy CO2e levels are so great that we 
have concluded that they would not be consistent 
with the goals of avoiding absurd results that con-
travene congressional intent, including avoiding a 
permitting burden that would overwhelm the capaci-
ty of permitting authorities to effectively implement 
their programs. 

Based on our revised burden analysis, in this final 
action, we have decided to establish a multi-step, 
phase-in approach that contains a significantly high-
er initial threshold level. We have determined that a 
100,000 tpy CO2e major source threshold level for 
PSD and title V purposes, and a 75,000 tpy CO2e 
significance level, produce a level of permitting activ-
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ity that would certainly be an increase over current 
workload, but that would be administratively feasi-
ble by July 1, 2011. As a result, we have decided to 
finalize these thresholds as Step 2. 

In reaching this conclusion, we needed to consider 
both the sources’ abilities to manage the permitting 
process and the permitting authorities’ capacity to 
address newly-major sources as expeditiously as pos-
sible. As to the former, sources subject to Step 2 will, 
for the most part, continue to include the “anyway” 
sources subject to Step 1. In addition, we estimate 
that Step 2 will include about 500 additional sources 
that are not already subject to permitting. Most of 
them will become subject to PSD and title V because 
of fuel burning. In order to meet the 100,000/75,000 
threshold, they will have to burn a significant quan-
tity of fuel, and that means they will be a significant 
size. In general, these sources include municipal or 
commercial landfills that are large, but not large 
enough to be covered by the NSPS, pulp and paper 
facilities, electronics manufacturing plants, chemical 
production plants, and beverage producers. Although 
these sources have not been subject to PSD permit-
ting before, some of them have already been subject 
to minor source permitting, and so will have some 
familiarity with the permitting process. In addition, 
in general, these sources are in source categories 
that have larger sources that are already subject to 
PSD and title V. As a result, they are in industries 
that have experience in the permitting process. Be-
cause of their relatively large size and access to 
knowledge about the permitting processes, we be-
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lieve these sources will be able to manage the per-
mitting requirements. 

As to the permitting authorities’ capacity to han-
dle the Step 2 workload, we note first that our Step 1 
approach does not cover newly-major sources. As a 
result, the Step 2 threshold and timing has to be es-
tablished in a way that takes into account permitting 
authority challenges in addressing many sources and 
categories that would be subject to major source 
permitting for the first time. 

We considered the various PSD and title V thresh-
old applicability and significance level options in our 
final burden analysis, summarized in Table VI–1, 
including levels at 50,000 CO2e and 100,000 CO2e. 
As Table VI–1 indicates, we estimate that a 100,000 
tpy CO2e major source applicability threshold would 
result in approximately 550 sources becoming newly 
classified as major sources for PSD based on their 
GHG emissions, while a 50,000 tpy CO2e threshold 
would result in 3,500 newly classified major sources. 

We then considered the impact on both PSD and 
title V programs of different PSD significance level 
options for GHGs. The choice of a PSD significance 
level has a direct impact on title V burdens because 
PSD permit requirements resulting from modifica-
tion activities will result in required title V permit 
revisions. We developed PSD and title V burden es-
timates based on significance levels of 50,000 tpy, 
75,000 tpy and 100,000 tpy CO2e, combined with a 
major source applicability level of 100,000 tpy CO2e. 
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At a 50,000 tpy CO2e significance level, we esti-
mated an annual increase of approximately 1,800 
PSD permitting actions and almost 2,000 additional 
title V permitting actions, as compared to Step 1. At 
a 75,000 tpy CO2e significance level, we estimated an 
annual increase of approximately 900 PSD permit-
ting actions and just over 1,000 additional title V 
permitting actions as compared to Step 1. At a 
100,000 tpy CO2e significance level we estimated an 
annual increase of approximately 25 PSD permitting 
actions and 210 additional title V permitting actions 
as compared to Step 1. For title V, under these dif-
ferent scenarios, the major source applicability level 
of 100,000 tpy CO2e results in approximately 200 
new permits annually, but, as noted, the choice of 
significance levels affects the number of required 
permit revisions. 

Based on this information, we have decided to set 
our final Step 2 thresholds at 100,000 tpy CO2e for 
major source applicability under PSD and title V and 
at a 75,000 tpy CO2e significance level for PSD. 
Overall, we estimate that the almost 900 additional 
PSD permitting actions (virtually all of which would 
be modifications) per year at these levels will result 
in an approximately $21 million increase (from Step 
1) in states’ annual costs for running PSD programs. 
In addition, we estimate that the 1,000 additional 
title V permit actions will cause the total title V bur-
den for permitting authorities to increase by $6 mil-
lion annually from Step 1. This total increase in 
permit program burdens of $27 million represents a 
34 percent increase over the $78 million in total cost 
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of PSD and title V programs at Step 1. We consider 
this a substantial increase particularly because Step 
2’s start date of July 1, 2011, is only 6 months after 
Step 1’s start date of January 2, 2011. What’s more, 
Step 1 will entail a substantial increase in permit-
ting authority obligations, so that adding the costs of 
Step 1 and Step 2 together—$31 million—means 
that permitting authorities will be required to in-
crease their permitting resources by approximately 
42 percent between now and Step 2. In addition to 
the administrative burdens we have been able to 
monetize, we must be mindful that permitting au-
thorities will incur other burdens, including the sig-
nificant support and outreach activities by permit-
ting staff for the many newly permitted sources. We 
believe that any lower thresholds in this timeframe, 
whether in the PSD and title V applicability levels or 
in the significance level, would give rise to adminis-
trative burdens that are not manageable by the per-
mitting authorities. 

Although the burdens at the 100,000 tpy 
CO2e/75,000 tpy CO2e levels are steep, we consider 
them manageable. Step 2 permitting for GHGs will 
mostly involve source categories in which some 
sources have traditionally been subject to permitting, 
which should render applying even the new GHG re-
quirements more manageable. These source catego-
ries include fossil fuel-fired power plants, petroleum 
refineries, cement plants, iron and steel plants, and 
petroleum refineries, in addition to other large in-
dustrial type source categories. A full description of 
the type of sources that we expect will have GHG 
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emissions that exceed the 100,000 tpy CO2e thresh-
old is provided in the “Technical Support Document 
for Greenhouse Gas Emissions Thresholds Evalua-
tion” located in the public docket for this rulemaking. 
In addition, because Step 2 does not begin until July 
1, 2011, permitting authorities have about 14 
months to prepare for it. 

In addition, we believe that the sources that will 
become subject to PSD and title V requirements at 
the 100,000/75,000 tpy CO2e levels will be able to ac-
commodate the additional costs of permitting. For 
the most part, these sources will be of a comparable 
size and activity level as those sources that are al-
ready subject to those requirements. 

Because the administrative burdens at the 
100,000/75,000 tpy CO2e level are as heavy as the 
permitting authorities can reasonably be expected to 
carry, adopting these threshold levels is consistent 
with our legal basis under the “absurd results” doc-
trine. Under this basis, we are reconciling the statu-
tory levels with congressional intent by requiring 
that the PSD and title V requirements be applied to 
GHG sources at levels as close as possible to the 
statutory thresholds, and as quickly as possible, in 
light of costs to sources and administrative burdens. 

Because the administrative burdens at the 
100,000/75,000 tpy CO2e level are manageable, we do 
not believe that higher threshold levels are justifia-
ble for Step 2. Specifically, at the 100,000/100,000 
level—which would entail a 100,000 tpy CO2e signifi-
cance level, rather than a 75,000 tpy CO2e level—
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permitting sources would need to handle only 20 ad-
ditional modifications beyond current levels, and 
thus would not incur substantial additional costs. By 
the same token, we disagree with commenters who 
suggested that we needed to set permanent GHG 
permitting thresholds for major sources at a rate 
equivalent to the amount of GHGs that would be 
emitted by conventional pollutants at the 100 and 
250 tpy level in order to meet the legal bases of the 
“absurd results” and “administrative necessity” doc-
trines. These levels would likely be well above 
300,000 tpy CO2e, depending on fuel types and as-
sumptions regarding the relative emissions of GHGs 
compared to the conventional pollutants. Our data 
show that none of the levels above 100,000/75,000 
tpy CO2e would result in significant increases in ad-
ministrative burdens. As a result, establishing these 
levels would not apply PSD or title V requirements 
to GHG sources as quickly as possible, and thus 
would not be consistent with our approach in the 
Tailoring Rule. 

We estimate that facilities meeting the Step 2 ma-
jor source applicability thresholds account for ap-
proximately 67 percent of total national stationary 
source GHG emissions. Many commenters felt that 
this should be an important basis for our selection of 
a threshold, stating that there is no significant loss 
in GHG emissions coverage of source categories at 
the 100,000 tpy CO2e threshold, and in some cases 
arguing that as a result, we should set the level even 
higher. We agree that it is important that the cover-
age in Step 2 represents 86 percent of the coverage at 
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full implementation of the statutory 100/250 thresh-
olds. 
c. Rationale for EPA’s Plan Beyond Step 2 

EPA commits that after Step 2, EPA will begin 
another rulemaking in 2011 and complete it by July 
1, 2012, and in that rulemaking take comment on a 
further phase-in of GHG sources for PSD and title V 
applicability (Step 3). However, under this rule, in no 
event will EPA apply PSD or title V to sources below 
the 50,000 tpy CO2e levels prior to 2016. In addition, 
EPA commits to conduct a study, to be concluded by 
April 30, 2015, evaluating the status of PSD and title 
V applicability to GHG sources, and, based on the 
study, complete a rulemaking by April 30, 2016, that 
addresses another round of a phase-in. 
(1) Proposal 

In our proposal, we noted that following imple-
mentation of the first phase of PSD and title V ap-
plicability to GHG sources, generally at the 25,000 
tpy CO2e threshold, additional action would be re-
quired over time to assure full compliance with the 
statute. We did not establish more steps in the 
schedule, but we did commit to conduct a study, to be 
completed by 5 years after promulgation, evaluating 
the status of PSD and title V applicability to GHG 
sources, and, based on the study, complete a rule-
making by 6 years after promulgation that addressed 
an additional step of the phase-in. 
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(2) Comments 
A number of commenters supported the proposal’s 

overall approach to phase in the permitting of GHGs, 
mainly because this approach will allow permitting 
of the largest sources of GHGs immediately while 
collecting more information about smaller sources 
and more fully considering streamlining options for 
subsequent phases. Many of these commenters made 
clear that they do not support implementation of the 
statutory 100/250 tpy thresholds, even through a 
phase-in approach. On the other hand, one com-
menter asserted that EPA has failed to demonstrate 
that it needs 6 years to study and implement NSR 
and title V for sources emitting less than 25,000 tpy. 
The commenter contends that EPA has not analyzed, 
among other things, what combined effect the full 
implementation of its streamlining proposals in the 
15 months before the due-date for title V permit ap-
plications would be to reduce the cost, complexity, 
and number of title V permit applications that would 
have to be submitted. 
(3) Rationale for Further Steps 

We agree with commenters who support a phased-
in approach to the Tailoring Rule. Our final action 
reflects a multi-step process that we believe will fa-
cilitate a manageable expansion of PSD and title V 
applicability, as appropriate, to GHG-emitting 
sources. In our final action, we have established the 
initial two steps of a multi-step phase-in of lower 
threshold applicability with a commitment to take 
further regulatory activity to consider adopting lower 
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thresholds. We believe this process will provide sub-
stantial opportunity for permitting authorities and 
sources to establish enough experience and infor-
mation, and to provide significant real-world feed-
back to EPA, so as to better inform decisions on fu-
ture phase-in steps. 

With this overall phase-in approach in mind, in 
this final rule, EPA includes an enforceable commit-
ment to undertake a notice-and-comment rulemak-
ing that would begin with an SNPR that we expect to 
be issued in 2011 and that we commit will be final-
ized in 2012. The notice will propose or solicit com-
ment on further reductions in the applicability lev-
els. This rulemaking will take effect by July 1, 2013, 
and therefore, in effect, constitute Step 3. In this ac-
tion, we are committing to a rulemaking for Step 3, 
but are not promulgating Step 3, because it is im-
portant to allow EPA and the permitting authorities 
to gain experience permitting sources under Steps 1 
and 2, and to allow time to develop streamlining 
methods, before attempting to determine what would 
be the next phase-in levels for PSD and title V ap-
plicability. While committing to future action, we do 
not decide in this rule when the phase-in process will 
ultimately end, or at what threshold level, because 
all that depends on uncertain variables such as our 
progress in developing streamlining approaches and 
on permitting authorities’ progress in developing 
permitting expertise and acquiring more resources. 
We may continue the phase-in process with further 
rulemaking(s) after 2016. Alternatively, we may 
make a final determination through future rulemak-
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ing that, under a Chevron analysis, accounting for 
the “absurd results” doctrine, PSD and/or title V do 
not apply to GHG sources that, while small and rela-
tively inconsequential in terms of GHG contribution, 
are above the statutory tonnage thresholds for these 
programs, and thereby end the phase-in process. 

In addition, in this action, we are determining that 
in no event—whether through Step 3 or a subse-
quent step—will we apply PSD or title V to sources 
at the 50,000/50,000 tpy CO2e level or lower prior to 
May 1, 2016. We have several reasons for making 
this determination at this time. Most importantly, 
our examination of the expected burdens to the per-
mitting authorities of applying PSD and title V to 
GHG sources convinces us that extending the per-
mitting programs to sources at or below the 
50,000/50,000 tpy CO2e level within 6 years of prom-
ulgation would result in prohibitively heavy burdens. 
This threshold option would result in close to 2,000 
additional annual PSD permitting actions per year 
over the current program and more than 1,000 over 
Step 2, including both new construction and modifi-
cations. For title V, we estimated an increase of over 
1,000 new title V permits (all newly permitted 
sources because of GHG emissions) over 2,000 permit 
revisions per year over the current program, and 
about 980 new title V permits and 900 permit revi-
sions more than the Step 2 amounts. 

These increases, which could occur between 2013 
and 2016 under our approach depending on the out-
come of the Step 3 rulemaking, represent very sub-
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stantial additions to the permitting program. In 
terms of cost, we estimate that these additional ac-
tions would result in a $73 million per year increase 
in joint PSD and title V program costs over the cur-
rent programs—which is almost a doubling of costs—
and $42 million annual cost increase over Step 2 for 
the current programs. We believe that it would take 
permitting authorities some time to adjust to this 
workload. This is particularly true because at the 
50,000/50,000 tpy CO2e level, smaller sources—
including ones not previously subject to permitting 
requirements—will become subject to PSD and title 
V. It will take some time for both the permitting au-
thorities and the sources to absorb these new obliga-
tions. 

Importantly, the next lower cut-off—below 50,000 
tpy CO2e for the major threshold level—is the 
25,000/25,000 tpy CO2e level. For the reasons dis-
cussed previously, this level is clearly not managea-
ble within the first 6 years after this action. This ap-
plicability level would bring in over 7,000 sources 
that would be newly subject to title V permitting and 
result in close to 10,000 new PSD permitting actions. 
This would result in a 380 percent increase over cur-
rent program costs for PSD and title V to run these 
programs. Based on comments we received from 
state and local permitting agencies on our proposed 
Tailoring Rule, these levels of permitting activities 
would far exceed the administrative capabilities of 
the permitting agencies for at least the near future. 
Thus, the 6-year exclusion is necessary to provide 
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these agencies and their permittees certainty that 
this will not occur. 

We recognize that at present, we do not have data 
that would allow us to compile administrative bur-
den estimates for specific levels between the 
50,000/50,000 and 25,000/25,000 tpy CO2e levels we 
assessed. However, it is clear that the burdens begin 
to rise sharply below the 50,000/50,000 tpy CO2e lev-
el. To reiterate, the combined PSD and title V admin-
istrative burdens at the 50,000/50,000 tpy CO2e level 
cost almost twice as much as the current programs, 
but the burdens at the 25,000/25,000 tpy CO2e level 
cost almost four times as much as the current pro-
grams. As a result, we conclude that dropping the 
level below 50,000/50,000 tpy CO2e too soon would 
quickly expose the permitting authorities to unac-
ceptably high burdens. 

As a further reason for concluding that we will not 
reduce thresholds beyond 50,000/50,000 tpy CO2e 
during the first 6 years, we recognize that the PSD 
permitting process in particular carries important 
ramifications for the permitting authorities and the 
affected sources. If we have underestimated the 
permitting burden or the ability of states to respond 
to their additional workload, then permitting back-
logs will result, and PSD permit issuance will be de-
layed, and sources seeking a PSD permit will not be 
able to construct or modify. If this were to happen on 
a large enough scale, it could have potentially serious 
consequences for the national economy.  
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Moreover, we need to be mindful that the best in-
formation we currently have as to permitting author-
ity burdens represents a national average, as de-
scribed previously. Our information at the individual 
state and local level, where permitting occurs, is not 
as robust. Accordingly, we recognize that a particular 
state may encounter permitting costs that are higher 
than average, and this may result in permitting 
backlogs in that state, with the consequence that 
sources in that state will face long delays in con-
structing or modifying. Similarly, even if a particular 
state’s costs are in line with the national average, 
that state may not be able to find the additional re-
sources to cover those costs as readily as other 
states. For this reason, too, sources in that state 
could face long delays in constructing or modifying. 

Beyond the administrative burdens to permitting 
authorities, we recognize that the costs of PSD and 
title V permitting to sources may be high, and we are 
not inclined to allow their imposition at this time on 
sources smaller than the 50,000/ 50,000 tpy CO2e 
threshold. At that level, the permitting programs 
will apply to a significant number of newly permitted 
sources, including a variety of small manufacturing, 
commercial and residential categories. The next level 
that we have analyzed is the 25,000/25,000 tpy CO2e 
threshold. At that level, more than 7,000 more 
sources would become subject to PSD each year—
almost all due to modifications—and another 4,000 
sources would become subject to title V each year. 
These sources would be even smaller than those that 
already will have become subject to PSD and title V 
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due to their GHG emissions. We do not think it rea-
sonable to subject more of those types of sources, and 
smaller ones, to permitting costs within the next 6 
years. 

Finally, we note that moving from a 50,000 tpy 
CO2e threshold to 25,000 tpy CO2e will increase the 
emissions coverage of GHG stationary sources from 
70 percent to 75 percent nationwide, which we con-
sider to be a relatively small amount. 

We recognize that our progress in developing 
streamlining methods will be a key determinant to 
the ability of permitting authorities to administer, 
and sources to comply with, PSD and title V at GHG 
emission levels below 50,000/50,000 tpy CO2e. Alt-
hough we commit to pursue streamlining, we cannot 
predict our progress. This uncertainty may be prob-
lematic for stakeholders, primarily permitting au-
thorities and industry. That is, permitting authori-
ties will face uncertainty in planning the scope of 
their programs over the next few years, and industry 
will face uncertainty as to what new construction 
projects and modifications will be subject to PSD for 
GHGs. By determining now that for the next 6 years 
we will not impose PSD requirements below a floor 
at the 50,000/50,000 tpy CO2e level, we add a meas-
ure of needed certainty. 

We also recognize that selecting a level that is too 
high or keeping a level for too long means that some 
sources may construct or modify without implement-
ing BACT level controls, and this could result in ad-
ditional emissions of GHGs. We need to be vigilant 
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and to protect against this outcome. Even so, all 
things considered, we believe that our determination 
not to apply the PSD or title V permitting require-
ments to sources below the 50,000/50,000 tpy CO2e 
level for the first 6 years also represents a reasona-
ble balancing of protection of the environment with 
promotion of economic development. This type of 
balancing is consistent with our authority under the 
PSD provisions. 

We also raised the issue of “hollow” or “empty” 
permits in discussing our rationale for why it may 
make sense to delay title V permitting under our 
proposal. We were concerned that many title V per-
mits for GHG sources would contain no applicable 
requirements, and their issuance would therefore be 
of little value and would not be the best use of scarce 
resources. Several commenters agreed that imple-
menting title V for GHGs will, at least initially, re-
quire “empty permits” to be issued to GHG sources 
because such sources will not be subject to “substan-
tive” requirements, and that this would not be the 
best use of scarce resources. 

We believe that the amount of resources that 
would be spent on, and the limited value that would 
result from, “empty permits” does warrant considera-
tion under the Chevron analysis, taking account of 
the “absurd results” doctrine. Therefore, we intend to 
consider the role of “empty permits” when we under-
take future rulemaking. However, we believe the is-
sue of “empty permits” has limited or no relevance to 
the first two steps of the phase-in that we are prom-
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ulgating in this rule. During Step 1, permitting for 
GHGs is only required if the source is otherwise sub-
ject to permitting for its emissions of non-GHGs. 
Those sources very likely will be subject to existing 
substantive applicable requirements for non-GHGs 
(e.g., NSPS, Maximum Achievable Control Technolo-
gy (MACT), and SIP requirements, including PSD). 
Thus, there should be no, or at least no additional, 
“empty permits” during Step 1. For Step 2, it is pos-
sible that sources that become subject to title V re-
quirements for GHG emissions may not be subject to 
other requirements, but our assessment suggests 
that this is very unlikely. We estimate that virtually 
all of the 550 newly-major sources in Step 2 will be 
subject to applicable requirements under the CAA 
because they are from categories that have been tra-
ditionally subject to regulations, such as smaller in-
dustrial sources from already regulated categories, 
large landfills, and oil/gas/coal production. Even the 
approximately 50 newly-subject commercial sources 
in Step 2, which we estimate to be comprised of very 
large hospitals, are likely to be covered by standards 
for medical waste incinerators. In addition, we ex-
pect these sources may well be subject to SIP re-
quirements. Thus, we do not expect any, or at most 
very few “empty permits” during Step 2. 

In later stages of implementation (e.g., prospective 
Step 3) or in the event that we permit smaller, non-
traditional sources of GHGs that have never other-
wise been subject to major source permitting, there 
would be a greater potential for “empty permits” to 
be issued under title V. Cognizant of this, we intend 
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to further explore in the rulemaking for Step 3 “emp-
ty permit” theories under the “absurd results” ra-
tionale that may serve to permanently narrow the 
scope of title V to exclude sources that would poten-
tially be required to obtain an “empty permit” due to 
GHG emissions. 

In this action, EPA is also finalizing its proposal to 
commit to conduct an assessment of the threshold 
levels—to be completed in 2015, 5 years after this 
action—that will examine the permitting authorities’ 
progress in implementing the PSD and title V pro-
grams for GHG sources as well as EPA’s and the 
permitting authorities’ progress in developing 
streamlining methods. We further commit to under-
take another round of rulemaking—beginning after 
the assessment is done, and to be completed by April 
30, 2016—to address smaller sources. 

We disagree with the commenter who asserted 
that we do not need 6 years to study and implement 
PSD and title V for smaller sources. As we discussed 
in the proposal, and reiterate in this final action, we 
do not have sufficient information at this time to de-
termine the applicability and effectiveness of the var-
ious permitting streamlining techniques. For reasons 
discussed in more detail in section V.E.1 regarding 
streamlining, we are not now able to determine how 
such techniques will be implemented or whether 
they will prove viable or effective. We agree with the 
commenter that these measures may reduce the 
scope, cost, and complexity of these programs, but 
there is considerable uncertainty as to the extent of 
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this effect. We do commit in this action to fully inves-
tigate, propose, and evaluate permit streamlining 
techniques to determine where they may have appli-
cations, how they would be applied, and whether 
they can withstand legal challenge. Even for those 
techniques that may ultimately be deemed viable, 
there is a significant time period necessary for rule-
making and state adoption, all of which could take 
up to 3 years or more. We also note that we will be 
required to complete our study of the effectiveness of 
these techniques within 5 years, meaning that, in 
order to complete it in time, we will essentially need 
to begin the study as soon as relevant data are start-
ing to become available. Finally, the sixth year, in 
which EPA must complete rulemaking, requires pro-
posal and promulgation of a rule within 1 year, 
which is an ambitious schedule. Therefore we believe 
that 6 years is appropriate for this type of effort. We 
also have received a substantial number of comments 
from permitting authorities that agreed with our 5-
year timeframe, or a greater timeframe, to get more 
prepared for permitting smaller sources. 
d. Other Comments on “Absurd Results” Doctrine 

We received other comments on our application of 
the “absurd results” doctrine, which we respond to in 
the RTC document. One comment was overarching, 
and so we respond to it here: Commenters have as-
serted that under the “absurd results” doctrine, EPA 
does not have authority to, or at least should not, 
promulgate the endangerment/cause or contribute 
findings (which we will sometimes refer to as the 
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“findings”) or the LDVR because doing so would trig-
ger the PSD and title V requirements, which in turn 
would give rise to “absurd results”. According to 
commenters, under the “absurd results” case law, 
EPA is obliged to avoid taking any action that would 
trigger absurd results and in this case that means 
foregoing the endangerment/ cause or contribute 
findings and/or the LDVR, or at least deferring final-
izing them until EPA has time to streamline PSD 
and title V requirements so as to avoid “absurd re-
sults”. Commenters made the related comment that 
if we promulgate the LDVR, and thereby trigger 
PSD, we cannot rely on the “absurd results” doctrine 
because it is our own actions—the promulgation of 
the LDVR—that will have given rise to the “absurd 
results,” and under those circumstances, the doctrine 
is not available. 

The comments that EPA had no authority to 
promulgate, or should not have promulgated, the en-
dangerment/ cause or contribute findings or the 
LDVR at the times that EPA did are not relevant to 
this rule, the Tailoring Rule. EPA has already prom-
ulgated the findings and the LDVR, and the LDVR 
triggers PSD and title V applicability, as we have 
seen. These comments would have been relevant only 
to the proposed findings and LDVR, and we are not, 
in this rulemaking, revisiting or reopening the find-
ings or the LDVR.48 

                                                 
48 EPA does have pending before it ten petitions to reconsider 
the endangerment and cause or contribute findings. EPA is 
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Commenters claim that if EPA promulgates the 
LDVR, the “absurd results” doctrine will no longer 
apply to the Tailoring Rule because it will have been 
EPA’s own action—promulgation of the LDVR—that 
gives rise to the “absurd results”. We disagree for 
several reasons. For one thing, commenters have not 
cited case law, and our research has disclosed none, 
in which a court specifically addressed a similar sit-
uation and issued a holding along the lines of what 
commenters urge. Moreover, commenters’ approach 
would be punitive because the absurd results would 
occur absent this rule going final. Such an outcome 
would be counter to the purpose of the doctrine. That 
is, it would mean that PSD and title V would apply 
to GHG sources by their terms—at the statutory lev-
els, as of January 2, 2011—with all the adverse con-
sequences described elsewhere. 

In any event, and although we are not obligated to 
respond to these comments on the merits, they are 
incorrect on the merits, for the reasons that follow. 
This discussion should not be viewed as reopening 
the endangerment/cause or contribute findings or the 
LDVR because, as stated previously, we are not re-
considering or reopening those two actions in this 
rule. 

In determining and implementing congressional 
intent, it is important that the statutory provisions 
at issue be considered together—(1) The obligation to 

                                                                                                    
carefully evaluating those petitions and expects to issue its de-
cision(s) on or about July 30, 2010. 
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make a determination on endangerment and contri-
bution under CAA section 202(a); (2) if affirmative 
endangerment/cause or contribute findings are 
made, the obligation to promulgate standards appli-
cable to the emission of any air pollutant from new 
motor vehicles or new motor vehicle engines under 
CAA section 202(a); and (3) the PSD and title V ap-
plicability provisions. The most appropriate reading, 
and certainly a reasonable reading, is that we are 
required to take the action we have taken, and are 
taking with this rule, and that is to issue the find-
ings, promulgate the LDVR, and promulgate the Tai-
loring Rule. Our approach gives effect to as much of 
Congress’s intent for each of these provisions, and 
the CAA as a whole, as possible. 

With respect to the endangerment/ cause or con-
tribute findings under CAA section 202(a), congres-
sional intent is clear that, as we stated in making the 
findings and the Supreme Court held in Massachu-
setts v. EPA, we are precluded from considering fac-
tors other than the science based factors relevant to 
determining the health and welfare effects of the air 
pollution in question. Accordingly, EPA determined 
that under Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497 
(2007) we were precluded from deferring or foregoing 
the findings due to concern over impacts on station-
ary sources affected by PSD or title V requirements. 
See 74 FR at 66496, 66500–01 (“Taken as a whole, 
the Supreme Court’s decision clearly indicates that 
policy reasons do not justify the Administrator avoid-
ing taking further action on the questions here.”); see 
also Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 533; see also 
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74 FR at 66515–16 (December 9, 2009). (The Admin-
istrator “must base her decision about endangerment 
on the science, and not on the policy considerations 
about the repercussions or impact of such a find-
ing).49 Moreover, as EPA also noted, “EPA has the 
ability to fashion a reasonable and common-sense 
approach to address greenhouse gas emissions and 
climate change.” 74 FR at 66516. 

Regarding the timing of the LDVR, Congress’s in-
tent was that endangerment/cause or contribute 
findings under section 202(a) would in fact lead to 
control of the air pollutants from new motor vehicles 
and new motor vehicle engines contributing to the 
harm. The primary goal of section 202(a) is to 
achieve such reductions by requiring that EPA adopt 
emissions standards, and as a result, proceeding 
with the LDVR is consistent with that goal. In con-
trast, deferring the LDVR and thereby delaying 
achievement of the public health and welfare bene-
fits Congress expected and required under section 
202(a) would run directly counter to what Congress 
intended under section 202(a)—EPA issuing emis-
sions standards to address the public health and wel-
fare problems that were identified, not EPA refusing 
to do so. 

                                                 
49 Note, that at least one petition for reconsideration on the en-
dangerment/contribution findings raises the same arguments 
related to the timing of decisions and absurd results. As noted 
before, EPA is carefully evaluating all the pending petitions for 
reconsideration. 
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Moreover, we have compelling reasons to proceed 
with the LDVR, in the manner that we did. As we 
stated in the LDVR, in response to similar comments 
that we were not obligated to conduct that rulemak-
ing, or to conduct it at the time that we did: 

Some of the comments relating to the stationary 
source permitting issues suggested that EPA should 
defer setting GHG standards for new motor vehicles 
to avoid * * * [adverse] stationary source permitting 
impacts. EPA is issuing these final GHG standards 
for light-duty vehicles as part of its efforts to expedi-
tiously respond to the Supreme Court’s nearly three 
year old ruling in Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 
497 (2007). In that case, the Court held that green-
house gases fit within the definition of air pollutant 
in the Clean Air Act, and that EPA is therefore com-
pelled to respond to the rulemaking petition under 
section 202(a) by determining whether or not emis-
sions from new motor vehicles cause or contribute to 
air pollution which may reasonably be anticipated to 
endanger public health or welfare, or whether the 
science is too uncertain to make a reasoned decision. 
The Court further ruled that, in making these deci-
sions, the EPA Administrator is required to follow 
the language of section 202(a) of the CAA. The Court 
stated that under section 202(a), “[i]f EPA makes 
[the endangerment and cause or contribute findings], 
the Clean Air Act requires the agency to regulate 
emissions of the deleterious pollutant.” 549 U.S. at 
534. As discussed above, EPA has made the two find-
ings on contribution and endangerment. 74 FR 66496 
(December 15, 2009). Thus, EPA is required to issue 
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standards applicable to emissions of this air pollu-
tant from new motor vehicles. 

The Court properly noted that EPA retained “sig-
nificant latitude” as to the “timing * * * and coordi-
nation of its regulations with those of other agencies” 
(id.). However it has now been nearly three years 
since the Court issued its opinion, and the time for 
delay has passed. In the absence of these final 
standards, there would be three separate federal and 
state regimes independently regulating light-duty 
vehicles to increase fuel economy and reduce GHG 
emissions: NHTSA’s CAFE standards, EPA’s GHG 
standards, and the GHG standards applicable in Cal-
ifornia and other states adopting the California 
standards. This joint EPA–NHTSA program will al-
low automakers to meet all of these requirements 
with a single national fleet because California has 
indicated that it will accept compliance with EPA’s 
GHG standards as compliance with California’s GHG 
standards. 74 FR at 49460. California has not indi-
cated that it would accept NHTSA’s CAFE standards 
by themselves. Without EPA’s vehicle GHG stand-
ards, the states will not offer the federal program as 
an alternative compliance option to automakers and 
the benefits of a harmonized national program will 
be lost. California and several other states have ex-
pressed strong concern that, without comparable 
federal vehicle GHG standards, the states will not 
offer the federal program as an alternative compli-
ance option to automakers. Letter dated February 
23, 2010 from Commissioners of California, Maine, 
New Mexico, Oregon and Washington to Senators 
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Harry Reid and Mitch McConnell (Docket EPA–HQ–
OAR–2009–0472–11400). The automobile industry 
also strongly supports issuance of these rules to al-
low implementation of the national program and 
avoid “a myriad of problems for the auto industry in 
terms of product planning, vehicle distribution, ad-
verse economic impacts and, most importantly, ad-
verse consequences for their dealers and customers.” 
Letter dated March 17, 2010 from Alliance of Auto-
mobile Manufacturers to Senators Harry Reid and 
Mitch McConnell, and Representatives Nancy Pelosi 
and John Boehner (Docket EPA–HQ–OAR–2009–
0472– 11368). Thus, without EPA’s GHG standards 
as part of a federal harmonized program, important 
GHG reductions as well as benefits to the automak-
ers and to consumers would be lost.165 In addition, 
delaying the rule would impose significant burdens 
and uncertainty on automakers, who are already 
well into planning for production of MY 2012 vehi-
cles, relying on the ability to produce a single na-
tional fleet. Delaying the issuance of this final rule 
would very seriously disrupt the industry’s plans. 

Instead of delaying the LDV rule and losing the 
benefits of this rule and the harmonized national 
program, EPA is directly addressing concerns about 
stationary source permitting in other actions that 
EPA is taking with regard to such permitting. That 
is the proper approach to address the issue of sta-
tionary source permitting, as compared to delaying 
the issuance of this rule for some undefined, indefi-
nite time period. 
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75 FR 25,402 cols. 1–3 (May 7, 2010) (footnote omit-
ted). 

With respect to both the endangerment/cause or 
contribute findings and the LDVR, it would require 
speculation and conjecture to defer—or, certainly, to 
forego altogether—the findings or LDVR until EPA 
completed streamlining the PSD and title V re-
quirements on grounds that doing so would allow full 
compliance in the future with all PSD and title V 
statutory provisions. That is the gist of commenters’ 
argument—that EPA should defer or forego issuance 
of the findings and the LDVR to avoid causing an ab-
surd result from implementation of the separate PSD 
and title V programs. Underlying this claim is the 
assumption that this would allow EPA to avoid the 
“absurd results”. As we discuss elsewhere in this 
rulemaking, there is no basis at this point to deter-
mine that streamlining will ultimately allow full 
compliance with the PSD and title V requirements. 
Rather, it is possible that EPA may conclude that 
none of the available streamlining techniques will 
allow all GHG sources at the statutory thresholds to 
comply with PSD and title V requirements in a man-
ner that does not impose undue costs on the sources 
or undue administrative burdens on the permitting 
authorities. Under these circumstances, EPA may 
then permanently exclude GHG source categories 
from PSD or title V applicability under the absurd 
results doctrine. Moreover, it may well take many 
years before EPA is in a position to come to a conclu-
sion about the extent to which streamlining will be 
effective and therefore be able to come to a conclu-
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sion as to whether any source categories should be 
permanently excluded from PSD or title V applicabil-
ity. In our rulemaking today, we describe what ac-
tions we expect to take in the first 6 years after PSD 
and title V are triggered for GHG sources, and we 
may well be in a situation in which we continue to 
evaluate streamlining measures and PSD and title V 
applicability to GHG sources after this 6-year period. 

Accordingly, deferring the endangerment/cause or 
contribute findings and LDVR until such time that 
PSD and title V streamlining would allow full im-
plementation of these programs at the statutory lim-
its would serve only to delay the benefits of the 
LDVR, as well as the benefits that come from phas-
ing in implementation of the PSD program to cover 
larger sources first. It would rely on an assumption 
that is unfounded at this point, that is, that such full 
compliance will be required at some point in the fu-
ture. Delaying the emissions benefits of the LDVR 
and the related emissions benefits from partial im-
plementation of the PSD program fails to implement 
Congress’ intent that the endangerment/cause or 
contribute findings “shall” lead to emissions stand-
ards for new motor vehicles contributing to the en-
dangerment, and related emissions controls for the 
same air pollutant under the PSD program. EPA 
need not determine at this time what approach 
would be appropriate if there was a determination 
that full compliance with PSD and title V would in 
fact occur at some point in the future. In this case, 
absent such a determination, it would be improper to 
rely on speculation of such a future possibility as a 
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basis under section 202(a) to defer or forego issuance 
of the LDVR on the grounds that EPA should defer 
or forego the LDVR to avoid causing an absurd re-
sult. Likewise there is no basis to defer proceeding at 
this time with the streamlining of the PSD and title 
V programs. 

With respect to the PSD and title V applicability 
requirements, as we discuss elsewhere, we believe 
that Congress expressed a clear intent to apply PSD 
and title V to GHG sources and that the phase-in ap-
proach incorporated in the Tailoring Rule is fully ap-
propriate. Proceeding now with the endanger-
ment/contribution findings and LDVR, even if phas-
ing-in of the PSD and title V programs is required, is 
consistent with our interpretation of the PSD and 
title V applicability requirements. Delaying the en-
dangerment/contribution findings or LDVR, and 
thereby delaying the triggering of PSD and title V 
requirements for GHG sources, would lead to the loss 
of a practicable opportunity to implement the PSD 
and title V requirements in important part, and 
thereby lead to the loss of important benefits. As dis-
cussed elsewhere, promulgating the LDVR and ap-
plying the PSD and title V requirements to the larg-
est GHG sources, as we do in this Tailoring Rule, is 
practicable because the sources that would be affect-
ed by the initial implementation steps we promul-
gate in this rule are able to bear the costs and the 
permitting authorities are able to bear the associated 
administrative burdens. Promulgating the LDVR 
now provides important advantages because the 
sources that would be affected by the initial steps are 
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responsible for most of the GHG emissions from sta-
tionary sources. 

It should also be noted that as discussed elsewhere 
in this rulemaking, our ability to develop appropriate 
streamlining techniques for PSD and title V re-
quirements is best done within the context of actual 
implementation of the permitting programs, and not 
in isolation of them. That is, because the great ma-
jority of GHG sources have not been subject to PSD 
and title V requirements, we will need to rely on the 
early experience in implementing the permitting re-
quirements for the very large sources that initially 
will be subject to those requirements in order to de-
velop streamlining techniques for smaller sources. It 
is the real world experience gained from this initial 
phase that will allow EPA to develop any further 
modifications that might be necessary. This would 
not and could not occur if the LDVR were delayed 
indefinitely or permanently, so that PSD and title V 
requirements were not triggered. It is unrealistic to 
expect that delaying action until a future tailoring 
rule could resolve all of the problems identified in 
this rulemaking, absent any real world implementa-
tion experience. 

At its core, commenters’ argument is that EPA 
should delay (if not forego altogether) doing anything 
to address GHG emissions and the problems they 
cause until it can do so in a way that does not cause 
any implementation challenges, even if that delay 
results in continued endangerment to public health 
and welfare. EPA does not take such a myopic view 
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of its duties and responsibilities under the CAA. 
Congress wrote the CAA to, among other things, 
promote the public health and welfare and the pro-
ductive capacity of the population. CAA § 101(b)(1). 
EPA’s path forward does just this. Thus, proceeding 
with the endangerment/ cause or contribute findings, 
the LDVR, and with PSD and title V through the 
phase-in approach of the Tailoring Rule maximizes 
the ability of EPA to achieve the Congressional goals 
underlying sections 202(a) and the PSD and title V 
provisions, and the overarching CAA goal of protect-
ing public health and welfare. Congress called for 
EPA (1) To determine whether emissions from new 
motor vehicles contribute to air pollution that en-
dangers, (2) if that the determination is affirmative, 
to issue emissions standards for new motor vehicles 
to address the endangerment, and (3) to implement 
the PSD and Title V program to address similar 
emissions in their permitting program as another 
tool to address the air pollutant at issue. Delaying 
both the LDVR and PSD/title V implementation, as 
commenters have called for, would run directly coun-
ter to these Congressional expectations. Comment-
ers’ calls for deferral or foregoing of the findings or 
LDVR are generally phrased in a conclusory fashion, 
and do not demonstrate how EPA could take the re-
quired CAA actions concerning GHGs while remain-
ing within the requirements of each of the various 
CAA provisions, and achieving the overall goals of 
the CAA. As such the comments do not provide a val-
id basis for the deferral of agency action they sug-
gest. 
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9. “Administrative Necessity” Basis for PSD and Ti-
tle V Requirements in Tailoring Rule 

EPA believes that the “administrative necessity” 
doctrine, within the Chevron framework, also justi-
fies this rulemaking. Applying the applicability re-
quirements of the PSD and title V programs accord-
ing to a literal reading of their terms (as EPA has 
narrowed them in the past through interpretation) to 
GHG sources beginning on the January 2, 2011 date 
that regulation of GHGs takes effect would sweep so 
many sources into those programs as to render the 
programs impossible for the permitting authorities to 
administer. Although streamlining the PSD and title 
V programs offers some promise to improve the ad-
ministrability of the programs, given the time need-
ed to implement such streamlining, the stepby-step 
expansion of PSD and title V requirements to GHG 
sources that we are promulgating is the most that 
the permitting authorities can reasonably be ex-
pected to administer. 

This section discusses the application of the “ad-
ministrative necessity” doctrine. Our views concern-
ing this doctrine remain similar to what we said at 
proposal, except that in this rulemaking we place the 
doctrine more clearly in the Chevron analytical 
framework, we revise our assessment of the adminis-
trative burdens due to new analysis we have con-
ducted and information we have received since pro-
posal, and we make certain revisions to the tailoring 
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approach.50 This analysis and information, as well as 
the revisions to the tailoring approach, have already 
been presented previously, in the discussion of the 
“absurd results” basis. In addition, it is not necessary 
to reiterate the lengthy discussion of the “adminis-
trative necessity” doctrine that we included in the 
proposal or the factual data presented previously; as 
a result, this section briefly highlights the conclu-
sions we have reached about the application of this 
doctrine. 
As noted previously, under the PSD and title V ap-
plicability provision—read literally, as we have long 
interpreted them—EPA’s recent promulgation of the 
LDVR will trigger the applicability of PSD and title 
V for GHG sources at the 100/250 tpy and 100 tpy 
threshold levels, respectively, as of January 2, 2011. 
This is because PSD applicability hinges on the defi-
nition of “major emitting facility” and title V applica-
bility hinges on the definition of “major sources,” and 
those terms, read literally, and under EPA’s long-

                                                 
50 In addition, we base our reliance on the “administrative ne-
cessity” doctrine on the administrative burdens to the permit-
ting authorities of permitting smaller GHG sources, but not on 
the relatively small amount of GHG emissions associated with 
the smaller sources. See Alabama Power v. Costle, 636 F.2d 323, 
357 (DC Cir. 1980) (establishing the “administrative necessity” 
doctrine as “inherent in the administrative process” and pre-
sumptively available under the statutory scheme, absent clear 
congressional intent to the contrary; but adding that in con-
trast, “there exists no general administrative power to create 
exemptions to statutory requirements based upon the agency’s 
perceptions of costs and benefits”). 
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standing narrowing interpretation, apply PSD and 
title V, respectively, to sources of any air pollutant 
that is subject to regulation under another provision 
of the CAA. EPA’s promulgation of the LDVR means 
that GHGs will become subject to regulation on the 
date that the rule takes effect, which will be January 
2, 2011. 

Absent tailoring, the January 2, 2011 trigger date 
for GHG PSD applicability will give rise to an ex-
traordinarily large number of PSD permitting ac-
tions—we estimate more than 81,000 per year—
representing an increase of almost 300-fold over the 
current 280 PSD permitting actions each year. In 
addition, over 6 million sources will become subject 
to title V, an increase of more than 400-fold over the 
14,700 sources that currently are subject to title V. 
The permitting authorities will find it impossible to 
administer programs of these sizes as of that date. 

All this results from a literal application of the 
PSD and title V applicability provisions to GHG 
sources. However, under Chevron, we must interpret 
and apply statutory requirements on the basis of 
congressional intent. Although the literal meaning of 
the statutory provisions is the first and generally the 
best indicator of congressional intent, there are cases 
in which that is not so. As discussed previously, we 
believe that as a general matter, statutory directives 
should be considered to incorporate Congress’s intent 
that they be administrable, and we believe that this 
proposition is implicit in the “administrative necessi-
ty” doctrine that the DC Circuit has established and 
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that we believe applies here. See Alabama Power v. 
Costle, 636 F.2d 323, 356–57 (DC Cir. 1980). This 
doctrine authorizes EPA to undertake a process for 
rendering the PSD and title V requirements admin-
istrable. Indeed, the Court in Alabama Power estab-
lished this doctrine specifically in the context of the 
PSD provisions, including, in particular, the modifi-
cation provision. As noted elsewhere, the Court held 
that EPA may “consider the administrative burden” 
associated with applying PSD for emissions increas-
es, and establish significance levels designed to avoid 
“severe administrative burdens on EPA, as well as 
severe economic burdens” on sources. Id. at 405. 

As we said in the proposal, we read the case law to 
establish a three-step approach for implementing the 
“administrative necessity” doctrine: An agency is not 
required to adhere to literal statutory requirements 
if the agency, as the first step, makes every effort to 
adjust the requirements within the statutory con-
straints, but concludes with justification—at the sec-
ond step—that it would be impossible to comply with 
the literal reading of the statute. Under those cir-
cumstances, the agency may—at the third step—
develop what is in effect a compliance schedule with 
the statutory requirements, under which the agency 
will implement the statute as much as administra-
tively possible and as quickly as administratively 
possible. See 74 FR 55315—55316. 
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a. First Step of the “Administrative Necessity” Anal-
ysis: Streamlining 

In the proposed rulemaking, EPA discussed at 
length the prospect of streamlining both PSD and 
title V. EPA described “several potentially useful 
tools available in the streamlining toolbox for the 
PSD permitting threshold level, the PSD significance 
level, and the title V permitting threshold,” specifi-
cally: 

For the PSD permitting threshold level and signif-
icance level, there are at least three such tools: The 
first is interpreting the definition of “potential to 
emit” so that the amount of a source’s emissions that 
counts in determining whether it qualifies as a major 
source and therefore is above the permitting thresh-
old requirements is closer to the amount of its emis-
sions when it is in actual operation, rather than the 
amount of emissions that the source would emit if it 
were operating continuously. Narrowing the defini-
tion of PTE is a potentially extremely important tool 
in this context because identifying the amount of a 
source’s emissions as closer to its actual emissions in 
this manner would mean that very large numbers of 
residential and commercial sources would have sig-
nificantly lower emissions and would fall below the 
statutory threshold requirements for triggering PSD. 
Second, EPA believes it may be able to develop pro-
grams involving general permits, under which large 
numbers of similarly situated sources would each be 
covered by essentially the same permit established 
through a regulatory action by the permitting au-
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thority. This approach could achieve economies of 
scale and thereby reduce administrative burden. 
Third, EPA believes it may be able to streamline the 
single most time-consuming element of the PSD 
permit program, which is the determination of BACT 
as required under CAA § 165(a)(4), by establishing 
presumptive BACT levels for certain source catego-
ries that comprise large numbers of sources. As for 
title V, as discussed below in detail, EPA believes 
that defining “potential to emit” to reflect more close-
ly a source’s actual operation and developing a pro-
gram of general permits could streamline the admin-
istration of title V permits. 
74 FR 55315 col. 2–3. 

At proposal we stated that we would, and we still 
commit to, vigorously pursue development of these 
streamlining measures, and, as indicated in our dis-
cussion of streamlining methods in section V.E.1 and 
in response to comments, we have already begun de-
veloping those measures. For example, as described 
elsewhere, we have done much work—both with 
stakeholders and in-house—to begin to develop rec-
ommendations for what controls would qualify as 
BACT for various industries. This work is important 
as a foundation for developing presumptive BACT, 
which is a potentially efficient streamlining measure. 

However, it is not possible for us or the state and 
local permitting authorities to develop and imple-
ment streamlining techniques by the time that PSD 
and title V are triggered for sources emitting 
GHGs—January 2, 2011—or shortly thereafter. De-
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veloping streamlining methods would entail acquir-
ing more information about the affected industry, 
may entail rulemaking, and would likely entail some 
type of public review of proposals for streamlining 
even if not done through rulemaking. As discussed in 
section V.E, we do not expect that we could complete 
all those steps for meaningful streamlining measures 
within 2 years. 
b. Second Step of the “Administrative Necessity” 
Analysis: Demonstration of Administrative Impossi-
bility 

With no streamlining measures available at the 
time that PSD and title V would apply to sources of 
GHGs or shortly thereafter, under the second step of 
the “administrative necessity” analysis, we must de-
termine whether implementation of the statutory re-
quirements at that time would be administratively 
impossible for the permitting authorities. We are 
mindful that the DC Circuit has cautioned that this 
showing is a high hurdle. See 74 FR 55317. 

Even so, we believe there is no question that a lit-
eral application of the PSD and title V programs to 
GHG sources as of January 2, 2011 would be flatly 
impossible for the state and local permitting authori-
ties to administer for at least an initial period of 
time.51 The key facts have been recounted previously, 
                                                 
51 We recognize that in a few states, we are the permitting au-
thority. We do not think that this changes the calculation of 
administrative burdens. We do not believe that we could rea-
sonably be expected to adjust our budget to accommodate the 
large new permitting burdens, and even if we could, the admin-
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and no more than a brief recitation is necessary here. 
On the PSD side, annual permit applications would 
increase by over 300-fold, from 280 to almost 82,000; 
costs to the permitting authorities would increase 
more than 100-fold, from $12 million to $1.5 billion; 
and the permitting authorities would need to hire, 
train, and manage 9,772 FTEs. For title V, total 
permit applications would increase by over 400-fold, 
from 14,700 to 6.1 million; costs to the permitting au-
thorities would increase from $62 million to $21 bil-
lion; and the permitting authorities would need to 
hire, train, and manage 229,118 FTEs. 

We have elaborated upon these burdens elsewhere 
in this notice. They bespeak an impossible adminis-
trative task. It is not hyperbole to say that if these 
administrative responsibilities are not considered 
impossible within the meaning of the “administrative 
necessity” doctrine, then it is difficult to imagine 
what would be considered impossible. 
c. Third Step of the “Administrative Necessity” Anal-
ysis: Tailoring 

Under the third step of the “administrative neces-
sity” analysis, we must demonstrate that the steps 
we intend to take towards implementation of the 
statutory requirements are the most that can be 
done during the indicated time frames, in light of 
administrative resources. In this manner, we adhere 
                                                                                                    
istrative burdens would remain in most of the rest of the nation 
where it is the state or local agencies that bear permitting re-
sponsibility. 
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most closely to the statutory requirements. See 74 
FR 55318. This amounts to establishing a schedule 
for phasing in PSD and title V applicability to GHG 
sources. Because this step is based on the adminis-
trative resources of the permitting authorities, our 
analysis is similar, and leads to the same conclu-
sions, as we described previously concerning the “ab-
surd results” basis. That is, we believe that our tai-
loring approach—including Step 1, to be implement-
ed as of January 2, 2011; Step 2, to be implemented 
as of July 1, 2011; the additional rulemaking that we 
commit to finalize by July 1, 2012, and that will ad-
dress further threshold reductions as a Step 3; the 
study and subsequent rulemaking to address smaller 
sources by April 30, 2016; and the determination not 
to lower the threshold below 50,000/ 50,000 tpy CO2e 
before April 30, 2016 at the earliest—is the most that 
we can do to expand the PSD and title V programs, 
based on administrative resources and the infor-
mation we currently have about the prospects for 
streamlining and increasing permitting resources. 

As noted previously, at some point in the process 
of additional rulemaking, we may conclude under the 
“absurd results” doctrine that we will not apply PSD 
or title V to GHG sources below a certain size level. 
The same conclusion may be supportable under the 
“administrative necessity” doctrine if we decide, 
based on the information available to us, that even 
with all of the streamlining that we are able to ac-
complish and even with a significant expansion of 
permitting resources, it may not be administratively 
feasible to implement PSD or title V to sources below 
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that level. See Alabama Power v. Costle, 636 F.2d at 
358 (acknowledging, in discussing the “administra-
tive necessity” doctrine, that “[c]ategorical exemp-
tions from the clear commands of a regulatory stat-
ute [are] sometimes permitted,” although emphasiz-
ing that such exemptions “are not favored”). 

In addition, as noted above, in a subsequent rule-
making, we may conclude that title V should not ap-
ply to GHG sources with “empty permits,” under the 
“absurd results” doctrine. The basis for this conclu-
sion could be a determination that (1) although the 
applicability provisions apply by their terms to 
sources on the basis of their emissions, and without 
regard to whether the sources would hold “empty 
permits,” those provisions cannot be read literally 
under the “absurd results” doctrine; and (2) it is not 
clear whether Congress intended that title V apply to 
such sources, and EPA has reasonably determined, 
under Chevron Step 2, that title V does not. If we 
come to that conclusion, then, at that point in time, 
the “administrative necessity” doctrine would remain 
relevant for title V purposes only if it is necessary, 
for administrative reasons, to phase in the applica-
tion of title V to GHG sources that have applicable 
requirements, and that therefore do not have “empty 
permits.” This is because the “administrative neces-
sity” doctrine is relevant only when a statutory di-
rective, read literally, imposes impossible adminis-
trative obligations, and Congress may be presumed 
to have intended that the directive be administrable. 
The “administrative necessity” doctrine would not 
come into play if it is concluded either that under the 
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“absurd results” doctrine Congress did not intend the 
statutory directive or that, under that doctrine, Con-
gress’s intent was not clear and EPA reasonably de-
cided that the directive does not apply. 
10. “One-Step-at-a-Time” Basis for Tailoring Rule 

In addition to the “absurd results” and “adminis-
trative necessity” doctrines, the “one-step-at-a-time” 
judicial doctrine, within the Chevron framework, 
supports EPA’s Tailoring Rule. The case law under 
this doctrine, described previously, indicates that the 
doctrine justifies an agency’s step-by-step approach 
under the following circumstances or conditions: (1) 
The agency’s ability to comply with a statutory di-
rective depends on facts, policies, or future events 
that are uncertain; (2) the agency has estimated the 
extent of its remaining obligation; (3) the agency’s 
incremental actions are structured in a manner that 
is reasonable in light of the uncertainties; and (4) the 
agency is on track to full compliance with the statu-
tory requirements. EPA’s Tailoring Rule fulfills each 
of those four. 
First, as the DC Circuit stated in 

National Association of Broadcaster v. FCC, 740 
F.2d 1190, 1210 (DC Cir. 1984) (“National Associa-
tion of Broadcasters”), incremental agency action is 
most readily justifiable “against a shifting back-
ground in which facts, predictions, and policies are in 
flux and in which an agency would be paralyzed if all 
the necessary answers had to be in before any action 
at all could be taken.” Those circumstances are pre-
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sent here, and so is that fact that the task at hand is 
extraordinarily demanding. As discussed previously, 
EPA and the permitting authorities’ progress in im-
plementing the PSD and title V programs for GHG 
sources will depend in large measure on the devel-
opment of streamlining measures and increases in 
permitting authorities’ resources, and those things 
carry some uncertainty and in any event, under the 
best of circumstances, cannot have much impact for 
at least several years. It will take EPA that long to 
develop streamlining measures, and it will take per-
mitting authorities that long to begin to raise money 
and hire and train FTEs. 

Second, as the Court stated in National Associa-
tion of Broadcasters, “the agency [should] ma[k]e 
some estimation, based upon evolving economic and 
technological conditions, as to the nature and magni-
tude of the problem it will have to confront when it 
comes to [undertake the remaining steps]” and that 
estimation must be “plausible and flow from the fac-
tual record compiled.” Id. at 1210. Here, EPA has 
done this by estimating the number of PSD and title 
V permits and the costs of issuing them, and has 
provided as much information as possible about the 
development of streamlining methods and permitting 
authority resources. 

Third, again as the Court stated in National Asso-
ciation of Broadcasters, it must be “reasonable, in the 
context of the decisions made in the proceeding un-
der review, for the agency to have deferred the issue 
to the future. With respect to that question, post-
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ponement will be most easily justified when an agen-
cy acts against a background of rapid technical and 
social change and when the agency’s initial decision 
as a practical matter is reversible should the future 
proceedings yield drastically unexpected results.” Id. 
at 1211. Here, our tailoring approach is reasonable 
in light of changes in permitting authority capacity 
that may occur with the development of streamlining 
methods and increased resources. In addition, the 
first two steps that EPA promulgates today are rea-
sonable initial steps that we expect to build on by 
lowering thresholds, as appropriate, in the future. 
We have no reason to suspect that we may need to 
reverse either of the first two steps. Having received 
and analyzed extensive comment on the number of 
permitting actions to expect and on permitting au-
thority resources, we consider it unlikely that we 
would need to establish a higher threshold level than 
what we have established in Steps 1 and 2. In addi-
tion, if we were to adopt an “empty permits” ap-
proach for title V, we would not need to reverse ei-
ther of Steps 1 and 2, as explained above. 

Finally, as the DC Circuit stated in Grand Canyon 
Air Tour Coalition v. F.A.A., 154 F.3d 455, 477–78 
(DC Cir. 1998), the Courts will accept an initial step 
towards full compliance with a statutory mandate, as 
long as the agency is headed towards full compliance, 
and we believe that the doctrine is applicable here. 
EPA intends to require full compliance with the CAA 
applicability provisions of the PSD and title V pro-
grams, but we believe that in the case of GHG-
emitting sources, by application of the “absurd re-
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sults” doctrine or the “administrative necessity” doc-
trine, full compliance with the applicability provi-
sions does not necessarily mean full compliance with 
the literal terms of those provisions.52 Rather, as we 
have explained elsewhere, in the case of GHG 
sources, full compliance may mean compliance with 
higher levels that are consistent with congressional 
intent, under the “absurd results” doctrine, or that 
are within the reach of permitting authorities in 
light of their administrative constraints, under the 
“administrative necessity” doctrine. This rulemaking 
constitutes a package of initial steps towards that 
full compliance, and, seen in that light, is supported 
by the “one-step-at-a-time” doctrine. 

Even if the doctrine were found to apply only when 
an agency is committed to fully implementing statu-
tory requirements according to their literal terms, we 
believe that the steps we promulgate in this notice 
would be considered valid under the one-step-at-a-
time doctrine. This is because even if we are incor-
rect about the applicability of the “absurd results” 
and “administrative necessity” doctrines, so that 
GHG sources are required to comply with the literal 
terms of the PSD and title V applicability provisions, 
the “one-stepat-a-time” doctrine would allow PSD 

                                                 
52 For reasons explained elsewhere, our reference to the literal 
terms of the applicability provisions means the literal terms of 
the definition of “major emitting facility” for PSD and “major 
source” for title V, as EPA has narrowed those definitions to 
refer to “any pollutant” that is subject to regulation under the 
CAA. 
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and title V applicability to be phased in, and the first 
two steps we promulgate in this notice would be up-
held as reasonable initial steps toward full compli-
ance with the literal terms of the CAA. As we have 
described elsewhere, there is little question but that 
sources and permitting authorities cannot reasona-
bly be expected to comply with or implement PSD 
and title V applicability requirements in the near 
term—by January 2, 2011 and July 1, 2011—except 
to the limited extent described under Steps 1 and 2. 
Nor is applicability of the PSD and title V require-
ments at levels below 50,000 tpy CO2e reasonable 
before 6 years from promulgation of this rule, as dis-
cussed elsewhere. If further steps resulting in full 
compliance with the literal terms of the applicability 
provisions of PSD and title V were required, it would 
be reasonable for those steps to occur in the future, 
as part of the rulemaking to be completed by the 
sixth year after promulgation, to which EPA commits 
itself as part of this action, or as part of subsequent 
actions. See Grand Canyon Air Tour, 891 F.2d at 
476–77 (upholding agency action as a step towards 
full compliance with statutory mandate when the 
agency expected full compliance to occur some 20 
years after the deadline in the statute). 
C. Mechanisms for Implementing and Adopting the 
Tailoring Approach 

In this section, we discuss three issues related to 
adoption of the tailoring approach within our regula-
tions and by permitting agencies. The first is the 
regulatory mechanism for implementing the tailoring 
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approach—that is, the specific way we are revising 
the PSD and title V applicability provisions to incor-
porate the tailoring approach—and our rationale. 
The second is the process by which state or local 
permitting authorities may incorporate the tailoring 
approach into their PSD SIP and title V permit pro-
grams. Finally, we discuss our reasons for delaying 
action on our proposal to limit approval of both SI-
Papproved PSD programs and title V programs, and 
we request certain information from states on both of 
their programs and their actions in response to this 
rule. 

In brief, we proposed to exempt sources emitting 
GHGs below certain threshold levels from the defini-
tion of the regulatory terms “major stationary 
source” and “major modification” in PSD programs 
and the definition of the regulatory term “major 
source” in title V programs. We further proposed to 
effectuate this change in SIP-approved PSD pro-
grams (as included in SIPs) and EPA-approved part 
70 title V programs by limiting our prior approval of 
those programs to the revised applicability thresh-
olds for GHGs.53 These changes would have the effect 
of putting the higher thresholds adopted under the 
Tailoring Rule in place in states PSD and title V pro-
grams as a matter of federal law. However, state 
commenters expressed concern that they would not 
be able to adopt the Tailoring Rule under state laws 
                                                 
53 In the alternative, we also proposed to use our section 
110(k)(6) error correction authority to revise SIP-approved PSD 
program. We are also delaying action on this proposal. 
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on an expeditious basis. To address this, our final ac-
tion differs from our proposed rule in the way we in-
corporate the limitations promulgated in this Tailor-
ing Rule into the “major stationary source,” “major 
modification” and “major source” definitions. This 
approach relies on further defining the term “subject 
to regulation” and although this approach is not sub-
stantively different in effect from the proposed rule, 
it will facilitate more rapid adoption and implemen-
tation of the Tailoring Rule by states through inter-
pretation of language in existing state regulations. 
We believe these differences are a logical outgrowth 
of our proposed rule. We are also delaying action on 
our proposed limited approval of EPA-approved PSD 
programs and part 70 title programs to determine 
how each state will implement the final rules. 
1. PSD Approach: Background and Proposal 

Under CAA section 165(a), no “major emitting fa-
cility” may construct or modify unless it receives a 
preconstruction permit that meets the requirements 
of the PSD program. CAA section 169(1) defines a 
major emitting facility as “any * * * source[]” in one 
of 28 specified source categories that “emit[s], or 
ha[s] the potential to emit, one hundred tons per 
year or more of any air pollutant;” or “any other 
source with the potential to emit two hundred and 
fifty tons per year or more of any air pollutant.” 
EPA’s regulations replace the term “major emitting 
facility” with the term “major stationary source” and 
define the term as “[a]ny of * * * [28 types of] sta-
tionary sources of air pollutants which emits, or has 
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the potential to emit, 100 tons per year or more of 
any regulated NSR pollutant” or “any stationary 
source which emits, or has the potential to emit 250 
tons per year or more of a regulated NSR pollutant.” 
40 CFR 51.166(b)(1)(i)(a)–(b). The term “regulated 
NSR pollutant” is defined to include, among other 
things, “any * * * air pollutant that otherwise is sub-
ject to regulation under the Clean Air Act.” 40 CFR 
51.166(b)(50). Note that the regulatory definition in 
effect interprets the statutory definition more nar-
rowly to read “one hundred [or two hundred and fif-
ty] tons per year or more of any air pollutant subject 
to regulation under the Clean Air Act” (emphasis 
added). 

Similarly, under the statute, a modification occurs 
if there is a physical change or change in the method 
of operation “which increases the amount of any air 
pollutant emitted * * * .” CAA section 165(a), 
169(2)(c), and 111(a)(4). As with the major stationary 
source definition, we have limited coverage of the 
modification provision to physical changes or chang-
es in the method of operation that result a significant 
net emissions increase in emissions of a “regulated 
NSR pollutant.” 40 CFR 51.166(b)(2)(i). 

Our proposed rule revised the definition of “major 
stationary source to (1) exempt GHG from the regu-
lated NSR pollutants that, if emitted by a source in 
the 100 or 250 tpy quantities, would cause the source 
to qualify as a “major stationary source,” and (2) add 
a specific threshold at which a source that emits a 
specified quantity of GHGs (at proposal, that quanti-
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ty was 25,000 tpy CO2e) would qualify as a “major 
stationary source.” 74 FR 55351, proposed 40 CFR 
51.166(b)(1)(i)(a), (b), and (d). We also proposed a 
significance threshold, which is the amount of an in-
crease needed to trigger PSD for a modification or to 
require BACT for a new source, at a level between 
10,000 and 25,000 tpy CO2e. 74 FR 55351; 40 CFR 
51.166(b)(23)(i). 

Additionally, we recognized that it may take some 
time before states could change their SIP-approved 
PSD programs and that as a result, absent addition-
al action on our part, GHGemitting sources would 
remain subject to the 100 or 250 tpy thresholds, and 
subject to a zero significance threshold for major 
modifications as a matter of federal law. To address 
this issue, we proposed to narrow our previous ap-
proval of those SIPs. The effect of our proposal would 
be that EPA would have approved the SIP PSD pro-
grams only to the extent they apply PSD and re-
quirements to GHG sources at or above the thresh-
olds established in the Tailoring Rule (which, gener-
ally, were 25,000 tpy CO2e), and EPA would have 
taken no action on the SIP PSD programs to the ex-
tent they apply PSD requirements to GHG sources 
below that threshold. We relied on the authority of 
the APA and the general authority of CAA section 
301 and, in the alternative, on the error correction 
mechanism under CAA section 110(k)(6). Our limited 
approval would revise existing EPA-approved SIP 
PSD programs to authorize permitting under the 
CAA only for GHG sources at the appropriate levels. 
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In response to our proposed approach, we received 
numerous comments from state and local permitting 
agencies expressing significant concern. They ob-
served that our proposed approach could meet its ob-
jectives to avoid applying PSD requirements to small 
sources under federal law, but would not succeed in 
avoiding the application of PSD requirements to 
those small sources under state law. The commenters 
explained that, although EPA was changing federal 
PSD applicability thresholds; for GHGemitting 
sources to incorporate the tailoring approach, and 
limiting the scope EPA approval of SIPs consistent 
with these thresholds, the state rules containing the 
originally-approved SIP thresholds would continue to 
apply as a matter of state law. As commenters ex-
plained, for the most part, the laws and regulations 
states adopt to implement federal PSD programs 
mirror EPA’s regulations, so that the state laws, ap-
ply PSD to sources that emit air pollutants subject to 
regulation at the 100/250 tpy threshold. Commenters 
reasoned that, until the states can change their state 
laws, the 100/250 tpy thresholds will continue to ap-
ply as a matter of state law, even though the higher 
thresholds apply as a matter of federal law. 

Importantly, these commenters emphasized, their 
state process requires that they promulgate a rule-
making, or in some cases, a legislative change, to in-
corporate the higher thresholds for GHG sources in 
their SIPs. These processes would require many 
months and in some cases as long as 2 years. As a 
result, sources that emit GHGs below the federally 
established levels in the final rule, but at above the 
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100/250 tpy levels in state laws and rules, would still 
be required to obtain PSD permits under state law. 
As a result, states, in attempting to implement state 
permitting requirements, would be faced with the 
same administrative difficulties that EPA recognized 
in the proposed rule as impossible. Commenters em-
phasized that this situation was untenable. 

In addition to the state comments just described, 
we received comments that took issue with our view 
that we were in effect revising the numerical thresh-
olds for PSD applicability as the legal mechanism for 
the tailoring approach. They asserted that in fact, 
our mechanism consisted of interpreting the term 
“any source” to exclude small GHG-emitting sources. 
Other commenters objected to our proposed mecha-
nism of narrowing our previous SIP approval, argu-
ing that this mechanism was without legal basis. 
2. Rationale for Our Final Approach To Implement-
ing PSD 

In response to these concerns, we are adding an-
other mechanism to implement the tailoring ap-
proach for PSD, and that is to adopt a definition, 
within our PSD regulations, the phrase “subject to 
regulation,” as found within the phrase “any regulat-
ed NSR pollutant,” which, in turn, is part of the defi-
nitions of “major stationary source” and “major modi-
fication.” To implement this mechanism, we are de-
fining the phrase “subject to regulation” so that the 
GHGs emitted by sources that fall below the thresh-
olds or scope established in Steps 1 and 2 are not 
treated as “subject to regulation,” and therefore do 
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not trigger PSD for the sources that emit them. As 
discussed in section V.B.3., the term “subject to regu-
lation” is one of four terms that should be considered 
not to apply literally in the case of GHG sources. 

To understand this approach, it is useful to return 
to the definition of “major stationary source,” which, 
again, is central to PSD applicability. The definition, 
quoted previously, employs the term “regulated NSR 
pollutant,” which is a defined term. The definition 
incorporates many other elements as well (e.g., the 
100/250 threshold requirements), but for conven-
ience, we quote it as follows: A “major stationary 
source” is “[a]ny * * * source[–] of air pollutants, 
which emits, or has the potential to emit, [depending 
on the source category, either] 100 [or 250] tons per 
year or more of any air pollutant that is subject to 
regulation under the Clean Air Act.” 40 CFR 
51.166(b)(1)(i)(a)–(b). Applying our definition of “sub-
ject to regulation” to exclude GHG sources that emit 
below specified thresholds, the definition may now be 
paraphrased as follows: A “major stationary source” 
is any source of air pollutants, which emits, or has 
the potential to emit, depending on the source cate-
gory, either 100 or 250 tpy or more of any air pollu-
tant subject to regulation under the CAA, except that 
the source’s GHGs are considered to be subject to 
regulation under the CAA only the extent indicated 
under Steps 1 and 2 of the Tailoring Rule, e.g., for 
Step 2, only if the source’s GHG emissions exceed the 
threshold established in Step 2. We adopt the same 
approach for the definition of the regulatory term 
“major modification.” 
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Although EPA is revising its regulations to apply 
the phrase subject to regulation in this manner, we 
have been advised that states may be able to adopt 
our approach without having to undertake a rule-
making action to revise their state regulations or 
without requiring an act of the state legislature. In-
stead, it is our understanding that states may adopt 
our approach by interpreting the term “subject to 
regulation” reflected in their regulations to have the 
same meaning that we are assigning to that term in 
our regulations in this rulemaking. This is particu-
larly—although not exclusively—the case in a state 
that has taken the position, or determines now, that 
the state’s definition of “subject to regulation,” or, 
more broadly, “regulated NSR pollutant” or “major 
stationary source” or “major modification,” is intend-
ed to be interpreted in a way that tracks the mean-
ings that EPA has assigned to these phrases. Such 
states can adopt the meaning of “subject to regula-
tion” that we establish in this rule by January 2, 
2011, and thereby avoid the situation in which, as a 
matter of state law, GHG-emitting sources above the 
100 or 250 tpy thresholds become subject to PSD by 
that date. The following explains our basis for con-
cluding that states may apply EPA’s approach under 
existing regulations that use the term “subject to 
regulation.” On December 18, 2008, EPA issued the 
Interpretive Memo, establishing EPA’s interpreta-
tion of the definition “regulated NSR pollutant” 
found at 40 CFR 52.21(b)(50). EPA intended this 
memorandum to resolve ambiguity in subparagraph 
(iv) of this definition, which includes “any pollutant 
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that otherwise is subject to regulation under the 
Act.” Specifically, the memorandum stated that EPA 
will interpret the definition of “regulated NSR pollu-
tant” to exclude pollutants for which EPA regula-
tions only require monitoring or reporting but to in-
clude pollutants subject to either a provision in the 
CAA or regulation adopted by EPA under the CAA 
that requires actual control of emissions of that pol-
lutant. 

After reconsidering this interpretation through a 
formal notice-and-comment process, EPA refined its 
interpretation to establish that the PSD permitting 
requirements will not apply to a newly regulated pol-
lutant until a regulatory requirement to control 
emissions of that pollutant “takes effect.” 75 FR 
17704. Importantly, as stated previously, because the 
term “regulated NSR pollutant” is embedded within 
the definition of “major stationary source,” this in-
terpretation effectively defines which major station-
ary sources are subject to PSD permitting. As a re-
sult, for example, EPA explained that PSD and title 
V permitting requirements for GHGs will not apply 
to GHGs until at least January 2, 2011, following the 
anticipated promulgation of EPA regulations requir-
ing control of GHG emissions under title II of the 
CAA. Id. 

In the RTC document for EPA’s reconsideration of 
the PSD interpretative memorandum, we stated 
that, 

Absent a unique requirement of state law, EPA be-
lieves that state laws that use the same language 
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that is contained in EPA’s PSD program regulations 
at 52.21(b)(50) and 51.166(b)(50) are sufficiently 
open-ended to incorporate greenhouse gases as a 
regulated NSR pollutant at the appropriate time 
consistent with EPA’s interpretation of these regula-
tions (emphasis added). (Docket ID No. EPA–HQ–
OAR–2009–0597–0128). 
Because the state regulations that include EPA’s def-
inition of the term “subject to regulation” in the re-
consideration of the Interpretive Memo are “suffi-
ciently open-ended to incorporate greenhouse gases 
as a regulated pollutant,” those state regulations are 
also sufficiently openended to incorporate the further 
refinement to the meaning of the phrase “subject to 
regulation” that we make in this rulemaking. 

By the same token, EPA has historically inter-
preted certain state SIPapproved programs as suffi-
ciently openended such that the rules provide for the 
“automatic assumption for the responsibility for re-
view” of new pollutants before the general deadline 
for states to revise their PSD programs. See, e.g., 52 
FR 24682. Conversely, we have also read federal 
rules and state rules approved in SIPs to provide for 
the automatic removal of a pollutant when such pol-
lutant is no longer “subject to regulation.” For exam-
ple, the 1990 CAA Amendments exempted HAPs 
listed in section 112(b)(1) from the PSD require-
ments. See CAA section 112(b)(6). Following passage 
of the amendments, EPA issued “New Source Review 
(NSR) Program Transitional Guidance,” a memoran-
dum from John S. Seitz, Director, Office of Air Quali-
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ty Planning and Standards to Regional Air Division 
Directors on March 11, 1991. In that guidance, EPA 
interpreted its PSD regulations to automatically 
cease to apply to listed HAPs (with some noted ex-
ceptions), and implicitly stated that a state with an 
open-ended SIP-approved PSD rule could also take 
the position that its SIP-approved rule automatically 
ceased to regulate HAPs. 

After reviewing these past practices in the PSD 
permitting program, and EPA’s prior statements re-
garding pollutants subject to the PSD program, we 
conclude that states with SIP-approved rules that 
contain the same language as used in 40 CFR 
52.21(b)(50) or 40 CFR 51.166(b)(49), or that other-
wise have sufficiently open-ended PSD regulations, 
would be able to implement our Tailoring Rule ap-
proach to permitting by interpreting their regula-
tions, and without needing to promulgate a regula-
tion or seek state legislative action. This is particu-
larly—although not exclusively—the case for states 
that take the position that they intend their rules to 
apply in the same manner as EPA’s counterpart 
rules. If states adopt this reading of their regula-
tions, GHG sources falling below the specified cutoffs 
would not be emitting pollutants “subject to regula-
tion” within the definition of “regulated NSR pollu-
tant” and therefore would not be subject to PSD 
permitting as a major stationary source or for mak-
ing a major modification. 

During our consideration of this action, we partic-
ipated in teleconferences with one local and six state 
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agency permitting authorities to discuss this issue of 
whether they could implement the proposed rule 
without the need for state law or regulation changes 
or a revision of the provisions of state law that are a 
part of the SIP. We specifically discussed whether 
defining the phrase “subject to regulation” would bet-
ter facilitate state incorporation of the limitations in 
this final rule. The state and local agencies partici-
pating in the calls generally agreed that defining the 
phrase “subject to regulation” would, compared to 
our proposed approach, better facilitate state incor-
poration of the limitations in the final rule in states 
with regulations that mirror the existing federal 
rules, or in states whose rules are otherwise suffi-
ciently open-ended to incorporate the limitations in 
the final rule by interpretation. Participants from 
each agency also indicated that their rules contain 
the term “subject to regulation” and that term has 
not been previously interpreted in ways that would 
preclude application of the meaning assigned to the 
term by EPA. We therefore concluded it is likely the 
state rules are sufficiently open-ended to apply 
EPA’s approach by interpretation (although some 
states indicated they may elect to pursue rulemaking 
in addition to or instead of interpretation). Accord-
ingly, we selected the “subject to regulation” regula-
tory approach as the mechanism for implementing 
the final rule. 
3. Other Mechanisms 

As just described, we selected the “subject to regu-
lation” mechanism because it most readily accommo-
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dated the needs of states to expeditiously revise—
through interpretation or otherwise—their state 
rules. Even so, it is important to recognize that this 
mechanism has the same substantive effect as the 
mechanism we considered in the proposed rule, 
which was revising numerical thresholds in the defi-
nitions of major stationary source and major modifi-
cation. Most importantly, although we are codifying 
the “subject to regulation” mechanism, that approach 
is driven by the needs of the states, and our action in 
this rulemaking should be interpreted to rely on any 
of several legal mechanisms to accomplish this re-
sult. Thus, our action in this rule should be under-
stood as revising the meaning of several terms in 
these definitions, including: (1) The numerical 
thresholds, as we proposed; (2) the term, “any 
source,” which some commenters identified as the 
most relevant term for purposes of our proposal; (3) 
the term, “any air pollutant; or (4) the term, “subject 
to regulation.” The specific choice of which of these 
constitutes the nominal mechanism does not have a 
substantive legal effect because each mechanism in-
volves one or another of the components of the terms 
“major stationary source”—which embodies the stat-
utory term, “major emitting facility”—and “major 
modification,” which embodies the statutory term, 
“modification,” and it is those statutory and regula-
tory terms that we are defining to exclude the indi-
cated GHGemitting sources.54 

                                                 
54 We also think that this approach better clarifies our long 
standing practice of interpreting openended SIP regulations to 
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4. Codification of Interpretive Memo 
As noted previously, we recently affirmed and re-

fined our interpretation of the term “subject to regu-
lation” as it applies broadly to the PSD program 
through a formal notice and comment process. “In-
terpretation of Regulations that Determine Pollu-
tants Covered by Clean Air Act Permitting Pro-
grams,” 75 FR 17004. In the proposal associated with 
that action, we requested comment on whether we 
should codify our interpretation in the regulatory 
text. 74 FR 51535, 51547 (October 7, 2009). We elect-
ed not to codify our interpretation in the final action 
on reconsideration of the Interpretive Memo because 
we concluded such an action was not necessary and 
that it was important to apply the refined interpreta-
tion immediately. 75 FR 17015. However, in the RTC 
document for that action, we indicated that we had 
not ruled out the option of codifying our interpreta-
tion at a later time. Since we are otherwise adopting 
a definition of “subject to regulation” in this rule as 
the mechanism for implementing the phasein, it 
makes sense in this final rule to codify the interpre-
tation reflected in the Interpretive Memo and the fi-
nal action on reconsideration at the same time to 
bring clarity to our rules. Specifically, the definitions 
of the term “subject to regulation” contain a para-
graph that reflects our existing interpretation of that 
                                                                                                    
automatically adjust for changes in the regulatory status of an 
air pollutant, because it appropriately assures that the Tailor-
ing Rule applies to both the definition of “major stationary 
source” and “regulated NSR pollutant.” 
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term (i.e., prior to adopting the provisions that im-
plement the phasein). Codification of the Interpretive 
Memo in this action makes sense to ensure the regu-
lations reflect a complete picture of the meaning of 
“subject to regulation” applied by EPA. We also are 
moving existing exceptions (e.g., section 112 HAPs) 
to a new paragraph within the definition of “subject 
to regulation.” This minor reorganization of these 
regulations is not intended to effect any change in 
how they are to be implemented, but merely simpli-
fies and clarifies the regulations by clearly delineat-
ing different terms and concepts. 

This codification of this interpretation of “subject 
to regulation” from the reconsideration for the Inter-
pretive Memo is not necessary to assure the effec-
tiveness of the interpretation, and it does not disturb 
states’ existing authority to adopt the definition 
through interpretation of their existing rules. Codify-
ing our existing interpretation in this action will en-
sure that parties reading the regulations have a full 
understanding of how EPA applies the PSD program 
requirements. Since the interpretation described in 
the Interpretive Memo and the April 2, 2010 final 
action are otherwise applicable at this time, the par-
ticular time sensitivity discussed in the latter action 
is not the same for this final action tailoring the PSD 
requirements. 
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5. Delaying Limited Approvals and Request for Sub-
mission of Information From States Implementing a 
SIPApproved PSD Program 

Because we now anticipate that many states will 
be able to implement our tailoring approach through 
interpretation of the term “subject to regulation,” 
and without the need to revise their SIPs, we are de-
laying further action on our proposal to limit our ap-
proval of SIPs until we better understand how per-
mitting authorities will, in fact, implement our tai-
loring approach. For this purpose, we ask each state 
to submit a letter to the appropriate EPA Regional 
Administrator no later than August 2, 2010. In that 
letter, the state should explain whether it will apply 
EPA’s meaning of the term “subject to regulation” 
and if so, whether the state intends to incorporate 
that meaning of the term through interpretation, 
and without undertaking a regulatory or legislative 
process. If a state must undertake a regulatory or 
legislative process, then the letter should provide an 
estimate of the time needed to adopt the final rules. 
If a state chooses not to adopt EPA’s meaning by in-
terpretation, the letter should address whether the 
state has alternative authority to implement either 
our tailoring approach or some other approach that 
is at least as stringent, whether the state intends to 
use that authority. If the state does not intend to in-
terpret or revise its SIP to adopt the tailoring ap-
proach or such other approach, then the letter should 
address the expected shortfalls in personnel and 
funding that will arise if the state attempts to carry 
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out PSD permitting for GHG sources under the exist-
ing SIP and interpretation. 

For any state that is unable or unwilling to adopt 
the tailoring approach by January 2, 2011, and that 
otherwise is unable to demonstrate adequate per-
sonnel and funding, we will move forward with final-
izing our proposal to limit our approval of the exist-
ing SIP. Although we received comments questioning 
our authority to limit approval as proposed, using 
our general rulemaking and CAA section 110(k)(6) 
authorities, we are not responding to those com-
ments at this time. We will address these comments 
in any final action we take to implement a limited 
approval. 

In our proposed rule, we also noted that a handful 
of EPA-approved SIPs fail to include provisions that 
would apply PSD to GHG sources at the appropriate 
time. This is generally because these SIPs specifical-
ly list the pollutants subject to the SIP PSD program 
requirements, and do not include GHGs in that list, 
rather than include a definition of NSR regulated 
pollutant that mirrors the federal rule, or because 
the state otherwise interprets its regulations to limit 
which pollutants the state may regulate. At proposal, 
we indicated that we intended to take separate ac-
tion to identify these SIPs, and to take regulatory ac-
tion to correct this SIP deficiency. 

We ask any state or local permitting agency that 
does not believe its existing SIP provides authority to 
issue PSD permits to GHG sources to notify the EPA 
Regional Administrator by letter, and to do so no lat-
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er than August 2, 2010. This letter should indicate 
whether the state intends to undertake rulemaking 
to revise its rules to apply PSD to the GHG sources 
that will be covered under the applicability thresh-
olds in this rulemaking, or alternatively, whether the 
state believes it has adequate authority through oth-
er means to issue federally-enforceable PSD permits 
to GHG sources consistent with this final rule. For 
any state that lacks the ability to issue PSD permits 
for GHG sources consistent with this final rule, we 
intend to undertake a separate action to issue a SIP 
call, under CAA section 110(k)(5). As appropriate, we 
may also impose a FIP through 40 CFR 52.21 to en-
sure that GHG sources will be permitted consistent 
with this final rule. 
6. Title V Programs 

Our final action also differs from the proposal in 
the specific regulatory mechanism by which we tailor 
the definition of “major source” for title V permit 
programs, but is a logical outgrowth of our proposed 
rule. EPA proposed to implement tailoring for GHGs 
under title V by excluding sources of GHGs from the 
general definition of “major source” under 40 CFR 
70.2 and 71.2, and adding a separate definition of 
“major source” with tailored thresholds for sources of 
GHGs. In response to comments, particularly from 
states concerned with implementation of the pro-
posed approach under state law, EPA is adopting an 
approach in the final rule that (1) amends the defini-
tion of “major source” by codifying EPA’s longstand-
ing interpretation that applicability for a “major sta-
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tionary source” under CAA sections 501(2)(B) and 
302(j) and 40 CFR 70.2 and 71.2 is triggered by 
sources of pollutants “subject to regulation,” and (2) 
adds a definition of “subject to regulation.” Further, 
we are delaying our action to move forward with lim-
iting our previous approval of existing state part 70 
programs. 

We are finalizing this alternative approach to ad-
dress concerns similar to those we received with re-
spect to state implementation of SIP-approved PSD 
programs. Specifically, we received comments that 
the mechanism we proposed would not address the 
significant administrative and programmatic consid-
erations associated with permitting GHGs under ti-
tle V, because the 100 tpy threshold would continue 
to apply as a matter of state law. Commenters stated 
that states would need to undertake a regulatory 
and/or legislative process to change the threshold in 
their state laws which they could not complete before 
the laws would otherwise require issuance of operat-
ing permits to GHG sources. 

After considering the commenters’ concerns, we 
are finalizing an approach designed to address the 
state law concerns for states. As a result, it is unnec-
essary to move forward at this time with our pro-
posed approach to limit approval of existing part 70 
programs in many states. 

EPA’s approach involves the interrelationship of 
terms within the part 70 definition of “major source” 
in title V and EPA’s implementing regulations, and 
EPA’s historical practice of interpreting the term 
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“any air pollutant” in the “major stationary source” 
component of that definition. EPA believes the ap-
proach in the final rule will allow many states to 
adopt the final rule through interpretation of exist-
ing state laws. Specifically, paragraph (3) within the 
definition of “major source” found in 40 CFR 70.2 and 
71.2 defines a major source as “a major stationary 
source of air pollutants, as defined in section 302 of 
the Act, that directly emits or has the potential to 
emit, 100 tpy or more of any air pollutant * * *.” The 
EPA previously articulated the Agency’s interpreta-
tion that the regulatory and statutory definitions of 
“major source” under title V, including the term “any 
air pollutant,” applies to pollutants “subject to regu-
lation.” Memorandum. EPA recently re-affirmed this 
position in EPA’s Reconsideration of Interpretation 
of Regulations that Determine Pollutants Covered by 
Clean Air Act Permitting Programs. 75 FR 17704, 
17022–23 (April 2, 2010) (Interpretive Memo recon-
sideration final action). 

Accordingly, under our longestablished policy, 
states historically have interpreted the term “any air 
pollutant” under the title V definition of “major 
source” to mean any pollutant “subject to regulation” 
under the Act. Thus, as a matter of established in-
terpretation, EPA and states effectively read the def-
inition of “major source” under title V to include a 
source “* * * that directly emits or has the potential 
to emit, 100 tpy or more of any air pollutant subject 
to regulation under the Act” (emphasis added). By 
amending our regulations to expressly include and 
define “subject to regulation” to implement our tai-
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loring for GHGs under title V, we are seeking to ena-
ble states to adopt and implement this approach 
through a continued interpretation of the phrase 
“any air pollutant” within the “major source” defini-
tion, without the need for changes to state regula-
tions or statutes. States may be able to track EPA’s 
approach to tailoring for GHG permitting without 
regulatory or statutory changes, for example, where 
a state has taken the position, or determines now, 
that the state’s interpretation of “major source,” 
“subject to regulation” and/or “any air pollutant” is 
intended to track EPA’s interpretation. 

Thus, EPA is adding the phrase “subject to regula-
tion” to the definition of “major source” under 40 
CFR 70.2 and 71.2. EPA is also adding to these regu-
lations a definition of “subject to regulation.” Under 
the part 70 and part 71 regulatory changes adopted, 
the term “subject to regulation,” for purposes of the 
definition of “major source,” has two components. 
The first component codifies the general approach 
EPA recently articulated in the “Reconsideration of 
Interpretation of Regulations That Determine Pollu-
tants Covered by Clean Air Act Permitting.” 75 FR 
17704. Under this first component, a pollutant “sub-
ject to regulation” is defined to mean a pollutant sub-
ject to either a provision in the CAA or regulation 
adopted by EPA under the CAA that requires actual 
control of emissions of that pollutant and that has 
taken effect under the CAA. See id. at 17022–23; 
Wegman Memorandum at 4–5. To address tailoring 
for GHGs, EPA includes a second component of the 
definition of “subject to regulation,” specifying that 
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GHGs are not subject to regulation for purposes of 
defining a major source, unless as of July 1, 2011, 
the emissions of GHGs are from a source emitting or 
having the potential to emit 100,000 tpy of GHGs on 
a CO2e basis. 

As explained previously, we find no substantive 
difference between the alternative mechanisms for 
implementing GHG tailoring in the final rule. 
Whether we add GHG thresholds directly to the def-
inition of “major source” (as we proposed), or alterna-
tively, expressly add and define the term “subject to 
regulation,” both approaches revise the definition of 
“major source” to implement the Tailoring Rule. Ac-
cordingly, we adopt the later approach to facilitate 
state implementation of the final rule through an in-
terpretation of existing state part 70 programs. Simi-
lar to our explanation previously for PSD, while we 
adopt the “subject to regulation” mechanism for im-
plementing GHG tailoring in the final rule, the 
thrust of our rulemaking is to apply the title V defi-
nition of “major source”—which includes the statuto-
ry term, “major stationary source”—to GHG sources 
by treating only GHG sources that emit at levels 
above the Steps 1 and 2 thresholds as meeting that 
definition. Further, we believe that our action may 
reasonably be construed to revise any of several 
terms in that definition, including (1) The numerical 
thresholds, as we proposed; (2) the term “any air pol-
lutant,” (3) the term “a major stationary source,” (4) 
the term “subject to regulation,” which, as discussed 
previously, our regulations graft into the definition of 
“major source.” We believe that the specific choice of 
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which term constitutes the legal mechanism does not 
have a substantive legal effect because each mecha-
nism involves one of the components of the regulato-
ry term “major source”—which embodies the mean-
ing of the statutory term, “major source”—and it is 
that term that we are interpreting to tailor title V 
applicability for GHG-emitting sources. Thus, while 
the “subject to regulation” mechanism facilitates ex-
peditious implementation by states, and we are 
therefore revising our regulations to adopt this ap-
proach, we otherwise find no substantive difference 
between the alternative mechanisms we may use to 
finalize the proposed rule. 

Further, similar to our revised approach for ad-
dressing state SIPapproved PSD programs, we are 
delaying our action to limit our previous approvals 
for state part 70 operating permit programs. In our 
proposed rule, we explained our concern that states 
lack adequate personnel and resources to carry out 
part 70 operating permit programs for GHG sources 
that emit or have the potential to emit 100 tpy of 
GHGs. Accordingly, we proposed to use our general 
rulemaking authority under section 301(a) of the 
CAA and APA section 553 to limit our prior approval 
of state operating permit programs. This limited ap-
proval action would have had the effect of applying 
CAA permitting requirements only to sources that 
exceed the permitting thresholds established in this 
rule for the phase-in, because only those sources 
would be covered by the federally approved part 70 
programs. 74 FR 55345. As discussed previously, we 
are proceeding with a slightly revised approach to 
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address concerns similar to those raised with our 
proposed approach for addressing SIP-approved PSD 
permit programs. Because we now recognize that, 
like the PSD program, many states will be able to 
implement the final rules without the need to revise 
their existing part 70 operating permit programs, we 
are delaying further action on our proposal to limit 
approval of existing part 70 programs until we better 
understand how permitting authorities will imple-
ment our final rule. 

In addition to the information requested previous-
ly on SIP-approved PSD permit programs, we ask 
each state to submit a letter to the appropriate EPA 
Regional Administrator no later than August 2, 2010 
detailing the state’s plan for permitting of GHG 
sources under the state’s part 70 program. In that 
letter, states should explain whether they will adopt 
an interpretation of the terms “major source” or any 
of its component terms—”a major stationary source,” 
“any air pollutant,” or “subject to regulation,” or the 
numerical thresholds—that is consistent with EPA’s 
regulatory interpretation of these terms as codified 
at 40 CFR 70.2, and whether the state intends to 
adopt the interpretation without undertaking a regu-
latory or legislative process. This approach may be 
available, for example, where a state has taken the 
position, or determines now, that the state’s inter-
pretation of these terms is intended to track EPA’s 
interpretation, resulting in title V permitting for 
sources of GHGs as described in EPA’s regulations 
adopted in this rule. If a state must revise its title V 
regulations or statutes to implement the interpreta-
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tion, we ask that it provides an estimate of the time 
to adopt final rules or statutes in its letter to the Re-
gional Administrator. If a state chooses not to (or 
cannot) adopt our interpretation, the letter should 
address whether the state has alternative authority 
to implement the GHG tailoring approach or some 
other approach that is at least as stringent, but 
which also addresses the expected shortfalls in per-
sonnel and funding and delays in permitting that 
would exist if the state carried out permitting under 
part 70 program thresholds lower than those adopted 
by EPA in this final rule. For any state that is una-
ble or unwilling to adopt the permitting thresholds in 
the final rules, and otherwise is unable to demon-
strate adequate personnel and funding, EPA will 
move forward with finalizing a narrowed limited ap-
proval of the state’s existing part 70 program. If we 
do so, then we will respond in that action to com-
ments on our proposal. 

In our proposed rule, we also noted that a handful 
of part 70 operating permit programs may include 
provisions that would not require operating permits 
for any source of GHG emissions because, for exam-
ple, the programs may apply only to pollutants spe-
cifically identified in the program provisions, and the 
provisions do not specifically identify GHGs. In these 
cases, states may be unable to interpret their regula-
tory provisions to interpret the term “any pollutant” 
to include pollutants “subject to regulation.” We indi-
cated that we intended to take separate action to 
identify these programs, and to take regulatory ac-
tion to correct this deficiency. Accordingly, we ask 
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any state or local permitting agency that does not be-
lieve its existing part 70 regulations convey authori-
ty to issue title V permits to GHG sources consistent 
with the final rule to notify the EPA Regional Ad-
ministrator by letter as to whether the state intends 
to undertake rulemaking to revise its rules con-
sistent with these applicability thresholds. This noti-
fication should be done no later than the previously 
described letter regarding adoption of the Tailoring 
Rule, and could be combined with similar notifica-
tions we request regarding the PSD program. We in-
tend to undertake a separate regulatory action to 
address part 70 programs that lack the ability to is-
sue operating permits for GHG sources consistent 
with the final rule. We also intend to use our federal 
title V authority to ensure that GHG sources will be 
permitted consistent with the final rule. 
D. Rationale for Treatment of GHGs for Title V Per-
mit Fees 

The title V program requires permitting authori-
ties to collect fees “sufficient to cover all reasonable 
(direct and indirect) costs required to develop and 
administer [title V] programs.” 55 To meet this re-
quirement, permitting authorities either collect an 
amount not less than a minimum amount specified 
in our rules (known as the “presumptive minimum”), 
or may collect a different amount (usually less than 
the presumptive minimum). We did not propose to 

                                                 
55 The fee provisions are set forth in CAA section 502(b)(3) and 
in our regulations at 40 CFR 70.9 and 71.9. 
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change the title V fee regulations in our notice of 
proposed rulemaking for this action, nor did we pro-
pose to require new fee demonstrations when title V 
programs begin to address GHGs. However, we did 
recommend that each state, local or tribal program 
review its resource needs for GHGs and determine if 
the existing fee approaches will be adequate. If those 
approaches will not be adequate, we suggested that 
states should be proactive in raising fees to cover the 
direct and indirect costs of the program or develop 
other alternative approaches to meet the shortfall. 
We are retaining this proposed approach, and are not 
changing our fee regulations as part of this final ac-
tion establishing Steps 1 and 2 of the phasein. How-
ever, we are offering some additional clarification of 
our fee approach during these steps in response to 
comments we received on this issue. Additional dis-
cussion of fees will be included as part of subsequent 
actions establishing Step 3 and beyond. 

A few state commenters suggested that EPA 
should modify part 70 to adopt a presumptive mini-
mum fee (or range for such fee) for GHGs, some of 
whom suggested that current fees may be insuffi-
cient to cover the costs of their program. It is im-
portant to clarify that altering the presumptive min-
imum would only affect those states that chose to 
charge the presumptive minimum fee to sources. 
Most states—including some of the commenters ask-
ing EPA to raise the presumptive minimum—collect 
a lower amount that is not based on the presumptive 
minimum, but rather, relies on another fee schedule 
that it developed and EPA approved as adequate to 
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cover costs. Therefore, it is useful to first discuss our 
approach to programs that have fee schedules result-
ing in a different amount before discussing our ap-
proach to the presumptive minimum. 

Because of the added GHG title V permitting 
workload described elsewhere in this notice, any 
state that will not, under its current fee structure, 
collect fees adequate to fund the permitting of GHG 
sources must alter its fee structure in order to meet 
the requirement that fees be adequate to cover costs. 
Changes may not be required in every instance; cir-
cumstances will vary from state to state. For exam-
ple, a state may see increases in revenue from new-
lycovered sources (based on emissions of pollutants 
already subject to fees) that fully cover the state’s in-
creased costs, or a state may be over-collecting fees 
now and could use the surplus to offset the increased 
costs. Nonetheless, in many cases, we think states 
will need to adjust their fee structures to cover the 
costs of GHG permitting in order to meet the re-
quirements of the Act and our regulations. 

For this reason, although we are not calling for 
new fee demonstrations at this time, we plan to 
closely monitor state title V programs during the 
first two steps of the Tailoring Rule to ensure that 
the added workload from incorporating GHGs into 
the permit program does not result in fee shortfalls 
that imperil operating permit program implementa-
tion and enforcement, whatever the basis of the 
states’ fee schedule. As described in the proposal, 
such fee oversight by EPA may involve fee audits 
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under the authority of 40 CFR 70.9(b)(5) to ensure 
that adequate fees are collected in the aggregate to 
cover program costs, with emphasis on whether the 
additional GHG workload is being appropriately 
funded. Also, EPA retains the ability to initiate a 
program revision under 40 CFR 70.4(i)(3) or issue a 
notice of deficiency under the process described in 40 
CFR 70.10(b) to address fee adequacy issues, which 
may be uncovered during a fee audit. By relying on 
existing oversight measures, we are ensuring that 
the fee requirements are met with a minimum of dis-
ruption to existing programs at a time when they 
will already be facing significant challenges related 
to GHG permitting. 

Turning to the minority of states that do use the 
presumptive minimum, we did not propose to change 
the presumptive minimum calculation method to ac-
count for GHGs. Currently under the statute and our 
rules, the presumptive minimum is based on a sub-
set of air pollutants (i.e., VOCs, NAAQS pollutants 
except for CO, and pollutants regulated under the 
NSPS and MACT standards promulgated under sec-
tions 111 and 112 of the Act, respectively) that does 
not include GHGs. The amount is specified on a per-
ton basis and changes with inflation (it is currently 
set at $43.75/ton), but does not apply to emissions 
over 4,000 tpy of a given pollutant from a given 
source. We noted several difficulties in applying the 
presumptive minimum to GHG, including the large 
amounts of GHG emissions relative to other pollu-
tants and the need for better data to establish a 
GHG-specific amount. Noting that GHGs are not 
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currently included in the Act’s list of pollutants to 
which the presumptive fee applies, we also invited 
comment on whether we should raise the fee for 
listed pollutants to cover the added cost of GHG 
permitting. 

A few state commenters asked us to set a pre-
sumptive fee for GHGs, which we take to mean we 
should add GHGs to the list of pollutants to which a 
presumptive fee would apply. However, many com-
menters noted that the current presumptive mini-
mum fee is unreasonable for GHGs because GHGs 
are emitted in greater quantities than the pollutants 
currently subject to presumptive fees, which would 
result in excessive fees. These commenters believe 
that EPA needs to limit the fees that states can 
charge for GHGs. Moreover, one commenter read the 
statute to prohibit us from listing GHGs in the pre-
sumptive fee calculation in the first place. Several 
commenters disagreed with the idea of increasing the 
presumptive fee for other pollutants to cover the cost 
of regulating GHGs, some of whom believed that this 
would unfairly punish existing sources or would 
bring in no new revenue from sources triggering title 
V for the first time. 

After considering these comments, we remain dis-
inclined, as we were at proposal, to change the pre-
sumptive fee calculation regulations. While there is 
some support for changing the regulations, the com-
ments confirm the challenges in doing so. While we 
expressly rejected charging the full presumptive cost 
per ton amount for GHG, we also did not propose 
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language to establish a different amount just for 
GHG, to establish whether a different tpy cap would 
apply, or to assess whether GHGs could even be add-
ed to the list. Thus, many commenters were very 
concerned about whether the full $43.75 or the 4000 
tpy cap would apply to GHG if we listed it as a regu-
lated pollutant for fee purposes. Furthermore, we 
noted at proposal, and commenters did not disagree, 
that more data would be needed to establish the ap-
propriate basis for the GHG presumptive minimum. 
We are not taking a final position in this notice on 
whether the statute is amenable to including GHG in 
the presumptive fee calculation currently, but these 
comments illustrate some of the difficulties of such 
an approach. 

At the same time, we are not increasing the pre-
sumptive minimum for other pollutants already in-
cluded in the fee calculation. We disagree with the 
commenter who said such an approach would bring 
in no new revenue from newly-subject sources. Many 
of the newly-subject sources would emit already-
included pollutants. If new revenue from these pollu-
tants were insufficient, and because the Act does not 
specify how the shortfall must be addressed, the 
amount of any projected shortfall could be made up 
by increasing fees on these pollutants. In fact, the 
projected shortfall could be addressed without hav-
ing to inventory GHG emissions from title V sources, 
since the emissions of already-included pollutants 
are well-known. We also note that, although some 
commenters are concerned that failing to assess fees 
for GHGs directly would be unfair, the statute does 
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not provide that the presumptive fee be proportional 
to each type of pollutant or be proportionally allocat-
ed to all sources. Rather, the presumptive fee ap-
proach provides a backstop for states that do not 
wish to adopt a more tailored approach. Nonetheless, 
we have decided not to increase the presumptive fee 
amounts for other pollutants because we lack infor-
mation about the extent to which shortfalls exist due 
to GHG permitting, and which mix of sources and 
fees is appropriate for addressing any such shortfall 
in a state. This decision also provides greater flexibil-
ity to states and minimizes disruption to existing 
programs. 

We note that, contrary to the statements of some 
commenters, the CAA provisions allowing for a pre-
sumptive fee calculation do not override the basic re-
quirement that fees be adequate to cover costs. As 
noted previously, we expect states to see a revenue 
increase from emissions of listed pollutants at newly-
major sources for GHGs, and it is also possible that 
the presumptive minimum may currently be result-
ing in over-collection of fees in a state. Thus, a state 
continuing to use the presumptive minimum may not 
have a shortfall. However, if states using the pre-
sumptive minimum approach do have a revenue 
shortfall due to GHG permitting, the statute requires 
the shortfall to be addressed. The EPA has had, and 
will continue to have, the ability to require states 
that use the presumptive minimum to increase their 
fees if the presumptive minimum results in a reve-
nue shortfall that imperils operating permit program 
implementation and enforcement. Thus, although we 
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are not changing the presumptive minimum in our 
regulations, we plan to follow the same oversight ap-
proach for states using the presumptive minimum as 
for those collecting less based on a resource demon-
stration. As described previously, this approach may 
involve fee audits with emphasis on whether the ad-
ditional GHG workload is being appropriately fund-
ed, and other appropriate follow-up. 

Consistent with our proposal, EPA is not modify-
ing its own part 71 fee structure (which closely mir-
rors the presumptive minimum) in order to charge 
an additional fee for GHGs. EPA must revise its fee 
schedule if the schedule does not reflect the costs of 
program administration. We have not determined 
that the existing fee structure will be inadequate to 
fund the part 71 programs costs during the first two 
phases of permitting GHGs as set forth in this ac-
tion. However, we are required to review the fee 
schedule every 2 years, and make changes to the fee 
schedule as necessary to reflect permit program 
costs. 40 CFR 71.9(n)(2). Thus we will continue to 
examine the increases in part 71 burden due to GHG 
permitting, the current revenue collection, and the 
increases in revenue from newly-subject part 71 
sources, and will adjust the part 71 fee approach ac-
cordingly. 

Finally, several state and industry commenters 
asked EPA to provide guidance and recommenda-
tions for an appropriate GHG fee structure. We note 
that title V grants permitting authorities considera-
ble discretion in charging fees to sources for title V 
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purposes and does not require or prohibit fees specif-
ically for GHGs, provided the states collect fees in 
the aggregate that are sufficient to cover all the di-
rect and indirect program costs. In responding to re-
quests for guidance, we do not wish to limit state dis-
cretion. For example, some commenters suggest that 
EPA prohibit emissions-based fees for GHGs or cap 
the amount that can be collected, while others sug-
gest we provide a range of acceptable fees. We are 
concerned that, given the wide variety of fee ap-
proaches that states now take, providing specific 
guidance may be disruptive, rather than helpful, to 
states. 

On the other hand, we recognize that it will ini-
tially be difficult for states to establish an appropri-
ate emissions fee for GHGs. As noted previously, 
there are currently limited data available for estab-
lishing such a fee, and, due to the large quantities of 
GHG emissions, such a fee may only amount to a few 
cents per ton. At the same time, as noted in the pro-
posal, a number similar to that used for other pollu-
tants (e.g., the presumptive minimum of approxi-
mately $45/ton of GHG) would be inappropriate be-
cause it would likely result in huge over-collection. 
Because of this challenge, we note that 40 CFR 
70.9(b)(3) allows the state to charge fees to individu-
al sources on any basis (e.g., emission fee, application 
fee, servicebased fees, or others, in any combination). 
While most states use emissions-based fees, there is 
merit to considering all the available fee bases to ad-
dress increased GHG workload, including approach-
es that do not require a GHG emissions inventory for 
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fee purposes. For example, where it is possible to es-
timate a revenue shortfall as a percentage of fee rev-
enue, it may be appropriate to simply attach a per-
centage-based surcharge to each source’s fee to 
match that shortfall. Similarly, where the shortfall 
could be estimated as a total dollar amount, a flat 
surcharge could be added to each source’s fee to ad-
dress the shortfall. 

These suggestions should not be read to indicate 
that EPA prefers any particular approach, or that 
EPA rejects a cost per ton approach. Rather, they il-
lustrate that it is possible to address a revenue 
shortfall without establishing a GHG per-ton fee. 
While the EPA is declining to recommend specific 
approaches in this preamble, we are committed to 
assisting states in implementing the fee require-
ments for GHG. Therefore, we will work with any 
state that requests assistance from EPA in develop-
ing a workable fee approach. 
E. Other Actions and Issues 
1. Permit Streamlining Techniques 

In our proposal, we stated that while we were 
phasing-in permitting requirements, we would make 
a concerted effort to assess and implement stream-
lining options, tools, and guidance to reduce the costs 
to sources and permitting authorities of GHG per-
mitting. We recognized that the development and 
implementation of these techniques should be an in-
tegral part of our strategy during the phase-in peri-
od, and we stated that we would undertake as many 
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streamlining actions as possible, as quickly as possi-
ble. We discussed several streamlining techniques in 
particular, including: (1) Defining PTE for various 
source categories, (2) establishing emission limits for 
various source categories that constitute presump-
tive BACT, (3) establishing procedures for use of 
general permits and permits-by-rule, (4) establishing 
procedures for electronic permitting, and (5) estab-
lishing “lean” techniques for permit process im-
provements. The first three of these approaches have 
the potential to have the greatest impact in reducing 
the numbers of sources subject to PSD or title V (the 
definition of PTE) or of reducing permitting costs 
(presumptive BACT and general permits or permits-
by-rule). 

In our proposal, we also described the timing for 
development and implementation of these streamlin-
ing techniques. We explained that each of the first 
three techniques would generally take 3–4 years to 
develop and implement, and therefore would be of 
limited use in the near-term. This time frame is nec-
essary because EPA will first need to collect and ana-
lyze small source data that we do not currently 
have—because these are sources that EPA has not 
traditionally regulated—in order to assess which of 
these techniques are viable or effective for such 
sources. In general, EPA will then need to conduct 
notice-and-comment rulemaking to establish the ap-
proaches, and that rulemaking will need to address 
various legal and policy aspects of these approaches. 
After that, the permitting authorities will need some 
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time to adopt the streamlining techniques as part of 
their permitting programs. 

We received several comments on streamlining 
techniques. In general, the comments indicate wide-
spread support for our pursuit of streamlining ap-
proaches, but some commenters were concerned that 
one or more of EPA’s identified streamlining options 
were complex, vague, ineffective, and questionable 
legally. Noting our proposal to phase in permitting, 
in part to allow more time to develop streamlining 
options for smaller sources, some commenters sug-
gested that we should delay permitting for larger 
sources for the same reasons. We disagree. Such a 
delay is not justified under our legal basis for this 
rule. While implementation of Steps 1 and 2—which 
will cover larger sources—will pose implementation 
challenges, and some of the streamlining tools could 
assist with meeting these challenges, we have as-
sessed the burdens associated with GHG permitting 
and have established a phase-in schedule that repre-
sents a manageable workload, even in the absence of 
streamlining techniques. On the other hand, we do 
agree with these commenters that, absent streamlin-
ing, applying PSD and title V requirements to the 
much larger number of small sources would lead to 
absurd results and administrative impossibility. The 
sources for whom the phase-in delays applicability 
are precisely the sources that have the greatest need 
for streamlining measures, and thus the greatest 
need for a deferral while we develop and implement 
streamlining options. 
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In addition, commenters generally echoed many of 
our concerns about why it will take time to put these 
measures in place, and no commenter presented any 
information to suggest that our 3– 4 year estimate 
for the PTE, presumptive BACT, and general permit 
measures was invalid. 

For these three techniques, we continue to believe 
that as we noted at proposal, we will require collec-
tion of significant category-specific data for source 
and emission unit types that have heretofore gener-
ally not been regulated by the CAA (e.g., furnaces, 
water heaters, etc.), which could take up to 1 year. 
Moreover, commenters had differences of opinion as 
to whether and how we should move forward on 
these approaches, and some raised policy and legal 
issues that we would likely want to explore through 
a notice and comment process in order to assess 
which of these measures are viable to pursue fur-
ther.56 Even if a rulemaking were done expeditiously, 
it would likely require 1 year. Finally, unlike lean 
and electronic permitting, these approaches, once fi-
nalized by EPA, will likely require additional time of 
up to 2 years for states to adopt. Thus, it is clear that 
these approaches will not be in place in time to ease 
                                                 
56 We do not attempt to address or resolve the various opinions 
about what legal or policy direction we must take regarding any 
of these streamlining options. The proper forum for doing that 
will be in the action(s) where we apply a given option. Nonethe-
less, our RTC document provides additional detail about the 
options we described and what commenters said about our pro-
posed options. In addition, the comments themselves can be 
accessed in the docket for this action. 
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any burden prior to the planned rulemaking for Step 
3. 

Some commenters did observe that the fourth and 
fifth techniques, lean and electronic permitting, 
could, at least theoretically, become available sooner. 
However, these commenters also noted that success-
ful design and implementation of these approaches 
will require implementation experience with GHG 
permitting that is not now available. We expect that 
for the lean and electronic permitting techniques, at 
least 1 year of implementation experience (of the 
type that we will gain starting in 2011) would be re-
quired, plus at least an additional year to extrapolate 
that experience to small sources and put these ap-
proaches into effect for small source permitting. 
Thus, we do not think the lean and electronic permit-
ting would be in place before the beginning of 2013. 
Moreover, a handful of commenters questioned 
whether lean and/or electronic permitting would al-
leviate significant burden. Thus we are not able, at 
this time, to presume that these approaches will ease 
any burden prior to the planned rulemaking for Step 
3. 

It is also important to note that, as a practical 
matter, while these efforts to streamline the program 
for small sources are underway, EPA and states will 
also be devoting a significant amount of their permit-
ting resources and expertise to implementing the 
PSD and title V programs for the GHGemitting 
sources covered under Steps 1 and 2. We have estab-
lished these steps in a manner that they will be fea-
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sible for EPA and state/local/tribal authorities, but 
even so, they will not only consume current permit-
ting authority resources, but they will also require 
substantial additional resources. As a result, the ef-
forts to develop and implement streamlining tech-
niques will have to compete with the work necessary 
to administer existing programs. For example, dur-
ing the remainder of 2010, as described elsewhere in 
this notice, EPA permitting program resources will, 
in addition to continuing to administer programs for 
non-GHG pollutants, be used to conduct at least the 
following GHG-related activities in addition to 
streamlining: (1) Develop BACT and other infor-
mation and guidance for implementing programs for 
sources covered by Step 1, followed by additional 
guidance and information for sources covered by Step 
2; (2) review and act on information we receive re-
garding state adoption of GHG permitting require-
ments, which may entail narrowing of previous SIP 
approvals or processing of other programmatic revi-
sions; and (3) propose and finalize measures to ad-
dress programs with deficiencies in GHG coverage. 
As the beginning of Step 2 nears, we will also begin 
to receive and process the first applications for per-
mits that will incorporate GHG requirements (i.e., 
those that will be issued after January 2, 2011). 
States seeking to implement streamlining approach-
es will face similar competition for permitting re-
sources. 

These time frames and resource considerations for 
streamlining confirm the approach to phase-in that 
we are taking in this rule. First and foremost, they 
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make clear that it will not be possible to have 
streamlining measures in place in time for either 
Step 1 or Step 2. Therefore our selection of threshold 
for those steps is not built on assumptions that 
streamlining will remove some or all of the burden 
during those steps. 

Second, they make clear that, while no significant 
streamlining can be in place by the time we must 
begin to develop the Step 3 rule (i.e., latter half of 
2011, to promulgate by July 2012, effective July 
2013), it is likely that by that time EPA and states 
will have had an opportunity to gain implementation 
experience that could serve as the basis for begin-
ning to implement streamlining techniques that do 
not require rulemaking or state adoption (e.g., lean 
and electronic permitting). It is also likely that we 
will have had an opportunity to gather technical in-
formation—which we have already begun to gather—
for certain source and emissions unit categories that 
would be necessary to support proposal of PTE or 
presumptive BACT approaches for those categories. 
We expect that the Step 3 rulemaking will provide 
an opportunity for us to use that experience and data 
to begin to propose streamlining approaches that 
need notice and comment rulemaking. We can also 
begin to take into account any burden reductions 
from possible early streamlining efforts—that is, 
through lean and electronic permitting—in the es-
tablishment of Step 3. 

Third, it is clear that the potential availability of 
streamlining measures does not call into question 
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our decision that in no event will we broaden PSD 
and title V applicability to cover GHGemitting 
sources below the 50,000 tpy CO2e level prior to July 
2016, as discussed elsewhere. EPA cannot now pre-
dict the resources that will be required to implement 
PSD and title V programs for GHG-emitting sources 
once various streamlining techniques are ultimately 
completed. This is uncertain not only because we 
need data and implementation experience with GHG 
permitting during Steps 1, 2, and 3 that we can ap-
ply to estimates for small sources, but also because, 
as comments indicate, there is a broad range of legal 
and policy issues to consider in crafting the stream-
lining approaches we ultimately adopt. We have pre-
sented an initial assessment of options and obtained 
views of commenters both supporting and opposing 
them, and it is the result of these future actions, 
whose outcomes are uncertain at this time, that will 
ultimately determine the extent to which streamlin-
ing approaches will allow for the administration of 
PSD and title V programs for numerous small 
sources. Thus, while we are optimistic that we can 
craft workable, commonsense solutions, we nonethe-
less, believe it is important to preserve our small 
source exclusion until we have not only had time to 
put the streamlining approaches in place, but also 
have had time to assess the burdens that remain, be-
fore we bring in additional sources below the 50,000 
tpy CO2e levels. We believe that the 6-year 
timeframe will require a sustained intensive effort 
by EPA and states to develop, adopt, and implement 
streamlining techniques, and will require EPA to 
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then evaluate those techniques and complete a rule-
making concerning PSD and title V applicability to 
small-sources based on that evaluation. In this man-
ner, the 6-year period will give us the necessary time 
to make the best decisions about the actions we 
should take beyond Step 3. 

While comments make clear that there are issues 
to be addressed, nothing in the comments has per-
suaded us that we should abandon our streamlining 
efforts. To the contrary, the strong support for these 
efforts shown by many commenters reinforces our 
intention, as stated at proposal, to move forward 
with these approaches as an integral part of our 
phase-in approach. Moreover, notwithstanding the 
competition for GHG permitting resources and ex-
pertise, we believe it is critical that we move forward 
expeditiously. As noted previously, we are already 
taking a first step by initiating permitting for larger 
sources, beginning January 2011, that will begin to 
provide valuable implementation experience. This 
experience can be useful in allowing states to begin 
implementing early streamlining measures, like lean 
and electronic permitting, which do not require EPA 
action. We have also already begun, and will contin-
ue, developing data necessary to support possible 
rulemakings addressing approaches such as PTE, 
presumptive BACT, and/or general permits. We ex-
pect to be able to use these data to support possible 
rulemakings on these topics, as appropriate, at about 
the same time as our Step 3 rulemaking. There may 
also be available streamlining options that were not 
described in our proposal that warrant further con-
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sideration. Because of the uncertainty surrounding 
such approaches, we are not committing to finalize 
rules on any particular approach, but we do plan to 
explore all streamlining options as expeditiously as 
possible, beginning immediately and proceeding 
throughout the phase-in period, and we encourage 
permitting authorities to do the same. We commit to 
consider a wide array of possible streamlining 
measures, and we commit to propose and take com-
ment on, in the Step 3 rulemaking, a set of those 
measures that we determine are viable to pursue 
further. 
2. Guidance for BACT Determinations 

The CAA requires that a PSD permit contain, 
among other things, emissions limits based on the 
BACT for each pollutant subject to regulation under 
the Act emitted from the source that triggers PSD. 
42 U.S.C. 7475(a)(4); 42 U.S.C. 7479(3). BACT is de-
fined as follows: 

(3) The term “best available control technology” 
means an emission limitation based on the maxi-
mum degree of reduction of each pollutant subject to 
regulation under this Act emitted from or which re-
sults from any major emitting facility, which the 
permitting authority, on a case-by-case basis, taking 
into account energy, environmental, and economic 
impacts and other costs, determines is achievable for 
such facility through application of production pro-
cesses and available methods, systems, and tech-
niques, including fuel cleaning, clean fuels, or treat-
ment or innovative fuel combustion techniques for 
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control of each such pollutant. In no event shall ap-
plication of “best available control technology” result 
in emissions of any pollutants which will exceed the 
emissions allowed by any applicable standard estab-
lished pursuant to section 111 or 112 of this Act. 
Emissions from any source utilizing clean fuels, or 
any other means, to comply with this paragraph 
shall not be allowed to increase above levels that 
would have been required under this paragraph as it 
existed prior to enactment of the Clean Air Act 
Amendments of 1990. 
42 U.S.C. 7479(3). 

Thus, the BACT process is designed to determine 
the most effective control strategies achievable in 
each instance, considering energy, environmental, 
and economic impacts. However, the case-by-case na-
ture of BACT, together with the range of factors and 
technologies that must be considered, presents a 
challenge in determining BACT for newly regulated 
pollutants. When a new pollutant is regulated, the 
first permit applicants and permitting authorities 
that are faced with determining BACT for a new pol-
lutant will likely need to invest more time and re-
sources in gathering and analyzing information nec-
essary to make an assessment of BACT under the 
statutory criteria. Once the PSD permitting program 
matures with respect to the new pollutant, succes-
sive BACT analyses will establish precedents that 
can inform subsequent BACT determinations. While 
the BACT provisions clearly contemplate that the 
permitting authority evaluate control strategies on a 
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case-by-case basis, EPA recognizes the need to devel-
op and share policy guidance and technical infor-
mation for sources and permitting authorities as 
they begin to permit sources of newly regulated pol-
lutants, such as GHGs. When applied in a practical 
manner, this additional EPA guidance and technical 
information should reduce time and resource needs 
when evaluating BACT for newly regulated pollu-
tants. 

As described in the proposed Tailoring Rule, EPA 
intends to compile and make available technical and 
background information on GHG emission factors, 
control technologies and measures, and measure-
ment and monitoring methodologies for key GHG 
source categories. We expressed our intent to work 
closely with stakeholders in developing this support-
ing information and to ensure this information is 
available in sufficient time to assist permitting agen-
cies in their BACT determinations. The proposal took 
comment on what other types of support or assis-
tance EPA can provide to initially help air pollution 
control agencies with the permitting of GHGs. 

Commenters on the proposed Tailoring Rule gen-
erally supported EPA providing technical infor-
mation and policy guidance for sources of GHGs. 
Several commenters specifically requested guidance 
to clarify GHGrelated issues, such as how to compute 
CO2e emissions, how to evaluate emissions of CO2 
from biomass fuel, and whether an air quality analy-
sis will be required for GHGs. Additionally, com-
menters requested that EPA issue “white papers” 
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and other tools that would provide information on a 
range of control technologies and measures for major 
stationary source categories, such as power plants, 
cement kilns, glass furnaces, and other sources. 
Many of these commenters further requested that 
EPA provide an opportunity for stakeholder input on 
the guidance, and a few commenters insisted that 
permitting for sources of GHGs should not begin pri-
or to issuing final guidance. 

Consistent with our commitment at proposal to 
involve all stakeholders in our guidance develop-
ment, EPA called upon the CAAAC in September 
2009, to provide assistance and recommendations for 
what types of guidance and technical information 
would be helpful.57 Specifically, our charge to the 
CAAAC was “* * * to discuss and identify the major 
issues and potential barriers to implementing the 
PSD Program under the CAA for greenhouse gases * 
* * [and] focus initially on the BACT requirement, 
including information and guidance that would be 
useful for EPA to provide concerning the technical, 
economic, and environmental performance character-
istics of potential BACT options.” This charge also 
requested the CAAAC to “identify and discuss ap-
proaches to enable state and local permitting author-
ities to apply the BACT criteria in a consistent, prac-
tical and efficient manner.” 

At its October 6, 2009 meeting, the CAAAC estab-
lished a Climate Change Work Group, made up of 35 
representatives from a variety of industries, state 
and local governments, and environmental and pub-
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lic health non-profit organizations, organized under 
CAAAC’s Permits, New Source Review and Toxics 
Subcommittee. The Work Group initially focused its 
attention on the procedure for evaluating BACT and 
decided that the process and criteria for determining 
BACT for criteria pollutants represented a workable 
and acceptable framework for GHGs. The Work 
Group also recommended a second phase, in which 
the Work Group would consider member proposals 
regarding possible alternative or supplementary ap-
proaches to applying the PSD program to GHG 
sources. 

In February 2010, the CAAAC completed work on 
the first phase of its effort and sent EPA a list of rec-
ommendations that highlighted areas of the BACT 
determination process that are in need of technical 
and policy guidance. For more information, see the 
Interim Phase I Report on Issues related to BACT for 
GHGs, February 3, 2010 that is located in the public 
docket for this rulemaking and at http:// 
www.epa.gov/air/caaac/climate/ 
2010_02_InterimPhaseIReport.pdf. In response, we 
are working on a number of fronts to develop tech-
nical information, guidance, and training to assist 
states in permitting large stationary sources of 
GHGs, including identifying GHG control measures 
for different industries. EPA is currently working 
with states on technical information and data needs 
related to BACT determinations for GHGs. This in-
cludes developing the EPA Office of Research and 
Development GHG Mitigation Strategies Database, 
enhancing the RACT/BACT/LAER Clearinghouse to 
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include GHG-specific fields, and preparing technical 
information on sector-based GHG control measures. 
Also, EPA is actively developing BACT policy guid-
ance for GHGs that will undergo notice and comment 
and will culminate in training courses for state, local, 
and tribal permitting authorities. The results of all of 
these efforts will roll out over the remainder of 2010. 
EPA currently awaits the Work Group’s recommen-
dations from its second phase of deliberations, which 
is underway as of the date of this notice. 

EPA does not agree with some commenters’ sug-
gestion that EPA should delay permitting of any 
sources until final BACT guidance is issued. As dis-
cussed in the final action on reconsideration of the 
Interpretive Memo, delaying the application of BACT 
to enable the development of guidance or control 
strategies is not consistent with the BACT require-
ments. 63 FR 17008. Furthermore, as just described, 
EPA expects such a delay to be unnecessary because 
EPA will soon begin providing technical information 
to inform BACT decisions, and will continue to pro-
vide additional guidance prior to the date that GHG 
permitting begins. However, even in the absence of 
such guidance, a delay would not be justified under 
the legal doctrines of “absurd results” and “adminis-
trative necessity.” While implementation of the 
BACT requirement during Steps 1 and 2 will pose 
implementation challenges, EPA has assessed the 
burden associated with GHG permitting with consid-
eration given to these challenges, and has estab-
lished a phase-in schedule that represents a man-
ageable workload. 
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Thus, while BACT will remain a case-by-case as-
sessment, as it always has been under the PSD pro-
gram, EPA is confident that this guidance develop-
ment effort will help support a smooth transition to 
permitting emissions of GHGs. Furthermore, EPA 
will continue to work to provide the most updated 
information and support tools to allow permitting 
authorities to share and access the most updated in-
formation on GHG BACT determinations as they are 
made once permitting of GHGs begins. EPA remains 
committed to involving stakeholders in the upcoming 
efforts to develop guidance to help permitting au-
thorities in making BACT determinations for sources 
of GHGs. 
3. Requests for Higher Category-Specific Thresholds 
or Exemptions From Applicability 

Although we did not propose any categorical ex-
emptions, many commenters requested exemptions 
from major source and major modification applicabil-
ity determinations under title V and PSD for certain 
types of GHGemitting sources or certain types of 
GHG emissions as follows: 

Source Categories. Many commenters requested 
various exemptions or exclusions from source ap-
plicability for GHGs under both PSD and title V 
permitting, either during the phase-in period or 
permanently, citing anticipated burdens, societal 
costs, and differences in emission characteristics. 
Commenters representing nontraditional sources or 
source categories (sources that have not historically 
been required to get permits) requested exemptions 
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from permitting based on GHG emissions, including 
agricultural sources, residential sources, and small 
businesses. In general, these commenters sometimes, 
but not always, cited “absurd results” and “adminis-
trative necessity” arguments in their exemption re-
quests. 

Several commenters from sectors that consume a 
great deal of energy in their industrial processes and 
that are subject to international competitiveness, 
such as aluminum, steel, cement, glass, pulp and pa-
per, and other manufacturers, requested that they be 
exempt from permitting under this final rule. These 
commenters state that we have not carefully consid-
ered the environmental and economic consequences 
of this action because if we had, we would have ex-
empted them for several reasons, including (1) other 
countries typically exempt similar sources from GHG 
cap and trade programs because the industries are 
making significant energy efficiency improvements 
even in the absence of GHG regulation, and (2) per-
mitting such sources may cause many facilities to 
move to countries that have less regulation or no 
regulation for GHGs. 

Other industry groups cited unique characteristics 
of their emissions, or the quantities in which they 
are emitted, that they argued should justify exclu-
sion or unique thresholds. Semiconductor production 
facilities asked for exemptions, arguing that combus-
tion-related GHG emissions are different from their 
GHG emissions, which result from the use of high-
GWP industrial gases, such as PFCs, with higher 
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GWP values that are more likely to trigger permit-
ting requirements at relatively low tpy values. One 
lime production commenter stated that EPA could 
encourage energy efficiency projects at its plants by 
excluding calcination and other process emissions, 
arguing that these emissions are a relatively small 
portion of the national inventory that will have no 
material effect on air quality and global warming. 
Another commenter requested that EPA exclude 
emissions from poultry production (natural bird res-
piration) from permitting consideration because the 
IPCC excludes them from its GHG emission esti-
mates. Representatives of the landfill industry point-
ed to the relationship between current statutory 
thresholds that apply to their regulated emissions, 
primarily NMOC, and the equivalent amount of 
GHG emissions this corresponds to. They argued for 
a source-category specific threshold that is at least 
equivalent to their current NMOC threshold, or 
roughly 750,000 tpy CO2e according to their esti-
mate. 

Although the proposal for the Tailoring Rule gen-
erally addressed how the statutory requirements for 
major source applicability (100/250 tpy thresholds) 
could be phased in in ways that would offer relief to 
traditional and non-traditional sources, such as resi-
dences, farms, small business, and semiconductor 
manufacturers, it did so by establishing relatively 
high CO2e thresholds during the early implementa-
tion period and lowering the thresholds over time as 
streamlining mechanisms become available to reduce 
administrative burdens. We did not propose any 
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permanent exemptions of any kind or temporary ex-
emptions based on source category. Also, note that 
the proposal discussed energy efficiency, process effi-
ciency improvements, recovery and beneficial use of 
process gases, and certain raw material and product 
changes in the context of short-term, low-cost means 
of achieving GHG emission reductions for small-scale 
stationary sources, but not in the context of exemp-
tions. 

As discussed previously, we are still considering 
whether permanent exemptions from the statute are 
justified for GHG permitting based on the “absurd 
results” legal doctrine. We do not have a sufficient 
basis to take final action at this time to promulgate 
any of the suggested exclusions on the grounds, de-
scribed previously, suggested by the commenters. We 
note, however, that nothing in this rule forecloses the 
opportunities we may have to explore such options in 
the future. Therefore, we are taking no action in this 
rule on these various commenters’ requests for ex-
clusions. 

Some commenters also recommended that we cre-
ate exclusions for their particular source categories 
for the specific purpose of avoiding overwhelming 
permitting burdens. We did solicit comment on al-
ternative approaches to burden relief in the proposal. 
Some commenters suggested that the “administra-
tive necessity” or “absurd results” rationale, each of 
which would be based on extraordinary administra-
tive burdens, could be used to create at least tempo-
rary exclusions that would allow more sources to es-
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cape permitting than what we proposed. However, 
commenters have not, to date, provided specific in-
formation about the costs and administrative bur-
dens associated with permitting their source catego-
ries. 

Regarding the specific concerns about the need for 
a small business exclusion, we note that the Office of 
Advocacy of the SBA made several recommendations 
on the proposal to address concerns about large 
numbers of small businesses becoming subject to the 
permit programs. For example they recommended 
that EPA adopt major source thresholds of 100,000 
tpy and major modification thresholds of 50,000 tpy 
CO2e. They also recommended that we adopt an in-
terpretation of the effective date of the LDVR to pro-
vide additional time to prepare. We took action con-
sistent with the latter recommendation in the Inter-
pretive Memo, and we are taking action consistent 
with the former recommendation in this rule (alt-
hough the threshold for modifications we are adopt-
ing is higher, for reasons explained previously). We 
are finalizing Steps 1 and 2 using the threshold-
based approach, which applies the various legal doc-
trines, in the context of the Chevron framework, in a 
way that effectively exempts all small sources during 
this part of the phase-in, while assuring the admin-
istrability of the permitting programs for the sources 
that remain subject to them. We anticipate that vir-
tually all small businesses not already subject to 
PSD and title V would be excluded under this ap-
proach. Similarly, with respect to high GWP gases as 
discussed previously, we are maintaining the statu-
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tory mass-based threshold, and this should address 
commenters’ concerns regarding the inclusion of 
those gases. Therefore, we reiterate that we are not 
finalizing any such exclusions in this rule and, as 
noted above, we are not taking final action in the 
commenters’ requests for exclusions. 

Concerning the comment that we did not take ap-
propriate economic and environmental considera-
tions into account for this rulemaking action, we dis-
agree. The approach we finalize in this notice for 
Steps 1 and 2 minimizes economic burdens by limit-
ing permitting to the largest GHG emission sources. 
We further note that the PSD program as applied to 
the sources that are covered in Steps 1 and 2 con-
tains an express requirement to take energy, envi-
ronmental, and economic considerations into account 
when making control technology (i.e., BACT) deci-
sions and accordingly many of the concerns about 
control costs will be able to be accounted for in that 
analysis. 

Biomass Combustion/Biogenic Emissions. Several 
commenters request that EPA exempt emissions 
from biogenic activities or biomass combustion or ox-
idation activities, including solid waste landfills, 
wasteto-energy projects, fermentation processes, 
combustion of renewable fuels, ethanol manufactur-
ing, biodiesel production, and other alternative ener-
gy production that uses biomass feedstocks (e.g., 
crops or trees). For example, commenters urged that 
EPA exclude emissions from biomass combustion in 
determining the applicability of PSD to GHGs based 
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on the notion that such combustion is “carbon neu-
tral” (i.e., that combustion or oxidation of such mate-
rials would cause no net increase in GHG emissions 
on a lifecycle basis). Some commenters oppose the 
exemption of biogenic/biomass activities, claiming 
the lack of a valid scientific basis for treating these 
GHG emissions differently than other GHG emis-
sions and expressing concern that we should not as-
sume all biomass combustion is carbon neutral. 

The proposed Tailoring Rule did not address this 
issue of exemptions for biomass combustion or bio-
genic emissions. We are mindful of the role that bio-
mass or biogenic fuels and feedstocks could play in 
reducing anthropogenic GHG emissions, and we do 
not dispute the commenters’ observations that many 
state, federal, and international rules and policies 
treat biogenic and fossil sources of CO2 emissions dif-
ferently. We note that EPA’s technical support doc-
ument for the endangerment finding final rule 
(Docket ID No. EPA–HQ–OAR–2009– 0472–11292) 
states that “carbon dioxide has a very different life 
cycle compared to the other GHGs, which have well-
defined lifetimes. Instead, unlike the other gases, 
CO2 is not destroyed by chemical, photolytic, or other 
reaction mechanisms, but rather the carbon in CO2 
cycles between different reservoirs in the atmos-
phere, ocean, land vegetation, soils, and sediments. 
There are large exchanges between these reservoirs, 
which are approximately balanced such that the net 
source or sink is near zero.” 
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Nevertheless, we have determined that our appli-
cation of the “absurd results,” “administrative neces-
sity,” and one-step-at-a-time legal rationales that 
support this rule, which are based on the overwhelm-
ing permitting burdens described previously, does 
not provide sufficient basis to exclude emissions of 
CO2 from biogenic sources in determining permitting 
applicability provisions at this time. This is because 
such an exclusion alone, while reducing burdens for 
some sources, would not address the overwhelming 
permitting burdens described above, and a thresh-
old-based approach would still be needed. As noted 
above, we have not examined burdens with respect to 
specific categories and thus we have not analyzed the 
administrative burden of permitting projects that 
specifically involve biogenic CO2 emissions taking 
account of the threshold-based approach, nor did the 
commenters provide information to demonstrate that 
an overwhelming permitting burden would still exist, 
justifying a temporary exclusion for biomass sources. 

At the same time, the decision not to provide this 
type of an exclusion at this time does not foreclose 
EPA’s ability to either (1) provide this type of an ex-
clusion at a later time when we have additional in-
formation about overwhelming permitting burdens 
due to biomass sources, or (2) provide another type of 
exclusion or other treatment based on some other ra-
tionale. Although we do not take a final position 
here, we believe that some commenters’ observations 
about a different treatment of biomass combustion 
warrant further exploration as a possible rationale. 
Therefore, although we did not propose any sort of 
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permanent exclusion from PSD or title V applicabil-
ity based on lifecycle considerations of biogenic CO2, 
we plan to seek further comment on how we might 
address emissions of biogenic carbon dioxide under 
the PSD and title V programs through a future ac-
tion, such as a separate Advance Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking (ANPR). This action would seek com-
ment on how to address biogenic carbon under PSD 
and title V, the legal and policy issues raised by op-
tions regarding implementation. We will provide an 
opportunity for public comment before adopting any 
final approach. 

We further note that, while we are not promulgat-
ing an applicability exclusion for biogenic emissions 
and biomass fuels or feedstocks, there is flexibility to 
apply the existing regulations and policies regarding 
BACT in ways that take into account their lifecycle 
effects on GHG concentrations. This topic has al-
ready been explored by the CAAAC workgroup on 
BACT issues related to GHGs that recently provided 
recommendations to EPA. These recommendations 
are located in the public docket for this rulemaking 
and at http://www.epa.gov/air/caaac/climate/ 
201002InterimPhaseIReport.pdf. While that 
group was unable to come to a consensus on how bi-
omass-based emissions should be treated, it provided 
us with information that we will consider as we issue 
guidance on BACT. As previously discussed, we plan 
to issue BACT guidance later this year, but are not 
doing so as part of this rulemaking. Without prejudg-
ing the outcome of our process to seek comment 
whether and how we might address emissions of bio-
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genic carbon under the PSD and title V programs 
through a future action, this issue warrants further 
exploration in the BACT context as well, and we plan 
to fully explore it and take action if appropriate. 

Fugitive Emissions. Numerous commenters believe 
that fugitive GHG emissions should be excluded from 
major source determinations, citing difficulties in 
measuring or estimating such emissions. Others be-
lieve EPA did not address fugitive emissions in the 
proposal and they ask for clarification of the treat-
ment of fugitive GHGs in applicability determina-
tions under PSD and title V. Some of these com-
menters state that EPA has not undertaken a rule-
making under CAA section 302(j) for any source cat-
egory of fugitive GHGs, so they should not be includ-
ed. Several commenters representing the solid waste 
disposal industry requested exemptions for fugitive 
emissions for landfills and waste-to-energy projects, 
pointing out that current practice under PSD is for 
fugitive emissions from certain landfills to not be 
counted toward major source determinations. 

In the proposal, EPA did not offer any specific 
guidance or discuss exemptions for fugitive emissions 
of GHGs. Commenters did not suggest that a fugitive 
exemption would address the overwhelming permit-
ting burdens described previously, or that it was 
necessary to specifically tailor GHG applicability 
through the use of a fugitive emissions exclusion for 
categories that would otherwise be required to in-
clude them. 
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We do agree with commenters who stated that we 
should clarify how to count fugitives in determining 
applicability under this rule. In response, we note 
that we are not taking final action with respect to 
commenters’ request, and we are not finalizing any 
special rules for fugitive emissions related to GHG. 
Thus, EPA’s rules related to the treatment of fugi-
tives would apply. Regarding the comment that a 
CAA section 302(j) rulemaking is required before fu-
gitive emissions may be counted, we disagree. As we 
read section 302(j), once EPA has established by rule 
that fugitive emissions are to be counted for a specif-
ic source category, nothing in section 302(j) requires 
EPA to conduct new rulemaking to allow for the 
counting of additional pollutants from that category. 
We read section 302(j) as imposing an obligation to 
determine if fugitive emission generally should be 
counted from a source or source category and not re-
quiring that EPA list both source categories and rel-
evant pollutants. Indeed, our practice in listing cate-
gories has not been to limit the pollutants to which 
the listing applies. Therefore, we are applying our 
existing rules and policies for fugitive emissions for 
GHG as we would any other pollutant. 

Pollution Control Projects. Other commenters re-
quest exemptions for pollution control projects from 
PSD major modification requirements, particularly 
projects that increase the efficiency or thermal per-
formance of a unit or facility, resulting in emission 
reductions on a pounds/megawatt-hour or production 
basis. The current PSD rules do not exclude pollution 
control projects from being considered a physical 
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change or change in the method of operation that 
would—if it resulted in a significant net emissions 
increase—constitute a major modification, and the 
case law makes clear that we could adopt a perma-
nent exclusion in the future.57 To the extent that the 
commenters seek an exclusion for pollution control 
projects that relies solely on “absurd results” or “ad-
ministrative necessity” for reasons similar to those 
described previously for other requested exclusions, 
we take no action on this request in this rulemaking. 
4. Transitional Issues Including Requests for Grand-
fathering 

In the Tailoring Rule proposal, we did not discuss 
or specifically ask for comment on any provisions to 
address the transition from a permitting regime that 
does not incorporate GHGs to one that does, such as 
“grandfathering” provisions or similar approaches 
that would exempt previously issued permits or 
pending applications from having to incorporate re-
quirements for GHGs. We nonetheless received sev-
eral public comments that addressed a variety of 
transitional issues. One group of comments address-
es situations prior to permit issuance where a PSD 

                                                 
57 On June 24, 2005, the United States Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia Circuit vacated the portions of the 2002 
and 1992 NSR rules that pertained to pollution control projects, 
among other provisions. In response to this Court action, on 
June 5, 2007, EPA removed these provisions from the NSR reg-
ulations. (See 72 FR 32526). These provisions were added as 
part of EPA’s NSR improvement rule that was issued on De-
cember 31, 2002. 
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or title V application is either administratively com-
plete or more generally being processed prior to the 
trigger date for GHG permitting (“in process” appli-
cations). Another group of comments addresses situ-
ations where a PSD or title V permit is issued prior 
to the GHG trigger date and the commenters request 
that the application and/or permit be exempt from 
any requirements for updates related to GHGs after 
permit issuance. 

With respect to PSD, many commenters requested 
that we adopt a “grandfathering” approach to ap-
plicability to exempt projects that have administra-
tively complete PSD or minor NSR permit applica-
tions pending when the GHG permitting require-
ments go into effect. Several commenters urged us to 
promulgate transition provisions (without specifical-
ly using the term “grandfathering”), pointing out 
that we have provided transition periods for revising 
pending PSD permits, in the past, when new PSD 
rules were issued (e.g., in late 1970s and 1980). 
These commenters assert that GHG requirements 
will cause more disruption than those previous rule 
changes. Several commenters asked that PSD appli-
cations be evaluated on the basis of the PSD re-
quirements effective when the application is submit-
ted and if submitted prior to the trigger date, then 
the application and permit would not need to address 
GHGs. Several commenters also asked that PSD 
sources with a valid permit that commences con-
struction within 18 months of the trigger date not be 
required to seek a revised PSD permit for GHGs. 
Similarly, several commenters asked that PSD per-
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mits issued prior to the GHG trigger date not be re-
quired to be reopened only for the purpose of ad-
dressing GHG emissions. Additional commenters 
asked that we clarify that sources or projects not be 
required to obtain PSD permits if they obtained a de-
termination that PSD did not apply (a “nonapplica-
bility” determination) prior to the GHG trigger date. 
Finally, many commenters also requested “grandfa-
thering” for title V so that existing title V applica-
tions and permits do not need to be amended, re-
vised, or resubmitted to address GHGs after they be-
come “subject to regulation.” Other commenters 
asked that transition provisions for title V be provid-
ed in the final action that would be similar to those 
requested for PSD. 

We partially addressed transitional issues for PSD 
permitting in our April 2, 2010 final action on recon-
sideration of the Interpretive Memo. 75 FR 17021. 
This action addressed the applicability of PSD per-
mitting requirements for GHGs to pending PSD 
permit applications that were (or will be) submitted 
prior to January 2, 2011 based on emissions of pollu-
tants other than GHGs. However, we have not yet 
addressed the questions raised by public comments 
concerning sources that obtain PSD permits, minor 
NSR permits, or determinations that no such per-
mits are needed prior to the Step 1 period set forth in 
this rule. We have also not yet addressed questions 
about the applicability of PSD permitting require-
ments for sources that are not currently required to 
submit an application for a PSD permit but that 
could be required to do so in Step 2 of the phase-in 
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established in this action. In addition, our April 2, 
2010 action did not address transitional issues con-
cerning the application of the title V provisions to 
GHGs. 
a. Transition for PSD Permit Applications Pending 
When Step 1 Begins 

In our action on April 2, 2010, EPA explained that 
the Agency did not see grounds to establish a transi-
tion provision for pending PSD permit applications 
because we had determined that PSD permitting re-
quirements would not apply for GHGs for another 9 
months. We explained that permit applications sub-
mitted prior to April 2, 2010 should in most cases be 
issued prior to January 2, 2011 and, thus, effectively 
have a transition period of 9 months to complete pro-
cessing before PSD requirements become applicable 
to GHGs. We also observed that, in the case of any 
PSD permit application review that cannot otherwise 
be completed within the next 9 months based on the 
requirements for pollutants other than GHGs, it 
should be feasible for permitting authorities to begin 
incorporating GHG considerations into permit re-
views in parallel with the completion of work on oth-
er pollutants without adding delay to permit pro-
cessing. Additional discussion of EPA’s reasons for 
not developing transition provisions for PSD permit 
applications that are pending on January 2, 2011 are 
provided in the April 2, 2010 notice. 75 FR 17021–22. 

For these same reasons, we continue to feel that a 
transition period is not warranted to incorporate 
GHG requirements into any PSD permit applications 
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that are pending when Step 1 of the permitting 
phase-in begins for those sources that would other-
wise need to obtain a PSD permit based on emissions 
of pollutants other than GHGs. Thus, this action 
makes no change to the position we expressed on this 
particular issue in the April 2, 2010 notice. In this 
final rule on tailoring the PSD program to address 
GHGs, we have determined that the additional bur-
den of incorporating GHG requirements into PSD 
permits for the sources already required to obtain 
such permits is manageable in the Step 1 period. 
Thus, this rule has added no additional requirements 
or limitations that would justify deferring the estab-
lishment of pollution controls for this category of 
GHG sources once PSD permitting requirements are 
initially triggered for GHGs. 

While we do not provide for grandfathering of PSD 
applications, we do note that there are more than 7 
months left before GHG BACT requirements will be 
triggered at anyway sources for projects that in-
crease GHG emissions by more than 75,000 tpy CO2e 
and more than a year before the requirements would 
be triggered at sources solely because of emissions of 
GHGs (more than 100,000 tpy of CO2e). We intend to 
work constructively and affirmatively with permit-
ting authorities to use this time to ensure expedi-
tious processing of pending permits and to further 
assure that the triggering of BACT requirements at 
such sources will not result in adverse impacts on 
pending projects. We have separately described our 
plans to expeditiously issue GHG BACT guidance, 
but we understand that for pending projects that will 
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be permitted soon after January 2, 2011, an oppor-
tunity for earlier engagement with EPA on BACT is-
sues would be beneficial for permitting authorities to 
issue these permits without delay. 

Therefore, following the issuance of this rule, we 
will contact permitting authorities that have pending 
PSD permit applications to identify those applica-
tions with a reasonable likelihood that final issuance 
will occur after January 2, 2011, and therefore will 
be required to contain GHG BACT limits. We will 
then work closely with those permit agencies to pro-
vide technical, legal, or policy assistance to help pre-
pare BACT analysis and provide additional support 
as necessary to expedite permitting for those pending 
applications. Similarly, when EPA is the permitting 
authority, we will provide assistance to applicants 
with pending permits to ensure that GHG permitting 
decisions are made promptly, and that administra-
tive processes move forward expeditiously. 
b. PSD Permits Issued Prior to Step 1 

EPA has not historically required PSD permits to 
be updated or reopened after they are issued in the 
absence of an action by the applicant to change the 
physical or operational characteristics of the source 
described in the permit application. EPA’s PSD per-
mitting regulations contain no provisions that ad-
dress the modification or amendment of a PSD per-
mit or require a PSD permit to be reopened or modi-
fied on the basis of new PSD permitting require-
ments that take effect after the final permit is is-
sued. Since PSD permits are construction permits, 
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EPA has not required updates to PSD permits in the 
same manner as is typically required for operating 
permits that incorporate a variety of applicable re-
quirements (such as title V permits and National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) 
permits under the Clean Water Act). In addition, un-
like operating permits, PSD permits are not required 
to be renewed. However, if construction under a PSD 
permit is not commenced in a timely manner or is 
discontinued for an extended period, a PSD permit 
may expire if an extension is not requested or justi-
fied. See 40 CFR 52.21(r)(2); 40 CFR 124.5(g). 

With respect to the application of PSD permitting 
requirements for GHGs beginning on January 2, 
2011, we do not see any cause to deviate from our 
historical practice of not requiring PSD permits to be 
reopened or amended to incorporate requirements 
that take effect after the permit is issued. Thus, we 
are not promulgating any new rules or requirements 
pertaining to PSD permits issued prior to Step 1 of 
the phase-in described in this rule. There is no man-
datory requirement to reopen a previously issued 
PSD permit to incorporate GHG requirements that 
were not applicable at the time the permit was is-
sued. 

A major source that obtains a PSD permit prior to 
January 2, 2011 will not be required under EPA reg-
ulations to reopen or revise the PSD permit to ad-
dress GHGs in order for such a source to begin or 
continue construction authorized under the permit. 
Our current PSD permitting regulations provide that 
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“[n]o new major stationary source or major modifica-
tion to which the requirements of paragraphs (j) 
through (r)(5) of this section apply shall begin actual 
construction without a permit that states the major 
stationary source or major modification will meet 
those requirements.” 40 CFR 51.166(a)(7)(iii); 40 
CFR 52.21(a)(2)(iii). The term “begin actual construc-
tion” generally means “initiation of physical onsite 
construction activities on an emissions unit which 
are of a permanent nature” and includes activities 
such as “installation of building supports and foun-
dations, laying underground pipework and construc-
tion of permanent storage structures.” 40 CFR 
51.166(b)(11); 40 CFR 52.21(b)(11). A source that be-
gins actual construction authorized under a PSD 
permit prior to January 2, 2011 will not be in viola-
tion of the prohibition described previously if it con-
tinues construction after that date. This portion of 
the regulation precludes only beginning construction 
without the appropriate preconstruction permit and 
does not require a permit to be updated to continue 
actual construction that has already begun. 

Furthermore, a source that is authorized to con-
struct under a PSD permit but has not yet begun ac-
tual construction on January 2, 2011 may still begin 
actual construction after that date without having to 
amend the previously-issued PSD permit to incorpo-
rate GHG requirements. Sections 51.166(a)(7)(iii) 
and 52.21(a)(2)(iii) require “a permit that states that 
the major stationary source or major modification 
will meet those requirement,” which refers to the 
“requirements in paragraphs (j) through (r)(5)” refer-
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enced earlier in those provisions. EPA construes this 
language to describe a permit that meets the re-
quirements of paragraph (j) through (r)(5) that are in 
effect at the time the permit is issued. Permitting 
and licensing decisions of regulatory agencies must 
generally reflect the law in effect at the time the 
agency makes a final determination on a pending 
application. See Ziffrin v. United States, 318 U.S. 73, 
78 (1943); State of Alabama v. EPA, 557 F.2d 1101, 
1110 (5th Cir. 1977); In re: Dominion Energy Brayton 
Point, LLC, 12 E.A.D. 490, 614–616 (EAB 2006); In 
re Phelps Dodge Corp., 10 E.A.D. 460, 478 n. 10 (EAB 
2002). 

Thus, a source may begin actual construction on or 
after January 2, 2011 under a PSD permit that au-
thorized construction to begin prior to January 2, 
2011 because such a permit states that the source 
will meet the requirements of paragraphs (j) through 
(r)(5) of these regulations (or state equivalents) that 
were in effect at the time the permit was issued. 
However, this would not be the case if the permit has 
expired because the applicant has discontinued con-
struction or failed to commence construction by the 
necessary date. See 40 CFR 52.21(r)(2). 

This approach is consistent with EPA’s practice 
when the preconstruction permitting requirements 
change by virtue of the designation of an area as a 
nonattainment area after a PSD permit is issued. In 
transitional guidance issued by EPA in 1991, EPA 
explained that “the area designation in effect on the 
date of permit issuance by the reviewing agency de-
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termines which regulations (part C or D) apply to 
that permit.” Memorandum from John S. Seitz, Di-
rector OAQPS, New Source Review (NSR) Program 
Transitional Guidance, page 6 (March 11, 1991). This 
memorandum explained further that “where a source 
receives a PSD or other permit prior to the date the 
area is designated as nonattainment, the permit re-
mains in effect” as long as the source meets the con-
ditions necessary to prevent the permit from expir-
ing. Id. at 6. 

This approach does not apply if the source engages 
in a major modification after January 2, 2011 that is 
not authorized by the previously issued permit. Once 
Step 1 of the phase-in begins, if the PSD require-
ments for GHGs are applicable to a previouslyper-
mitted source that engages in a major modification 
not covered by the permit, such a source will need to 
obtain a new PSD permit to authorize the modifica-
tion and that permit may need to include GHG re-
quirements depending on the level of increase in 
GHGs that results from the modification. 
c. Additional Sources for Which PSD Applies in Step 
2 

In light of the terms of existing PSD regulations 
and the lead time provided in this action for sources 
that will first become subject to PSD permitting in 
Step 2, we do not believe there is presently a need to 
establish transition provisions for sources that will 
be required to obtain PSD permits for the first time 
in Step 2 of the phase-in. As described previously, 
under our current PSD permitting regulations, a new 
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major stationary source or major modification may 
not begin actual construction without a PSD permit 
that meets the applicable preconstruction permitting 
requirements. 40 CFR 51.166(a)(7)(iii); 40 CFR 
52.21(a)(2)(iii). 

Since a permit must be obtained before a major 
source may begin actual construction, the major 
source preconstruction permitting requirements in 
40 CFR 51.166 and 52.21 of the regulation do not 
generally apply to a source that begins actual con-
struction at a time when it was not a major source 
required to obtain a PSD permit. One exception, 
however, is the unique circumstance when a source 
becomes a major source solely by virtue of the relaxa-
tion of an enforceable limitation on the source’s PTE. 
40 CFR 51.166(r)(2); 40 CFR 52.21(r)(4). But absent 
these circumstances, PSD preconstruction permitting 
requirements do not generally preclude a source from 
continuing actual construction that began before the 
source was a source required to obtain a PSD permit. 
Thus, a source that began actual construction under 
the authorization of any previously required minor 
source or state construction permit is not required to 
meet any PSD preconstruction permitting require-
ment that becomes applicable after actual construc-
tion begins unless the source engages in a major 
modification after PSD permitting requirements are 
applicable. Likewise, a PSD permit is not required 
after a source begins actual construction based on a 
valid determination (by the source or the permitting 
authority) that the source need not obtain either a 
major PSD permitting requirements or and minor 
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NSR permit. Based on these provisions in existing 
regulations, EPA will not require any sources to 
which PSD permitting requirements begin to apply 
in Step 2 to obtain a PSD permit to continue con-
struction that actually begins before Step 2 begins. 

However, we will expect Step 2 sources that begin 
actual construction in Step 2 (i.e., beginning July 1, 
2011) to do so only after obtaining a PSD permit in 
accordance with 40 CFR 52.21 or 51.166, or any ap-
plicable state regulation that meets the require-
ments of 40 CFR 51.166. We recognize the potential 
for the triggering of Step 2 to result in a change in 
status where a project may legally have begun actual 
construction before Step 2 but did not do so and 
would then need a PSD permit. However we also 
note that we are providing over a year of lead time 
before PSD permitting requirements become appli-
cable to Step 2 sources. If projects would be adverse-
ly affected by this change in status, this lead time 
affords an opportunity for sources planning such pro-
jects to secure appropriate minor NSR permits 
(which generally take less than a year to issue), non-
applicability determinations, etc. in time to avoid 
such a change in status. If a new or modified source 
that would become newly subject to PSD in Step 2 
plans to begin actual construction before Step 2, it 
has more than a year to obtain the applicable pre-
construction approvals and begin actual construc-
tion. Likewise, a Step 2 source that does not antici-
pate the ability to begin actual construction before 
Step 2 begins should have enough lead time to sub-
mit a PSD permit application and obtain the neces-
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sary permit without significantly delaying the project 
further. Therefore, we do not think it is necessary or 
appropriate to promulgate a transition provision that 
would exempt Step 2 sources from PSD permitting 
requirements that will apply based on construction 
that begins after Step 2 takes effect. 

This approach for Step 2 sources that have ob-
tained a minor source construction permit or non-
applicability determination differs from the approach 
described previously for source that obtained a PSD 
permit prior to Step 1. As described previously, a 
Step 1 source that is authorized to begin actual con-
struction before January 2, 2011 under a previously-
issued PSD permit may begin actual construction 
under that permit after January 2, 2011 without 
modifying the PSD permit to address GHGs. Howev-
er, a Step 2 source that was not required to obtain a 
PSD permit before Step 2 begins would need to ob-
tain a PSD permit addressing GHGs if it has not yet 
begun actual construction prior to Step 2, even if the 
source had obtained any preconstruction approvals 
that were necessary to authorize construction prior 
to Step 2. This is because such a Step 2 source that 
begins actual construction after Step 2 would likely 
be doing so without having any permit meeting the 
requirements of paragraphs (j) through (r)(5) of 40 
CFR 52.21 or 51.166, or a state equivalent. A source 
that has obtained only a minor source permit prior to 
Step 2 but that begins actual construction after July 
1, 2011 would violate the requirements of 40 CFR 
52.21(a)(2)(iii) or 51.166(a)(7)(iii), or a state equiva-
lent, unless the source took care to ensure that it was 
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authorized to construct under a PSD permit or could 
demonstrate that the source’s minor source construc-
tion permit makes clear that requirement of para-
graphs (j) through (r)(5) of 40 CFR 52.21 or 51.166, 
or a state equivalent, would be met by the source 
even though such a permit was not nominally a PSD 
permit. This difference in approach for non-PSD 
sources is driven by the terms of 40 CFR 
52.21(a)(2)(iii) and 51.166(a)(7)(iii). Since we have 
not provided any prior notice that we might be con-
sidering revisions to 40 CFR 52.21 and 51.166 to ad-
dress this topic, we are unable to revise the regula-
tions in this action to achieve the same result for 
non-PSD sources as for PSD sources. Furthermore, 
at the present time, we see no indication that this 
difference in approach is unreasonable since non-
PSD sources will not trigger permitting for GHG un-
til Step 2 (only anyway PSD source trigger in Step 1). 
Thus sources will have until July 1, 2011, an addi-
tional 6 months of lead time (for a total of more than 
14 months), to prepare for the transition described 
here. Nevertheless, we recognize that the transition 
to the increased coverage of new sources and modifi-
cations that occurs in July will represent an unusual 
occurrence that may have unanticipated impacts. For 
this reason it is important to note that nothing in 
this rule forecloses our ability to further address 
such impacts, as necessary, by adopting rule changes 
or using other available tools. 

EPA has previously promulgated exemptions that 
have authorized some sources that were not previ-
ously subject to the PSD regulations to commence 
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construction on the basis of minor source permits af-
ter the date new PSD requirements have took effect 
in 1978 and 1980. See, e.g., 40 CFR 52.21(i)(1)(iv)–
(v). There is a notable distinction between these pro-
visions, which use the term “commence construc-
tion,” and the terms of 40 CFR 52.21(a)(2)(iii) and 
51.166(a)(7)(iii), which use the term “begin actual 
construction.” “Commence construction” is defined 
more broadly than “begin actual construction” to in-
clude obtaining all necessarily preconstruction ap-
provals and either beginning actual on-site construc-
tion or entering into binding contracts to undertake a 
program of actual construction. 40 CFR 52.21(b)(9); 
40 CFR 51.166(b)(9). The term “commence construc-
tion” is also defined in the CAA. 42 U.S.C. 
7479(2)(A). Among other purposes, the term “com-
mence construction” is generally used in the Act and 
EPA regulations to distinguish construction activi-
ties that are exempt from new PSD permitting re-
quirements from those that are not. See, e.g., 42 
U.S.C. 7475(a); 40 CFR 52.21(i)(1)(i)–(v). In the ab-
sence an explicit exemption in the CAA or the PSD 
regulations that uses the term “commence construc-
tion,” we do not believe we can use the date a source 
“commences construction” under a minor source con-
struction permit approval as a demarcation point for 
Step 2 sources that may continue ongoing construc-
tion activities without having to obtain a PSD permit 
based on emissions of GHGs. Since we did not pro-
vide prior notice of an intention to adopt transition 
provisions applicable to this situation, we are unable 
to adopt such an exemption in this action that ap-
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plies the term commence construction in this context. 
Consequently, the approach described previously ap-
plies the term “begin actual construction” based on 
the language in 40 CFR 52.21(a)(2)(iii) and 
51.166(a)(7)(iii). 
d. Transitional Issues for Title V Permitting 

Since the title V permitting regulations already 
include a robust set of provisions to address the in-
corporation of new applicable requirements and oth-
er transitional considerations, we do not see grounds 
to establish unique transition or grandfathering pro-
visions for GHGs in this action. Furthermore, since 
the purpose of title V is to collect all regulatory re-
quirements applicable to a source and ensure com-
pliance, we do not believe special exemptions for 
GHG requirements are likely to be justified. The ex-
isting title V rules do not provide any exemptions 
that relieve the obligation to incorporate all applica-
ble requirements into a title V permit. However, the 
title V regulations contain numerous provisions that 
allow a reasonable period of time for incorporating 
new applicable requirements or applying for a title V 
permit that was not previously required. Transition-
al issues for incorporation of GHG requirements into 
title V permitting generally involve questions in the 
following categories: (1) Permit application require-
ments for sources not previously subject to title V 
that will become subject to title V requirements in 
Step 2 of the phase-in; (2) the need for updates or 
amendments to title V permit applications that are 
pending when GHGs become subject to regulation in 
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Step 1 of the phase-in; and (3) the incorporation of 
new applicable requirements for GHGs into existing 
permits for sources currently subject to title V. 

With respect to the first category, a title V source 
applying for the first time must submit its permit 
application within 12 months after the source “be-
comes subject to the [operating] permit program” or 
such earlier time that the permitting authority may 
require (see 40 CFR 70.5(a)(1)). Sources not other-
wise subject to title V can become major sources sub-
ject to title V due to emissions of GHG no sooner 
than July 1, 2011. If a source becomes “subject to the 
[operating] permit program” on July 1, 2011, then its 
permit application under the title V operating permit 
program would typically have to be submitted no lat-
er than July 1, 2012. 

There are also existing regulations relevant for the 
second category of GHG transition issues, where 
sources currently subject to title V have title V per-
mit applications pending with a permitting authority 
as of January 2, 2011. Where additional applicable 
requirements become applicable to a source after it 
submits its application, but prior to release of a draft 
permit, the source is obligated to supplement its 
permit application. See 40 CFR 70.5(b); 71.5(b). Fur-
thermore, title V permits are generally required to 
contain provisions to assure compliance with all ap-
plicable requirements at the time of permit issuance. 
See CAA section 504(a); 40 CFR 70.6(a)(1) and 
71.6(a)(1). If a permitting authority determines that 
additional information is necessary to evaluate or 
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take final action on an application (e.g., because of 
uncertainty over whether a draft permit assures 
compliance with all applicable requirements), it may, 
and should, request additional information from the 
source in writing and set a reasonable deadline for a 
response. See 40 CFR 70.5(a)(2); 71.5(a)(2). 

Likewise, the existing title V regulations provide 
sufficient transition for the third category of issues, 
where a source has additional GHG-related applica-
ble requirements (such as the terms of a PSD permit) 
that must be incorporated into its existing title V 
permit. Where a source is required to obtain a PSD 
permit, the source must apply for a title V permit or 
permit revision within 12 months of commencing op-
eration or on or before such earlier date as the per-
mitting authority may establish (or prior to com-
mencing operation if an existing title V permit would 
prohibit the construction or change in operation). See 
40 CFR 70.5(a)(1)(ii); 71.5(a)(1)(ii); see also 40 CFR 
70.7(d) and (e); 71.7(d) and (e) (permit modifications). 
In addition, where a source becomes subject to addi-
tional applicable requirements, the permitting au-
thority is required to reopen the permit to add those 
applicable requirements if the permit term has three 
or more years remaining and the applicable require-
ments will be in effect prior to the date the permit is 
due to expire. See 40 CFR 70.7(f)(1)(i); 71.7(f)(1)(i). 

Finally, EPA notes that the existing title V regula-
tions require sources to furnish permitting authori-
ties, within a reasonable time, any information the 
permitting authority may request in writing to de-
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termine whether cause exists for modifying, revok-
ing, and reissuing, or terminating the permit, and for 
other reasons, and further provide that permitting 
authorities shall reopen and revise permits if EPA or 
the permitting authority determine that the permit 
must be revised or revoked to assure compliance 
with applicable requirements. See 40 CFR 
70.6(a)(6)(v); 71.6(a)(6)(v) and 70.7(f)(1)(iv); 
71.7(f)(1)(iv). 

Thus, EPA believes that the existing title V regu-
lations provide an adequate regulatory framework 
for managing the transition to incorporating GHG 
requirements in title V permits and additional specif-
ic exemptions or transition rules for title V are not 
currently warranted. 
VI. What are the economic impacts of the final 
rule? 

This section of the preamble examines the econom-
ic impacts of the final rule including the expected 
benefits and costs for affected sources and permitting 
authorities. The final rule uses a phased-in approach 
for requiring sources of GHG emissions to comply 
with title V operating permit and PSD statutory re-
quirements, essentially lifting this burden for the 
phase-in period for a large number of smaller sources 
of GHG. Thus, this rule provides regulatory relief ra-
ther than regulatory requirements for these smaller 
GHG sources. For larger sources of GHGs that will 
be required to obtain title V permits and/or comply 
on PSD requirements, there are no direct economic 
burdens or costs as a result of this final rule, because 
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these requirements are not imposed as a result of 
this rulemaking. Statutory requirements to obtain a 
title V operating permit or to adhere to PSD re-
quirements are already mandated by the CAA and 
by existing rules, not by this rule. Similarly, this rule 
will impose costs to society in the form of foregone 
environmental benefits resulting from GHG emission 
reductions that, absent this rule, might otherwise 
have occurred at sources deferred from permitting 
during the phase-in period. 

The RIA conducted for this final rule provides de-
tails of the benefits or regulatory relief that smaller 
GHG sources will experience in terms of costs avoid-
ed as a result of this final rule and the potential for 
social costs in terms of foregone environmental bene-
fits during this 6-year period. Complete details of the 
RIA conducted for this final rule may be found in the 
document “Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Final 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration and Title V 
Greenhouse Gas Tailoring Rule,” in the docket for 
this rulemaking. 

This rulemaking provides permitting thresholds 
for sources of GHG that exceed levels contained in 
the CAA, and these levels are phased-in steps based 
upon application of the “administrative necessity” 
and “absurd results” doctrines as explained in sec-
tion V.B. For Step 1, which is effective from January 
2, 2011, through June 30, 2011, only sources re-
quired to undergo title V or PSD permitting based 
upon non-GHG air pollutants are required to obtain 
an operating permit or PSD permit to include GHG 
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emissions (referred to as the “anyway” threshold). 
Step 2, effective from July 1, 2011, until such time as 
EPA acts on a rule to amend it (which for reasons 
described previously, we assume is June 30, 2013, for 
the purposes of this analysis), will phase in title V 
permit requirements for larger sources emitting 
GHG above 100,000 tpy CO2e (if they do not already 
have one) and phase in for such sources, PSD re-
quirements when they are newly constructed or mod-
ify in a way that increases emissions by more than a 
75,000 tpy CO2e significance level. Step 2 is referred 
to as the 100,000 tpy CO2e threshold. Thereafter, 
EPA makes an enforceable commitment to consider a 
possible Step 3 to further lower thresholds below 
100,000 tpy CO2e and/ or permanently exclude some 
sources from the program(s), but only after a regula-
tory process is conducted addressing “administrative 
necessity” and “absurd results” considerations based 
upon the actual permitting experiences in the first 
two steps of the phase-in. In addition, EPA provides 
a deferral of permitting until we take required action 
in April 2016 for sources and modifications that emit 
below 50,000 tpy CO2e. The deferral will end when a 
required study is conducted of the permitting process 
for sources of GHG and EPA acts, based on the 
study, to promulgate a rule that describes the addi-
tional GHG permitting requirements beyond 2016. 
In the 6 years following promulgation of this rule, 
the EPA estimates that compared to baseline esti-
mates that do not include the effects of this rule, over 
six million sources of GHG emissions in total will be 
allowed to continue to operate without a title V oper-
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ating permit. During this period, tens of thousands of 
new sources or modifying sources each year will not 
be subject to PSD requirements for GHG. For this 
large number of smaller sources, this rule alleviates 
the regulatory burden associated with obtaining an 
operating or PSD permit or complying with NSR 
BACT requirements. Therefore, this final action may 
be considered beneficial to these small sources be-
cause it provides relief from regulation that would 
otherwise be required. 

This decision does potentially have environmental 
consequences in the form of higher emissions during 
the 6-year period of time (generally because emis-
sions increases would have been lower if BACT were 
applied). These consequences are limited due to the 
fact that sources between 100/250 and 100,000 tpy 
CO2e account for an estimated 11 percent of the six 
directly emitted GHG nationally from industrial, 
commercial, and residential source categories, while 
representing over 95 percent of the total number of 
sources potentially requiring an operating or PSD 
permit for GHG under current permitting thresholds 
in the CAA. Moreover, requiring such a large num-
ber of small sources to obtain permits for the first 
time would overtax the permitting authorities’ abili-
ties to process new permits and would therefore in-
terfere with any such benefits actually being 
achieved. Moreover, reductions from these small 
sources will still be occurring, notwithstanding the 
fact that permitting requirements would not apply to 
them. These smaller sources of GHGs will be the fo-
cus of voluntary emission reduction programs and 
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energy efficiency measures that lead to reductions in 
GHGs. We will also reevaluate this decision after a 
6-year period and complete a study of the implica-
tions for those sources and permitting authorities of 
permitting smaller GHG sources beyond 2016. 

In reaching the preceding decisions for this final 
rule, we carefully considered comments received on 
the Tailoring Rule proposal. We received several 
comments specifically on our description of the im-
pacts of this rule. Most of these comments disagreed 
with our assertion that the rule is a “relief” rule. 
Others assert that we should have prepared a more 
comprehensive RIA than prepared for the rule pro-
posal. Those commenting contend: (1) We understat-
ed the burdens of the rule while overstating its relief 
at proposal; (2) we erroneously omitted the impacts 
for “larger sources” of GHGs from the proposal RIA 
and should have recognized the burden to “larger 
sources” due to other GHG actions; (3) the economic 
impacts the rule will have on industry and the U.S. 
economy and society in general will be burdensome, 
especially given the current state of the economy; 
and (4) we need to propose a full RIA or a complete 
estimation of impacts to comply with CAA section 
307(d) and the APA. 

EPA has carefully considered the comments ad-
dressing the issue of whether the Tailoring Rule is a 
regulatory “relief rule,” and we are not persuaded 
that we erred in concluding that the effect of the Tai-
loring Rule is to provide regulatory relief to a large 
number of sources of GHG for a period of up to 6 
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years. This final rule will provide relief from title V 
permitting to over 6 million sources of GHG in this 
country. Likewise tens of thousands of sources poten-
tially subject to PSD permitting requirements annu-
ally for GHG will have regulation postponed for a pe-
riod of up to 6 years under this rule, followed by an 
additional required rule addressing the period be-
yond 6 years. While larger sources of GHG may be 
required to obtain title V permits or modify existing 
permits and to comply with PSD requirements, these 
burdens result not from the Tailoring Rule but ra-
ther from the CAA requirements to apply PSD and 
title V to each pollutant subject to regulation, which 
are triggered when the LDVR takes effect. To clearly 
illustrate this, consider what would occur if EPA did 
not complete the Tailoring Rule. Sources would not 
be relieved of the requirement to obtain permits ad-
dressing each pollutant subject to regulation when 
they construct or modify, nor would they be relieved 
of their obligation to obtain title V permits. Instead, 
these requirements would simply apply to a much 
larger population of sources and modifications, and 
would lead to the absurd results and severe impair-
ment to program implementation that this rule is de-
signed to address. 

In response to comments asserting that the RIA 
completed for proposal of this rulemaking: (1) Un-
derstated the burdens of the rule and overstated the 
benefits, (2) did not fully recognize the rule will be 
burdensome, especially given the current state of the 
economy; and (3) does not consider a complete esti-
mation of impacts to comply with the APA and CAA 
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section 307(d) and needs to correct flawed or errone-
ous assumptions, EPA did make improvements and 
modifications to the RIA completed for this final rule. 
Based upon comments, EPA modified estimates of 
the number of sources affected at various threshold 
levels upward. EPA also improved the burden esti-
mates associated with obtaining permits for sources 
and permitting authorities. 

After consideration of the burden imposed by the 
proposed rule with these improved estimates for af-
fected sources, the EPA modified the steps of the 
phase-in period to include two initial steps, described 
in section V, that are higher, and therefore cover 
fewer sources and are less burdensome than the pro-
posal threshold of 25,000 tpy CO2e emissions. EPA 
also increased the threshold below which permitting 
would not apply for 6 years from 25,000 to 50,000 tpy 
CO2e. After the initial two step period, EPA has 
committed to consider lower thresholds but only 
down to 50,000 tpy CO2e, and only after a regulatory 
process that uses information gathered on actual 
permitting activity during the first two steps of the 
phase-in period. The RIA conducted for the final rule 
also incorporates improvements in our estimates of 
the number of sources affected at alternative thresh-
olds and improved estimates of the costs of obtaining 
permits by sources and processing permits by per-
mitting authorities. The EPA acknowledges that the 
regulatory relief associated with the control costs due 
to BACT requirements for PSD new and modifying 
sources is not included in the RIA for the final rule 
due to the lack of sufficient data about the nature of 
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those requirements. However, it is the case that, as 
it relates to burden, those estimates would simply 
increase the amount of regulatory relief associated 
with this final rule. 

Finally, with regard to comments that the RIA 
should have been a more comprehensive analysis to 
include the larger sources of GHG that will be re-
quired to obtain permits when GHG are regulated, 
the EPA maintains as previously explained that 
there are no direct economic burdens or costs as a 
result of this rule for these sources. Requirements for 
larger GHG sources to obtain title V or PSD permits 
are already mandated by the Act and by existing 
rules and are not imposed as a result of the Tailoring 
Rule. Thus the economic impacts for larger sources of 
GHG do not occur because of this Tailoring Rule. To 
include these larger sources in the RIA would actual-
ly be an inaccurate assessment of how this rule af-
fects sources and would ignore the fact that this rule 
provides regulatory relief. 
A. What entities are affected by this final rule? 

As previously stated, this final rule does not itself 
result in the application of permitting requirements 
to any industrial, commercial, or residential entities. 
Entities affected by this rule are those who experi-
ence regulatory relief due to the higher thresholds 
and deferred applicability set forth in this rule. This 
action increases the threshold to obtain a title V and 
PSD permitting from statutory CAA levels using a 
phased-in step process as previously discussed. As 
Table VI–1 shows, this action lifts permitting re-
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quirements for over six million potential title V 
sources in total and tens of thousands of potential 
PSD new sources annually that would be otherwise 
required by the CAA to obtain permits. Under Step 
1, over six million title V sources in total and approx-
imately 20 thousand new PSD sources per year will 
not be required to obtain permits. Under Step 2, re-
quiring sources over a 100,000 tpy CO2e to obtain a 
permit, over six million title V sources in total and 
approximately 19.9 thousand new PSD sources per 
year will obtain regulatory relief. While the thresh-
old approach differs for Steps 1 and 2 of the phasein 
plan, the estimated number of sources affected does 
not differ greatly as shown in Table VI–1. Sectors 
experiencing this regulatory relief include electricity, 
industrial, energy, waste treatment, agriculture, 
commercial and residential. 

[Content Omitted] 
B. What are the estimated annual benefits to sources 
due to regulatory relief from the statutory require-
ments? 

EPA estimated the annual benefits (avoided costs) 
to sources of GHG emissions and permitting authori-
ties anticipated from this final rule. In addition, an 
accounting of the benefits from this action as meas-
ured by avoided permit processing costs for state, lo-
cal, and tribal permitting authorities is provided. 
These benefits or avoided costs relate specifically to 
permit burden costs postponed for smaller sources of 
GHG emissions otherwise required to obtain an op-
erating permit under title V or required to modify an 
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existing permit to address GHG emissions. Avoided 
costs shown also include permit burdens for addi-
tional PSD permits postponed for new or modifying 
smaller sources of GHG, as well as the avoided costs 
to state, local and tribal permitting authorities. We 
are providing an illustrative monetary estimate of 
statutory permitting requirements to show the mag-
nitude of the savings that hypothetically result from 
this rulemaking. While we believe it is impossible to 
implement these permit requirements by January 2, 
2011, for the reasons laid out in this preamble, it is 
useful to understand the scale of what the burden 
may have been. For sake of simplicity, we refer to 
this illustrative monetary estimate as the monetized 
benefits of the regulatory relief presented by this 
rulemaking or regulatory relief benefits for brevity. 

These benefit estimates do not consider avoided 
emission control costs associated with PSD require-
ments for potential BACT requirements. Estimates 
for BACT are unavailable at this time because of the 
difficulty predicting the results of the BACT process 
as it would be applied to new pollutants and classes 
of sources for which there is no previous BACT expe-
rience on which to rely. 
1. What are annual estimated benefits or avoided 
burden costs for title V permits? 

Table VI–2 shows that the estimated annual title 
V benefits to sources and to permitting authorities in 
terms of avoided information collection cost resulting 
from this final action to be approximately $70,535 
million under Step 1 of the phase-in. These avoided 
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costs become $70,520 million annually under Step 2 
of the phase-in. where permitting is required for 
sources at or above the 100,000 tpy CO2e threshold. 
Under the anyway threshold Step 1, approximately 
$49,457 million in regulatory relief will accrue to 
sources and approximately $21,078 million to per-
mitting authorities annually in the form of avoided 
permit processing costs. With the 100,000 tpy CO2e 
threshold for phase-in Step 2, these annual regulato-
ry relief benefits are expected to be quite similar at 
$49,447 million for sources of GHG emissions and 
$21,072 million for permitting authorities. Industrial 
sources permitting costs are estimated to be $46.4 
thousand per permit for a new permit and $1.7 thou-
sand for a permit revision. The EPA estimates that 
over tens of thousands of industrial sources per year 
will avoid incurring these permitting costs under 
Steps 1 and 2 of the phase-in period. The cost for a 
permit for new commercial and residential sources is 
estimated to be $23.2 thousand per permit with ap-
proximately 2 million of these permits avoided annu-
ally. 

State, local, and tribal permitting authorities will 
also benefit in terms of avoided permitting adminis-
trative costs of over $21 billion as a result of the de-
cisions final in this action. For industrial sources, the 
cost for permitting authorities to process a new in-
dustrial title V permit is approximately $19.7 thou-
sand per permit and $1.8 thousand for a permit revi-
sion. Similarly, permitting authority avoided permit 
processing costs are approximately $9.8 thousand 
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per permit for a new commercial or residential title V 
permit. All estimates are stated in 2007 dollars. 

[Content Omitted] 
2. What are annual benefits or avoided costs associ-
ated with NSR permitting regulatory relief? 

Table VI–3 summarizes the estimated annual 
permit burden costs avoided by sources and permit-
ting authorities for PSD permitting due to this Tai-
loring Rule. The benefits associated with avoided 
cost of compliance for BACT for these sources is not 
included in these estimates due to a lack of available 
data. The estimated avoided burden or reporting and 
recordkeeping cost that would occur absent this rule 
for new industrial sources to obtain permits is esti-
mated to be $84.5 thousand for a modifying PSD in-
dustrial source and $59.2 thousand for a modifying 
commercial or multi-family residential source. New 
PSD sources will also be required to obtain a title V 
permit increasing these costs to $130.9 thousand per 
permit for new industrial sources and to $82.3 thou-
sand per permit for new commercial or multifamily 
residential sources. (Note the title V costs for these 
new PSD sources have been included in title V esti-
mates shown in Table VI–2.) New and modifying 
sources avoid approximately $5.5 billion annually in 
PSD permitting costs with this rule under the phase-
in Step 1 threshold. Under the phase-in Step 2, 
100,000 tpy CO2e threshold and 75,000 tpy CO2e sig-
nificance level, this avoided PSD permitting cost es-
timate becomes $5.4 billion annually. State, local, 
and tribal permitting authorities are expected to 
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avoid about $1.51 billion annually in administrative 
expenditures associated with postponing PSD pro-
gram requirements for these GHG sources under 
Step 1 and $1.49 billion under Step 2. All estimates 
are shown in 2007 dollars. 

[Content Omitted] 
C. What are the economic impacts of this rulemaking? 

This final rulemaking does not impose economic 
burdens or costs on any sources or permitting au-
thorities, but should be viewed as regulatory relief 
for smaller GHG emission sources and for permitting 
authorities. Although sources above the thresholds 
set in this rule will become subject to permitting on 
January 2, 2011, those impacts are not attributable 
to the present rulemaking. Rather they are mandat-
ed by the CAA and existing regulations and automat-
ically take effect independent of this action. 

In addition to considering the regulatory relief ex-
pected for affected entities as a result of this final 
rule, the EPA considered the impact of this rulemak-
ing to small entities (small businesses, governments 
and non-profit organizations) as required by the 
Regulatory Flexibility Act (RFA) and the Small Busi-
ness Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act 
(SBREFA). For informational purposes, the RIA in-
cludes the SBA definition of small entities by indus-
try categories for stationary sources of GHG and po-
tential regulatory relief from title V and NSR per-
mitting programs for small sources of GHG. Since 
this rule does not impose regulatory requirements 
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but rather lessens the regulatory burden of the CAA 
requirements to smaller sources of GHG, no econom-
ic costs are imposed upon small sources of GHG as a 
result of this final rule. Rather this action provides 
regulatory relief for small sources. These avoided 
costs or benefits accrue because small sources of 
GHG are not required to obtain a title V permit and 
new or modifying small sources of GHG are not re-
quired to meet PSD requirements. Some of the small 
sources benefitting from this action are small enti-
ties, and these entities will benefit from the regula-
tory relief finalized by this rule. For discussion of 
comments received and EPA responses regarding 
small entities impacts, see section VII of this pream-
ble. 
D. What are the costs of the final rule for society? 

EPA examined the social costs of this final rule. 
These social costs represent the foregone environ-
mental benefits that will occur as a result of the reg-
ulatory relief offered to sources of GHG emissions. 
This action is one of regulatory relief since it increas-
es the emissions thresholds for the title V and PSD 
programs, as they apply to sources of GHG emis-
sions, to levels above those in the CAA. In this pre-
amble section, the benefits or avoided regulatory 
costs of such relief are discussed, but there is also a 
social cost imposed by such relief, because this rule 
may forego some of the possible benefits associated 
with title V and PSD programs for sources of GHG 
emissions below the permitting thresholds estab-
lished. These benefits are those attributed to title V 
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and PSD permitting programs in general. These ben-
efits are based upon the relevance of these programs 
to policymaking, transparency issues, and market 
efficiency, and therefore are very difficult to quantify 
and monetize. For title V, they include the benefits of 
improved compliance with CAA requirements that 
stem from (1) Improved clarity regarding applicabil-
ity of requirements, (2) discovery and required cor-
rection of noncompliance prior to receiving a permit, 
(3) improving monitoring, recordkeeping, and report-
ing concerning compliance status, (4) self-
certification of compliance with applicable require-
ments initially and annually, and prompt reporting 
of deviations from permit requirements, (5) enhanced 
opportunity for the public to understand and monitor 
sources’ compliance obligations, and (6) improved 
ability of EPA, permitting authorities, and the public 
to enforce CAA requirements. However, it is im-
portant to remember that a title V permit generally 
does not add new requirements for pollution control 
itself, but rather collects all of a facility’s applicable 
requirements under the CAA in one permitting 
mechanism. Therefore, the compliance benefits above 
are less when title V permits contains few or no CAA 
applicable requirements. During the initial steps of 
the phase-in plan established under this action, we 
expect that the vast majority of sources excluded 
from title V would be sources that have no CAA ap-
plicable requirements for GHG emissions and few or 
no requirements for other pollutants because their 
emissions of those pollutants are so small. For this 
reason, while it is extremely difficult to measure the 
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degree of improved compliance, if any, that would be 
foregone, or to quantify the social costs that would be 
imposed, we expect that they would be small. We will 
be evaluating this issue further during subsequent 
phases. 

For PSD, the primary social cost imposed by the 
Tailoring Rule stems from the foregone benefit of ap-
plying BACT to the tens of thousands of small new 
sources and modifications that will be below our final 
thresholds during the first steps of the phase-in. This 
social cost potentially weighs against the cost sav-
ings described previously that stem (in part) from 
avoiding the administrative and control costs of ap-
plying BACT to these sources. The BACT require-
ment assures that new and modified sources, when 
they increase their emissions are using state-of-the-
art emission controls and affords the public an op-
portunity to comment on the control decision. It does 
not prohibit increases but it assures that such con-
trols are applied. Delaying the BACT requirement 
for numerous small sources during the first steps of 
the phase-in for this final rule could allow increases 
from these smaller sources that are greater than 
they would be if BACT were applied. A detailed 
analysis of this difference is beyond the scope of this 
rule, because we do not have detailed information on 
the universe of these tens of thousands of small PSD 
actions, the candidate BACT technologies for each of 
them, how permitting authorities would make the 
BACT decisions, and how the BACT limit would 
compare to what would otherwise be installed absent 
BACT. 
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It is not possible at this time to quantify the social 
costs of avoided BACT. However, we note that the 
universe of possible emissions that would be regulat-
ed by sources excluded under the Tailoring Rule is 
small compared to those that would remain subject 
to PSD. The sources excluded in these first two steps 
of the phase-in plan of this action comprise only 11 
percent of total stationary source GHG emissions, 
while 67 percent remain subject to regulation. Fur-
thermore, we expect the emissions differences due to 
BACT controls for such sources to be relatively small 
due to the lack of available capture and control tech-
nologies for GHG at such sources that are akin to 
those that exist for conventional pollutants and 
sources, as well as the likelihood that even in the ab-
sence of BACT such sources would already be in-
stalling relatively efficient GHG technologies to save 
on fuel costs. Thus, while potential benefits would be 
foregone by excluding smaller sources from the per-
mitting programs, these benefits are likely to be 
small. Under the Tailoring Rule, we will be working 
during the 6-year period to greatly improve our un-
derstanding of both the administrative costs of regu-
lating and the social costs of not regulating smaller 
sources under PSD and title V, and we will be rely-
ing on that information to support our future thresh-
old analyses called for under the action. 

In reaching the decisions for this Tailoring Rule, 
the EPA recognizes that GHG emissions can remain 
in the atmosphere for decades to centuries, meaning 
that their concentrations become well-mixed 
throughout the global atmosphere regardless of 
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emission origin, and their effects on climate are long 
lasting and significant. A detailed explanation of 
climate change and its impact on health, society, and 
the environment is included in EPA’s TSD for the 
endangerment finding action (Docket ID No. EPA–
HQ–OAR–2009–0171). The EPA recognizes the im-
portance of reducing climate change emissions for all 
sources of GHG emissions including those sources 
afforded regulatory relief in this rule and plans to 
address potential emission reductions from these 
small sources using voluntary and energy efficiency 
approaches. Elsewhere, we have discussed EPA’s in-
terest in continuing to use regulatory and/or non-
regulatory tools for reducing emissions from smaller 
GHG sources because we believe that these tools will 
likely result in more efficient and costeffective regu-
lation than would case-bycase permitting. 
E. What are the net benefits of this final rule? 

The net benefits of this GHG tailoring rule repre-
sent the difference between the benefits and costs of 
this rule to society. As discussed in this preamble, 
this rule is one of regulatory relief and the benefits to 
society are estimates the regulatory relief (avoided 
permit burden costs) to sources and permitting au-
thorities for Steps 1 and 2 of the phase-in period. The 
social costs of the rule are the foregone environmen-
tal benefits in the form of potential GHG emission 
reductions that could occur during the phase-in peri-
od and are discussed qualitatively. 

This rulemaking provides regulatory relief for a 
phase-in period to smaller sources of GHG by phas-
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ing in the statutory permitting threshold at levels 
above statutory requirements. This final rule estab-
lishes thresholds and PSD significance levels for 
Steps 1 and 2 of the phase-in period (the 2.5 year pe-
riod between January 2, 2011 and July 1, 2013), 
commits to considering a further Step 3, and indi-
cates floor title V and PSD threshold levels from July 
1, 2013 through April 30, 2016. The net benefits of 
the final rule for Steps 1 and 2 are $193,598+B–C 
million for the 2 and onehalf year period where B 
denotes the unquantified benefits and C the quanti-
fied costs of this final rule. These unquantified bene-
fits of this rule include the avoided PSD BACT costs 
for new and modifying sources. The unquantified 
costs previously discussed relate to the foregone en-
vironment benefits or GHG emission reductions that 
might be possible during the 2.5 year Step 1 and 2 
phase-in period. These estimates are subject to sig-
nificant uncertainties that are discussed at length in 
the Regulatory Impact Analysis for the Prevention of 
Significant Deterioration and Title V GHG Tailoring 
Rule contained in the docket to this final rule. All 
dollar estimates shown are based upon 2007$. 

[Content Omitted] 
VII. Comments on Statutory and Executive Or-
der Reviews 

In this section, we provide responses to comments 
we received for various Executive Orders. 
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A. Comments on Executive Order 12866—Regulatory 
Planning and Review 

At proposal, EPA prepared an analysis of the po-
tential costs and benefits associated with EPA’s Tai-
loring Rule proposal in an RIA. Several commenters 
state that EPA’s failure to estimate the full costs of 
the effects of its interpretation of PSD applicability 
in the proposed Tailoring Rule violates Executive 
Order 12866. Some of these commenters maintain 
that Executive Order 12866 directs EPA to submit to 
the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) new 
significant regulations under consideration by the 
EPA. These commenters assert that, in the section 
202 rule, EPA failed to analyze the effect on station-
ary sources in the cost benefit analysis and there is 
no indication that EPA included these impacts in its 
submission to OMB. According to the commenters, in 
EPA’s proposal for this rulemaking, EPA has simi-
larly failed to analyze the costs and benefits of trig-
gering PSD for stationary sources. The commenters 
assert that without this key information, OMB could 
not fully review the impacts of the proposed rule. The 
commenters believe that EPA’s failure to account for 
known costs that will occur as a direct result of the 
promulgation of the proposed rule in conjunction 
with the section 202 rule violates several applicable 
requirements of Executive Order 12866, including 
sections 6(B)(ii) and 6(C)(iii), which require assess-
ments of the potential costs and benefits of the regu-
latory action and “reasonably feasible alternatives to 
the planned regulation, identified by the Agencies or 
the public * * *” thereby violating both the APA and 
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CAA section 307(d) because they deprive businesses 
and permitting authorities alike of a meaningful op-
portunity to comment on the rule. 

The EPA has prepared a revised RIA assessing the 
benefits and costs of the final Tailoring Rule to sup-
port this rulemaking in accordance with Executive 
Order 12866, as was done with the proposal for this 
rulemaking. Similarly, the RIA completed for this 
action is subject to review by an Interagency review 
panel that includes OMB, as was the case with the 
proposal RIA. Further, the RIA completed for this 
final rule fully assesses the known benefits and costs 
associated with the Tailoring Rule. This final rule is 
one of regulatory relief from statutory requirements 
in which a large number of sources of GHGs will be 
relieved of the burden of title V and PSD permitting 
for a period of at least 6 years. This final rule will 
provide relief from title V permitting to over 6 mil-
lion sources of GHG in this country. Likewise tens of 
thousands of sources potentially subject to PSD per-
mitting requirements for GHGs will have regulation 
postponed for a period of at least 6 years. While larg-
er sources of GHG may still be required to obtain ti-
tle V permits or modify existing permits and to com-
ply with PSD requirements, these burdens result 
from existing statutory requirements, not from this 
final Tailoring Rule. 
B. Comments on the Paperwork Reduction Act 

At proposal, we stated in the preamble that we did 
not believe that the proposal would impose any new 
information collection burden. We concluded that the 
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proposed action would reduce costs incurred by 
sources and permitting authorities relative to the 
costs that would be incurred if EPA did not revise 
the rule and provided estimates of those reduced 
costs. Further, we stated that, despite our estimated 
burden reductions, it was unnecessary for us to sub-
mit a new ICR to the OMB because the ICR con-
tained in the existing regulations for PSD (see, e.g., 
40 CFR 52.21) and title V (see 40 CFR parts 70 and 
71) had already been approved under the provisions 
of the Paperwork Reduction Act, 44 U.S.C. 3501 et 
seq. and was assigned OMB control number 2060–
0003 and OMB control number 2060–0336, respec-
tively. 

However, several commenters disagree that it was 
unnecessary for us to submit a new ICR for the pro-
posed action. These commenters believe that (1) prior 
approval of an ICR for the PSD and title V programs 
ignores the fact that there would be an increase in 
the paperwork burden as a result of applying PSD 
and title V permitting requirements; and (2) unless 
EPA resubmits the information collection approval 
request to OMB with a proper and fully-inclusive 
analysis, EPA will lack authority to collect infor-
mation from stationary sources for PSD and title V 
GHG emissions permitting. 

As we stated in the proposal, this is a burden relief 
rule and as such it does not impose any new re-
quirements for the NSR or title V programs that are 
not currently required. For that reason, we conclud-
ed that for purposes of this rule it was unnecessary 
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for us to submit a new ICR to the OMB and that the 
ICR contained in the existing regulations for PSD 
(see, e.g., 40 CFR 52.21) and title V (see 40 CFR parts 
70 and 71) that had already been approved under the 
provisions of the Paperwork Reduction Act, 44 U.S.C. 
3501 et seq. and was assigned OMB control number 
2060– 0003 and OMB control number 2060– 0336, 
respectively, still applies. 

Nevertheless, we understand that once GHGs are 
regulated under the PSD and title V programs, there 
might be an increase in the overall paperwork bur-
den for these programs. EPA will have to assess this 
possible burden during the normal course of 3-year 
renewal ICR process. 
C. Comments on the RFA 

At proposal, EPA certified that the proposed rule 
would not have a significant impact on a substantial 
number of small entities and therefore we are not ob-
ligated to convene a formal Small Business Advocacy 
Review (SBAR) panel. This certification was based 
upon the fact that the proposed action would relieve 
the regulatory burden associated with the major PSD 
and title V operating permits programs for new or 
modified major sources that emit GHGs, including 
small businesses. Nevertheless, EPA was aware at 
proposal that many small entities would be interest-
ed in the various GHG rulemakings currently under 
development and might have concerns about the po-
tential impacts of the statutory imposition of PSD 
requirements that may occur as a result of the group 
of EPA actions, notwithstanding the relief provided 
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to small businesses by the Tailoring Rule. For these 
reasons, and in collaboration with the SBA, EPA 
conducted an outreach meeting designed to exchange 
information with small entities that may be interest-
ed in these regulations. The outreach effort was or-
ganized and led by representatives from EPA’s Office 
of Air Quality Planning and Standards within the 
Office of Air and Radiation, EPA’s Office of Policy 
Economics and Innovation, the Office of Information 
and Regulatory Affairs within OMB, and the Office 
of Advocacy of the SBA. This meeting was conducted 
on November 17, 2009 in Arlington, VA, and docu-
mentation of this meeting, which includes a sum-
mary of the advice and recommendations received 
from the small entity representatives identified for 
the purposes of this process, can be obtained in the 
docket for this rulemaking. (See Docket No. EPA–
HQ– OAR–2009–0517–19130.) 

During the comment period, several commenters 
alleged that EPA inappropriately limited its RIA and 
RFA/SBREFA analysis, and that had we done a 
comprehensive analysis, we would not have been 
able to certify that any of the proposed rules will not 
have a significant economic impact on a “substantial 
number of small entities.” Thus they conclude that 
EPA failed to prepare and publicize an initial regula-
tory flexibility analysis (IRFA). Additional comment-
ers stated that EPA’s failure to conduct an IRFA to 
assess the full costs of the effects of its interpretation 
of PSD applicability in the proposed Tailoring Rule 
violates a host of statutes and Executive Orders re-
quiring analysis and public review of regulatory bur-
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dens. These commenters conclude that EPA should 
have convened one or more SBAR Panels. 

We are not persuaded that we should have taken 
into account effects beyond those caused by the Tai-
loring Rule when we made our certification of no sig-
nificant economic impact on a substantial number of 
small entities for this rule. No permitting require-
ments are imposed by this final Tailoring Rule. In-
stead, this final Tailoring Rule offers regulatory re-
lief to over an estimated six million sources of GHG 
emissions that would otherwise be required to obtain 
a title V permit and tens of thousands of sources of 
GHG emissions subject to PSD permitting require-
ments that would otherwise be required statutorily 
to obtain permit. The RFA does not require that an 
agency complete a regulatory flexibility analysis or 
conduct an SBAR panel where the rule does not have 
any negative impact on small entities. For more dis-
cussion of RFA issues, please see the RTC document. 
D. Comments on the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act 

At proposal, EPA asserted that the Tailoring Rule 
does not impose unfunded mandates on any entities 
including sources and permitting authorities. Since 
the proposed Tailoring Rule is one of regulatory re-
lief, it alleviates the burden of adhering to statutorily 
required permitting thresholds and does not impose 
regulatory requirements. 

Some commenters on the proposed rule assert that 
EPA has failed to comply with the requirements of 
the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act (UMRA), pur-
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suant to which EPA must assess the effects of the 
proposed rule on state, local, and tribal governments 
and the private sector. Specifically, these comment-
ers state that section 202 of the UMRA requires EPA 
to prepare a written statement, including a costbene-
fit analysis, for proposed rules with “federal man-
dates” that may result in expenditures to state, local, 
and tribal governments, in the aggregate, or to the 
private sector, of $100 million or more in any 1 year. 
According to the commenters, in concluding that “the 
revisions would ultimately reduce the PSD and title 
V program administrative burden that would other-
wise occur in the absence of this rulemaking,” EPA 
did not account for the billions of dollars that permit-
ting authorities and stationary sources will soon be 
required to spend once PSD is triggered for GHGs. 
Additionally, a few commenters contend that the 
EPA underestimated the impacts to public utilities 
which are owned/operated by local governments and 
also to state regulatory agencies. 

The EPA has carefully considered the comments 
on unfunded mandates expressed by commenters to 
the proposed rule. The EPA did complete a RIA for 
the final rule assessing the benefits and costs of the 
Tailoring Rule, including any unfunded mandates. 
As previously discussed, the Tailoring Rule is one of 
regulatory relief because it increases the GHG emis-
sions threshold for NSR and title V permitting sub-
stantially above otherwise statutory requirements. 
As such, the EPA has determined that this Tailoring 
Rule does not impose unfunded mandates on any en-
tities. This RIA of the final rule incorporates the ex-
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tensive changes made in this final rule, including in-
creased threshold levels for title V and PSD above 
those contained in the proposed rule. While we also 
incorporated improved estimates of the costs for 
sources to obtain permits and for permitting authori-
ties to process permits, they do not change our con-
clusion that this final rule does not impose unfunded 
mandates on any entities. 
E. Comments on Executive Order 13132—Federalism 

Some comments received on the proposed rule as-
sert that federalism concerns were ignored, in viola-
tion of Executive Order 13132. According to the 
commenters, EPA cannot maintain that the Tailor-
ing Rule “will not have a substantial direct effect on 
the states, on the relationship between the national 
government and the states, or on the distribution of 
power and responsibilities between various levels of 
government,” such that Executive Order 13132 does 
not apply. Some of these commenters assert that the 
proposed rulemaking would require radical changes 
in state laws, interjects GHGs into permit programs 
never once conceived for that purpose (any more 
than was EPA’s), requires massive staff hiring at 
state agencies, and rewrites SIPs in place for years 
or even decades. 

As we stated previously, this is a burden relief 
rule and as such it does not impose any requirements 
for the NSR or title V programs that are not current-
ly required. In addition, this action does not interject 
GHGs into the permit programs, nor does it change 
state laws or SIPs to impose any new permitting re-
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quirements. Instead, this action will significantly re-
duce the burden and costs incurred by sources and 
permitting authorities relative to the burden and 
costs that would be incurred if EPA did not revise 
the permitting provisions to account for higher ap-
plicability thresholds for GHG emissions. 

However, since this rule finalizes burden reducing 
thresholds that will not otherwise apply to the PSD 
and title V programs, we are aware that a few states 
may have to amend their SIPs to incorporate these 
new thresholds if they do not incorporate federal 
rules by reference and cannot adopt our approach 
through interpretation. Executive Order 13132 is 
still not implicated by this rule because it finalizes 
burden reducing thresholds that would not otherwise 
apply to the PSD and title V programs. 
F. Comments on Executive Order 13175—
Consultation and Coordination With Indian Tribal 
Governments 

The National Tribal Air Association (NTAA) sup-
ports EPA’s proposed rule but requests that tribal air 
grant funding be increased to reflect the air quali-
tyrelated needs of tribes across the nation, and to al-
low these tribes the opportunity to implement the 
CAA’s PSD and title V programs. The NTAA states 
that, not only are tribes eligible for section 103 grant 
funding to conduct air quality monitoring, emissions 
inventories, and other studies and assessments, but 
they may also obtain section 105 grant funding to 
implement CAA regulatory programs. According to 
the NTAA, tribes are facing many of the same air-
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related issues that neighboring state and local juris-
dictions are facing, but are significantly underfunded 
to address such issues. 

The Agency is aware and concerned about the re-
source needs for the tribal air program and we are 
working to see how grant funding might be increased 
in the future. Nevertheless and for the purpose of the 
permitting programs, we want to clarify that tribes 
that develop Tribal Implementation Plans (TIPs) can 
charge for permits and tribes with delegation or au-
thorization would develop permit fee programs under 
their authority (e.g., Navajo’s permit fee program for 
their delegated title V permit program) to fund both 
the NSR and title V programs. For these reasons, 
there are a number of ways we would like to work 
with tribes to address the funding concern, including 
encouraging delegation or authorization of permit-
ting programs and having model codes available for 
tribes that want to do TIPs for NSR and title V per-
mitting. 
G. Comments on Executive Order 13211—Actions 
That Significantly Affect Energy Supply, Distribu-
tion, or Use 

Other commenters assert that EPA’s analysis un-
der Executive Order 13211 is insufficient because it 
addresses only smaller sources. These commenters 
contend that EPA has not meaningfully examined 
the energy implications of its proposed actions and 
interpretations of the CAA. The commenters disa-
gree with EPA’s conclusion that the imposition of 
costly PSD obligations on power plants would have 
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no impact on power supply, distribution, or use, 
when those plants will have had no time to prepare 
for compliance and no idea what BACT may be for 
GHG emissions. Other commenters opine that the 
adoption of BACT for some industries newly-subject 
to PSD permitting requirements for GHGs could in-
volve fuel-switching, and increased energy costs (due 
to the need for a source to convert from coal to natu-
ral gas to meet BACT). 

Again, this action is a burden relief rule and as 
such it does not create any new requirements for 
sources in the energy supply, distribution, or use sec-
tors. For the purpose of the BACT determinations for 
GHGs, the longstanding top-down BACT selection 
process still applies. Under the CAA and EPA’s im-
plementing regulations, BACT is still an emission 
limitation based on the maximum degree of emission 
reduction achievable through application of produc-
tion processes and available methods, systems, and 
techniques that considers energy, environmental, 
and economic impacts. In other words, BACT deter-
minations for GHGs will still have to consider ener-
gy, environmental and economic feasibility for the 
various control technologies under consideration be-
fore selecting a particular technology as BACT for a 
specific source. For that reason, what BACT may be 
for GHG emissions will vary by source, and the tech-
nology that is ultimately selected has to be one that 
is feasible based on the current energy, environmen-
tal and economic impacts that the planned technolo-
gy might have. Thus, we do not believe that this ac-
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tion is likely to have a significant adverse effect on 
the supply, distribution, or use of energy. 
VIII. Statutory and Executive Order Reviews 
A. Executive Order 12866—Regulatory Planning and 
Review 

Under section 3(f)(1) of Executive Order 12866 (58 
FR 51735, October 4, 1993), this action is an “eco-
nomically significant regulatory action” because it is 
likely to have an annual effect on the economy of 
$100 million or more. Accordingly, EPA submitted 
this action to the OMB for review under Executive 
Order 12866 and any changes made in response to 
OMB recommendations have been documented in the 
docket for this action. 

In addition, EPA prepared an analysis of the po-
tential costs and benefits associated with this action. 
This analysis is contained in the RIA for this final 
rule. A copy of the analysis is available in the docket 
for this action and the analysis is briefly summarized 
in section VII of this preamble. 

This rule uses a phased-in approach for requiring 
larger sources of GHG emissions to comply with title 
V operating permit and PSD statutory requirements, 
essentially lifting this burden for a period of at least 
6 years for a large number of sources of GHG. Thus, 
this rule provides regulatory relief rather than regu-
latory requirements for these GHG sources. For 
sources of GHG that will be required to obtain title V 
permits and/or comply with PSD requirements, there 
are no direct economic burdens or costs as a result of 
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this final rule, because these requirements are not 
imposed as a result of this rulemaking. Statutory re-
quirements to obtain a title V operating permit or to 
adhere to PSD requirements are already mandated 
by the CAA and by existing rules, not by this rule. As 
a result, this Tailoring Rule annual effect on the 
economy will be positive because it will result in bil-
lions of dollars of regulatory relief during the phase-
in period. 
B. Paperwork Reduction Act 

This action does not impose any new information 
collection burden. Instead, this action will signifi-
cantly reduce costs incurred by sources and permit-
ting authorities relative to the costs that would be 
incurred if EPA did not revise the rule. Based on our 
revised GHG threshold data analysis, we estimate 
that over 80,000 new and modified facilities per year 
would be subject to PSD review based on applying a 
GHG emissions threshold of 100/250 tpy using a 
CO2e metric. This is compared to 280 PSD permits 
currently issued per year, which is an increase of 
more than 280-fold. Similarly, for title V, we esti-
mate that over six million new sources would be af-
fected at the 100-tpy threshold for GHGs using the 
CO2e metric. By increasing the volume of permits by 
over 400 times, the administrative burden would be 
unmanageable without this rule. 

However, OMB has previously approved the in-
formation collection requirements contained in the 
existing regulations for PSD (see, e.g., 40 CFR 52.21) 
and title V (see 40 CFR parts 70 and 71) under the 
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provisions of the Paperwork Reduction Act, 44 U.S.C. 
3501 et seq. and has assigned OMB control number 
2060–0003 and OMB control number 2060–0336. 
The OMB control numbers for EPA’s regulations in 
40 CFR are listed in 40 CFR part 9. 
C. Regulatory Flexibility Act 

The RFA generally requires an agency to prepare 
a regulatory flexibility analysis of any rule subject to 
notice and comment rulemaking requirements under 
the APA or any other statute unless the agency certi-
fies that the rule will not have a significant economic 
impact on a substantial number of small entities. 
Small entities include small businesses, small organ-
izations, and small governmental jurisdictions. 

For purposes of assessing the impacts of this final 
action on small entities, small entity is defined as: (1) 
A small business that is a small industrial entity as 
defined in the U.S. SBA size standards (see 13 CFR 
121.201); (2) a small governmental jurisdiction that 
is a government of a city, county, town, school dis-
trict, or special district with a population of less than 
50,000; or (3) a small organization that is any not-
forprofit enterprise that is independently owned and 
operated and is not dominant in its field. 

After considering the economic impacts of this fi-
nal rule on small entities, I certify that this final ac-
tion will not have a significant economic impact on a 
substantial number of small entities. In determining 
whether a rule has a significant economic impact on 
a substantial number of small entities, the impact of 
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concern is any significant adverse economic impact 
on small entities, since the primary purpose of the 
regulatory flexibility analyses is to identify and ad-
dress regulatory alternatives “which minimize any 
significant economic impact of the rule on small enti-
ties.” 5 U.S.C. 603 and 604. Thus, an agency may 
certify that a rule will not have a significant econom-
ic impact on a substantial number of small entities if 
the rule relieves regulatory burden, or otherwise has 
a positive economic effect on all of the small entities 
subject to the rule. 

We have therefore concluded that this final rule 
will relieve the regulatory burden for most affected 
small entities associated with the major PSD and ti-
tle V operating permits programs for new or modified 
major sources that emit GHGs, including small busi-
nesses. This is because this rule raises the major 
source applicability thresholds for these programs for 
the sources that emit GHGs. As a result, the pro-
gram changes provided in this rule are not expected 
to result in a significant economic impact on a sub-
stantial number of small entities. 
D. Unfunded Mandates Reform Act 

This rule does not contain a federal mandate that 
may result in expenditures of $100 million or more 
for state, local, and tribal governments, in the aggre-
gate, or the private sector in any 1 year. Only those 
few states whose permitting authorities do not im-
plement the federal PSD and title V rules by refer-
ence in their SIPs will have a small increase in bur-
den. These states will have to amend their corre-
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sponding SIPs to incorporate the new applicability 
thresholds, since the burden reducing thresholds 
that we are finalizing with this rule will not other-
wise apply to the PSD and title V programs. Thus, 
this rule is not subject to the requirements of sec-
tions 202 or 205 of UMRA. 

This rule is also not subject to the requirements of 
section 203 of UMRA because it contains no regula-
tory requirements that might significantly or unique-
ly affect small governments. As discussed earlier, 
this rule is expected to result in cost savings and an 
administrative burden reduction for all permitting 
authorities and permittees, including small govern-
ments. 
E. Executive Order 13132—Federalism 

This action does not have federalism implications. 
It will not have substantial direct effects on the 
states, on the relationship between the national gov-
ernment and the states, or on the distribution of 
power and responsibilities among the various levels 
of government, as specified in Executive Order 
13132. These final amendments will ultimately sim-
plify and reduce the burden on state and local agen-
cies associated with implementing the PSD and title 
V operating permits programs, by providing that a 
source whose GHG emissions are below the proposed 
levels will not have to obtain a PSD permit or title V 
permit. Thus, Executive Order 13132 does not apply 
to this action. 
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In the spirit of Executive Order 13132, and con-
sistent with EPA policy to promote communications 
between EPA and state and local governments, EPA 
specifically solicited comment on the proposed rule 
from state and local officials. 
F. Executive Order 13175—Consultation and Coordi-
nation With Indian Tribal Governments 

Subject to the Executive Order 13175 (65 FR 
67249, November 9, 2000) EPA may not issue a regu-
lation that has tribal implications, that imposes sub-
stantial direct compliance costs, and that is not re-
quired by statute, unless the federal government 
provides the funds necessary to pay the direct com-
pliance costs incurred by tribal governments, or EPA 
consults with tribal officials early in the process of 
developing the proposed regulation and develops a 
tribal summary impact statement. 

EPA has concluded that this action may have trib-
al implications. However, it will neither impose sub-
stantial direct compliance costs on tribal govern-
ments, nor preempt tribal law. There are no tribal 
authorities, currently issuing major NSR permits; 
however, this may change in the future. 

EPA consulted with tribal officials early in the 
process of developing this regulation to allow them to 
have meaningful and timely input into its develop-
ment by publishing an ANPR that included GHG tai-
loring options for regulating GHGs under the CAA. 
(73 FR 44354, July 30, 2008) As a result of the 
ANPR, EPA received several comments from tribal 
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officials on differing GHG tailoring options presented 
in the ANPR which were considered in the proposal 
and this final rule. Additionally, we also specifically 
solicited comment from tribal officials on the pro-
posed rule (74 FR 55292, October 27, 2009). 
G. Executive Order 13045—Protection of Children 
From Environmental Health and Safety Risks 

EPA interprets Executive Order 13045 (62 FR 
19885, April 23, 1997) as applying only to those regu-
latory actions that concern health or safety risks, 
such that the analysis required under section 5–501 
of the Executive Order has the potential to influence 
the regulation. This action is not subject to Executive 
Order 13045 because it does not establish an envi-
ronmental standard intended to mitigate health or 
safety risks. 
H. Executive Order 13211—Actions That Significant-
ly Affect Energy Supply, Distribution, or Use 

This action is not a “significant energy action” as 
defined in Executive Order 13211 (66 FR 28355 (May 
22, 2001)), because it is not likely to have a signifi-
cant adverse effect on the supply, distribution, or use 
of energy. Further, we have concluded that this rule 
is not likely to have any adverse energy effects be-
cause this action would not create any new require-
ments for sources in the energy supply, distribution, 
or use sectors. 
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I. National Technology Transfer and Advancement 
Act 

Section 12(d) of the National Technology Transfer 
and Advancement Act of 1995 (“NTTAA”), Public 
Law No. 104–113, 12(d) (15 U.S.C. 272 note) directs 
EPA to use voluntary consensus standards in its 
regulatory activities unless to do so would be incon-
sistent with applicable law or otherwise impractical. 
Voluntary consensus standards are technical stand-
ards (e.g., materials specifications, test methods, 
sampling procedures, and business practices) that 
are developed or adopted by voluntary consensus 
standards bodies. The NTTAA directs EPA to provide 
Congress, through OMB, explanations when the 
Agency decides not to use available and applicable 
voluntary consensus standards. 

This action does not involve technical standards. 
Therefore, EPA did not consider the use of any vol-
untary consensus standards. 
J. Executive Order 12898—Federal Actions To Ad-
dress Environmental Justice in Minority Populations 
and Low-Income Populations 

Executive Order 12898 (59 FR 7629 (Feb. 16, 
1994)) establishes federal executive policy on envi-
ronmental justice. Its main provision directs federal 
agencies, to the greatest extent practicable and per-
mitted by law, to make environmental justice part of 
their mission by identifying and addressing, as ap-
propriate, disproportionately high and adverse hu-
man health or environmental effects of their pro-
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grams, policies, and activities on minority popula-
tions and low-income populations in the United 
States. 

EPA has concluded that it is not practicable to de-
termine whether there would be disproportionately 
high and adverse human health or environmental 
effects on minority and/or low income populations 
from this rule. This rule is necessary in order to al-
low for the continued implementation of permitting 
requirements established in the statute. Specifically, 
without this rule, the CAA permitting programs 
(PSD and title V) would become overwhelmed and 
unmanageable by the millions of GHG sources that 
would become newly subject to them. This would re-
sult in severe impairment of the functioning of these 
programs with potentially adverse human health 
and environmental effects nationwide. Under this 
rule and the legal doctrines of “absurd results,” ad-
ministrative necessity, and one-stepat-a-time, EPA is 
ensuring that the CAA permitting programs contin-
ue to operate by limiting their applicability to the 
maximum number of sources the programs can pos-
sibly handle. This approach is consistent with con-
gressional intent as it allows PSD applicability to at 
least the largest sources initially, at least to as many 
more sources as possible, and as promptly as possible 
over time. By doing so, this rule allows for the maxi-
mum degree of environmental protection possible 
while providing regulatory relief for the unmanagea-
ble burden that would otherwise exist. Therefore, we 
believe it is not practicable to identify and address 
disproportionately high and adverse human health 
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or environmental effects on minority populations and 
low income populations in the United States under 
this final rule. 
K. Congressional Review Act 

The Congressional Review Act, 5 U.S.C. 801 et 
seq., as added by SBREFA, generally provides that 
before a rule may take effect, the agency promulgat-
ing the rule must submit a rule report, which in-
cludes a copy of the rule, to each House of the Con-
gress and to the Comptroller General of the United 
States. EPA will submit a report containing this rule 
and other required information to the U.S. Senate, 
the U.S. House of Representatives, and the Comp-
troller General of the United States prior to publica-
tion of the rule in the Federal Register. A major 
rule cannot take effect until 60 days after it is pub-
lished in the Federal Register. This action is a 
“major rule” as defined by 5 U.S.C. 804(2). This rule 
will be effective August 2, 2010. 
L. Judicial Review 

Under section 307(b)(1) of the Act, petitions for ju-
dicial review of this action must be filed in the Unit-
ed States Court of Appeals for the District of Colum-
bia Circuit by August 2, 2010. Any such judicial re-
view is limited to only those objections that are 
raised with reasonable specificity in timely com-
ments. Filing a petition for reconsideration by the 
Administrator of this final rule does not affect the 
finality of this rule for the purposes of judicial review 
nor does it extend the time within which a petition 
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for judicial review may be filed, and shall not post-
pone the effectiveness of such rule or action. Under 
section 307(b)(2) of the Act, the requirements of this 
final action may not be challenged later in civil or 
criminal proceedings brought by us to enforce these 
requirements. Pursuant to section 307(d)(1)(V) of the 
Act, the Administrator determines that this action is 
subject to the provisions of section 307(d). Section 
307(d)(1)(V) provides that the provisions of section 
307(d) apply to “such other actions as the Adminis-
trator may determine.” This action finalizes some, 
but not all, elements of a previous proposed action—
the Prevention of Significant Deterioration and Title 
V Greenhouse Gas Tailoring Rule Proposed Rule (74 
FR 55292, October 27, 2009). 
IX. Statutory Authority 

The statutory authority for this action is provided 
by sections 307(d)(7)(B), 101, 111, 114, 116, and 301 
of the CAA as amended (42 U.S.C. 7401, 7411, 7414, 
7416, and 7601). This action is also subject to section 
307(d) of the CAA (42 U.S.C. 7407(d)). 
List of Subjects 
40 CFR Part 51 

Environmental protection, Administrative practice 
and procedure, Air pollution control, Carbon dioxide, 
Carbon dioxide equivalents, Greenhouse gases, Hy-
drofluorocarbons, Intergovernmental relations, Me-
thane, Nitrous oxide, Perfluorocarbons, Reporting 
and recordkeeping requirements, Sulfur hexafluo-
ride. 
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40 CFR Part 52 
Environmental protection, Administrative practice 

and procedure, Air pollution control, Carbon dioxide, 
Carbon dioxide equivalents, Greenhouse gases, Hy-
drofluorocarbons, Intergovernmental relations, Me-
thane, Nitrous oxide, Perfluorocarbons, Reporting 
and recordkeeping requirements, Sulfur hexafluo-
ride. 
40 CFR Part 70 

Environmental protection, Administrative practice 
and procedure, Air pollution control, Carbon dioxide, 
Carbon dioxide equivalents, Greenhouse gases, Hy-
drofluorocarbons, Intergovernmental relations, Me-
thane, Nitrous oxide, Perfluorocarbons, Reporting 
and recordkeeping requirements, Sulfur hexafluo-
ride. 
40 CFR Part 71 

Environmental protection, Administrative practice 
and procedure, Air pollution control, Carbon dioxide, 
Carbon dioxide equivalents, Greenhouse gases, Hy-
drofluorocarbons, Methane, Nitrous oxide, Perfluoro-
carbons, Reporting and recordkeeping requirements, 
Sulfur hexafluoride. 

Dated: May 13, 2010. 
Lisa P. Jackson, 
Administrator. 
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■ For reasons stated in the preamble, title 40, chap-
ter I of the Code of Federal Regulations is amended 
as set forth below. 
PART 51—[AMENDED] 
■ 1. The authority citation for part 51 continues to 
read as follows: 

Authority: 23 U.S.C. 101; 42 U.S.C. 7401–7671q. 
Subpart I—[Amended] 
■ 2. Section 51.166 is amended: 
■ a. By adding paragraph (b)(48); 
■ b. By revising paragraph (b)(49)(iv); and 
■ c. By adding paragraph (b)(49)(v). 

The revisions and additions read as follows: 
§ 51.166 Prevention of significant deterioration 
of air quality. 
* * * * * 

(b) * * * 
(48) Subject to regulation means, for any air pollu-

tant, that the pollutant is subject to either a provi-
sion in the Clean Air Act, or a nationally-applicable 
regulation codified by the Administrator in subchap-
ter C of this chapter, that requires actual control of 
the quantity of emissions of that pollutant, and that 
such a control requirement has taken effect and is 
operative to control, limit or restrict the quantity of 
emissions of that pollutant released from the regu-
lated activity. Except that: 
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(i) Greenhouse gases (GHGs), the air pollutant de-
fined in § 86.1818–12(a) of this chapter as the aggre-
gate group of six greenhouse gases: Carbon dioxide, 
nitrous oxide, methane, hydrofluorocarbons, per-
fluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride, shall not be 
subject to regulation except as provided in para-
graphs (b)(48)(iv) through (v) of this section. 

(ii) For purposes of paragraphs (b)(48)(iii) through 
(v) of this section, the term tpy CO2 equivalent emis-
sions (CO2e) shall represent an amount of GHGs 
emitted, and shall be computed as follows: 

(a) Multiplying the mass amount of emissions 
(tpy), for each of the six greenhouse gases in the pol-
lutant GHGs, by the gas’s associated global warming 
potential published at Table A–1 to subpart A of part 
98 of this chapter—Global Warming Potentials. 

(b) Sum the resultant value from paragraph 
(b)(48)(ii)(a) of this section for each gas to compute a 
tpy CO2e. 

(iii) The term emissions increase as used in para-
graphs (b)(48)(iv) through (v) of this section shall 
mean that both a significant emissions increase (as 
calculated using the procedures in (a)(7)(iv) of this 
section) and a significant net emissions increase (as 
defined in paragraphs (b)(3) and (b)(23) of this sec-
tion) occur. For the pollutant GHGs, an emissions 
increase shall be based on tpy CO2e, and shall be cal-
culated assuming the pollutant GHGs is a regulated 
NSR pollutant, and “significant” is defined as 75,000 
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tpy CO2e instead of applying the value in paragraph 
(b)(23)(ii) of this section. 

(iv) Beginning January 2, 2011, the pollutant 
GHGs is subject to regulation if: 

(a) The stationary source is a new major station-
ary source for a regulated NSR pollutant that is not 
GHGs, and also will emit or will have the potential to 
emit 75,000 tpy CO2e or more; or 

(b) The stationary source is an existing major sta-
tionary source for a regulated NSR pollutant that is 
not GHGs, and also will have an emissions increase 
of a regulated NSR pollutant, and an emissions in-
crease of 75,000 tpy CO2e or more; and, 

(v) Beginning July 1, 2011, in addition to the pro-
visions in paragraph (b)(48)(iv) of this section, the 
pollutant GHGs shall also be subject to regulation: 

(a) At a new stationary source that will emit or 
have the potential to emit 100,000 tpy CO2e; or 

(b) At an existing stationary source that emits or 
has the potential to emit 100,000 tpy CO2e, when 
such stationary source undertakes a physical change 
or change in the method of operation that will result 
in an emissions increase of 75,000 tpy CO2e or more. 
(49) * * * 

(iv) Any pollutant that otherwise is subject to reg-
ulation under the Act as defined in paragraph (b)(48) 
of this section. 

(v) Notwithstanding paragraphs (b)(49)(i) through 
(iv) of this section, the term regulated NSR pollutant 
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shall not include any or all hazardous air pollutants 
either listed in section 112 of the Act, or added to the 
list pursuant to section 112(b)(2) of the Act, and 
which have not been delisted pursuant to section 
112(b)(3) of the Act, unless the listed hazardous air 
pollutant is also regulated as a constituent or pre-
cursor of a general pollutant listed under section 108 
of the Act. 
* * * * * 
PART 52—[AMENDED] 
■ 3. The authority citation for part 52 continues to 
read as follows: 

Authority: 42 U.S.C. 7401, et seq. 
Subpart A—[Amended] 
■ 4. Section 52.21 is amended: 
■ a. By adding paragraph (b)(49); 
■ b. By revising paragraph (b)(50)(iv); and 
■ c. By adding paragraph (b)(50)(v). 

The revisions and additions read as follows: 
§ 52.21 Prevention of significant deterioration 
of air quality. 
* * * * * 

(b) * * * 
(49) Subject to regulation means, for any air pollu-

tant, that the pollutant is subject to either a provi-
sion in the Clean Air Act, or a nationally-applicable 
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regulation codified by the Administrator in subchap-
ter C of this chapter, that requires actual control of 
the quantity of emissions of that pollutant, and that 
such a control requirement has taken effect and is 
operative to control, limit or restrict the quantity of 
emissions of that pollutant released from the regu-
lated activity. Except that: 

(i) Greenhouse gases (GHGs), the air pollutant de-
fined in § 86.1818–12(a) of this chapter as the aggre-
gate group of six greenhouse gases: Carbon dioxide, 
nitrous oxide, methane, hydrofluorocarbons, per-
fluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride, shall not be 
subject to regulation except as provided in para-
graphs (b)(49)(iv) through (v) of this section. 

(ii) For purposes of paragraphs (b)(49)(iii) through 
(v) of this section, the term tpy CO2 equivalent emis-
sions (CO2e) shall represent an amount of GHGs 
emitted, and shall be computed as follows: 

(a) Multiplying the mass amount of emissions 
(tpy), for each of the six greenhouse gases in the pol-
lutant GHGs, by the gas’s associated global warming 
potential published at Table A–1 to subpart A of part 
98 of this chapter—Global Warming Potentials. 

(b) Sum the resultant value from paragraph 
(b)(49)(ii)(a) of this section for each gas to compute a 
tpy CO2e. 

(iii) The term emissions increase as used in para-
graphs (b)(49)(iv) through (v) of this section shall 
mean that both a significant emissions increase (as 
calculated using the procedures in paragraph 
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(a)(2)(iv) of this section) and a significant net emis-
sions increase (as defined in paragraphs (b)(3) and 
(b)(23) of this section) occur. For the pollutant GHGs, 
an emissions increase shall be based on tpy CO2e, 
and shall be calculated assuming the pollutant 
GHGs is a regulated NSR pollutant, and “significant” 
is defined as 75,000 tpy CO2e instead of applying the 
value in paragraph (b)(23)(ii) of this section. 

(iv) Beginning January 2, 2011, the pollutant 
GHGs is subject to regulation if: 

(a) The stationary source is a new major station-
ary source for a regulated NSR pollutant that is not 
GHGs, and also will emit or will have the potential to 
emit 75,000 tpy CO2e or more; or 

(b) The stationary source is an existing major sta-
tionary source for a regulated NSR pollutant that is 
not GHGs, and also will have an emissions increase 
of a regulated NSR pollutant, and an emissions in-
crease of 75,000 tpy CO2e or more; and, 

(v) Beginning July 1, 2011, in addition to the pro-
visions in paragraph (b)(49)(iv) of this section, the 
pollutant GHGs shall also be subject to regulation 

(a) At a new stationary source that will emit or 
have the potential to emit 100,000 tpy CO2e; or 

(b) At an existing stationary source that emits or 
has the potential to emit 100,000 tpy CO2e, when 
such stationary source undertakes a physical change 
or change in the method of operation that will result 
in an emissions increase of 75,000 tpy CO2e or more. 
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(50) * * * 
(iv) Any pollutant that otherwise is subject to reg-

ulation under the Act as defined in paragraph (b)(49) 
of this section. 

(v) Notwithstanding paragraphs (b)(50)(i) through 
(iv) of this section, the term regulated NSR pollutant 
shall not include any or all hazardous air pollutants 
either listed in section 112 of the Act, or added to the 
list pursuant to section 112(b)(2) of the Act, and 
which have not been delisted pursuant to section 
112(b)(3) of the Act, unless the listed hazardous air 
pollutant is also regulated as a constituent or pre-
cursor of a general pollutant listed under section 108 
of the Act. 
* * * * * 
■ 5. A new § 52.22 is added to read as follows: 
§ 52.22 Enforceable commitments for further 
actions addressing the pollutant greenhouse 
gases (GHGs). 

(a) Definitions. 
(1) Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) means the air pollu-

tant as defined in § 86.1818–12(a) of this chapter as 
the aggregate group of six greenhouse gases: Carbon 
dioxide, nitrous oxide, methane, hydrofluorocarbons, 
perfluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride. 

(2) All other terms used in this section shall have 
the meaning given in § 52.21. 
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(b) Further action to regulate GHGs under the 
PSD program. 

(1) Near term action on GHGs. The Administrator 
shall solicit comment, under section 307(b) of the 
Act, on promulgating lower GHGs thresholds for 
PSD applicability. Such action shall be finalized by 
July 1, 2012 and become effective July 1, 2013. 

(2) Further study and action on GHGs. 
(i) No later than April 30, 2015 the Administrator 

shall complete a study projecting the administrative 
burdens that remain with respect to stationary 
sources for which GHGs do not constitute a regulated 
NSR pollutant. Such study shall account, among oth-
er things, for permitting authorities ability to secure 
resources, hire and train staff; experiences associat-
ed with GHG permitting for new types of sources and 
technologies; and, the success of streamlining 
measures developed by EPA (and adopted by the 
states) for reducing the permitting burden associated 
with such stationary sources. 

(ii) Based on the results of the study described in 
paragraph (b)(2)(i) of this section, the Administrator 
shall propose a rule addressing the permitting obli-
gations of such stationary sources under § 52.21 and 
§ 51.166 of this chapter. The Administrator shall 
take final action on such a rule no later than April 
30, 2016. 

(iii) Before completing the rule described in para-
graph (b)(2)(ii) of this section, the Administrator 
shall take no action to make the pollutant GHGs 
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subject to regulation at stationary sources that emit 
or have the potential to emit less than 50,000 tpy 
CO2e, or for physical changes or changes in the 
method of operations at stationary sources that re-
sult in an emissions increase of less than 50,000 tpy 
CO2e (as determined using the methodology de-
scribed in § 52.21(b)(49)(ii).) 
PART 70—[AMENDED] 
■ 6. The authority citation for part 70 continues to 
read as follows: 
 

Authority: 42 U.S.C. 7401, et seq. 
■ 7. Section 70.2 is amended: 
■ a. By revising the introductory text of paragraph 
(2) of the definition for “major source”; and 
■ b. By adding a definition for “Subject to regulation” 
in alphabetical order. 

The revision and addition read as follows: 
§ 70.2 Definitions. 
* * * * * 

Major source * * * 
(2) A major stationary source of air pollutants, as 

defined in section 302 of the Act, that directly emits, 
or has the potential to emit, 100 tpy or more of any 
air pollutant subject to regulation (including any ma-
jor source of fugitive emissions of any such pollutant, 
as determined by rule by the Administrator). The fu-
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gitive emissions of a stationary source shall not be 
considered in determining whether it is a major sta-
tionary source for the purposes of section 302(j) of 
the Act, unless the source belongs to one of the fol-
lowing categories of stationary source: 
* * * * * 

Subject to regulation means, for any air pollutant, 
that the pollutant is subject to either a provision in 
the Clean Air Act, or a nationally-applicable regula-
tion codified by the Administrator in subchapter C of 
this chapter, that requires actual control of the quan-
tity of emissions of that pollutant, and that such a 
control requirement has taken effect and is operative 
to control, limit or restrict the quantity of emissions 
of that pollutant released from the regulated activity. 
Except that: 

(1) Greenhouse gases (GHGs), the air pollutant de-
fined in § 86.1818–12(a) of this chapter as the aggre-
gate group of six greenhouse gases: carbon dioxide, 
nitrous oxide, methane, hydrofluorocarbons, per-
fluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride, shall not be 
subject to regulation unless, as of July 1, 2011, the 
GHG emissions are at a stationary source emitting 
or having the potential to emit 100,000 tpy CO2 
equivalent emissions. 

(2) The term tpy CO2 equivalent emissions (CO2e) 
shall represent an amount of GHGs emitted, and 
shall be computed by multiplying the mass amount 
of emissions (tpy), for each of the six greenhouse gas-
es in the pollutant GHGs, by the gas’s associated 
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global warming potential published at Table A–1 to 
subpart A of part 98 of this chapter—Global Warm-
ing Potentials, and summing the resultant value for 
each to compute a tpy CO2e. 
* * * * * 
■ 8. A new § 70.12 is added to read as follows: 
§ 70.12 Enforceable commitments for further 
actions addressing greenhouse gases (GHGs). 

(a) Definitions. 
(1) Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) means the air pollu-

tant as defined in § 86.1818–12(a) of this chapter as 
the aggregate group of six greenhouse gases: carbon 
dioxide, nitrous oxide, methane, hydrofluorocarbons, 
perfluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride. 

(2) All other terms used in this section shall have 
the meaning given in § 70.2. 

(b) Further action to regulate GHGs under the title 
V program. 

(1) Near term action on GHGs. The Administrator 
shall solicit comment, under section 307(b) of the 
Act, on promulgating lower GHGs thresholds for ap-
plicability under § 70.2. Such action shall be final-
ized by July 1, 2012 and become effective July 1, 
2013. 

(2) Further study and action on GHGs. 
(i) No later than April 30, 2015 the Administrator 

shall complete a study projecting the administrative 
burdens that remain with respect to stationary 
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sources for which GHGs do not constitute a pollutant 
subject to regulation. Such study shall account, 
among other things, for permitting authorities abil-
ity to secure resources, hire and train staff; experi-
ences associated with GHG permitting for new types 
of sources and technologies; and, the success of 
streamlining measures developed by EPA (and 
adopted by the states) for reducing the permitting 
burden associated with such stationary sources. 

(ii) Based on the results of the study described in 
paragraph (b)(2)(i) of this section, the Administrator 
shall propose a rule addressing the permitting obli-
gations of such stationary sources under § 70.2. The 
Administrator shall take final action on such a rule 
no later than April 30, 2016. 

(iii) Before completing the rule described in para-
graph (b)(2)(ii) of this section, the Administrator 
shall take no action to make the pollutant GHGs 
subject to regulation at stationary sources that emit 
or have the potential to emit less than 50,000 tpy 
CO2e (as determined using the methodology de-
scribed in § 70.2.) 
PART 71—[AMENDED] 
■ 9. The authority citation for part 71 continues to 
read as follows: 

Authority: 42 U.S.C. 7401, et seq. 
Subpart A—[AMENDED] 
■ 10. Section 71.2 is amended: 
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■ a. By revising the introductory text of paragraph 
(2) of the definition for “major source”; and 
■ b. By adding a definition for “Subject to regulation” 
in alphabetical order. 

The revision and addition read as follows: 
§ 71.2 Definitions. 
* * * * * 

Major source * * * 
(2) A major stationary source of air pollutants, as 

defined in section 302 of the Act, that directly emits 
or has the potential to emit, 100 tpy or more of any 
air pollutant subject to regulation (including any ma-
jor source of fugitive emissions of any such pollutant, 
as determined by rule by the Administrator). The fu-
gitive emissions of a stationary source shall not be 
considered in determining whether it is a major sta-
tionary source for the purposes of section 302(j) of 
the Act, unless the source belongs to one of the fol-
lowing categories of stationary source: 
* * * * * 

Subject to regulation means, for any air pollutant, 
that the pollutant is subject to either a provision in 
the Clean Air Act, or a nationally-applicable regula-
tion codified by the Administrator in subchapter C of 
this chapter, that requires actual control of the quan-
tity of emissions of that pollutant, and that such a 
control requirement has taken effect and is operative 
to control, limit or restrict the quantity of emissions 
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of that pollutant released from the regulated activity. 
Except that: 

(1) Greenhouse gases (GHGs), the air pollutant de-
fined in § 86.1818–12(a) of this chapter as the aggre-
gate group of six greenhouse gases: carbon dioxide, 
nitrous oxide, methane, hydrofluorocarbons, per-
fluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride, shall not be 
subject to regulation unless, as of July 1, 2011, the 
GHG emissions are at a stationary source emitting 
or having the potential to emit 100,000 tpy CO2 
equivalent emissions. 

(2) The term tpy CO2 equivalent emissions (CO2e) 
shall represent an amount of GHGs emitted, and 
shall be computed by multiplying the mass amount 
of emissions (tpy), for each of the six greenhouse gas-
es in the pollutant GHGs, by the gas’s associated 
global warming potential published at Table A–1 to 
subpart A of part 98 of this chapter—Global Warm-
ing Potentials, and summing the resultant value for 
each to compute a tpy CO2e. 
■ 11. A new § 71.13 is added to subpart A to read as 
follows: 
§ 71.13 Enforceable commitments for further 
actions addressing Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) 

(a) Definitions. 
(1) Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) means the air pollu-

tant as defined in § 86.1818–12(a) of this chapter as 
the aggregate group of six greenhouse gases: carbon 
dioxide, nitrous oxide, methane, hydrofluorocarbons, 
perfluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride. 
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(2) All other terms used in this section shall have 
the meaning given in § 71.2. 

(b) Further action to regulate GHGs under the title 
V program. 

(1) Near term action on GHGs. The Administrator 
shall solicit comment, under section 307(b) of the 
Act, on promulgating lower GHGs thresholds for ap-
plicability under § 71.2. Such action shall be final-
ized by July 1, 2012 and become effective July 1, 
2013. 

(2) Further study and action on GHGs. 
(i) No later than April 30, 2015, the Administrator 

shall complete a study projecting the administrative 
burdens that remain with respect to stationary 
sources for which GHGs do not constitute a pollutant 
subject to regulation. Such study shall account, 
among other things, for permitting authorities abil-
ity to secure resources, hire and train staff; experi-
ences associated with GHG permitting for new types 
of sources and technologies; and, the success of 
streamlining measures developed by EPA (and 
adopted by the states) for reducing the permitting 
burden associated with such stationary sources. 

(ii) Based on the results of the study described in 
paragraph (b)(2)(i) of this section, the Administrator 
shall propose a rule addressing the permitting obli-
gations of such stationary sources under § 71.2. The 
Administrator shall take final action on such a rule 
no later than April 30, 2016. 
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(iii) Before completing the rule described in para-
graph (b)(2)(ii) of this section, the Administrator 
shall take no action to make the pollutant GHGs 
subject to regulation at stationary sources that emit 
or have the potential to emit less than 50,000 tpy 
CO2e, (as determined using the methodology de-
scribed in § 71.2.) 
[FR Doc. 2010–11974 Filed 6–2–10; 8:45 am] 
BILLING CODE 6560–50–P 
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APPENDIX E 
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT 
    

 
No. 09-1322                         September Term, 2012 
 

EPA-74FR66496 
 

Filed on:  December 20, 2012 
 

COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE REGULATION, INC., 
ET AL., 

PETITIONERS 

V. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 
RESPONDENT 

    
 

STATE OF MICHIGAN, ET AL., 
INTERVENORS 

    
 

Consolidated with 10-1024, 10-1025, 10-1026, 10-
1030, 10-1035, 10-1036, 10-1037, 10-1038, 10-1039, 
10-1040, 10-1041, 10-1042, 10-1044, 10-1045, 10-
1046, 10-1234, 10-1235, 10-1239, 10-1245, 10-1281, 
10-1310, 10-1318, 10-1319, 10-1320, 10-1321 
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No. 10-1073 

EPA-75FR17004 
EPA-75FR31514 

 
COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE REGULATION, INC., 

ET AL., 
PETITIONERS 

V. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 
RESPONDENT 

    
 

AMERICAN FROZEN FOOD INSTITUTE, ET AL., 
INTERVENORS 

    
 

Consolidated with 10-1083, 10-1099, 10-1109, 10-
1110, 10-1114, 10-1118, 10-1119, 10-1120, 10-1122, 
10-1123, 10-124, 10-1125, 10-1126, 10-1127, 10-1128, 
10-1129, 10-1131, 10-1132, 10-1145, 10-1147, 10-
1148, 10-1199, 10-1200, 10-1201, 10-1202, 10-1203, 
10-1206, 10-1207, 10-1208, 10-1210, 10-1211, 10-
1212, 10-1213, 10-1216, 10-1218, 10-1219, 10-1220, 
10-1221, 10-1222 
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No. 10-1092  

EPA-75FR25323 
EPA-75FR25324 

 
COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE REGULATION, INC., 

ET AL.,   
PETITIONERS 

V. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 
RESPONDENT 

    
 

LANGBOARD, INC. – MDF, ET AL., 
INTERVENORS 

    
 

Consolidated with 10-1094, 10-1134, 10-1143, 10-
1144, 10-1152, 10-1156, 10-1158, 10-1159, 10-1160, 
10-1161, 10-1162, 10-1163, 10-1164, 10-1166, 10-
1182 
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No. 10-1167 

EPA-43FR26380 
EPA-43FR26388 
EPA-45FR52676 
EPA-67FR80186 

 
AMERICAN CHEMISTRY COUNCIL, 

PETITIONER 

V. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY AND 
LISA PEREZ JACKSON , ADMINISTRATOR, 

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 
RESPONDENTS 

    
 

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF THE UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA, ET AL., 

INTERVENORS 
    

 
Consolidated with 10-1168, 10-1169, 10-1170, 10-
1173, 10-1174, 10-1175, 10-1176, 10-1177, 10-1178, 
10-1179, 10-1180 

 
BEFORE:  Sentelle, Chief Judge, Rogers and Tatel, 
Circuit Judges 
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ORDER 
 

 Upon consideration of the petition of the Pacific 
Legal Foundation for panel rehearing joined by State 
Petitioners and Intervenors for Petitioner, filed in 
No. 10-1310, on August 10, 2012; and the petition of 
the Chamber of Commerce of the United States of 
America for panel rehearing, joined by the State of 
Alaska and Peabody Energy Company, filed August 
10, 2012, it is 
 ORDERED that the petitions be denied. 

Per Curiam 
 

     FOR THE COURT: 
     Mark J. Langer, Clerk 
 
    BY: /s/ 
     Michael C. McGrail 
     Deputy Clerk 
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On Petitions for Rehearing En Banc 
 
 
 
Before:   SENTELLE*, Chief Judge, and HENDER-
SON, ROGERS*, TATEL*, GARLAND, BROWN*, 
GRIFFITH, and KAVANAUGH*, Circuit Judges. 
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ORDER 
 The petition of the Chamber of Commerce of the 
United States of America, joined by the State of 
Alaska, Peabody Energy Company, Southeastern Le-
gal Foundation, et al., State Petitioners and Interve-
nors of Petitioners, for rehearing en banc; and the 
petition of the National Association of Manufactur-
ers, et al. for rehearing en banc in No. 10-1073, et al. 
and No. 10-1167, et al., and the responses to the peti-
tions were circulated to the full court, and a vote was 
requested.  Thereafter, a majority of the judges eligi-
ble to participate did not vote in favor of the peti-
tions.  Upon consideration of the foregoing, it is 
 ORDERED that the petitions be denied. 
 
     FOR THE COURT: 
     Mark J. Langer, Clerk 
 
    BY: /s/ 
     Jennifer M. Clark 
     Deputy Clerk 
 
* Circuit Judges Brown and Kavanaugh would grant 
the petitions for rehearing en banc. 
*  A statement by Chief Judge Sentelle and Circuit 
Judges Rogers and Tatel, concurring in the denials of 
rehearing en banc, is attached. 
*  A statement by  Circuit Judge Brown, dissenting 
from the denials of rehearing en banc, is attached. 
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* A statement by Circuit Judge Kavanaugh, dissent-
ing from the denials of rehearing en banc, is at-
tached. 
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 SENTELLE, Chief Judge, ROGERS, Circuit Judge, 
and TATEL, Circuit Judge, concurring in the denials 
of rehearing en banc: In dissenting from the denials 
of rehearing en banc, Judge Brown primarily takes 
issue with EPA’s Endangerment Finding.  But as she 
candidly acknowledges, see Dissenting op. at 2 
(Brown, J.), her quarrel is with the Supreme Court.  
In Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497 (2007), the 
court expressly held that the Clean Air Act’s “sweep-
ing definition of ‘air pollutant’” unambiguously in-
cludes greenhouse gases.  See id. At 528-29.  Moreo-
ver, in so holding, the Court expressly rejected many 
of the arguments her dissent now presses.  In partic-
ular, it rebuffed EPA’s attempt to use “postenact-
ment congressional actions and deliberations” to ob-
scure “the meaning of an otherwise-unambiguous 
statute,” id. at 529, and found EPA’s reliance on FDA 
v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 529 U.S. 120 
(2000), “similarly misplaced,” Massachusetts v. EPA, 
549 U.S. at 530.  Seeking to revive the Brown & Wil-
liamson argument, Judge Brown suggests that the 
Court never considered the “far-reaching effects” of 
extending greenhouse gas regulation to stationary 
sources.  See Dissenting Op. at 18 (Brown, J.).  But 
this is inaccurate—the briefs before the court explic-
itly raised the argument that interpreting “air pollu-
tant” to include greenhouse gases could have tre-
mendous consequences for stationary-source regula-
tion.  See, e.g., Brief of Respondent CO2 Litigation 
Group, Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497 (2007) 
(No. 05-1120), 2006 WL 3043971 at *19-*31. 
 To the extent Judge Brown attempts to bypass 
Massachusetts v. EPA by focusing on the statutory 
condition that air pollution “reasonably be anticipat-
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ed to endanger public health or welfare,” 42 U.S.C. § 
7521(a)(1) (emphasis added), her quarrel is not just 
with the Supreme Court, but also with EPA’s as-
sessment of the science.  Of course, we agree that the 
statute requires EPA to find a particular causal nex-
us between the pollutant and the harm in order to 
regulate.  See Dissenting Op. at 9 (Brown, J.).  But 
that is exactly what EPA did: it found that “green-
house gases in the atmosphere may reasonably be 
anticipated both to endanger public health and to 
endanger public welfare.”  Endangerment and Cause 
or Contribute Findings for Greenhouse Gases Under 
Section 202(a) of the Clean Air Act, 74 Fed. Reg. 
66,496, 66,497 (Dec. 15, 2009). And, as the panel 
opinion explains, EPA’s scientific judgment about the 
causal relationship between greenhouse gases and 
climate change is a scientific determination entitled 
to “an extreme degree of deference.”  Coalition for 
Responsible Regulation v. EPA, 684 F.3d 102, 120 
(D.C. Cir. 2012) (quoting American Farm Bureau 
Federation v. EPA, 559 F.3d 512, 519 (D.C. Cir. 
2009)).  The dissent’s suggestion that EPA was 
somehow statutorily precluded from finding the req-
uisite nexus between greenhouse gases and harm to 
public health and welfare, see Dissenting Op. at 10-
11 (Brown, J.), is belied by the Supreme Court’s deci-
sion to remand precisely this question.  See Massa-
chusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. at 532-35. 
 Judge Kavanaugh’s dissent relates to the scope of 
the Prevention of Significant Deterioration (“PSD”) 
program, an aspect of the panel opinion Judge Brown 
also rejects.  Specifically, Judge Kavanaugh disa-
grees with EPA’s longstanding interpretation of the 
term “any air pollutant,” 42 U.S.C. § 7479(1), argu-
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ing that, in the context of the PSD program, “any air 
pollutant” refers not to all pollutants regulated un-
der the Clean Air Act, but only to the six NAAQS pol-
lutants.  Because taking the statute at its word and 
interpreting “any air pollutant” to include green-
house gases would lead to what he considers absurd 
results, Judge Kavanaugh insists that EPA and this 
Court are obligated to read “any air pollutant” more 
narrowly.  See Dissenting Op. at 3-10 (Kavanaugh, 
J.).  This argument, however, hinges on the proposi-
tion that both readings are plausible interpretations 
of an ambiguous statutory provision.  See Dissenting 
Op. at 2-3, 10 (Kavanaugh, J.).  But as the panel 
opinion explains at length, the statute is clear.  See 
Coalition for Responsible Regulation, 684 F.3d at 
132-44.  Congress did not say “certain ‘air pollu-
tants.’ ”  Dissenting Op. at 2 (Kavanaugh, J.).  It said 
“any air pollutant,” and it meant it.  See Coalition for 
Responsible Regulation, 684 F.3d at 136.  Thus, un-
like the unreasonable interpretation rejected in 
Kloeckner v. Solis, No. 11-184, slip op. at 7-13 (U.S. 
2012), the panel’s interpretation of the statute is the 
only plausible one. 
 Moreover—and again, as the panel opinion ex-
plains at length, see Coalition for Responsible Regu-
lation, 684 F.3d at 135-36—considering “any air pol-
lutant” in context buttresses rather than undermines 
the panel’s interpretation.  The statute frames the 
purpose of the PSD program in broad—not NAAQS-
specific—terms, emphasizing that the program’s goal 
is “to protect public health and welfare from any ac-
tual or potential adverse effect which . . . may rea-
sonably be anticipate[d] to occur from air pollution.”  
42 U.S.C. § 7470(1).  And although certain aspects of 
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the program are specifically directed at NAAQS pol-
lutants, see, e.g., id. § 7473(b)(4), the program as a 
whole plainly has a more expansive scope. For in-
stance, covered sources are required to (1) install the 
best available control technology for “each pollutant 
subject to regulation under [the Act],” id. § 7475(a)(4) 
(emphasis added), and (2) demonstrate that they will 
not cause or contribute to “any . . . applicable emis-
sion standard” under the Act, id. § 7475 (a)(3) (em-
phasis added). 
 In the end, we agree that “the question here is:  
Who Decides?”  Dissenting Op. at 18 (Kavanaugh, 
J.).  We also agree that “Congress (with the Presi-
dent) sets the policy through statutes, agencies im-
plement that policy within statutory limits, and 
courts in justiciable cases ensure that agencies stay 
within the statutory limits set by Congress.”  Dis-
senting Op. at 18 (Kavanaugh, J.).  Here, Congress 
spoke clearly, EPA fulfilled its statutory responsibili-
ties, and the panel, playing its limited role, gave ef-
fect to the statute’s plain meaning.  See Chevron, 
U.S.A., Inc. v. NRDC, 467 U.S. 837, 842-43 (1984) 
(“If the intent of congress is clear, that is the end of 
the matter; for the court, as well as the agency, must 
give effect to the unambiguously expressed intent of  
Congress.”). 
 To be sure, the stakes here are high.  The under-
lying policy questions and the outcome of this case 
are undoubtedly matters of exceptional importance.  
The legal issues presented, however, are straight-
forward, requiring no more than the application of 
clear statutes and binding Supreme Court precedent.  
There is no cause for en banc review.   
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 Brown, Circuit Judge, dissenting from the denial 
of rehearing en banc: In the summer of 1974, while 
waiting to start classes at UCLA, I was lucky enough 
to obtain a summer job house sitting in the pleasant, 
upscale neighborhood of Pasadena.  Known mostly 
for its Rose Parade and Rose Bowl, Pasadena is one 
of the more scenic exurbs of Los Angeles.  I inhabited 
a sparsely furnished, modest-but-pricey bungalow set 
among the lush landscape typical of southern Cali-
fornia.  This is a place where Birds of Paradise grow 
ten feet tall and the magenta blossoms of Bougainvil-
lea fall like lavish draperies from redwood garden 
trellises.  After staying in the house more than a 
month and spending a restless night listening to the 
agitated thrashings of the jacaranda trees in a fitful 
wind, I stumbled blear-eyed into the kitchen, looked 
out the window, and stopped — utterly dumbfound-
ed.  There —looking like it was but a few feet beyond 
the back fence — stood a mountain.  Not a foothill.  
Not an unobtrusive mesa.  A mountain!  Closer in-
spection revealed not a lone majestic peak, but a 
whole mountain range I later identified as the San 
Gabriels.  In those days, the air in the Los Angeles 
basin was so thick with smog that a mountain, or 
even a nearby mountain range, could simply disap-
pear. 
 Although the Los Angeles basin was among the 
most notorious examples of the phenomenon, it was 
by no means unique and certainly not the worst.  It 
was this crisis of ambient air quality that precipitat-
ed the enactment of the Clean Air Act (CAA).  But as 
the CAA’s history, language, and structure make 
clear, Congress never intended the Act to serve as an 
environmental cure-all.  It was targeted legislation 
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designed to remedy a particular wrong:  The harmful 
direct effects of poisoned air on human beings and 
their local environs.  This is what Congress under-
stood as “air pollution which may reasonably be an-
ticipated to endanger public health” in the tailpipe 
emissions provision, 42 U.S.C. § 7521(a)91).  The Su-
preme Court in Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497 
(2007), however, concluded otherwise.  In dicta too 
suggestive to ignore, the court implicitly assumed 
that climate change could provide the basis for an 
endangerment finding in the tailpipe context.  See id. 
at 532-33. 
 Bound as I am by Massachusetts, I reluctantly 
concur with the Panel’s determination that EPA may 
regulate GHGs in tailpipe emissions.  But I do not 
choose to go quietly.  Because the most significant 
regulations of recent memory reset on the shakiest of 
foundations, Part I of this statement engages Massa-
chusetts’s interpretive shortcomings in the hope that 
either Court or Congress will restore order to the 
CAA.  Part II, by contrast, reflects my belief that 
Massachusetts  does not compel the same result for 
Title V and the Prevention of Significant Deteriora-
tion of Air Quality (PSD) program.  Although I agree 
with Judge Kavanaugh’s dissent, Coal. for Responsi-
ble Regulation v. EPA, Nos. 09-1322, et al. (Ka-
vanaugh, J., dissenting from denial of rehearing en 
banc), I approach the inflection point from a slightly 
different perspective.  Part III concludes with a brief  
note on standing. 
 Because I would vote for the full court to consider 
the propriety of extending Massachusetts to Title V 
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and the PSD program, I respectfully dissent from 
this denial of rehearing  en banc. 

I. 
A. 

 The origins of the Clean Air Act are closely tied to 
fatal fogs and deadly air inversions that, for much of 
early post-industrial history, seemed to be the inevi-
table consequence of economic progress.  See Arnold 
W. Reitze, Jr., A Century of Air Pollution Control 
Law: What’s Worked; What’s Failed; What Might 
Work, 21 Envtl. L. 1549, 1575 (1991).1  Initially regu-
lated at the local and state level, air pollution be-
came the focus of the federal government only after 
World War II.  See id. At 1585-86.  In October 1948 a 
severe temperature inversion in the industrial city of 
Donora, Pennsylvania increased air pollution to such 
an extent that traffic “ ‘was virtually stopped because 
of lack of visibility.’ ”  The inversion killed 20 people, 
id., and prompted the federal government to begin 
researching air pollution.  Id. At 1586.  By 1961, 
President Kennedy included a plea for ‘an effective 
air pollution program” in his Special Message on the 
Natural Resources.  Id.  Public pressures for legisla-
tion only increased when a “Killer Smog” engulfed 
London in December 1962, killing at least 340, and a 
similar inversion in New York City allegedly claimed 
the lives of 200.  Id.  Eventually, legislation recom-
mended by President Kennedy in February 1963 led 

                                                 
1 Inversions, sometimes known as “Londoners,” occur “when 

a layer of hot air warmed by . . . water exits above cooler ground-
level air and traps smoke and particulate matter under the 
warmer air.”  Id. 
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to the enactment of the CAA, which President John-
son signed into law on December 17, 1963.  Id. at 
1586-87.  Seven years later, President Nixon signed 
The Clean Air Amendments of 1970. The 1970 
Amendments authorized the EPA to prescribe na-
tional ambient air quality standards (NAAQS) and 
created the statutory framework that still exists to-
day. 

B. 
 It was no happy accident that congressional 
draftsmen titled the legislation the “Clean Air Act.”  
Ambient air quality was the point, purpose, and fo-
cus of the CAA.  Congress had set its sights on the 
“dirty, visible ‘smokestack’ emissions,” 136 Cong. 
Rec. H2771-03 (1990) (statement of Rep. Roe), and 
smog caused by vehicle emissions.  The CAA was the 
means by which Congress would grapple with urban 
air pollution and its attendant health effects, includ-
ing impaired breathing, heart disease, lung damage 
and lung disease, and even death.  If pollution was 
the problem, these ills were the specific harms Con-
gress sought to combat.  Even a cursory glance at the 
legislative history, with its numerous charts, 
graphics, and statistics detailing cancer and death 
rates, will bear this point out.  See, e.g., Hearings on 
Air Pollution — 1968 Before the Subcomm. On Air 
and Water Pollution of the Sen. Comm. on Pub. 
Works, 90th Cong. 2nd Sess., pt. 2, 608-20 (1968) 
(statement of Dr. Samuel S. Epstein, Children’s Can-
cer Research Foundation.) (“Air Pollution — 1968”). 
 With the enactment of the 1990 Amendments, 
Congress expanded the Act beyond its singular em-
phasis on urban air quality to address hazardous — 
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i.e., toxic — air pollutants, acid rain, and strato-
spheric ozone.  In regulating hazardous pollutants, 
Congress reemphasized the need for a close and tan-
gible nexus between pollutant and harm.  The legis-
lative record, for example, continued  to conceive of 
dangers in terms of their direct effects on human 
health and well-being.  See, e.g., S. Rep. No. 101-228, 
at 3388 (1989), reprinted in 1990 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3385 
(“Air pollution can silently damage our lungs and 
heart or act swiftly in the case of exposure to toxic 
air pollutants.   Rigorous regulation of toxic air pol-
lutants is needed to avoid risk of serious, irreversible 
damage to human health.”).  To the extent the regu-
lation of stratospheric ozone and acid rain suggest a 
broader nexus between pollutant and harm to hu-
man health, the very particular way in which Con-
gress handled these exceptions goes a long way to-
ward proving the rule:  Congress only expands the 
CAA through considered legislative acts. 
 In addressing these transnational phenomena, 
the legislature did not spin regulations out of whole 
cloth.  With ozone concerns, for example, Congress 
developed solutions through  international negotia-
tions, the implementation of which led to the crea-
tion of a separate title of the CAA.  See NRDC v. 
EPA, 464 F.3d 1, 3 (D.C. Cir. 2006).  Likewise, years 
of contentious discussions with Canada helped bring 
about the acid rain provisions in the 1990 Amend-
ments.  See generally Dennis A. Leaf, Intergovern-
mental Cooperation:  Air Pollution from an U.S. Per-
spective, 18 Can.-U.S. L.J. 245 (1992).  Simply put, 
when Congress became aware of new dangers, it act-
ed judiciously in crafting workable remedies that, 
when they obtained the necessary political support, 
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were worked into their own discrete provisions under 
the Act.  Neither Congress nor the  EPA attempted 
to force these distinct problems into existing, ill-
suited regulatory schemes. 
 Congressman Waxman, one of the strongest pro-
ponents of stringent air pollution controls and a key 
force behind the 1990 Amendments, has stated that 
“in recent experience, no legislation has received 
more scrutiny during its consideration.”  The Honor-
able Henry A. Waxman, An Overview of the Clean 
Air Act Amendments of 1990, 21 Envtl. L. 1721, 1724 
(1991).  Hyperbole or not, the admission is telling.  
The history of the CAA is one of hard-fought incre-
mental gains through which Congress remedied par-
ticular  environmental wrongs  with tailored reme-
dies.  Said the Congressman: 

Discrete and extensive new programs are includ-
ed to grapple with high ambient pollution levels 
(urban and regional smog), hazardous air pollu-
tion, acid rain, and depletion of the stratospheric 
ozone layer.  Each of these programs [was] tai-
lored to the problem it [sought] to address, and 
each [was] quite different in its approach.” 

Id. at 1811.  Political necessity has forced Congress 
to calibrate its amendments to the CAA with great 
specificity and care.  Where our Representatives 
have acted with such caution, any suggestion that 
Congress has — through a single word — conferred 
upon EPA the authority to steamroll through  Con-
gressional gridlock, upend the Senate’s rejection of 
the Kyoto Protocol, and regulate GHGs for the whole 
of American industry must necessarily fail.  The leg-
islature, recall, does not “hide elephants in mouse-
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holes.”  Whitman v. Am. Trucking Assocs., 531 U.S. 
457, 468 (2001). 
 But we needn’t rely on interpretative canons 
alone to make this point.  In drafting the 1990 
Amendments, Congress considered — and expressly 
rejected — proposals authorizing EPA to regulate 
GHGs under the CAA.  See S. Rep. No. 101-228, at 
377 (1989), as reprinted in 1990 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3385, 
3760.  Even the Executive objected that an attempt 
to control Carbon Dioxide (CO2) emissions — emis-
sions not harmful to health — in order to prevent 
global warming was premature.  See Administra-
tion’s Amendments — Hearings Before the Sub-
comm. On Health and the Env’t of the Comm. on En-
ergy and Commerce, 101st Cong., 1st Sess. (1989) (in-
cludes Bush Administration Report on S. 1630).  The 
Executive’s critique noted that “unilateral action 
aimed at addressing a global problem” through a 
standard  limiting tailpipe emissions would not be an 
effective means of safeguarding the global environ-
ment and would “necessarily punish national inter-
ests.”  Id. at 792, 813. 
 That Congress has never deviated from its deci-
sion to not regulate GHGs under the CAA was not 
for lack of opportunity.  Congress has considered and 
rejected countless other bills in the years since the 
1990 Amendments that would have authorized GHG 
regulation.  By one estimate, Congressmen have pro-
posed over 400 bills concerning GHGs between 1990 
and 2009.  See Abigail R. Moncrieff, Reincarnating 
the “Major Questions” Exception to Chevron Deference 
As A Doctrine of Noninterference (or Why Massachu-
setts v. EPA Got It Wrong), 60 Admin. L. Rev. 593, 
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636-37 (2008) (tracking proposals).  Congress’s ina-
bility to break this nearly quarter-century long dead-
lock is incredibly suggestive: this is not an area of 
policymaking where the legislature has acted rashly 
or unthinkingly in delegating authority to agencies. 
 At bottom, Congress understood the dangers of 
“any air pollutant” in § 7521(a)(1) in terms of the ill-
effects caused those who inhale the pollutants, not 
the broad, attenuated consequences of climate 
change.  The CAA was drafted not to combat the 
threat of flooding or the menace of heat waves, see 
Endangerment and Cause of Contribute Findings for 
Greenhouse Gases, 74 Fed. Reg. 66,496, 66,526 (Dec. 
15, 2009) (“EPA Endangerment Finding”), but the 
choking, stifling, and degenerative effect of airborne 
pollutants on human beings and their affected locali-
ties.  Congress has long quantified this harm in 
terms of mortality rates, see, e.g., Air Pollution — 
1968, 564 (statement of Dr. Roger S. Mitchell, Direc-
tor, Webb-Waring Institute for Medical Research), 
not acreage of “costal land” lost.  Massachusetts, 549 
U.S. at 522.  To put matters pointedly: the injury suf-
ficient to establish standing need not suffice to estab-
lish endangerment as well. 
 Congress was of course free to circumvent this 
close cause-health effect nexus by devising a sepa-
rate provision for GHG regulation, much as it did for 
stratospheric ozone, but it did no such thing.  And 
nothing in the legislative history suggests that  Con-
gress has deviated from this status quo. 
 The plain language of the CAA only underscores 
the Act’s non-applicability to GHGs insofar as it re-
quires the harm be of the sort “reasonably [] antici-
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pated to endanger.”  42 U.S.C. §7251(a)(1) — a term 
we know to have a discrete meaning. 

C. 
 In the present case, this Court had “little trouble” 
disposing of the argument that the “PSD program is 
specifically focused solely on localized air pollution” 
because it is “quite clear . . . the PSD program was 
intended to protect against precisely the types of 
harms caused by greenhouse gases.”  CRR Slp. Op. 
62-63 (emphasis added).  Massachusetts notwith-
standing, this statement is a curious thing in light of 
the uncontradicted legislative history just discussed.2  
So too is the court’s reliance on the statutory text, 
particularly its finding that “the CAA expressly pro-
vides that effects on ‘welfare’ means ‘effects on … 
weather … and climate.’”  Slp. Op. 62-63 (citing 42 
U.S.C. § 7602(h)). 
 As a textual matter, there is nothing “quite clear” 
about it.  The Supreme Court has declared that 
GHGs like CO2 are pollutants within the meaning of 
the Act.  Under the CAA, however, EPA can regulate 
a pollutant only if the administrator finds that the 
GHG causes or contributes to “air pollution which 
may reasonably be anticipated to endanger public 
health or welfare.”  42 U.S.C. §7251(a)(1) (emphasis 
added).  But in locating the CAA’s conception of 
“harm” in § 7602(h), the definition of “welfare,” and 
not §7251(a)(1) generally, this court effectively skirt-

                                                 
2 As noted, the weather and climate issues targeted by the 

CAA involve direct, deleterious, localized effects caused by pol-
luted air people breathe or suspended pollutants that may be 
deposited on land and crops by precipitation.  
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ed the operative statutory language  — “may reason-
ably be anticipated” — and rendered it nugatory.  
This was in error.   Section 7602(h) defines only the 
potential objects of harm; the “reasonably be antici-
pated” language of §7251(a)(1) supplies the requisite 
nexus between the pollutant and the objects of its 
harm.  The two provisions must be read together if 
the statute is to be interpreted faithfully.  To put 
matters another way, the “may reasonably be antici-
pated” language must do some analytical work in the 
endangerment determination lest it be deemed sur-
plusage.  See, e.g., Conference of State Bank Supervi-
sors v. Conover, 715 F.2d 604, 627 (D.C. Cir. 1983) 
(“[I]n construing a statute, we ‘are obliged to give ef-
fect, if possible, to every word Congress used.’ ” 
(quoting Reiter v. Sonotone Corp., 442 U.S. 330, 339 
(1979))).  And in view of the CAA’s legislative histo-
ry, the nature of that work is clear. 
 In order to reasonably anticipate that a pollutant 
will contribute to air pollution that endangers public 
health or welfare, the Agency would have to conclude 
that pollution created by CO2 or another GHG is a 
reasonably direct cause of the damage to public 
health and welfare.  To find that CO2 may ultimately 
endanger public health and welfare because sea lev-
els will rise tells us nothing about whether CO2 con-
centrations in the ambient air directly harm public 
health and welfare.  The ingredients of a Killer Smog 
are few and specific; the process through which an 
air inversion traps particulate matter close to the 
ground is well understood.  With both there is a di-
rect correlation between reducing the concentration 
of the pollutant and reducing the negative health ef-
fects.  Questions of public health impacts from air 
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pollution have consistently been based on the direct 
— that is, inhalational — effects of exposure to the 
pollutant.  See, e.g., Joint Opening Brief of Non-State 
Petitioners and Supporting Intervenors at 58, Coal. 
for Responsible Regulation v. EPA, No. 09-1322 (May 
20, 2011); NRDC, Inc. v. EPA, 902 F.2d 962, 973 
(D.C. Cir. 1990) (concluding that EPA may not con-
sider the health effects of increased unemployment 
when setting new health-based NAAQS) 
 In contrast, any harm to human health and wel-
fare flowing from climate change comes at the end of 
a long speculative chain.  The dissent in Massachu-
setts pointed out that EPA had described in great de-
tail the scientific uncertainty that precluded even 
forming a judgment as to whether greenhouse gases 
endanger public welfare.  See 549 U.S. AT 553-55 
(Scalia, J., dissenting).  In that earlier defense of its 
refusal to form a judgment, EPA explained how pre-
dicting climate change involved a “complex web of 
economic and physical factors,” including:  

[o]ur ability to predict future global anthropogen-
ic emissions of GHGs and aerosols; the fate of 
these emissions once they enter the atmosphere 
(e.g., what percentage are absorbed by vegetation 
or are taken up by the oceans); the impact of 
those emissions that remain in the atmosphere on 
the radiative properties of the atmosphere; 
changes in critically important climate feedbacks 
(e.g., changes in cloud cover and ocean circula-
tion); change in temperature characteristics (e.g., 
average temperatures, shifts in daytime and 
evening temperatures); changes in other climatic 
parameters (e.g., shifts in precipitation, storms); 
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and ultimately the impact of such changes on 
human health and welfare (e.g., increases or de-
creases in agricultural productivity, human 
health impacts). 

Id.  If there can be this much logical daylight be-
tween the pollutant and the anticipated harm, there 
is nothing EPA is not authorized to do.  If this find-
ing is valid, in a world where six degrees of separa-
tion is the compass of all humankind, the right en-
dangerment finding would allow EPA to rule the 
world.  But as this Court has noted before, EPA’s au-
thority to regulate is constrained, not enlarged, by 
the relationship of the term “will endanger” to other 
sections of the CAA.  See Ethyl v. EPA, 541 F.2d 1, 
29 (D.C. Cir. 1976) (en banc). 
 Of course, nothing here should be taken to imply 
that a particular GHG does not contribute to climate 
change.  I mean only to suggest that a pollutant 
might contribute to the nebulous mélange of poten-
tial drivers of climate change without having any di-
rect, deleterious impact within the meaning of the 
CAA.  I emphasize too that this is not a problem with 
science.  This is a problem of statutory interpreta-
tion.  Climate change, with its geologic timeframe 
and its many  uncertainties and imponderables, is 
and will probably remain a subject of some contro-
versy.  EPA finds the science sufficiently convincing 
for its purposes and it is entitled to a certain amount 
of deference on questions related to its technical ex-
pertise.  But it is not necessary to quibble with the 
science of climate change to conclude that the en-
dangerment finding fails on textual and logical 
terms.  There is simply a point at which a difference 
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in degree becomes a difference in kind and we have 
passed this point many times over in the course of 
this tortured litigation.  The Supreme Court, howev-
er, has refused to recognize as much for tailpipe 
emissions. 

II. 
A. 

 But we need not follow Massachusetts off the pro-
verbial cliff and apply its reasoning to the unique Ti-
tle V and PSD provisions not considered in that case.  
The cascading layers of absurdity that flow from that 
interpretive exercise make clear that the plain lan-
guage of the CAA compels no such result.  As EPA’s 
own rulemaking documents have so unabashedly ex-
plained: 

To apply the statutory PSD and title V applicabil-
ity thresholds literally to sources of GHG emis-
sions would bring tens of thousands of small 
sources and modifications into the PSD program 
each year, and millions of small sources into the 
title V program.  These extraordinary increases in 
scope of the permitting programs would mean 
that the programs would become several hun-
dred-fold larger than what Congress appeared to 
contemplate. 

PSD and Title V Greenhouse Gas Tailoring Rule; Fi-
nal Rule, 75 Fed. Reg. 31,514, 31,533 (Jun. 3, 2010) 
(“Final Tailoring Rule”).  Completely oblivious to the 
irony, EPA added: 

For our authority to take this action, we rely in 
part on the “absurd results” doctrine, because ap-
plying the PSD and title V requirements literally 
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(as previously interpreted narrowly by the EPA) 
would not only be inconsistent with congressional 
intent concerning the applicability of the PSD and 
title V programs, but in fact would severely un-
dermine congressional purpose for those pro-
grams. 

Id. at 31,541-42.  And again: 
[I]n this case because a literal reading of the PSD 
and  title V applicability provisions results in in-
surmountable administrative burdens.  Those in-
surmountable administrative burdens — along 
with the undue costs to sources — must be con-
sidered “absurd results” that would undermine 
congressional purpose for the PSD and title V 
programs. 

Id. at 31,547. 
 In precincts outside Washington, D.C., this litany 
might cause a regulator to pause and consider 
whether results so at odds with Congressional pre-
suppositions could ever be justified as falling within 
the literal meaning of an enactment.  EPA, however, 
proposes that the absurd result can be easily elimi-
nated by ramping up and gradually phasing in the 
requirements.  Faced with the choice of reconsidering 
the legitimacy of an endangerment finding that sets 
in motion such a cluster of chaos or rewriting the 
statute, the agency has blithely done the latter.  This 
is an abuse of the absurdity and administrative ne-
cessity doctrines as neither can be invoked to 
preempt legislative prerogatives.  Permitting a stat-
ute “to be read to avoid absurd results allows an 
agency to establish that seemingly clear statutory 
language does not express the ‘unambiguously ex-
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pressed intent of Congress,’ ” but it does not grant 
the agency “a license to rewrite the statute.”  Mova 
Pharmaceuticals v. Shalala, 140 F.3d 1060, 1068 
(D.C. Cir. 1998). 
 But that is not the worst of it.  The real absurdity 
— apparently as invisible to the EPA as the San Ga-
briels once were to me — cannot be cured by phase 
in, no matter how subtly Byzantine.  The real ab-
surdity is that this unprecedented expansion of regu-
latory control, this epic overreach, may very well do 
more damage to the wellbeing of Americans than 
GHGs could ever do.3 

B. 
 A second, more elementary consideration counsels 
against the mechanical application of Massachu-
setts’s tailpipe emissions determination to these dis-
tinct CAA provisions:  deference to Congress. 
 As articulated in Food & Drug Administration v. 
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 529 U.S. 120 
(2000), the Supreme Court’s “major questions” canon 
gives form to the judicial intuition so strongly impli-
cated here: Congress should not be presumed to have 
deferred to agencies on questions of great signifi-
cance more properly resolved by the legislature.  If 
there was ever a regulation in recent memory more 

                                                 
3 See, e.g., Joint Reply Br. of Non-State Petitioners and 

Supporting Intervenors at *1, No. 09-1322 (Nov. 14 2011) (“Nor 
does [EPA] dispute that the new rules will impose massive bur-
dens on a struggling economy, or that its program of vehicle 
standards will affect global mean temperatures by no more than 
0.01 degree Celsius by 2100”). 
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befitting such a presumption than the present, I con-
fess I do not know of it. 
 On familiar facts, the Supreme Court in  Brown 
& Williamson rebuffed the FDA’s expansionist effort 
to bring tobacco products within its regulatory ambit.  
The agency’s regulation rested on a strained inter-
pretation of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, 21 
U.S.C. § 301 et seq., in which it defined nicotine as a 
“drug” and cigarettes and smokeless tobacco as 
“combination  products” used to deliver nicotine to 
the body.  See Brown &Williamson, 529 U.S. at 125-
27.  Applying Chevron U.S.A. Inc. v. Natural Re-
sources Defense Council, 467 U.S. 837 (1984), the 
court first considered the statutory structure.  “[I]f 
tobacco products were within the FDA’s jurisdiction,” 
the majority concluded, the normal operation of the 
“Act would require the FDA to remove them from the 
market entirely,” and this would “contradict Con-
gress’ clear intent as expressed in its more recent, 
tobacco-specific legislation.”  Brown & Williamson, 
359 U.S. at 143.  As the present case confirms, such 
absurdity is all but inevitable where an agency at-
tempts to regulate that which “simply do[es] not fit” 
within its regulatory scheme.  Id.  The Court next 
considered Congress’s 35 year history of tobacco-
specific legislation, finding it “clear” that this “legis-
lation has effectively ratified the FDA’s previous po-
sition that it lacks jurisdiction to regulate tobacco.”  
Id. at 156. 
 The Court then closed its lengthy Chevron discus-
sion with an appeal to first principles.  The “inquiry 
into whether Congress has directly spoken to the 
precise question at issue,” the Court explained, “is 
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shaped, at least in some measure, by the nature of 
the question presented.”  Id. at 159.  Chevron defer-
ence operates on the assumption “that a statute’s 
ambiguity constitutes an implicit delegation,” but 
this tenuous fiction need not hold true in every situa-
tion.  Id.  “In extraordinary cases,” the Court went 
on, “there may be reason to hesitate before conclud-
ing that Congress has intended such an implicit del-
egation.”  Id. (referencing Stephen Breyer, Judicial 
Review of Questions of Law and Policy, 38 Admin. L. 
Rev. 363, 370 (1986) (“A court may also ask whether 
the legal question is an important one.  Congress is 
more likely to have focused upon, and answered, ma-
jor questions, while leaving interstitial matters to 
answer themselves in the course of the statute’s dai-
ly administration”)).4 
 Declaring Brown & Williamson “hardly [the] or-
dinary case,” the Court reasoned: 

Contrary to its representations to Congress since 
1914, the FDA has now asserted jurisdiction to 
regulate an industry constituting a significant 

                                                 
4 MCI Telecommunications Corporation v. AT&T Co., 512 

U.S. 218 (1994), a case the Brown & Williamson Court found 
“instructive,” Brown & Williamson, 529 U.S. at 160, had ad-
vanced a similar logic.  In concluding Congress had spoken to the 
meaning of the term “modify” as it appears in § 203(b) of the 
Communications Act of 1934, the Court rejected FCC’s far more 
expansive interpretation.  The Court assumed in dicta that it 
was “highly unlikely that Congress would leave the determina-
tion of whether an industry will be entirely, or even substantial-
ly, rate-regulated to agency discretion — and even  more unlike-
ly that it would achieve that through such a subtle device as 
permission to ‘modify’ rate-filing requirements.” MCI, 512 U.S. 
at 231.  Certainly the same might be said here as well. 
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portion of the American economy.  In fact, the 
FDA contends that, were it to determine that to-
bacco products provide no “reasonable assurance 
of safety,” it would have the authority to ban cig-
arettes and smokeless tobacco entirely.  Owing to 
its unique place in American history and society, 
tobacco has its own unique political history.  Con-
gress, for better or for worse, has created a dis-
tinct regulatory scheme for tobacco products, 
squarely rejected proposals to give the FDA juris-
diction over tobacco, and repeatedly acted to pre-
clude any agency form exercising significant poli-
cymaking authority in the area.  Given this histo-
ry and the breadth of the authority that the FDA 
has asserted, we are obliged to defer not to the 
agency’s expansive construction of the statute, 
but to Congress’ consistent judgment to deny the 
FDA this power. 

Brown & Williamson, 529 U.S. at 159-60. 
 In view of the language, structure, and history of 
the CAA, I am simply unable to distinguish this logic 
from the  present case in any meaningful way.  To 
the contrary, with only the slightest of modifications 
one could rework the above text to apply to GHG 
emissions.5 

                                                 
5 Perhaps: 

Contrary to its representations in Massachusetts v. EPA, 
the EPA has now asserted jurisdiction to regulate indus-
tries constituting a significant portion of the American 
economy.  In fact, the EPA contends that, because green-
house gases can be regulated as tailpipe emissions, it is 
obligated to regulate all stationary sources at admittedly 
“absurd” levels.  Owing to its ubiquitous place in the 
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 Although the Massachusetts Court distinguished 
Brown & Williamson, it did so only in the context of 
tailpipe emissions.  Its reasoning does not extend to 
Title V and the PSD program. 
 In the court’s view, Brown & Williamson had 
“found critical at least two considerations that have 
no counterpart in [Massachusetts].”  549 U.S. at 531.  
First, whereas the regulation of tobacco under the 
FDCA would have necessarily led to a ban on tobacco 
products — an outcome that clashed with the “com-
mon sense” intuition that Congress never meant to 
remove those products from circulation — the expan-
sion of EPA’s “jurisdiction would lead to no such ex-
treme measures [because] EPA would only regulate 
emissions” and “there is nothing counterintuitive to 
the notion that EPA can curtail the emission of sub-
stances that are putting the global climate out of kil-
ter.”  Id.  But the court spoke too soon.  In the pre-
sent litigation, EPA argued — and a Panel of this 
Court readily agreed — that in regulating tailpipe 
emissions under 42 U.S.C. § 7521, it is obligated to 
regulate stationary sources under Title V and the 
PSD program as well.  As a threshold matter, the 
                                                                                                    

planet’s life cycle, greenhouse gases have their own 
unique political history.   Congress, for better or for 
worse, has declined to create a distinct regulatory 
scheme for greenhouse gases, squarely rejected proposals 
to give the EPA jurisdiction over greenhouse gases, and 
repeatedly acted to preclude any agency from exercising 
significant policymaking authority in the area.  Given 
this history and the breadth of the authority that the 
EPA has asserted, we are obliged to defer not to the 
agency’s expansive construction of the statute, but to 
Congress’ consistent judgment to deny the EPA this 
power.  
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Massachusetts Court never considered these far-
reaching effects.  It limited its brief discussion on the 
merits to the tailpipe emissions question squarely 
before it.  In this way, the Court never considered 
the differing ways in which the CAA regulates tail-
pipes and stationary sources. 
 With tailpipe emissions, the inclusion of green-
house gasses within the term “air pollutant” does not 
directly expand or contract the universe of vehicles 
and engines subject to the new standards.  Conse-
quently, the regulation’s impact will fall primarily on 
those manufacturers already complying with existing 
emission requirements.  And even then, the Court 
explained, EPA “would have to delay any action ‘to 
permit the development and application of the requi-
site technology, giving appropriate consideration to 
the cost of compliance.’ ”  Massachusetts, 549 U.S. at 
531 (quoting § 7521(a)(2)).  Not so with the regula-
tion of stationary sources.  Insofar as 42 U.S.C. § 
7479(1) defines “major emitting facility” to include 
those facilities with the “potential to emit” either 100 
or 250 “tons per year or more of any air pollutant,” 
the statutory term is necessarily tied to CAA’s juris-
dictional scope.  Inescapably, then, the regulation of 
greenhouse gasses as “air pollutants” will radically 
expand the universe of covered entities far beyond 
Congress’s intentions.  EPA’s decidedly extra-textual 
Tailoring Rule only confirms the ludicrousness of 
this result.  Nor can it be said that the statutory 
safeguards operate in the same was as § 7521(a)(2).  
Permitting authorities may well be able to determine 
on a case-by-case basis what constitutes the “best 
available control technology” for a particular emit-
ting facility, 42 U.S.C. § 7479(3), but this is of little 
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consolation for the small business owner who previ-
ously fell outside the CAA.  At bottom, this outcome 
clashes with the “common sense” understanding that 
Congress would not have intended such a broad, un-
checked expansion of the CAA to potentially millions 
of businesses from all walks of industry.  The Su-
preme court in Massachusetts simply did not have 
occasion to consider this absurd and “counterintui-
tive” outcome, but we do — and we must.  
 Second, the Court determined that the “unbroken 
series of congressional enactments” referenced in 
Brown & Williamson “made sense only if adopted 
‘against the backdrop of the FDA’s consistent and re-
peated statements that it lacked authority under the 
FDCA to regulate tobacco.’ ”  Massachusetts, 549 
U.S. at 531.6  By contrast, EPA had “not identified 
any congressional action that conflicts in any way 
with the regulation of greenhouse gases from new 
motor vehicles.”  Id.  And even if it had, “Congress 
could not have acted against a regulatory ‘backdrop’ 
of disclaimers of regulatory authority” because “EPA 
had never disavowed the authority to regulate 
greenhouse gases, and in 1998 it in fact affirmed that 
it had such authority.”  Id.  when read in context, 
however, it is clear that the court’s reasoning was 
building toward a wholly unspectacular point: be-
cause EPA’s legislative history failed to establish 

                                                 
6  The suggestion here seems to be that Congress’s decision 

to regulate tobacco products would not, by itself, evince its intent 
to proscribe agencies from doing the same.  Doing so in light of 
FDA’s statements, however, had the effect of implicitly codifying 
the agency’s long-held view. 
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congressional intent with the same weight and preci-
sion as Brown & Williamson, it did not justify 
“read[ing] ambiguity into a clear statute.”  Id.  That 
logic is inapplicable here.  In the absence of lexical 
clarity — which the court had found in in CAA’s 
“sweeping definition of ‘air pollutant,’ ” id. at 528 — 
we need legislative history and other indicia of con-
gressional intent to inform our understanding of how 
GHGs are to be regulated under other CAA provi-
sions.7 
 The Massachusetts Court’s effort to distinguish 
Brown & Williamson is thus unavailing where we 
deal not with the definitional scope of “any pollutant” 
and tailpipe emissions, but the particular dangers 
Congress sought to combat in enacting Title V and 
the PSD program.  When read in conjunction with 
                                                 

7 Consider the role of NAAQS in this regulatory system, 
EPA in Massachusetts had observed that NAAQS were estab-
lished to “address air pollution problems that occur primarily at 
ground level” as well as “concentrations of substances in the am-
bient air and the related public health and welfare problems.”  
Massachusetts, 549 U.S. at 558-59 (Scalia, J., dissenting).  EPA 
thus reasoned that the regulation of the buildup of CO2 in the 
upper reaches of the atmosphere — the process alleged to cause 
global climate change — was not akin to regulating the concen-
tration of a substance that is polluting the air and was “beyond 
the scope of CAA’s authorization to regulate.”  Id.  In other 
words, EPA maintained that had Congress intended the CAA to 
regulate greenhouse cases and global climate change, it would 
have provided some better tool than NAAQS.  That defense — 
offered in response to a demand to regulate tailpipe emissions — 
applies with even greater potency to Title V and the PSD pro-
gram.  In fact, although EPA now claims it is authorized to regu-
late greenhouse gases and global climate change, the agency 
acknowledges that the regulatory framework is as ill-suited to 
the task as ever. 
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the CAA’s history, structure, and language, the intu-
itive logic of the “major questions” doctrine makes 
clear that the Panel erred in extending Massachu-
setts.  Congress simply did not intend for EPA to 
convert the “Clean Air Act” to the “Warm Air Act” 
writ large.  But that is exactly what the federal 
courts have done. 
 As the Chief Justice observed in his Massachu-
setts dissent, impatience is not a juridical principle 
that can be sustained under our constitutional 
framework.  See Massachusetts, 549 U.S. at 535-36 
(Roberts, C.J., dissenting).  It certainly fares no bet-
ter as a default measure of institutional choice under 
Chevron.  As Massachusetts recognized, an agency 
can only exercise the authority Congress has dele-
gated to it.  See 549 U.S. at 534-35 (noting that EPA 
must “ground its reasons for action or inaction in the 
statute” and “exercise its discretion within defined 
statutory limits.”).  Absurdity can never figure as an 
adequate substitute for authority in this threshold 
assessment.  Nor can absurdity cure the agency’s 
failure to establish that the statute unambiguously 
compels its interpretation or that its interpretation, 
though discretionary, is actually consistent with 
statutory text, structure, and purposes.  The agency 
seeks to avoid these pesky constraints here by invok-
ing Massachusetts, but Article III judges cannot be a 
legitimate source of legislative authority.  By defer-
ring to the distorted claim of delegation advanced 
here, this court has transformed Chevron from a use-
ful, albeit accidental touchstone into an idol to which 
we surrender our constitutional faith.  
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III. 
 In rejecting State Petitioners’ challenge to the 
Tailoring Rule for want of standing, the Panel in-
voked that famed preceptor of American civics, 
Schoolhouse Rock, to great effect.  Slp. Op. 15 79.  
(“As a generation of schoolchildren knows, ‘by that 
time, it’s very unlikely that [a bill will] become a law.  
It’s not easy to become a law.’ ”).  I certainly do not 
quarrel with such dispositive authority.  Lawmaking 
is neither easy nor certain.  In an ordinary case, the 
mere possibility of  “corrective legislation” will not 
establish that redress is “likely, as opposed to merely 
speculative.”  Lujan, 504 U.S. at 561.  But it bears 
repeating that this is not an ordinary case.  Where 
the choice is between non-action or a confessedly 
“absurd” regulation poised to impress countless bil-
lions of dollars in costs on American industry, we 
have transcended the realm of the speculative.  For 
once, the comparison with Massachusetts is apt.  The 
Supreme Court found standing on the basis of an es-
timated rise in sea level of 20 to 70 centimeters by 
the year 2100, see Massachusetts, 549 U.S. at 542 
(Roberts, C.J, dissenting) —a prediction based al-
most entirely on conjecture.  Is it any more specula-
tive to say that specific projections of billions of dol-
lars in actual regulatory costs would not suffice to 
compel Congress to act? 
 The Panel’s alternative contention fares better: 
because Congress could remedy the issue in count-
less ways, not all of which inure to State Petitioners’ 
benefit, the inquiry is “inherently speculative.”  See 
Op. at 79.  This argument benefits from the genuine 
uncertainty in congress over what,  if any, role EPA 
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should play in GHG regulation.  But therein lies a 
frighteningly obtuse logic.  If EPA actions are ultra 
vires precisely because disagreement on the Hill pre-
vented Congress from altering the status quo and 
authorizing such regulation, how then can the very 
same deadlock be used to defeat Petitioners’ standing 
to challenge the Rule through which EPA effectuates 
its absurdist scheme?  The Court cannot have it both 
ways. 
 At bottom, bad decisions make bad law.  In deny-
ing rehearing en banc, this Court has read Massa-
chusetts to its illogical ends and it is American indus-
try that will have to pay.  That this Court did so is 
unsurprising, but certainly not fated.  Massachusetts 
does not compel this outcome for the PSD and Title V 
provisions.  Had this Court interrogated its own as-
sumptions and yielded not to Massachusetts’s telos 
but sound constitutional principles, it would have 
found that the matter properly belongs before Con-
gress, not courts or agencies.  As Schoolhouse Rock 
long ago explained: 

Ring one, Executive, 
Two is Legislative, that’s Congress. 

Ring three, Judiciary. 
See it’s kind of like my circus, circus.8 

And what a circus it is. 
 For these reasons, I respectfully dissent from the 
denial of rehearing en banc. 
 

                                                 
8 “Three Ring Government,” Schoolhouse Rocks, available at 

http://www.schoolhouserock.tv/ThreeRing.html. 
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 KAVANAUGH, Circuit Judge, dissenting from the 
denial of rehearing en banc: 
 This case is plainly one of exceptional importance.  
A decision in either direction will have massive real-
world consequences.  The U.S. Chamber of Com-
merce describes the EPA regulations at issue here as 
“the most burdensome, costly, far-reaching program 
ever adopted by a United States regulatory agency.”  
Petition for Rehearing En Banc at 1.  On the other 
hand, EPA issued these regulations to help address 
global warming, a policy issue of major long-term 
significance to the United States.  Put simply, the 
economic and environmental policy stakes are very 
high. 
 Of course, our role is not to make the policy choic-
es or to strike the balance between economic and en-
vironmental interests.  That job is for congress and 
the President when considering and enacting legisla-
tion, and then as appropriate for the Executive 
Branch – here, EPA, under the  ultimate supervision 
of the President – when exercising its authority with-
in statutory constraints.  Our job as a court is more 
limited: to ensure that EPA has acted within the au-
thority granted to it by Congress.  In this case, I con-
clude that EPA has exceeded its statutory authority.  
I respectfully disagree with the panel opinion’s con-
trary conclusion, and given the overall importance of 
the case, I respectfully dissent from the denial of re-
hearing en banc. 
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I 
A 

 This case concerns EPA’s implementation of the 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration provisions of 
the Clean Air Act.  The Prevention of Significant De-
terioration program – which is codified in Sections 
7470 to 7479 of Title 42 – is designed to maintain 
state and local compliance with the National Ambi-
ent Air Quality Standards, known as the NAAQS.  
The NAAQS are currently established for six air pol-
lutants: carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, 
ozone, particle pollution, and sulfur dioxide.  As rele-
vant here, the Prevention of Significant Deteriora-
tion statute requires stationary facilities that emit 
certain “air pollutants” to obtain permits before be-
ginning new construction.  See 42 U.S.C. 
§§ 7475(a)(1), 7479(1).  To obtain a permit, the facili-
ty must undergo a lengthy, costly process to analyze 
the new construction’s impact on air quality and to 
try to demonstrate its compliance with the relevant 
emissions limits.   
 A central question in this case is how to construe 
the term “air pollutant” for purposes of this statutory 
permitting requirement.  In particular, the question 
is whether the term “air pollutant” here covers not 
just the NAAQS pollutants, which can cause breath-
ing problems or other health issues, but also green-
house gases such as carbon dioxide, which contribute 
to global warming.  Under the broader interpretation 
of “air pollution” that encompasses greenhouse gases, 
a far greater number of facilities would fall within 
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the Prevention of Significant Deterioration program 
and have to obtain pre-construction permits.  That in 
turn would impose significantly higher costs on busi-
nesses and individuals that are building new com-
mercial or residential property. 
 In considering a different Clean Air Act program 
targeted at motor vehicle emissions, the Supreme 
Court said that the term “air pollutant” meant “all 
airborne compounds of whatever stripe,” which  in-
cluded greenhouse gases such as carbon dioxide.  
Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 529 (2007).  But 
all parties here, including EPA, agree that the Mas-
sachusetts v. EPA interpretation of the term “air pol-
lutant” cannot control in this case, for purposes of 
this very different Clean Air Act program for sta-
tionary facilities.  Rather, as the parties agree, we 
must look to the text and context of the Prevention of 
Significant Deterioration statute to determine what 
“air pollutant” covers here. 
 Looking at the relevant statutory text and con-
text, there would initially appear to be two  plausible 
interpretations of the term “air pollutant” for pur-
poses of the Prevention of Significant Deterioration 
statute: (i) more broadly, an airborne compound that 
is deemed harmful and is regulated by EPA in any 
Clean Air Act program, which would include green-
house gases such as carbon dioxide; or (ii) more nar-
rowly, the six air pollutants that are regulated by 
EPA in setting and enforcing the NAAQS, which 
would cover carbon monoxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, 
ozone, particle pollution, and sulfur dioxide, but 
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would not include greenhouse gases such as carbon 
dioxide.  
 EPA chose the broader interpretation of “air pol-
lutant,” thereby greatly expanding the reach of the 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration statute.  But 
that broader interpretation has a glaring problem, as 
EPA itself recognized.  In the context of the Preven-
tion of Significant Deterioration statute, EPA’s 
broader interpretation would not mesh with other 
provisions of the statute and would lead to absurd 
results.  That’s because the Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration statute requires pre-construction per-
mits for facilities with the potential to emit more 
than 250 tons per year (or, for some facilities, 100 
tons per year) of any covered pollutant.  See 42 
U.S.C. §§ 7475(a)(1), 7479(1).  That would be a very 
low trigger for emissions of greenhouse gases be-
cause greenhouse gases are emitted in far greater 
quantities than the NAAQS pollutants.  As a result, 
the low trigger would mean a dramatically higher 
number of facilities would fall within the program 
and have to obtain pre-construction permits.   
 In an unusual twist, EPA openly acknowledged 
the unreasonableness – indeed, the absurdity – 
caused by its interpretation of the statute.  If the 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration program 
were interpreted to require pre-construction permits 
based on emissions of greenhouse gases, EPA candid-
ly stated that the result would be “so contrary to 
what Congress had in mind – and that in fact so un-
dermines what Congress attempted to accomplish 
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with the PSD requirements – that it should be avoid-
ed under the ‘absurd results’ doctrine.”  74 Fed. Reg. 
55,292, 55,310 (Oct. 27, 2009). 
 But faced with those absurd consequences from 
the broader interpretation of the statute, EPA sur-
prisingly did not choose the seemingly obvious option 
of adopting the narrower and more sensible interpre-
tation of the term “air pollutant” for the Prevention 
of Significant Deterioration statute – the interpreta-
tion limited to NAAQS air pollutants.  Instead, EPA 
plowed ahead with the broader interpretation.  And 
then, to try to deal with the absurd repercussions of 
that interpretation for the Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration statute, EPA re-wrote the very specific 
250-ton trigger in the permitting requirement of the 
statute, unilaterally raising that trigger for green-
house gas emissions from 250 tons to 100,000 tons – 
a 400-fold increase.  See 75 Fed. Reg. 31,514 (June 3, 
2010).  EPA believed that re-writing the statute’s 
permitting-triggers provision in this way would re-
duce the number of facilities that would require pre-
construction permits and thereby “tailor” the absurd-
ity – that is, alleviate some of the absurdity caused 
by interpreting “air pollutant” to cover greenhouse 
gases.1 

                                                 
1 At the same time, EPA reserved the right to ratchet the 

trigger all the way back down to 250 tons, thereby bringing more 
and more facilities under the program at EPA’s unilateral dis-
cretion.  EPA’s assertion of such extraordinary discretionary 
power both exacerbates the separation of powers concerns in this 
case and underscores the implausibility of EPA’s statutory in-
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 This is a very strange way to interpret a statute.  
When an agency is faced with two initially plausible 
readings of a statutory term, but it turns out that 
one reading would cause absurd results, I am aware 
of no precedent that suggests the agency can still 
choose the absurd reading and then start re-writing 
other perfectly clear portions of the statute to try to  
make it all work out.  And just recently, the Supreme 
Court reminded the Executive Branch and the lower 
courts that this is not the proper way to interpret a 
statute:  Instead of “reading new words into the stat-
ute” to avoid absurd results, as the Government had 
urged in that case, the Court said that the statute 
should be interpreted so that “no absurdity arises in 
the first place.”  Kloeckner v. Solis, No. 11-184, slip 
op. at 13 (U.S. 2012). 
 Even limited to this case alone, the practical im-
plications of accepting EPA’s approach are obviously 
major.  And if this case stands as a precedent that 
influences other agency decisionmaking, the future 
consequences likewise could be significant: Agencies 
presumably could adopt absurd or otherwise unrea-
sonable interpretations of statutory provisions and 
then edit other statutory  provisions to mitigate the 
unreasonableness.  Allowing agencies to exercise 
that kind of statutory re-writing authority could sig-
nificantly enhance the Executive Branch’s power at 
the expense of Congress’s and thereby alter the rela-
                                                                                                    
terpretation.  Put simply, the statute cannot be read to grant 
discretion to EPA to raise or lower the permitting triggers as 
EPA sees fit. 
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tive balance of powers in the administrative process.  
I would not go down that road. 

B 
 In my view, the statutory issue here is reasonably 
straightforward.  The Prevention of Significant Dete-
rioration statute’s definition of “major emitting facili-
ty” subjects a facility to the permitting requirement 
based on the facility’s emissions of “air pollutants.”  
See 42 U.S.C. §§ 7475(a)(1), 7479(1).  In the context 
of the Prevention of Significant Deterioration pro-
gram as a whole, it seems evident that the term “air 
pollutant” refers to the NAAQS air pollutants. 
 To begin with, as explained above, interpreting 
“air pollutant” in this context to refer to the NAAQS 
air pollutants would avoid the absurd consequences 
that EPA’s broader interpretation creates – namely, 
the exponential increase in the number of facilities 
that would be required to obtain pre-construction 
permits.  That single point alone provides dispositive 
support for the narrower, NAAQS-specific interpre-
tation.  See, e.g., Taniguchi v. Kan Pacific Saipan, 
Ltd., 132 S. Ct. 1997, 2004-05 (2012) (statutory con-
text supports narrower rather than broader reading 
of statutory term). 
 Moreover, other provisions in the Prevention of 
Significant Deterioration statute likewise plainly use 
the term “air pollutant” to refer to the NAAQS air 
pollutants.  The Prevention of Significant Deteriora-
tion program is codified in Sections 7470 to 7479 of 
Title 42.  Of relevance here, Section 7473 sets guide-
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lines for areas designated as in attainment of the 
NAAQS and requires that the “concentration of any 
air pollutant” in those areas not exceed certain con-
centrations permitted by the NAAQS.  42 U.S.C. 
§7473(b)(4).  The term “air pollutant” in Section 
7473(b)(4) necessarily refers to the NAAQS air pollu-
tants.  In addition, several other provisions in the 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration statute simi-
larly refer to Section 7473(b)(4)’s  maximum concen-
trations for NAAQS pollutants.  Each of those refer-
ences thus also necessarily employs a NAAQS-
specific use of the term “air pollutant.”  See, e.g., 42 
U.S.C. § 7473(c)(1) (listing exclusions from “the max-
imum allowable increases in ambient concentrations 
of an air pollutant”);  § 7474(a)(B) (redesignations 
cannot cause “concentrations of any air pollutant” to 
exceed the maximum); see also § 7475(a)(3)(A) (facili-
ty may not cause air pollution in excess of “maximum 
allowable concentration for any pollutant”). 
 So it’s clear that a variety of provisions in the 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration statute use 
“air pollutant” to refer to a NAAQS air pollutant.  
And we presume that, unless otherwise indicated, 
the term “air pollutant” is used the same way 
throughout the Prevention of Significant Deteriora-
tion statute – and here, we have no reason to con-
clude otherwise.  See IBP, Inc. v. Alvarez, 546 U.S. 
21, 34 (2005) (“identical words used in different parts 
of the same statute are generally presumed to have 
the same meaning”). 
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 By contrast, when Congress wanted, in the Pre-
vention of Significant Deterioration statute, to refer 
to a broader set of pollutants than the NAAQS pollu-
tants, it did so expressly.  Thus, a facility that re-
quires a pre-construction permit because of its emis-
sions of NAAQS pollutants must employ the best 
available control technology for emissions not just of 
“air pollutants” but of “each pollutant subject to reg-
ulation under this chapter,” which – now that EPA 
has regulated greenhouse gases in other parts of the 
Clean Air Act – does include greenhouse gases.  42 
U.S.C. § 7475(a)(4).  By its terms, Section 7475(a)(4) 
thus applies to greenhouse gases, not just the 
NAAQS.  Importantly, however, congress did not 
employ the language “each pollutant subject to regu-
lation under this chapter” in the statutory provision 
setting forth which facilities must obtain a pre-
construction permit, the provision at issue in this 
case.  And the policy distinction drawn in Section 
7475(a)(4) is rather intuitive:  Congress designed the 
statute’s permitting requirement based on facilities’ 
NAAQS emissions, but, once those facilities are sub-
ject to the permitting requirement, they must also 
meet a range of other minimum environmental 
standards.2 

                                                 
2 Section 7479(1) – the definition of “major emitting facili-

ty” – speaks of “any” air pollutant.  But the word “any” just begs 
the question of what the term “air pollutant” covers in the Pre-
vention of Significant Deterioration program.  It’s either any air 
pollutant regulated under the  Clean Air Act or any of the 
NAAQS air pollutants. 
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 The overall objectives of the Prevention of Signifi-
cant Deterioration statute also suggest that “air pol-
lutant” refers to the NAAQS air pollutants for pur-
poses of the permitting requirement.  Importantly, 
the Prevention of Significant Deterioration statute 
applies only in areas that have met the NAAQS – 
that is, areas that do not have excessive emissions of 
the NAAQS air pollutants.  If the purpose of this 
statute were in part to address global warming by 
requiring pre-construction permits for facilities that 
emit greenhouse gases, as EPA’s reading suggests, 
why would the statute target the construction of fa-
cilities only in areas that are in compliance with the 
NAAQS – and not elsewhere in the United States?  
That would make little sense, which in turn further 
suggests that EPA has misread the statute. 
 Moreover, as its name indicates, the Prevention of 
Significant Deterioration statute is designed primari-
ly to prevent “deterioration” of an attainment area’s 
air quality.  The relevant air quality standards that 
define whether an area is in attainment are the 
NAAQS.  In a statute expressly linked to the NAAQS 
and designed to ensure that air quality does not “de-
teriorate” with respect to the NAAQS, it is somewhat 
illogical to read the statute as requiring pre-
construction permits simply because a facility may 
emit substances that will not affect attainment of the 
NAAQS.  Under EPA’s approach, a facility could be 
covered by the permitting requirement even if it 
emits no NAAQS air pollutants at all.  That, too, 
makes little sense and suggests that EPA has mis-
read the statute. 
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 A separate canon of interpretation further 
demonstrates that EPA’s broad reading of the term 
“air pollutant” is at odds with Congress’s design.  By 
requiring a vastly increased number of facilities to 
obtain pre-construction permits, EPA’s interpreta-
tion will impose enormous costs on tens of thousands 
of American businesses, with corresponding effects 
on American jobs and workers; on many American 
homeowners who move into new homes or plan other 
home construction projects; and on the U.S. economy 
more generally.  Yet there is literally no indication in 
the text or legislative record that Members of Con-
gress ever contemplated – much less intended –  
such a dramatic expansion of the permitting re-
quirement of the Prevention of Significant Deteriora-
tion statute.  Courts do not lightly conclude that 
Congress intended such major consequences absent 
some indication that Congress meant to do so.  See 
FDA v. Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp., 529 U.S. 
120, 159-61 (2000).  Here, as elsewhere, we should 
not presume that congress hid an elephant in a 
mousehole. 
 For all of those reasons – the statutory text, the 
absurdity principle, the statutory context as demon-
strated by related statutory provisions, the overarch-
ing objectives of the statute, the major unintended 
consequences of a broader interpretation – the Pre-
vention of Significant Deterioration statute as a 
whole overwhelmingly indicates that the permitting 
requirement is based on emissions of the NAAQS air 
pollutants. 
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 And just to reiterate, the simple and absolutely 
dispositive point in this case is the following:  The 
broader interpretation of “air pollutant” adopted by 
EPA produces what even EPA itself admits are ab-
surd consequences.  When an agency is faced with 
two plausible readings of a statutory term, but one 
reading would cause absurd results, the agency can-
not choose the absurd reading.  Here, therefore, EPA 
was required to adopt the narrower and more sensi-
ble interpretation of “air pollutant,” the interpreta-
tion limited to the NAAQS pollutants.  As the Su-
preme Court has said, “interpretations of a statute 
which would produce absurd results are to be avoid-
ed if alternative interpretations consistent with the 
legislative purpose are available.”  Griffin v. Oceanic 
Contractors, Inc., 458 U.S. 564, 575 (1982).  Such an 
“alternative interpretation[] consistent with the leg-
islative purpose” is readily available here. 

II 
 If that were the end of the analysis, I would not 
hesitate to conclude that EPA had adopted an im-
permissibly broad reading of the term “air pollutant” 
for purposes of the permitting provision of the Pre-
vention of Significant Deterioration statute.  But be-
fore reaching that conclusion definitively, we need to 
consider whether EPA’s approach was mandated by 
the Supreme Court’s decision in Massachusetts v. 
EPA, 549 U.S. 497 (2007).  In that case, the Supreme 
Court considered the general statutory term “air pol-
lutant” as applied to a different aspect of the Clean 
Air Act – the motor vehicle emissions program.  The 
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Court there interpreted “air pollutant” very broadly 
to mean “all airborne compounds of whatever stripe,” 
including greenhouse gases.  Id. at 529. 
 Does Massachusetts v. EPA dictate EPA’s broader 
interpretation of “air pollutant” in the different con-
text of the Prevention of Significant Deterioration 
statute?  The panel opinion seemed to think so; its 
conclusion appears to have been heavily if not dispos-
itively influenced by Massachusetts v. EPA.  See, e.g., 
Coalition for Responsible Regulation, Inc. v. EPA, 
684 F.3d 102, 134, 136 (D.C. Cir. 2012).  In my view, 
however, the holding in Massachusetts v. EPA does 
not control the result in this case.  Indeed, as ex-
plained more fully below, even EPA has concluded 
that Massachusetts v. EPA does not control here.  
The decision in Massachusetts v. EPA concerned the 
motor vehicle emissions program, a point the Su-
preme Court expressly noted many times in its opin-
ion.  The case did not purport to say that every other 
use of the term “air pollutant” throughout the 
sprawling and multi-faceted Clean Air Act necessari-
ly includes greenhouse gases.  Each individual Clean 
Air Act program must be considered in context.3 

                                                 
3 As an analogy, take the familiar example of “no vehicles 

in the park.”  Assume that a court has decided that the term 
“vehicles” generally includes bicycles, and that no bicycles are 
allowed in the park.  Next assume that another park regulation 
states that “all park service vehicles must have reinforced gas 
tanks.”  In that latter regulation, context tells us that the term 
“vehicles” obviously does not include bicycles.   Bicycles are still 
vehicles in the abstract, but the gas-tank regulation logically 
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 Importantly in Massachusetts v. EPA, the Su-
preme Court explicitly relied on the fact that the 
Clean Air Act’s “capacious definition of ‘air pollu-
tant,’” did not appear “counterintuitive” or produce 
“extreme” consequences in the context of motor vehi-
cle emissions.  549 U.S. at 531-32.  But, as explained 
above, EPA’s capacious definition of “air pollutant” is 
counterintuitive and does produce extreme conse-
quences in the context of the Prevention of Signifi-
cant Deterioration statute, as EPA itself acknowl-
edges.  Moreover, in this case, an alternative and 
sensible interpretation of the term “air pollutant” is 
readily discernible from the text, context, and struc-
ture of the Prevention of Significant Deterioration 
statute as a whole – namely, the NAAQS-specific in-
terpretation. 
 To be sure, as noted earlier, the same words used 
in different parts of an Act are often construed to 
have the same meaning.  See IBP, Inc. v. Alvarez, 
546 U.S. 21, 34 (2005).  If that were an inflexible 
command, the Massachusetts v. EPA interpretation 
                                                                                                    
applies only to a specific subset of vehicles (namely, motor vehi-
cles). 

So it is with “air pollutant” as used in different parts of the 
Clean Air Act.  Massachusetts v. EPA held that the term “air 
pollutant” generally includes greenhouse gases.  But that does 
not mean that the term “air pollutant” can never be used in a 
narrower sense.   Greenhouse gases may qualify as “air pollu-
tants” in the abstract, but context tells us that the Prevention 
of Significant Deterioration program uses the term “air pollu-
tant” to refer only to a subset of all air pollutants (namely, the 
NAAQS pollutants). 
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of “air pollutant” would certainly control here and 
throughout the entire Clean Air Act.  But as the Su-
preme Court recently reminded us – in the context of 
interpreting the Clean Air Act – “the natural pre-
sumption that identical words used in different parts 
of the same act are intended to have the same mean-
ing is not rigid and readily yields whenever there is 
such variation in the connection in which the words 
are used as reasonably to warrant the conclusion 
that they were employed in different parts of the act 
with different intent.”  Environmental Defense v. 
Duke Energy Corp., 549 U.S. 561, 574 (2007) (inter-
nal quotation marks and ellipsis omitted).  As in-
structed by the Supreme Court, we must interpret 
statutory terms based on their context and in light of 
the statute as a whole, even if that approach on some 
occasions means that the same term applies differ-
ently in different parts of a statute.  See, e.g., Gen-
eral Dynamics Land Systems, Inc. v. Cline, 540 U.S. 
581, 596-97 (2004) (term “age” has different mean-
ings within Age Discrimination in Employment Act); 
United States v. Cleveland Indians Baseball Co., 532 
U.S. 200, 212-13 (2001) (term “wages paid” has dif-
ferent meanings within Social Security Act Amend-
ments of 1939); Robinson v. Shell Oil Co., 519 U.S. 
337, 343-44 (1997) (term “employee” has different 
meanings within Title VII). 
 The Supreme Court’s application of that interpre-
tive principle in Environmental Defense v. Duke En-
ergy – a decision issued on the same day as Massa-
chusetts v. EPA – is illuminating.  There, the Su-
preme Court confronted the Clean Air Act’s defini-
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tion of a stationary source “modification.”  See 549 
U.S. at 567-68.  That term was relevant to both the 
New Source Performance Standards program and 
the Prevention of Significant Deterioration program.  
The court ruled that EPA could interpret the term 
“modification” differently for each of those two Clean 
Air Act programs, even though “the terms share a 
common statutory definition.”  Id. at 574.  In so hold-
ing, the court analyzed the two programs’ different 
regulatory goals, noting that a “given term in the 
same statute may take on distinct characters from 
association with distinct statutory objects calling for 
different implementation strategies.”  Id. 
 The Supreme Court’s interpretive approach in 
Environmental Defense v. Duke Energy  – which rec-
ognizes that the meaning of a statutory term in the 
Clean Air Act may vary based on the particular pro-
gram at issue  – shows that the Massachusetts v. 
EPA interpretation of  “air pollution” in the context 
of the motor vehicle emissions program does not nec-
essarily require the same interpretation of “air pollu-
tant” in the context of the Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration program.  In Massachusetts v. EPA, 
the Supreme Court emphasized that the regulation 
of greenhouse gases in the motor vehicle emissions 
program would not be “counterintuitive” and would 
not lead to any “extreme measures.”  549 U.S. at 531.  
Greenhouse gas standards would simply be added to 
the other regulations already applicable to manufac-
turers of new motor vehicles, and any such standards 
would take into account both cost and technological 
feasibility.  See 42 U.S.C. § 7521(a).  By contrast, the 
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regulation of greenhouse gases in the Prevention of 
Significant Deterioration program would be both 
counterintuitive and extreme.  Tens of thousands of 
businesses and homeowners would be swept into the 
Clean Air Act’s purview for the first time and hit 
with permitting  costs averaging $60,000, not to 
mention the additional costs of trying to construct 
and maintain the facility in compliance with the rel-
evant emissions limits and technological standards.  
See 75 Fed. Reg. 31,514, 31,556 (June 3, 2010).  In 
addition, the costs associated with a vastly expanded 
permitting requirement would deter numerous pro-
jects from even starting in the first place.  The major 
differences between the motor vehicle emissions pro-
gram and the Prevention of Significant Deterioration 
program thus neatly fit the Environmental Defense v. 
Duke Energy paradigm of “distinct statutory objects 
calling for different implementation strategies.” 
 In reaching that conclusion, it bears mention that 
the Clean Air Act is a very complicated statute en-
compassing several distinct environmental pro-
grams.  It is no surprise, then, that the motor vehicle 
emissions program and the Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration program are not the only parts of the 
Act to employ a term like “air pollutant” in a context-
dependent way.  For example, the visibility program 
applies to facilities based on their emissions of “any 
pollutant.”  42 U.S.C. § 7491(g)(7).  In the context of 
that program, EPA has interpreted the term “any 
pollutant” to mean “any visibility-impairing pollu-
tant,” which obviously does not include greenhouse 
gases.  40 C.F.R. pt. 51, App. Y, § II.A.  Similarly, the 
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nonattainment program applies to areas that have 
been designated as nonattainment “for any air pollu-
tant.”  42 U.S.C. § 7501(2).  In the context of that 
program, the term “air pollutant” is logically limited 
to the NAAQS air pollutants, which are the only pol-
lutants for which an area can be designated as non-
attainment.  Id. § 7407(d)(1)(A).  All of that simply 
underscores that a court should exercise caution be-
fore reflexively importing the interpretations appli-
cable to one Clean Air Act program into a distinct 
Clean Air Act program. 
 Any lingering doubt that Massachusetts v. EPA, 
does not control here is dispelled when we recall that 
EPA itself has rejected Massachusetts v. EPA’s in-
terpretation of “air pollutant” for the Prevention of 
Significant Deterioration statute.  The court in Mas-
sachusetts v. EPA said that “air pollutant” meant “all 
airborne compounds of whatever stripe.”  549 U.S. at 
529.  EPA has acknowledged, however, that such a 
broad definition cannot possibly extend to the use of 
the term “air pollutant” in the Prevention of Signifi-
cant Deterioration statute.  EPA understood that it 
would be absurd to require pre-construction permits 
because of emissions of any airborne compound, in-
cluding emissions of airborne compounds that have 
not been deemed harmful and regulated under the 
Clean Air Act.  To avoid rendering the Prevention of 
Significant Deterioration statute an absurdity, EPA 
construed “air pollutant” to  mean certain air pollu-
tants – in particular, “any regulated air pollutant.” 
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 The critical point for present purposes – and it 
really is a critical point in thinking about the signifi-
cance of Massachusetts v. EPA to the present case – 
is that EPA itself recognized that the Massachusetts 
v. EPA definition of “air pollutant” cannot and does 
not control how to interpret “air pollutant” in the 
Prevention of Significant Deterioration context.  As it 
tries to justify its broad interpretation of the Preven-
tion of Significant Deterioration statute, EPA cannot 
simultaneously latch on to Massachusetts v. EPA and 
reject Massachusetts v. EPA. 
 If Massachusetts v. EPA does not control here – 
and even EPA admits that it does not – then we are 
back where we started.  EPA was faced with two ini-
tially plausible interpretations of “air pollutant” for 
purposes of the permitting requirement of the Pre-
vention of Significant Deterioration statute.  One in-
terpretation created patent absurdities and made lit-
tle sense given the other statutory provisions.  The 
other interpretation fit comfortably and sensibly 
within the statutory text and context.  EPA nonethe-
less chose the first option.  In my view, EPA’s read-
ing of the statute was impermissible.  An agency 
cannot adopt an admittedly absurd interpretation 
and discard an eminently sensible one. 
 Given all of this, the case seems reasonably 
straightforward.  So how did the panel opinion reach 
the opposite conclusion?  I respectfully have three 
main points of disagreement.   First, as I read it, the 
panel opinion was decisively influenced by Massa-
chusetts v. EPA’s interpretation of “air pollutant” in 
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the context of the motor vehicle emissions program.  
But in light of the material differences between the 
motor vehicle emissions program and the Prevention 
of Significant Deterioration program, the Massachu-
setts v. EPA interpretation cannot control here, as 
even EPA acknowledges.  Second, the panel opinion 
attempted to buttress its choice of a broad interpre-
tation of the term “air pollutant” by pointing to Sec-
tion 7475(a)(4), the provision in the Prevention of 
Significant Deterioration program requiring covered 
facilities to use the best available control technology.  
But as explained above, Section 7475(a)(4) actually 
cuts the other way because it specifically refers to 
“each pollutant subject to regulation under this 
chapter,” which now does include greenhouse gases – 
whereas, by contrast, other statutory provisions in 
the Prevention of Significant Deterioration program 
clearly employ a NAAQS-specific interpretation of 
the unadorned term “air pollutant.”  Third, the panel 
gave insufficient weight to the most critical point in 
this case, the absurd consequences of EPA’s broad 
interpretation.   This was a mistake because the ul-
timate clincher in this case is one simple point:  EPA 
chose an admittedly absurd reading over a perfectly 
natural reading of the relevant statutory text.  An 
agency cannot do that.   

III 
 In finding EPA’s statutory interpretation legally 
impermissible, I do not in any way want to diminish 
EPA’s vital policy objectives.  EPA’s regulations for 
the Prevention of Significant Deterioration statute 
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may well be a good idea as a matter of policy.  The 
task of dealing with global warming is urgent and 
important.  But as in so many cases, the question 
here is:  Who Decides?  The short answer is that 
Congress (with the President) sets the policy through 
statutes, agencies implement that policy within stat-
utory limits, and courts in justiciable cases ensure 
that agencies stay within the statutory limits set by 
Congress.  A court’s assessment of an agency’s com-
pliance with statutory limits does not depend on 
whether the agency’s policy is good or whether the 
agency’s intentions are laudatory.  Even when that is 
true, we must enforce the statutory limits.  See 
Hamdan v. United States, 696 F.3d 1238 (D.C. Cir. 
2012) (ruling that Executive Branch  exceeded statu-
tory authority in wartime prosecution of al Qaeda 
member).  
 In cases like this one, the bedrock underpinnings 
of our system of separation of powers are at stake.  
To be sure, courts must be wary of undue interfer-
ence with an agency’s action implementing its statu-
tory responsibilities.  See American Radio Relay 
League, Inc. v. FCC, 524 F.3d 227 (D.C. Cir. 2008) 
(separate opinion of Kavanaugh, J.); see also Desert 
Citizens Against Pollution v. EPA, 699 F.3d 524 (D.C. 
Cir. 2012); National Environmental Development As-
sociation’s Clean Air Project v. EPA, 686 F.3d 803 
(D.C. Cir. 2012); American Petroleum Institute v. 
EPA, 684 F.3d 1342 (D.C. Cir. 2012); ATK Launch 
Systems, Inc. v. EPA, 669 F.3d 330 (D.C. Cir. 2012); 
Natural Resources Defense Council v. EPA, 661 F.3d 
662 (D.C. Cir. 2011); Medical Waste Institute & En-
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ergy Recovery Council v. EPA, 645 F.3d 420 (D.C. 
Cir. 2011).  To take one salient and important exam-
ple, the statutory scheme gives EPA significant dis-
cretion in setting the NAAQS for the NAAQS air pol-
lutants – a discretion the courts must respect. 
 But at the same time, undue deference or abdica-
tion to an agency carries its own systemic costs.  If a 
court mistakenly allows an agency’s transgression of 
statutory limits, then we green-light a significant 
shift of power from the Legislative Branch to the Ex-
ecutive Branch.  The Framers of the Constitution did 
not grant the Executive Branch the authority to set 
economic and social policy as it sees fit.  Rather, the 
Framers gave Congress, along with the President, 
that legislative role (subject to constitutional limits), 
and they assigned the Executive Branch the execu-
tive power to issue rules and enforce the law within 
the limits set by Congress.4 
 It is true that the legislative process can be cum-
bersome and frustrating, and the Executive Branch 
often is well-intentioned in wanting to address press-
ing policy concerns quickly, before the sometimes 
glacial congressional machinery can be stirred to ac-

                                                 
4 In protecting national security, the Executive has some 

Article II authority to act in certain circumstances in the Na-
tion’s defense even without specific congressional authorization.  
This is known as Youngstown category two.  See Youngstown 
Sheet & Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579, 637 (1952) (Jackson, 
J., concurring).  There is no general Youngstown category two 
authority in the domestic social and economic realms, where 
the Executive must have statutory authority in order to act. 
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tion.5  The legislative process can be slow because 
the Constitution makes it far harder to enact legisla-
tion than to block  it:  Under the Constitution, three 
different entities must agree in order to enact legis-
lation – the House, the Senate, and the President (or 
two-thirds of both the House and the Senate to over-
ride a President’s veto).   But the Framers knew the 
legislative process would be laborious.  They de-
signed it that way.  The time and difficulty of enact-
ing new legislation has never justified an agency’s 
contravention of statutory limits.  The Framers spe-
cifically contemplated, moreover, that there would be 
situations where the Executive Branch confronts a 
pressing need that it does not have current authority 
to address.  In those circumstances, the Constitu-
tion’s  Recommendations Clause provides that the 
President may “recommend” to Congress “such 
Measures as he shall judge necessary and expedi-
ent.”  U.S. CONST. art. II, § 3. 
 Importantly, the separation of powers and checks 
and balances of our system are designed not just to 
ensure that the Branches operate within the proper 
spheres of their authority, but also to protect indi-
vidual liberty.  As the Supreme Court has explained 

                                                 
5 In 2009, the House of Representatives passed a global 

warming bill that was supported by the President.  But the 
Senate did not pass it.  In the early 2000s, Senators McCain 
and Lieberman sought to pass global warming legislation, but 
no law was ultimately enacted.  Numerous other bills have been 
introduced over the years, and various legislative efforts are 
ongoing. 
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many times, “while a government of opposite and ri-
val interests may sometimes inhibit the smooth func-
tioning of administration, the Framers recognized 
that, in the long term, structural protections against 
abuse of power were critical to preserving liberty. . . .  
The failures of . . . regulation may be a pressing na-
tional problem, but a judiciary that licensed extra-
constitutional government with each issue of compa-
rable gravity would, in the long run, be far worse.”  
Free Enterprise Fund v. Public Company Accounting 
Oversight Board, 130 S. Ct. 3138, 3157 (2010) (inter-
nal quotation marks, alterations, and citations omit-
ted). 
 As a court, it is not our job to make the policy 
choices and set the statutory boundaries, but it is 
emphatically our job to carefully but firmly enforce 
the statutory boundaries.  That bedrock separation of 
powers principle accounts for my concern about this 
case.  Here, as I see it, EPA went well beyond what 
Congress authorized for the Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration statute.  I respectfully disagree with 
the panel’s resolution of this issue, and given the 
overall importance of the case, I respectfully dissent 
from the denial of rehearing en banc. 
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APPENDIX G 
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 

FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT 
    

 
No. 09-1322                         September Term, 2012 

 
EPA-74FR66496 

 
Filed On: December 20, 2012 

 
COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE REGULATION, INC., 

ET AL., 
PETITIONERS 

V. 

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY, 
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STATE OF MICHIGAN, ET AL., 
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Consolidated with 10-1024, 10-1025, 10-1026, 10-
1030, 10-1035, 10-1036, 10-1037, 10-1038, 10-1039, 
10-1040, 10-1041, 10-1042, 10-1044, 10-1045, 10-
1046, 10-1234, 10-1235, 10-1239, 10-1245, 10-1281, 
10-1310, 10-1318, 10-1319, 10-1320, 10-1321 
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BEFORE:  Sentelle, Chief Judge, and Henderson, 
Rogers, Tatel, Garland, Brown, Griffith, and Ka-
vanaugh, Circuit Judges 

ORDER 
 Upon consideration of Pacific Legal Founda-
tion’s petition filed in No. 10-1310, for rehearing en 
banc, joined by State Petitioners and Intervenors for 
Petitioners, and the absence of a request by any 
member of the court for a vote, it is 
 ORDERED that the petition be denied. 

Per Curiam 
 
     FOR THE COURT 
     Mark J. Langer, Clerk 
 
    BY: /s/ 
     Michael C. McGrail 
     Deputy Clerk 
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APPENDIX H 
 

CAA § 107, 42 U.S.C. § 7407. Air quality control 
regions 
 
(a) Responsibility of each State for air quality; 
submission of implementation plan 
 Each State shall have the primary responsibil-
ity for assuring air quality within the entire geo-
graphic area comprising such State by submitting an 
implementation plan for such State which will speci-
fy the manner in which national primary and sec-
ondary ambient air quality standards will be 
achieved and maintained within each air quality con-
trol region in such State. 
(b) Designated regions 
 For purposes of developing and carrying out 
implementation plans under section 7410 of this ti-
tle— 
 (1) an air quality control region designated 
under this section before December 31, 1970, or a re-
gion designated after such date under subsection (c) 
of this section, shall be an air quality control region; 
and 
 (2) the portion of such State which is not part 
of any such designated region shall be an air quality 
control region, but such portion may be subdivided 
by the State into two or more air quality control re-
gions with the approval of the Administrator. 
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(c) Authority of Administrator to designate re-
gions; notification of Governors of affected 
States 
 The Administrator shall, within 90 days after 
December 31, 1970, after consultation with appropri-
ate State and local authorities, designate as an air 
quality control region any interstate area or major 
intrastate area which he deems necessary or appro-
priate for the attainment and maintenance of ambi-
ent air quality standards. The Administrator shall 
immediately notify the Governors of the affected 
States of any designation made under this subsec-
tion. 
(d) Designations 
 (1) Designations generally 
  (A) Submission by Governors of ini-
tial designations following promulgation of 
new or revised standards 
 By such date as the Administrator may rea-
sonably require, but not later than 1 year after 
promulgation of a new or revised national ambient 
air quality standard for any pollutant under section 
7409 of this title, the Governor of each State shall 
(and at any other time the Governor of a State deems 
appropriate the Governor may) submit to the Admin-
istrator a list of all areas (or portions thereof) in the 
State, designating as— 
  (i) nonattainment, any area that does 
not meet (or that contributes to ambient air quality 
in a nearby area that does not meet) the national 
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primary or secondary ambient air quality standard 
for the pollutant, 
  (ii) attainment, any area (other than an 
area identified in clause (i)) that meets the national 
primary or secondary ambient air quality standard 
for the pollutant, or 
  (iii) unclassifiable, any area that cannot 
be classified on the basis of available information as 
meeting or not meeting the national primary or sec-
ondary ambient air quality standard for the pollu-
tant. 
The Administrator may not require the Governor to 
submit the required list sooner than 120 days after 
promulgating a new or revised national ambient air 
quality standard. 
 

* * * * * 
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CAA § 111, 42 U.S.C. § 7411. Standards of per-
formance for new stationary sources 
 
(a) Definitions 
For purposes of this section: 

* * * * * 
 (4) The term “modification” means any physi-
cal change in, or change in the method of operation 
of, a stationary source which increases the amount of 
any air pollutant emitted by such source or which re-
sults in the emission of any air pollutant not previ-
ously emitted. 

* * * * * 
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CAA § 160, 42 U.S.C. § 7470. Congressional dec-
laration of purpose 
 
The purposes of this part are as follows: 
 (1) to protect public health and welfare from 
any actual or potential adverse effect which in the 
Administrator's judgment may reasonably be antici-
pate 1 to occur from air pollution or from exposures 
to pollutants in other media, which pollutants origi-
nate as emissions to the ambient air) 2, notwith-
standing attainment and maintenance of all national 
ambient air quality standards; 
 (2) to preserve, protect, and enhance the air 
quality in national parks, national wilderness areas, 
national monuments, national seashores, and other 
areas of special national or regional natural, recrea-
tional, scenic, or historic value; 
 (3) to insure that economic growth will occur 
in a manner consistent with the preservation of ex-
isting clean air resources; 
 (4) to assure that emissions from any source in 
any State will not interfere with any portion of the 
applicable implementation plan to prevent signifi-
cant deterioration of air quality for any other State; 
and 
 (5) to assure that any decision to permit in-
creased air pollution in any area to which this section 
applies is made only after careful evaluation of all 
the consequences of such a decision and after ade-
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quate procedural opportunities for informed public 
participation in the decisionmaking process. 
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CAA § 161, 42 U.S.C. § 7471. Plan requirements 
 
 In accordance with the policy of section 
7401(b)(1) of this title, each applicable implementa-
tion plan shall contain emission limitations and such 
other measures as may be necessary, as determined 
under regulations promulgated under this part, to 
prevent significant deterioration of air quality in 
each region (or portion thereof) designated pursuant 
to section 7407 of this title as attainment or unclassi-
fiable. 
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CAA § 165, 42 U.S.C. § 7475. Preconstruction re-
quirements 
 
(a) Major emitting facilities on which construc-
tion is commenced 
 No major emitting facility on which construc-
tion is commenced after August 7, 1977, may be con-
structed in any area to which this part applies un-
less— 
 (1) a permit has been issued for such proposed 
facility in accordance with this part setting forth 
emission limitations for such facility which conform 
to the requirements of this part; 
 (2) the proposed permit has been subject to a 
review in accordance with this section, the required 
analysis has been conducted in accordance with regu-
lations promulgated by the Administrator, and a 
public hearing has been held with opportunity for in-
terested persons including representatives of the 
Administrator to appear and submit written or oral 
presentations on the air quality impact of such 
source, alternatives thereto, control technology re-
quirements, and other appropriate considerations; 
 (3) the owner or operator of such facility 
demonstrates, as required pursuant to section 7410(j) 
of this title, that emissions from construction or op-
eration of such facility will not cause, or contribute 
to, air pollution in excess of any (A) maximum allow-
able increase or maximum allowable concentration 
for any pollutant in any area to which this part ap-
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plies more than one time per year, (B) national ambi-
ent air quality standard in any air quality control re-
gion, or (C) any other applicable emission standard 
or standard of performance under this chapter; 
 (4) the proposed facility is subject to the best 
available control technology for each pollutant sub-
ject to regulation under this chapter emitted from, or 
which results from, such facility; 
 (5) the provisions of subsection (d) of this sec-
tion with respect to protection of class I areas have 
been complied with for such facility; 
 (6) there has been an analysis of any air quali-
ty impacts projected for the area as a result of 
growth associated with such facility; 
 (7) the person who owns or operates, or pro-
poses to own or operate, a major emitting facility for 
which a permit is required under this part agrees to 
conduct such monitoring as may be necessary to de-
termine the effect which emissions from any such fa-
cility may have, or is having, on air quality in any 
area which may be affected by emissions from such 
source; and 
 (8) in the case of a source which proposes to 
construct in a class III area, emissions from which 
would cause or contribute to exceeding the maximum 
allowable increments applicable in a class II area 
and where no standard under section 7411 of this ti-
tle has been promulgated subsequent to August 7, 
1977, for such source category, the Administrator has 
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approved the determination of best available tech-
nology as set forth in the permit. 

* * * * * 
(e) Analysis; continuous air quality monitoring 
data; regulations; model adjustments 
 (1) The review provided for in subsection (a) of 
this section shall be preceded by an analysis in ac-
cordance with regulations of the Administrator, 
promulgated under this subsection, which may be 
conducted by the State (or any general purpose unit 
of local government) or by the major emitting facility 
applying for such permit, of the ambient air quality 
at the proposed site and in areas which may be af-
fected by emissions from such facility for each pollu-
tant subject to regulation under this chapter which 
will be emitted from such facility. 

* * * * * 
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CAA § 169, 42 U.S.C. § 7479. Definitions 
 
For purposes of this part— 
 (1) The term “major emitting facility” means 
any of the following stationary sources of air pollu-
tants which emit, or have the potential to emit, one 
hundred tons per year or more of any air pollutant 
from the following types of stationary sources: fossil-
fuel fired steam electric plants of more than two 
hundred and fifty million British thermal units per 
hour heat input, coal cleaning plants (thermal dry-
ers), kraft pulp mills, Portland Cement plants, pri-
mary zinc smelters, iron and steel mill plants, prima-
ry aluminum ore reduction plants, primary copper 
smelters, municipal incinerators capable of charging 
more than fifty tons of refuse per day, hydrofluoric, 
sulfuric, and nitric acid plants, petroleum refineries, 
lime plants, phosphate rock processing plants, coke 
oven batteries, sulfur recovery plants, carbon black 
plants (furnace process), primary lead smelters, fuel 
conversion plants, sintering plants, secondary metal 
production facilities, chemical process plants, fossil-
fuel boilers of more than two hundred and fifty mil-
lion British thermal units per hour heat input, petro-
leum storage and transfer facilities with a capacity 
exceeding three hundred thousand barrels, taconite 
ore processing facilities, glass fiber processing plants, 
charcoal production facilities. Such term also in-
cludes any other source with the potential to emit 
two hundred and fifty tons per year or more of any 
air pollutant. This term shall not include new or 
modified facilities which are nonprofit health or edu-
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cation institutions which have been exempted by the 
State. 

* * * * * 
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CAA § 169A, 42 U.S.C. § 7491. Visibility protec-
tion for Federal class I areas 
 

* * * * * 
(g) Definitions 
For the purpose of this section— 

* * * * * 
 (7) the term “major stationary source” means 
the following types of stationary sources with the po-
tential to emit 250 tons or more of any pollutant: fos-
sil-fuel fired steam electric plants of more than 250 
million British thermal units per hour heat input, 
coal cleaning plants (thermal dryers), kraft pulp 
mills, Portland Cement plants, primary zinc smel-
ters, iron and steel mill plants, primary aluminum 
ore reduction plants, primary copper smelters, mu-
nicipal incinerators capable of charging more than 
250 tons of refuse per day, hydrofluoric, sulfuric, and 
nitric acid plants, petroleum refineries, lime plants, 
phosphate rock processing plants, coke oven batter-
ies, sulfur recovery plants, carbon black plants (fur-
nace process), primary lead smelters, fuel conversion 
plants, sintering plants, secondary metal production 
facilities, chemical process plants, fossil-fuel boilers 
of more than 250 million British thermal units per 
hour heat input, petroleum storage and transfer fa-
cilities with a capacity exceeding 300,000 barrels, 
taconite ore processing facilities, glass fiber pro-
cessing plants, charcoal production facilities. 
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CAA § 202, 42 U.S.C. § 7521. Emission standards 
for new motor vehicles or new motor vehicle 
engines 
 
(a) Authority of Administrator to prescribe by 
regulation 
 Except as otherwise provided in subsection (b) 
of this section— 
 (1) The Administrator shall by regulation pre-
scribe (and from time to time revise) in accordance 
with the provisions of this section, standards appli-
cable to the emission of any air pollutant from any 
class or classes of new motor vehicles or new motor 
vehicle engines, which in his judgment cause, or con-
tribute to, air pollution which may reasonably be an-
ticipated to endanger public health or welfare. Such 
standards shall be applicable to such vehicles and 
engines for their useful life (as determined under 
subsection (d) of this section, relating to useful life of 
vehicles for purposes of certification), whether such 
vehicles and engines are designed as complete sys-
tems or incorporate devices to prevent or control such 
pollution. 

* * * * * 
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CAA § 302, 42 U.S.C. § 7602. Definitions 
 
When used in this chapter— 

* * * * * 
 (g) The term “air pollutant” means any air pol-
lution agent or combination of such agents, including 
any physical, chemical, biological, radioactive (in-
cluding source material, special nuclear material, 
and byproduct material) substance or matter which 
is emitted into or otherwise enters the ambient air. 
Such term includes any precursors to the formation 
of any air pollutant, to the extent the Administrator 
has identified such precursor or precursors for the 
particular purpose for which the term “air pollutant” 
is used. 

* * * * * 
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CAA § 307, 42 U.S.C. § 7607. Administrative pro-
ceedings and judicial review 
 

* * * * * 
(b) Judicial review 
 (1) A petition for review of action of the Adminis-
trator in promulgating any national primary or sec-
ondary ambient air quality standard, any emission 
standard or requirement under section 7412 of this 
title, any standard of performance or requirement 
under section 7411 of this title, any standard under 
section 7521 of this title (other than a standard re-
quired to be prescribed under section 7521(b)(1) of 
this title), any determination under section 
7521(b)(5) 1 of this title, any control or prohibition 
under section 7545 of this title, any standard under 
section 7571 of this title, any rule issued under sec-
tion 7413, 7419, or under section 7420 of this title, or 
any other nationally applicable regulations promul-
gated, or final action taken, by the Administrator 
under this chapter may be filed only in the United 
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia. 
A petition for review of the Administrator's action in 
approving or promulgating any implementation plan 
under section 7410 of this title or section 7411(d) of 
this title, any order under section 7411(j) of this title, 
under section 7412 of this title, under section 7419 of 
this title, or under section 7420 of this title, or his 
action under section 1857c–10(c)(2)(A), (B), or (C) of 
this title (as in effect before August 7, 1977) or under 
regulations thereunder, or revising regulations for 
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enhanced monitoring and compliance certification 
programs under section 7414(a)(3) of this title, or any 
other final action of the Administrator under this 
chapter (including any denial or disapproval by the 
Administrator under subchapter I of this chapter) 
which is locally or regionally applicable may be filed 
only in the United States Court of Appeals for the 
appropriate circuit. Notwithstanding the preceding 
sentence a petition for review of any action referred 
to in such sentence may be filed only in the United 
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia 
if such action is based on a determination of nation-
wide scope or effect and if in taking such action the 
Administrator finds and publishes that such action is 
based on such a determination. Any petition for re-
view under this subsection shall be filed within sixty 
days from the date notice of such promulgation, ap-
proval, or action appears in the Federal Register, ex-
cept that if such petition is based solely on grounds 
arising after such sixtieth day, then any petition for 
review under this subsection shall be filed within six-
ty days after such grounds arise. The filing of a peti-
tion for reconsideration by the Administrator of any 
otherwise final rule or action shall not affect the fi-
nality of such rule or action for purposes of judicial 
review nor extend the time within which a petition 
for judicial review of such rule or action under this 
section may be filed, and shall not postpone the effec-
tiveness of such rule or action. 

* * * * * 
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APPENDIX I 
 

40 C.F.R. § 50.1 Definitions 
 

* * * * * 
(e) Ambient air means that portion of the atmos-
phere, external to buildings, to which the general 
public has access. 

* * * * * 
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40 C.F.R. Part 51, Appendix Y – Appendix Y to 
Part 51 – Guidelines for BART Determinations 
Under the Regional Haze Rule 
 

* * * * * 
III. How to Identify Sources “Subject to BART” 

* * * * * 
A. What Steps Do I Follow To Determine Whether 
a Source or Group of Sources Cause or Contribute to 
Visibility Impairment for Purposes of BART? 

* * * * * 
2. What Pollutants Do I Need To Consider? 
 You must look at SO2, NOX, and direct particu-
late matter (PM) emissions in determining whether 
sources cause or contribute to visibility impairment, 
including both PM10 and PM2.5. Consistent with the 
approach for identifying your BART-eligible sources, 
you do not need to consider less than de minimis 
emissions of these pollutants from a source. 
 As explained in section II, you must use your 
best judgement to determine whether VOC or am-
monia emissions are likely to have an impact on visi-
bility in an area. In addition, although as explained 
in Section II, you may use PM10 an indicator for par-
ticulate matter in determining whether a source is 
BART-eligible, in determining whether a source con-
tributes to visibility impairment, you should distin-
guish between the fine and coarse particle compo-
nents of direct particulate emissions. Although both 
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fine and coarse particulate matter contribute to visi-
bility impairment, the long-range transport of fine 
particles is of particular concern in the formation of 
regional haze. Air quality modeling results used in 
the BART determination will provide a more accu-
rate prediction of a source's impact on visibility if the 
inputs into the model account for the relative particle 
size of any directly emitted particulate matter (i.e., 
PM10 vs. PM2.5). 

* * * * * 
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40 C.F.R. § 52.21   Prevention of significant de-
terioration of air quality 
 

* * * * * 
(b) Definitions. For the purposes of this section: 
 (1)(i) Major stationary source means: 
 (a) Any of the following stationary sources of air pol-
lutants which emits, or has the potential to emit, 100 
tons per year or more of any regulated NSR pollu-
tant: Fossil fuel-fired steam electric plants of more 
than 250 million British thermal units per hour heat 
input, coal cleaning plants (with thermal dryers), 
kraft pulp mills, portland cement plants, primary 
zinc smelters, iron and steel mill plants, primary 
aluminum ore reduction plants (with thermal dry-
ers), primary copper smelters, municipal incinerators 
capable of charging more than 250 tons of refuse per 
day, hydrofluoric, sulfuric, and nitric acid plants, pe-
troleum refineries, lime plants, phosphate rock pro-
cessing plants, coke oven batteries, sulfur recovery 
plants, carbon black plants (furnace process), prima-
ry lead smelters, fuel conversion plants, sintering 
plants, secondary metal production plants, chemical 
process plants (which does not include ethanol pro-
duction facilities that produce ethanol by natural 
fermentation included in NAICS codes 325193 or 
312140), fossil-fuel boilers (or combinations thereof) 
totaling more than 250 million British thermal units 
per hour heat input, petroleum storage and transfer 
units with a total storage capacity exceeding 300,000 
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barrels, taconite ore processing plants, glass fiber 
processing plants, and charcoal production plants; 
 (b) Notwithstanding the stationary source size speci-
fied in paragraph (b)(1)(i) of this section, any station-
ary source which emits, or has the potential to emit, 
250 tons per year or more of a regulated NSR pollu-
tant; or 
 (c) Any physical change that would occur at a sta-
tionary source not otherwise qualifying under para-
graph (b)(1) of this section, as a major stationary 
source, if the changes would constitute a major sta-
tionary source by itself. 

* * * * * 
(2)(i) Major modification means any physical change 
in or change in the method of operation of a major 
stationary source that would result in: a significant 
emissions increase (as defined in paragraph (b)(40) of 
this section) of a regulated NSR pollutant (as defined 
in paragraph (b)(50) of this section); and a significant 
net emissions increase of that pollutant from the ma-
jor stationary source. 

* * * * * 
(5) Stationary source means any building, structure, 
facility, or installation which emits or may emit a 
regulated NSR pollutant. 

* * * * * 
(12) Best available control technology means an emis-
sions limitation (including a visible emission stand-
ard) based on the maximum degree of reduction for 
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each pollutant subject to regulation under Act which 
would be emitted from any proposed major station-
ary source or major modification which the Adminis-
trator, on a case-by-case basis, taking into account 
energy, environmental, and economic impacts and 
other costs, determines is achievable for such source 
or modification through application of production 
processes or available methods, systems, and tech-
niques, including fuel cleaning or treatment or inno-
vative fuel combustion techniques for control of such 
pollutant. In no event shall application of best avail-
able control technology result in emissions of any pol-
lutant which would exceed the emissions allowed by 
any applicable standard under 40 CFR parts 60 and 
61. If the Administrator determines that technologi-
cal or economic limitations on the application of 
measurement methodology to a particular emissions 
unit would make the imposition of an emissions 
standard infeasible, a design, equipment, work prac-
tice, operational standard, or combination thereof, 
may be prescribed instead to satisfy the requirement 
for the application of best available control technolo-
gy. Such standard shall, to the degree possible, set 
forth the emissions reduction achievable by imple-
mentation of such design, equipment, work practice 
or operation, and shall provide for compliance by 
means which achieve equivalent results. 

* * * * * 
(43) Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD) 
program means the EPA-implemented major source 
preconstruction permit programs under this section 
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or a major source preconstruction permit program 
that has been approved by the Administrator and in-
corporated into the State Implementation Plan pur-
suant to § 51.166 of this chapter to implement the 
requirements of that section. Any permit issued un-
der such a program is a major NSR permit. 

* * * * * 
(49) Subject to regulation means, for any air pollu-
tant, that the pollutant is subject to either a provi-
sion in the Clean Air Act, or a nationally-applicable 
regulation codified by the Administrator in subchap-
ter C of this chapter, that requires actual control of 
the quantity of emissions of that pollutant, and that 
such a control requirement has taken effect and is 
operative to control, limit or restrict the quantity of 
emissions of that pollutant released from the regu-
lated activity. Except that: 
(i) Greenhouse gases (GHGs), the air pollutant de-
fined in § 86.1818-12(a) of this chapter as the aggre-
gate group of six greenhouse gases: Carbon dioxide, 
nitrous oxide, methane, hydrofluorocarbons, per-
fluorocarbons, and sulfur hexafluoride, shall not be 
subject to regulation except as provided in para-
graphs (b)(49)(iv) through (v) of this section. 
(ii) For purposes of paragraphs (b)(49)(iii) through (v) 
of this section, the term tpy CO2 equivalent emissions 
(CO2e) shall represent an amount of GHGs emitted, 
and shall be computed as follows: 
(a) Multiplying the mass amount of emissions (tpy), 
for each of the six greenhouse gases in the pollutant 
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GHGs, by the gas's associated global warming poten-
tial published at Table A-1 to subpart A of part 98 of 
this chapter—Global Warming Potentials. For pur-
poses of this paragraph, prior to July 21, 2014, the 
mass of the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide shall not 
include carbon dioxide emissions resulting from the 
combustion or decomposition of non-fossilized and 
biodegradable organic material originating from 
plants, animals, or micro-organisms (including prod-
ucts, by-products, residues and waste from agricul-
ture, forestry and related industries as well as the 
non-fossilized and biodegradable organic fractions of 
industrial and municipal wastes, including gases and 
liquids recovered from the decomposition of non-
fossilized and biodegradable organic material). 
(b) Sum the resultant value from paragraph 
(b)(49)(ii)(a) of this section for each gas to compute a 
tpy CO2e. 
(iii) The term emissions increase as used in para-
graphs (b)(49)(iv) through (v) of this section shall 
mean that both a significant emissions increase (as 
calculated using the procedures in paragraph 
(a)(2)(iv) of this section) and a significant net emis-
sions increase (as defined in paragraphs (b)(3) and 
(b)(23) of this section) occur. For the pollutant GHGs, 
an emissions increase shall be based on tpy CO2e, 
and shall be calculated assuming the pollutant GHGs 
is a regulated NSR pollutant, and “significant” is de-
fined as 75,000 tpy CO2e instead of applying the val-
ue in paragraph (b)(23)(ii) of this section. 
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(iv) Beginning January 2, 2011, the pollutant GHGs 
is subject to regulation if: 
(a) The stationary source is a new major stationary 
source for a regulated NSR pollutant that is not 
GHGs, and also will emit or will have the potential to 
emit 75,000 tpy CO2e or more; or 
(b) The stationary source is an existing major sta-
tionary source for a regulated NSR pollutant that is 
not GHGs, and also will have an emissions increase 
of a regulated NSR pollutant, and an emissions in-
crease of 75,000 tpy CO2e or more; and, 
(v) Beginning July 1, 2011, in addition to the provi-
sions in paragraph (b)(49)(iv) of this section, the pol-
lutant GHGs shall also be subject to regulation 
(a) At a new stationary source that will emit or have 
the potential to emit 100,000 tpy CO2e; or 
(b) At an existing stationary source that emits or has 
the potential to emit 100,000 tpy CO2e, when such 
stationary source undertakes a physical change or 
change in the method of operation that will result in 
an emissions increase of 75,000 tpy CO2e or more. 
(50) Regulated NSR pollutant, for purposes of this 
section, means the following: 
(i) Any pollutant for which a national ambient air 
quality standard has been promulgated and any pol-
lutant identified under this paragraph (b)(50)(i) as a 
constituent or precursor for such pollutant. Precur-
sors identified by the Administrator for purposes of 
NSR are the following: 
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(a) Volatile organic compounds and nitrogen oxides 
are precursors to ozone in all attainment and unclas-
sifiable areas. 
(b) Sulfur dioxide is a precursor to PM2.5 in all at-
tainment and unclassifiable areas. 
(c) Nitrogen oxides are presumed to be precursors to 
PM2.5 in all attainment and unclassifiable areas, un-
less the State demonstrates to the Administrator's 
satisfaction or EPA demonstrates that emissions of 
nitrogen oxides from sources in a specific area are 
not a significant contributor to that area's ambient 
PM2.5 concentrations. 
(d) Volatile organic compounds are presumed not to 
be precursors to PM2.5 in any attainment or unclassi-
fiable area, unless the State demonstrates to the 
Administrator's satisfaction or EPA demonstrates 
that emissions of volatile organic compounds from 
sources in a specific area are a significant contributor 
to that area's ambient PM2.5 concentrations. 
(ii) Any pollutant that is subject to any standard 
promulgated under section 111 of the Act; 
(iii) Any Class I or II substance subject to a standard 
promulgated under or established by title VI of the 
Act; 
(iv) Any pollutant that otherwise is subject to regula-
tion under the Act as defined in paragraph (b)(49) of 
this section. 
(v) Notwithstanding paragraphs (b)(50)(i) through 
(iv) of this section, the term regulated NSR pollutant 
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shall not include any or all hazardous air pollutants 
either listed in section 112 of the Act, or added to the 
list pursuant to section 112(b)(2) of the Act, and 
which have not been delisted pursuant to section 
112(b)(3) of the Act, unless the listed hazardous air 
pollutant is also regulated as a constituent or precur-
sor of a general pollutant listed under section 108 of 
the Act. 
(vi) Particulate matter (PM) emissions, PM2.5 emis-
sions and PM10 emissions shall include gaseous 
emissions from a source or activity which condense to 
form particulate matter at ambient temperatures. 
On or after January 1, 2011 (or any earlier date es-
tablished in the upcoming rulemaking codifying test 
methods), such condensable particulate matter shall 
be accounted for in applicability determinations and 
in establishing emissions limitations for PM, PM2.5 
and PM10 in PSD permits. Compliance with emis-
sions limitations for PM, PM2.5 and PM10 issued prior 
to this date shall not be based on condensable partic-
ular matter unless required by the terms and condi-
tions of the permit or the applicable implementation 
plan. Applicability determinations made prior to this 
date without accounting for condensable particular 
matter shall not be considered in violation of this 
section unless the applicable implementation plan 
required condensable particular matter to be includ-
ed. 

* * * * * 
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40 C.F.R. § 60.14   Modification 
 
 (a) Except as provided under paragraphs (e) and 
(f) of this section, any physical or operational change 
to an existing facility which results in an increase in 
the emission rate to the atmosphere of any pollutant 
to which a standard applies shall be considered a 
modification within the meaning of section 111 of the 
Act. Upon modification, an existing facility shall be-
come an affected facility for each pollutant to which a 
standard applies and for which there is an increase 
in the emission rate to the atmosphere. 
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